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XVII. International Congress of Aesthetics 

‘Aesthetics Bridging Cultures’ 
 

Plenaries, Panels, Artists’ Presentations 

 

 

The organization of the XVIIth International 
Congress of Aesthetics by the SANART 
Association of Aesthetics and Visual Culture, 
in Ankara Turkey, had the basic intention of 
bringing to the fore the multicultural and 
interactive nature of the arts, especially in the 
20th century, and the interdiciplinary and 
pluralist views developed in aesthetics in the 
recent years. Emphasizing this multi and inter 
culturality was especially important from the 
point of view of references historically and 
geographically valid for Turkey. On the other 
hand, choosing certain cultural issues where 
such pluralism could be brought to light 
created the idea of presenting panels on these 
subject matter. 

A major part of this book is therefore devoted 
to papers presented on these panels: Art and 
Politics; Digital Arts and Aesthetics; 
Landscape, Environment and Aesthetics; 
Script, Language and Aesthetics; Asian 
Diversities; Rencontres Méditerranéen; 
Architecture and the City; Perspectives on 
Turkish Aesthetics; Bruno Taut Bridging 
Cultures. The chairpersons were the 
organisers of the panels, and in some cases, 
the editors of the papers that are here 
published, as well.   

The invited presentations addressed a variety 
of interests in the arts and in aesthetics. It was 
also amongst the vital aims to include as 
much art and architectural presentations, and 
to illustrate the close relationship between 
aesthetics, art and the everyday. Ayşe 
Erkmen the Internationally renowned Turkish 

contemporary artist living in Berlin presented 
her works which comprized of installations 
and often of cross-cultural events. The 
observations about her work is realised by the 
art critic Gregory Volk. The internationally 
well known painter Gulammohammed Sheik 
presented his biography which showed to 
what extent art and culture in India are 
matters of dialogue and synthesis amongst 
cultures, faiths and peoples. 
Gulammohammed Sheik’s art in its exuberant 
richness and vitality very much feeds on this 
hybridity. Its openness to diverse inspirations 
has been the means for its potential for 
profound meanings. Arnold Berleant one of 
the pioneers of environmental aesthetics is 
also a musician and composer. His 
presentation accompanied by Onur Türkeş 

and his flute, was also a musical offering; it 
had the aim of demonstrating how titles of 
musical pieces usually do not really say much 
about the music. 

In this publication we have several of the 
plenary talks presented. İsmail Tunalı, the 
Turkish pioneer philosopher of aesthetics, 
presented his views on the new forms that art 
will take within new ways of understanding 
the world, through science and globalization. 

Joseph Margolis’ presentation focused on the 
basic concepts of Kant’s aesthetic theory and 
how these had initiated a misconception 
about our relation to art and its experience. 
Thierry de Duve who is well known for his 
work on Kant and Duchamp as well as on 
modernist art, gave a presentation reminding 
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the congress of the issue of ethics in art and 
aesthetics. Some images of Khmer Rouge 
victims for the MoMA exhibition can be seen 
in this publication. Maryvonne Saison’s talk 
about how the principle concept of aesthetics, 
that taste could be shared, could no longer be 
true, focused on new ideas around the 
concept of aesthetic sociability. Gülsüm 
Baydar discussed the basic component of 
architecture, the wall, from its various 
conceptual and experiential implications. 

The rich presentation of Deniz Göktürk, with 
music and videos, proved how cultures are in 
dialoque through art and aesthetics. 

Some of the plenary papers cannot be offered 
here, and we are especially sorry not be able 
to have Wolfgang Welsch’s text published. 
He could not attend the congress much to the 
disappointment of the participants. 

Some of the texts you will be reading have 
been essentially edited by the chair persons, 
when they are from the panels. The texts of 
the plenaries are published as they have been 
presented to Sanart. 

I would like to thank all those who have 
contributed to this edition; the artists who 
presented their work but who also submitted 
papers and images. Unfortunately we could 
only select a few of the images from the rich 
presentation of Gulammohammed Sheik. It is 
unfortunate that we cannot reproduce the 
music offered by Arnold Berleant here, but 
most of the pieces can be found on CD’s. 
What cannot be heard is the wonderful 
performance of Onur Türkeş to whom we 

owe gratitude for his participation. I am most 
grateful to all the panel chair people, Aleš 
Erjavec, Jos de Mul, Rachida Triki, Heinz 
Paetzold, Elvan Ergut, Raffaele Milani, 
Haruhiko Fujita, Gao Jianping, Esin 
Boyacıoğlu and Barbara Sandrisser for 
organising the panels.  

My gratitude to Yeliz Özmetin, who has 
worked on this material much longer and 
harder than she must have assumed when she 
accepted to help with the editing; she has 
been extremely patient, careful and 
enthusiastic. She is the key to the prompt 
appearance of this volume. Benan Çelikel is 
the graphic designer of the publications of 
this congress, as well as the INFO Book 
which appeared before the congress. We also 
owe our design idea to an initial work by Ipek 
Türeli for a book of Sanart in 2000. 

Thanks to the very careful work done by our 
master printer Seyit Kapusuz and the people 
working for the Reprocenter printing house.  

I hope that at least we have been able to 
present this rich material without too much 
amiss. 

I would like to once again remember METU 
students who have helped during the congress 
with great enthusiasm.  Let me mention the 
valuable contributions of Ceren Katipoğlu 
and Alper Semih Alkan with the Sanart web 
site: sanart.org.tr 

 

Jale N. Erzen, May 2008 
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XVIIème Congrès International d’Esthétique 

‘L’esthétique comme pont entre les Cultures’ 
 

Pléniers, Panels, et Présentations d’Artistes 

 

 
L’organisation du XVIIe Congrès 
International d’Esthétique réalisée par 
SANART, l’Association d’Esthétique et de la 
Culture Visuelle, s’est tenue à Ankara. 
L’organisation a eu l’objectif d’accentuer la 
nature multiculturelle et interactive de l’art, 
surtout du 20e et du 21e siècles, et de 
contribuer au discours interdisciplinaire et 
pluraliste qui s’est développé en dans le 
domaine de l’esthétique dans ces dernières 
années. Le contexte historique et 
géographique de la Turquie et souligner son 
caractère multiculturel et interculturel ont 
constitué un arrière plan à considérer. Les 
panels se sont articulés autour des sujets 
culturels où ce pluralisme pouvait être mis au 
point.  

Une grande partie de ce livre est consacrée 
aux articles présentés dans les panels 
suivants: l’Art et La Politique; l’Art Digital et 
l’Esthétique; Le Paysage, l’Environnement et 
l’Esthétique; l’Ecriture, Langage, et 
l’Esthétique; Diversités Asiatiques; 
Rencontres Méditerranéen ; l’Architecture et 
la Ville; Perspectives sur l’Esthétique 
Turque; Bruno Taut – Pont entres les 
Cultures. Les présidents des panels ont été 
responsables de l’organisation des panels, et 
aussi, plusieurs fois, de l’édition des textes. 

Les invités se sont adressés aux intérêts 
variés en ce qui concerne l’art et l’esthétique. 
Une des objectifs essentiels des présentations 
était d’illustrer la relation étroite entre 
l’esthétique et l’art.  Ayşe Erkmen de Berlin, 
artiste contemporaine Turque mondialement 

connue, a présenté ses travaux composés 
d’installations et d’événements interculturels.  
Le commentaire concernant son oeuvre est 
écrit par le critique d’art, Gregory Volk.  
Peintre mondialement connu, 
Gulmmohammed Sheik a présenté sa 
biographie qui démontra à quel point l’art et 
la culture ont porté la marque de dialogue et 
de synthèse entre cultures, croyances, et 
peuples  de l’Inde. Le style exubérant de son 
art est une expression de ce caractère hybride.  
Sa connaissance d’inspirations diverses a été 
la source des significations profondes de son 
art. La présentation d’Arnold Berleant, un des 
pionniers de l’esthétique de l’environnement 
et aussi un musicien et compositeur, a été 
accompagnée de la flûte d’Onur Türkeş. Le 
but a été de démontrer que les titres des 
pièces musicales ne reflétaient pas grande 
chose a propos de la musique. 

Cette publication vous présente les textes de 
quelques exposés pléniers. İsmail Tunalı, le 
pionnier en Turquie sur la philosophie de 
l’esthétique, a expliqué sa thèse sur des 
nouvelles formes d’art. Il soutenait l’opinion 
que dans les nouvelles formes de concevoir le 
monde, l’art prendra une nouvelle forme 
d’expression à côté de la science et la 
mondialisation. 

La présentation de Joseph Margolis était 
fondée sur des concepts fondamentaux de la 
théorie de l’esthétique de Kant. Margolis 
s’est posé la question : comment cette théorie 
nous a initié à une idée fausse concernant 
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notre relation à propos de l’art et l’expérience 
esthétique.   

Thierry de Duve connu de son travaille sur 
Kant et Duchamp, ainsi que sur l’art 
moderne, évoquait le sujet de la morale dans 
l’art et esthétique. Quelques représentations 
des victimes de Khmer Rouge de l’exposition 
de MoMA ont été présentées. L’exposé de 
Maryvonne Saison a posé la question : 
comment le concept principal de l’esthétique 
où le sentiment était partageable dans le passé 
– au contraire du cas d’aujourd’hui –  se 
fonde sur des idées nouveaux autour du 
concept de sociabilité de l’esthétique ?  
Gülsüm Baydar a discuté l’élément essentiel 
de l’architecture, le mur, dans ses variétés 
conceptuelles et dans ses implications 
expérimentales. 

La présentation riche de Deniz Göktürk qui 
s’est composée de musiques et vidéos a 
démontré à quel point les cultures se 
rencontrent dans l’art et en esthétique. 

Certains articles pléniers n’ont pas pu être  
présenté dans cette publication. Nous 
sommes désolés surtout de ne pas pouvoir 
publier le texte de Wolfgang Welsch, qui n’a 
pas pu assister au congrès. 

Certains textes sont édités pas les présidents 
des panels. Le contenu des textes n’a pas été 
modifié. Les textes pléniers sont publiés tel 
qu’ils ont été présentés au Congrès de Sanart. 

Je remercie tout d’abord à tous ceux qui ont 
contribué à cette édition: aux artistes qui ont 
partagé leurs travaux, et à ceux qui ont remis 
leurs présentations et leurs articles. 
Malheureusement pour la publication nous 
avons dû choisir seulement quelques images 
parmi la présentation de Gulmmohammed 
Sheik, ainsi que de Ayşe Erkmen.  C’est 

dommage que nous ne pouvions pas 
reproduire ici, la musique d’Arnold Berleant, 
mais vous pouvez trouver une grande partie 
des morceaux au CD.  Malheureusement, 
vous allez être privé de la magnifique 
performance réalisée par Onur Türkeş. Je 
remercie les présidents des panels, Aleŝ 
Erjavec, Jos de Mul, Rachida Triki, Heinz 
Paetzold, Elvan Ergut, Raffaele Milani, 
Haruhiko Fujita, Gao Jianping, Esin 
Boyacıoğlu et Barbara Sandrisser pour leurs 
contributions à l’organisation des panels et 
plusieurs fois l’édition des textes. 

Je remercie Yeliz Özmetin de son 
enthousiasme et perfectionnisme pendant la 
rédaction de cet ouvrage. Nous devons 
l’apparition de ce livre sans grand délai, à ses 
efforts. Je remercie aussi chaleureusement 
Benan Çelikel, la graphiste des publications 
du Congrès et de INFOBook parues avant le 
Congrès. L’idée originale du design pour les 
publications de Sanart, avait été projetée par 
İpek Türeli pour un livre de Sanart en 2000. 

Je voudrais encore une fois remercier tous les 
étudiants de l’Université  Technique du 
Moyen Orient qui ont aidé les préparations de 
ce Congrès avec grand enthousiasme. Je 
voudrais souligner l’aide de Ceren Katipoğlu 
et d’Alper Semih Alkan avec le site web de 
Sanart. 

Mes remerciements à l’imprimeur Seyit 
Kapusuz et les responsables de l’imprimerie 
Reprocenter, qui ont réalisé un travail qui a 
demandé beaucoup de patience. 

J’espère que ce livre représente le contenu 
riche du Congrès sans trop de défaut. 

 

Jale N. Erzen, Mai 2008 
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PANELS 

 
1 
ARCHITECTURE AND THE 
CITY 

Chair: Heinz Paetzold 





Heinz Paetzold 
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23 

Elements of the post-functionalist 
Urbanism 
 
 
 
 
Heinz Paetzold, Professor of Philosophy, 
University of Kassel - University of 
Applied Sciences, Germany 

A detailed theory of urban culture would have to 
take into account three different discursive 
perspectives. It would have to combine them so 
that they constitute an integral whole.  

I 

Such an integral approach to city culture has first 
of all to refer to urbanism in the strict sense of 
that word, which is to architecture, to city 
planning, to the layout of streets, parks, and 
squares, to the design of the seats of bus stations, 
railway or subway stations. Urbanism in this 
sense originated in the 19th century. The Spanish 
architect and civil engineer Ildefonso Cerdá was 
its inaugurator. Cerdá developed masterplans for 
the extension of the cities of Barcelona and 
Madrid and offered in his Teoriá general de la 

urbanización (1867) the theoretical foundation of 
urbanism as a distinct discipline.1 

Anticipating my discussion of functionalism it is 
worth taking notice that Cerdá introduced 
theoretical topics that subsequently had a strong 
impact. His approach is characterized through a 
broad multi-layeredness. Cerdá dealt with the 
origin of the city, arguing that both, the need for 
shelter in the individual house and the need for 
social interaction are the anthropological roots of 
human urban settlements.2 In Cerdá’s view, 
urbanism has the office to recognize the living 
conditions of the disadvantaged classes and try to 
improve them. Especially working class people 
had to suffer severely from the capitalist 
industrialization.3 When Cerdá presented his plan 
for the extension of Barcelona he added a 
statistical Monograph of the Barcelonian Working 

Class in 1856. How disastrous the situation was 
comes to the fore if one realizes that the 

expectation of life was extremely low. In 1854 it 
amounted only 24.82 years (infantile mortality 
included) respectively 43.76 years (infantile 
mortality excluded). A child from the 'rich class' 
would expect 38.83 years whereas a child of the 
working class population would hope for 19.68 
years only.4 

Eventually, Cerdá claimed that urbanism should 
rely on two tools for city planning that were 
completely new at that time. First of all, the 

mobility of people and goods was an issue that has 
to be studied carefully and that should have strong 
impact on any kind of future city planning. 
Secondly, the conception of interways has to be 
mentioned which Cerdá has called the "primary 
element of a city".5 Interways were the spaces 
between the rows of buildings (Cerdá preferred the 
iron grid for the city layout), so to speak the 
'inside' spaces of the blocs. They need special 
attention on the part of the urban designer, since 
these interways could be gardened or could 
become a park with footways or a playground for 
children. An interway is a "small world, a small 
urb or elementary urb".6 

In sum, Cerdá started from the conviction that 
urbanism is based on five fundamentals. Urbanism 
relies on and gives shape to the infrastructure of a 
city, its streets, and squares (technical base). In 
processes of city planning the city government 
plays a role by issuing rules for participation of the 
people in the process of planning as well as 
ordinances concerning the form of the buildings 
(administrative base of urbanization). Processes of 
urban renewal always are embedded in broader 
political struggles between the conservatives and 
traditionalists on one hand and the revolutionary 
forces on the other (political base). Urbanization 
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requires sound financial reliabilities. Who pays 
for the renewal of streets and squares (economic 
base)? In reforming the center of a city or other 
parts one has to clarify the rights of the individual 
proprietor of a given lot and balance them against 
the common weal (legal base). 

II 

I have already mentioned that a theory of the 
integral city culture would have to take into 
account along with urbanism the social science 
approach to city life. Friedrich Engels' famous 
The Condition of the Working Class in England in 

1844 (1845), ranks according to Richard T. 
LeGates and Frederic Stout "as one of the earliest 
masterpieces of urban sociology".7 Engels 
described the miserable living circumstances of 
working class people in Manchester. The 
genealogy of urban sociology leads from Engels 
to Max Weber’s The City (1905) and Georg 
Simmel’s essay The Great City and Mental Life 

(1903) and up to the Chicago School of Urban 
Studies.  

The European city was according to Max Weber 
"a place where the ascent from bondage to 
freedom was possible by means of money 
acquisition".8 Simmel on his part characterized 
the mentality of the urbanites as 'reserved' in 
emotional and moral aspect and as 'blasé attitude' 
with regards to things and occurrences. Both 
these dispositions are necessary in order to 
survive in the bombardment of sensations and 
sensual stimuli and in order to keep an 'ethics of 
the individual law' alive. Then the Chicago 
School of Urban Studies has to be mentioned, 
whose founder was Robert E. Park. Park' s master 
pupil, Louis Wirth, published 1938 his celebrated 
essay Urbanism as a Way of Life wherein he 
argued that the enormous number of men and 
women in the metropolis leads to 
'cosmopolitanism' and to 'a sense of toleration of 
difference'. The modern big city is composed of a 
'mosaic of social worlds' which differs widely 
from each other. Toleration is required in order to 
live among people with a huge variety of 
worldviews. 

In our times Saskia Sassen, Manuel Castells, and 
Mark Abrahamson among others have introduced 
the concept of the global city. This concept 

applies according to Sassen to New York, London, 
and Tokyo. Global cities are new centers of power 
and domination. Due to the allocation of advanced 
informational technology, finance and real estates 
capital, headquarters of multinational companies 
and highly evolved service industries global cities 
establish, steer and influence global economic 
markets. Formerly leading centers based on 
industrial production, such as Manchester and 
Liverpool in England, Pittsburgh and Detroit in the 
USA are losing power. In global cities we find a 
cosmopolitan functional elite as well as many poor 
people from the periphery ('developing countries'). 
These are permanently present as part of the global 
work force. The new centers of corporate power 
exercise their control upon regions that are far 
away. The consequences of globalization for the 
urban structure are gentrification, displacements of 
the economically weaker strata of autochthons 
from the centers of the city as well as processes 
leading to ghetto forming.  

III 

The third discursive perspective concerned with 
city culture is the aesthetic one. Whereas Engels 
analyzed the living circumstances of the working 
class people in Manchester, did Charles Dickens 
describe them in novels such as Hard Times 
(1854). Dickens and Émile de Zola and many 
others introduced the city in literature,9 a genre 
reaching to, say Colson Whitehead’s The Colossus 

of New York (2003). Charles Baudelaire has been 
the first poet introducing the city as subject of 
lyrics with his Les Fleurs du Mal (1857) which 
should become a major theme of Walter 
Benjamin’s celebrated Arcades Project. 

Then, of course, the city had often been the focal 
point of film and photography. We have to think 
of Eugène Atget (1857-1927) and Paris, Jacob A. 
Riis (1849-1914) and New York, Jacob Olie 
(1834-1905) and Amsterdam, later Alfred Stieglitz 
(1864-1946) and New York, Heinrich Zille (1858-
1929) and Berlin, to name only some of the early 
passionate city photographers. The film, surely 
belongs to those genres of art that are, so to speak, 
congenial to the mode how city dwellers are 
experiencing their urban surroundings. The quick 
succession of images, the unexpected cuts, 
montage, all these ingredients of films correspond 
to the urban experience: the surprising shift of 
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scenes, the multiplicity of sensations and the 
dominance of the visual. The film has created a 
new institution for its reception, the cinema. 
Films are experienced, as Walter Benjamin 
underscored, by the collective not by the isolated 
individual. 

IV 

As already said, a complete theory of urban 
culture would have to synthesize these three 
different discursive perspectives. The built city of 
the architects and city planners, the city as place 
for social interaction and conflict (as explored by 
the social sciences) and the city as subject of the 
aesthetic experience only together and added to 
one another make for an integral image of urban 
life. This essay cannot develop such a project 
further. It has much more modest ambitions, 
namely discussing just a section of one of the 
perspectives, the post-functional urbanism. For 
that reason I am turning back to Cerdá. 

V 

It would be wrong to position the functionalism in 
urbanism, so as it has been given a powerful 
voice through Le Corbusier on the line of Cerdá. 
Between Le Corbusier and Cerdá there is Camillo 
Sitte’s The Art of Building Cities: City Building 

According to its Artistic Fundamentals (1899) 
who is the target of Le Corbusier’s polemic. Sitte 
according to Le Corbusier wants to return to the 
narrow streets of the Middle Ages. He misses to 
find adequate answers to the challenges of today. 
On the other hand, we find Ebenezer Howard’s 
concept of the garden city which Le Corbusier, in 
a way, is picking up and incorporating into his 
own approach. Le Corbusier maintains Cerdá’s 
social commitment as well as the latter’s 
preference for the grid system. Le Corbusier, 
though, does not apply the grid to the garden city. 
Furthermore, Le Corbusier gives preference to 
traffic, that is railway and car traffic, in order to 
follow modern man’s desire for movement. This 
is, of course, not completely alien to Cerdá.  

Le Corbusier introduces, however, a scheme of 
city planning that remained unknown to Cerdá, 
namely the 'zoning'. Already Le Corbusier’s 
presupposition that form follows function is 
definitely beyond Cerdá’s horizon. Indeed, 

according to Le Corbusier urban design should 
have to follow basic social functions. From here it 
is inferred that these social functions (working, 
recreating, housing and moving about) should be 
made operational in forms related to specific 
'zones' of the city. So we get (i) the business and 
residential center, (ii) the industrial city, (iii) the 
garden cities and (iv) transportation. This model 
has under the lead of Le Corbusier been written 
down in the "Charta of Athens" (1933) during a 
meeting of the CIAM. Herein a sharp division of 
the city in 'zones' is presupposed. To these 'zones' 
specific functions are coordinated and receive their 
peculiar form from them. 

The strong influence that Le Corbusier and 
functionalist urbanism have had from the 1920’s 
up to the 1960’s or 1970’s is understandable only 
if one keeps two points in mind. Firstly, as a 
politically minded architect Le Corbusier acted, as 
Manfredo Tafuri has shown, on a layered set of 
levels. On the "spot" Le Corbusier introduced new 
methods of using concrete and other materials 
along with new methods of fabrication. 
Provocatively arguing treatises (for instance his A 

Contemporary City of Three Million People" 
[1922] and Urbanisme [1925]) provided him an 
increasing audience. Audacious plans for the 
renewal of cities that were argued conceptually, e. 
g. the 'Obus-Plan' for Algier (1930), strengthened 
his authority as a progressive urban architect. 

Secondly, Le Corbusier gave his ideas concerning 
functionalist urbanism a political influence 
through the CIAM (Congrès International d' 
Architecture Modern). The CIAM (founded in 
1928) during the 1930’s, 1940’s through to 1950’s 
organized international congresses wherein 
subjects such as the 'functional city' (1933) were 
discussed by progressive architects and city 
planners from all over the world. The CIAM was 
part and parcel of an avant-garde project in 
architecture. It contrived to link artistic 
sensibilities with socio-political and technological 
operations.10 

VI 

Since I have touched upon the issue of post-
functionalist urbanism already elsewhere in 
different contexts11 I concentrate in this essay on 
summarizing the criticism of functionalist 
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urbanism systematically and give just keywords. 
Later in this essay I am adding, however, further 
elements of post-functionalist urbanism including 
the postcolonial urbanism. 

The critique of functionalist urbanism pointed to 
the fact that functionalist urbanism presupposes a 
rigid division of the city in clearly cut 'zones'. It 
makes, however, much more sense to favor the 
overlapping and commingling of social functions 
in one and the same region. Instead of separating 
the functions they should, to a certain extent be 
mixed. A pluralism of functions in one region, a 
pluralism of uses of side-walks in order to create 
a vivid street culture are topics brought forward 
by Jane Jacobs in her influential book The Death 

and Life of Great American Cities (1961). 

Another presupposition of Le Corbusier’s 
functionalism was that all inhabitants of a city 
participate in the formal economy. This 
assumption is no longer realistic since many cities 
face the challenge of waves of immigrants. 
Immigrants, however, in the first time of stay in 
their 'new' surrounding often will find their 
income in the 'informal' sector of the city 
economy. A further problem that has not been 
foreseen by functionalist urbanism concerns the 
ecological crisis. Cities have to set limits to their 
spatial expansion. Both immigration questions as 
well as ecological questions are best tackled 
through a method of planning that presupposes 
the 'parcel' ('Parzelle') as the basic unit of the city. 
A parcel according to James Hobrecht and Dieter 
Hoffmann-Axthelm is that unit which comprises 
all ingredients of the city, though on a small 
scale.12 

Le Corbusier thought of the urbanist in terms of a 
'social engineer' who offers all over concepts for 
the whole city. Instead one should conceptualize 
the urban planner as 'bricoleur' who proposes 
interventions in smaller parts of the city. These 
parts have, however, to fit into the whole. The 
post-functionalist urban planner’s work is 
comparable with the collage technique that 
consists in the ability to make sense of composing 
diverse elements in one work. The idea of the 
'collage city' has been brought forward by Colin 
Rowe and Fred Koetter.13 Functionalist 
urbanism’s main aim was to create buildings with 
housing space that was within the reach of poorer 

people say working class people. This aim was 
socially important and necessary. It led, however, 
to the neglect of the cultural dimension of city life. 
Looking back at ancient Roman rites of city 
founding offers a much richer prospect which can 
disclose broader horizons of urbanity, as Joseph 
Rykwert in his The Idea of a Town (1976/1989) 
has shown. 

VII 

In the following parts of my essay I would like to 
outline additional elements of the post-
functionalist urbanism. Le Corbusier’s city design 
can be labeled unitary since the city planner knows 
on his own and without any doubt what he or she 
has to do. The post-functionalist plan by contrast 
comes into existence in that divergent and 
conflicting interests are taken account of. Post-
functionalist urbanism favors the recognition of 
the legitimate interests of the neighborhood and of 
diverse pressure groups. All of them should 
receive a voice in the procedures of city planning. 

According to John Forester the city planner must 
be aware of conflicts between the divergent 
addressees of a renewal plan. The planners and 
developers can conceive of their position 
somewhere in-between the neighborhoods, the city 
government and vested interest groups as being 
neutral and just technical. But this would be 
superficial. The city planner has to bargain the 
different interests. He/she could follow the 
strategy of a 'shuttle diplomacy' mediating 
between the municipality and the different 
political parties of the city government and the 
neighborhoods and other vested interests. 

Mediation may offer several opportunities, 
under conditions of interdependent power: 
a shift from adversarial to collaborative 
problem-solving; voluntary development 
controls and agreements; improved city-
developer-neighborhood relationships 
enabling early and effective neighborhood 
voice; and joint gains... for the 
municipality, neighborhoods, and 
developers alike.14  

John Forester applies Jürgen Habermas' Theory of 

Communicative Action (1984) to the process of 
city planning. He theorizes the process of planning 
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from the internal viewpoint of the city planner as 
actor. There is another theory that parallels the 
process of city planning with the juridical sphere. 
Paul Davidoff is proposing to provide the 
different groups involved in the process of city 
planning with an advocacy in order to guarantee 
that the conflicting interests professionally come 
on the table. The divergent interests should be set 
at work during the phase of the formation of the 
plan. By doing so the pluralist approach of city 
planning is radicalized. Not only the established 
municipality but also the divergent groups whose 
interests are touched should receive a professional 
voice. The accent is on professionality. Solely the 
negotiation of the different interests leads to a 
democratic plan. The advantages are obvious. The 
city planners would be urged to take alternatives 
to their proposed plan seriously. The planning 
would be improved in that the public agency has 
to compete with other planning groups in order to 
win political support. Those who are critical to 
the proposals of the municipality are urged to 
come to terms. Otherwise their critique is 
unmasked as prejudicial.15 One side aspect of 
Davidoff’s approach is to empower the poor and 
underprivileged. They usually don’t play any role 
during processes of city development planning. 
Only by changing the rules of the game more 
democracy seems achievable.  

Who guarantees the pluralism in city planning? 
Who installs the claimed advocacy? According to 
Davidoff the ideal solution would be if local 
political parties on their part provide different 
professional city development plans. But this 
option is not very realistic. Political parties in city 
governments usually don’t like to lay their cards 
on the table. They believe that the margin of their 
negotiation is shrinking. The second best would 
be if special interest groups with established 
views engage in planning pluralism. One has to 
think of organizations such as the chamber of 
commerce, real estate boards, labor organizations, 
pro- and anti-civil rights groups, and anti-poverty 
councils. Here, too, one should not expect too 
much since these organizations also do not like to 
lay their cards on the table. Therefore a third 
possibility is reasonable. Ad hoc protest 
associations are more or less candidates for 
carrying out the pluralism in planning, since they 
are not satisfied with the planning of the 

establishment. They are in opposition to it and 
hence pluralism has a chance. 

Davidoff does not put his hope on planning 
commissions because they lack a constituency. 
Therefore their responsibility is seldom 
challenged. "The new city planner" Davidoff 
underlines” will be concerned with physical 
planning, economic planning, and social 
planning".16 

VIII 

In order to round off those parts of my essay that 
refer explicitly to Le Corbusier and the CIAM and 
their "Charter of Athens" (1933) I am outlining 
Allan Jacobs' and Donald Appleyard' s Toward an 

Urban Design Manifesto (1987).17 Jacobs and 
Appleyard understand their 'manifesto' as an 
answer to the "Charter of Athens". They concede 
that not only Le Corbusier’s functionalism but also 
the "garden city"-concept of Ebenezer Howard 
have strongly influenced city planning during the 
20th century. Both led, however, to a remarkable 
lack of the genuine urban quality of the city. To 
describe the outcome short and to the point: 
Instead of urban structures we find 'buildings in 
the park'. Superblocks, separate paths for people 
and cars, the accent on the interior space of the 
building and not on public space, housing divorced 
from streets, central ownership of land are the 
denominator of both. The main features of truly 
urban life, such as diversity, surprise, magic or joy 
are not to be found in either of them. Nevertheless, 
both made the cities healthier and housing socially 
available for the poorer people. 

The results of realized functionalism and garden 
city are precisely as David Harvey, Mike Davis or 
Edward Soja, have analyzed it. American cities 
have indeed become privatized, public transit 
systems have declined or broken down due to the 
triumphal march of the automobile. Cities are no 
longer meeting places of different social groups. 
"Advanced industrial societies took work out of 
the home, and then out of the neighborhood, while 
the automobile and the growing scale of commerce 
have taken shopping out of the local community. 
Fear has led social groups to flee from each other 
into homogeneous social enclaves".18 Cities have 
become meaningless places beyond the reach of 
their inhabitants. Cities have become 'symbols of 
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inequality'. The design professionals have lost 
their line and retreat into 'trendism'. 

In contrast to Davis, Soja and Harvey, however, 
Jacobs and Appleyard do not finish with 
observation and critique. They set out goals for a 
truly urban life. Relying on the phenomenological 
approach to city life as introduced by Jane Jacobs, 
Kevin Lynch, Lewis Mumford, and Henri 
Lefèbvre, Allan Jacobs and Donald Appleyard 
characterize urbanity with the following notions: 
livability, which is living in some comfortable 
environment, identity, opportunity, authenticity, 
public life, self-reliance and justice. With identity 
they mean that people want to be involved in the 
making of the environment. People want to care 
for it and feel responsible. All this requires a 
certain measure of participation and active 
knowledge. The comment on opportunity runs as 
follows. A city should have "magical places" 
where "fantasy" is possible. Like Lewis 
Mumford, Richard Sennett, Roland Barthes, Iris 
Young or Henri Lefèbvre and many others Jacobs 
and Appleyard underscore: 

The city has always been a place of 
excitement; it is theater, a stage upon 
which citizens can display themselves and 
see others. It has magic... and that 
depends on a certain sensuous, hedonistic 
mood, on signs, on night lights, on 
fantasy, color and other imagery.19 

Authenticity is fathomed in Kevin Lynch’s terms. 
The city should be understandable. The basic 
layout, the public functions and the institutions 
are to be accessible for all city dwellers. "A city 
should present itself as a readable story." 
Livability, identity, authenticity, and opportunity 
are serving the individual and the smaller social 
unit. But urban cities are more than that. They 
should encourage the commitment to farther 
reaching goals, to tolerance - this is, of course in 
line with Lewis Wirth -, to justice, law, and 
democracy. All this presupposes a vivid public 
life that is stimulated not only by social 
institutions but also by well designed public 
spaces. The neighborhood is by definition 
restricted. Public spaces, in contrast, are open to 
all members of the community. 

With regards to the self-reliance of cities Jacobs 
and Appleyard argue that cities have to look for 
'soft energy paths' in order to become less 
dependent on scarce resources from far away and 
to fasten by the same token the sense of local and 
regional identity. Good environments are 
accessible to all. Good urban design is for both, 
the rich as well as for the poor. It fosters a truly 
pluralistic society. Important is, however, the link 
between the strictly individual and the public 
social life. Individualization and socialization have 
to go hand in hand. 

As remedy for the loss of urbanity caused by 
functionalism and garden city-movement Jacobs 
and Appleyard propose five strategies. First of all, 
people should feel safe and secure in their 
neighborhood and on the street and experience 
their environment as clean. These requirements for 
a livable street, though, vary from city to city and 
from quarter to quarter. Secondly, urbanity is to be 
regained only to the degree that a certain density 
exists. 15 dwelling units say 30-60 people per acre 
of land are the minimum in order to stimulate city 
life. Thirdly, it is assumed that an integration of 
diverse activities in one and the same quarter is 
necessary. Living, working, shopping, 
recreational, public and spiritual activities should 
go side by side. In this point, Allan Jacobs and 
Donald Appleyard follow the line set out by Jane 
Jacobs in her attack upon Le Corbusier. Fourthly, 
buildings should not just be in space. Rather they 
should be arranged in such a way that they define 
and even enclose public space. The rule here is 
that public space should surround the buildings. 
Buildings close to each other along a street, for 
instance, tend to define space if the street is not too 
wide in relation to the buildings. Fifthly, a city 
requires quite different kinds of buildings and 
spaces with complex arrangements and 
relationships. "Diversity, the possibility of 
intimacy and confrontation with the unexpected, 
stimulation, are all more likely with many 
buildings than with few taking up the same ground 
areas".20 

In sum, cities shaped according to principles of 
either CIAM or Garden City Movement tend 
toward inwardness. The space within the four 
walls of a private house is what counts and not the 
public space outside. This trend has to be turned 
around. The street, the square, the plaza are 
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important spaces. The city dwellers can meet 
there, encounter the unexpected and experience 
the magic. This is the real attraction of the city. 
All the mentioned activities presuppose the active 
participation of people in their environment and 
lead to their commitment to democratic values. 
The maybe most important value for a productive 
and enhancing city life is toleration.  

IX 

In this final part of my essay I would like to give 
a mapping of the postcolonial urbanism. The 
postcolonial discourse often suffers from a lack of 
relatedness to concrete material spaces and 
locations. My mapping is stressing precisely these 
aspects. 

Colonial rule in Asia implied the division of the 
city in areas accessible only for the colonial 
officers, bureaucrats, on one hand and regions 
reserved for the natives on the other hand. In 
Calcutta (India) this divide of the urban layout 
has been maintained after the Independence of 
India in 1947. However, the new upper class of 
capital- and landowners, political leaders and top 
government officials occupied those areas once 
reserved for the colonizers. The spatial divide of 
the city according to race has been replaced 
through a divide according to social class 
structures. The reform economy of the global 
period intensified the social, cultural and 
technological polarization of the city populace.21 

Delhi has structures similar to those of Calcutta. 
In Delhi, too, the previous hierarchies of space, 
power and knowledge did not disappear. The 
difference between old and new Delhi, social, 
cultural and infrastructural inequities, differences 
in religion, culture and lifestyle have not been 
diminished. For that reason one can say along 
with Anthony D. King that India has no "single 
capital symbolizing the unity and identity of the 
nation".22 

Contrary to Indian cities like Delhi or Calcutta, in 
Sri Lanka postcolonial governments have made 
efforts to correct the social and spatial inequities 
of the colonial period, modifying or replacing its 
symbolic signifiers. The move of the capital city 
from its old site at Colombo and the new 
parliament at Sri Jayawardanapura-Kotte testify 

this change which is carried out in the language of 
the "new critical vernacular architecture". New 
settlement schemes, housing programs and 
economic development plans have transformed the 
former colonial spatial system. Though, the ethnic 
conflicts, a legacy of colonial politics, have not 
been resolved.23 

Traces of colonialism are not only to be found in 
the city form and its divisions. Typical for 
colonialism, at any case in India, was the 
introduction of the bungalow style in the design of 
houses. In postcolonial times only a few changes 
occurred, for instance in Lucknow. Here the 
colonial 'zoning' has been maintained as well as 
the bungalow style of the houses. The only 
alteration is, as Anita Sinha has shown, that the 
houses had been rebuilt after Independence in 
order to meet the need of the extended Indian 
family. And, of course the bungalows are now in 
use of the Indian army. The area houses the 
headquarters of the central command. A third of 
the population of Lucknow consists of army 
personnel. The "bungalow area" is seen as 
"sacrosanct", as a senior military official declared. 
The typical colonial distribution of space is 
maintained. 90 percent of the population of the 
cantonment lives on 7 percent of the land. The 
area is managed according to the Colonial 
Cantonment Act of 1924 that forbids modification 
exceeding 10 percent of the structure. The only 
change that occurred is, as I said, the adaptation of 
the bungalow buildings to the needs of the 
extended Indian family. The appearance of the 
area with lawns to the front of the houses, orchards 
at the rear and occasional badminton courts is as if 
the colonial past has persisted. The conclusion of 
Sinha is that "there are no signs of a post-colonial 
sensibility with regard to planning the physical 
environment". This applies not only to Lucknow 
but also to lots of other residential areas in Indian 
cities.24 

Postcolonial research has revealed other models of 
dealing with the heritage of the bungalow style. In 
provincial cities, such as Ahmedabad or Jaipur or 
Shahjehanabad, we often find since colonial times, 
a conflict between the open bungalow style and 
the traditional "haveli", that is a style separating 
each plot by surrounding it with a wall.25 The 
driving force might have been the regard of family 
life or the self-affirmation of the local elite against 
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the background of the colonial powers or 
negotiations and bargaining between the colonial 
powers and indigenous local powers. Studies 
especially on colonial Singapore have revealed 
that colonial cities often had a design resulting 
from conflicts between the powers of colonizers 
and the colonized people. City space in colonial 
times has been, as Brenda Yeoh argued, always a 
"contested space". It was "a terrain" of both, 
"discipline and resistance".26 

It has to be asked whether the notion of "hybrid" 
as it is used by Nezar AlSayyad in his book 
Hybrid Urbanism (Westport, Conn.: Praeger 
2001) is helpful to give an all over 
characterization of postcolonial urbanism. The 
hesitation is caused by the insight that cultural 
hybridity is something that is intrinsically linked 
with any culture whatsoever. This means that the 
notion tends to lose its specificity with regards to 
the move from colonialism to postcolonialism.27 
Another point, some authors argue that it is 
problematic to look for one distinct model of the 
colonial city. We should be cautious since we can 
distinguish different styles of colonial domination 
ranging from the British building exemplary 
colonial cities like Calcutta or Bombay to the 
Dutch rule in Indonesia that did not bring about a 
"displacement of indigenous culture" (Abidin 
Kusno). 

Anthony D. King draws from such controversies 
the conclusion that how difficult it might be to 
give a convincing definition of postcolonial 
urbanism, we nevertheless should turn our lens 
around. We are asked to look for traces of 
colonial space today in reality and in mind. We 
have to look for colonial spaces "in the real 
world" and "in our heads".28 

X 

My point in this paper is that we should gather the 
elements of an emerging post-functionalist 
urbanism under the heading of the cultural turn of 
urbanism. This turn is the marker of the move 
from modernist functionalist to post-functionalist 
urban design. In sum, we can say that post-
functionalist urbanism puts stress on multiplicity 
of uses of one and the same region, on mingling 
of functions, on a vivid street-life. It attends to the 
various cultural layers of urban design. Post-

functionalist urbanism identifies the urban 
architect as a cultural thinker. His interventions 
into the urban fabric are collages instead of an 
overriding design for whole the city. Post-
functionalist urban design eventually enables to 
cope with problems issuing in postmodern times 
and worrying contemporary cities worldwide: 
immigration and ecological problems. Post-
functionalist urbanism introduces new procedures 
concerning the processes of city planning. The 
unitary planning of functionalism is overcome. 
Alternatives are important and are stimulating 
pluralism. The city planner has to be aware of his 
or her position in-between the different parties 
involved; the city regime, the neighborhoods, the 
vested interests groups, the ad hoc protest groups. 
Post-functionalist urbanism intends to regain the 
urbanity as normative quality of city life that had 
been lost through functionalism and garden city 
movement. Post-functionalist urbanism, 
eventually, is closely linked with post-colonialism.  
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Introduction 

In the last few decades a lot of discourse across 
different disciplines has shown that to re-think 
meanings, functions, capabilities and virtues of the 
relationship between urban strategies and built 
form is always a collective effort. There are the 
significant changes in economic, social and 
environmental dimensions across the globe. But 
they are not homogenous. Exploding cities, 
shrinking cities, skyscraper booms and informal 
shanty housing for example are different 
conditions in the same way as ICT-networks and 
new economy, tourism or exclusion, migration and 
ecological change. Every questioning or framing 
of issues may lead to different interpretations.1 
Rather than explicating a general approach, the 
following reflections will raise some specific 
aesthetic practices of the globally reknowned 
architect Rem Koolhaas. Since the late 1970´s his 
architectural thinking has impressed and 
influenced a lot of disciplines and some 
politicians. It is concentrated on projects that 
motivate to perceive contemporary conditions in 
diverse and unusual ways and to create 
imaginations and strategies with an optimistic 
drive. His examinations of cities and his search for 
uncommon terrains in architectural reflection and 
projection can be characterized as an often 
criticized confrontational avant-garde practice.2 
This is getting obvious in different kinds of works, 
which are often distinctly conceptual, in books, 
exhibitions, lectures and buildings.3 Rem Koolhaas 
(the current principal of the Rotterdam based 
OMA, Office of Metropolitan Architecture, and 
the attached `think tank´ AMO) was born in 
Rotterdam and spent several years of his youth in 
Jakarta, Indonesia. He first worked as a journalist, 
experimental film maker and scriptwriter before 
studying architecture in London and New York.4 

In the last decades he published with different 
teams some books that focus on projects dealing 
with the notion of the city. Furthermore, these 
observations on contemporary cities which are 
based on a `critical´ attitude towards unquestioned 
habits of architecture and urban design, can fit as 
a base for pointing out cultural conditions in an 
increasing significance of changes. 

Bigness and the Everyday 

Considering two major subjects might reveal both 
main sources of Koolhaas’ modes and logics of 
production and some refreshing perspectives 
concerning theorizing contemporary urbanism. 
One of them is the term `bigness´ which shall 
help to understand, underline and mediate the 
specific phenomena of a culture of congestion. 
The other is directed to comprise the everyday life 
in architectural thinking and projecting. 

In his first book “Delirious New York,” published 
in 1978, Koolhaas characterized bigness between 
the lines in the context of the skyscraper and 
skyscraper ensembles of Manhattan.5  

The narrative text indicates his fascination for 
hidden and uncovered stories especially for those 
which are connected to everyday life. In relation 
to the human body `bigness´ for him signifies a 
quantitative mass which at once negates and 
integrates man. In Koolhaas’ imagination the 
skyscraper is a kind of archetype, connected with 
ambivalent multiplicity of metropolitan 
congestion and interrelations.6 The dissociation of 
outside and inside is linked up with an object-
status of form on the one hand and on the other 
hand with the possibility to provide a multitude of 
human activities inside.7 Many subsequent 
reflections and projects of Koolhaas transform in 
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one or the other way the findings which he had 
made in this first book. Following his 
investigations the high-rise-building can 
furthermore be conceived as an accumulation of 
programme with collisions of life introducing 
unexpecting functions, in other words the 
skyscraper can be conceived as a rational structure 
with irrational and unpredictable chances - like the 
city life.8 Bigness is in this sense at the same time 
an expression of fact and an expression of quality. 
The subtitle of Delirious New York, `A retroactive 
manifesto for Manhattan,´ announces a feature of 
an aesthetic attitude between responsiveness and 
imagination which is to be found both in 
Koolhaas’ own activity and in the dimensions of 
making phenomena perceivable. 

In another way this is expressed in the reknowned 
and widespread work “S,M,L,XL,” published in 
1995. It is an exemplification in the sense of 
Nelson Goodman.9 With around 1356 pages and 
1.5 kg weight this book represents in its form the 
topic of bigness and incorporates a multitude of 
expressions.10 Various projects on architecture and 
the contemporary city produced by Koolhaas and 
OMA over the last decades were presented and 
arranged in a linear structure of scales from small 
to very large. Beside the project presentation it 
includes the manifest `Bigness,´ some essays on 
questions on architecture and the city and a lot of 
contextual devices.11 Photographs, graphics and 
diagrams are included as they are to be found in 
different areas of contemporary culture above all 
of mass culture. In combining them in various 
graphical modes and structures, including both 
contrasts and continuity, they present affecting 
stimulations. The explicit quality of visual 
communication was developed in cooperation with 
the Canadian designer Bruce Mau. Yet, it is not 
only a book of images. There may also be found a 
number of provocative essays, autobiographical 
notations, meditations printed in different types 
and sizes and a kind of lexicon with free flowing 
connotations, definitions, aphorisms, structured 
from A to Z. Their contents are vast notions on the 
phenomena of the global. Like the images the 
reflections go far beyond the usual concentration 
on questions of architecture and the city. There are 
widespread and sometimes irritating and 
provocating references to economy and politics, 
art, philosophy and literature as well as, and 
especially to, popular cultural spheres. 

Thus, viewing, reading and thinking is evoked in 
an uncommon way. Referring to both the notions 
and articulations of the French writer and 
philosopher Roland Barthes and to situationist 
artistical strategies, intellectual convenience is 
disturbed in a somewhat casual way and at the 
same time adapted to a multitude of perceptions 
instead of general concepts.12 It might be the 
approach of the former journalist, experimental 
film maker and scriptwriter, which proliferate this 
kind of articulation reminding us also of some 
technical modes and perceptual effects of film 
montage like for instance the Russian avant-garde 
film maker Sergei Eisenstein used it.13 The 
contents of Koolhaas’ book will at least be 
conceived through a process, started and guided 
by emotional excitement and leading to uncover 
sources both of logic and creative imagination.14 
It is the effect of the not predetermined sequences 
and of actuating the observer that matters above 
all. The experience of “S,M,L,XL” has something 
in common with an imaginary strolling in a city, 
capable of permutation, open to time and only 
partly or provisionally stable.  

Global and Local. Projects on the City 

Like “Delirious New York” the main part of 
Koolhaas further investigations attempt to depict 
explicit architectural implications of metropolitan 
cities. Each of the attached publications shows a 
specific design, special means of creating and 
composition and appears as a combination of 
different communicational medias, which since 
2005 also extended to Audio and Video-DVD. 
The unconventional textual and graphical 
presentations are intensifying each other and help 
to mobilize progressive agendas. The various 
books articulate the potential to comprehend the 
strangeness and to artistically adapt uncommon 
urban conditions. They are also bound to a 
persistent interest in cultural modernization. 
Mainly with his students at Harvard (where Rem 
Koolhaas has been professor in the practice of 
architecture and urban design since 1995) these 
research projects have been directed to 
phenomena which would usually be regarded as 
`non-city´. They favored a bottom-up approach to 
uncover both special modes of a culture of 
congestion and an urban approach to architecture. 
The rapid growth of the Pearl River Delta in 
China characterized by exacerbated differences as 
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well as worldwide shopping habits, claimed as one 
of the last remaining forms of public activity, have 
been topics that might show somewhat unpleasant 
new qualities of the urban.15 The research on 
Lagos, Nigeria stands as an example for the 
informal and growing African city with still 
perceivable specific intensities, and the studies on 
the Gulf region for some tendencies of the 
contemporary Arabian city developments which 
are to become leisure and tourism paradises once 
the oil resources have been exhausted. Not only 
are the research students in Harvard 
representatives of different ethnical cultures of the 
world, also the observation practice is focused on 
various cityscape developments in American, 
European, Asian and African cities. The `Projects 
on the city´ explore a new kind of globalizing 
analysis created out of experience and 
incorporating the strange and otherness into one’s 
own thinking and acting. 

The presented portraits of particular cities are not 
meant to develop a theory, but to unfold and 
communicate how cities currently exist and how 
urbanity is being formed and might be understood. 
In every situation, defined by time and geography, 
the research is not focused on controllable 
conditions as modern architects are conceiving and 
looking for. The departure point is city life. The 
research on Lagos for example, which lasted eight 
years, partly displays the wide range of 
possibilities and expressions with which the 
inhabitants of this very big and permutating city 
cope. It deals with an urban reality of obstacles 
and opportunities and shows how city life and 
infrastructures are related to each other.16 Bigness 
again was a link in these various researches as an 
underlying feature in the context of acceleration, 
shopping and processual development which 
might also be seen as cultural phenomena that are 
emerging in different parts of the world.17 In this 
way the contrast between difference and synthesis 
is blurred.  

Koolhaas inquiries are directed to unfold and 
understand the contemporary with all its problems 
and contradictions starting from a realistic 
viewpoint and a poetical attitude without 
illusions.18 At least they invite not to condemn the 
present. In every case-study looking at history is 
also an inseparable part of the research. Recording 
stands as a beginning of a conceptual production. 

The articulations rarely apply to scientific 
reasoning and discursive logic. Such features are 
obscured by combining them in one or the other 
way with overestimation of the observed. A 
critical attitude is incorporated, but not explicit. 
By showing the significance of certain current 
urban conditions Koolhaas’ paradoxical 
statements and novel perspectives are 
enlightening. One example may again be a label, 
the term `junkspace,´ which is to characterize the 
not memorable and totally interchangeable 
building structures or images of incoherent space 
in shopping malls, airports, casinos or theme 
parks.19 Another one is the copyrighting of nearly 
75 terms in the context of the Pearl River Delta 
study, inserted as a provocation and showing a 
new status of definition in the context of 
urbanism.20 Last but not least the term `resort´ 
may be mentioned, which describes the current 
state of the planning for Dubais future.21 He also 
recognizes this phenomenon in Singapure or 
Berchtesgaden, in new urbanism, thematic zoning 
and so on. Thus, Koolhaas strives to provide new 
and adequate terminologies to describe, interpret 
and discuss distinctive features of contemporary 
cities in an uncommon and actuating way. These 
suggestions might become an interesting 
contribution to reinforcing the power of 
theoretical research and invention. 

Critics often reproach Koolhaas to be cynical or 
rhetorically inflational or to loose an 
anthropological dimension.22 Ultimately these 
attitudes might be a strategy for him to resist 
common habits.23 Included are experientalism and 
a subversive power which is directed against a 
mere reactive repetition or consensus. The 
research projects deal with the changes of cities 
and urban realities with effects of estrangement in 
order to rethink the notions, tasks and possibilities 
of architecture. They contribute both to keeping 
intellectual ideas on the move and motivating the 
architectural profession to re-invent themselves in 
order to adapt to present and future conditions. 
Every presentation is a sort of tentative searching 
with an anarchical artistic impulse. The books as 
well as the exhibitions and installations and not at 
least Koolhaas’ lectures initiate an alternate set of 
reflections and tasks by which both urbanism and 
architecture might be freed from stagnation, 
understood anew, and be mutually vitalized.  
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Monumentality, Social and Bodily 
Experience 

Asking how architecture can be a contributor to 
the formation of the city, a focus on bigness might 
again be a starting point. Notions of bigness are 
also incorporated in the built projects of Koolhaas 
and the OMA in as much as they are often relating 
diverse programmes in one volume so that they 
form an apparently coherent whole. The two 
designs for libraries in Paris dating to the late 
1980ies are early, yet unrealized examples. The 
Bibliotheque de France plan presented a luminous 
block out of which spaces could be carved as 
needed and should provide inside a large space for 
a suite of events for specific reasons.24 The topic 
of bigness is paraphrasized in various buildings of 
the OMA without being exhausted up to now.  

Observing the CCTV headquarter currently being 
realized for Central Chinese Television in Beijing, 
and to be completed in 2008, is a real challenge. 
At first sight it might be obvious that bigness 
springs from the fact that this building has to 
accommodate an environment for multiple uses of 
television production, broadcasting and 
management and is thus maintained by 
complicated dispositions of influences.25 Against 
indiscriminate proliferations of independent 
towers, against eccentricities or the futile 
competition for height Rem Koolhaas and Ole 
Scheeren with the OMA designed a huge looping 
sculptural volume. Arranged of two beams being 
bent at the ground level and at the top through 
horizontal bursted volumes like an irregular 
hollowed out rhomboid, it corresponds and 
structures the urban situation of the crossing 
streets and wider cityscape.26 As an explicitly 
three dimensional presence this complex 
monumental frame for a monumental void or 
panorama constitutes a site. Moreover, the 
building will give significance to a location in the 
exclusive business district of Beijing being in the 
near future a point of highest congestion 
overseeded with around three hundred high-rise-
buildings. The built structure might become a 
fixpoint, a constitutive primary element within the 
generic urban fabric and the every-day casualness 
of living. At the same time Koolhaas has put 
forward a Preservation Study to protect the 
remaining traditional courtyard houses in the city 
centre of Beijing.27 The example of the CCTV 

shows that bigness might also be connected to a 
reinterpretation of centrality and monumentality. 
These features need to be checked by critical 
examination of the qualities, problems and 
contradictions, that attend their specific 
formations in the context of global economics, 
ethnic histories, social values and not least in re-
defining the `public´ role of architecture. 

The goal of the architects was to redefine the 
typology of the skyscraper. As the design team 
intended it should get a feature of neutrality 
through reserved abstract expression and the 
continuity of the plane outer surfaces which 
sustains formal coherence and sharpened outline. 
Thus, the building should get a uniting and 
centralizing stimulus and shape experiences of 
pleasure. It might also be tied to different 
symbolic imaginations both of Chinese traditions 
and of the Chinese culture at the beginning of the 
21st century or further potential references and 
effects that go beyond the architectural medium.28 
Whether this attitude is to be characterized as a 
neoliberal adaption and support of an ambivalent 
power of medias and politics or an attempt to 
create a progressive and successful `urban´ 
bigness remains an open question.29 However, it 
might become a meaningful cultural and social 
contribution. Beside the previously mentioned 
environment the interior is conceived to provide 
large interstitial spaces with programmatic 
instability where unexpected collective processes 
of encounter and exchange can take place. The 
urban practice as a social interaction is an 
underlying idea.30 Furthermore, a designated path 
circulation through the building for the general 
public is conceived. In this way there are 
integrated qualitatively different levels of 
organization and a support of the sensitivity to 
relational qualities and part-time contexts. Thus, 
technical and functional suppositions, the forming 
of space and the notion of further performing 
space are parts of the conception.  

This equation is also to be found in other projects 
of Koolhaas. In dealing with the relation of 
architecture to the city the orchestration of 
sensual perception is an often, yet in Koolhaas 
commentaries disguised, essential dimension. The 
consideration of the phenomenological experience 
of the individual subject finds its articulation in a 
kind of `spacing´ circulation as a sensomotorical 
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tour through the building. This also opens up the 
interior to the exterior and connects the building to 
the context.  

Looking at another representative building, The 
Dutch Embassy in Berlin, Germany, completed in 
2003, may show this architectural transformation 
of an everyday experience in a paradigmatic way. 
The shape was conceived as an independent 
volume, the main building as a cubic form in the 
context of Berlin where it has been a dominant 
goal of city planning since the 1990s to close the 
city block. It is not an assimilation in the fabric, 
the `texture´ as Colin Rowe and Fred Koetter are 
looking for in their famous work Collage City, 
published in 1978.31 What in Western architectural 
theory is called the `context´ and found a basic 
concept in Kenneth Frampton’s claiming of a 
`Critical Regionalism,´ is (re-)interpreted through 
the invitation to take a stroll and actuate 
perception. It is an animation of architecture itself 
through modes of bodily experience.  

Again, the goal was to give the outer appearance a 
kind of neutrality in referring to the modern glass 
cubes both of Mies van der Rohe and the manifold 
examples of the post-war architecture in Europe 
especially in the Netherlands.32 In using various 
kinds of aluminum there is also a device to a 
widespread even low cost standardized material. 
But there is some strangeness in the way this 
tranquil expression was transformed. The so called 
`trajectory´ which seemed to be carved out of the 
interior space takes, via various rising ramps, 
stairs, floors and platforms, an irregular course 
from the outside entrance area to the top and 
reversal. Stimulating to transform the building into 
a movement flow it modifies the modernist 
concept of the so called `promenade 
architecturale´. Rooms and open spaces are 
arranged around and connected to this primary 
spatial solution. Foldings and crossings and 
variable widths and heights change the 
physiognomy of the three dimensional modeled 
route. Diving into the building or appearing on the 
buildings exterior it measures over 200 meters. 
Sensory qualities of scenes and atmospheres such 
as reflections and changes of light and shadow, 
brightness of colors, textures of materials and 
dimensions of space are evoking suites of complex 
perceptions. Partly directed to huge windows or 
glass-panes the experience furthermore shifts 

unexpected attention to some meaningful 
buildings of the Berlin City history, as well as to 
the narrow and wider more marginal context and 
the way the urban fabric changes. Parts of the 
exterior space seem to be lodged inside the 
building. The experience of site as an actual 
location with its distinctive features is 
strengthened. It is also a conception of city 
experience linking immediate perception with an 
imaginative conscious or unconscious sense of an 
entity. This is an uncommon contextualization 
with respect to the presence of the existing, 
turning it in new qualities. The crossing of inside-
outside perceptions, of interrelation and 
autonomy presents again a special kind of urban 
aesthetic. Imaginary and real circulations 
intertwine.  

Moreover, the observer in motion brings time and 
duration into play in architecture which might be 
perceived as relation of different modes of time as 
well as of different modes of movement. Last but 
not least a certain lightness might be perceived 
through the smooth change of features. Thus, also 
a kind of empowerment through bodily 
experience is actuated and an unfolding of 
capabilities for evaluating the distinct qualities of 
the real. 

Conclusion 

To develop aesthetics for the 21st century as a 
critical and operational theory and praxis from the 
viewpoint of architecture and urban design, to 
look at concepts of architects and their presented 
or hidden implications might become a 
meaningful contribution. This could be a way to 
clarify questions of discourses on the one hand – 
whether they are fruitful or to be rejected – and at 
the same time open up an ability to understand the 
complexity of important issues with the potential 
to transform and mutate. Against attempts to 
retrieve an over-all content or harmony of urban 
realities they might lead to re-imagine hidden 
attractors of city perception. Valorization can be 
mobilized anew to mutually conceive 
multilayered approaches that accommodate to 
various contemporary features of space and place. 
This all bears noting, that there is something 
intriguing in the work of Rem Koolhaas with 
OMA and AMO. It is at least plausible to suggest 
that their attitude is a culturally and aesthetically 
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inventive form of modifying observations and 
perceptions of reality even if these sometimes 
clash. Koolhaas urban aesthetics are referring to 
the avant-gardes of the 20th century in architecture, 
art and philosophy, directed to be novel and 
autonomous while at the same time being 
embedded in global and local contexts. Detached 
of utopias of ideal city conditions these proposals 
can be viewed both as contra-designs and 
suggestive of improving future developments.33 
There are to be found different modes of reference 
above all to the strength of the architecture of 
modern classics as Mies van der Rohe, Le 
Corbusier, Frank Lloyd Wright or the Russian 
constructivists. But there is also an amalgamation 
with critical considerations against the 
functionalist urban design that have been emerging 
since the late 1960´s in the Western world on the 
one hand. On the other hand there is the intuition 
springing from his own globalizing investigations 
and findings. Existing solutions were expanded 
and transgressed in giving significance to the 
everyday life to redefine in a positive way what 
`modern´ might mean. To blur oppositions 
between theory and practice, `high´ architecture 
and the city life as well as between cultural 
diversity and synthesis might be a strategy to 
uncover and alter realities of transition, relation 
and difference. Thus, it is possible to conceive the 
project of avant-garde as both an unstoppable 
predilection for alternatives and a critical cultural 
activity directed to a laboratory for the future, 
empowered by a complex combination of 
perception and action. 
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Scholarly endeavors on environmental history and 
theory should be examined relationally in order to 
understand how nature positions itself and in what 
unique ways it is perceived in the surrounding 
political contexts of institutional and everyday life. 
Therefore, what is needed here is not an inquiry 
into the genesis of nature itself, but critical 
answers to those questions of how and to what 
extent the idea of nature is effective at institutional 
level and in everyday life, and more importantly, 
how nature should be studied through the elements 
of politics as a field of everyday practices, 
performances, images, and appearances. For us, 
nature is an ideological construction, maintains its 
position in relation to social forces and importantly 
sustains its political power in space. 

This brief article then questions the city of Ankara 
to problematize such intricate issues on nature and 
spatial practices as part of Turkey’s modernization 
project. Attitudes towards nature has long been an 
important component of institutionalized politics; 
for the state elite, taming the nature was regarded 
as part of republican ideology and that ideology 
must have also been reflected in urbanization, 
becoming a common ground to frame the norms 
and standards of public life. For this reason, the 
new Turkish nation in its early years paid a 
significant attention to nature under the state’s 
administrative authority, bringing a tight control 
over natural and urban environments. By this way, 
along with those of natural transformations, 
urbanization was also a part of an ongoing state 
project with which a new environmental vision in 
relation to existing establishments firmly 
positioned itself, materially and visually, through 
images, displays, and spatial performances. As a 
result, the republican ideal of spatial 
transformation, for some, rather became a larger 

field of power relations through which nature and 
urbanism mutually constituted each other. 

In this context, Turkish Republic’s new capital 
city of Ankara makes the scope of this article in 
order to examine intricate power relations in 
respect to its spatial politics: According to the 
state elite, Ankara in its early decades was 
certainly a representation of power and its urban 
qualities should have been built and practiced 
accordingly. There, its urban fabric including 
boulevards, streets and squares, all constructed 
within Western standards akin to those of 
European examples (modern, hygienic, and 
rational) were believed to provide a modern urban 
environment for empowering Turkey’s modernist 
everyday life. That was believed to provide a 
continual tendency away from the political 
influences of the old regime.2 The eminent power 
of Western urbanism here played a pivotal role: 
for the republican elite, contemporary qualities of 
Western urbanism and its social engineering were 
of significance as surely were the subsequent 
modern everyday practices. Along with three 
consecutive planning attempts of the new capital, 
the overall construction of new state buildings all 
modernist in style and the cultivation of its vast 
open landscape for modern practices of recreation 
further signified the spatial transformation of 
Ankara for the revolutionary purposes of progress 
and change.3 The ordinary people of Ankara 
could now be invited into those new urban spaces 
where a distinctly powerful republican identity as 
a representation of constructed reality was 
possible. In this representation, the republican 
identity was a social construct and the city’s 
urbanism as well as its attitudes towards nature 
seemed to be the best political means for further 
constructions.  
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In this respect, this chapter explores the formation 
of Turkey’s perceptions towards nature and urban 
environments around the norms of modernity in 
respect to Ankara’s urban spaces. It examines how 
Turkey’s state ideology empowers itself with 
modernist spatial politics and also examines how 
different subjectivities on nature utilize such 
spatial politics as part of their ideological presence 
and visibility, thereby challenging each other. 
Ankara, in this respect, provides an urban 
environment in which the remapping of the city as 
the loci of new perceptions towards nature beyond 
the centered domain of the dominant social and 
spatial orders. At this point, our principal aims are, 
first, to understand the role and the proponents of 
ideologies and their spatial politics in making the 
city as symbols of authority, resistance, and 
contesting identities; and, second, to reveal the fact 
that, Ankara’s spatial politics have been shaped by 
much more complicated net of interactions and 
conflicting interests.   

Ankara; the Capital of Turkey 

Hereon, the scope should be on how all the above-
discussed framework can apply to our case: 
Ankara’s urban and environmental transformation. 
Within the canons of “classical Modernist 
paradigm”, the Kemalist İnkilap was officially 
introduced in 1923 to separate Ankara from the 
existing world of traditional and religious display. 
The state élite was so powerful in this intricate 
play that by carefully ordering artifacts, events, 
and even annotating their codes of conduct, the 
new capital in its first decades was turned easily 
into a massive “construction site”. The Kemalist 

İnkilap was an organized project and accordingly, 
the city had to be re-planned carefully to be able to 
displace its original spatiality and its local culture.4 
Despite its worldly presence and authority, it was 
also very important for the élite that the memories 
of the Ottomans had to disappear, yielding a new 
iconography within separate political and spatial 
contexts.5 Recognizing the fact that urban 
landscapes were one of the most significant 
components of creating new memories, the élite’s 
demands then captured a dramatic shift by which 
the pre-republican Ankara gradually came to a 
partial end. 

With the implementation of new republican 
ideology in 1923, Ankara became a site of political 

contestation over its barren land: first the mayor-
ship in Western canons, called Şehremaneti, was 
officially introduced in February 16, 1924; 
second, the new local government immediately 
went into a huge expropriation of land, south of 
railway line for the sole purpose of providing a 
virgin land for the new city center, called 
Yenişehir, literally meant the Newtown; third, the 
newly established institutions such as the 
Ministry of Development and Housing 
(Mübadele, İ’mar ve İskan Vekaleti) framed the 
primary trajectories of Ankara’s future 
development – re-organization of the local 
government, a need for a comprehensive plan for 
the capital city, providing infrastructure in 
Western canons such as irrigation, power supply, 
water, drainage and sewage as well as other 
contemporary needs that of housing, 
transportation, communication, etc.6 

Following to that, the first cadastral map in 
1/4000 was completed in 1924 by the help of 
Turkish Army’s Corps of Engineer Department, 
and for many, it was in fact the first engineering 
attempt to tame Ankara’s untouched landscape 
into humanly rational order. Then several 
planning attempts followed each other: in parallel 
to that of European examples the first 
comprehensive plan was initiated by the 
municipality and C. Ch. Lörcher from Germany 
made two plans in 1924 and 1925 respectively 
first for the old city center and second for 
Yenişehir. Herman Jansen also from Germany 
made the second comprehensive plan for the city 
in 1928, which was in fact an international 
competition held in 1927 and continued till 1932. 
Both plans by Lörcher and then Jansen were of 
significance not only for the city’s spatiality, but 
also for its environmental transformation since 
they became almost turning points in Ankara’s 
urban history.7 

According to Cengizkan, Lörcher’s proposal was 
certainly Ankara’s first modern plan and akin to 
those of European examples for the issue of 
zoning as a planning strategy was heavily 
accepted, the garden-city concept made the city’s 
underlying structure, and for the urbanized green 
as a transformative tool was carefully introduced 
into urban development patterns.8 Even in the 
report, the importance of taming the land for the 
betterment of the new city center was highlighted 
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in many times: for Lörcher, gardened not the 
untamed nature of Ankara could mark the new 
capital city’s contemporary feature; the provision 
of more green into the city center, the 
implementation of the idea of “beautiful citadel”, 
and the formation of open public spaces were 
some of those features envisioned. 

What went administratively as well as spatially 
wrong circa 1920s is still a mystery, and yet, 
apparently there seemed to be so many reasonable 
grounds to call for a second comprehensive plan 
right after Lörcher’s proposal: of many, the 
unexpected population influx into the new capital 
city from rural Anatolia, ever-increasing 
administrative building and housing shortages and 
those of contemporary needs because of the new 
state elite’s demands in all domains, and thus 
sporadic development patterns were some key 
initiatives for many to organize an international 
competition, inviting three prominent architects 
from Europe. Following that Jausseley from 
France and Brix and Jansen from Germany were 
nominated as those of carefully selected 
participants and finally in 1928 Jansen’s proposal 
received the First Prize. Regarding the Old Citadel 
as the “crown” of Ankara, Jansen in fact followed 
the same imprints of Lörcher and once again, the 
garden city was in the agenda with its full 
implications. For some, the proposal was nothing, 
but a small-scale replica of Europe’s City 
Beautiful with which the aesthetics of city space 
was of a main concern. 

In fact it was first Lörcher and then Jansen who 
paid the underlying structure of both old and new 
Ankara and generated the city’s morphology based 
upon the premises of a century long European 
urbanism. According to them, located in the 
heartland of Anatolian peninsula the city was a 
bureaucratic town with all the contemporary 
amenities and a model for Turkey’s new urban 
strategies – modern, healthy, ordered, and of 
course, green, all in Western standards. However, 
Ankara’s growth was unexpectedly oversize since 
then and the city already exceeded Lörcher and 
Jansen’s projections even in the mid-1940s. 
Besides, Turkey underwent serious 
transformations by the end of the World War II: 
firstly, the transition into a multi-party system 
circa 1946 meant an explicit representation of the 
growing political contestation between the 

modernists and the conservatists. Secondly, 
staunchly effective statist policies, concentrating 
extensive controls in the state bureaucrats, ceased 
to exist, and since then new conservative 
governments gave way to liberalism as the sole 
successor of all economic formulations. And 
finally, a massive population influx from the 
poorer periphery into relatively metropolitan 
areas, including the capital city, also became a 
major event that eventually changed Turkey’s 
demographic maps drastically.9 In fact, all of 
these caused serious problems in the capital city 
such as housing shortages, growing 
unemployment rates, petty-crime as well as 
spatial and cultural fragmentation and 
segregation.10  

It was in fact in those transitory years that a need 
for a new plan for Ankara became an important 
issue among the local and state bureaucrats in 
order to cope with recent developments. As thus 
an international competition was held in 1957 and 
Yücel and Uybadin’s proposal from Turkey 
received the First Prize. For some, Yücel-
Uybadin Plan as the third grand-scale intervention 
over the city marked a turning point in Ankara’s 
urban history, even though the proposal was often 
regarded as modest in content and scale-wise and 
followed the blueprints of what Lörcher and 
Jansen had already proposed for the city. As a 
matter of fact, the plan had a very little if any 
impact because rather than launching larger scale 
urban operations for the existing city, it almost 
revised the earlier plans, proposing minor changes 
in its overall structure and the morphology. And 
yet, a new corridor towards the western periphery 
was now in the agenda and Ankara once again 
began to develop on its barren land accordingly. 

All three plans, in short, were quite significant in 
their historiographical framework and they 
penetrated deep into the politics of urban 
developments and of environmental 
transformations in the Turkish context. In this 
sense, the primary materials should be studied 
and such theoretical conceptualizations should be 
formulated through the help of Turkey’s vast 
archives and of their yearlong materials on “urban 
and environmental histories and theories.” To 
cope with recent developments, in national and 
international scales, on the other hand, we should 
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encourage radical transitions and prospectus 
academic proposals, and additional researches.11  

Searching New Perspectives: A Historical 
Account 

Today, academic environments fall quite short in 
meeting the nation-wide expectations in this 
specific field and, in particular, schools of 
architecture should expose themselves to such 
inter-disciplinary and comparative fields. 
Regarding the fact that some institutions have a 
very strong reputation and scholarly background 
we believe that our research on urban development 
and environmental transformation in Turkey has 
potentials to acquire the necessary material and to 
establish an intellectual circle for the attainment of 
scholarly works on both urban and environmental 
histories and theories. We also believe that our 
research can be utilized as an experimental domain 
to further academic researches on cities and nature 
in regard to social and ecological problems. It is 
also important to note that the project is initiatory 
in the fields of architecture and of social and 
political history and theory because it will mediate 
comparatively through the spheres of cities in 
Turkey, Anatolian landscapes and such ideological 
mappings. It is believed that it will surely open up 
a new intellectual stream in the conception of 
Turkey’s alternative architecture, urban design, 
and planning traditions. 

The studies on urban transformations in relation to 
nature have long been under critical coercion for it 
is now believed that such idiosyncratic multi-
faceted relations between city and nature should 
solely be questioned neither in pure modes of 
spatial analyses nor in the reductionist perspective 
of ecologies. Rather, the effective intrusion of 
urban into nature, or vice versa, needs a broader 
perspective with questions as that of how nature is 
produced in parallel with the processes of space 
production. Therefore, one needs to question how 
and under what circumstances the production of 
nature is exercised; and how nature production is 
in tune with the modes and means of space 
production and the reproduction of social relations 
of space production. Leaving culturalist 
interpretations or morphology analyses aside as 
secondary agents, therefore, this research 
questions critically what production of nature and 

space meant and how it was operationalized in 
Turkey’s capital city of Ankara in history.  

Today, with full enforcement of neo-liberal 
policies since the 1980s not only has laissez-faire 
become the governing mode of political-
economy; but the overall effect of liberalism has 
drastically altered many of the orthodoxies from 
welfare states to culture of modernity that had 
long been established throughout the 20th century. 
The new era, in fact, has been regarded as the 
final accord of Turkish capitalism through which 
the role of central agencies were minimized if not 
eradicated; social projects for collective well-
being were crippled; and the modernity project 
with its full implications specifically in urbanism 
and architecture gave ways into fragmented 
“isms”.  

Within the spatial terms the last 20 years have 
witnessed a relentless restructuring process in all 
scales: Ankara’s spaces in tune with the neo-
liberalism’s homogenizing nature were redefined; 
the city was enforced to take part and play hard in 
the sustenance of them; and its architecture 
became one of the most important agents of all 
political maneuvers of fixing capital spatially. 
Along with the side-effects of this new spatiality 
such as the time-space compression among 
geographies and the generic programs in 
architecture the city suffered the most. Ankara 
enjoyed a great turnover for it enhanced its 
position as the spaces of accumulation and 
distribution vis-à-vis landed and finance capital; it 
also nurtured a great deal of social inequalities – 
experiencing full of paradoxes – wealth and 
poverty, glamorous corporate buildings and 
eradicated city centers, luxurious suburbs and 
slums, all went hand in hand. Today we have a 
city of dualities, which is antagonistic in nature 
and reflected spatially. 

In this respect the research not only questions 
Ankara’s final stage of becoming an uneven city 
in respect to its capacities for the production of 
nature and space, but also traces the blueprints of 
its environmental transformations in both natural 
and spatial terms, specifically till the 1950s.  

Under the intensifying burden of urban and 
environmental problems like spatial decadence, 
social and political upheavals, industrial 
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pollution, global-warming, earthquakes and floats, 
or exploitation of nature, contemporary 
architecture is now providing ample room in its 
curricula to set up a new rationale and thus to 
enhance architects’ position. Architecture today is 
more eager to incorporate the socially and 
politically creative dialectic between built and 
natural environments into its fields of inquiry.12 In 
the company of new conceptual tools, scholars are 
also encouraged to offer critical and challenging 
viewpoints to emphasize the significance of social 
and political histories and theories as principal 
fields in the betterment of both urban and natural 
environments.13 

Akin to their international counterparts, scholarly 
endeavors in Turkish architecture should also be in 
search of similar theoretical and historiographical 
frameworks to discover solutions to urban and 
environmental problems. In this respect, the 
primary objective of this research is thereupon to 
explore the possibilities of an academically 
flexible, holistic and coherent milieu in 
architecture that is to comprehend the above-
mentioned problematique. The project has a two-
fold aim: A comparative research specifically 
about Turkey’s modernization project circa 1900-
1950 with respect to its urban development 
processes and subsequent environmental 
transformations. 

Themes on Urban Development and 
Environmental Transformation 

Anatolian cities and their landscapes have their 
underlying spatial problems; and in this sense, any 
scholarly investigation should examine social, 
political, cultural, and economic contours of such 
animosities as well as ideological mappings onto 
urbanites and nature.14 Such excursions to 
understand Turkey’s urban development processes 
and its environmental transformations, however, 
need inter-disciplinary and comparative analyses 
of similar cities and of natural peculiarities. 
Schools of architecture in Turkey now realize the 
significance of such inter-disciplinary programs 
and comparative studies on urban developments 
and their intricate relations to environmental 
transformations. Albeit recent premises, 
nevertheless, Turkish intelligentsia today seems to 
fall quite short in fulfilling this particular field; 
and apparently, there is now an increasing gap in 

the domains of urban and environmental issues in 
all means: contemporary theoretical frameworks 
are still needed and comparative studies must be 
in today’s architectural agenda. 

Regarding the fact that our project needs broader 
theoretical constructions and their implications 
through case studies, we should trace the roots of 
similar problems and such theoretical 
formulations back to their original source. In light 
of contemporary literary mode, it is suggested 
that there are conceptual idiosyncrasies in how 
urban and environmental studies conceive 
important meta-discourses so as to inquire 
nations’ relation to their natural environments. 
Urban studies are skeptical about the 
emancipatory realm of environmental 
transformations for they believe that the present 
social order has always been predestined under 
the consequences of capitalist disorder.15 Building 
their narrative onto distinctive qualities of nature, 
environmentalists, on the other hand, are 
constructing rather deductive and reductionist 
discourses with limited if any emphasis on social 
and political theories.16 Notwithstanding, it is 
now believed that there is ample room to explore 
how societies imagine nature and utilize it as a 
political apparatus in the process of constructing 
social and cultural identities in their urban 
environments or vice versa.17 Yet, such 
excursions need further explanations that would 
have the use of both urban and environmental 
histories and theories.18 

The fields of urban and of environmental histories 
and theories are both relatively new yet originally 
independent sub-fields in architecture. For some, 
their histories extended much earlier: urban 
history and theory became an important sub-field 
since the 1980s, on the other hand, environmental 
history and theory is primarily a product of recent 
years: yet, “both (sub)fields were largely 
outgrowths of the events and turmoil of their own 
times rather than evolving from the independent 
study of the past.”19 Appeared to be largely 
concerned with closely interrelated spheres of 
space, on the other hand, both urban and 
environmental history and theory, examine such 
areas as: 
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� Social, cultural, and political histories 
and theories in understanding contemporary 
cities; 

� Social, cultural, and political processes 
and systems in production, consumption 
and re-production of urban spaces; and 
their spatial representations; and, 

� Natural qualities, ideological and 
conceptual manifestations onto nature 

� Social, cultural, and political spheres 
of environmental transformations and their 
histories and theories; 

� Forms and proponents of “urban rural 
confrontations.20  

As clearly manifested in many of the avant-garde 
programs as originally established elsewhere, in 
short, urban history and theory is to examine cities 
under recent theoretical and historiographical 
problematique whereas environmental history and 
theory is about the role and the proponents of 
nature in social, political, and cultural praxes of 
contemporary societies. Because it is now 
understood that it would be difficult to study urban 
developments without considering environmental 
transformations there seem to be expanding 
academic projectiles to bring these two 
independent domains under one scholarly roof.21 
These programs are built upon the fact that cities 
have always placed demands on their hinterlands, 
and in these processes they altered urban 
ecosystems for their own purposes. Thus urbanites 
both replaced the natural environments and created 
urban locales with contesting social, cultural, and 
political climates.22 

Now re-formulated as urban and environmental 
history and theory, this specific field has recently 
identified five primary themes: “the study of the 
impact of the built environment and human 
activities in cities on the natural environment; 
study of societal responses to these impacts and 
efforts to alleviate environmental problems; 
exploration of the effect of the natural 
environment on city life; analysis of the 
relationship between cities and an ever widening 
hinterland; and the investigation of gender, class, 
and race in regard to environmental issues.”23 For 

many schools of architecture, further academic 
investigations are yet to come. The role of nature 
in the political economy of urban spaces, 
environmental imagining in nation making 
processes, the role of ideologies in natural 
conceptualization and transformation are some 
significant issues in need of further exploration. 

As a direction for future projects, the study of 
cities and their relationship to nature, as broadly 
manifested in Cronon’s pioneering work of 
Nature’s Metropolis: Chicago and the Great 

West, for instance, seem to be extremely 
important for several reasons.24 It is a new 
scholarly ground that addresses the historical and 
the contemporary urban and environmental 
problems from different perspectives. It is also a 
vehicle for inter-disciplinary research through 
which scholars in the fields of environmental 
history and theory and of urban history and theory 
can now find a common ground. In this respect, 
the theme of urban and environmental history and 
theory has clearly established itself as a leading 
intellectual field and it will certainly grow in the 
future.25 It has a well-defined and formulated yet 
flexible curriculums, attained by different areas, 
such as architecture, environmental design and 
planning, urban sociology, geography, 
anthropology as well as environmental 
engineering, natural and urban ecologies, etc., and 
they all lead to inter-disciplinary and comparative 
perspectives.26 

In summary, any investigation on urban 
developments and environmental transformations 
should utilize the best of each sub-field and such 
emancipatory meta-language(s) (with 
contemporary social theories and 
historiographies). It should also foster urban and 
environmental history and theory not as a separate 
milieu but as an inter-disciplinary field that 
should be integral to architectural discourses and 
practices. 

A Theoretical Framework: First and 
Second Nature 

Here the basic premise is how all the above-
mentioned expectations should be theorized. In 
his seminal book Social Formation and Symbolic 

Landscape, for instance, Cosgrove suggests that 
“Landscape is a way of seeing that has its own 
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history, but a history that can be understood only 
as a part of wider history of economy and 
society.”27 Unlike Cosgrove’s emphasis on 
cultural perceptions as constructed historically 
Zukin not only questions the role of culture in 
understanding the very transformative phases of 
urban landscapes but also emphasizes 
representations as tools of power relations, 
involving all scales of institutions, class, and social 
productions. Here, productive forces, labor, and 
market relations are of significance too.28 Mitchell, 
on the other hand, suggests that landscapes should 
be regarded as pure metaphors with which social 
relations among contesting social agents are in 
need of further investigations.29  

Perhaps the best analytical survey is of Cronon’s 
Nature’s Metropolis. Completely leaning towards 
Marxian construal of first and second nature he 
discusses both the first nature as original, pre-
human, etc. and the second nature as the 
constructed one that needs an ongoing process for 
the production of social relations, and finally 
argues that it is never just first or second nature, 
but rather a complex layering of the two.30 The 
Marxian dialectic between the first and the second 
nature is of significance and yet far beyond the 
scope of this introductory essay; therefore, what 
seems to be more important here is the fact that 
from the view of urban history the modern urban 
environments are the milieu of that complex 
layering through which the first nature 
continuously atop the second nature. Here it is 
accepted that the city was an increasingly 
autonomous centre of capitalist accumulation and 
market, organizing the life of the very first 
nature.31 

As forecasted by the original Marxian narration, in 
interacting with nature social agents not only 
transform their close vicinity and mold a different 
and yet self-possessed system of material 
reference, but also open up new possibilities for 
chancing the social order. Through this process of 
interaction, in other words, we also change 
ourselves and this dialectic is fundamental to 
understanding both the history of social agents’ 
relation to nature and the political instruments 
necessary for transforming the natural 
environments.32 According to Marx, the changing 
convictions in this complex process of 
transformation can be defined, as social 

construction of nature and it should be examined 
through the language of “political economy”. 
Accordingly the operation of orthodox 
investigation eventually emphasizes a unique 
practice of a system of power in this process of 
social construction, apart from the level of social 
and power relations within society, the same 
investigation also suggests the importance of such 
significant institutions, social groups, and 
marginal social actors involved in the general 
process of constructing (the) nature. Such 
understanding is partly a by-product of a deep 
belief in the significance of dominant social 
structures as well as the underlying class 
conflicts. 

Along with a precise location in historical 
contexts with respect to class issues, and the strict 
analysis on mode of productions in the process of 
environmental transformation, however, a new 
Marxian version that would refer to purely 
instrumental relation of culture and nature is 
needed. In extending Marx’s metaphor, for 
instance, Harvey anticipates that “as we have 
collectively produced space and wrought a second 
nature out of first nature, so we have collectively 
produced ourselves.”33 For him, the outcome of 
this formula suggests a strong emphasis on the 
dialectic of man and nature of which the 
mysterious sphere of second nature hence also 
stands for the cultural domain of man’s social 
consciousness and his willful exercise over 
nature.34 Considering the long history of human 
intervention in nature, the spatial and temporal 
co-existence of man with his environment 
nevertheless formulates a gainful yet quite 
hermetic framework of which nature and cultural 
can now find their representations in the hidden 
particularities of daily life. In this picture, nature 
and thus the second nature, reflect differing 
perceptions and ideologies. Hence, the Marxist 
circle saw that as the reification of nature.35 Here 
then the investigation relies on both production of 
nature and space, as first and second nature, and 
the term production should be captivated within 
the theories of Marxist economy politics. 

Urban Development and Environmental 
Transformation in Anatolia 

Following the premises of the above mentioned 
issues, the pioneering projects to investigate how 
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the modes and proponents of urban developments 
and their natural surroundings affect each other, 
and what forms of historiographical and 
theoretical tools are imperative to understand this 
uncanny relation, now determine the boundaries of 
the scholarly world. Along with some scientific 
excursions and pure ecological discoveries, 
schools of architecture now give ways to social 
and political dimensions of urban-nature 
dichotomies and compare alternating cities and 
natural environments in different periods and 
geographies. From an inter-disciplinary 
perspective, at the center of their theoretical 
debates, however, are the legacies of the 
Enlightenment project, the industrial revolution, 
and the new social structures. For these studies, 
the new cities and the overall transformation of 
natural surroundings under the premises of these 
developments are of significance and the 
construction of new “urban-nature dichotomy” 
should be regarded as one of the most important 
models of a universally defined modernization 
process.36 In light of these notions, one still finds 
ample “discursive formations” about the profound 
complexities that underlay this unique social and 
spatial metamorphosis and modern nations’ 
changing conception(s) towards nature.37 While 
dwelling on such discursive formations and 
ideological positions, studies draw attention to a 
still largely neglected area: the environmental 

histories of Modernization processes and such 

nation-building meta-narratives in relation to 

urban development and environmental 

transformation.38 

Understanding Turkey’s desire for urbanization 
and environmental transformation as parts of its 
Modernization Project also needs similar 
historiographical perspectives, historical 
categorizations, and theoretical formulations.39 In 
parallel to those works as clearly manifested in 
contemporary capitals, architecture should play a 
pivotal role in drawing the contours of urban 
development processes and forms as well as the 
modes of environmental transformations, material 
or imaginary. Along similar lines, and inherent to 
an exclusively republican ideology of Turkey, it is 
also believed that only through the introduction of 
the elements of natural transformation, either in 
material sense or simply in terms of public 
perception, could there be a progression.40 In light 
of such theoretical conceptions, projects then 

should be designed to investigate specifically 
such areas as: 

a. the imagined quality of the new natural 
surroundings and such modernist images in 
the early years of the Turkish cities that 
became significant in urban and 
environmental transformations;  

b. ideological mappings upon nature and their 
representations as the dominant constituent 
elements as surely were the subsequent 
architecture;  

c. the significance of such transformation 
phases as urban constructions or dams, 
irrigation canals, railroads, and the 
cultivation of the vast open landscape for 
modern settlements, agriculture, and 
recreation;  

d. state-originated programs and projects that 
further signified the material 

transformation of nature for the 
revolutionary purposes of progress and 
change.  

Epilogue… 

The impact of the built environments and social 
and spatial activities on natural environments; the 
state’s responses to these impacts and efforts to 
construct such environmental transformations; the 
effects of natural environments on urban life; and 
the relationship between cities and their ever 
widening hinterland should be investigated in 
similar projects. Environmental imagining in 
nation making processes, the role of ideologies in 
natural conceptualization and in environmental 
transformation should also be some other 
significant issues in need of further exploration. 
The republican sentiments for urban development 
and subsequent environmental transformations in 
this specific era are significantly undiscovered 
and they need comparative investigations to 
conceive Turkey’s urban and environmental 
histories simultaneously. As such specific 
questions remain unknown, undefined, and not 
yet scholarly explored; and therefore, our inquiry 
should aim to unfold such possible, alternative 
histories of “urban developments” in regard to 
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“Anatolia’s geographical and environmental 
transformations.” 

The primary significance of our project then 
should be:  

a.   to explore the dialectic between urban and 
natural environments under the constraints 
of Modernism; 

b. to develop inter-disciplinary 
historiographies and theories to understand 
the forms of urban developments and 
environmental transformations in the 
comparative contexts; and,  

c.   to question “environmental history of the 
Early Republican period” in reference to 
social and political theories.  

To sum up so far, the recent studies suggest that 
environmental transformations can be traced as 
powerful social metaphors, relegating the 
landscape to be cultivated for the purpose of an 
independent, national power. Similarly, the new 
nation’s history in the Turkish context should be 
considered as a tabula rasa; and in this respect, 
our thesis should be re-formulated as: societal 
values and the new social/political/cultural codes 
required a politically symbolic harmonization 
through which the mythic spirit of the Anatolian 
prairie/bozkır would have met with the 
unchallenged prowess of civilization and 
Enlightenment. In light of this formulation 
politics on urban development processes and such 
environmental transformations is of significance 
and makes the whole problematique more 
complex and multi-dimensional.41 

 

Figure 1. Lörcher Plan of Ankara in 1924.
42
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Figure 2. Lörcher Plan of Ankara in 1924-25.
43
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Figure 3. Jansen Plan of Ankara in 1928.
44

 

 

Figure 4. Jansen Plan of Ankara in 1932.
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Art and Politics 
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(Ljubljana), and Professor of Aesthetics, 
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Primorska (Koper), Slovenia 

In 1977 Herbert Marcuse, one of the most 
influential thinkers of the Frankfurt School, 
published the essay The Aesthetic Dimension. 
Toward a Critique of Marxist Aesthetics. In the 
Preface to this publication the author makes three 
observations with the help of which we may 
attempt to draw a demarcating line regarding 
aesthetics, the aesthetic, politics and art between 
our contemporaneity and that time of three 
decades ago. 

In the same Preface Marcuse writes: 

I argue that by the virtue of its aesthetic 
form, art is largely autonomous vis à vis the 
given social relations. In its autonomy art 
both protests these relations, and at the same 
time transcends them. Thereby art subverts 
the dominant consciousness, the ordinary 
experience.1 

In the same passage of the Preface Marcuse also 
points out that his is a critique of Marxist 
orthodoxy, namely a critique of »the interpretation 
of the quality and truth of a work of art in terms of 
the totality of the prevailing relations of 
production.« He adds that, »although this essay 
speaks of 'art' in general, my discussion is 
essentially focused on literature.« 

In these observations we recognize three features 
of what is generally regarded as the modernist 
cultural and theoretical paradigm characteristic of 
the Left: a defense of the autonomy of art, a 
critique of economic reductionism of art, and the 
focusing, when referring to art, on literature. In the 
decades after the publication of Marcuse's essay, 

the accentuation of the autonomy of art has 
diminished; the economic reductionism of the 
kind discussed by Marcuse has withered away, 
primarily due to the prevailing belief that the 
relations of production and the deterministic 
relation between the economic base and the 
superstructure are essential features of the 
industrial age and have thus been superseded by 
the emergence of global postindustrial and 
information societies, in which no longer prevails 
the »contradiction between work and pleasure«.2 
Thirdly, literature as the paradigmatic art form of 
modernism has been replaced by visual culture 
and the visual arts. As Jacques Rancière recently 
noted, 

'art' is not a common concept which unifies 
differents arts. It is a device (dispositif) 
which makes them visible. And 'painting' is 
not only the name of one art. It is the name 
of one device (dispositif) of exhibiting, of 
one form of visibility of art.3 

What relevance does today have the question of 
art and politics? Before attempting to answer this 
question let us glance at some of the past 
instances and theorizations of this relation. 

As is generally agreed, the door for the modern 
political use of art opened with the French 
Revolution, the examples – considered 
exceptional art in their own time as well as in 
ours – ranging from the paintings by Jean-Louis 
David to those of Francisco Goya. 

Nonetheless, it was Friedrich Schiller's notion of 
the aesthetic education of man from the last 
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decade of the 18th century that served as the 
theoretical starting point for the modern 
interpretation of the aesthetic, which was also 
essentially related to the artistic:  

The idea of modernity as a time devoted to 
the material realization of a humanity still 
latent in mankind was constructed on this 
foundation. It can be said, regarding this 
point, that the 'aesthetic revolution' 
produced a new idea of political revolution.4 

Schiller's views became the cornerstone of 
German romanticism of Hegel, Hölderlin and 
Schelling and its demand for the unconditional 
freedom and its material precondition. The 
aesthetic became the template for revolution. 

It is along these lines that we also have to interpret 
Marcuse's accentuation of the aesthetic form of art, 
a demand raised anew at the time of the October 
Revolution, a story unfolded by Peter Bürger in his 
1973 Theory of the Avant-Garde. According to his 
account avant-garde art experienced a continuous 
failure to achieve the aim of conflating art and life 
and, especially, to practically translate the former 
into the latter: the avant-garde art had to acquiesce 
to be returned into the institution of art, thereby 
relinquishing its totalizing revolutionary desires 
and potentials. 

Let me illustrate what the conflation of art and life 
meant, by the following statement by Giovanni 
Papini from a 1913 article titled »Why I am a 
Futurist«: 

I am a futurist because futurism signifies 
absolute freedom, the liberation of historical 
cemeteries and suffocating laws. I am a 
futurist because futurism signifies the 
opening of new routes toward the future and 
the exasperated pursuit of sensations and 
new emotions as well as new forms of 
expression.5 

In a similar vein went the statement by the Russian 
avant-garde artists in December 1918: »We do not 
need a dead mausoleum of art where dead works 
are worshipped, but a living factory of human 
spirit – in the streets, in the tramways, in the 
factories, workshops and workers' home.«6 

The totalizing zeal towards the transformation of 
the aesthetic of art into the aesthetic of society 
met with failure. Perhaps the claim of this failure 
arose from the interpretation of the »aesthetic« as 
a state of things and not as an event, not as a 
process in time, in spite of this being Marx's 
paradoxical intent (when referring to 
communism) and in spite of art of the twentieth 
century being primarily an act and not a work of 
art (l'oeuvre). Such a process can of course never 
be petrified and any attempt at its 
institutionalization is bound to fail. Also, such a 
process is not of a totalizing nature. 

Be what may, the result was that the modernist 
and avant-garde art mostly oscillated between two 
ultimate extremes: that of Tatlin's »production 
art« during the years 1927 and 1931, on the one 
hand, and the museum-bound readymades by 
Marcel Duchamp, on the other. While the former 
intentionally eliminated the division between 
spheres of life, the latter played upon, and 
ultimately strengthened, the autonomy of art. 

This, then, was one leg of the the avant-garde art. 
The other was constituted by the art of resistance, 
philosophically articulated and promoted 
primarily by Theodor Adorno and, in the 
American setting, by the division of art into 
avant-garde and kitsch,7 and by ascribing to the 
American neoavant-garde an oppositional intent.8 

Marcuse's criticism was aimed at the so-called 
orthodox Marxism. Michel Foucault observed 
that, 

formalist culture, thought and art in the first 
third of the 20th century were generally 
associated with Left political movements – 
or critique – and even with certain 
revolutionary instances; and Marxism 
concealed all that. It was fiercely critical of 
formalism in art and theory, most cleary 
from the '30s onwards.9 

The major part of the previous century, from the 
post-October period until the seventies, abounded 
in various attempts of leftist intellectuals, 
especially writers, composers and the fine artists 
to reconcile in their works the incessant 
imbalance between content and form, with form 
representing the undesirable necessity, for without 
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it the content would never result in art. The issue 
of form and content was transformed into an issue 
of the potentially political correct vs. the l'art-
pour-l'artistic incorrect art and of the politically 
suitable vs. the unsuitable one. The interpretations 
varied from those of György Lukács to those of 
Andrei A. Zhdanov and carried different 
theoretical and political weight, but in practically 
all instances modernist and avant-garde art was 
denigrated and the critically or romantically realist 
one praised. 

The balance between form and content was found 
in Walter Scott and Balzac, but not in 
expressionism or in Kafka. Surrealism represented 
the ultimate object of criticism, with its 
denigration stretching from orthodox Marxism to 
Adorno and Habermas. The safest way to remain 
dedicated to the leftist cause and at the same time 
defend artistic freedom was to be a realist, even if 
this required the dubious designation of all art as 
realist, as Roger Garaudy argued in 1968.10 

Where lies the cause for this desire towards 
realism in orthodox Marxism? Was this a position 
inherent to Marxism as such or was realism 
usurped and appropriated by it? Contrary to this 
latter view I would agree with the Czech avant-
garde theorist Karel Teige who claimed in 1950 
that, 

All regimes are inclined towards making 
realism official, even if in the form of 
populism and ruralism. (...) Whenever – 
continues Teige – the political captain of a 
ship, be it that of the left or of the right, 
from the fierce and strong current of social 
events sails to the shore of art – he always 
lands on the right shore.11 

Contrary to the views of authors who in this regard 
defend the position of a rather straightforward 
social construction of reality, I would side with 
Teige and argue that there are elements that are 
inherent to realism – be it that of Tolstoy, Norman 
Rockwell or Arno Breker – and that they follow 
the same logic as renaissance perspectival 
representational system and photography do. 

As Joel Snyder asks, referring to photography – 
but we could extend this question and its answer 
also to the fine arts and to realist literature – why 

is it that we have begun to think of photography 
as a natural phenomenon? As he claims, we 
cannot answer this question by referring to the 
mechanics of photography, but must turn to the 
pictorial standards which form the principles of 
creation of the photographic camera. 

These standards grow out of a deliberate 
and thoroughly successful attempt on the 
part of Western artists, beginning in the 
early Renaissance, to construct a pictorial 
equivalent of vision. It is this pictorial 
equivalent to vision which is the source of 
our unshakable belief in the congruence of 
picture and world.12 

In a similar way realist – perhaps an alternative 
designation would be »narrative« – writing in 
literature resembles the quotidian experiences of 
our lived world. Realist literary and visual 
discourses are thus more easily accessible, more 
»veristic« and easier to recognize and to recreate 
in our imagination our lived world than those – 
expressionist or surrealist, for example – that 
intentionally create obstacles to our cognition and 
recognition. Realism is similar to mass culture in 
that it purportedly renders the world more easily 
recognizable. 

But the privileging of realism is but one step 
towards political instrumentalization of art. The 
other was introduced by Lenin in 1902. In his 
essay from that year, titled What Is to Be Done?, 
Lenin distinguished between bourgeois and 
socialist ideology. 

The working class spontaneously gravitates 
towards Socialism, but the more 
widespread (and continuously revived in 
the most diverse forms) bourgeois ideology 
nevertheless imposes itself upon the 
working class still more.13 

In this way the notion of ideology, contrary to its 
interpretations since its first derogatory use by 
Napoleon a century earlier, has lost its negative 
connotation and acquired a neutral one, thereby 
legitimizing also the propaganda use of »diverse 
forms« of ideology, such as literature. The notion 
of socialist realism, first mentioned in 1932 (first 
in relation to literature and then to visual arts) and 
later defined by Aleksandr Gerasimov as 
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»realistic in form and socialist in content,«14 
confirms this claim, transforming literature and art 
in general into a more or less sophisticated form of 
political propaganda. Or as Maurice Merleau-
Ponty lamented in December 1949: »Today's 
communism (...) behaves as if there were no 
longer any intrinsic criteria in cultural matters, as 
if literature and science were means, among 
others, to immediate political action, which is 
itself understood simply as the defense of the 
U.S.S.R.«15 

A similar claim could only partly be made about 
national socialism and Italian fascism. What was 
different in these two cases when compared to the 
Soviet world, was that the former never developed 
the same kind of conceptual clarity that socialist 
realism and the Soviet political practice did since 
its official inception in 1934. Some high ranking 
Nazi politicians remained avid collectors of 
Entartete Kunst, while in Italy culture was from 
the end of World War I until 1943 often strongly 
nationalistic (let us note the cases of Marinetti and 
Gabriele D'Annunzio), with the second futurism – 
il secondo futurismo, that from 1919 onwards – in 
many respects remaining avant-garde. Only in 
Soviet Union and later in the Soviet bloc countries 
have art and culture become a prolonged state 
political issue. 

It is thus at this point that an essential question has 
to be asked, namely, whether in the previous 
century political art had actual political effects or 
whether the actual aim of political interventions 
regarding art was not so much to promote 
politically suitable and appropriate art but, instead, 
to promote propaganda and, especially, to hinder 
the creation, dissemination and promotion of 
politically problematic art. It was the latter that 
was mostly the case and the major body of 
discussions regarding the political suitability of art 
works, artistic trends and styles was in fact 
intended to screen society from the imagined or 
real adverse effects of art – most of which had to 
do with the aesthetic dimension of art. But, since 
art was considered to be primarily political 
propaganda, then politically ineffective or 
problematic art was simply wrong art and thus 
either non-art and/or (usually both) an anti-official 
propaganda. 

In his book Gesamtkunstwerk Stalin (1989) Boris 
Groys argues that, 

There would have been no need [under 
Stalin] to surpress the avant-garde if its 
black squares and transrational poetry had 
confined themselves to artistic space, but 
the fact that it was persecuted indicates that 
it was operating on the same territory as the 
state.16 

What, then, was this territory on which both the 
art and the state operated? The Soviet state was 
confronted by two contradictory requirements: on 
the one hand, following the tradition of its critical 
realism and that of the Russian experiment in art 
and its avant-gardistic proponents, its cultural and 
ideological edifice was erected upon the avant-
garde and critical foundations, the latter 
furthermore arising from the Enlightenment 
tradition of the French revolution (or at least from 
aspirations regarded as relating to this tradition). 
Within such a framework art, the artist and 
culture carried a special import. The political 
repression of art became possible and necessary 
when art as such became reinterpreted and thus 
transformed into a special form of political 
propaganda. Writers and artists in general were 
thus required to transform themselves into the 
engineers of human souls. What was also 
necessary was for the idea to cease being an 
empty signifier, allowing for an infinite semantic 
investment, but instead, to »degenerate into 
ideology« (Alfred Andersch) and Realpolitik. 

The other facet of any totalitarian society is 
pointed to by Claude Lefort.17 According to 
Lefort, a democratic society possesses various 
centers of power (political parties, economic 
centers of power, the civil society etc.), leaving 
the central place of power empty. In 
contradistinction, a totalitarian society 
concentrates all power in a single center, where 
the political, economic, ideological and other 
centers of power coalesce. There is no power 
outside this center and any attempt to create a 
new center of power is usually brutally 
suppressed. In fact, any attempt at creating 
something that is not subsumed to the center is 
supressed. It is in this way that I would interpret 
Groys's statement regarding the »black squares« 
and it in this way that we could interpret the 
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cultural and ideological policies of totalitarian and 
authoritarian societies of the previous century 
regarding the art that emerged within their 
confines: any instance of social reality that is not 
controlled by the exclusive power in the center of 
the state puts into jeopardy all other instances of 
its power. I would therefore broaden Groys's 
statement concerning the »black squares« (as 
representative of the artistic avant-garde) and 
argue that the autonomous modernist art, too, 
threatened the totalitarian state, for it represented 
an instance of non-politicizted social reality, and 
therefore something that in a thoroughly 
politicized society was not supposed to exist. 

With the decline of the industrial society and of 
the nation-state this type of totalitarianism reached 
its end. Its demise was somewhat accelerated by 
art that I call postmodern politicized art18 and that 
I find of crucial import at the time when the 
symbolic power of various kinds of socialism and 
of the socialist state was withering away: this 
occured, for example, when the sickle and the 
hammer, as in a well-known photograph by the 
Hungarian artist Sándor Pinczehelyi from 1973, 
were no longer regarded as two political symbols, 
as stand-ins for the peasant and the worker, but as 
two ordinary tools used in the field and in the 
factory. In the words of Pierre Bourdieu, »There is 
no symbolic power without a symbolism of 
power.«19 When the symbolism of power withers 
away, its symbolic power is gone as well. What 
happened in the Soviet system was appropriately 
described by Jean Baudrillard: »the communist 
systems did not succomb to an external enemy, or 
even to an internal one (had that been the case, 
they would have resisted), but to their own 
inertia.«20 All instances of the social field partook 
in this proces, but the desintigration occured 
because there was nothing sufficiently persuasive 
to hold the system together and to allow it a 
common ideology that people could accept as their 
own. 

Why is it that we speak so much about art and 
politics in relation to the Soviet Union and the 
Soviet bloc countries or socialist regimes in 
general? Some of the reasons have been already 
pointed out, among them the claim of socialist 
countries to carry on the Enlightenment tradition, 
and the strong presence of artists, many of them 

avant-garde ones, in the revolutionary ranks, for 
every revolution is also na aesthetic endeavor. 

What was common to the political and the artistic 
avant-garde was their wish to change the very 
foundations of society, was the utopian and the 
aesthetic moment, which purportedly drove 
society towards a classless society without 
exploitation and drove art towards self-creation 
and self-annihilation qua art. These features, 
characteristic of the early anarchist art theory up 
to situationism of the sixties of the previous 
century, are what distinguishes an important 
segment of art of the period of modernism from 
much of contemporary art in the First World. I 
underline the phrase »contemporary art in the 
First World«, for in much of the Third World the 
situation is often essentially different, although 
these differences go in different directions and 
may in recent years be diminishing. The Second 
World seems to be in a flux too great and varied 
to allow brief descriptions. 

Not long ago socialism, its history 
interwoven with that of bourgeois culture 
and therefore modernity, transmitted 
strength and hope from its different 
registers of radical opposition. Without the 
socialist narrative and without national 
allegories, what will sustain a symbolic 
order of collectivities in our imagination?21 

This question, raised by the Indian art critic and 
theorist Geeta Kapur, is a query echoed in many 
parts of the world today. In the time of socialism 
this master narrative offered a theoretical and a 
political support for art of resistance and 
opposition and functioned in this respect as that 
utopian grid of ideas that have not yet been 
transformed into ideologies and Realpolitik. The 
master narrative of oppositional art, erected upon 
socialist ideas, at least in the Third World and in 
the postcolonial universe, functioned as an 
efficient utopian discourse that offered a viable 
alternative in the often semi-modernized societies 
of Asia and parts of Africa and Latin America. A 
parallel to this tandem is that of western and 
orthodox Marxism where the latter, in spite of 
having institutional support of the Soviet state, 
never achieved an academic and international 
recognition, but functioned as pure operative 
ideology for quotidian application in various 
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cultural situations. Western Marxism, on the 
contrary, served – and still serves – as a persuasive 
theoretical support for contemporary and 
modernist art and culture, and does this even when 
it is in contradiction with our everyday practices: 
in spite of attempts by authors such as Richard 
Shusterman,22 to modify if not change the widely 
accepted position of Adorno regarding elite and 
avant-garde art and to accentuate instead art and 
culture that, while remaining oppositional, at the 
same time represent successful creations for public 
consumption, the pervading opinion remains that 
Adorno developed a theory of avant-garde music, 
literature and elite art in general which remains 
valid in spite of promoting art from a century to 
half a century ago and in spite of the contemporary 
public often practicing a very different cultural 
consumption from the one that it theoretically and 
reflexively defends and promotes, also on the basis 
of ideas such as Adorno’s. 

While it is, as Teige claimed, the practice of 
political leaders to demand realist and populist art 
and culture, it is probably equally true that most 
theorists go in the other direction and opt for elite 
and avant-garde art. Why this is so becomes 
obvious if we read – who else? – Adorno on 
culture and art. 

Culture in the true sense did not simply 
accommodate itself to human beings, but it 
always simultaneously raised a protest 
against the petrified relations under which 
they lived, thereby honouring them. (…) 
Cultural entities typical of the culture 
industry are no longer also commodities, 
they are commodities through and through.23 

Of course, we have to read Adorno within the 
capitalist social framework and the market 
economy with its demand to transform everything 
into a marketable commodity. It could be claimed 
though, that the very same statement is valid for 
the socialist universe: following the views of the 
contemporary Russian painters Komar & Melamid 
and Erik Bulatov,24 the difference between the two 
models of society was that in one existed the 
omnipresence of market ideology and in the other 
of political ideology. From this viewpoint it is 
understandable that for the socialist society – the 
Soviet one – the issue of politics was an 
omnipresent issue. In the other, exemplified by the 

USA, this was the issue of the market and 
consumer ideology, in which everything becomes 
a commodity. People, of course, mostly live off 
commodities and not politics. The predominance 
of political ideology in the socialist system 
explains its ideological and political 
preoccupation with art with which it fought 
political and thus ideological, and not artistic 
battles. 

In the capitalist system, on the contrary, it is the 
market effect of an artwork that witnesses to its 
success or failure. An illustrative recent example 
is graffiti art, a part of which has in recent 
decades moved from the streets into galleries (the 
first exhibition of graffiti art was in 1973 in the 
Razor Gallery in New York), being transformed, 
by this very process, from subculture into art. 

In this regard the United States represents the 
main relatively »pure« example of consumer 
culture and market ideology, making 
understandable the early critique of Adorno of the 
American consumer society. Perhaps this also 
makes understandable Lenin’s demand, in his 
What Is to Be Done? essay from 1902, for the 
development of a socialist ideology, for to repeat 
his phrase, »The working class spontaneously 
gravitates towards Socialism, but the more 
widespread (and continuously revived in the most 
diverse forms) bourgeois ideology nevertheless 
imposes itself upon the working class still more.« 
As we well know, the market continuously offers 
novel commodities and revives our need for them 
and their diverse forms. 

What is the relation between art and politics under 
the contemporary conditions of the postmodern, 
the postindustrial and the global society? What 
has changed from the time when art had to oppose 
the political pressures, as noted by Merleau-Ponty 
and Marcuse (in the process often undergoing the 
Hegelian master/slave relationship), while today it 
appears that there are no obvious political 
pressures to oppose, for at least to a certain social 
and cultural depth we seem to be immersed in the 
democratic and politically correct discursive 
reality? Which is thus the power that is being 
opposed and is the oppressing power? »At one 
and the same time /society/ sees itself as 
something quite evident and transparent, whose 
necessity eclipses that of every ego sum, and as an 
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opacity that denies itself every subjective 
appropriation.«25 This opacity appears today more 
opaque and to be reaching deeper than in the 
modernist past. 

One of the characteristics of contemporary global 
society is its dissemination of power. As Alain 
Badiou rightfully claims, in contemporary 
philosophy, 

the metaphysics of truth has become 
impossible. (...) Philosophy can no longer 
pretend to be what it had for a long time 
decided to be, that is, a search for truth. (...) 
[T]he language is the crucial site of thought 
because that is where the question of 
meaning is at stake. Consequently, the 
question of meaning replaces the classical 
question of truth.26 

If, then, truth is no longer the essential issue of 
philosophy as thought – as well as of art or 
politics, but this become now meaning and 
language – then we can perhaps make another 
claim, this time following another, already quoted 
author, namely Jacques Rancière. According to 
Rancière politics consists in reconfiguring the 
division of the sensible, and »makes visible what 
has not been and makes us listen to speakers 
whom we have until then perceived only as sound-
making animals.«27 The important segment, also 
crucial for contemporary art, is to make someone 
speak and be heard, to present himself or herself, 
to give oneself the voice that is to be heard. As it 
becomes immediately obvious the desire and the 
aim to speak – in all its various metaphorical ways 
– reaches far beyond the potentials of art as an 
institution. It brings the artistic in art in the 
vicinity of the aesthetic as understood by Schiller 
and grants art the utopian dimension which 
transcends the limitations imposed upon it by 
various center of social power and control. 

It thus appears that when comparing Marcuse's 
views regarding art and politics from three decades 
ago with ours there are changes to be discerned in 
all three issues regarding art that he discussed. 
Furthermore, another issue has emerged in the 
meantime, an issue that Marcuse saw as resolved, 
namely the questionable future resolving of issues 
raised within and by modernity. For him, too, 

modernity appeared an incomplete project, but 
also one with an assured future. 

This most crucial difference that has emerged 
between Marcuse's and our time is then the 
contemporary lack of belief into the possibility of 
a social utopia. It is this impossibility of utopia 
that carries grave repercussions for contemporary 
art, as well as for social thought, for both have for 
much of the past two centuries existed within the 
aesthetic dimension, an essential part of which 
was what could perhaps be called the »aesthetic 
future.« 

To speak of art's historical death as an historic 
phenomenon may thus not be such a fanciful idea. 
In Marcuse's time it was still possible to regard art 
as avoiding both the political ideology and the 
consumer ideology. The relation of politics and 
art has since then shifted to another segment of 
the social field, namely that of making visible 
what until now has not been. In this regard 
contemporary art is concerned with the 
microphysics of power and politics. 

Of course, one of the features of art is that it 
always comes up with the unexpected. Even if 
this happens – or, rather, when it happens – art 
will not reenact its twentieth-century liasions with 
politics which were, as a rule, une mésentante, a 
disagreement and a misunderstanding – but even 
on those terms, appearing within the aesthetic 
dimension. What, finally, would modernist art, 
politically avant-garde or artistically autonomous, 
be without its uneasy liaison with politics? 
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“Courage, audacity, and revolt will be 
essential elements of our poetry.”  

—Filippo Tommasso Marinetti1 

The main subject of this essay is revolution in art 
and the manifestos of the avant-gardes, but I want 
to begin with a text that is neither a manifesto nor, 
properly speaking, situated in the avant-gardes, in 
order to provide a broader frame of reference for 
some of the questions that these manifestos raise. 
The text is Schiller’s Letters on the Aesthetic 

Education of Mankind, written in 1793 and 
published in 1795, and I begin with it because it 
offers what is in some ways the most clear, and 
certainly one of the earliest, modern articulations 
of the hope for political transformation by 
aesthetic means. I think it also provides evidence 
that many of the preoccupations of romanticism 
lasted well into the 20h century and were integral 
to some of the movements we associate with 
“modern art.” Now that premise is not in 
altogether new. No less a figure than Octavio Paz 
proposed this much more than 30 years ago in his 
Charles Eliot Norton lectures, The Children of the 

Mire, in terms that have now become quite 
familiar: 

Both [romanticism and the twentieth century 
avant-garde]...rebel against reason, its 
constructs and its values; both grant a 
cardinal place to the passions and visions of 
the body–eroticism, dream, inspiration; both 
attempt the destruction of visible reality in 
order to find or invent another one, magical, 
supernatural, and more than real. Two great 
historical developments alternately fascinate 
them and tear them apart: for Romanticism, 

the Jacobin Terror, and the Napoleonic 
Empire; for the avant-garde, the Russian 
Revolution, the purges, and Stalin’s 
despotic bureaucracy....artists as well as the 
critics were well aware of these affinities. 
The Futurists, Dadaists, Ultraists, and 
Surrealists all knew that their rejection of 
Romanticism was itself a romantic act, in 
the tradition which Romanticism itself had 
inaugurated, that tradition which seeks 
continuity through rejection....All were 
conscious of the paradoxical nature of their 
rejection, namely, that as they denied the 
past they prolonged it, and in so doing 
confirmed it; none of them noticed that, 
unlike Romanticism, whose rejection 
initiated this tradition, theirs brought one to 
a close. The avant-garde is the great breach, 
and with it the ‘tradition against itself’ 
comes to an end.2 

And yet Paz did not quite get at the heart of the 
self-limiting character of the avant-garde’s 
belated romanticism. Moreover, his account 
leaves unexplained the fact of avant-garde art’s 
ambition to make art be a force of radical political 
transformation and does not help explain that 
ambition’s ambiguous fate. I want to suggest that 
the form and the rhetoric of such an ambition, if 
not the political content itself, were defining 
features of the manifestos of the avant-gardes–
most visibly in their problematic commitment to 
the principle of absolute freedom and in the 
assertion of a non-conformism that itself became 
de rigeur. 

But first to the background. In the second of the 
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Letters on Aesthetic Education Schiller makes the 
crucial, underlying claim that “if man is ever to 
solve that problem of politics in practice he will 
have to approach it through the problem of the 
aesthetic.”3 For Schiller, this was because the 
category of the aesthetic was linked to Beauty, 
which was in turn thought to be a route to 
Freedom.4 The “problem of politics” to which he 
referred is this, the construction of freedom, and 
one of the principal obstacles to it, as he saw it, 
was modernity itself. The historical “progress” that 
produced modernity also brought with it a cultural 
decline, the symptoms of which are a division of 
powers and a separation of knowledge-spheres that 
destroyed the inner unity of human life. “It was 
civilization itself which inflicted this wound upon 
modern man,” Schiller writes. 

Once the increase of empirical knowledge 
and more exact modes of thought made 
sharper divisions between the sciences 
inevitable, and once the increasingly 
complex machinery of the State necessitated 
a more rigorous separation of ranks and 
occupations, then the inner unity of human 
nature was severed too, and a disastrous 
conflict set its harmonious powers at 
variance.5 

But since modern society is itself the problem, its 
political transformation must be brought about 
indirectly, by aesthetic means. And with example 
of the French Revolution and the Terror clearly in 
mind, Schiller also hopes that art will provide a 
non-violent basis for such change. As for the 
power of the artist to effect radical political 
change, the requirement is that he (or she, but in 
Schiller’s mind really only he) must resist the 
forces that hold the actual world in place—in the 
end, paradoxically, by resisting actuality itself. 
“Let him leave the sphere of the actual to the 
intellect, which is at home there, whilst he strives 
to produce the Ideal out of the union of what is 
possible with what is necessary.”6 One of the 
many questions that follows from this view is 
whether the artist can produce this Ideal in 
actuality, or merely in semblance. Schiller refuses 
to decide and opts for both: “Let him express this 
ideal both in semblance and in truth, set the stamp 
of it upon the play of his imagination as upon the 
seriousness of his conduct, let him express it in all 
sensuous and spiritual forms, and silently project it 

in the infinity of time.”7 

If I engage Schiller at some length it is in part 
because the ideas set forth in the Letters exerted a 
tremendous influence on some of the most 
important theories of modernity, beginning with 
Hegel and going on to Max Weber’s ideas about 
the differentiation of value-spheres and Lukács’s 
critique of reification. As recent a critic as Fredric 
Jameson takes up the line of Schiller’s Letters in 
his own Lukácsean description of reification as “a 
fragmentation of the psyche and of its world that 
opens up...semi-autonomous and henceforth 
compartmentalized spaces”: “lived time over 
against clock time, bodily or perceptual 
experience over against rational and instrumental 
consciousness”; “‘originary’ or creative language 
over against the daily practice of a degraded 
practical speech, the space of the sexual and 
archaic over against the reality—and 
performance—principles of ‘le sérieux’...the 
separation of the eye from the ear.”8 This account 
comes as part of Jameson’s early study of one of 
the thorniest of modernist writers, Wyndham 
Lewis, whose Vorticist works and Blast 
manifestos can be regarded equally as symptoms 
of the problem of reification in modernity and as 
attempts to mount an aesthetic defense against it. 
For Habermas, by contrast, the importance of 
Schiller’s Letters lies in its vision of the 
communicative underpinnings deemed necessary 
for any aesthetically reconciled world.9 Moreover, 
Habermas sees a decisive difference between 
Schiller’s views and the aesthetic practices of the 
avant-gardes. “Schiller’s aesthetic utopia,” he 
argues “is...not aimed at an aestheticizing of 
living conditions, but at revolutionizing the 
conditions of mutual understanding. Over against 
the dissolution of art into life–which the 
Surrealists later programmatically called for, and 
the Dadaists and their descendants tried 
provocatively to achieve—Schiller clings to the 
autonomy of the pure appearance....he expects of 
the joy in aesthetic appearance a ‘total revolution’ 
of the ‘whole made perception.’ But the 
appearance remains a purely aesthetic one only as 
long as it foregoes all support from reality.”10 
Interestingly, Habermas then goes on to invoke 
Herbert Marcuse as a more plausible heir of 
Schiller than any of the aesthetic revolutionaries 
of the avant-garde because he accepts the fact that 
art must remain within the framework of 
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appearance; it can be a reconciling social and 
political force “only so long as [the artist] 
conscientiously abstains, in theory, from affirming 
the existence of it, and renounces all attempts, in 
practice, to bestow existence by means of it.”11 
But without a substantially more complex theory 
of aesthetic appearance, this view amounts to little 
more than a strategy for the political containment 
of art. Politics requires action, and consigning art 
to the realm of appearance would seem to 
guarantee that it cannot be political. 

Indeed, the difficulty of achieving revolution by 
aesthetic means faces an obstacle that Habermas 
scarcely takes into account, and this is the 
autonomy of the aesthetic sphere itself, the 
evolution of its powers and its identity by virtue of 
its separation from the spheres of political and 
social praxis. (This is of course one of the 
obstacles against which the avant-gardes wanted to 
rebel.) If it is true that modern life has indeed been 
carved up into a variety of separate spheres, and 
that its inner logic rests on their independence 
from one another, then neither art, nor any other 
domain for that matter, can have sufficient 
leverage over the whole of social relations to 
transform them all. Insisting that art remain within 
the realm of semblance and appearance, and not 
enter the world of action, would scarcely afford a 
remedy for the problem of its perceived unreality–
its unreality, that is, when measured from the 
standpoint of politics, or science, or religion. 
Which is why, I would argue, the aesthetic 
revolutionaries of the avant-gardes were drawn to 
find ways out of the impasse in the development of 
Schiller’s romantic ideals not by example or by 
argument but by what can only be described as the 
power of the aesthetic fiat. Whether explicitly or 
implicitly (and mostly quite explicitly indeed), the 
manifestos of the avant-garde rebel against art’s 
seeming inability to get directly at politics even 
while they continue to reflect that fact; the 
vehemence of their rhetoric suggests their own 
frustration at the political confinement of art when 
it was their goal for art to make radical political 
change. Indeed, the manifesto came to function as 
a proxy for the work of art itself. Certainly the 
genre proved to be as interesting as some avant-
garde artworks. When, not too long after its 
publication in Le Figaro, Marinetti declaimed the 
1909 Futurist Manifesto from the stage of the 
Teatro Alfieri in Torino preceding a performance 

of his play Les Poupées electriques, the audience 
all but disregarded the play and responded to the 
manifesto instead.12 

Marinetti’s first Futurist Manifesto was published 
in Paris on February 20 of that year and came for 
all intents and purposes come to define a genre 
which nonetheless tends towards a maddening 
degree of subdivision. Each one typically 
identifies itself with an aesthetic subcategory, 
which, taken together, seem to represent so many 
different sects of a church internally at war. 
Indeed, the panorama of the manifesto and its 
world would not be complete without an 
appreciation of the intensity of these internal 
differentiations and distinctions—as if each new 
set of practices required a distinct platform of 
views and could only be legitimized insofar as its 
identity could be outlined programmatically and 
proclaimed out loud. The manifestos of Futurism 
and Cubism, of Cubo-futurism and Surrealism, of 
Tactilism, Ultraism, Creationism, Simultaneism, 
Dadaism, Vorticism, Constructivism, Machinism, 
Plasticism, Presentism, Primitivism, Imagism, 
Suprematism, and a host of others, define a period 
which was, as Mary Ann Caws so aptly 
described, a “century of isms.”13 The voice of the 
manifesto is typically bald and bold. Unlike the 
essay, it is a loud and relatively unsubtle genre, 
contradictory but un-dialectical in nature; its tone 
is like that of like an alarm or an outcry. Consider 
the emphatic, nearly violent typography of 
Wyndham Lewis’ “Blast” Vorticist manifestos, 
which also bring the manifesto into the ambit of 
concrete poetry and nearly to the threshold of 
performance art. Just as with concrete poetry, 
what the manifesto announces is (ultimately) 
itself. 

Why this investment in the announcement of self 
and what might this rhetoric have to do with the 
desire for political change? Whether it is in the 
Surrealist Manifestoes of André Breton or in the 
creacionista manifesto of the Chilean poet 
Vicente Huidobro, in the Ultraist manifestos, or 
the Dadaist screed written by Tristan Tzara and 
his friends, the deepest wish of the avant-garde 
tracts was for a degree of freedom that could only 
be characterized as radical and absolute. Anything 
less would leave the world incompletely, 
insufficiently, transformed. To attain such a level 
of freedom would require the rejection of the 
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world as it had come to exist and, with that, the 
establishment of an entirely new set of aesthetic 
techniques that could shape the world anew. 
Huidobro’s Creationist manifesto, “Non Serviam,” 
rejects nature itself and the power that nature has 
held over art, while Marinetti’s Futurist Manifesto 
(like so many others) embraces technology as the 
force through which art can re-make the world. In 
the words of Breton in the first Surrealist 
manifesto, the principles of revolutionary art must 
be freedom and imagination. “The mere word 
‘freedom’ is the only one that still excites me...; 
“Imagination alone offers me some intimation of 
what can be.”14 Breton’s definition of Surrealism 
hinges on the notion of a radical break with 
established practices and techniques. 

Surrealism, such as I conceive of it, asserts 
our complete nonconformism clearly enough 
so that there can be no question of 
translating it, at the trial of the real world, as 
evidence for the defense. It could, on the 
contrary, only serve to justify the complete 
state of distraction which we hope to 
achieve….This world is only very relatively 
in tune with thought, and incidents of this 
kind are only the most obvious episodes of a 
war in which I am proud to be participating. 
Surrealism is the ‘invisible ray’ which will 
one day enable us to win out over our 
opponents.15 

Especially in the Manifesto of 1924 (the first one), 
Surrealism displays a series of features that could 
readily be described as romantic in its hope for 
radical change.16 Surrealism opposes the real 
insofar as reality is “hostile to any intellectual or 
moral advancement.”17 “Our brains are dulled by 
the incurable mania of wanting to make the 
unknown known, classifiable,” writes Breton.18 In 
place of the “real” Breton asserts the priority of 
something that is more than real, i.e. of the super-
real, to which we can only have access 
aesthetically—by means of the imagination, the 
marvelous, and of dreams. “Can’t the dream be 
used in solving the fundamental questions of life?” 
he asks.19 As opposed to the novel, and to prose, 
which Breton regards as aesthetic means for the 
enforcement of the real, he envisions poetry as a 
source of a liberating spontaneity.20 In the 
framework that Breton invokes, conventional 
language is saturated by, and necessarily works to 

sustain, the status quo; only unrestricted speech 
can lead to lucid thought21—hence his fascination 
with the arbitrary, hallucinatory forms of writing 
that can be accessed through the procedures of 
automatic writing, (écriture automatique). At the 
core of Surrealism, Breton’s Manifesto proclaims, 
is psychic automatism: 

Psychic automatism in its pure state, by 
which one proposes to express—verbally, 
by means of the written word, or in any 
other manner—the actual functioning of 
thought. Dictated by the thought, in the 
absence of any control exercised by reason, 
exempt from any aesthetic or moral 
concern.22 

Breton aims in this manifesto at retrieving 
psychic force, not establishing communicative 
rationality, as Habermas might hope: 

The idea of Surrealism aims quite simply at 
the total recovery of our psychic force by a 
means which is nothing other than the 
dizzying descent into ourselves, the 
systematic illumination of hidden places 
and the progressive darkening of other 
places.23 

Clearly there are ways in which Breton’s 
Manifesto depends upon loosening conventional 
attachments to the ideal of autonomous art. And 
yet there are obvious problems associated with 
any attempt to approach freedom through a vision 
of the aesthetic that regards art as aligned with 
pure irrationalism. Most famous, perhaps, is 
Breton’s description of the simplest Surrealist act 
as “dashing down into the street, pistol in hand, 
and firing blindly, as fast as you can pull the 
trigger, into the crowd.”24 In a footnote he adds: 
“I believe in the absolute virtue of anything that 
takes place, spontaneously or not, in the sense of 
non-acceptance.”25 I will return to this question in 
some concluding remarks. For now I would 
simply observe that Breton’s wish to abandon the 
will may in fact result in its replacement by what 
D. H. Lawrence intuitively called the “inhuman 
will.”26 

But first I want to address one of the underlying 
structural problems that the avant-garde 
manifestos encounter: that if art is to become 
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political, the artist has to change the conditions 
which impede it. But this in turn requires that art 
must already be what it wishes to become. For 
Breton this presented a true impasse. The problem 
of revolutionary art, as he saw it, is that, at the 
present time, the writer must be a product of the 
bourgeoisie.27 There is a further diagnosis of this 
problem in a short piece that was published in 
Partisan Review in 1938 under the title 
“Manifesto: Towards a Free Revolutionary Art.”28 
As Breton explained in La Clé des champs, this 
essay was the product of discussions that he had 
with Trotsky and the painter Diego Rivera during 
a visit to Mexico—and that while Trotsky 
contributed most of the piece he did not sign it. 
“Our aims,” it declares, are “the independence of 
art—for the revolution [and] the revolution—for 
the complete liberation of art!”29 How we achieve 
a revolutionary art for which revolution is required 
poses a more difficult set of questions. The 
diagnosis of the conditions generating this impasse 
is nonetheless clear in the essay. 

In the contemporary world we must 
recognize the ever more widespread 
destruction of those conditions under which 
intellectual creation is possible. From this 
follows of necessity an increasingly 
manifest degradation not only of the work of 
art but also of the specifically ‘artistic’ 
personality.30  

And yet the vision of the artist represented in this 
particular work is remarkably old-fashioned, even 
romantic. The best political art, for Trotsky, turns 
out to be something not so far from aesthetic art. 
“The writer by no means looks on his work as a 
means. It is an end in itself and so little a means in 
the eyes of himself and of others that if necessary 
he sacrifices his existence of the existence of the 
work.”31 

The earlier manifestos of the avant-gardes saw 
things in quite a different light. They attempted to 
break the barriers impeding revolutionary art by 
presenting themselves as acts, and by 
understanding speech acts as themselves works of 
art. They were, in many ways, anticipations of 
what now goes by the name of performance art. 
Take, as an example, the proclamation entitled 
“Contro Venezia Passatista” (“Against Past-
Loving Venice”), printed on leaflets, 800,000 of 

which were dropped from the top of the 
Campanile in Venice on July 8, 1910 just as the 
Sunday crowd was returning from its weekly 
excursion to the Lido. 

We renounce the old Venice, enfeebled and 
undone by worldly luxury, although we 
once loved and possessed it in a great 
nostalgic dream. We renounce the Venice 
of foreigners, market for counterfeiting 
antiquaries, magnet for snobbery and 
universal imbecility.…We want to prepare 
the birth of an industrial and military 
Venice that can dominate the Adriatic sea, 
that great Italian Lake. Let us hasten to fill 
in its little reeking canals with the shards of 
its leprous, crumbling palaces. Let us burn 
the gondolas, rocking chairs for cretins, and 
raise to the heavens the imposing geometry 
of metal bridges and howitzers plumed with 
smoke, to abolish the falling curves of the 
old architecture. Let the reign of the holy 
Electric Light finally come, to liberate 
Venice from its venal moonshine of 
furnished rooms.32 

The manifesto wanted to be anti-bourgeois, and 
anti-historical, but clearly it required history and 
the bourgeoisie against which to rebel. In the 
manifesto world, there is no creation without an 
equal and opposite measure of destruction. (“We 
will destroy the museums, libraries, academies of 
every kind, will fight moralism, feminism, every 
opportunistic or utilitarian cowardice.”33 And 
while much of its rhetoric was designed 
specifically to épater, some of its tactics–such as 
the use of boldface type and collage--were 
borrowed from late 19th-century advertising. The 
manifesto sought to be esoteric, but it was also 
spectacle and required a mass audience for its 
success. (Marinetti himself wrote “We will sing 
of great crowds excited by work, by pleasure, and 
by riot. The demeanor was undisciplined, the 
behavior intentionally bad: no conventions of 
expository prose, no evidence, no argument, no 
analysis.”34) But it was also a highly prescriptive 
genre, full of indictments, accusations, and 
demands. Indeed, the key ingredients in the 
making of a manifesto, according to Marinetti 
himself, were “violence and precision”—“de la 
violence et la précision,” as he says in a letter to 
the Belgian painter Henry Maasen.35 “No work 
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without an aggressive character can be a 
masterpiece” says the Futurist Manifesto of 
1909.36 The “precision” Marinetti invokes means 
that even while proposing wholesale changes in 
the practice of art, the manifesto’s 
pronouncements must never be broad. If the past is 
to be rejected, the rhetoric of the manifesto 
requires that it be rejected in detail, with 
specificity and precision: “l’accusation précise, 
l’insulte bien définie.”37 

The violence in this formula poses a challenging 
series of questions, which brings me to a final set 
of remarks. What are we to make of the 
fascination with the new that leads to the 
enthusiastic embrace of technology, of howitzers, 
and of war? This is a far cry indeed from Schiller’s 
desire for a form of aesthetic education that would 
make the modern world, and human life, 
reconciled and whole. Is the violence of the 
manifestos merely rhetorical, a matter of style and 
tone and metaphor, or is it meant to transpose 
itself into something actual, something “real”? 
Breton’s description of the simplest surrealist act 
would seem to answer that question in one way, 
and yet Breton also seems to have understood such 
violence itself as carrying an aesthetic force, hence 
as something other than simply real. As far as 
Marinetti and the “rhetorical” violence of the 
manifestos is concerned, it is important to observe 
how directly he aligns a fascination with 
technology and the cult of speed with a 
glorification of war. “We affirm that the world’s 
magnificence has been enriched by a new beauty: 
the beauty of speed;”38 “We will glorify war–the 
world’s only hygiene–militarism, patriotism, the 
destructive gesture of freedom-bringers, beautiful 
ideas worth dying for, and scorn for woman.”39 
Art itself is drawn into this fascist vortex, not in 
the final analysis as the agent of change that the 
Futurists might have hoped it would be, but as an 
index of the sheer force of will–an inhuman will at 
times, indeed–through which these young aesthetic 
rebels sought to engineer a brave new world by 
ordaining a radical change in the nature of art. 
“Art, in fact, can be nothing but violence, cruelty, 
and injustice.”40 How ironic and strange that the 
avant-gardes proved to be so right in foreseeing 
new practices of art and so wrong as far as the 
content was concerned. This is something that 
some of the most influential institutional critiques 
of the avant-gardes generally do not generally see. 

In Theory of the Avant-Garde, for instance, Peter 
Bürger argued that avant-garde art count not 
succeed in translating life into art because art had 
to be given back over to its institutions, which 
liquidate its revolutionary goals.41 He furthermore 
argues that the neo-avant-garde only confirms this 
fact, that neo-avant-garde art is autonomous art 
“in the full sense of the term, which means that it 
negates the avant-gardiste intention of returning 
art to the praxis of life.”42 His words echo those 
of Marcuse, which were articulated in The 

Aesthetic Dimension as part of a brief 
commentary on Andy Warhol, the Factory, and 
other rapprochements between modern art and 
contemporary capitalist culture (“The artist’s 
desperate effort to make art a direct expression of 
life cannot overcome the separation of art from 
life.”43) Adorno likewise pointed out the 
diminishing force of the “new” that was 
essentially to avant-garde art.44 But the rhetoric of 
violence which the avant-garde manifestos 
embrace is the symptom of a deeper, and perhaps 
insurmountable difficulty inherent in any attempt 
to legislate changes in social practice by aesthetic 
means. It is in fact a sign of the perils associated 
with the aesthetic revolution for which Schiller 
had such high expectations. In August of 1793 
Schiller wrote a long letter to his patron in which 
he set the hopes of his “aesthetic education” in 
direct contrast with the political history of his 
times: “The attempt of the French people,” he 
wrote with regret, “has plunged, not only that 
unhappy people itself, but a considerable part of 
Europe and a whole century, back into barbarism 
and slavery.”45 It was not, of course, the assertion 
of human rights that caused him dismay, but the 
violent consequences of the revolutionary means 
used to being them about. It is ironic indeed that 
the manifestos of the avant-gardes should have 
run aground on this very point, because one of 
Schiller’s explicit goals was to avoid the violence 
associated with the French Revolution and the 
Terror that followed. If the manifestos of the 
avant-gardes are any measure, art came to repeat 
politics in a sometimes disheartening way. The 
attempt to engineer political change through art 
turned out to be far more fraught than Schiller 
might ever have believed. 
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This paper dwells on how art becomes politically 
formative in sensing, or aestheticizing, the 
emancipation of the post-colony and the longing 
for the nation in Asia. It extends this theme to 
discuss as well how such modernity refunctions 
what is presumed to be a non-western tradition so 
that it could screen intimations of the foreign and 
the global in inventing a contingent identity or 
culture. 

In colonial time in Southeast Asia in the 
nineteenth century, two paintings evoked a 
condition of revision. In 1857, the Indonesian 
Raden Saleh (1807-1880) painted The Arrest of 
Diponegoro (1857) not to record the capture of 
National Hero Pangeran Diponegoro, a prince of 
Yogyakarta who rebelled against his family and 
Dutch benefactors, but to rectify the depiction in 
Nicolaas Pineman’s Subjugation of Diponegoro 

(1830) in which the dissident figure is cast in a 
tableau of humiliating submission. Diponegoro 
waged a war from 1825-1830, styling himself as 
an Islamic stalwart and a revivalist of authentic 
Javanese values; his apprehension by General 
Henrik Merkus de Kock was a tribute to Dutch 
control over the archipelago that commenced in 
1602. A scholar comments that “Saleh’s 
Diponegoro is not a subjugated warrior, he is a 
cheated person, a victim of Dutch treachery” and 
that the painting “is a caricature, a bitter 
commentary on Dutch colonial rule.”1 Here, the 
artist reciprocates the disappearance of dignity in 
the official commemoration with defacement, with 
Diponegoro’s captors slightly disfigured and his 
head held high. 

In 1884, the Filipino Juan Luna (1857-1899) was 
conferred at the Madrid Exposition a gold medal 
for his Spoliarium, a historical canvas that portrays 

the scene at the chamber in the Roman coliseum 
where dead or dying gladiators are despoiled. 
Luna’s fellow expatriates in Europe cherished this 
triumph of a native subject being acknowledged 
in Spain through his achievement in art and at the 
same time discerned in the painting an allegory of 
the suffering of the Philippines under Spain, 
which encroached on the islands in 1521. It was a 
critique that enabled them to prefigure the colony 
elsewhere and the post-colonial as universal: in 
Rome, the former master of Spain that was the 
erstwhile Hispania, and in the painter-patriot 
Luna who was hailed in the inflated oratory of his 
confreres as a genius who “knows no country.”2 

In these instances, art renders the political through 
the reflexivity of representation: of 
demonstrating, on the one hand, the self in history 
and resisting its location in hegemonic 
historiography and of ensuring, on the other, that 
alterity can be transcended through sheer mastery 
of the civilizing narrative. 

The modality of staging this history is central. 
And the role of the artist-genius like Saleh and 
Luna is resonant, and their acumen to exceed the 
demands of naturalist documentation is 
exemplary. We glean an equivalent articulation in 
the career of the autodidact aristocratic Indian 
painter Ravi Varma (1848-1906) whose oeuvre 
and life animated aspirations for a nation beyond 
the British empire, which possessed India in 
1757. An academic painter with no formal 
training, he was sought by both the Raj and the 
Maharajas and reconfigured Victorian salon 
protocols to ratify an Indian past of epics and 
classics as well as of princely courts. Reared in a 
constellation of inspirations, from European 
orientalism to folk theater, he would conjure a 
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prospect of an essential India as a sovereign polity 
across its vastly discrepant ethnic terrain. This 
imaginary was to be condensed in the image of a 
Galaxy of Musicians (c. 1889) where a 
“national/cultural synthesis” is projected onto a 
mother nation of composite feminine types: “a 
group of eleven oriental women representing 
different regions of India (including muslim nair 
tamil parsi anglo-indian women) makes up a 
perfect anthropological vignette.”3 

But it was not only the works of Saleh, Luna, and 
Varma that stirred the post-colonial longing and 
enchantment; their very charismatic biographies 
guaranteed them primary roles in the melodrama 
of nationalism, heroism, and revolution. Part of 
this romantic distinction of genius was its tragic 
limits. Raden Saleh, who came back to his 
homeland in 1850 after cultivating renown as an 
artist overseas, felt he was lost between Europe 
and Indonesia and “died an almost petrified and 
embittered man, who had not found his place, 
neither within the native Javanese nor within the 
Dutch colonial society.”4 He divorced his Eurasian 
wife to marry a woman related to the Sultan of 
Yogyakarta; he retreated to a European Gothic 
mansion, founded an art museum and zoological 
garden, and sifted through paleontological 
remains, as if to prove that he did not merit the 
prejudice. Luna, who returned to his lamented 
origin in 1894, for his part killed his wife, whom 
he had suspected of infidelity, in a fit of rage in 
Paris.5 He was probably exasperated by the specter 
of discrimination: of being denied the Prize of 
Honor in Spain because he was a mere colonial 
and of being constantly reminded in his very 
household of his native station in relation to his 
affluent mestiza wife Paz Pardo de Tavera. The 
court acquitted him, taking into account his 
defense that the deed was a crime of passion 
inflamed by adultery, and attributed his temper to 
the nature of his volatile, if not “savage” race. 
Finally, after Varma’s death, his legacy would be 
rebuked as “hybrid, undignified, and above all 
‘unspiritual.’”6 The Bengal school and the 
emerging nationalist ideology of swadeshi 
disconfirmed his reputation and his pretensions to 
nationalism. In spite of the hagiography attending 
the tenure of Saleh, Luna, and Varma, scions of 
landowners all, they felt incommensurate, their 
colonial exploits failing to secure for them a 
measure of equality that bedeviled and importuned 

their aesthetic unconscious, even as their 
modernities had been compellingly equivalent 
and exceptional. 

There are many strains in this scheme of art and 
nation as a result of the shift from colony to post-
colony in Southeast Asia, with the post-colonial 
inscribed as a sign of a national emergence or the 
consciousness of the self as opposed to otherness. 
Representation as has been mentioned unravels as 
an artifice of presence, a reality-effect, lending 
itself well as a testament to facture from which 
implications about technique, education, talent, 
value, and a heightened awareness of the world 
and the history accruing to it could be drawn. To 
represent and to be represented is a stake in the 
inalienable privilege to make manifest, to appear 
and materialize, to risk being exposed, to contrive 
an image, and ultimately to dispel belief in the 
image and to sometimes self-consciously tear 
apart the basis of the worldly desire for the self. 

In Thailand, this method practically wove the 
fabric of modernity in spite of the absence of 
actually existing colonial occupation by an 
external power. Even without a post-colonial 
struggle for national liberation, it seemed that 
there was the struggle to overcome the coloniality 
of the monarchy, with the latter renovating and 
projecting its institution as modern and amenable 
to tutelage. 

The King in Thailand was believed to be 
“participating in divinity; hence the need for 
images in state ceremonies and Brahminical rites. 
Idealized religious images in royal regalia were 
made to remind worshippers of the late monarchs, 
and the images became sanctified in response to 
the belief that the spirits remained in them.”7 King 
Mongkut (reigned from 1851-1868) severed this 
tradition by letting himself be photographed. In 
1863, the first sculpture of King Mongkut was 
made by Emile-Francois Chartrousse from a 
photograph; the King was dissatisfied with it and 
asked an artist to produce another version, this 
time from life, that was completed in 1868. This 
was a marked turn in the royal attitude toward 
photography and portraiture that fabricated “a 
secular image intended to commemorate a living 
king,”8 an outlook sustained by the successor 
King Chulalongkorn (reigned from 1868-1910). 
He commissioned the Italian artist Edouardo Gelli 
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to paint from a photograph sent to Florence the 
group portrait Royal Family (1899) to stress 
perhaps the importance of the family as a 
metaphor of nation, thus perpetuating a royalist-
nationalist ideology. This was in cadence with 
how the Siamese monarchy, partaking of the 
agency of the human in contrast to the divine, 
“demythologized”9 itself through the mystification 
of photography and other devices of collective 
presentation: it wanted to be seen in the 
congregation of its subjects. With this venture, 
authenticity is effectively reworked as tradition, 
which inculcates the motivation of the 
modernizing subject to be conscious of history and 
to foreground complicities in its production and 
consumption in image and image making. All this 
toil makes sense within the program of the Thai 
siwilai. The domain of siwilai as a cognate of 
civilization is encompassing, from “etiquette to 
material progress, including new roads, electricity, 
new bureaucracy, courts and judicial system, law 
codes, dress codes, and white teeth.”10 A related 
term is the Khmer charoen, which largely means 
cultivation. According to a historian, “siwilai and 
the new meaning of charoen were part of the 
emerging temporal consciousness in which 
history, progress, and nostalgia were 
conceivable.”11 In this respect, photography was an 
indispensable equipment in the forays of the Thai 
crowned heads in the nineteenth century to 
subscribe to the criteria of modernity as a means to 
be accepted in the international world of nation-
states and to defend the Kingdom as an imperial 
power in the region. 

It was not only Gelli who was conscripted in the 
labor of visualizing Thailand as modern. Several 
architects were commissioned to design important 
civic buildings, decorate the interiors, and lay out 
a dominion of Thai temples and neoclassical 
palaces. Also, its premier art school was founded 
by an Italian sculptor, who also designed 
nationalist monuments in the capital of Bangkok. 
The Chakri kings presided over this magisterial 
undertaking, and it is uncanny that Gelli’s picture 
making instantiated a world making as well, or 
more pointedly, of nation building within the 
ambience of kinship, of rulers comporting 
themselves as family, within the confines of a 
domestic sanctum, as if viewers of the painting 
were making an audience when they find 
themselves before it, “fixed as it is between public 

and private image, between formality and 
intimacy.”12 

In the seventies in the Philippines, the post-
colony would mutate into a Third World 
developing country under the atmosphere of the 
Cold War. Modernity at this point meant progress 
and modernization, priming a metropolis, an 
American client state, and a city capital to be 
responsive to the needs of international free trade 
and the geopolitical balance of power in 
Southeast Asia. The dictatorship of Ferdinand 
Marcos, who assumed power in 1965, allied itself 
with the United States and nurtured the stature of 
the Philippines as a strategic location in a region 
supposedly threatened by communist inroads in 
China, Vietnam, Indonesia, Cambodia, and Laos; 
it accommodated American military bases at the 
same time that it reached out diplomatically with 
Romania, Yugoslavia, and China. It was the First 
Lady, Imelda Marcos, who crafted Manila as a 
cosmopolitan city, proud of its native civilization 
and at the same time hospitable to international 
taste in modern art. Imelda christened Manila the 
City of Man that fed, sheltered, clothed, and 
ferried them to work and home and provided 
sanctuaries of culture and centers of conferences. 
For this ostentatious master plan, Imelda 
reclaimed 77 hectares of the Manila Bay and built 
on it a cultural complex that served as a setting to 
a range of high-profile events like the Miss 
Universe Pageant in 1974, the International 
Monetary Fund-World Bank and Group of 77 
Meetings in 1976, and the Manila International 
Film Festival in 1982, to say nothing yet of the 
performances of the likes of prima ballerina 
Margot Fonteyn, pianist Van Cliburn, cellist 
Mstislav Rostropovich, and the pageant of 
Philippine history in the grand parade of 
Kasaysayan ng Lahi or History of the Race. It is 
not only governments that make nations, but also 
ballet companies and philharmonic orchestras. 

The centerpiece of Imelda’s fantasy was the 
Cultural Center of the Philippines, inaugurated by 
then California Governor Ronald Reagan. It was 
thought up by her favored architect Leandro 
Locsin, who was likewise responsible for the 
principal buildings in the said estate and for the 
Manila International Airport. Locsin’s style is 
decidedly internationalist, with allusions to the 
traditional morphology of the local house and the 
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brutalist elements provided by the crushed shells 
from the sea.13 This internationalism resonated 
with the ascendancy of gestural and geometric 
abstraction in the art world, the promotion of 
conceptual art, and the opening of the 
Metropolitan Museum of Manila in 1976, which 
was made possible through loans from the 
Brooklyn Museum, the Los Angeles County 
Museum of Art, and the private collections of 
Armand Hammer and Nathan Cummings. Culture 
was the herald of a Philippines flourishing under a 
democracy even as the political dispensation 
repressed human rights under the aegis of Martial 
Law, which was declared in 1972 to allegedly save 
the republic from leftist and rightist radicals. 

Alongside these nation-building spectacles in the 
Philippines were similar efforts in Indonesia, 
where General Suharto became President in 1967 
after the national anti-Dutch liberator Sukarno, 
who had sympathies with the socialist block and 
the non-aligned movement, was deposed in a 
military coup in 1966. Suharto’s regime was able 
to stifle the vibrant political impulse of Indonesian 
modernism as artists sensitive to socialist ideals 
were hounded. In the years 1974 and 1975, there 
was a sharp swerve with the founding of the 
Gerakan Seni Rupa Baru Indonesia (Indonesian 
New Art Movement), and a pivotal work of this 
moment was by Jim Supangkat. In 1975, he 
presented the sculpture Ken Dedes in an exhibition 
Seni Rupa Baru Indonesia 75 (Indonesian New 
Art). Supangkat would re-image the likeness of the 
legendary queen of the 14th-century Javanese 
kingdom of Majapahit, radiating with feminine 
beauty, chastity, and potency: 

The head and shoulders of the figure are 
sculpted in the classical Majapahit style, but 
from the breasts down to the feet, the figure 
is a rectangular box, on which is drawn in 
comic book style the rest of her body. The 
simplified lines describing naked breasts, 
unzipped jeans, and the insulting pose (in a 
Javanese context) with one hand on the hip, 
suggests a prostitute. The bizarre 
combination of Javanese antiquity and 
Western-derived obscenity formed a strong 
statement about Indonesian culture and 
society.14 

Quite predictably, this piece elicited partisan 
opinions, dividing critics who defended it for 
being justly rebellious and others who thought it 
was profane and “an artistic disgrace to 
Indonesian culture.”15 It was kasar, or coarse, and 
not halus, or refined. It was the connection he had 
drawn between a revered patrimony and the 
existing structure of power that might have 
touched the raw nerve: “Indonesia’s glorious 
past” is made contemporaneous with a 
“contemptible present.” 

Supangkat was part of the nascent revolt against 
the art establishment. It all started at the Major 
Indonesian Painting Exhibition held in 1974 when 
young artists, some of whom were students at the 
Indonesian Fine Arts Academy, renounced the 
“sterility of Indonesian art” by sending flowers to 
the jurors with a note that read: “Condolences on 
the death of Indonesian painting.” They drafted 
the manifesto Lima Jurus Gebrakan Gerakan 

Seni Rupa Baru Indonesia (Five Lines of Attack 
of the Indonesian New Art Movement). The battle 
cry advocated: inclusiveness and plurality; 
critique of elitism, specialization, and valorization 
of personal feeling over social context; 
imagination and defense against the tyranny of 
mentors; research into the history of seni rupa 

baru Indonesia; and social engagement. 

The exhibitions of the GSRB continued until 
1979; it was revived in 1987 after a hiatus of 
close to eight years with Pasaraya Dunia Fantasi. 

From 1974-1987, the GSRB gained adherents, 
earned the ire of the police that clamped down on 
them, and reaped critical admiration. Moreover, it 
charted a new path of practice, laying bare the 
crisis of the institution and discourse of art itself 
and the methods of its circulation. It sharpened its 
edge so that it could be better poised to take on 
political predicaments. The dispute from the ranks 
of Supangkat stemmed from what the artists had 
perceived in retrospect as a depoliticization of 
Indonesian art during the reign of Suharto. After 
Sukarno was unseated in 1965, organizations of 
artists like LEKRA (Lembaga Kebudayaan 
Rakyat) or People’s Cultural Institute, which was 
founded under the wings of the Communist Party, 
were practically purged and stigmatized as 
Communist in the New Order (Orde Baru), a 
veritable analogue of Marcos’s own New Society 
(Bagong Lipunan). Such a traumatic experience 
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among artists must have pressured them to steer 
clear of politics and pursue a kind of art that did 
not overtly confront ideological commitments. 
This climate conditioned a sense of routine within 
society and art institutions, with canons and creeds 
becoming increasingly entrenched. The movement 
strove to recover the political from this notion of 
the artistic, and in effect to repoliticize it in the 
rhythm of the social turbulence around it. Indeed, 
the term baru or new was contested: teetering 
between development and dissent, characterizing a 
new art and a new Indonesia, and recovering an 
ethical life that may in fact inform a prospective 
theory of the avant-garde in Southeast Asia.  

In these three cases, the post-colonial in its 
discrepant guises aspires to the enlightenment 
project of modernity, of the emancipatory potential 
from all impediments to human amelioration. Art, 
specifically the aestheticization of public life and 
the ritualization of collectivity in national 
melodramas as well as the exercise of critique and 
reflexivity in contemporary expression, feeds into 
a representational disposition or structure of 
feeling, which may well be the very politic of art 
and its immanent coloniality. This exhibitionary 
aesthetic leads us to a modality of theorizing on 
the post-colonial that may be able to veer away 
from the more familiar themes of imitation, 
diffusion, syncretism, adaptation, and mimicry. 
The irresistible trope that this paper foregrounds at 
a very provisional level is intimacy; it inflects the 
affect of the post-colonial in various practices. 

First, the post-colonial reduces the scope of the 
national, its unknowable and sometimes radical 
particularities, into a finite patrimony. The Latin-
American critic Nestor Garcia Canclini discusses 
this through the National Museum of 
Anthropology of Mexico, contending that in the 
museum, culture assumes a monumental effect 
through the “agglomeration of miniatures,” with 
the “simulated ‘infinitude’ of the museum” 
functioning as a “metaphor of the infinitude of the 
national patrimony…(and) also of the capacity of 
the exhibition to include it.” This alternation 
between monumentalization and miniaturization is 
related to “linguistic operations dealing with 
alterity” as these are “ritual acts of the 
‘metabolization of the other,” making it “‘soluble,’ 
digestible, in the same act in which its grandeur is 
acknowledged, it is reduced and becomes 

intimate.”16 The task of the museum in national 
formation, and the typologies it spawns in the 
disciplines of fine art and ethnology for instance, 
had been pervasive in post-colonies, as tellingly 
traced by the histories of national museums 
instituted by colonial administrations that instilled 
self-surveillance and self-regulation through an 
“exhibitionary complex.” 

Second, the post-colonial engages in what the 
African theorist Achille Mbembe calls a 
“distinctive style of political improvisation, by a 
tendency to excess and lack of proportion as well 
as by distinctive ways in which identities are 
multiplied, transformed and put into 
circulation.”17 This effects a banality within the 
hegemonic relationship, so that the grotesque and 
the obscene ultimately cease to be a sign of 
ascendancy on the part of authority and a gesture 
of resistance on the part of the abject, but rather a 
source of powerlessness for both. Mbembe argues 
that while there is agency to be galvanized in the 
Bakhtinian moment of the carnivalesque, this play 
nourishes an intimacy with power that encourages 
“illicit cohabitation” by virtue of the fact that 
competing interests share the “same living space.” 
He tempers the politics of hope that post-colonial 
theory has held out, with the masses partaking of 
the “madness and cloth(ing) themselves in cheap 
imitations of power so as to reproduce its 
epistemology; and when, too, power in its own 
violent quest for grandeur makes vulgarity and 
wrongdoing its main mode of existence.” This 
disempowerment results in “situations of 
powerlessness that are the situations of violence 
par excellence.”18 

Third, the post-colonial calibrates an idiom of 
suffering through intimacy. In the Catholic 
culture of the Philippines, intimacy translates into 
an internalization of Christ’s passion in which the 
subject becomes a co-sufferer, an intimate: the 
self is transformed, as it were, by bearing the 
same cross of the redeemer. An ethnography of a 
peninsula south of Manila is instructive in the 
way it scans various revelations of this intimacy, 
from customs of bereavement to transvestite 
beauty pageants to amateur singing competitions. 
With regard to the latter, it tries to understand 
how a contestant sings Autumn Leaves with so 
much sentimentality, when the loss that is 
signified in it “makes no immediate sense in the 
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tropics.” To which the anthropologist reasons that 
the “idea of loss itself does; in singing a song part 
of whose meaning escapes one, one evokes, 
among other losses, the sadness at not having 
completely understood, at being excluded in 
relation to a cultural register which, on one 
masters it, can open the doors of possibility and 
change one’s life.”19 For a country of million 
migrants and countless more leaving every day for 
work and resettlement, and still others dreaming of 
the same chance to depart so that they may survive 
and conceive of a future, the nation has truly 
become exilic. 

In these provocative explications of the post-
colonial within a transdisciplinary frame, the post-
colonial navigates between the ludic and the 
melancholic, a mastery of the colonial code that 
admits both idiosyncrasy and wistfulness over the 
vanishing of the integrity of a local moral world 
and an anticipation of another beyond the 
dispossession of the present. We discern excess 
and diminution. On the one hand, there is 
vulgarity, or at the very least, impropriety; on the 
other, there is sacrifice and selflessness. The 
ubiquitous photograph of the King in Thailand, the 
pretentious city of Manila, and the incendiary 
installation in Jakarta betray a sense of surplus of 
exposure, a surfeit of representation. The Folk Arts 
Theater in Manila, for instance, was built in a 
record time of 77 days and in an insane rush to 
finish the Manila Film Center in 1982, an entire 
floor collapsed, burying some workers in quick-
dry cement. The installation of Jim Supangkat was 
refused on the grounds of indecency. And the 
modernization of Thailand in the long term 
encouraged a self-exoticization so that a 
significant part of so-called Thai national identity 
may actually be exotic, built on orientalist notions 
about a “selective tradition” that is absorbed into a 
robust tourist industry, which by the way had been 
stimulated by the lavish expenditure of American 
military personnel in the kingdom during the 
Vietnam war. 

The theory of intimacy is challenging. It at once 
addresses the problematic of reification and 
alienation, and the recovery of self as tradition and 
other intimations of the promise, the thrill, the 
allure of the modern belated though its arrival may 
be. There is, therefore, a vacillation between a 
return to a perceived non-western, non-colonial 

sphere and an ‘inclination outward,’ toward a 
post-empire discourse, disrupting the advance of 
linear history. This paper ends with examples 
from the neotraditional strain in Japanese art or 
the nihonga that mediated western-style painting 
in the early twentieth century so that it could 
converse with a past in the context of the modern, 
and later critique this past and finally critique 
itself, and inevitably reach the watershed of 
reflexivity. Tsuchida Bakusen’s Serving Girl at a 

Spa (1918) would hover between what has been 
identified as mediation and “productive 
mistranslation” to use Walter Benjamin’s 
intriguing phrase: “the exotic south-sea figure 
within a luxuriant color scheme, and the Japanese 
bathhouse girl who Bakusen simultaneously 
inserts from a long Japanese discourse of 
vernacular imagery in the European discourse of 
exotic plenitude.”20 Japanese contemporary art 
would follow this through when it rediscovered 
nihonga as a lasting force in its will-to-form, 
attested by the works of Matsui Fuyoko and 
Takashi Murakami. The latter dares to even assert 
that Japanese art is bound to a superflat aesthetic, 
which embraces screen paintings and manga or 
the Japanese comics, where “space has turned 
Super Flat and the eye is but a spectral, animé 
sign.”21 This recognition of flatness could be the 
premise of the self-reflexivity of Japanese modern 
art, its faculty to take exception to itself. 

Another facet of this neo-traditional procedure is 
cut from the angle of post-socialist, diasporic art 
from China through the work of Shen Jiawei, 
formerly a farmer, soldier, border guard, and 
propaganda painter for Mao’s Cultural Revolution 
(1949-1976); in 1989, he migrated to Sydney 
where he painted the mural Third World that 
painstakingly accounts for the faces of 
revolutionaries and potentates, catching the shafts 
of light and the long shadows of a post-colonial 
world. This is from an artist reared in the ways of 
rendering the abstraction of ideology intimate to 
the masses through “art for people’s life” in the 
parlance of the party; and in the current 
incarnation of his practice, he collects personages 
of power in a family portrait of sorts. It recalls the 
Maoist doctrine of the seventies that China was a 
vanguard of the developing countries. It mingles 
western oil painting, the totalitarian persuasions 
of the mural, and the parody of the swarm of 
icons of a world of nations, with Mao pointing his 
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finger at the dead Che Guevarra and his arm 
clutched by Imelda Marcos, who hoists one golden 
shoe from her fabled collection of thousands. 
Around them is a motley gathering of phantom 
figures, from Idi Amin of Uganda to Pol Pot of 
Cambodia to Osama Bin Laden of the axis of evil. 
It is part paean, part kitsch, part preposterity that 
has wrought what may well be failed nation-states, 
failed colonialisms, failed nationalisms, and a 
failed international as well in an era of post-
colonies caught up in global intimacies. 

The colony may have ended, but the nation might 
not yet be its final possibility. Alternatively, the 
post-colony may have cohered, but its ends of 
freedom have remained impossible, or are not yet 
possible, and that, as a student of the Frankfurt 
School has eloquently phrased, “the mandate to 
protest that condition of unfreedom has not yet 
expired.”22 Indeed, it could only be an intimating 
art. 

 
Figure 1. Juan Luna, “Spolarium” (1984) 

 

Figure 3. Cultural Center of the Philippines 

 

Figure 2. Jim Supangkat, “Ken Dedes” (1975)   

 

Figure 4. Imelda Marcos   
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1 

In what follows, I consider the response of artists 
since the AIDS epidemic began to emerge into 
public view in the early 1980s, and the changes in 
art’s perceived and real political efficacy in the 
course of our collective living with AIDS for 
already a quarter century. In light of the enormous, 
complex, globally diverse production of artistic 
works and discourse dedicated to AIDS—visual 
artworks, documentaries, videos, films, photo 
studies, memoirs, exhibitions, and critical 
studies—I can provide at best a rough outline 
rather than a genuine survey. In particular, most of 
the examples that I will discuss are from U.S. 
American and British artists. Yet there is an 
extensive body of AIDS-related work coming 
from such centers as South Africa, Mozambique, 
Uganda, Zambia, Thailand, China, and Brazil, just 
to mention a few global locations in which 
documentary, community-based art projects, 
theatre and performance, narrative cinema, and 
many other artistic genres have increasingly been 
used to shape public consciousness of the AIDS 
epidemic. 

I begin with the issue of what sort of politics 
underlies the “artistic politics” of AIDS art. This 
“politics” dimension of artistic politics requires 
special treatment, since the political significance 
of AIDS and hence of artistic politics relating to 
AIDS cannot be understood without coming to 
terms with fundamental changes in our conception 
of the political as such since the 1980s. Indeed, I 
wish to argue, the very existence of AIDS as a 
complex phenomenon cannot be thought outside 
of two paradigmatically post-modern frameworks 
in which the political has been rethought in recent 
years: the biopolitical dimension of 

technoscientific and medical power woven into 
the fabric of contemporary Western societies; and 
the dynamics of globalization, especially the 
spatialized, uneven allocation of resources and 
risk among populations and territories worldwide. 
Moreover, the AIDS crisis has come into 
existence in parallel with important changes in the 
conception of publics and the public sphere for a 
wide range of issues. AIDS activism generally, 
and activist AIDS art more specifically, has taken 
as a key focus of critique the role of information 
and mass media in the unfolding of the epidemic. 
Through critical uses of performance, 
publications, visual and electronic media, and the 
internet, the various components of the AIDS 
activist community has offered a concerted 
counter-discourse to mainstream representation of 
AIDS in the media and in culture industry books, 
films, and TV shows. Less consistently, but 
increasingly, AIDS artists have also come to 
understand the globally diverse ways in which the 
AIDS epidemic is understood and represented; 
they have attempted to relate their artistic and 
critical practices to the interests of publics that 
may hold little in common other than their 
convergence in their concern with AIDS. Hence, 
my discussion of AIDS art has a dual focus, on 
the artistic strategies of individual works and on 
this larger context extending in the general fabric 
of contemporary social existence. If one can in 
some measure take hold of the artistic politics of 
AIDS, one might also gain important insights into 
the biopolitical, globalized, and mediatized 
conditions of any conceivable politics of art 
today. 
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2 

Although somewhat exceeding of the theme of 
“artistic politics,” it seems to me not amiss to 
begin with a preliminary observation about the 
role of aesthetics in the constitution of the very 
object “AIDS,” an acronym standing for Acquired 
Immune Deficiency Syndrome. If one delves even 
superficially into its history over the last twenty-
five years, this object has been shifting shape, 
accreting and dropping meanings, and 
accumulating around it a host of related fantasies, 
fears, images, and culture-specific representations. 
Already back in 1987, in an essay included in the 
volume AIDS: Cultural Analysis, Cultural 

Activism, edited by the art critic and activist 
Douglas Crimp, Paula Treichler suggested that: 

the AIDS epidemic is simultaneously an 
epidemic of a transmissible lethal disease 
and an epidemic of meanings or 
signification. Both epidemics are equally 
crucial for us to understand, for, try as we 
may to treat AIDS as ‘an infectious disease’ 
and nothing more, meanings continue to 
multiply wildly and at an extraordinary 
rate.1 

Treichler goes on to map out some of the 
parameters of this “epidemic of signification” in 
detail. I would just like to mention one part of her 
discussion here, which poignantly reveals the 
degree to which discursive acts have shaped the 
definition of the object itself, helping to bring 
scientific and popular representations into a 
tenuous, but relatively stable equilibrium around 
something called HIV/AIDS, which connects the 
notion of a viral causative agent (Human 
Immunodeficiency Virus) with the “syndrome” 
AIDS, which is a complex of symptoms and 
susceptibilities to opportunistic infections that may 
have no fundamental, definitive relation to the 
underlying viral infection itself. Moreover, HIV 
positive status may be asymptomatic; whereas 
AIDS is, in a sense, hypersymptomatic—it is 
characterized by a plethora of symptoms, no single 
one of which may be present in every case, and 
which may be distributed unequally across 
populations, territories, genders, and classes of 
society. Biomedical power, government and 
international agencies, activist communities and 
publics, and mass media have all played a role in 

the ontological and epistemological stabilization 
of this “object,” and the forms of prejudice, 
imagination, and fantasy—those of scientists and 
doctors as well of popular elements—have 
contributed decisively to the outcome. 

Treichler documents the changes of name that the 
syndrome underwent as the public and scientific 
community passed through different phases of 
awareness and knowledge about its 
manifestations. In the very early period, when an 
unexplained incidence of deaths among gay men 
in New York and San Francisco began to be 
noticed, it had a slang moniker in the New York 
hospitals: WOGS, or Wrath of God Syndrome. It 
received its first notice in the Morbidity and 

Mortality Weekly Report of the Center for Disease 
Control in 1981. In keeping with the initial 
description of the syndrome as a “gay disease,” it 
gained the informal label of GRID, or Gay-
Related Immunodeficiency. AIDS emerged as a 
term in a 1982 conference, once the “Four-H” 
description—homosexuals, hemophiliacs, heroin 
addicts, and Haitians—began to qualify the 
picture of the disease as intrinsically related to 
homosexuality. Treichler reports several other 
acronyms proposed over the next few years, each 
involving somewhat different views of the nature 
of infection and causation and each carrying 
distinct cultural, institutional, and proprietary 
connotations: in 1983, LAV or lympadenopathy-
associated virus; in 1984, HTLV-III or human T-
cell lymphotropic virus type III; IDAV or 
immunodeficiency-associated virus; in 1984, 
ARV or AIDS-associated retrovirus; HTLV-
III/LAV, which compounded two of these earlier 
terms; and simply, the AIDS virus. We can add to 
these terms ARC, or AIDS-related complex, 
which Susan Sontag described as “a kind of 
junior AIDS,”2 and which has dropped out of 
current usage; and the term of the present medical 
and scientific consensus, HIV/AIDS. The 
programs for the prevention of AIDS have also 
had their own alphabetic generativity. One major 
distinction is between the approach advocated by 
the U.S. government, the moralistic ABC 
approach (Abstinence, Being Faithful, Condom 
use for those who engage in risky behavior), and 
the alternative CNN approach, which stresses 
Condom Use, Needle exchange for intravenous 
drug users, and Negotiation skills for empowering 
sex partners to negotiate safe practices.3 What is 
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poignant about both these sets of acronyms is how 
the successive attempts to represent a disturbing, 
complex, and evolving event—the burgeoning 
AIDS epidemic—provoked a semiotic storm, 
providing quite literally a graphic image of the 
shifting ontological boundaries of the 
phenomenon. Although historians of science still 
have major work to do before we have a 
perspicacious account of the emergence of the 
present degree of medico-scientific consensus 
about HIV/AIDS, it is easy enough to discern how 
thickly aesthetic, affective, and moral 
considerations are interwoven in the scientific 
hypotheses and theories accumulated in this 
process. And this goes all the more for public 
health thinking about prevention. 

I also want to mention an additional sense in 
which the AIDS syndrome is connected with 
“aesthetics,” again taken in a broad sense: here, in 
terms of the phenomenology and sensory aspects 
of the human body. In at least three domains, 
AIDS has altered the perception of the boundaries 

and nature of the human body. 

The first is the changed sense of the boundaries of 
the body, and the extremely intimate sense in 
which AIDS works not just as a foreign invader 
inside the body, but as an infection that dwells in 
the body in ways that confound a self-other, 
diseased-healthy, body-virus distinction. This is 
true down to the very mechanism of the HIV 
retrovirus, which generates viral DNA through a 
reverse transcription from RNA, and imbeds this 
DNA into the cells of the body; precisely those 
cells that should be the defense against these 
“foreign” bits of genetic material become the host 
and vehicle of their replication and spread, as they 
respond to the various harmful organisms native to 
our lived environments. 

Second, AIDS has a very particular temporality, 
which subjects the body to a new, lived, suffered 
“dromological” curve. I am here observing the 
etymology of the word “syndrome,” which derives 
its sense of “combination” from the roots meaning 
“running” (dromas—running; dramein—to run; 
dromos—a racecourse) and “together, with” (syn-
). Paul Virilio has used this term in Speed and 

Politics, to characterize the mutual implications of 
war, territory, and technological accelerated 
movement in a new politics of time.4 Yet it may 

apply even more aptly to bio-medical, epidemic 
phenomena such as AIDS: the long interval 
between infection and symptomatic onset, the 
intermittency of development, the slowness with 
which government recognition and treatments 
were offered, and the sense that HIV-infected 
people may have that their time is limited and too 
swiftly running out. The AIDS-infected body is 
not just a spatial field of simultaneous symptoms, 
but rather a complex temporary “concurrence” of 
slowly developing factors, latencies, 
manifestations, and sudden accelerations. And as 
the numerous memoirs testify—memoirs being a 
genre that would seem to have an elective affinity 
with this dromological aspect of the disease—this 
time of AIDS is lived from within the body, as 
the body, in ways that are simultaneously intimate 
and estranging. Felix Gonzalez-Torres, who died 
of AIDS in 1996, captured this dromological 
dimension of the disease movingly in his work 
entitled Perfect Lovers. Originally conceived 
shortly after the diagnosis of his partner Ross 
Laycock, Perfect Lovers consists of two battery-
operated clocks side-by-side and set to the same 
time. Over time, however, they fall out of synch 
and eventually one will stop before the other, 
while the other continues on a little while longer 
before its battery is also exhausted. With this 
simple, lyrical readymade, Gonzalez-Torres 
conjures a range of temporal meanings: from the 
17th-century metaphor of “pre-established 
harmony” of individual fates as clocks set from 
eternity by God, to the figurations of love and 
death that unfold in the finitude of human time. 
Yet the bare clock faces also figure bodies, even 
whole lives, reduced to the entropic ticking down 
of time, and even the literal look of clocks in 
clinics and hospitals, slow days spent together 
receiving treatment, and the long hours of vigil 
with a dying lover. 

Third and finally, a person living with AIDS may 
come to another understanding of both disease 
and health that are less extrinsic to the norms of 
his or her individual body. This understanding 
was given theoretical formulation—earlier in the 
century and of course independent of AIDS 
specifically--by the physiologist Kurt Goldstein in 
the following terms: 

Disease is a disordered functioning, that is, 
defective responsiveness, of the individual 
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organism as compared with the norm of this 
individual as a whole. This disorder is 
disease insofar as it endangers self-
actualization. 

The change in content does not constitute 
the disease but is an indicator of the existing 
functional derangement of the whole. 

Recovery is a newly achieved state of 
ordered functioning, that is, reponsiveness, 
hinging on a specifically formed relation 
between preserved and impaired 
performances. This new relation operates in 
the direction of a new individual norm, of 
new constancy and adequacy (contents). 

Every recovery with residual defect entails 
some loss in ‘essential nature.’ There is no 
real substitution.5 

One implication of Goldstein’s theory is that 
disease and health can be defined in relation to 
individual, lived norms that have to do with 
responsiveness and performance rather than 
deviation from an abstract measure of normality or 
health. From the perspective of this theory, it is 
neither paradoxical nor perverse to say that a PWA 
(Person With Aids—another acronym) may be 
either healthy or ill, and these terms have to do 
with individual norms established from within the 
new relations initiated by infection with HIV and 
symptomatic manifestation of the AIDS syndrome. 
There is a strong kinship between this conception 
of the AIDS body and conceptions of “disability” 
as “other-abledness”: the emergence of new norms 
and relations of a body congenitally different or 
that has undergone functional change through 
illness or catastrophe. The AIDS body, like the 
body of a non-seeing or only partially ambulatory 
person, is not, in this conception, simply a 
defective version of a normal body; it is a different 

organism, with standards of health and sickness 
relative to individual norms of its holistic 
functioning. A brilliant exploration of this 
conceptual territory in the arts is the choreographic 
work with HIV-positive men of Ann Halprin, who 
in her early career was a generative force in the 
1960s artistic avant-garde. As she explains in a 
documentary film about her AIDS-related 
choreography, Positive Motion, because of their 
condition and treatments, her dancers often had 

difficulty with certain athletic movements. 
Therefore, she began choreographing with the 
dancers laid out on the ground, utilizing 
stretching movements and tensions that they 
could perform. The dance piece was generated out 
of modulations of these basic elements, which 
were gradually raised off the ground into 
vertically performed movements as well. The 
point is that Halprin took what might extrinsically 
be conceived as a “defect” or “disability” of her 
dancers’ bodies and affirmed it as new, collective 
functional capacities rooted in the individual 
norms of their holistic organism, HIV-positive 
bodies. I want to suggest that can we see this 
performance work as critical of abstract notions 
of normativity that can justify social 
stigmatization, indifference, and exclusion. 
Moreover, however, it also serves to adumbrate in 
artistic form a new politics of difference, in which 
individual norms are incorporated into singular, 
collective, situational forms of creativity. 

3 

I’ve already suggested how the politics of the 
AIDS epidemic must be situated at the crossroads 
of three forces that are, arguably, definitive of the 
changed nature of the political in the 
contemporary period: biopolitical power / 
knowledge, globality, and mass mediality. I’d like 
now to take up this framework to discuss, in a 
somewhat summary way, a typology of works. I 
will discuss five ways in which artists have 
confronted the AIDS epidemic and explicate ways 
in which these might be see as explicitly, or at 
least implicitly, political interventions into this 
triad of forces. The five artistic types or strategies 
I will discuss are: 1) transcoding strategies; 2) 
media critique and / or critique of culture industry 
representations of AIDS; 3) alternative publicity; 
4) AIDS exemplars; and 5) strategies of mourning 
and memoralization. 

The first strategy, which I’ve called transcoding, 
takes its point of departure in the heavy accretion 
of meanings that have come to be associated with 
the AIDS epidemic. Especially because in the 
United States, where activist art around AIDS had 
its first flourishing, the politics of AIDS was 
heavily laden with the moralism of the Christian 
Right that had a strong political voice during 
Ronald Reagan’s eight years in the White House. 
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AIDS was cast as God’s revenge against 
homosexuals (it wasn’t clear why God also wanted 
to punish hemophiliacs and Haitians); and sinister 
calls for obligatory testing, quarantine, and even 
castration of gays were not unheard of in those 
days. Hence, for oppositional artists, a ready stock 
of transcodable imagery could be found in biblical 
images of the plague, the biblical condemnation of 
sodomy, and Old Testament imagery of 
abomination and apocalypse. Perhaps the most 
striking work in this mode was in The Plague 

Mass or Masque of the Red Death by the 
performance artist and singer Diamanda Galas, 
who had lost her brother Philip Dimitris Galas to 
AIDS. Utilizing her extraordinary voice, which 
ranges from gospel and operatic expressivity to 
shrieks and banshee cries, and her vampiric-Gothic 
appearance, to shock and lament, Galas 
aggressively reclaimed for herself the role of 
demonic transgression and pollution that the 
moralistic had hung on AIDS victim, turning it 
with unrelenting force back on her enemies. This 
strategy could also be used in a comic-parodic 
way, as for example, in Rosa Von Praunheim’s 
carnivalesque film A Virus Has No Morals, where 
everyone from doctors to psychoanalysts to 
activists come in for outrageous parody. In one 
sequence, for example, Von Praunheim parodies 
the conventions of natural history and exploration 
documentaries to send up the racist and primitivist 
fantasies connected to early stories of ape to 
human transmission in Africa as the source of the 
global epidemic: his AIDS researcher, “Frau 
Doktor Blut,” is infected in an ambiguous scene in 
the jungle in which she is either bitten by a 
monkey, sodomized by it, or both. Other objects of 
von Praunheim’s ridicule are drag queen review 
numbers for condom education, an anti-AIDS 
terrorist gang which kidnaps in Baader-Meinhof 
style the heedless owner of a gay bath, an HIV-
infected theology student who interprets it as a 
sign from God he should give up sex and become 
holy, and a psychoanalyst who treats AIDS by 
getting homosexual men to enact their “hostility to 
their mothers” on the therapeutic couch. 

The second strategy, an activist, neo-situationist 
media critique and critique of culture industry 
representations of AIDS, was an important 
element of the work of activist groups such as 
ACT UP (AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power) and 
Gran Fury. An important example of this was, for 

instance, an action by ACT UP to infiltrate the 
news networks and disrupt the nightly news 
broadcast with anti-AIDS slogans. Out of a 
projected four networks, the group managed to 
disrupt two broadcasts, CBS and the public 
television news show, The MacNeil-Lehrer News 
Hour. In turn, of course, the incident was widely 
reported on other news programs nationwide. 
ACT UP was also involved in protests outside the 
Hearst Corporation offices of the women’s 
glamour magazine Cosmopolitan, which in 1988 
had published an article by a psychiatrist entitled 
“Reassuring News About Aids: A Doctor Tells 
Why You May Not Be At Risk,” effectively 
dismissing the dangers of AIDS transmission to 
women. Women associated with ACT UP 
questioned the conclusions and demanded a 
retraction, and when Dr. Gould refused, they 
planned the action. The action was orchestrated 
with filming for a planned video called “Doctors, 
Liars, and Women,” in which the protesters chant 
“Say No to Cosmo!” and held signs that read 
“The Cosmo Girl Can Get AIDS.” 

The third strategy is closely related to the 
previous, but moves from critique of the 
mainstream media to the development of 
alternative forms of representation, 
documentation, and public messaging through 
text, image, performance, and electronic means. 
Typical of this strategy are such community 
documentary projects like Diva TV, in which 
gays and lesbians had access to equipment for 
making relevant programming for community 
television stations. Similarly, the poster 
campaigns that ACT UP, Gran Fury, and other 
groups launched—perhaps most famously, the 
poster that asserted “ALL PEOPLE WITH AIDS 
ARE INNOCENT.”—utilized interventions in 
public space to challenge attitudes and bring new 
ideas and messages before the public eye.6 

The fourth strategy, which I have called AIDS 
exemplars, involves focusing on individuals who 
represent different modes of living with AIDS, 
fighting AIDS, and dying from AIDS. One would 
be tempted to call them “heroes,” and in some 
cases that is what we are indeed talking about. 
But in many other cases, the emphasis falls on 
their ordinariness, and the daily ways in which 
different types of people protect themselves from 
infection, cope with existing HIV infection, 
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mourn the death of friends or family members, 
take action to fight for their dignity and rights, and 
educate others about AIDS. This is clearly the 
focus of Brian Weil’s grainy black-and-white 
photographs from the series Every 17 Second, 
which traverses the world of AIDS from children 
to activists to sex workers and drug addicts.7 What 
is notable about these images is the absence of 
overt signs of disease, and if there is pathos in the 
images, it is the pathos of ordinariness and the 
realities of class and race and not the pietà-like 
agony of some famous photographs of dying 
patients, such as David Kirby in Oliviero 
Toscani’s notorious Benetton advertisement of 
1992. A provocative and interestingly reflective 
example in this mode is the documentary film by 
video artist Greg Bordowitz, entitled Habit. It 
parallels his own daily routine managing his 
illness with retrovirus drugs, with other people of 
different classes, genders, races, and social 
positions in South Africa: Judge Edwin Cameron, 
speaking before the AIDS World Congress about 
the inequalities in the distribution of retroviral 
drugs; the activist Zackie Achmat, who refuses 
retroviral drugs as an act of solidarity with those 
for whom he is fighting to gain access to 
treatment; and a young HIV-positive woman 
named Promise Mthembu working to promote 
AIDS prevention and treatment.8 

The fifth and final strategy is the complex politics 
of mourning. As activist critic Douglas Crimp 
noted in his essay “Mourning and Militancy,” the 
activist community was suspicious of attempts to 
ritualize mourning, most famously in the AIDS 
Quilt project, which included thousands of 
individual panels ranging from stars such as 
Liberace, Rock Hudson, and Michel Foucault to a 
myriad of loved partners, sons and daughters, and 
friends. Activism, Crimp suggested, put the 
emphasis on “living with AIDS” and desired, at 
times with almost blinding voluntarism, to 
disavowal the continuing virulence and fatality of 
the disease. Crimp himself has come to a position 
that sees the future of AIDS politics and the arts as 
an important element of that politics as 
intertwining mourning with militancy: 

The fact that our militancy may be a means 
of dangerous denial in no way suggests that 
activism is unwarranted. There is no 
question but that we must fight the 

unspeakable violence we incur from the 
society in which we find ourselves. But if 
we understand that violence is able to reap 
its horrible rewards through the very 
psychological mechanisms that make us 
part of this society, then we may also be 
able to recognize—along with our rage—
our terror, our guilt, and our profound 
sadness. Militancy, of course, then, but 
mourning too: mourning and militancy.9 

I would, however, like to end with a gesture 
towards recognition of the global dimensions of 
the AIDS epidemic and raise the question of 
whether, and in what form, it may be possible to 
mournfully acknowledge the deaths not of tens of 
thousands, but of millions worldwide. When 
Maya Lin established her very moving and 
successful Vietnam War Memorial in 
Washington, D.C., a long black marble slab with 
the names of the individual soldiers killed during 
the war, the artist Chris Burden responded with an 
acerbic reminder that not only Americans were 
killed by the U.S. invasion and bombardment of 
Vietnam. Burden’s model for the “Other Vietnam 
Memorial” is structured like a rolodex of black 
slabs, in which the names of three million 
Vietnamese victims of the war are to be inscribed. 
The vastly different scale, yet far less 
individualized and sentimentally affecting quality 
of this “other memorial” says a great deal about 
the valuation of lives in the imperialist scale of 
value. While one would not want to denigrate the 
importance of mourning the lives of the American 
war dead, and certainly not the American dead 
from the epidemic of AIDS, we might 
legitimately ask: Where is the “Other AIDS 
Quilt” that keeps us mindful of the global scale of 
the epidemic? If the AIDS Quilt rightly grants 
individual dignity to the lives and deaths of 
Americans with AIDS, it is nonetheless crucial 
that memorialization not become the means by 
which this larger, on-going, and profoundly 
unequal struggle is consigned to oblivion.10 
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Figure 1. AIDS Quilt on Washington Mall (1988)   

 

 

Figure 2. »All People with AIDS Are Innocent« 
(Gran Fury campaign, 1988) 

 

 

Figure 3. Diamanda Galas, »Masque of Red 
Death« (1989)   

 

Figure 4. »Image Virus« (General Idea, 1988)   
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Figure 5. Brian Weil, »Every 17 Seconds« 
(1992)   
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Introduction: Problem and Method 

I will start from a relatively simple problem, and 
that is the problem of differentiation of (1) 
political art as a genre, and (2) political status of 
art as cultural and social practice. 

The method that I will employ is, on the one hand, 
based on Ludwig Wittgenstein’s premise that the 
goal of philosophy is to show a fly the way out of 
a bottle in which it has been caught.1 This means 
that one should, for a moment, ask oneself what 
kind of a bottle is it that the question is about, 
where is the bottle, and more importantly, whether 
we are talking about only one bottle or about many 
bottles with many flies in a big and, judging by all 
appearances, undefined space outside or within 
some bottle N. 

The method I will use is, on the other hand, based 
on the assumption that each relationship, as well as 
my interpretative relation with the fly caught in a 
bottle and my effort to show the fly way out of the 
bottle, is a singularity, a singularity which is hard 
to connect with a generality concerning all the 
flies in all the bottles, i.e., with the universality of 
finding the ways that ‘free’ that single fly and that 
‘take it out’ of precisely that single bottle. Concept 
of singularity is, therefore, derived from a 
standpoint derived from a debate between Gilles 
Deleuze and Felix Guattari. In that debate they 
restituted philosophy to the corporeality of 
performance—not only of the concept, but also of 
its intensity of performance. The following 
statement is thus appropriate and clear: 

Each creation is singular, while a notion 
which is a genuine philosophical creation is 

always a singularity. The first principle is 
that generalities do not explain anything, 
that they themselves should be explained.2 

Therefore, in this discussion, I have to be gradual 
in demonstrative conceptualizations of the 
complex relationship between art, politics, and 
philosophy. As if each of the concepts ‘art’, 
‘politics’, and ‘philosophy’ is a singular bottle 
with its own fly, but still as if all bottles and all 
flies are connected in a secretive way with a web 
of material possibilities. 

Political Art or Politicization of Matters 
about Art 

I will start with a direct and unbiased question: 
are the following three art works—Courbet’s 
pornographic painting L’Origine du Monde, 
Duchamp’s transgressive ready made Fountain 
and Eduardo Kac’s transgenetically modified 
rabbit with fluorescent fur GFP Bunny—Alba—
political art works? 

French realist painter Gustave Courbet painted the 
painting L’Origine du monde (The Origin of the 

World) in oil on canvas measuring 46 x 55cm. 
This painting is a so-called ‘second painting’, 
which means that it is a painting which existed 
under the painting visible within the frame. The 
painting shows a torso—genitals and abdomen of 
a woman lying on a bed with her legs spread 
apart. Genitals are shown immediately after the 
sexual act. It is assumed that the model for this 
painting was the American Joanna (Jo) Hiffernan 
who lived at that time with the American painter 
and Courbet’s student James McNeill Whistler. 
Courbet painted the painting as an order from the 
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Turkish diplomat Khalil-Bey, the Ambassador of 
the Ottoman Empire in Athens and St. Petersburg 
who also spent some time in Paris. Khalil-Bey was 
a considerable collector who owned numerous 
works by French romanticists, for example 
Ingres’s painting Le Bain turc or Courbet’s 
painting Les Dormeuses (1866). There are 
different interpretations about the further history 
of exchange and ownership of Courbet’s painting. 
The painting had, according to some versions, 
from Khalil-Bey’s collection been sold to an art 
dealer Antoine de la Narde. There were some 
records that, at the beginning of the twentieth 
century, the painting was found in Hungary and 
that after the Second World War it ‘appeared’ in 
the collection of the French psychoanalyst Jacques 
Lacan. Since 1955, the painting has been in the 
museum Musée d’Orsay in Paris.3 Today, the 
painting is seen as a masterpiece and is included 
among the nineteenth century French modern art 
masterpieces. 

French-American artist Marcel Duchamp 
accomplished the art work Fountain (1917) as a 
ready made.4 Ready made is a made or a produced 
object with a non-artistic origin. It is most often an 
industrial product which is taken over or re-
signified, moved, and exposed as an art work with 
or without additional material or verbal 
interventions. The ready made entitled Fountain 
was made during the artist’s stay in New York. 
The work was imagined when Marcel Duchamp, 
together with the American painter Joseph Stella 
and collector Walter Arensberg, purchased a 
standard model of a urinal from the J.K. Mott Iron 
Works, Fifth Avenue. He put the purchased urinal 
in an unusual position—rotated it 90 degrees in 
space and wrote on it in a way of signature “R. 
Mutt 1917”. The ready made was rejected at the 
exhibition of the Society of Independent Artists in 
1917. Immediately after the unsuccessful 
exposition the work Fountain was lost. Duchamp’s 
authorized reconstructions were exhibited in the 
following museums: Indiana University Art 
Museum, San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, 
Philadelphia Museum of Art and Tate Modern.5 

Brazilian-American artist Eduardo Kac has, in the 
year 2000, set up the art project for genetically 
produced rabbit. The bunny Alba was produced in 
laboratory using the GFP method developed by 
the French geneticist Louis-Marie Houdebine. 

Green fluorescent protein—GFP—is a protein 
that consists of 238 amino acids (26.9 kDa) from 
the jellyfish Aequorea Victoria that fluoresces 
green when exposed to blue light. When the 
rabbit Alba is exposed to blue light it fluoresces 
green. Eduardo Kac described the rabbit Alba as 
an animal that does not exist in nature. Regarding 
the genetically constructed rabbit, Kac developed 
a whole post-production campaign—by 
communicating numerous information and 
disinformation about rabbit Alba’s life, and by 
realizing a newspaper and a web site with data 
about Alba, posters exposed in public spaces (Le 

Lapin Unique – from a “GFP Bunny” series 
2003), electronic display with photos of Alba 
(Bunny in Rio, 2004). He also made a realist 
sculpture, showing artist with the rabbit in his 
arms (Featherless, 2006).6 

Still, I will repeat the direct and unbiased 
question: are these three art works—Courbet’s 
pornographic painting L’Origine du monde, 
Duchamp’s transgressive ready made Fountain, 
and Eduardo Kac’s transgenetically modelled 
rabbit with the fluorescent fur GFP Bunny-Alba—
political art works? 

At first glance, these works do not seem to be 
political art, not in a way in which we are used to 
see and recognize political art works—such as, 
for example, the paintings by Eugène Delacroix 
Liberty Leading the People (1830), George 
Grosz’s The Pillars of Society (1926), Ernst 
Vollbehr’s NSDAP Party Convention in 

Nüremberg (1933), Boris Ionfan’s and Vera 
Mukhina’s Soviet Pavilion (Paris, 1937), Pablo 
Picasso’s Guernica (1937) or Yayoi Kusame’s 
Naked Event (1968). Each of these art works is 
obviously ‘political’ in the sense of genre, if 
under the genre we assume thematic and 
functional congeniality of art works. All the 
mentioned art works are congenial according to 
their visual thematization of politics or according 
to political function their ‘subject’ has in a 
specific field of macro-political interests. This 
means that each of these art works belongs to a 
kind of art works (paintings, sculptures, 
architectural and graphic works, performatives, 
assemblages) which by using visual means 
thematize a political standpoint or a political 
platform, i.e., a political ideal or function, state 
politics, interests and standpoints of the party, 
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and, also, an individual relation towards politics. 
In this context ‘politics’7 signifies a certain defined 
or undefined assemblage of standpoints, 
knowledge, and pragmatic expectations, social 
contracts, confrontations, or performed acts in the 
representation of public life in a modern, post-
modern, or global society. 

For example, a painting by the French painter 
Eugène Delacroix, Liberty Leading the People, 
unambiguously and allegorically shows/tells about 
ideas of the French bourgeois revolution. In the 
European context nobody will by mistake believe 
that he/she sees on the painting a ‘woman in 
topless’ during populist orgies in some ruined 
European town, but will ‘know’—refer to the 
conviction—that it is about allegorical painting 
showing, i.e., representing, liberty as the symbol, 
as the concept and as the political platform. French 
flag in woman’s hands and her unclothed breasts 
are only an indexation of her as the ‘symbol’ 
within allegorical-political scene by which the 
‘idea’ of the French nation as the bearer of the 
political in the singular sense, and the ‘idea’ of the 
Western modern bourgeois and liberal individual 
liberty in universal sense is being represented. 

The painting by the German Dadaist and painter 
Georg Grosz The Pillars of Society uses expressive 
and parodical means of pictorial representation, 
i.e. malformed figurative forms, to demonstrate 
and suggest a critique of the capitalist order of 
social power in Weimar Germany of 1920s. 
Grosz’s painting is a critical-social expressionism 
or realism marked in the history of art known as 
‘new objectivity’ (Neue Sachlichkeit). Critical 
realist paintings show themselves as the means of 
taking an ‘engagé attitude’ towards the capitalist 
society’s dominant political discourse. 

In the painting by Ernst Vollbehr NSDAP Party 

Convention in Nüremberg one can see indications 
of the political project by German national-party 
‘body’ as ‘one’ or as a unity. What is deep—and 
authentically-Nazi in this painting, is not the 
displayed scene of aligned squads of German 
National-Socialist Party at the Party meeting, but 
painter’s political grasp in annulling and de-
individualizing the singular civic body. In a 
fascinating way this painting annuls the concept of 
liberal democratic idea about individuality as the 
bearer of the political, by making the scene of 

homogeneous bodies—squads in which the 
individual no longer exists as a singularity. 
Singularity becomes mass. The painting shows 
party squads in formations that ‘transcend’ 
individuality into political-party collectivity. 

The architect Boris Iofan and sculptor Vera 
Mukhina realized The Soviet Pavillion at the 
world exposition in Paris as a monumental project 
of new Communist unity of the working class (the 
young man) and the peasantry (the girl), i.e., 
industrial world (worker) and nature (agriculturist 
girl). The work is about the typical ‘optimal 
projection’8 of socialist realism whereby the 
promise in revolutionary transformation of the 
new world is installed and performed. ‘The 
optimal projection’ is not utopia, i.e. an ideally 
structured space of the future, but signifies 
movement as choosing the ‘optimal version’ in 
the overcoming of reality. This architectural-
sculptural monument is a monument to revolution 
that is transmitted from a ‘class battlefield’ into 
an organization and the shaping of everyday 
socialist life. Synthesis of the architectural and the 
sculptural symbolizes and triggers questions 
about the new Communist unity that should 
happen in the very life of the Soviet citizen 
through the prevailing everyday reality. 

Picasso’s painting Guernica is dedicated to the 
victims of bombing of the town Guernica during 
the Spanish Civil War. The painting is realized as 
a post-cubist work that symbolizes a singular 
human tragedy—innocent victims of Nazi/Fascist 
bombing—as universal victims of political terror. 
Picasso’s painting most explicitly depicts the 
liberal standpoint about a ‘political singular topic’ 
such as the universal topic of painting that 
exceeds individual political conceptions and 
pictorially tells about the universal, i.e., the 
prevalent human suffering. In other words, 
Picasso’s work demonstratively shows how one 
singular event makes the universal representation 
of humanity possible. 

Yayoi Kusame performed the anti-war happening 
Naked Event during the Vietnam War. The 
happening was performed in the atmosphere of 
political activism of 1968, of student protests, the 
New Left, and sexual revolution.9 Her ‘political 
work’ is no longer a representation of painting or 
sculpture, but a behavioral intervention—an 
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event—in concrete urban-political space, for 
example, in front of the U.S. Treasury Building in 
New York. Here, it is about a turnover from a 
‘presentation’ towards ‘performing’ and 
performative intervention. Artistic practice takes 
over the ‘media’ of political acting and traverses 
from a fictional space of presentation into the real-
political space of human life. By such a 
performative act, actions of activist art are 
initiated. We are dealing with art that ‘inscribes’ 
itself into the field of political actions and acts, 
i.e., into material practices, by means of the 
political realm itself, which it provokes. 

Barbara Kruger rendered the placard Untitled 

(Your body is a battleground) by visual-verbal 
means of commercial design as a provocation and 
thus a critique of the status and the place of a 
woman in late capitalist consumer society. Her 
artistic work is based on the transmission of outer-
institutional critical feminism of neo-avant-garde 
and conceptual art into the sphere of highly 
professionalized, institutionalized media practices 
of representation, i.e. use, of a female body in the 
realms of mass exchange and consumption of 
goods. Her work is about the neo-conceptualist 
grasp of ‘mechanisms’ of alienated informational 
market in the middle of which an art work is 
displayed as the symptom or the derailment of 
expected productive exchange and consumption 
through which the ideological space of 
contemporary life is being shaped. The artist 
appropriates10 the ‘language’—semiology—of 
presentation within the advertising industry in 
order to say something different from what the 
advertising industry shows in relation to the role 
and function of the female body as the object of 
‘consumerist lust’. 

Within the Sots Art, the Soviet painters Komar and 
Melamid developed cynical practice11 of 
transforming ideality and political commerciality 
of Soviet socialist realism. For example, their 
painting Double Self-Portrait as Young Pioneers 
indicates displacement within the socialist canon 
of presentation of ‘serious’, ‘high’, and politically 
‘controlled’ art. Art is no longer an optimal 

projection of topics possible or wished for within 
the Communist society, but, rather, an 
appropriation of potential politically ‘positive’ or 
‘apologetic’ value by cynical ascription of 

academic discourse of figurative painting of 
socialist realism. 

In the so-called new British art of the nineties Mat 
Collishaw realizes the work Black Nazissus. 
Assemblage Black Nazissus is a political visual 
discourse of crisis and traumatic points of the 
British neo-liberal and post-capitalist society that, 
at the end of the twentieth century, faces 
contradictions of neo-Nazism and racial 
violence.12 The Black Nazissus is a paradoxical 
‘creature’ or ‘figure’ which is possible only in an 
alienated world of crisis, of local confrontations 
and local clashes within the Western multicultural 
world. It is about contradictions within 
singularities of the multicultural society. This 
figurative assemblage is a contradiction of 
violence within the Third World that takes place 
within the First World and the First World which 
is structured by confrontations with the Third 
World. 

As one can see, ‘political art’ is based on genre 
defined visual production of political meaning by 
which idealistic (Delacroix), critical-caricaturist 
(Grosz), apologetical-collectivist (Ernst 
Vollbehr), apologetic-utopian (Boris Iofan, Vera 
Mukhina), universalist-humanist (Pablo Picasso), 
activist-performative (Yayoi Kusame), critical-
consumerist (Barbara Kruger), critical-cynical 
(Komar and Melamid), and critical-contradictory 
(Collishaw) approach to the public life as a field 
where the structuring micro- and macro-power is 
being explicitly expressed. ‘Political art’ is 
therefore a specific art genre by which, through 
visual means, political concepts and standpoints, 
most often in an unambiguous, namely 
transparent way, are being mediated or shown. 

However, I will repeat once again my direct and 
unambiguous question: are art works such as 
Courbet’s pornographic painting L’Origine du 

Monde, Duchamp’s transgressive ready made 
Fountain and Eduardo Kac’s transgenetically 
modeled rabbit with the fluorescent fur GFP 

Bunny—Alba—political art works? Yes or no? 

If the criterion of identification of ‘political art’ is 
the concept within political genre as the frame of 
transparent thematization of the performance or 
expression, these works are then not political. For 
Courbet’s painting depicts woman’s genitals 
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directed at male’s gaze, Duchamp’s ready made is 
the ‘index’ of transmission of the object from one 
cultural context to the other, Kac’s rabbit Alba is a 
‘live event’ within a complex artistic-scientific 
project of transgenetic engineering. These works, 
as the majority of art works from the history of 
modern art, are not the transparent works typical 
of political art. On the contrary, they are works 
that look and seem autonomous in relation to 
political pretensions and potentials. These works 
are obsessively dedicated to pornographic 
enjoyment, transfigurative combinatorics of 
parallel objects and to the potentiality of the re-
creation of life itself. 

But, nonetheless, are these works not political in 
some way? 

If I answer now that these works are political and 
that they are really political, then I must face 
questions: “What does it mean to be political?” or 
“In relation to what is something political?” These 
two questions are questions that anybody who 
wants to show the fly the way out of the closed 
bottle must face. And, that is a political practice 
that I have to face in the writing itself that seeks an 
answer to the posed questions, i.e., the ways in 
which the fly will get out of the bottle. 

In order to come to the answer to the question 
“What does it mean that these art woks are 
political?” or “In relation to what are these art 
works political?” I have to execute a theoretical 
and a sensual politicization of these works or, at 
least, of some newer registers or regimes of 
appearance. 

The demand for ‘politicization’ becomes relevant 
as a demand after postmodernity, more precisely, 
with the completion of the actuality of postmodern 
theories of society, culture and art. Postmodern 
theory of politics, aesthetics, and art (Jean-
François Lyotard,13 Achille Bonito Oliva14) 
depicts postmodernity as the pragmatic turn from 
modernity as the master discourse about politics, 
aesthetics, and art, towards questions about the 
‘small’ or the ‘soft’15 decentering of the political. 
This means that it goes towards abolishing the 
space in which the dominant practice of ruling 
within society or life itself can be perceived as an 
emancipatory practice of social transformation. 
Without the master discourse of politics 

postmodernity appears as a field without ‘meta-
politics’, namely as a field without a discourse 
about politics as an independent sphere in which 
consensus and mediation between conflicting 
social efforts is being achieved. Politics is being 
demonstrated as a highly developed bureaucratic 
technology of life order in its specialized 
segments of everyday life. Postmodern politics 
exposes itself as the practice that organizes 
cultural platforms and procedures not only of 
living in a plural, eclectic, i.e., multiple, everyday 
life. It is for this reason that Jürgen Habermas has, 
for example, these and such processes defined as 
neo-conservative.16 

Crisis of postmodern plurality after the fall of the 
Berlin Wall, that is, after the end of the Cold War, 
through maintenance of ‘global politics’ provoked 
again the possibility for questioning the ‘political’ 
as the relevant answer to the apparent absence of 
anything political within the neo-liberal 
purportedly unpolitical or extrapolitical 
technological practices of the organization of the 
everyday life. This evocation of ‘politics’ 
happened in many different ways in entirely 
different and often mutually confronted 
philosophers and theorists (Jacques Derrida,17 
Chantal Mouffe,18 Alain Badiou,19 Jacques 
Rancière,20 Antonio Negri and Michael Hardt,21 
Giorgio Agamben,22 Paolo Virno,23 Brian 
Massumi,24 etc.). Evocation of the ‘political’, the 
‘return to the political’ or the ‘politicization of 
non- or extra-political’ are not practices of the 
structuration of reality by the party or the state, 
but theoretical constructions concerning the 
character, functions, and effects of actual 
performances of the social.  

I shall conceptualize politicization in such a way 
so as to interpret certain art works that do not 
belong to the genre of political art. For example, I 
will politicize a pornographic painting, a ready 

made and a live, fluorescent, rabbit. I will reveal 
these works as political art works, which means 
that I will lead our discussion toward the 
argument that each art work or any art work can 
be shown as political in an interventional 
interpretation of politicization.  

Walter Benjamin was correct when he stated that 
in big historical epochs with the change of modes 
of living of a human community, and we can add 
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also with the character of human labor, modes of 
its sense perceptions change: 

During long periods of history, the mode of 
human sense perception changes with 
humanity's entire mode of existence. The 
manner in which human sense perception is 
organized, the medium in which it is 
accomplished, is determined not only by 
nature but by historical circumstances as 
well.25 

In other words, the materialist thesis that an art 
work is always the consequence of certain 
historical and geographical material social practice 
and social resistances to this practice, can be put 
forth. This practice does not have to be thematized 
in the art work itself, but can be revealed through 
interpretation, and demonstrated and explained as 
the ‘cause’26 of the specific thematic appearance, 
or the aesthetic-sensual autonomy of the art work. 
More than three decades ago, a group of Slovenian 
theorists of Althusserian-Lacanian orientation 
published the following statement on the occasion 
of Ernest Hemigway’s way of writing the novel: 

Hemingway’s writing does not ‘reflect’ 
social content through its thematics, but 
directly, in the organization of the signifying 
economy itself, where only the secondary 
effect is thematic.27 

If this conception is applied to any art work, then 
we can say that Courbet’s painting, Duchamp’s 
ready made and Kac’s fluorescent rabbit do not 
reflect social content through thematic or sensual 
indications of art works themselves, but in the 
organization of signifying practice whose only 
secondary effect is thematic. If this is correct, than 
we can say that ‘signifying practice’ is a practice 
which is at the same time an expression of 
contradictions of conditions of production in 
which the art work occurs, exchanges, and 
disappears, and the resistance which the 
production faces with in each context or contextual 
conditions. 

In this sense, Goustave Courbet developed the 
primary manual labour on the painting as a bodily 
product. He created the picture of the visible 

world—the female genitals—that demonstrated 
literally, promising the reality of the pornographic 

scene. The painting of a longed-for human body 
is produced by direct physical/behaviorist labor of 
the human—the painter’s—body. Such a model 
of ‘relations of production’ corresponds to early 
capitalist labor which emanates from manual 
production and which will soon be superseded by 
mechanical labor. Courbet’s painting is almost the 
last manual pornography. The pornographic scene 
will in the future become the product of 
mechanical labor, for example, of the 
photographic camera in the nineteenth century 
and of the film camera in the twentieth century.28 

Marcel Duchamp, contrariwise, intentionally 
avoided manual craft work in the name of 
establishing a ‘production practice’. His 
production practice was based on the chain of 
events which lead from the gaze and the visual 
appropriation of industrial product from its 
primary context of usage via trade exchange of 
industrially produced goods to alienated 
consumption and semiological transformation of 
mass industrial product into an art work. 
Duchamp applied the mass goods production and 
exchange in established and developed industrial 
capitalist world. Each of his ready made works 
demonstrated how in the visual arts, above all in 
painting and sculpture, the relationship between 
the art work and conditions of creation in the 
newly developed industrial production relations 
changes essentially. Duchamp substituted 
principles of shaping matter in visual arts with 
principles of observation, usage, displacement, 
naming, and signifying. 

Eduardo Kac performed his ‘work’ in the field of 
relational institutional post-productions29 that 
enables the artist to construct the work project to 
be realized in the system of scientific and 
technical laboratories. Instead of an art work as a 
completed ‘piece’, Eduardo Kac developed a 
complex production-postproduction mode of 
labor in which the artist is the bearer of the 
project of complex media or multimedia work 
that functions as an information-
phenomenological order of events. The artist does 
not produce work but designs the concept of the 
work, the projected task for the realization of the 
work and the conditions of postproduction 
informational distributions of the work in 
contemporary global culture. His work is the 
work of a ‘postindustrial artist’, which means of 
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an artist who works with project systems of mass 
institutional organization of production, exchange, 
and consumption of art events/information. 

In fact, each of these artists—Courbet, Duchamp, 
Kac—is fundamentally a political artist since by 
his material art practice he raises questions and 
corporeally-sensually demonstrates singular 
answers about changes of functions in the 
appearance of ‘human labor’ and ‘human 
perception’ in the midst of the artistic historical, 
and geographical process. Each of these artists 
deals with the singularity of events of specific 
human labor in changed social conditions facing 
thus the horizons of public and secret, hidden or 
transparent, political horizons of time and space 
that he works in. 

 

Figure 1. Gustave Courbet, »L'origine du 
monde« (1866)   

 

Figure 2. Marcel Duchamp, »Fountain« (1917)   

 

Figure 3. Eduardo Kac, »Alba« (2000)   
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INTRODUCTION 

We are happy to represent a continent called Asia 
here, but probably it is too huge to be represented 
by only six of us. This is a continent with more 
than 44 million square kilometer, or about 30 
percent of the world’s total land area. Its peoples 
account for three-fifth of the world’s population, 
with probably more than 4 billion inhabitants. 

In such a huge area from the Arctic Ocean to the 
Indian Ocean, from the Bering Strait and the 
Pacific Ocean to the Bosporus Strait, the Read Sea 
and the Mediterranean Sea, arose several 
important civilizations and major world religions. 
Several great rivers fostered three civilizations 
including Mesopotamia, India and China in this 
continent. Here also originated the world’s three 
most influential religions, including Islam, 
Christianity, and Buddhism, together with many 
other very important national religions, such as 
Hinduism, Confucianism and Daoism, Judaism. If 
aesthetics are connected with languages, we can 
also say that people in this continent speak many 
different languages. The Chinese language belongs 
to the Sino-Tibetan language family. Linguists 
dispute over whether or not the Japanese and the 
Korean belong to the Altaic language family. In 
southeast Asia, Malay may belong to the 
Austronesian language family. In South Asia, 
people speak various languages of Indo-Aryan or 
Indo-Iranian language families. In Southwest 
Asia, languages of the Afro-Asiatic language 
family predominate. There are also people who 
speak the Slavic languages, as well as English, 
French and other European languages owing to the 
coming of the Europeans in the modern period. 

In this sense, we can say, there is no such thing as 
a unified Asian Aesthetics, but a large number of 
different Asian aesthetics, each of which has its 
own traditions and develops along its own path. It 
is impossible for us to give even a general outline 
of so many aesthetics. What we can do is only to 
choose several topics from various Asian cultures, 
and manage to find some themes from them that 
are interesting to the aesthetics of the 
contemporary world. 

All Asian aesthetics share the same theme of the 
modern versus the ancient. The influence of the 
West on Asia can be interpreted on two different 

dimensions: The first is that, in the modern period 
in the last several centuries, all Asian cultures 
have undergone a fundamental transformation 
owning to Western influence. The Japanese 
avowed to leave Asia, the Chinese wanted to be 
completely westernized, there were even more 
profound links between India, Hong Kong and 
Britain, while Turkey, due to her unique 
geographic situation, kept close contacts with 
Europe. In all of these countries, modern 
aesthetics were established thanks to the 
introduction of European aesthetics. But we also 
find that, all of our speakers make great 
theoretical efforts to study traditional Asian 
thought, and give us convincing descriptions that, 
there were many interesting ideas deeply rooted 
in Asian cultures, which can, not only enrich our 
knowledge, but also enable us to challenge the 
aesthetic frameworks we accepted from the West, 
so as to lead us onto the track to establish a new 
aesthetics of our own. 

There were traditional links among various Asian 
cultures, which are independent of the Western 
influence. For instance, three scholars from 
Tokyo, Beijing and Hong Kong have just 
mentioned the mutual impacts of Confucianism in 
the pre-modern time. Prof. Tanehisa Otabe also 
quoted from Kakuzo Okakura that Japan was 
called a “museum of Asiatic civilisation.” He also 
described, in his word, “the multilayered structure 
of Japanese culture,” which is, I think, applicable 
to Chinese, Indian, Turkish, and other cultures. 
Every culture receives influence from the outside 
in the process of developing itself. Some cultures 
keep the received elements and thus become a 
“museum” of civilizations, while other cultures 
merge the received elements into their own, and 
shape them into new civilizations. Ali Uzay Peker 
may give us a good example on how Islamic 
aesthetics received influence of the Greeks and 
the Romans, particularly the ideas Plotinus, but 
how it developed independently, turning out to be 
completely different from the aesthetics of 
antique pagan aesthetics and Christian aesthetics. 

Traditional images and ideas are interpreted by 
means of modern aesthetic theories. Eva Man 
tried to study the feminine images of the Book of 

Song, a Confucian classics, which is obviously a 
feminist perspective into the traditional text. Peng 
Feng’s analysis of Wang Yangming’s and other 
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traditional Chinese philosophical ideas shows a 
phenomenological method. Prof. Parul Dave 
Mukherji tries to formulate a theory of 
performative mimesis in ancient India, which, in 
her words, can question the binary logic and euro-
centrism, and construct critical tools to examine 
notions of visual representation in Sanskrit texts 
on visual arts and performance.  

Recently I am caught up by a topic: on the one 
hand, we say that aesthetics as a term was first 
coined by Baumgarten in the 18th century, while 
we also say that aesthetics as an academic 
discipline can trace its history to such Greeks as 
Plato or Aristotle. Now we can ask such a 
question: if we say traditional Asian aesthetics, in 
what sense do we use this term? Anyway, in the 
huge area, in these splendid civilizations, art 
reached its prosperous periods many times in 
many places. If there were no aesthetics in its 
modern state, it is our responsibilities to formulate 
one. If there were traditional aesthetics in this area, 
it is our responsibilities to bring them to the 
modern world. 

Gao Jianping  
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To What Extent Are Japanese 
Aesthetics Asian? On the Self-
Images of Modern Japan 
 
 
 
Tanehisa Otabe, University of Tokyo, 
Japan 

The aim of my paper is to present a general view 
of Japanese aesthetics. With an emphasis on the 
title of this panel discussion: “Diversified Asian 
Aesthetics,” I would like to impart a framework 
within the characteristics of Japanese aesthetics 
with reference to Asian diversities for this 
discussion. 

0. Establishment of the idea of “Asia” 

For Asians, the idea of “Asia” was a foreign one. 
The word “Asia,” which originated in Assyria, 
means etymologically the “region from which the 
sun rises.” It was not until the 17th century that the 
Chinese and the Japanese began using the word 
“Asia.” Namely, the Asians adopted this word 
from the Europeans. Moreover, in Europe, the 
word “Asia” already had a lot of connotations 
associated with it. Therefore, let me begin by 
considering how the idea of “Asia” was shaped in 
Europe. 

0.1. The Greco-Roman vision of “Asia” 

The Greeks established the concept of “Asia.” 
Plato contrasted Asia with Europe in various 
dialogues. Generally speaking, Plato’s use of the 
word “Asia” is almost neutral, but in the First 

Alcibiades, he noted the inferiority of Europe 
(namely Greece) to Asia (namely the Persian 
Empire).1 However, Aristotle’s Politics changed 
the tone and determined the following European 
view of Asia: “Because the Asians are more 
servile in their nature than the Europeans, they 
endure despotic rule without any resentment.”2 
Thus, the idea of “Asia” is not value-free, but has 
a negative connotation: servility. 

The adjective “asiaticus” can be found in Roman 
rhetoric. It is in Cicero’s later works that the word 

“Asiatic” initially appears as a critical term.3 In 
the latter half of the 1st century B. C., many 
Roman rhetoricians, following the “Attic” ideal, 
valued a simple and concise style, whereas those 
rhetoricians opposing this “Attic” ideal were 
called “Asiatic.” Asiatic diction referred to a style 
full of bombast, which is peculiar to the 
rhetoricians from Asia Minor. This adjective, 
“asiaticus,” shows the hostility of the Romans 
toward Asians, who were characterized by luxury 
and profligacy. However, it should be noted that 
in passing into the modern era, this historical 
background has been forgotten, and the word 
“Asiatic” is related to the Hebrew, in other words, 
to the style prior to the classical Greco-Roman.4 

0. 2. The Christian conception of “Asia” 

Let us move on to the Christian conception of 
“Asia.” 

In Genesis, the three sons of Noah are named: 
Shem, Japheth, and Ham. Although Shem, the 
elder son and the ancestor of Abraham, was 
blessed, Japheth, namely the second son, was 
doomed to be subordinate, and Ham, the younger 
son, was accursed.5 

By the 5th century, these three races were already 
linked with three directions or continents: Shem 
with the orient or Asia, Japheth with the occident 
or Europe, and Ham with the meridional Africa. 
Augustine contrasted Japheth as a representative 
of the Gentiles or Christians with Shem as a 
representative of the Jews. In the Middle Ages, 
Asia was associated with Judaism. Figure 1 
clearly shows the tripartite division of the world 
(Isidore of Seville (560?-636), Etymologiarum 

sive Originum libri XX, 1472). It is noteworthy 
that the Europeans in the Middle Ages called their 
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land Christianitas or Corpus Christianum, but not 
Europe. 

 

Figure 1. Isidor of Seville. Etymologiarum sive 
Originum libri XX, 1472 

0.3. The Modern idea of “Asia” 

The establishment of the modern idea of “Asia,” 
which comprises not only of the Orient or Asia 
Minor, but the entire Asian continent, presupposes 
the establishment of the modern idea of “Europe.” 

It is only by the end of the Enlightenment that the 
word “Europe” acquired its modern connotations. 
Friedrich Schlegel’s theory of Europe provides a 
typical example. In the “Introduction” to his 
lecture, The History of European Literature 
(1803/04), he argues that Europe is “both divided 
and combined in manifold ways” and is “the land 
of manifold, changeability, formability, and 
artificiality,” whereas Asia is the “land of repose” 
consisting of “various vast regions” “closed in 
themselves”: “Due to its abundance, Asia sinks in 
drowsy freedom and […] is stiffened under the 
pressure of despotic politics.”6 Following the 
Aristotelian tradition, Schlegel applies the word 
“despotic politics” to Asia. The idea of “Asia,” 
which lacks both an organic unity and historical 
development, prevailed in 19th century Europe. 
Neither Hegel nor Marx is free from this prejudice 
against Asia. 

1. The establishment of the idea of “Asia” 
in Japan 

1.1. The traditional Japanese world-view 

How did the Japanese conceive Asia before the 
idea of Asia was introduced? 

Generally speaking, the traditional Japanese 
world-view is based on Indian cosmology, 
according to which to the south of the central 
world-mountain called “Sumeru” (Sanskrit) lays 
the continent of “Jambu-dvipa,” the only 
continent inhabited by human beings. China is 
located at the northeast end of this continent, 
which represents India. Together with Buddhism, 
this Indo-central worldview was introduced via 
China into Japan. However, the Japanese 
modified this world-view and added Japan within 
it by insisting that the world consisted of three 
countries, namely India, China, and Japan (see 
Figure 2). Needless to say, this view was peculiar 
to Japan because it reflects the effort of the 
Japanese to map Japan on the periphery of the 
world map, which was made up by two huge 
countries.  

 

Figure 2. Map of Jambu-dvipa, ca. 1698 
(Collection of N. Muroga) 138 x 154 cm 

This was the underlying view prior to the 
encounter of the Japanese with the Europeans. 
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1.2. Introduction of the idea of “Asia” 

Matteo Ricci (Pinyin: Li Madou, 1552-1610), an 
Italian missionary, introduced the word “Asia” to 
China. In his World Map of 1602, he described the 
Asian continent as “Asia” using phonetically three 
Chinese characters. 

This World Map of 1602 greatly influenced Japan 
in the era of the shogunate. This means not only 
that the World Map acquainted the Japanese with 
the idea of “Asia,” but also opened their eyes to a 
world comprised of five continents. This is why 
the Japanese were conflicted by the traditional 
Buddhist world-view, which was that the world 
consisted only of India, China, and Japan. In the 
era of the shogunate, three types of world maps 
simultaneously existed: the traditional one, the 
western one influenced by Ricci’s World Map, and 
the western one imported from Holland. Figure 3, 
which is based on the traditional type but 
incorporates Europe at the northwestern end, 
clearly shows that the Buddhistic world-view was 
forced to cope with Western scientific knowledge 
and remap Asia. 

 

Figure 3. Map of Jambu-dvipa, ca. 1710 
(Collection of N. Muroga) 121 x 144 cm 

1.3. Call for “Leaving Asia” 

The idea of “Asia,” which was bestowed to Japan 
from abroad, does not guarantee the socio-cultural 
unity of Asia. The Japanese only became 
conscious of “Asia” as a socio-cultural entity in 
the latter half of the 19th century. That is, in the 
era in which Japan was compelled into 

modernization or westernization. Especially, the 
defeat of China in the Opium War (1842) and the 
opening of Japan (1854) led the Japanese to 
confront Asia. Most Japanese looked upon “Asia” 
as something behind in the history of civilization. 
Yukichi Fukuzawa (1835-1901) is a typical 
example. 

Based on François Guizot’s Histoire de la 

civilisation en Europe (1824), Fukuzawa 
argues in his book, An Outline of a Theory of 

Civilization (1875): “The peoples in Asia are 
constrained by their theocratic government, so 
that they lose their energy and fall into extreme 
servility.”7 Presupposing Eurocentrism, 
Fukuzawa saw Asia through European eyes. Asia 
was, therefore, something from which Japan 
should free herself (see Yukichi Fukuzawa, 
Argument for Leaving Asia, 1885). 

It is also in this era that “aesthetics” as a modern 
western discipline was introduced into Asia. In 
the 19th century, namely in the century of 
nationalism, the Japanese became accustomed to 
regarding Japan as a socio-cultural unity. This 
view also gave rise to a pair of concepts: “Japan 
and Asia” or “Japan and the East” as if Japan 
were not included in Asia. 

2. Japan in the Sinitic civilization 

2.1. Japan on the periphery 

Generally speaking, Japan belonged to the Sinitic 
civilization, based on Confucianism and 
Buddhism. Because Japan was on the periphery 
of the East Asian cultural area with China as its 
centre, Japan devoted herself to importing, 
appropriating, and applying Chinese culture. 
Hence, the geographic environment of Japan has 
deeply determined her culture. 

However, Japanese culture remained relatively 
independent. The first reason is a geopolitical 
one: Japan, which is an isolated island nation, has 
never been conquered by other Asian nations. 
Second, the lack of affinity between the Chinese 
and Japanese languages led the Japanese to invent 
their own peculiar system of writing, so that they 
simultaneously use two alphabets or scripts: 
namely, the Chinese characters and the Japanese 
ones. Furthermore, the Japanese language is 
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agglutinative, while Chinese is an isolating 
language. Therefore, the Japanese could graft 
Chinese nouns and verbs. Such a linguistic 
property also enabled Japan to keep her distance 
from China. 

Taking China as her center, Japan has measured 
her position according to her distance from the 
center. Such duality underlies Japanese culture and 
it is this duality as the “weakness of subjectivity” 
that is often documented as a characteristic of 
Japanese culture; for example, by Augstin Berque 
(1942- ), a French Japanologist. It is also the 
reason why the field-dependent subject, and not 
the independent subject, is highly estimated in 
Japan.8 

2.2. Japan as a “museum of Asiatic 
civilization” 

“Japan is the museum of Asiatic civilization.”9 
This well-known idea was pronounced by Kakuzo 
(Tenshin) Okakura (1863-1913) in his book, The 

Ideals of the East, which was published in 1903. 
Cultural treasures from Asia, namely from China, 
India, and Persia, which were lost in their original 
countries due to wars are present in Japan. The 
“Shosoin” treasure repository from the 7th century 
would be a good example. But why was Japan able 
to become the Asian “museum”? 

“Light from the East (Ex oriente lux)”: this is 
verified only in the West. In the East, especially 
Japan, the reverse was the case; civilization always 
came from the West to the East. Because Japan 
was located at the eastern end of the Sinitic 
civilization, Japan, as an importer, could not be, or 
did not have to be, an exporter, and thus, Japan 
was able to build a “museum of Asiatic 
civilization.” 

2.3. Multilayered structure of Japanese 
Culture 

Because Japan was an importer, often things, 
which belong to historically different eras and 
which could not co-exist in the cultural center, 
could co-exist in Japan. This “multilayered” 
structure of Japanese culture, which is why Japan 
is considered to be a “museum of Asiatic 
civilization,” is clearly illustrated by Tetsuro 

Watsuji (1889-1960), a modern Japanese 
philosopher. 

In his book, Japanese Spirit (1934), he argues: 
“One of the characteristics of the Japanese culture 
is that different moments lie in strata.” Watsuji 
takes an example: the “Tanka,” which is a “form 
of poetry completed 1200 years ago,” the 
“Yamato-e,” which is a “style of painting that 
dates from the 11th century, and the “No,” which 
is a “form of theatre established 500 years ago” 
all co-exist today “without changing their styles.” 

This “multilayered” structure of Japanese culture 
is often attributed to the Japanese spirit or 
Japanese mentality. However, in my mind, it 
reflects the fate of the Japanese, who were, or still 
are, destined to be on the periphery. Because the 
Japanese imported Chinese culture, attention was 
almost exclusively paid to the products without 
regard to the process or context in which they 
were produced. It is due to this 
decontextualization that things, which cannot co-
exist in their original context, coexist in Japan.10 

3. Modern Japanese aesthetics and Asia – 
a case of Kakuzo (Tenshin) Okakura 

In the process of modernization or westernization, 
these characteristics of Japanese culture have not 
been extinguished. In the latter half of the 19th 
century, the Japanese freed themselves from the 
Sino-centric world-view and moved toward the 
Eurocentric one. In this section, I would like to 
focus on how modern Japanese aesthetics address 
modernization or westernization. 

3.1. “Asianism” as reaction of 
Westernization 

In modern Japanese aesthetics, there are two 
antagonistic movements: one aimed at 
westernization by freeing itself from traditional 
Asian thought, while the other opposed 
westernization by innovating traditional Asian 
thought. Kakuzo (Tenshin) Okakura (1862-1913) 
is a representative of the second movement, 
which is often referred to as “Asianism.” 

His book, The Ideals of the East (1903), was 
written in English during his stay in India and 
published in London. This is the first book written 
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by an Asian, which provides a systematic 
overview of Asian art. In this book, which is 
famous for its opening line, “Asia is One,” the 
Asian author, who has made the foreign idea of 
Asia his own, tries to legitimize Asia against the 
Great Powers. 

During World War II, the Japanese military 
regime made use of the line, “Asia is One,” to 
justify the Japanese invasion and occupation of 
Korea, China, and other Southeast Asian countries. 
However, the original meaning of this line has 
nothing to do with such colonialism. 

3.2. Unity and Diversity of Asia 

The “Introduction” to The Ideals of the East is 
written by Nivedita, who appears to be Indian, but 
whose real name is Margaret Novel. Her 
“Introduction” clearly shows the intention of 
Okakura. As for Japanese art in the 9th century, 
Nivedita says: 

[…] Mr. Okakura, in dealing with the 
subject of Japanese art in the ninth century, 
makes it abundantly clear that the whole 
mythology of the East, and not merely the 
personal doctrine of Buddha, was the 
subject of interchange.11 

Nivedita and Okakura insist on a close cultural 
interchange between Asian peoples. Therefore, 
Asia does not consist of “various vast regions,” 
which are “closed in themselves,” as once pointed 
out by Friedrich Schlegel. The authors argue that 
such a European view of Asia reflects a distorted 
image of Asia. 

Therefore it is worthwhile to make some 
effort to recall Asiatic peoples to the pursuit 
of those proper ends which have constituted 
their greatness in the past, and are capable 
of bringing about its restitution. Therefore it 
is of supreme value to show Asia, as Mr. 
Okakura does, not as the congeries of 
geographical fragments that we imagined, 
but as a united living organism, each part 
dependent on all the others, the whole 
breathing a single complex life.12 

As the phrase “the whole breathing a single 
complex life” shows, Okakura’s view of Asia is 

based on the nondualism that he characterizes by 
the “spirit of living Advaitism.”13 By the way, 
Okakura argues that Asia lost its original unity 
due to the “Musulman (sic!) conquest of India,” 
and thus, the Europeans regard “the whole East as 
but so many victims of an ‘arrested 
Development.’”14 To follow up Okakura’s theory 
of the role of Islam in Asia, however, would take 
us beyond the scope of this presentation. 

3.3. Historical Development of Asia 

Furthermore, Okakura disputes the European 
prejudice that Asia lacks historical development. 

As we have seen in 2.2, Okakura says that “Japan 
is the museum of Asiatic civilization.” The reason 
is that the “history of Japanese art” is “the history 
of Asiatic ideals – the beach where each 
successive wave of Eastern thought has left its 
sand-ripple as it beat against the national 
consciousness.”15 In this museum, Asian art 
should be displayed historically. In other words, a 
systematic survey of Asian art presupposes the 
historical method: 

The three terms by which European 
scholars love to distinguish the past 
development of art, though lacking perhaps 
in precision, have nevertheless an 
inevitable truth, since the fundamental law 
of life and progress underlies not only the 
history of art as a whole, but also the 
appearance and growth of individual artists 
and their schools.16 

Based on Hegelian trichotomy “symbolic – 
classic – romantic,” Okakura reconstructs Asian 
art by dividing it into three stages, whereas Hegel 
himself allocates Asian art to the “symbolic” 
stage, which is overcome by the following Greek 
art. Okakura argues as follows: symbolic are the 
Chinese art of the Chou and Han dynasties (from 
11th century B.C. to 220 A.D.) and the Japanese 
art from its birth to the beginning of the Nara era 
(ca. till the beginning of the 8th century); classic 
are the Chinese art of the Tang dynasty (618-907) 
and the Japanese art of the Nara era (the 8th 
century); while the Sung dynasty (960-1280) in 
China and the Ashikaga period (ca. 1400-1600) 
mark a new stage, i.e., “the Oriental Romantistic 
ideal.”17 
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Here the question whether Hegelian trichotomy 
can be applied to Asian art may arise. However, 
what is important here is that Okakura, who was 
acquainted with Western aesthetics, 
contextualized Japanese art within an Asia that is 
simultaneously united and diverse. The reason 
why advocates of westernization in Japan often 
tended to convert to nationalism might have been 
that they lost sight of Asia. Okakura’s argument 
still affords insight into our common topic: 
“Diversified Asian Aesthetics.” 
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Introduction 

This paper is going to venture the established 
notion of “Islamic aesthetics” understood as a non-
historical and distinct cultural entity. Scholars of 
Islamic aesthetics occasionally refer to Greek art 
theory as a precursor but there has been no 
stimulating attempt to demonstrate the continuity 
from ancient to medieval art theory in the eastern 
Mediterranean. Scholars from the Islamic world 
insistently emphasize the uniqueness paradigm. 
For the fundamentalist, Islamic art is in the service 
of faith and is a mirror of the tenets. For the 
academician it is the outcome of Islamic culture. 
Both detach antique traditions from the so-called 
Islamic approach to art. Quite the opposite, 
scholars from Western world every so often tend 
to dismiss the existence of an authentic body of art 
under Muslim donors and by Muslim artists, 
particularly in the Early Islamic age. Art historian, 
Terry Allen, holds the view that there is nothing 
Islamic in Islamic art. He says that in Late Antique 
art, vine scrolls in vegetal ornaments became more 
and more abstracted and geometric borders 
appeared in floor mosaics. In Islamic arabesque, 
these two were mingled and vine scrolls welded 
onto geometrical borders. This last configuration is 
the end-product of Late Antique art. He asserts 
that Early Islamic art is in fact Late Roman art.1  

Allen’s view is based on the formal evolution of 
designs. We learn from his paper that an 
evolutionary process continued under the Muslim 
patrons; but, Why? This question is not asked by 
Allen. He does not refer to coeval concepts from 
the age when these abstract designs were 
employed in the Islamic domain. His “continuity” 
paradigm is unsupported with any corresponding 
conceptual background related to whatever Late 
Roman (Byzantine) or Early Islamic decorative art 

despite the fact that such a background 
inescapably existed since no artistic design ever 
brought forth without it.   

The correlated imperial ethos under Roman, 
Byzantine and Muslim rulers is a frequently 
referred source as a common conceptual 
background for the arts. But it is not at all 
explanatory in respect to the trend for abstraction. 
In the medieval age, abstract designs were highly 
ever sophisticated and became widespread from 
Central Asia to the Celtic world. This age 
corresponds to the spreading of a mainstream 
mind-set emanated from the idea of a God-
centered universe. The monotheistic viewpoint 
and its understanding of beauty promise an 
invaluable source to understand the continuity 
and evolution of abstract decorative designs from 
Late Roman to Islamic epochs. Likewise the 
conception of beauty transformed in a remarkable 
way in the Eastern Mediterranean in the centuries 
following the spread of Christianity and Islam.   

Plotinus (ca. 205-270)  

The role of Plotinus, father of Neo-Platonism, is 
crucial in understanding legacy of the Late Greek 
aesthetic theory which survived all throughout the 
medieval era. Mimesis as an aesthetic criterion 
stimulates a duality: Is imitation an act of 
copying, or a method of interpretation? Before 
Plotinus, Plato (ca. 427–347 B.C.) was of the first 
opinion in indicating that “an image-maker, a 
representer, understands only appearance, while 
reality is beyond him.”2 Plato thinks that an artist 
is a copier. Plotinus on the other hand assigns a 
dynamic role to the artist. He thinks that 
something is more beautiful the more removed it 
is from ‘shapeless’ matter. The best artists do not 
simply imitate the visible, but go beyond, to the 
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principles [and Forms] which produce nature, 
thereby being in possession of beauty.3 Hence, 
Plotinus thought that beauty is a divine essence 
and one of the many manifestations of the 
absolute. The ultimate criterion of beauty is the 
intellectual principle. The Intellectual Principle is 
at once true, good and beautiful.4 He consistently 
characterizes beauty in the world of sense as fake 
and contaminated by matter. He praises intelligible 
beauty for being true and pure.5 As J. P. Anton 
summarizes, Plotinus thinks that man is an 
intermediary between nature and nous (first will 
towards God, [thought, intelligence]). Once the 
One as the terminus of man’s self-realization is 
attained, the soul is said to lose itself in a mystical 
unity with it. The soul is now beyond the realm of 
nous. It has come to the source of all science and 
all reason. Man must realize what beauty is within 
him. Then beauty flows from the artist into the 
sensible world. The more successful the artist as 
creator is, the closer he comes to the source of 
beauty, and in the same measure the more he 
diminishes the initial distance separating him from 
perfect being.6 Those who approach divine with 
their intellectual faculties can be creative. Hence, 
the removal from matter and return to divine 
verify the value of the work.  

Plotinus thinks that there can only be one absolute 
source of creativity: the One. Only the One is 
absolutely emanative and, consequently, non-
imitative. So, it is essential to Plotinus’ doctrine 
that the artistic act be at once emanative and 
imitative.7 By way of emanation, man’s artistic 
imagination is the only avenue open to the higher 
ontological levels of the cosmos for the inflow of 
more beauty into the structure of the sensible 
universe. What the artist does is to complete the 
tasks of nature by bringing to the world of plural 
materiality more Being and more Reality.8 
Plotinus maintains that the things in this world are 
beautiful by participating in form; for every 
shapeless thing, which is naturally capable of 
receiving shape and form, is ugly and outside the 
divine formative power as long as it has no share 
in formative power and form. This is absolute 
ugliness. But a thing is also ugly when it is not 
completely dominated by shape and formative 
power.9 Ugliness is not only a formal essence. An 
immoral soul is an ugly soul.10 The soul when it is 
purified becomes form and formative power. Soul, 
then, when it is raised to the level of intellect 

increases in beauty. The soul’s becoming 
something good and beautiful is its being made 
like to God, because from Him come beauty and 
all else which falls to the lot of real beings.11 That 
which is beyond this we call the nature of the 
Good, which holds beauty as a screen before it. 
So in a loose and general way of speaking the 
Good is the primary beauty.12  

Rendering shape and form in this world means 
rendering good and divine, traits of the beauty, 
through which gratification of the One is 
achievable. In this theory of emanation and 
imitation there is a hierarchical order. Ugliness 
and immorality is at the bottom. It is to be 
surmounted by man who has capacity to do this. 
This aesthetic theory elaborated by Plotinus 
immensely affected medieval theories of beauty.  

St. Augustine (354-430)  

For the Christian thinker, matter was real and 
good in essence, and so too were the body and its 
sense organs. In the Bible it is indicated that “the 
invisible things of God are understood and seen 
through the things which are made”.13 Therefore, 
the cosmos is thought to be a sign of God. This 
general precept governed the understanding of 
beauty in the Christian world. For St. Augustine, 
beauty is the creation of God; artists and 
connoisseurs of external beauty draw their 
criterion of judgment from a beauty higher than 
souls.14 He thought that the more measure, beauty 
and order shine out in created things, the more are 
they good, the less the shining out of measure, 
beauty and order, the less are they good. Measure, 
beauty and order are the three general goods that 
we find in all created things whether spiritual or 
material.15 Emmanuel Chapman states that unlike 
Plotinus, for whom that which remains 
completely foreign to all divine reason is absolute 
ugliness; Augustine held that there could be no 
absolute ugliness since wherever there is any 
being there is some beauty. The ugly differs from 
the beautiful not in kind but in degree. The ugly is 
simply the privation of the beauty or form a thing 
should have, and nothing could be completely 
deprived of beauty for otherwise it would not 
be.16 Though St. Augustine thinks that the created 
beings take their beauty and goodness from God, 
he still ascribes absolute beauty to God: “You, 
Lord, who are beautiful, made them (heaven and 
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earth) for they are beautiful. You are good, for 
they are good. You are, for they are. Yet they are 
not beautiful or good or possessed of being in the 
sense that you their Maker are. In comparison with 
you they are deficient in beauty and goodness and 
being.”17  

In St. Augustine’s understanding, ugliness is not 
anymore the dominating trait of the earthly beings. 
They are good and beautiful for being created by 
God, but in a lesser degree. In his concept of 
gradation, there is a hierarchy of goodness and 
beautifulness from individual beings to their 
totality and to God. The more removed from the 
single and particular, the mind gets closer to 
absolute beauty.  

As Chapman articulates, St. Augustine holds that 
like the aesthetic judgment art requires the divine 
illumination. No work of art could come into 
existence without the divine illumination which 
proceeds from the Art of God. The artist cannot 
create out of nothingness like God, but he 
continues God’s creation by realizing in matter the 
forms which he brings to completion. The artist 
does not copy God’s creation, but finishes and 
completes it. Through the illumination of art man 
can engender works in his own image which 
resemble God. Beautiful works announce 
unconsciously the order and invisible beauty of 
which they are signs. The virtues, which give the 
soul life and beauty, are drawn from a source 
higher than the soul. The soul animates the body 
on which it confers beauty, form and order. 
Material works of art may be considered as the 
extension of the artist’s body. In this sense it may 
be said that the artist does for his material work of 
art what the soul does for its body. Just as the body 
has form, order, and beauty because it participates 
in the ideas through the soul, so the work of art 
participates in the ideas through the artist by the 
illumination of art which enables him to confer 
form, order, and beauty on his materials. The 
shortest definition of the virtue is the order of love. 
Through love man orders inferior things which are 
beautiful in their own genus and species to the 
superior.18 As it is clear in St. Augustine’s ideas 
collected by Chapman, the artist’s creativity 
depend on the involvement of ‘divine 
illumination’ and the virtues from God. Furnished 
with them the artist renders the order and beauty 
immanent in the world apparent.  While Plotinus 

regards the material world as essentially ugly, St. 
Augustine thinks that God’s creation is 
incomplete and the task to complete it is given to 
transcendent, God-like man.  

Imam Ghazzali (1058-1111)  

The concept of beauty encompasses diverse 
explanations in different Islamic theological 
schools. These statements can be related to 
Koranic verses, which guided and monitored 
them. In the Koran, a greater emphasis is put on 
the concept of beauty. The term ‘beautiful’ (husn) 
is in the main employed to denote ethical and 
religious value of the acts, which is used 194 
times in this sense. Husn is regarded by Islamic 
theologians as a criterion, an ‘eye of the heart’. 
The term ‘ugliness’ (kubh), on the other hand, is 
used only once in the Koran.  

Here are foremost verses which inspired Islamic 
philosophical schools and sufis:  

Who made all things good which He 
created, and He began the creation of man 
from clay (32/7, trans. Pickthal)  

(We take our) colour from Allah, and who 
is better than Allah at colouring. We are 
His worshippers. (2/138, trans. Pickthal)  

It is Allah Who has made for you the earth 
as a resting place, and the sky as a canopy, 
and has given you shape and made your 
shapes beautiful, and has provided for you 
Sustenance, of things pure and good; … 
(40/64; trans. Yusufali)  

As it is clear in these verses the created world is 
simply beautiful. That’s why the material world is 
regarded essentially beautiful by the Islamic 
theologians. According to the advocates of the 
Prophet and his companions (ehl-i sunna) and 
Ashari School, things and acts are initially 
neutral. Religious sincerity verifies their goodness 
and badness. The Prophet once stated that “God is 
beautiful and He loves beauty.”19 Philosophers 
approached the question of good (beauty) and bad 
(ugly) sanguinely. Fârâbî and İbn Sînâ held that 
bad (or ugly) is relative and there is no evil in the 
essence of beings. Less goodness is comparative. 
İhvân-ı Safâ thinks that goodness is essential in 
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the universe; evil exists only for a goal.20 In 
general, the beauties in the material world are 
considered as manifestations of the absolute 
beauty (djamâl-i bâ-kamâl) with different degrees. 
Through the observation of these one can reach 
divine beauty and God.21  

In the Sufî understanding, ugliness in things is not 
tangible, it is subjective and relative. There is no 
unconditional ugliness in beings, but complete 
beauty. This means that being is ontologically 
faultless and complete.22 A statement attributed to 
the Prophet by sufîs gives to man the role of 
observer of God’s beauty in the world: “I was a 
hidden treasure, and I wished to be known, so I 
created mankind, and then made Myself known to 
them, and they recognized Me.”  

Ghazzali states that “a more beautiful universe 
than this present one is improbable.”23 According 
to him the universe, in its entirety, is the art and 
organization of God. Whoever stares and loves 
universe as a work of God, stares God, recognizes 
God, loves God.24 Absolute beauty is God, who is 
One and beyond comparison.25 The highest love is 
the love of God’s beauty.26 Every beauty in the 
universe is perhaps a beauty from the beauties of 
his face (djamal).27 Ghazzali quotes a poem: “You 
appeared…You hide curtained by whatsoever you 
become visible with. I wonder whoever veiled 
with the known, how will be known.”28 Beauty of 
the created world is like a curtain before God. This 
idea was most probably inspired by the view of 
Plotinus that God holds beauty as a screen before 
Him.  

Ghazzali distinguishes beauty of the apparent from 
the beauty of the hidden. He says that the heart 
conceives better than the eye. The beauty of the 
meanings comprehended with the intellect is 
greater than the beauty of the extrinsic forms 
visible to eye. Ghazzali speaks about a more 
complete pleasure from the comprehension of the 
essence of beauty. According to him, beauty is 
also acclaimed on behalf of its individuality 
(zat).29 Thus Ghazzali distinguishes the beauty 
admired for it is only beautiful.  

According to Ghazzali, beauty is present in objects 
not comprehensible with the senses. Beauties are 
known only with the light of the heart’s eye 
(basîra).30 Senses are incomplete in 

comprehending them. With the permanency of 
beautiful qualities, love remains permanent. 
Qualities turn into sciences and power, which can 
not be comprehended with sensation. Their centre 
in the body is an atomic part. As a matter of fact 
the loved is that part. The form, shape and 
sensible color of a part which is so small that can 
not be torn to pieces, can not be envisaged, and 
can not be claimed to be loved it is because 
visible.31 Intrinsic qualities render a writer’s 
classification, a poet’s poem, a miniaturist’s 
painting and a master’s building beautiful.32 
Ghazzali’s introduction of the concept of basîra is 
significant. It is a latent faculty in man. Basîra is 
commonly sealed from birth with the exception of 
a few; but it can be opened through self effacing 
and through combat with the satan (mudjahada). 
Those who manage this can see realities beyond 
the reach of the senses.33  

Ghazzali thinks that beauty depends on the virtue 
(kamalat) a thing possesses.34 According to him 
beauty of things depends on the existence of 
perfection appropriate to them. Ghazzali relates 
the apex of beauty.35 In this way, he introduces 
gradation like Plotinus and St. Augustine. Beauty 
here is a moral criterion and can be less or more 
in respect to the virtues its owner holds.  

Conclusion 

From the act of ‘self realization’ in Plotinus, to 
the involvement of ‘divine illumination’ in St. 
Augustine and opening of ‘heart’s eye’ in Imam 
Ghazzali, we understand that a mediator role is 
given to the artist who can realize these and 
beautify the material world. This role provides us 
to introduce an ‘aesthetics of purity’ advocated by 
these thinkers. Plotinus holds that “Pheidias…did 
not make Zeus from any model perceived by the 
senses, but understood what Zeus would look like 
if he wanted to make himself visible.”36 
Augustine thinks same way in stating that 
beautiful works announce unconsciously the order 
and invisible beauty of which they are signs. For 
Ghazzali beauty is beyond the veil of the known 
and the revelation of the hidden beauty renders an 
artwork beautiful. In these views, beauty in art is 
understood as a manifestation of the divine and 
the ideal.  
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The idealistic representation of the gods embodied 
in human form by the ancients was gradually 
replaced in the medieval age by the representation 
of a supreme and single deity in abstract forms like 
geometry symbolizing the Divine Intellect. In 
Christian art, though anthropomorphism survived, 
schematic and one-dimensional representation of 
the saintly personalities gives a hint of this 
progress. This has been related by some scholars 
to a presumed decline in artistic techniques. But 
the reason of it could be the transcendentalism of 
the Christian aesthetics, which now disfavored the 
human body as being made of bone and flesh, the 
matters at the lowermost level of the gradation this 
paper talked about. Rendering the intellectual and 
moral faculties of the perfect man without 
representing his material side was almost 
unattainable. One way of giving these was 
distortion of the body. Hence, abstraction of the 
contours of the body reined supreme in medieval 
Christian art. The greater emphasis put on the 
notion that the created world is essentially 
beautiful distinguishes Islamic aesthetics from its 
precursors. This can be regarded as the reason why 
abstraction was much more favored than figural 
representation. Re-representation was denigrated 
by the Islamic artist like Plato does in his 
Republic.  

In Islamic geometrical decoration, ‘infinite 
pattern’ consists of an interlaced line passing over 
and under itself forming intricate patterns. Every 
part is subordinated to the pattern which exhibits 
unity in multiplicity.37 This atomistic 
representation well accords with the view that at 
the center is One, which is everywhere, but also 
distinct and beyond. Infiniteness is a guise of the 
all-encompassing God and His Intellect, who 
manifested His beauty through the created world. 
Geometry was the most appropriate way of 
representing His infinite existence and Intellect in 
and out of the created world. It is a curtain or 
screen through which only the mind passes for 
higher dimensions.  

This brief history of aesthetic ideas from Plotinus 
to St. Augustine and Imam Ghazzali, demonstrates 
a progress, the limitless patterns of Islamic 
geometrical decoration can be regarded as the end-
product of its manifestations in art. Allen’s 
‘continuity’ paradigm referred to in the 
introduction can now securely be related to a 

conceptual background and the expression that 
“there is nothing Islamic in Islamic art” loses 
ground.  
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Towards Performative Mimesis 
 
 
 
 
 
Parul Dave Mukherji, Jawaharlal Nehru 
University, India 

The central objective of this paper is to rethink 
representation in art not in terms of conventional 
mimesis but performance. This emerges out of 
engaging with traditional theories of Indian 
aesthetics, which are interspersed with mimetic 
terminology but are deeply grounded in the 
performative context. As an inevitable part of such 
an inquiry, one enters into the space of 
comparative aesthetics and sets up a conversation 
between Indian and western notions of mimesis. 
This throws up a number of issues - a. to question 
binary logic and euro-centrism under-girding art 
history and performance theory b. to construct 
critical tools to examine notions of visual 
representation in Sanskrit texts on visual arts and 
performance c. to deploy Derridean concept of 
new mimesis to understand traditional mimetic 
terminology and theory in texts such as the 
Citrasūtra of the Viṣņudharmottara Purāņa and 
the Nāţyaśāstra d. to explore the possibility of 
engaging with theoretical framework implicit in 
the traditional Indian texts of aesthetics and visual 
arts.  

The traditional terminology of mimesis in the 
classical Sanskrit texts of visual arts and 
dramaturgy such as anukṟti (performative 
mimesis), sādṟśya (resemblance, literally similar 
looking) and satya (“naturalistic”) has been 
relegated to the margins on the account of certain 
colonial imperatives. Early cultural nationalists in 
India avoided engaging with them as they were too 
reminiscent of western notions of mimesis and so 
these terms had no use for polarizing distinctions 
between what was commonly understood as the 
degenerate materialist west and spiritual India. 
Hence I take it to be a critical post colonial project 
to rehabilitate the marginalized theories of 
performative mimesis which can offer us a new 

vantage point to look at early Indian art. 
Ironically, the impetus for a retake on this 
terminology comes from contemporary western 
thinkers who had challenged conventional notions 
of mimesis within their intellectual discourse. 
However, dependence on western theories of 
mimesis is both productive and disabling 
simultaneously.  

The frame of reference provided by the western 
notion of mimesis and its shadow on the 
interpretations of Indian concepts or 
conceptualizations, still forces our understanding 
of anukṛti (or similar seemingly puzzling 
concepts) in terms of a counter-part, as it were. 
While it is important to realize the question of 
cultural difference between the two, any attempt 
towards a radical reconstruction of western 
aesthetics would entail explaining why 
representation, mimesis, icon, visibility have such 
metaphysical force in the discussion of western 
art.   

Introduction 

At first glance, ‘performative mimesis’ may 
appear to be an oxymoron. While ‘performative’ 
seems to refer to the realm of the body, 
temporality and presence, the term ‘mimesis’ 
gestures towards the visual, the metaphorical and 
the ‘real’. What do I aim to achieve by 
juxtaposing two terms that seem to be drawn from 
what culture theorists have considered as 
mutually exclusive cultural domains? Crudely 
put, mimesis seems to be squarely located within 
a complex intellectual discourse in the west since 
Plato such that it has naturalized itself as 
‘western.’ It invokes the realm of vision, visual 
representation and visuality, which again lays 
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claim on western genealogy as much in art as in 
philosophy.1  

Rethinking Visuality in Indian Context 

This is precisely what I intend to contest via the 
notion of PM and my engagement with Sanskrit 
texts of dramaturgy and visual arts. Visuality need 
not be taken as a western phenomenon but a 
culturally specific plurality. Granted that visuality 
in the west developed along a specific trajectory 
and was later even constitutive of modernity, it 
cannot be taken as an absent phenomenon in pre-
colonial art practice and theory in India. If 
visuality has been so far read as a lack in art 
practice and theory in Indian, the problem lies 
more in our conceptual framework that we have 
derived from the western intellectual traditions 
than the objects of our study. By this, I certainly 
don’t imply that time has come to turn our 
attention to indigenous intellectual traditions 
which are accessible to our post-colonial selves in 
some pure state. Rather it is by selecting 
appropriate tools from certain form of critical 
theory, which are amenable to our project that we 
can open up the past in a productive way. Unless 
we have in place a meta-theory about the west, 
productive alliance with critical theory is 
impossible.  

Traditional texts on visual arts and dramaturgy had 
a well-developed vocabulary and terminology, 
which, despite the problem of translation and 
commensurability, closely approximates the notion 
of visuality. By visuality, I mean the necessary 
visual connection between the phenomenal world 
and modes of signification developed in any 
cultural formation, which intends it. In other 
words, visuality is not an ahistorical notion but 
certain cultures at certain periods take interest in 
observing the world and forge means to represent 
it as closely as possible.  

In order to foreground this, I will bring into focus 
on a particular section of a Sanskrit text, 
Abhininavabhārati of approximately 10th century 
CE which is a commentary by Abhinavagupta on 
Bharata’s Nāţyaśāstra (2nd BCE-2nd CE). This 
section encompasses aesthetics, dramaturgy and 
visual arts besides logic and linguistics. The text 
has preserved a vibrant debate surrounding the 
question of visual representation in drama. A 

divided opinion prevailed as to the relevance of 
anukŗti, a deeply problematic term for translation. 
There prevailed a group of aestheticians that 
embraced anukŗti (Bhaţţa Lollaţa, Śri Śankuka) as 
the constitutive element of performance and 
visual arts whereas another group (Bhatta Tauţa, 
Bhaţţa Nayaka, Abhinavagupta himself) 
vehemently countered its importance. Despite the 
popularity of this text among Indologists and 
philosophers, it has not received the critical 
attention it deserves for the implications it offers 
to the study of art history and aesthetics and the 
question of visual representation.  

The term performative mimesis had to be coined 
to translate anukŗti. Similar tricky terms are found 
in śilpaśāstra or classical art treatises such as 
sādrśya and satya which literally mean ‘similar 
looking’ and ‘truthful’ respectively. All these 
terms seem to veer between what we understand 
by mimesis and visuality. This is not to suggest 
that terms such as visuality and mimesis, which 
have a specific history and valency in the western 
intellectual traditions, are to be imposed on the 
Sanskrit terms. It is precisely the problem of 
translation, which will be our point of entry into 
the discourse. However, in my title, I have 
preferred the term mimesis to visuality precisely 
to re-appropriate the former as it has an 
entrenched status in Art History and make it stand 
almost equivalent to anukŗti.  

It has become a commonplace to accept a wide 
range of styles of representation in Indian art from 
Ajanta paintings, to Gupta sculptures, 
Mahabalipuram relief sculptures as idealistic and 
anti-naturalistic. This view can be traced back to 
colonial state of the discipline when strict binaries 
between Indian and western art were maintained 
whereby hierarchy between the art of the 
colonized and the colonizer was sustained. When 
cultural nationalists like A K Coomaraswamy 
sought to defend Indian art against what he 
perceived as its misrepresentations in the early 
decades of 20th century, the hierarchy was simply 
inverted and binaries were left intact. So while 
western art was seen as too naturalistic and hence 
condemned as materialistic, Indian art was 
elevated to a higher spiritual realm via rhetoric of 
transcendentalism.  
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When the textual tradition on visual arts came to 
light in early 20th century, it posed as a problem. 
The classical Sanskrit texts like the Citrasūtra was 
full of mimetic terminology and this was seen as a 
disjunction; a contradiction between the surviving 
images on temples and caves and the textual 
counterpart. Coomaraswamy deftly managed this 
by a radical terminological recasting through Neo-
Platonic framework.  

However, the succeeding generation of scholars of 
post-colonial times recognized the problem but 
simply made nativist claims that Indian art was 
never deficient in naturalism but in fact, the 
traditional Indian artists were as well versed with 
‘scientific’ norms of artificial perspective as the 
Renaissance masters.2 

By PM, this is precisely the position that I intend 
to reject. Such cultural nativism blocks us from 
really engaging with cultural specificity of both 
the visual and textual traditions. Rather, it is 
possible to ‘return’ to the terms in the śilpaśāstra 
or art treatises and ideally let them speak on their 
own terms. But that would be too naïve a position 
to take, given the break with the past not only due 
to colonial interlude but also the temporal lapse. 
At least, we could avoid the orientalist skepticism 
towards the texts which in the words of Stella 
Kramrish:  

If as the text shows and Dr Sivaramamurti 
stresses, realism was a main consideration 
with the painters, their criteria of 
verisimilitude were, no doubt, met in 
practice, although no object painted in the 
murals of Ajanta, which are roughly 
contemporary with the Citrasūtra would 
strike a spectator today as being realistic 
painted. The realism is in the eye of the 
beholder and pious stories told, though not 
in the Citrasūtra…3 

Kramrisch dismisses these terms on grounds of 
subjectivism implying that realism is in the eyes of 
the beholder in her Forward to C Sivaramamurti’s 
The Chitrasūtra of the Vishnudharmottara Purâṇa 

and thereby challenging the very premises of his 
arguments.  

 

On Performance Theory 

Recently, with path-breaking work by cultural 
theorists on performance aesthetics, the term 
‘performance’ has acquired special resonance for 
theorizing the performative practices in the west 
in relation to the non-west.4 It is to be noted that 
the Sanskrit mimetic terminology such as anukṛti, 
sādṟsya and satya have recognized place in both 
the traditional texts of visual arts (eg. Citrasūtra 
of the Viṣņudharmottara) and dramaturgy 
(Nātyaśāstra). No matter how useful the 
Performance theory may be for my project, it is 
impossible to simply “apply” them in my work. 
What makes its application a problem is its euro-
centric binary logic that not only sustains but 
even structures the Performance Theory.  

Take, for instance, Richard Schechner’s 
Performance Theory. Despite his profound 
attempt to steer clear of euro-centrism, whenever 
he undertakes cross-cultural comparisons, euro-
centrism permeates his text as an invisible 
structuring principle.  

Multiculturalism and Art History 

By coining this neologism of PM, I intend to 
deploy it as a critical tool to interrogate the binary 
logic underpinning the question of visual 
representation that informs the discipline of Art 
History. As the recent debates within art history 
reveal, eurocentrism has come under scrutiny as 
never before and alternatives have been sought to 
counter it via cultural anthropology and theories 
of multiculturalism. 5 Despite the fact that 
Norman Bryson has deconstructed the 
metaphysics of presence structuring the 
disciplinary contours of Art History in the west, 
his attempt, by seeking detour to a non-European 
context such as his dyad, the gaze and the glance, 
stand firmly rooted in the binary logic that he 
sought to critique.6 Likewise, recent attempt to 
address multiculturalism in art history by James 
Elkins7 has led to a theoretical impasse owing to 
deep seated preconceptions about the non-west 
that Art History is still entrenched in.  

While examining earlier works on the question of 
visual representation, both in the west as well as 
in India, two sets of problems emerge.  
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i. Most of the western art historians and cultural 
critics have not been able to withstand the 
spell of binarism and have considered 
visuality and mimesis as intrinsic to western 
modes of representation, especially since the 
Renaissance. This is asserted either as a 
matter of celebration (Gombrich) and a 
symptom of western rationality (Elkins) or as 
a lamentable symptom of modernism. (Guy 
Debord).8 

ii. On the other hand, Indian art historians 
depending on their nationalist / orientalist or 
nativist leanings have suppressed mimesis or 
realism as alien to the native sensibility 
(Coomaraswamy, Harsh Dehejia)9 or upheld 
it as no different from or even superseding 
the western mimesis. (Sivaramamurti, 
Niharranjan Ray)  

The former position simply reinforces 
mimesis as an exclusively western notion 
whereas the latter refuse to go beyond the 
question of presence of mimesis.  

It is this conceptual double bind that I intend to 
question by the notion of performative mimesis. Is 
it possible to distance ourselves from assumptions 
concerning visual representation that are intrinsic 
to the discipline? What if we start from a radically 
different perspective?  

Performative Mimesis: A Derivative 
Discourse? 

There is yet another function I want mimesis to 
carry out. One of the common objections that 
Indian cultural theorists face from the academic 
community today is their total dependence on 
western theoretical tools to study objects of their 
inquiry located in India.  

As Vinay Lal has pointed out:  

The Subaltern historians are comfortable 
with Marx, Hegel, Heiddeger, Jakobson, 
Habermas, Foucault, Barthes and Derrida, 
but the interpretive strategies of the Indian 
epics or Purana, the political thinking of 
Kautilya, the hermeneutics of devotional 
poetry, the philosophical exegesis of 
Nagarjuna, and the narrative frameworks of 

the Panchatantra or the Kathasaritsagara, 
are of little use to them. …10 

On one hand, it is difficult to ignore Lal’s critique 
which is representative of views held by many 
western intellectuals including Elkins; but if Lal 
is invoking a nativist idea of returning to a 
pristine indigenous past untouched by the colonial 
experience, it seems untenable. It is here again the 
concept of PM can become productive in the 
manner in which it deploys certain critical theory 
as a heuristic to open up the past. For example, 
my use of Derrida’s reworking of mimesis offers 
a possibility of creating a dialogical relationship 
between contemporary theoretical concerns with 
traditional Indian theorization of anukŗti and the 
closest English terms that comes close to its 
meaning is performative mimesis. Such premises 
of my inquiry itself are then inherently 
multicultural since they traverse culturally diverse 
terrain, which, however, is not new to the 
discipline of art history. “Putting the world in to a 
book”11 has been its disciplinary prerogative with 
Hegel still looming strongly over it. What is 
perhaps new about my project is explore the 
possibility of a useful concept of multiculturalism 
in art history and take cognizance of my location 
in India in relation with art history’s built in euro-
American centrism. Rather than fitting culturally 
different objects and texts within art history’s 
existing framework which is both Eurocentric and 
phallocentric, I want them to stretch the latter to 
its limits and transform its disciplinary contours 
and parameters in a mutual recognition of their 
differences and commonalities.  

Said has put most eloquently gestured towards a 
model of dialogic encounters which perhaps can 
under-gird the best form of multiculturalism, 
while commenting on Auerbach’s Mimesis:  

Moreover, the relationship between the 
reader-critic and the text is transformed 
from a one way interrogation of the 
historical text by an altogether alien mind at 
a much later time, into a sympathetic 
dialogue of two spirits across ages and 
cultures who are able to communicate with 
each other as friendly, respectful spirits 
trying to understand each other.12 
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This is what I want PM to do. Recourse to 
contemporary critical theory is inevitable but 
restricted as a heuristic framework. Consider my 
use of the Derridean notion of new mimesis (now 
to call Derrida western is to mis-recognise his 
work). It works like a ladder which can be set 
aside as soon as one has some grasp over an 
unfamiliar terrain. As a post-colonial, my past still 
remains the other, which I have to constantly 
negotiate with. If I already have a framework in 
place to select from the existing theoretical tools 
employed by western theorists, even the most 
reactionary western scholar can unwittingly offer a 
useful insight not only because of the distance of 
his being an outsider but of the existence of my 
framework in use. It is only via a meta-theory that 
appropriation of ‘western’ theory can be 
legitimatized and that resonates with the work 
produced by the Subaltern Studies.  

Critical Historiography: 

Schechner’s Performance Theory and 
cultural difference 

I will focus particularly on that section of the 
Schechner’s text from Performance Theory that 
deals with Indian aesthetics under the term 
rasaesthetics. While it is an interesting strategy to 
coin a new term which bears an impact of ‘rasa’, a 
key term in Indian aesthetics, Schechner deploys a 
set of binaries that articulate cultural differences 
between the west and India as follows:  

West      India 

Theatre                        Kitchen, Bedroom, Toilet 

Public      Private 

Court      Banquet 

Eyes                                nose, tongue, touch 

Gaze         snout-to-belly-bowel 

Textual         Oral 

Distance     Proximity 

Rationality                  Pre-rational 

Science                   Mythology 

Analysis         Synthesis 

Theory                      Practice 

Concept/Idea                       Body 

Thought     Performance 

Secular         Sacred 

Contemplation        Pleasure 

Culture         Nature 

The abiding trope in Schechner’s formulation 
draws from an example that Bharata, the author 
of the Nāţyaśāstra states when he compares a 
good drama to a well cooked meal. The term Rasa 
itself suggests sense of taste and tongue emerges 
as the most dominant sense organ around which 
aesthetic experience is organized. This is an 
important difference that Schechner takes a note 
of between centrality given to vision in the west13 
as opposed to other sense organs in rasa 
aesthetics. However, to claim that sense 
experience through visual perception was alien to 
rasa aesthetics is to reduce rasa aesthetics to such 
a level that aesthetic experience simply becomes 
an organic and natural state of being, at worst, a 
form of animal existence and at best, a site of 
hedonism and erotica.  

Traditionally in western theatre, the eyes 
and to some degree the ears are where 
theatricality is experienced…Seeing 
requires distance; engenders focus on 
differentiation; encourages analysis or 
breaking apart into logical strings…Modern 
science depends on instruments of 
observation, of ocularity… 

But in other cultural traditions there are 
other locations for theatricality. One of 
these, is the mouth, or better said, the 
snout-to-belly-bowel - the route through the 
body managed by the enteric nervous 
system… The snout-to-belly-bowel is the 
“where” of taste, digestion and excretion…. 
The snout-to-belly-bowel is the where of 
intimacy, sharing of bodily substances, 
mixing the inside and the outside, 
emotional experience, and gut feelings. A 
good meal with good company is a 
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pleasure; so is foreplay and lovemaking; so 
is a good shit.14  

What is perhaps most objectionable in Schechner’s 
position is inability to accept rasa as a deliberate, 
articulate cultural product resulting from centuries 
of theorization even if the latter is transmitted 
orally and through performance in an embodied 
form. This ensues from his commitment to a view 
that unless a minimum distance occurs between 
the performer and object of study, no theorization 
is possible. It is this minimum distance, which 
grants a culture space for deliberation and 
contemplation, which Schechner denies the Indian 
theorists of dramaturgy in an act of epistemic 
violence.  

A K Coomaraswamy: Rhetoric of 
Transcendentalism 

Dominance of the culinary trope blinds Schechner 
to a well-developed theory of visuality present in 
the Nāţyaśāstra. A similar situation occurred in 
the case of texts on visual arts which also 
contained a set of mimetic terminology such as 
sādṟsya, anukṛti, satya. These posed a major 
dilemma to the cultural nationalists such as A K 
Coomaswamy and Stella Kramrisch who laid 
down the foundation of Art History in India. 
Coomaraswamy’s main project was to play down 
the mimetic connotations and rework their 
meanings through Neo-Platonic or medieval 
western scholastic framework to make claims of 
transcendentalism for Indian art. Being a pioneer, 
Coomaraswamy’s pronouncements on Indian art 
acquired a hegemonic status and any voice of 
dissension received no recognition.15  

In my own earlier work on the Citrasūtra where I 
first confronted the mimetic terminology, the most 
daunting task was one of translation. This led me 
to Nāţyaśāstra to examine the context in which 
common terms were found both in texts on visual 
arts and dramaturgy. Terms such as anukṛti has a 
fuller exposition in the Nāţyaśāstra.  

From Derrida’s New Mimesis to 
Performative Mimesis (Anukṛti)  

The most perplexing aspect about the term anukṛti 
was that it was to be found both in the art treatises 
or silpasāstras and treatise on performance or 

dramaturgy. Problem of translatability of anukṛti 
into its literal English translation as imitation or 
mimesis made a close textual analysis of the 
terms imperative. Etymologically, anukṛti derives 
from the Sanskrit prefix anu –stem form kṛti and 
literally means following the action of. That this 
term had a fuller exposition in Nāţyaśāstra, the 
classic text of dramaturgy than in the art treatises 
(eg The Citrasūtra) implied that the context of 
performance was vital to understanding its 
meaning. Without acknowledging this 
intertextuality across the discourses of visual arts 
and performance, the terms defy understanding.  

What facilitated this reasoning was Derrida’s re-
take on one of the foundational concepts of 
western art history and philosophy, mimesis. 
This, he arrives at, by a close reading of 
Mallarme’s Mimique which subverted the earlier 
Platonic and Aristotelian interpretations. Here, 
Derrida deconstructs the very concept and 
philosophy of mimesis and its inherent 
logocentrism that founded it from Plato to Freud. 
What was productive about Derrida’s new 
mimesis is that he discovers his model from 
‘mime’ pace Mallarme.16  

Mallarme earns the label of “modernist” by 
detaching mimicry from logocentric 
mimetology; Derrida becomes 
“postmodernist” by putting mimicry to 
work in the interest of a new reference…17 

And, by putting Derrida’s mimesis to work in the 
interest of a new reference as in anukrti, I would 
perhaps be labeled as post-colonial post-
modernist!  

At this point, Derrida’s retake on mimesis 
becomes very productive in my project of 
delineating performative mimesis. It clears space 
for articulating the “classical Indian mimesis”. 
Mimesis thus inflected makes room for 
performative action rather than metaphysical 
concept alone. That is precisely the function of 
the term performative which when coupled with 
mimesis inflects it towards the corporeal and the 
material dimension of representation. Here I find 
Wolfgang Iser’s differentiation between 
philosophical and literary discourse useful to 
understand the difference between the 
Renaissance mimesis and anukṛti :  
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What distinguishes fiction in philosophic 
discourse from fiction in literary discourse is 
the fact that in the former it remains veiled 
whereas in the latter it discloses its own 
fictional nature; therefore it is not discourse, 
but staged discourse, which unlike fiction in 
philosophic discourse, cannot be falsified. It 
is not subjected to any rules of practical 
application, as it is not designed for any 
specific use but is basically an enabling 
structure generating an aesthetic potential.18  

If we replace philosophic discourse with 
Renaissance mimesis and literary discourse with 
anukṛti, we come close to what one of the most 
sophisticated exponent of anukṛti, Śankuka meant 
in his exposition and his dissociation of any truth 
claim from aesthetic representation. It also helps in 
understanding cultural differences between, say, 
the Renaissance notions of mimesis and the 
classical Indian notion of anukṛti. Mimesis and 

anukṛti don’t exactly map on to each other and it is 
the gaps in between that refuse to be subsumed 
under each which can work as crucial pointer 
towards exploring the cultural differences. This is 
not to deny that miming played no role in mimesis 
and metaphysical image was unimportant in 

anukṛti.  

Temporality in mimetic representation registered 
itself in a different cultural register where 
movement was seen as freezing of points in space. 
On the other hand, in the case of Ajanta paintings, 
movement is a shared feature of the spectator and 
its representation in painting. This difference can 
again be explained in relation to the frame. The 
rise of the Renaissance mimesis can be studied 
through the prominence that the frame received. 
The more the actual plane of the painting acquired 
transparency, the more ornate the frame became. 
The frame as an organizational principle in 
painting is what is missing in Ajanta wall 
paintings. This function is fulfilled by the figures 
or details of architecture in the painting 
themselves.  

The assumption of the mobility of the viewer 
precluded the possibility of rise of artificial 
perspective in Ajanta wall paintings. And instead 
of developing devices for creating apparent spatial 
recession, a kind of colored shading (referred to in 
the Citrasūtra as vartanā) brought the figures 

towards the foreground. So in place of spatial 
recession, Ajanta paintings prefer spatial 
progression towards the actual space in front.19  

Abhinavabharati and the Anukṛti Debate 

Although the discussion on anukṛti in 
Abhinavabharati is restricted to its role in drama, 
visual arts are often invoked to supply the 
arguments with ‘illustrations’. For example, Śri 
Śankuka, one of the supporters of anukṛti 
famously buttressed his position by citing the 
example of Citraturaganyāya or the maxim of the 
painted horse. Let me take Śankuka as 
representative of the pro-anukṛti group. On the 
other hand, Bhaṭṭa Tauṭa who rejected the role of 
anukṛti may stand for the other position.20 

Sri Sankuka on Citraturaganyāya or the 
Maxim of the Painted Horse 

It is from Śankuka that we learn that mimesis is 
possible without any prior commitment to a truth 
claim. As in painting so in drama, anukṛti is 
constitutive of the very mode of representation. 
Just as we standing in front of a painted horse, 
accept it as a representation of a horse, it makes 
no sense to ask certain questions which may fall 
within a purview of a logician.  

Is the painted horse similar to an actual horse? A 
question of resemblance or sādṟśya.  

Is the painted horse truly the actual horse? A 
question of right knowledge or samyag jnāna.  

Is the painted horse really the actual horse? A 
question of doubtful knowledge or samṣaya 

jnāna.  

Is the painted horse a false horse? A question of 
wrong cognition or mithyā jnāna.  

Śankuka declares all the four modes of 
questioning as irrelevant in dealing with a painted 
image. To a western theorist, this seeming 
contradiction may pose as a problem. Is mimesis 
possible without any truth claim?21 

Perhaps Wittgenstein can offer us with an 
epistemology of performance to rethink what 
embodied knowledge is. He helps us in 
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understanding Śankuka. Reception of visual signs 
in a painting cannot be reduced to a level of 
cognition but can have performative context. 
Knowledge itself can get inflected to encompass 
action. As Ulmer refers to Wittgenstein to locate 
Derrida’s mimesis within post-criticism:  

Post-criticism,…functions with an 
“epistemology” of performance- knowing as 
making, producing, doing, acting, as in 
Wittgenstein’s account of the relation of 
knowing to the “mastery of a technique.” 
Thus post-criticism writes “on” its object in 
the way that Wittgenstein’s knower 
exclaims, “Now I know how to go on !”…22 

In fact, the idea of a meta-theatre, which informed 
several Sanskrit, plays which can help us to 
engage with the epistemology of performance 
further. Here one section of a play can mime 
another through the medium of performance and 
play writing. Rather than actors simply miming 
say historical figures outside the play, they imitate 
other actors in the same play whereby giving hints 
about how the plot will unfold to its audience.  

Anti-Anukrti discourse by Bhatta Tauta 

Mimesis in drama is outright rejected by Bhaṭṭa 
Tauṭa who foregrounds the representation of 
emotions. He makes a difference between gestural 
miming by an actor who imitates someone 
drinking wine by drinking water and his 
expression of emotions. He in fact questions the 
role of mimesis in the latter on grounds that 
emotions and actions occupy too disparate 
domains and can never coincide. How can the 
actor (naṭa) imitate emotions of Rama? a. Because 
he has not ever seen Rama b. because emotions 
can never be imitated by physical gesticulations. 
In rather a Deleuzean turn, Tauṭa collapses 
distinction between object (Rama) and the subject 
(actor) and asserts that the emotion acted out by 
the actor is no longer of Rama but becomes his 
own. Gone is the difference between the object of 
mimeses (anukārya) and the agent of mimesis 
(anukartṛ).  

The most challenging task that needs to be 
undertaken is to understand the performative 
dynamics of mimesis in Indian visual arts and in 
drama where epistemological status of an image 

need not coincide with its truth claim.23 This 
might help us in better grasping Citrasūtra’s 
famous but misunderstood statement:  

Yathā nṛttte tathā citre, trailokyānukṛtiḥ 
smrtāḥ 

As in dance, so in painting, the imitation of 
the three worlds is prescribed.  
    
  (Citrasūtra, 35.5)24  

A K Coomaraswamy deployed this statement to 
undermine the importance of mimesis in Indian 
arts. He claimed that if the three worlds included 
the fictitious, then mimesis was meaningless in 
the arts. If we foreground the linguistic 
component of any representation, the fictitious 
status mattered little as long as even impossible 
(rabbit’s horn) can be plausibly rendered in 
representation. Unlike the classical western notion 
of mimesis which could not allow spectator’s 
attention to fasten on image as representation, 
performative mimesis did not feel any cultural 
compulsion to shun this fact but sometimes even 
stressed it as a necessary condition of any 
representation.  

The traditional terminology of mimesis in the 
classical Sanskrit texts of visual arts and 
dramaturgy such as (performative mimesis), 
sādṟśya (resemblance, literally similar looking) 
and satya (“naturalistic”) has been relegated to 
the margins on the account of certain colonial 
imperatives. Early cultural nationalists in India 
avoided engaging with them as they were too 
reminiscent of western notions of mimesis and so 
these terms had no use for polarizing distinctions 
between what was commonly understood as the 
degenerate materialist west and spiritual India. 
Hence I take it to be a critical post colonial 
project to rehabilitate the marginalized theories of 
performative mimesis which can offer us a new 
vantage point to look at early Indian art. 
Ironically, the impetus for a retake on this 
terminology came from contemporary western 
thinkers who had challenged conventional notions 
of mimesis within their intellectual discourse.   
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What is the beautiful? If we take the beautiful as 
the aesthetic object, we can say from the 
perspective of traditional Chinese aesthetics that 
the beautiful is the “appearing”—to borrow the 
Chinese aesthetic terminology, the xiang 象. Here 
the xiang cannot be interpreted as figure, form, or 
contour line, as it is usually taken to be. Rather, it 
should be interpreted as the common act of 
viewing and being viewed, or seeing and 
manifesting. That is, it suggests the dynamic state 
of appearing or perceiving.  

A Story 

Let us begin with a story.  

There is a story in Wang Yangming’s Instructions 

for Practical Living (Chuanxilu传传传), which can 
help us understand what the xiang means:  

The master (Wang Yangming, 1472-1529) 
was roaming in Nanzhen (the Kuaiji 
Mountain in present Zhejiang Province 浙浙浙浙浙). A friend pointed to a flowering 
tree on a cliff and said, “[You say] there is 
nothing under heaven external to the mind. 
This flowering tree on the high mountain 
blossoms and sheds its blossoms by itself. 
What has it to do with my mind?” The 
master said, “Before you look at it, this 
flower tree and your mind are in the state of 
silent vacancy. When you come to look at 
it, its colors at once appear clear and vivid. 
From this you can know that this flower 
tree is not external to your mind.”  

From the ordinary perspective, this dialogue 
between Wang Yangming and his friend seems to 
be quite strange. In our everyday life, we do not 
usually have 

the idea of the “flower in the state of silent 
vacancy”, nor do we have the idea of the “flower 
appearing clear and vivid”. Our cognitive function 
automatically associates the flower with the name 
of peachblossom, pearblossom, chrysanthemum, 
cottonrose, azalea, and so on, which can be easily 
found on the mountain where Wang and his 
friends roamed.  

Let us suppose that the flowering tree which Wang 
Yangming and his friend looked at is cottonrose. 
Now we properly have three kinds of cottonrose: 
cottonrose in the state of silent vacancy, cottonrose 
appearing clear and vivid, and cottonrose with the 
name “cottonrose”. We use “the cottonrose with 
the name ‘cottonrose’” to denote the result of 
cottonrose’s appearing, that is, the representation 
or knowledge of cottonrose.  

In short, the three kinds of cottonrose can be 
named cottonrose-in-itself, cottonrose-in-
appearing, and cottonrose-as-representation. 
According to Chinese aesthetics, the beautiful or 
the aesthetic object is not cottonrose-in-itself or 
cottonrose-as-representation, but cottonrose-in-
appearing. Cottonrose-in-appearing, to borrow the 
Chinese aesthetic terminology, is the xiang 象 or 
yixiang 意象 of cottonrose.  

Differentiation 

What is the difference between cottonrose-in-
itself, cottonrose-in-appearing, and cottonrose-as-
representation? Let us put away our metaphysical 
perspectives for the moment and resort to our 
ordinary experience. The cottonrose-in-itself is a 
kind of tree. It is, for example, a tree three meters 
high, with complicated branches, green 
broadleaves, and pink flowers. We can count the 
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number of the branches, touch the trunk, smell the 
flowers, and taste the leaves if we like. We can 
also name many other properties of the cottonrose-
in-itself, whether we know its name is cottonrose 
or not. This kind of cottonrose can exist outside 
one’s mind, and might be “in the state of silent 
vacancy”.  

The cottonrose-in-appearing is the cottonrose in 
our perception or the perceived cottonrose. To 
borrow Wang Yangming’s terminology, it is the 
cottonrose appearing in the mind. When Wang 
said “there is nothing under heaven external to the 
mind,” he appropriately pointed out that we only 
have the cottonrose appearing in the mind. We 
cannot have the cottonrose-in-itself. It seems not 
very difficult for us to agree with Wang Yangming 
in this regard, since we cannot really know 
anything before we perceive it. But the cottonrose-
in-appearing should not be misinterpreted as that 
which is totally created by the mind. Here the 
mind should be understood as a “mirror”—the 
metaphor that we can easily find in the text of Zen 
Buddism—with which the cottonrose manifests 
itself. So, in many respects, the cottonrose-in-
appearing is very close to the cottonrose-in-itself. 
The only difference between them is that the 
former is a perceived object and the latter, 
presumably a physical or natural object.1  

In fact, Wang Yangming did not deny the 
cottonrose-in-itself but transformed it into the 
cottonrose-in-appearing. In our ordinary 
experience it seems certain that we have the 
cottonrose-in-itself, because we can see, touch, 
smell, and perhaps taste, if we like, it. What is the 
main difference between our ordinary experience 
and Wang Yangming’s insight? Basing his ideas 
mainly on Zen Buddhist metaphysics, Wang did 
not recognize the cottonrose-in-itself in ordinary 
experience as the real cottonrose-in-itself, but took 
it to be the representations or illusions of 
cottonrose. In contrast, we usually take various 
forms of representations of cottonrose as the 
cottonrose-in-itself. For example, we are most 
likely to take the scientific representation of 
cottonrose as the cottonrose-in-itself, because 
modern science is the dominant and privileged 
ideology today. However, the scientific 
representation is still not the cottonrose-in-itself 
but the modern botanist knowledge of cottonrose. 
We also have other forms of knowledge or 

representations of cottonrose, for example, the 
traditional Chinese herbalist knowledge. The 
privileged representation or knowledge of 
cottonrose is often mistakenly understood as the 
cottonrose-in-itself.  

What, then, is the difference between the 
cottonrose-in-appearing and the cottonrose-as-
representation? Wang Yangming simply said that 
the colors of the cottonrose-in-appearing “at once 
appear clear and vivid.” He did not say he saw a 
different color or even a different tree. Let us 
presume that we can see the same color—for 
example, pink—on the cottonrose. The difference 
between what Wang Yangming saw and what a 
botanist or herbalist would see is not different 
kinds of colors—for example, pink and red—but 
different states of the same color, that is, pink in 
the state of vividly appearing, pink in the state of 
silent vacancy, or pink in the state of determined 
knowledge. As we noted earlier, pink in the state 
of silent vacancy is not a perceived object, 
whereas pink in the state of determined 
knowledge is. Since both pink in the state of 
vividly appearing and pink in the state of 
determined knowledge are perceived objects, one 
can rightly ask the question about the difference 
between them. Briefly speaking, pink in the state 
of determined knowledge was a perceived object, 
but now it is transformed into a speculated or 
abstract object that is not vivid and clear but 
determined and distinctive. We can think of a 
speculated object without the presence of our 
perceiving. In contrast, pink in the state of vividly 
appearing can last in the state of appearing, and 
our perception can stay in the state of perceiving. 
Therefore, the appearing would be not 
transformed into representation, and the 
perception would not be transformed into 
knowledge. It is perhaps useful for us to borrow 
Nelson Goodman’s theory of languages of art, 
especially the five characters that he uses to 
characterize art works—namely, syntactic 
density, semantic density, relative repleteness, 
exemplification, and multiple and complex 
reference—to characterize this state of 
appearing.2 

Ontological status 

What exactly is the appearing? Is it a physical 
object, an ideal, or an imagined entity? Western 
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philosophies teach us two ways of dividing 
ontological categories: first, dividing between the 
physical object that exists in the outside world and 
the imagined object that exists in the inner mind; 
second, dividing between the concrete object that 
exists spatio-temporally and the abstract object 
that exists non-spatio-temporally. Yet these 
divisions do not seem to leave any room for the 
appearing. The appearing is not a physical object, 
yet neither is it an imagined object. It is not a 
concrete object, yet neither is it an abstract object. 
The “either/or” choice is not the case here. I would 
propose that we probably need new ways of 
dividing ontological categories in order to 
interprete the appearing properly, although this 
task is obviously beyond the reach of this paper.  

Aesthetic reduction 

Why is it that Wang Yangming was able to see the 
appearing of the cottonrose yet a botanist or 
herbalist was not? Is it because Wang Yangming 
observed the cottonrose more carefully than a 
botanist or herbalist? The answer is obviously 
negative. Wang Yangming could not observe the 
cottonrose carefully since he was roaming in the 
mountain and saw the flower only by chance. In 
contrast, the work of the botanist or herbalist 
requires focused atttention. He would need to 
scrutinize every minute detail of the cottonrose. 
Still, the botanist or herbalist would not see the 
cottonrose-in-appearing whereas Wang Yangming 
did. It seems that, in order for one to see the 
cottonrose-in-appearing, distraction works better 
than focused attention.3 This is in fact traditional 
Chinese wisdom. As Laozi老老said, “The pursuit 
of learning is to increase day after day. The pursuit 
of Dao is to decrease day after day.”4 What we 
need to increase in pursuing learning is precisely 
what we need to decrease in pursuing the Dao, 
namely, human intelligence and desire. Laozi also 
said:  

Abandon sageliness and discard wisdom; 
then the people will benefit a hundredfold. 
Abandon humanity and discard 
righteousness; then the people will return to 
filial piety and deep love. Abandon skill and 
discard profit; then there will be no thieves 
or robbers. However, these three things are 
ornament (wen) and not adequate. Therefore 
let people hold on to these: manifest 

plainness, embrace simplicity, reduce 
selfishness, have few desires.5  

Wang Yangming was able to see the cottonrose-
in-appearing just because he was roaming in the 
mountain. That is, he was not on a research trip 
and his purpose was different from that of a 
botanist or herbalist. Therefore, he had no 
particular interests on his mind when he saw the 
cottonrose. A botanist or herbalist may be able to 
see the cottonrose-in-appearing, yet he cannot 
stay in the state of perceiving and the cottonrose-
in-appearing is immediately transformed into the 
cottonrose-as-representation. For one to stay in 
perceiving, he needs to be distracted so as to get 
rid of the constraints imposed by habits, 
knowledge, and desire. To borrow the Chinese 
aesthetic terminology, such distraction is uplifting 
(xing 兴). Wang Fuzhi 王王王 (1619-1692) said:  

He who can be uplifted emotionally and 
spiritually (xing兴) is a heroic character. 
Such uplifting resembles the life that is 
originated from the vital energy (qi气). In 
contrast, he who just adapts himself to the 
social environment so passively by means 
of conformity without making any 
distinction between right and wrong is a 
different being. For he would toil day and 
night but fail to go beyond his confinement 
to such things as social status, private 
property, daily necessities and family 
routine together with his wife, children, etc. 
As time passes by, he would become 
frustrated and less ambitious to the extent 
that he looked up to the sky but failed to 
see its height, and looked down at the earth 
but failed to see its thickness. He seemed to 
be dreaming when awake, and be blind 
when glancing around, and similarly, his 
mind would be inactive even when his 
limbs were busy all the time. This being the 
case, he could not be uplifted at all. 
Therefore the sage would make the most of 
the education through poetry in order to 
purify the mind of such spiritual corruption 
and to help the person get rid of his 
slackness, hoping to transform him into a 
heroic character and eventually into a 
worthy man with sageliness. This is in fact 
an important task intended to save the Dao 
of humanity out of the chaos of the world.  
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For Wang Fuzhi, the very defining attribute of 
poetry is its function of uplifting and keeping one 
lingering in direct perception. Wang Fuzhi used 

pratyaksa (xiangliang 量现 ), a term borrowed from 
Buddhism, to designate this direct perception. For 
him, Pratyaksa had three levels of meanings: 1) 
the present (xianzai 在现 ); 2) immediately made 
(xiancheng 成现 ); and 3) manifesting the truth 
(xianxian zhenshi 真显现 显). “The present” refers to 
that which does not come from the past. The 
“immediately made” refers to direct perception 
without reflection. And “manifesting the truth” 
means letting a thing exist as it is, without 
fabricating.  

In fact, the subject’s uplifting is in the same 
dynamic state as the object’s appearing. Both 
unveil the intertwined origination of the subject 
and the object. If one wants to be a hero or sage, 
he would need to reach the bottom of his existence 
through aesthetic education and base his 
personality on this education. Only when one 
reaches the depth of his existence can he see the 
appearing and, so, find the truth of things.  

A summary of Mikel Dufrenne’s 
phenomenological aesthetics 

The most important part of Dufrenne’s aesthetics 
is his theory of the aesthetic object, which is also 
the first and the longest part of his book, The 

Phenomenology of Aesthetic Experience. Like 
Roman Ingarden and other phenomenologists, 
Dufrenne distinguished between the work of art 
and the aesthetic object, the two things that are 
usually confused with one another in many 
aesthetic theories. According to Dufrenne, the 
work of art is the preduring structural foundation 
for the aesthetic object. It has a constant being that 
is not dependent on being experienced. In contrast: 
“the aesthetic object is an object which is 
essentially perceived. This means that it is 
destined to be perceived and is completed only in 
perception.”6 However, this does not mean that the 
aesthetic object is created by the subject. The 
aesthetic object as the perceived object “exists not 
only as lived by me but as independent from me, 
refusing the complicity which binds it to me in 
perception and urging on me an objectifying 
attitude which upholds the truth of its objective 
being.”7 If the aesthetic object is not totally created 
by the subject, then its presence should be 

signifying, and “there is a truth in this 
signification which lingers at the horizon of the 
presence and invites us to grasp it.”8 It is 
Dufrenne’s insistence on a truth embodied in the 
presence of the aesthetic object that distinguishes 
his theory greatly from that of Ingarden’s. 
Therefore, the difference between the art work 
and the aesthetic object lies in that the latter is just 
the appearing of the former. “The aesthetic object 
compels us to maintain two propositions which 
spell out the formula ‘in-itself-for-us.’ On the one 
hand, there is a being of the aesthetic object 
which forbids its reduction to the being of a 
representation. On the other hand, this being is 
dependent on perception and is attained in it, for 
the being at stake here is an appearance.”9 

However, the autonomy of the aesthetic object 
needs the witnessing of its spectators to confirm 
it. The aesthetic object needs us to complete it, 
since “the aesthetic object is completed only in 
the consciousness of the spectator.”10 The 
aesthetic object is the object “whose presence is 
indubitable because I am present to it.”11 That is 
to say, the aesthetic object can only appear itself 
in aesthetic perception. Yet, aesthetic perception 
is different from ordinary perception. Dufrenne 
wrote:  

Aesthetic perception is, in effect, the most 
distinctive and uncluttered type of 
perception. It wants to by only perception, 
refusing to be seduced either by 
imagination, which invites one to muse 
about the actual object, or by 
understanding, which tempts one to reduce 
the object to conceptual determinations in 
order to master it. Ordinary perception, 
always tempted to become intellectualized 
as soon as it reaches the level of 
representation, seeks a truth on the object 
the object, which eventually provides a 
basis for praxis. It also seeks this truth 
around the object, in relation uniting it to 
other objects. Aesthetic perception, in 
contrast, seeks truth of the object, such as it 
is immediately given in the sensuous. The 
spectator, being completely responsive, 
gives himself over without reservation to 
the manifestation of the object. The 
perceptual intention culminates in a kind of 
alienation comparable to that of the creator 
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who sacrifices himself to the demands of the 
creation. One might venture to say that, in 
its purest moment, aesthetic experience 
fulfills the phenomenological reduction.12    

According to Dufrenne, the presence of the 
sensuous is something shared both by the spectator 
and by the aesthetic object: “the sensuous is an act 
common both to the person who feels and to what 
is felt.”13 Aesthetic experience manifests the depth 
of both the subject and the object, and also their 
pre-reflective relationship, “because in this 
experience object and subject are not yet 
distinguished.14 So, Dufrenne endowed the 
aesthetic experience with the foundational role as 
“the beginning of all thought and the root of all 
truth.”15   

Conclusion 

The thoughts on aesthetic object and aesthetic 
experience from traditional Chinese aesthetics, 
which I have outlined above, are close to Mikel 
Dufrenne’s phenomenological aesthetics in several 
respects. First, both recognize that aesthetic object 
is not something with special form or content, but 
a special state of being, namely, the state of 
appearing. Second, both agree that aesthetic 
experience is not a special kind of experience or 
emotion—pleasure, for instance—but a dimension 
of experience beneath any kind of experience, that 
is, the lingering, distracting, uplifting which are 
not yet determined by or transformed into any 
abstraction, such as habits, concepts, knowledge, 
and so on. Third, both presume a common 
origination of the subject and the object—to 
borrow the Chinese philosophical terminology, the 
oneness of man and nature, where the subject and 
the object, or man and nature, reveal and limit 
each other at the same time. This common 
origination is the dynamic harmony in which many 
dichotomies such as the subject and the object, 
man and nature, being and nonbeing, and so on, 
reach their reconciliation.  

                                                 
* I am greatly indebted to Prof. Wang Keping for 
his English translation of my quoted materials of 
traditional Chinese aesthetics. 
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Revelations in The Book of Songs 
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Hong Kong 

Introduction  

The famous Chinese ancient literary work, The 

Book of Songs (also named as The Book of Odes 

and The Book of Poetry), selected more than three 
hundred musical pieces and poems of nobles and 
laymen from the period of West Zhou (eleventh 
century B.C.) till the late Warring States period 
(sixth century B.C.). The work contains folk 
songs, songs of nobility, ritual hymns and ballads 
about significant events in the history of the Zhou 
people. The work is recognized as a significant 
creative record reflecting the wars, lives and large 
range of social changes as well as literary 
developments of those periods in China.  

There are numerous pieces in The Airs of the 

States (國國) depicting male and female images of 
the time and a large amount focused on women in 
various kinds. These records or creative images 
have been important sources not only for the study 
of the rites, creativity and related humanistic 
thoughts of the pre- Qin period, but also for the 
aesthetics and ideals of people, men and women. 
While ethical cultivation had always been the tool 
of the tradition, one can find in these songs 
discourses of female ideals in emotional and 
spontaneous ways as well as in the moral 
constraints enhanced in the Zhou patriarchal era. 
That was an era when myths faded and monarchies 
strengthened and feudal and ritual practices 
dominated. Female beauties the book described 
were also the refraction and projection of the 
supreme aesthetic ideals of the time.  

There have been debates on whether the edition 
was by Confucius, who chose them from more 
than three thousands pieces collected at King of 
Zhou’s request and what the Han commentaries 
added to these works, and therefore the discussion 

in this study would take these debates into 
consideration, and I share the following 
conclusions with Stephen Owen.1  

1) Most of the songs seemed to have reached their 
present versions shortly before the anthology was 
assembled, probably around 600 B.C. The 
anthology belonged to the Zhou court and the 
courts of the feudal states into which the Zhou 
kingdom had disintegrated.  

2) They were produced in a world in which 
people could speak about not only their desires 
but also the fulfillment of those desires, and joy 
and pain could be articulated with honesty.  

3) The Book of Songs embraced the voices of 
common people, women and lovers, and those 
from all aspects of life outside the heroic ethos. 
The book also contributed a lot to Chinese myths 
and legends of the Zhou as the ideal polity.  

4) The Songs later played a central role in the 
great Confucian project of education and self-
cultivation. As in a Confucius saying that the 
book acted as paradigms of the moral heart: 
“There are three hundred Songs and one phrase 
covers them all: ‘No straying from the path’” 
(Analects 2.2). The songs also stated relations 
across social classes.2  

5) Controversies arose when many of the songs 
seemed not to conform to certain aspects of 
Confucian morality; they were then reinterpreted 
to make them be in accord with their presumed 
moral perfection by the Traditionalists and the 
Han and the Sung commentators. Critics claimed 
that the implication of moral import represented 
the parameters for an understanding of the text 
close to their own time.3  
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6) When The Book of Songs became a standard of 
the Confucian scholastic curriculum and 
responded to the moral and social conditions of the 
age, it had a double function: it was both a live 
record and a boldly expressive literary text, and 
also a Confucian classic that articulated moral and 
political positions.  

7) This study would use the title The Book of 

Songs of Arthur Waley’s translated version, as 
songs imply more primal and expressive materials. 
While this study broadly refers to commentaries to 
allow a larger spectrum of reading, it basically 
agrees with Haun Saussy’s admiration of the songs 
and delegates the “moral effusions” and “political 
significations” when appropriate.4  The study also 
agrees with Saussy that things might have turned 
out differently if the book has been read privately 
and for pleasure and not as a school text and 
practically a handbook of morality.5   

8) The study agrees with Waley that these songs 
emerged from different performance contexts and 
melded with the formal demands of the genre, 
such as prosody and rhyme. The songs were 
produced within the sociopolitical framework of 
the time, and had leapt from performance 
environments of primary orality to those of 
secondary orality, and then on to more fixed texts 
beginning in the late Warring States period, 
betraying more complex political and social 
origins.6  

9) Later it became the norm that the songs “serve 
as a rhetoric or source of usable phrases,” and they 
were quoted with recontextualized meanings till 
they became a classic or canon (jing) and came 
closer to the status of doctrine.7  

10) This study also agrees with the observation 
that the Mao commentaries (150 B.C.)  introduced 
self-referential moral-political stories to the 
“scandalous nature” of the poems and defused it, 
while Zhu Xi’s comments in the Song dynasty 
(960- 1260) encouraged a direct engagement of the 
poems and called upon the power of the subjective 
mind, and urged people not to give too much 
attention to those negative examples. The study 
sympathizes with Zhu Xi’s reading, which was 
distant from the moralizing maneuvers of the 
ancient Prefaces.8  

11) The study is conducted between the dualistic 
thoughts of the Mao commentaries context that 
Waley described as moral-political order and elite 
culture with its “Small Prefaces” and the 
elaboration, and the thought of Zhu Xi, whose 
preface to the anthology emphasized that they 
were songs of village lanes and they were what 
men and women sang to each other, expressing 
their feelings [qing] in words.9  

12) The basic belief of the study agrees with its 
Great Preface that poetry is the product of earnest 
thoughts and it expresses the intention of their 
authors and their inner lives.10 As Waley said, 
they read to feel the emotions and to know the 
authors who wrote about those emotions, and this 
is the true literary legacy of The Book of Songs.11  

13) The study notes that while the gender of 
characters in some of the songs is not obvious, it 
may refer to women though translators and 
commentators referred some of the characters to 
men. The study discusses female beauty with this 
possible reading.  

Female Bodily Ideals and Their Modalities  

Besides the mother goddesses of the myths and 
the legends of the pre-dynastic Zhou and Shang-
Yin periods mentioned in The Major Odes and 
The Hymns, the more vivid female images in The 

Book of Songs were the young ladies portrayed in 
The Airs of the States and The Minor Odes. They 
came from different regions and were related to 
various customs and traditions, manifesting a 
range of temperaments, physical attributes and 
manners. They were also members of different 
classes, including nobles, courtesans, young 
brides-to-be, middle-aged women, fisherwomen, 
laborers, silk workers, weavers and farmers. 
These women probably sung well and danced 
well, and their excellent performance and 
expression contributed to a country of songs and 
poetry.  The works, as Zhu Xi recommended, 
were cultivation products of the Zhou’s 
civilization, setting a contrast to the dark age of 
Shang-Yin and promoting the cultural quality and 
standard of the time.12  

A large range of adjectives related to beauty and 
praise of femininity were projected on to female 
historical characters and figures of the songs. 
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Examples are the famous phrase of “the modest, 

retiring, virtuous and young lady,” (“窈窈窈窈”) 
in “The Ospreys Cry/ Guan Sui” (“關關”) of the 
South of Zhou, which should have referred to 
queens and court ladies who have made the men 
seeking them and thinking about them while 
awake and asleep (輾輾輾輾); and the words 
“beauty,” (“美美美美 姝姝姝姝”) “lovely,” (“ ”) and 

“handsome” or “good like” (“孌孌孌孌”) referring to 
both the body and the mind in “Of Fair Girls” 
(“靜窈”) of The Airs of Bei (邶邶 ) (the woman was 
referred to Lady of the Duke of Qi as the 
commentaries suggested).13 Other innovative 
phrasings were “clear are her eyes; fine is her 

forehead,” (“子子子子子子子子子子子子子子子子、、、、子子子子揚揚揚揚子子子子揚揚揚揚”) in “Companion 
of Her Lord till Death/ Jun Zi Xie Lao” 
(“君君君君”) of The Airs of Yong (鄘邶 ), 
designating various physical appeals.14 

Metaphors of nature were also used to describe 
female beauty. The favorite metaphors included 

the sun and the moon in the East (“Sun in the 
East,” The Airs of Qi, “東東東東,” 齊邶 ),15 gems 
(e.g., “Bamboo Rod”, The Airs of Wei, “竹竹,” 衛邶 
& “In the Wilds is a Dead Doe,” The South of 

Shao, “野野野野,” 召召)16 and flowers (peach 
blossoms in “Peach-tree”, The South of Zhou,” 
“桃桃,” 周召 );17 the flower of the ephemeral hedge-
tree in “There was a girl with us in the carriage”, 
The Airs of Zheng, “野窈有有,”鄭邶 )18 depicting the 
colors, the brightness and the freshness of young 
female bodies. In the poem “A Splendid Woman” 
in The Airs of Wei; (“碩碩,” 衛邶 ),19 one finds 
metaphors applied to female bodily parts: the 

blades of the young white-grass representing 

her fingers; congealed ointment for her skin; 

tree-grub for her neck; melon seeds for her 

teeth; cicada for her forehead; and [the antenna 

of] the silkworm moth for her eyebrow and so 

on; and in others clouds for black hair in masses 
(“Companion of Her Lord till Death,” The Airs of 

Yong (“君君君君”, 鄘邶 ).20 These metaphors had 
meanings more than physical appeals, for they 
represented cleanness, tidiness, health and inner 
beauty as well.  

Tidiness was essential, as manifested in the 
elaborated hair dressing with cross pins. 
Metaphors expressed “her black hair in masses 
like clouds, no false locks does she descend to. 
There are her ear-plugs of jade, her comb-pin of 
ivory…,” in the same song.  

Inner qualities were implied in the good gems and 
jades, which multi-purposely acted as metaphors 
of wealth, class, fine taste, good fortune and 
personal virtues. When the metaphors applied to 
both gentlemen and ladies in the songs, the 
women who wore the gems were showing the 
merits of loyalty, purity and perseverance, as 
depicted in “Small War-Chariot,” The Airs of Qin 
( “小小,” 秦邶).21    

Some interesting points were noted about female 
physical appeals:  

1) In Praise of Majestic Physical Size: There are 
descriptions of majestic beauty, with the size of 
big and tall in natural composure (“A Splendid 
Woman” in The Airs of Wei; (“碩碩,” 衛邶 ))22; 
“Swamp Shore” in The Airs of Chen (“澤澤,”陳邶 

)23 & “Axle-Pin of a Coach” in The Minor Odes 
(“有車,” 小小 ).24 These big ladies are also 
accompanied by strong horses and situated in 
enormous natural and artificial settings (river, 
marshes, suburbs, carriage). They are nobles with 
elegant dressing and elaborate accessories, which 
represent their wealth and power. The songs have 
their bodily parts (fingers, skin, neck, teeth, 
forehead, eyebrows, eyes) and even their relaxing 
manners all well defined, suggesting good health 
and strength.  One could see them and smell them 
and hear them clearly when perceiving the works. 
One could also feel that they are proud of their 
good-size physiques, filled with feminine makeup 
and human vitality.  

The aesthetic judgments could be read with 
practical considerations. The majestic size is 
related to productivity, wealth, health, strength 
and power, and it could be the result of group 
imagination of a peasant society.  An example is 
the song “Pepper Plant” in The Airs of Tang 
(“椒椒,” 唐唐 ),25 which celebrated productivity and 
associated it with majestic beings. Besides the 
court ladies and the nobles, there were other 
female characters in the songs who were hard 
laborers working diligently sewing and picking 
things and suggesting good physiques and sizes 
(“The Seven Month,” The Airs of Bin; (“七七,” 豳唐 );26 “In the Ten- Acre Field,” The Airs of 

Wey, (“十十十十,” 魏唐)).27 These healthy characters 
were expected to have strong off springs as well, 
which was a common social anticipation in 
peasant society (“Locusts,” The South of Zhou 
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(“螽螽,”周周 ))28. It was suggested that these 
considerations may explain why big ladies were 
rated over small ladies and tenderness in these 
songs.29 

The word “beauty” in Chinese (“美”) also 
designates a big sheep and is clearly embedded 
with the meaning of utility. The question is in 
what way is this gender specific? Waley’s 
translation of “Swamp Shore” in The Airs of Chen 

(“澤澤,”陳陳)),30 for instance, does not refer to a 
majestic lady but a fair man. The term majestic 
should apply to both men and women as a physical 
idealistic appeal of the era.  

2) In Praise of Whiteness: white is the favorite 
and ideal female bodily color in The Book of 

Songs. White designated the color of female teeth, 
forehead, fingers and hands, as depicted in the 
phases “hands white as rush-down, skin like 

lard, neck long and white as the tree-grub, teeth 

like melon seeds” (“手手手手手手手手手手手手手手手手膚膚膚膚手手手手膚膚膚膚膚膚膚膚, …”) in the 
song “A Splendid Woman” in The Airs of Wei; 
(“碩碩,” 衛陳 ).31 Dress was always in white, light 
and pure colors. The color represented refined 
aesthetic quality similar to the praise of whiteness 
in today’s cosmetics. It was also loaded with 
value, designated to women with excellent inner 
quality in terms of purity, loyalty and chastity.  

3) In Praise of Slenderness: while the bodily size 
was praised for being majestic, certain parts of the 
female body were in the contrast. Fingers, for 
example, were praised for its slenderness. The 
phrases “the delicate fingers of a bride” 

(“摻摻摻摻摻摻摻摻摻摻摻摻手手手手”) in “Fiber Shoes” in The Airs of Wey 
(“葛葛,” 魏陳 )32 and “her fingers were like the 

blades of the young white-grass” (手手手手手手手手手手手手手手手手) in “A 
Splendid Woman” in The Airs of Wei; (“碩碩,” 衛陳 )) are examples. And when entering the 
Warring States period, the slenderness and curvy 
movements of the female bodies were applauded, 
illustrating the changes involved. Songs like 
“Moon Rising” in The Airs of Chen (“月月,” 陳陳 

)33 and “There was a girl with us in the carriage” in 

The Airs of Zheng, “有有有有,”鄭陳 )34 captured the 
vivid and enlightened ways of the body maturing. 
There are also phases hinting slim waists, like 
“moving at ease” (好碩好好) in “Fiber Shoes” in 
The Airs of Wey (“葛葛,” 魏陳 ).35 This change in 
size suggested changes in economic growth and 

also in the mode of production when some people 
could have enjoyed the independence from labor.  

4) In Praise of Plain and Tidy Dress Codes: one 
sees both colorful and elaborated dress codes and 
natural attributes in praise of beauty in the songs. 
There were green and red for ritual celebrations, 
as well as white for all purposes and elegant 
effects. They were all in pure colors and the dress 
codes demonstrate distinct social occasions and 
identities. Yet besides being a social language, the 
colors acted also as expressive tools. A good 
example is the lady in splendid green and yellow 
in “The Green Coat,” The Airs of Bei (“綠綠,” 邶陳 ).36 Here Waley’s translated version gave 
specific designation of speakers as in a male and 
female dialogue, in which the lady had purposely 
made a coat for her lover which is green on the 
outside and lined with yellow on the inside. The 
coat was sewn as a reminder of her devotion, 
which was just like bright and eye-catching colors 
and were effective in keeping the heart of her 
lover.  Another example is in “Outside the 
Eastern Gate,” The Airs of Zheng (“月出出出,” 鄭陳)37 where a lady dressed in a white jacket, a 
grayish green scarf and a madder skirt dyed in 
plant red. The colors in the white base obviously 
made her most admirable and unforgettable. One 
can associate the purity of white and gray with 
beauty, elegance and simplicity, which 
represented a taste of sophistication and were 
assigned to women in particular.  

5) In Praise of Poetic Images and Mannerism: 

the ways a woman carried herself were depicted 
in good amount of words in The Book of Songs, 

and emphasis put on smiling, laying and moving 
postures. The words and the four words phases 
describing these postures were both vivid and 
poetic, and they reminded readers of Chinese 
beauty portraits (mei ren hua) from which these 
songs inherited influences about appearances and 
acted as guidelines. These poetic depictions were 
plentiful, contributing to the abundant Chinese 
female imageries in its long history.  

One’s observation starts from head to toe is the 
tidiness in hair dressing, which is an important 
and usual composition in the mei ren hua. James 
Legge noted from the songs that men and women 
used pommade for their hair and wore at their 
side an ivory comb. Evidences show that ladies 
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twisted their hair on the sides of the head or 
curried it, they would have only let it hang loose as 
a sign of sadness.38 Down the line are the special 
movements and postures depicted in these songs. 
In addition to the famous phrase of “the modest, 
retiring, virtuous and young lady,” (“窈窈窈窈”) in 
“The Ospreys Cry ” (“關關”) of The South of Zhou 
are those found in the “Moon Rising” in The Airs 

of Chen (“月月,” 陳陳).39 The tenderness, 
gracefulness, gentle softness and “the delicate 
yielding” succeeded in building the attraction and 
tangible imagination of a female body.  Special 
terms were used to describe beauty in these songs, 
like “my lovely one” (“佼佼佼佼佼佼佼佼”) in  “Moon Rising” 
in The Airs of Chen, “beauty” (“粲粲粲粲粲粲粲粲”) in “Fast 
Bundled” in The Airs of Tang, (“綢綢,” 唐陳 )40 and 
“a clever woman (tearing down a city)” (“傾傾傾傾傾傾傾傾”) 
in “High Regard” (“瞻瞻,” 小小)41 in The Major 

Odes and so on, all are depicting the manners of 
the woman characters.  

6) The Unreachables: The beauties were those 
who could not be accessed or possessed. 

There are songs that expressed the despair of men 
who were obsessed by women they adored but 
ended up finding them inaccessible. These men 
could only miss these women, praise them, think 
about them all the time, and they sighed and 
suffered. A comment attributed these feelings to 
the pursuit of the metaphoric sense of rites and 
civilization, and stated that the beauties were 
idealized states, dreaming of a happy ending or 
loving union.42 Examples of these include the 
famous piece of “The Ospreys Cry” (“關關”) and 
“The Han is Broad” (“漢漢”) of the South of 

Zhou;43 and “Hollow Mound” of The Airs of Chen 
(“宛宛”, 陳陳).44 The misery and anguish of the 
pining men projected quiet and cool images of the 
inaccessible beauties, who could easily destroy a 
man’s heart. These depictions also made the 
women both illusory and eternal, within the poetic 
and aesthetic realm of imaginary settings.  

7) Sexual Expression: Despite the fact that about 
a quarter of the songs in the anthology expressed 
scenes of marriage, demonstrating sexual labor 
division in the patriarchal Zhou period and the 
societies immediately after, one could still be 
enchanted by the explicit sexual suggestions made 
around the female characters. The Zhou period 
was a society in which polygamy was popular, 

forced marriages and wife abandonment were 
quite common, and sons were preferred over 
daughters, as reflected in many of these songs. 
Yet, there were also flirtatious scenes that 
depicted sexy and charming young women 
looking for love and courtship, as vividly 
illustrated in the famous “The Ospreys Cry” 
(“關關”) in The South of Zhou that indicated 
related longing. The sexual symbols of juicy 
peaches in the “Peach-tree” in The South of Zhou 

(“桃桃,” 周周 ) are also note worthy.45 More 
explicit examples could be found in The Airs of 

Zheng, the “The Lady Says” (“窈女女女,” 鄭陳),46 
when the woman proposed dressing and 
undressing for her man; “In the Wilds is a Dead 
Doe, The South of Shao, (“野野野野,” 召周,)47 
where a young girl with sexual longings and acts 
were mentioned; and “Sun in the East,” The Airs 

of Qi, (“東東東東,” 齊陳 )48 which portrayed the 
voluntary sexual act of a woman. These songs 
suggested a space of sexual pleasure or instinctual 
enjoyment, where anxious, active and open 
attitudes prevailed among women in the context 
of social propriety. The women were beautiful in 
their daring passion and expressiveness,. But 
instead of acting as a direct deviation from the 
increasing Confucian control, there seemed to be 
an undercurrent in which women tried to keep 
safe while searching for a balance. The song “I 
Beg You, Zhong Zi,” in The Airs of Zheng 

(“將將將,” 鄭陳)49 is one example where the lady 
expressed her fear while declaring her love.  

8) Beauty, the Water Culture and the 

Feminine Space: The common association of 
women with water in Chinese poetry appears in 
some representative works of The Book of Songs. 
Statistics shows that twenty-eight songs in The 

Airs of States contain such association,50 with 
water in the background of scenes when women 
were singing (“Gird Your Loins,” The Airs of 

Zheng (“褰褰 ,” 鄭陳))51:  lamenting (“Valley 
Wind,” The Airs of Bei (“谷谷,” 邶陳 ))52; laboring 
(“Gathering White Aster,” The South of Shao 

(“采采,” 召周));53 or flirting (“The Zhen and Wei,” 
The Airs of Zheng (“溱溱,”鄭陳))54. Water was 
either a direct aesthetic object associated with 
women or it acted as bi (譬) or an analogy, 
creating and enhancing the necessary atmospheric 
effects. The most popular example is the “Rush 
Leaves” in The Airs of Qin (“蒹蒹,” 秦陳 )55 in 
which the adoring person stood by the stream, 
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kicking off “beauty by the autumn water” 
(秋秋秋秋), referring to the aesthetic distance 
necessary for male fantasy or imagining beauty.  

Water as a metaphor in The Book of Songs is an 
early literary illustration of the primary and primal 
relationship of water and femininity, as it 
represented: 1) the origin of life and vitality, its 
nurturing function related to the lyrical effect of 
femininity; 2) a living essential that maintains and 
gives life, a reminder of female fertility; 3) 
elements of femininity as the cosmological 
principle of “yin,” referring to the potentiality of 
creation, “softness,” “tenderness” and “fluidity”. 
This notion is inspirational and the association 
contributed a poetic and aesthetic picture of 
women by water; 4) ritual constraints when water 
or a river acts as a barrier to a relationship or the 
physical and social distance that one could not 
cross over; 5) a setting for the joy and sadness of 
the female characters.  

While water was the main metaphor, the natural 
setting of swamps and plants and peach trees 
dominated most of the feminine space in the songs 
and promoted a nature oriented beautifying effect 
and fairy atmosphere.  

Male Bodily Ideals: A Comparative 
Reading 

With the praise of women in the songs, there are 
also praises of men among the women. The men 
whom women adored are clichés. A representative 
example is “Shu is Away in the Hunting-Fields,” 
The Airs of Zheng (“叔叔叔,” 鄭鄭 )56 in which Shu 
represented the male ideals of being admirable, 
kind, good and martial. The key is a strong body 
that can ride, shoot and play excellently and 
morally with courage. The “Hey-ho’ in Airs of Qi 
(“猗猗,” 齊鄭 )57 articulated the vivid male ideal of 
a magnificent bowman and dancer in exclamation 
sounds and rhythms, and who cannot be mistaken 
as a wicked person.  Again, majestic male bodies 
were praised for their quick and active attacks and 
responses. Qualities of strength, courage and skills 
were valued over the gentleness of women.  

But the men were more like peacocks, playing the 
evolutionary game of selection according to sex 
(and gender). These men were admired for their 
powerful look and imperial demeanor. Martial 

strength was emphasized, in the wearing of 
decorative animal skin, such as the lamb’s fur and 
leopard’s cuff in “Furs of Lamb’s Wool,” The 

Airs of Zheng; (“羔羔,” 鄭鄭 )58 and the tiger-like 
look and strong reins in “So Grand,” The Airs of 

Bei (“簡簡,” 邶鄭 ).59 While women were set beside 
water and streams, these adored men were set 
among hunting animals in these songs, presenting 
a fierce rather than aesthetic picture. Their forms 
of majesty were about muscles and body buildup, 
physical exercises, health and combat power. 
They were also heroic in gigantic gestures, 
striving for balanced walking postures and proper 
presentations, as vividly described in the phrase 
of “with step grave and slow” (“委委委委”) in 
“Young Lamb,” The South of Shao (“羔羔,” 召召 ).60 One should note that the male heroic air 
also implied moral strength; their behavior proper 
and in control, even humorous, like those being 
described ideally in “Little Bay of the Qi,” The 

Airs of Wei (“淇淇,” 衛鄭 ).61  

The other domain different from the women in the 
songs and in reverse were the colors of clothes. 
This domain showed that The Book of Songs 
reflected the situation before the gender 
construction of the increasing Confucian and 
political maneuvers of the era. Red and green and 
yellow are the colors of male peacocks, and these 
colors displayed their attraction based on an 
elaborate identity, shown sometimes as an 
individual, and sometimes as a group. Proofs 
could be found in the songs “The Seventh Month” 
in The Airs of Bin (“七七,” 豳鄭 ) when the women 
made big red cloths for men;62 “Gathering Beans” 
in The Minor Odes (“采采,” 小小 ) where the men 
wore red greaves on their legs, demonstrating 
capacity;63 and in “The Closed Temple” of The 

Hymns of Lu (“閟閟,” 魯魯 ) in the seventh century 
when the soldiers dressed in red and green with 
their weapons as depicted.64 Green color appeared 
twelve times in the Book and six of them referred 
to male dressing, acting as a proud color. Yellow 
was another favorite color for men, and women 
preferred them in yellow dresses.65 The adorable 
male in the song “Knight of the City” in The 

Minor Odes (“都秋都,” 小小 ) showed off his 
yellow fox fur under the crowd’s gaze.66 These 
proud men used to dress like a rainbow trout, and 
they wore splendid accessories, jewels and gems, 
demonstrating an appeal for more elaborate 
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dressing than women, who regarded their own 
beauty as wrapped in white and fading colors.  

It is interesting to compare these two 
representative portrayals of the genders regarding 
the dress codes. The first one is “Minnow-Net” in 
The Airs of Bin(“九九,” 豳豳 ) in praise of a man, 
whose dress was embroidered with the nine 
patterns of the dragon, mountain, cock, fire, tiger, 
weed, little rice, black and white and black and 
green as explained by Zhu Xi in his commentary.67 
The other is the song “A Splendid Woman” in The 

Airs of Wei; (“碩碩,” 衛豳 ) introduced earlier, 
where one finds common everyday plants working 
as metaphors for female bodily parts. The 
difference is an interesting demonstration that 
showed an earlier representation of gender and 
beauty in discourses before a later and current 
development that showed its reverse: that is, the 
Peacock theory in which women were colorfully 
and elaborately dressed, and the male look of 
males was cool and simple, associated with moral 
purity and strength.  

The Mind and Body Coherence 

While Greek goddesses were noted for their 
beauty, some of them remained wicked without 
being condemned. But this is not the case with the 
female characters of the songs, where the beauties 
were juxtaposed with virtues and merits of the 
subjects. The moral mind and the graceful body 
coherence have always been the theme and the 
standard, mirroring the classical postulate of the 
inner and outer beauty coherence. Physical 
exquisiteness were measured and checked with 
their inner temperaments, while inner perfection 
overshadowed outer appearance and built up the 
splendor.  

There are songs loaded with moral acclaims and 
criticisms, accelerating or downgrading the 
attractiveness of the female characters. A well-
quoted example is the sarcastic comment on the 
unmatched gorgeousness and the loss of chastity 
by a commentator to Lady Wei in the song 
“Companion of Her Lord till Death” in The Airs of 

Yong (“君君君君,” 鄘豳)), which proposes an inner 
and outer incoherence. The song depicted the 
elaborate hair style and a detailed account of the 
wearing of jewels and dressing code, juxtaposed 
with her gifted physical and facial composures 

carried by the noble form of mannerism. The 
picture was indeed a grand one of the first lady 
who should have all the credits. Yet the people 
who knew what she did against woman chastity 
and faithfulness perceived an ironic scene instead 
of the aesthetic one so delicately described in the 
song.68  

On the other hand, loyalty and passion succeeded 
in enhancing the merits and hence the 
attractiveness of the subjects.69 This was well 
illustrated in the song “My Lord in on Service” in 
The Airs of the Royal Domain (“君君君君,” 王豳), 
in which one found a detailed sketch of the 
thoughts of a woman longing for her husband day 
and night. He was in the service, and she got 
rewarded for her love and genuine concerns with 
his well-being. This made her charming enough 
to be remembered even if nothing was written 
about her appearance.  

Another form of coherence exemplifies female 
magnificence in the form of boldness, 
independence and in her striving for justice and 
fairness. The well-discussed example is “the song 
“A Simple Peasant” in The Airs of Wei (“氓,” 衛豳),70 a touching story self-narrated by a woman 
who gave detailed accounts of the history of her 
marriage, from the moment of their first 
encounter, then the proposal, then the 
anticipation, despair and suffering hereafter. She 
tried hard to maintain the relationship till she 
realized that it was time to end it. This self-
awareness and decisiveness made her outstanding, 
in the midst of numerous women of the time who 
would have chosen to stay in the relationship. 
While the lamentations in those songs of 
abandoned women suffering in all kinds of 
marital constrictions under patriarchy could have 
earned only mercy from others, this female 
character against the odds and constraints of 
loyalty imposed on her as a woman merited 
recognition for her self awakening and 
determination. 

There seemed no dichotomy of mind and body in 
culture since early eras and this applies also to 
female beauty.  
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Sources for Aesthetic Representation: 
Visual Illustrations 

Chinese female beauty has a long tradition of 
representing women within a feminine 
environment. One can start from here and check 
the fact that The Book of Songs exerted great 
influence on women portraits in China, especially 
those meiren huas in later development. The 
feminine space in recent centuries was replete with 
details of decorative items and architectural 
layouts with particular kinds of buildings, paths, 
railings, decorative objects, painting, and 
calligraphy; but the trees, flowers, plants, rocks, 
and personal attributes like clothes and ornaments, 
makeup, facial and bodily features; and finally 
tableaus of female activities were portrayals that 
echo those in some of the songs.71  

Art historians suggested the concept of feminine 
space as a totalizing entity, and a beauty was 
essentially the sum of all the visible forms one 
expected to find in her space. One identified a 
woman as a beauty not by recognizing her face but 
by surveying her courtyard, clothes, her 
companions, and her idealized expressions and 
gestures.72 The outlook of Chinese beauties was 
epitomized in classical texts as a woman with star-
bright eyes, willow-leaf eyebrows, cloud-like hair, 
and snow-white bosom, which were the signifiers 
described and recorded as early as in the songs.  

One can also find similar depictions in The 

Manual of Beautiful Women by Xu Zhen around 
the mid-seventeenth century, which was a popular 
text that Chinese art critics used to refer to when 
discussing female beauty, as with those in the 
songs.73 In Wu Hung’s faithful translation of the 
ten-part iconography including physical 
appearance, style, skills, activities, dwelling, 
seasons and moments, adornment, auxiliary 
objects, food, and special interests that reflected 
the feminine ideal in that era, the proto-types and 
principles were  in the songs. Following are the 
similarities as described in the manual:74  

1. Physical appearance:  Cicada forehead; apricot 
lips; rhinoceros-horn teeth; creamy breasts; 
eyebrows like faraway mountains; glances like 
waves of autumn water; lotus-petal face; cloud-
like hairdo; feet like bamboo shoots carved in 
jade; fingers like white shoots of grass; willow 

waist; delicate steps as though walking on lotus 
blossoms.  

2. Style:  Leaving her footsteps on green moss; 
learning against a railing while waiting for 
moonrise; glancing back before departure; 
throwing out an artful, captivating smile; having 
just finished singing and becoming fatigued from 
dancing.  

3. Skills:  Whereas women in the seventeenth-
century China were playing the lute;  
embroidering; weaving brocade; comprehending 
musical pitches and rhymes; swinging and 
playing the "double six” game; the women in the 
songs, as discussed above, were either doing hard 
laborers work, sewing and picking in the field, or 
the wealthier ones were singing and longing for 
their men. Yet one must say the female activities 
in the later portraits were more idealized and 
imaginary than being realistic, when the women 
were taking care of orchids; catching butterflies 
and fashioning clothes and so on.  

4. Seasons and moments:  Feminine space has 
become more artificial than that portrayed in the 
songs; like bright moon over a painted pleasure-
boat; snow reflected on a pearled curtain and 
silver candles above a tortoise-shell banquet table; 
when the more natural scenes like fragrant plants 
in the setting sun and raindrops pelting banana 
leaves remind people of the background in the 
songs.  

5. Adornment:  Similarities were found in 
embroidered skirt; raw silk sleeveless dress; 
hairpins; jade pendants; “love birds” belt; gem 
earrings and “phoenix” head ornaments.  

6. Sexual Suggestions: The related expression 
have become more repressed and calculated in the 
later developments while the basic gestures were 
the same as in the songs, like leaning drunkenly 
on her lover’s shoulder; laughing seductively; 
secretly exchanging glances and showing slight 
jealousy and so on.  

These female portraits satisfied both the physical 
desire and spiritual demand of their times. But 
some of the main variations that developed were 
the vulnerability, passivity, excessive refinement, 
and the melancholic expression illustrated in the 
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stereotypes of the beautiful characters in the later 
era.75  With the background of the late Imperial 
time, these were read as imageries of a lost and 
subordinated country waiting for the power of a 
new foreign ruler. Yet the feminine ideals 
represented in the Zhou period, though they were 
advancing into the chaotic eras of the Warring 
States, have remained expressive, bold, tough and 
strong. Women lamented for love, but they were 
not vulnerable and passive. They took rites into 
consideration but were determined at the same 
time, and even if their deeds were right or wrong 
according to the commentaries, they illustrated 
vivid characters in their variety.  Moreover, when 
the doubts of female authors are taken into 
account, the beauties in the songs were not 
enclosed in an isolated space as those depicted in 
the meiren hua, and they were not only ideal 
lovers of men but also idealized female beauties in 
the eyes of both genders.  

Conclusion: The Lost Horizon?  

One could see that female beauty (meiren) in 
classical Chinese referred to femaleness, the skin 
color and erotic qualities of a woman similar to 
those of today, which include bodily features, the 
shape of limbs, the gentleness of behavior, the 
charm of voice, the way she dresses and makes up, 
and so on.  In addition to the visual sense, there is 
also the sense of touch, smell and also the sound of 
her voice. It is the vitality of the body that 
counted, and the sensuous qualities that were 
conceived by the integration of all our senses. One 
found these touch ups in The Book of Songs 
vibrantly described via the contents, rhythms and 
the texts in later forms.  

According to most of the classical writings, a 
woman's beauty also had to be judged through 
sexual sensations, more often the heterosexual 
ones; that is, meiren is in the passionate eye of 
male lovers or admirers. The beauty of the goddess 
and meiren in classical myths and stories was 
basically grounded on male desire, fantasies, and 
devotion, though the notion of beauty later 
departed from physiological and sexual 
considerations and went into further cultural and 
normative constraints. However, arguably, the 
images of meiren were not only the projections of 
male fantasy but also the internalized values and 
self identifications of women of the time.  

Zhu Xi regarded the first five pieces of Airs of Bei 
(邶邶 ) as the works of Lady Zhuang Jiang (莊莊) 
of Wei (752 B.C.- ) for reasons of historical and 
biographical correspondences. He himself 
attributed fifty-four poems to various women 
authors, including: Tai- si, Lady Zhuang Jiang, 
Lady Qi Huan Gong (齊齊齊), Lady Xu Mu 
(許許許許) and other courtesans and noble ladies.76 
Their works composed nearly one-third of The 

Airs of the States (國國). Instead of being regarded 
as women’s laments, the contents showed the 
virtues of the mind and the practices of these 
ladies, fulfilling the functions of the “feng” or the 
“airs,” giving instructions that aimed to transform 
people through their moving and touching stories 
and the demonstration of their moral 
dispositions.77 The virtues set forth by the ladies 
in the ‘South of Zhou’ (周周 ) and the ‘South of 

Shao’ (召周 ) were highly recommended by the 
Little Preface, for example.78  

But one should not put these moral discourses 
over the daring emotional and erotic expressions 
that were embedded in these ancient songs. They 
are underscored and are there to be explored, 
which should act as valuable sources for the 
discussion of the Chinese female ideals. The 
songs recorded the vitality, the intuitiveness, the 
spontaneity, the joy, the passion, the variety and 
the potentiality. They form the map of a lost 
female horizon waiting for explorations as well as 
contextual studies.  
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One of the main issues in the modernization of any 
Islamic culture inevitably concerns the status and 
rights of women. In the case of the Ottoman 
Empire which became conscious of the need for 
progress in many of its institutions, one of the 
important discourses that emerged during the 19th 
century was reform in education. Developments in 
the arts were also related to new educational 
practices. In both the arts and education women 
played an important role; they were not only the 
focus of any polemics on tradition, culture and 
lifestyle, but also in many cases, protagonists in 
the changing arts and educational practices. 

Another issue which concerns modernization in 
cultures outside the west, or cultures reliant on 
tradition, is the lack of critical discourse. One of 
the reasons behind the slow process of 
modernization or behind its partial success in 
Turkey, is shown to be this lack of critical thought. 
On the other hand, we should note that this lack is 
related to the fact that when tradition is the guide 
to all practices, critical discourse can only be 
subversive, and is not considered to be a need. 
However, it had to emerge under the exigencies of 
reform which created a confrontation of different 
cultures. 

Quite a dynamic and polemical critical discourse 
was to develop in the intellectual life of the 
Ottoman Empire beginning with the 18th century 
and gaining diversity and political stance during 
the end of the 19th century well into the 20th. The 
awareness that a serious cultural change was 

taking place or that it had to take place in order 
for Ottoman society to catch up with the new pace 
of the world ignited a heated polemics. This 
involved decisions about the direction that the 
change in the Ottoman society should take and 
about how an Islamic society should deal with the 
pressures of the modern world. 

Between mid 19th century and the Republic that 
was founded in 1923, many Turkish intellectuals 
offered projects on the modernization of their 
culture, constructing a symbiosis of values taken 
from the West and from Islam, or presenting 
cases against the imposition of foreign values. 
Turkish modernization and the change of 
traditional Ottoman culture and society into that 
of the Republic had a background of a long 
intellectual argumentation. Within the time span 
of more than a hundred and fifty years that this 
took place, from the late 18th to the early 20th 
century, political changes took place basically on 
the surface and were never completely 
implemented. In the implementation of new social 
rules and lifestyle women became extremely 
important since a lot of the arguments concerned 
the safeguarding of women’s dependent position. 
It is when women began to actively participate in 
the change, both politically and culturally, that a 
transformation in everyday life became possible. 
These women were writers, authors, artists or 
simply social agents in the position of daughters 
or wives of statesmen. They began to appear in 
public, moved outside into the public space and 
created a new representation of women which, in 
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turn, changed that public space. We can sense their 
influence behind many of the changes that directly 
effected the modernization and democratization of 
society. 

The important changes concerning women and 
women rights emerge during the Reformation 
period and the place of women in society begins to 
be discussed during this period till the foundation 
of the Second Constitutional Government. The 
image of women with equal rights with the other 
sex and freer in the realms of education and social 
life begins to take shape.1 Similar to western 
women, Turkish women will have to develop a 
consciousness that will lead to the struggle for 
emancipation and identity. For the acceptance of 
women in educational institutions women’s 
equality and rights will have to be accepted. With 
the Second Constitutional Government, women 
begin to more frequently use the slogan of ‘liberty’ 
against men.2 The education, attire, responsibilities 
of women begin to be openly discussed. Even 
newspaper headings begin to appear concerning 
women’s equality and the need for education to 
make this equality possible. There were special 
women’s journals and several women’s 
organizations were founded.3 

Only after the Second Constitutional Government 
women begin to enter higher educational 
institutions and art schools for the first time. With 
the new educational law that came into effect in 
1913, high schools for women which, till then, 
existed only in city centers, begin to be opened 
also in the provinces. In many cities women’s 
industrial schools were founded. Only in 1914 
women begin to be accepted in the universities.4 

When girls began to be seen in greater numbers 
within the educational system, it became obvious 
that they would also need art schools. One of the 
first women painters Mihri Müsfik, demands the 
foundation of a special art school for girls, with 
the claim that the Fine Arts School was accessible 
only to men students. In 1914, Women’s Fine Arts 
school was opened, and three rooms were reserved 
for women students within the university building. 
It was prohibited for women to be in the same 
class as men; to avoid their meeting, even the 
recess hours were set differently.5 

This Fine Arts School consisted of painting and 
sculpture departments. There were two art 
studios. Mihri Müsfik was going to teach in one 
of these studios.6 

In the Women’s Fine Arts School important 
Turkish artists were teaching anatomy, 
perspective, art history and aesthetics courses. 
Later Mihri Müsfik was to be promoted to 
become the director of the school. Many of the 
first Turkish women painters are to be educated in 
this school. Some of the first graduates, like Nazlı 
Ecevit, Fahrunissa Zeyd, Sabiha Bengütaş, 
become famous and continue to be active in the 
art scene of modern Turkey. The dominant 
approach in their work was impressionism and 
they usually preferred portraiture, which will be 
important in creating a new image of women. 
These women artists, most of whom also become 
members of the Ottoman Painters’ Association, 
participate in the first art exhibitions that are held 
in the Galatasaray High School. Although women 
have access to art education and to the university, 
their participation as professionals in the social 
field is the result of a very slow process, as it was 
also the case for European women. It will be with 
the foundation of the Republic in 1923 that 
women will constitutionally have the equal rights 
with men in all domains.  

The process of modernization in Turkey is 
interesting especially when viewed from the 
perspective of women. Although the issue of 
women may not have been the discourse in the 
forefront, it was basic to all issues concerning 
social change. All the while that the need of 
modernization was felt by everyone, certain 
conventions and traditions, and of course certain 
power structures were to be safeguarded. Above 
all the autocracy of the Sultan was one of the 
main barriers against any real change. It was 
mainly from the world of literature that radical 
social and political criticisms came. Many of 
these writers were exiled. Yet, as the climate of 
opposition grew against the autocratic regime and 
as many intellectuals were exiled, new avenues of 
criticism and opposition became possible. Many 
Turkish writers began to publish from the distant 
provinces of the Ottoman Empire where they had 
been exiled or from European capitals where they 
were living, giving rise to a quasi international 
offense against which the Sultan had to allow 
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certain apparent liberties in education, publication, 
and related fields.  

Several of these social critics and philosophers, 
whose work involved discussions on art and 
aesthetics, should be remembered here. What is 
interesting and very important is that all discourse 
on art and culture was articulated with the specific 
idea in the background of how Ottoman culture 
should change. The values of nationalism which 
were rising during the 19th century gave all 
discourse an ethical concern of how such changes 
could be appropriated to Islam and had in view the 
proper progress and development of a culture vis a 
vis religious rules. In a way all this discourse 
concerned women and aesthetics, because changes 
in culture involved issues of everyday behavior, of 
dress, of social conduct, of the living space, of the 
city, etc. Thus they inevitable concerned 
aesthetics, and cultural values. One of the 
prominent writers of the late 19th century Hüseyin 
Cahit Yalçın wrote many texts on aesthetics 
discussing art works and their relation to the 
expression of truth. He worked well into the 20th 
century. But for a period before the Republic he 
was exiled to Malta for his revolutionary thoughts. 
We have people like Mehmet Rauf who was also 
exiled because his novels were thought to be 
pornographic, Cenap Şahabettin who argued for 
poetry against nature or Ahmet Şuayıp who 
criticized Moralism were interesting original 
thinkers who became at odds with the state at 
different periods of their career. Ahmet Şuayıp 
discussed Ottoman culture from the point of view 
of anthropology claiming there was no pure human 
race.7 This is interesting in a period when 
nationalism was being considered from a racial 
point of view. 

We can give numerous examples of Turkish 
intellectuals who were concerned with radical 
change and radical arguments, from the end of the 
19th century onwards. Although their ideas were 
developed from French literature they applied 
them to the problems in the Ottoman world. Most 
of them were educated in Europe or lived a period 
of their life there as exiles. Thus they began to 
read French much easier than they could the 
Ottoman language in Arabic script.8 These new 
generations of educated people found it difficult to 
follow the Ottoman language and with the impact 
of westernization preferably read in French and 

German, and were naturally influenced by French 
thinkers in issues of social reform as was the rest 
of the world. Yet, rather than being an imposition 
from above, this adoption of ideas or values from 
another culture, was for the Ottoman aristocrat 
something that was his right, as an equal citizen 
of the world and an inheritor of a great world 
empire. On the other hand, women who were 
generally confined to the interior, till the 
Republic, lived the change towards modernization 
in very intimate ways in their private life. As 
pursuits of the higher classes, they followed 
European dress codes, they read French novels, 
learned foreign languages, painted and wrote 
poetry. For men who were on the stage of social 
life, to assume such changes in their everyday life 
was not so easy; they also had the responsibility 
of safeguarding their national identity. Therefore 
it could be said that from an interiorized position, 
women were the real catalyzers of modernization 
because they could personally assume its lifestyle 
in their everyday private world. 

As with the arguments behind the French 
revolution, the main argument in the defense of 
an autocratic regime was religion.9 As such, the 
arguments made in favor of Islamic rules were not 
only the defense of autocracy but acted as the 
main barrier against social and individual rights. 
There was a strong argumentation around the 
modernization of the language, which also 
involved the problem of printing, which 
concerned the translation and printing of the 
Koran.10 

It is interesting to note that many authors who 
were adamant Moslems could be more open and 
tolerant vis a vis the translation and interpretation 
of the Koran than the religious Moslems of today. 
One of the common sayings was, ‘Let us close the 
Koran and open the women’ and another 
followed: ‘Let us both open the Koran and the 
women’; opening the Koran meant to read it in 
Turkish and to be able to understand and discuss 
it.11 One can say that, in a way they were students 
of the enlightenment and believed in rational 
arguments. As Niyazi Berkes, the Turkish social 
historian argues, all reactions to contemporary 
change emerge in the guise of religious codes. 
The issue of the Koran and Islamic rules were at 
the very heart of all social progress and involved 
the condition of women and of family life. On the 
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whole the approach to the issue of women’s rights 
was extremely reactionary and often constituted 
the core of the arguments of social reform. It is 
because this became such a hot issue and such a 
widespread subject of discourse that it created a 
great pressure. Women were, in this way 
becoming more and more a subject of focus and 
attention, which helped certain changes to be 
implemented. The basic tenets of social reform 
were to emerge from the discourse on the issue of 
women. And in this, women were directly 
influential by becoming examples of a style of life 
they protected. In the last decade of the 19th 
century, we see both women and men arguing for 
certain social rights. Usually, progressive men 
approached the problem in a positivist, materialist 
and economic way. Claiming that if women were 
not free and equal, half of the society would be 
ineffectual and that this would be a hindrance to 
economic growth. On the other hand, women, 
although they also participated in the arguments, 
became live examples of their discourse. I think 
that not only in the Ottoman lands, but globally, 
this has been a basic factor of social change. 

Against the background of intellectual discourse 
often conducted by men, women became the 
actors of the stage of transformation. To illustrate 
we can quote an example about the first group of 
Turkish painters who were sent to Paris to study 
painting. They were studiously following courses 
and living in their accustomed Ottoman shell till a 
women painter from Turkey joined them. Hale 
Asaf who was a very westernized woman was in 
fact the real agent of their transformation. They all 
fell in love with her and became aware of a new 
reality of men and women relations in the western 
world. There was an Ottoman School for the men 
of aristocratic Ottoman families, and many 
Ottoman youth was educated in Paris. It was also 
true of Ottoman young girls to be sent to Rome or 
to Paris to study basically the arts. The first 
Turkish or Ottoman painters, like Mihri Müşfik or 
Mufide Kadri went abroad after having studied in 
the Girls Fine Arts School which had opened in 
Istanbul 31 years after the one founded by the 
painter and archeologist Osman Hamdi in 1883. In 
fact the year 1914 is an important turning point for 
Turkish history as the year of the last reform effort 
of the Ottoman State. With the obvious acceptance 
of modern institutions women begin to have more 
visibility on the public scene. We meet the first 

Turkish women painters who revolutionized 
Ottoman culture not only by stepping forward as 
artists, taking teaching positions in Girls Fine 
Arts School but also by acting freely. The year 
1914 is marked as one of the important periods in 
the development of fine arts in what was then 
Ottoman culture. 

 

Figure 1. Ömer Adil (Source: Kıymet Giray) 

One of the early women painters was Müfide 
Kadri who although she died very young, was 
talented enough to be the painting teacher of the 
Sultan’s daughter, and who illustrated the life of 
the palace in her work. At her death her family 
organized her painting exhibition in the gardens 
of the Sultan Ahmet district. This was to be the 
first painting exhibition of a woman artist. Mihri 
Müşfik, one of the first women painters, was 
educated in Paris and Rome. Her work illustrates 
the modern life of the day with women in their 
fashionable clothing. She made it even possible 
for girls to work from nude models in the studio 
of their school which was situated in one of the 
old private villas. She had close relations with the 
radical political thinkers of the day and therefore 
was under close surveillance of the forces of 
occupation which had taken over the control of 
Istanbul. She later moved to Italy. 

We see that many women artists become active in 
these years, including women from the palace and 
many a general or Pasha’s daughter. What is 
striking is how many of these women are 
concerned with the issue of femininity and how 
they portray the subjectivity of women. Not only 
are they themselves publicly visible but force this 
public appearance into cultural consciousness and 
into recognition in representations of femininity. 
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This occurs not merely in the visual arts, we see 
that in many novels the main character becomes 
the woman rather than the masculine hero. One of 
the first impressionists of Turkish art, İbrahim 
Çallı, or Nazmi Ziya were both illustrators of this 
new emerging woman, in her European and quite 
open dress. She is no longer confined to the harem 
but is now present in social gatherings, alongside 
men. Nazmi Ziya’s painting from the early period 
of the Republic is symbolic of the change women 
undergo. It shows women in modern dress in the 
city, while women in black garb are running away.  

 

Figure 2. Mihri Müşfik (Ziraat Bankası 
Koleksiyonu) (Source: Kıymet Giray) 

With the Republic in 1923, while everybody 
argued for the emancipation and equal rights of 
women, the appearance of women on the social 
and public scene obliged them to be forced into 
masculine appearances. Being virtuous, pure and 
manlike in dress codes was one of the unspoken 
rules of women’s public appearance. One of the 
most influential women of the early 20th Century, 
Halide Edip Adıvar, was often seen in what looked 
like men’s suits.  

 

Figure 3. Nazlı Ecevit, 1922 (Source: Kıymet 
Giray) 

The model was Jeanne D’Arc or George Sand. 
What had begun as a certain intellectualized and 
cultured femininity (Balzac in the Harem) – 
(Beethoven in the Seraglio) (The Mihrab of 
Osman Hamdi) was soon cleansed of all its 
gender. The romantic view of the 19th century 
intellectuals about women was transformed into 
the materialistic, positivistic view of women as 
economic and development agents. In this change 
of attitude towards women’s appearance, the 
essential concept concerned the great gap between 
the private and the public which was the most 
important characteristic of Islamic or even at 
large, Oriental societies. The private, called the 
Harem, means the core of life, the womb, women, 
centrality, and becomes a sacred concept. This is 
dominated and filled by the feminine, it is sacred 
in that it is the domination of this that gives men 
power. As women become public, the power of 
men is reduced or loses its justification. Women’s 
becoming public meant their appearance and 
experience in everyday public life. Cultural 
events became the core stage of such an 
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appearance. In this relation, women who were 
musicians, authors, painters or actors were the 
main instigators of social change. 

One of the recent books which appeared about the 
wife of Ataturk, Latife Hanım, shows to what 
extent Latife was influential in bringing about the 
social revolutions that concerned women like the 
right to vote and to have equal professional 
positions. As many women who were keen on 
their social freedom, Latife was also educated in 
foreign schools.12 It is important here to mention 
that girls of well to do families were sent to 
foreign missionary schools with the hope that they 
would become cultured ladies. But often what 
happened is that they became critics of the status 
quo. Their opposing the conventions appeared as 
outright anarchy and avant-gardism. Having been 
forced into invisibility for centuries, their stepping 
forward meant more than just that, it became 
conspicuous social anarchy. While men were 
striving to hold a balance between modernization 
and tradition, women’s forward action was itself a 
radical change. 

We can follow this argument into the 1950’s when 
Turkish art began to make itself visible on the 
international scene, attesting to a true cultural 
integration with the contemporary world. In this 
stage also, we see that women are important 
agents. We can talk about two important artists, 
Aliye Berger and Fahr ul Nissa Zeid. Aliye Berger 
was one of the pioneers of abstraction in Turkey. 
Farh ul Nissa Zeid who later settled in Jordan was 
an important artist exhibiting in important Parisian 
or London galleries.  

To close, we should mention the achievements of 
women artists in the 1980’s when, with the 
development of global economies, artists of the 
second and third worlds began to emerge on the 
international scene. In this period Turkish arts saw 
a visible leap forward with the original approaches 
of many Turkish women artists, both living in 
Turkey and abroad. Their great contribution was, 
as before, in their individualistic and totally 
personal approaches which enriched Turkish art 
with new sensibilities and forms and new uses of 
material. The names of the sculptress Seyhun 
Topuz, ceramicist and painter Melike Abasıyanık 
Kurtiç, painter Bilge Alkor, video artist Gülsüm 
Karamustafa, or installation and multi media artist 

Ayşe Erkmen are amongst many others that have 
made Turkish contemporary art visible on the 
international scene. 

 

Figure 4. Mihri Müşfik (Source: Kıymet Giray) 

 

Figure 5. Mihri Müşfik (Topkapı Sarayı Müzesi 
Arşivi) (Source: Kıymet Giray) 
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Figure 6. Mihri Müşfik (İstanbul Resim ve Heykel 
Müzesi) (Source: Kıymet Giray) 

 

Figure 7. Mihri Müşfik (İstanbul Resim ve Heykel 
Müzesi) (Source: Kıymet Giray) 

 

Figure 8. Melek Celal Sofu, 1923 (Source: 
Kıymet Giray) 

 

Figure 9. Belkıs Mustafa (Source: Kıymet 
Giray) 
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The most important event in the history of 
European painting in the 20th Century seems to be 
so-called “abstract painting”, which represents a 
real break from traditional painting based on 
mimesis, which since the late 19th century has 
continued in its modified forms as symbolism, 
impressionism, expressionism and also, to a 
certain degree, as cubism.  

There is a common agreement in characterising 
this kind of painting as being without an object, in 
so far as the colours and lines gain an independent 
existence, but this characterisation does not tell the 
whole truth. Mondrian, perhaps the first and the 
last abstract painter in the true sense of the word, 
named his art “neo-plasticism”. He meant by that 
pure plastic relations, such as those existing 
between horizontals and verticals, between lines 
producing rectangles and planes in three 
fundamental colours (yellow, red, blue) and three 
tones (black, grey, white). That meant and still 
means, that true abstract painting is not simply 
abstract, but essential. 

In two articles which I published 1980 and 1984, I 
pointed out that Mondrian achieved a kind of 
revolution in painting by reducing the formal 
element together with its colour values (which are 
inseparable from it) to its primary and fundamental 
source of essential, pure relations (oppositions and 
similarities).1 I also tried to show how this abstract 
art responded to the theoretical demands of our 
age and, moreover, that plastic relations can build 
up a valid aesthetic criterion for our understanding 
not only of non-figurative, but also of figurative 
painting (just according to claims of Mondrian 
himself). 

Indeed, since Mondrian, the plastic relations of 
painting in his sense have become its internal 

relations, making the painting into a self-
determined work of art. Or in other words, from 
the perspective of space and time, the surface of 
painting has become analysable according to 
“simultaneous relations of the constitutive 
elements” (Jakobson). 

Now I want to enlarge on this view at least on one 
point. 

Pure relations not only render the painting 
objectless and show that an expression – of 
meaning, harmony, beauty etc.- is possible 
without the mimesis of objects, but also mean that 
we do not need the subject or anything personal. 
The metaphysical duality of subject/object, 
coming from Descartes, was raised to the 
dominant principle of the Modern Age with 
Enlightenment. In the eve of the first of two 
world-wars a shadow of doubt falls upon it, 
putting into question this duality and showing that 
the evidence of cogito is not theoretically a 
certain one and causes moreover a disharmony in 
the world, when the dominance of subject on the 
natural object is realised without any limits. 

This reservation, which is reflected in the main 
movements of thought, in structuralism, in the 
phenomenology of the early Husserl, and in the 
fundamental ontology of Heidegger, also finds its 
expression in art. But can art help humanity by 
paving the way for an understanding of the 
essential relations of the cosmos, for peace by 
unifying the spiritual and the material, as was 
claimed by the forerunners and some of the 
followers of Mondrian? 

Whatever the answer to this question, “abstract 
art” has gone on to influence the abstract 
expressionism or the Informal and constructivism. 
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If this art is understood as going back to essences, 
to relations of the Idea itself, we can say that 
conceptualism has also followed this pathway in a 
certain sense: if it has re-integrated the object into 
art, this was only in order to make possible the 
predominance of the idea or the “meaning” – 
under the name “concept” – over the object. In this 
way it also made the subject kind of out-law in the 
self-crystallisation of concept.  

But how far have we come today with our loss of 
objects and of our subjective “selves” and to what 
end? How does this question reflect itself in the art 
of painting? This question is gaining importance, 
especially if we take into consideration that this 
double loss is also implied by current socio-
political, cultural and economic circumstances 
which change, or at least influence, our identities, 
as they change our environments and our relations 
to these environments, as in the cases of rapid 
progress, natural catastrophes, pollutions, 
emigration waves, political refugees etc. 

The subject, who dominated the object and the 
world up to the point of its destruction, has lost 
thus his subjectivity. 

But before going on, I would like to make a short 
remark about Turkish painting, which is, I think, 
pertinent here. 

The revolutionary insight of contemporary 
European painting into essential plastic relations 
also influenced Turkish arts especially from the 
beginning of the 60s. But the background was very 
different from that of Europe due to Turkish-
Ottoman tradition, which was based on 
naturalisation and worked with schemas (of 
natural objects) in opposition to the western 
idealisation. This opposition consists in the fact 
that for idealisation the starting point was the 
natural object itself, whereas the schema aimed at 
the naturalisation of a geometrical form as a bird, a 
flower etc. and contained the rules for doing it. 
After a half century of confusion which defined 
itself as a nationalistic synthesis between tradition 
and the western influences (figurative or non-
figurative) the generation of 1968 reinvented and 
solved this problem (or at least has given certain 
examples of how to solve it) as the problem of 
authenticity by defining it in the level of the 
personal, individual identity of the artist. Instead of 

an artificial synthesis, Turkish painting began to 
become the expression of a profound identity 
crisis. But this new definition of the old problem, 
turning it into a new problem is made possible 
only when Turkish painters discovered (under the 
influence of western examples) the internal 
relations of painting, which gave to it its 
subsistence, its self-dependence as a work of art 
(beyond nature, but also beyond tradition and 
beyond political influences). This was, I think, the 
decisive point which introduced the Turkish artist 
without limits into the events of our age, going 
beyond the confusing discussions on imitation of 
western art and culture. This point has showed 
itself prominently in exhibitions such as “Sanat 
78” (“Art 78”) and “Yeni Eğilimler” (“New 
Tendencies”) between 1977-1987. 

Turkish painters thus knew that they have the 
right to perform or to execute their arts by coming 
into contact with whatever artistic sources, or 
with whatever tradition in the world (including 
their own) they wish, so long as they search for 
themselves in their works. But they know that 
they can identify themselves with these traditions 
in terms of their biographies only according to 
their own interpretation of the age in which they 
live and create: Schema or figure or 
abstractionism represent the artistic paradigms 
which do not delimit, but show the way, if they 
can. The right to create art is not a speculative 
notion, but comes from the urgency of the 
existential situation of the Turkish artist who is 
confronted with the loss of the object (or rather 
with the aura of objects, of nature) and with his 
culturally – from many sides – split identity. 

But how to create art to-day, if it can still be 
created? 

The essentialism of Mondrian has brought 
together the Invisible (the net of mathematical, 
structural relations) and the Visible (of colours 
and all that is shaped by them) in a perfect 
synthesis according to a peaceful cosmic 
harmony. But even the artist himself has shown in 
his late New York period that the result of the 
working together of the Invisible and the Visible 
does not necessarily need to be such a static one.  

Is there than a gap between the invisible and the 
visible aspects of painting? Can this gap respond 
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perhaps to the ever changing human situation? The 
first painter to gain the intuition of an area of 
interaction between the (invisible) idea and 
appearances responding to our Being-in-the-
World, was certainly Paul Klee. He interpreted this 
as a kind of insertion of vital powers or existence 
into the essences, creating thus a certain disorder 
which refers to order. Only indivisible things 
represent invisible, essential relations; visible 
things remain divisible. In his paintings, partial or 
complete figures (of human beings, of animals, of 
plants etc.) are elevated plastically to the level of 
essential relations and matter itself remains 
amorphous, divisible. They bring out two sides or 
aspects which are principally reversible, putting 
them in an easy and quick interchange. As Renato 
Barilli put it in his essay on Klee: “The step from 
divisible to the indivisible – from matter to form – 
is quantitatively short…”.2 If today the steps of the 
painter become somehow slower, lingering on the 
way, the reason for this is that he finds himself in a 
not only quantitative, but also a qualitative 
Between, perhaps in an interrealm of the Invisible 
and the Visible. 

This accounts at the same time probably for our 
being situated in a world where the invisible part 
(which is represented now by world-market, high 
tech, state bureaucracy etc.) dominates our lives 
and swallows our appearances in this world more 
than ever and the only possible resistance is 
keeping up a space between. But art can not be 
content with a passive resistance. If objects have 
turned themselves into pure appearances 
manipulated by an “invisible hand” (Adam Smith) 
as the degenerated form of the Invisible, the artist 
(who is not any more a subject) can and must 
redefine himself or rather his art as this Between 
of the Invisible and the Visible, giving them a new 
meaning. But this meaning can not be an idealistic 
one. Because the Between can not be understood, 
as previously, as if there were some Platonic ideas 
and corresponding appearances which the artist’s 
Eros ties or connects together. It is, however, this 
Between, being more original and primordial than 
Eros, which first creates the two sides out of itself. 
If it combines them, this happens only by 
differentiating and separating them. This means, 
we must first respect the gap. There is indeed a 
gap between the Invisible and appearances as the 
visible part, a gap which remains unfulfilled and 
perhaps does not need to be fulfilled, just as, 

conversely, the painter must learn how to live 
(visually, artistically) with this gap or rather in 
that Between. Neither are the essential relations 
abstractions from fluid living matter, nor can this 
matter be subordinated completely or partly to 
these relations (as it happens sometimes in Klee), 
but rather both of them are parts of a play, of an 
interplay, which is all that it is a question of here. 
In this way, the artist as the subject loses his 
privileged position and finds himself in the 
middle of the world, between things and Being, 
which is the essence of all essences. 

This theoretical approach has been made possible 
through my encounters with certain works of art 
over the last few years. Let me try now to show 
what I mean through the examples of a French 
and a Turkish painter. The work of Marc 
Desgrandchamps (who was born in 1960, and 
lives in Lyon) has been widely exhibited since 
1985, most recently, in what was apparently a 
great event, in the Centre Pompidou between 9th 
January and 6th March, 2006. Catherine Millet 
writes about his painting: “the geometry of the 
spaces is elementary, reduced to a few 
perpendiculars. The limit between earth and 
water, the horizons and rows of tree trunks are 
enough […] to construct the space. But, […] they 
do not ensure its permanence”.3 

My analysis of the Between can show the 
profound significance of this indeterminacy. The 
horizon, as the line at which the earth (or the 
water) and sky meets, is in his paintings mostly a 
divided blue. This division has at the same time 
the function of crossing and dividing the figures 
themselves. The perpendiculars characteristically 
form themselves between the horizontal line and 
the spread-out vertical figures of human and other 
beings. This renders them transparent, porous and 
fluid. The normally indivisible figure transforms 
itself into matter, at the moment it lets itself 
divide, into a matter which is again surprisingly 
individualised and given a Gestalt as a spectre, as 
a phantom on the horizon. 
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Figure 1. Marc Desgrandchamps’s work (from 
Marc Desgrandchamps, Editions du Centre 
Pompidou, Paris 2006). 

 

Figure 2. Marc Desgrandchamps’s work (from 
Marc Desgrandchamps, Editions du Centre 
Pompidou, Paris 2006). 

 

 

Figure 3. Marc Desgrandchamps’s work (from 
Marc Desgrandchamps, Editions du Centre 
Pompidou, Paris 2006). 

 

Figure 4. Marc Desgrandchamps’s work (from 
Marc Desgrandchamps, Editions du Centre 
Pompidou, Paris 2006). 
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Figure 5. Marc Desgrandchamps’s work (from 
Marc Desgrandchamps, Editions du Centre 
Pompidou, Paris 2006). 

 

Figure 6. Marc Desgrandchamps’s work (from 
Marc Desgrandchamps, Editions du Centre 
Pompidou, Paris 2006). 

Here there is no longer the passage of the 
unformed element to form and conversely the 
simple insertion of the form into the matter, but 
the opposed formal (horizontal and vertical) 
elements are both haunted by a spectral matter. 
The conjunction reinvents separated elements, 
namely the invisible relations of geometry on one 
hand and coloured matter on the other, by way of 
interposition or interference or intervention. This 
can happen only on the basis of a gesture of the 
painter which puts itself in the living Between of 
a picture space, where he can let his creatures free 
– as a tree trunk, as a movie star, as a horse etc. – 
only by condensing spatial form and matter. In 
fact, he effaces them by drawing and he draws 
them by effacing and thus he makes them visible 
on the limit of their invisibility: this is the 
technique which he masterfully uses. 

The works of Biles Ocal (who was born in 1953, 
and lives in Istanbul) have been exhibited in some 
solo shows since 1984 and most recently at the 
Karşı Sanat Gallery between 7-30 November 
2006 in Istanbul. He makes, so to speak, an 
original combination of abstract expressionism 
with Rembrandt, as Desgrandschamp combines 
this expressionism with surrealism. His “Bottles” 
do not have anything realistic in themselves, they 
are neither the usual object “bottle”, nor do they 
describe the subjective experience, which the 
painter can have with them. But the painter sizes 
them up during his unique act of painting as a part 
of his action or of his artistic gesture: at that 
moment they become what they are. Sometimes 
they present themselves as evanescent 
appearances just caught by the eyes at the 
moment of their disappearing, sometimes they 
simply stand there, closed not only by their taps, 
but also by their contours, with their opaque 
colours. Similarly his cats do not express their 
instinctive inner being, but rather their inner being 
is turned towards the outside before any act of 
expression. That causes them to seem ancestral, 
with a monstrous shuddering, more real than ever, 
more fanciful than the most fanciful. His 
portrayals of pin-ups, taken as models from 
magazine photos, recreate those faces, those 
figures in seducing or abnormal poses, 
transforming them at the same time into sad, 
shadowy existences. Only this transformation 
tells the truth about them. They are less than 
charm-photos, but certainly more than realistic 
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portraits. As we see, the paintings of Biles imply 
many “neither/nor”s: they are neither realistic nor 
completely expressionistic, neither internalised nor 
externalised, neither photographic nor portrait-
like. They stand and resist in an 
uncompromisingly comprising Between, a 
Between of poetic creation, which is realised at all 
costs. 

The name of the painter, Biles, was given to him 
by his sculptor father because of its association 
with Blaise Pascal. The following words of Pascal 
can also be interpreted in the context of his artistic 
attitude and work: “we make ourselves ridiculous, 
when we search for peace in the society of our 
fellows: They, who are miserable like us, who are 
powerless like us, will never help us: everybody 
dies alone”. The works of Biles, who continues to 
produce in his loneliness since the beginning of his 
career, remind us, that the artistic creation can be 
realised only, as if in dying, in a complete 
loneliness. 

 

Figure 7. Biles Öcal, İsimsiz, 1993, Tuval 
üzerine yağlıboya, 120x140 cm. (Information: 
Feyyaz Yaman) 

 

Figure 8. Biles Öcal, İsimsiz, 2005, Tuval 
üzerine yağlıboya, 60x50 cm. (Information: 
Feyyaz Yaman) 

 

Figure 9. Biles Öcal, İsimsiz, 2003, Tuval 
üzerine yağlıboya, 90x70 cm. (Information: 
Feyyaz Yaman) 
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Figure 10. Biles Öcal, İsimsiz, 2003, Tuval 
üzerine yağlıboya, 100x120 cm. (Information: 
Feyyaz Yaman) 

 

Figure 11. Biles Öcal, İsimsiz, 2006, Tuval 
üzerine yağlıboya, 100x80 cm. (Information: 
Feyyaz Yaman) 

 

Figure 12. Biles Öcal, 2005, Tuval üzerine 
yağlıboya, 100x100 cm. (Information: Feyyaz 
Yaman) 

 

Figure 13. Biles Öcal, 2005, Tuval üzerine 
yağlıboya, 70x50 cm. (Information: Feyyaz 
Yaman) 

Desgrandchamps and Biles have their differences, 
one being the painter of fluid spaces, of 
transparency, of porosity, the other playing with 
the opacity of the surfaces of things, with the dark 
presence of animals, with the coolness of a 
woman’s skin. But from a more existential point 
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of view, they both let their act of painting free to 
create a certain “matter” in the shape of coloured 
surfaces searching the dimension of depth. 
However this “matter” which consists, properly 
speaking, in brush-traces, is ambiguously, but 
consciously, also the matter out of which eternal 
things are made, things which stand in their 
openness to invisible relations, in a Between 
which makes for the first time the Invisible 
invisible and the Visible, what it is. 
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INTRODUCTION 

‘Authors’ of Cultural Production: 

The shaping of aesthetic histories in 
late Ottoman and early Republican 
periods 

In this session our aim is to critically engage with 
significant ‘authors’ of cultural production during 
the early 20th Century in the Ottoman Empire and 
the Turkish Republic. These ‘pioneer’ and 
‘powerful’ individuals determined artistic and 
architectural discourses and practices, and later 
discourses have been generated around them. 
Focusing on such ‘multi-talented’ intellectuals 
from privileged backgrounds, the papers will ask 
what kind of histories they constructed, what kind 
of aesthetics they propagated, and how their 
historical and aesthetic preferences affected the 
cultural and geographical contexts of their time. 
The cases to be analyzed range from municipal 
official Osman Nuri Ergin to art historian Celal 
Esad Arseven, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

and cover issues of imperialism, nationalism, and 
different kinds of ‘orientalisms’ that were apparent 
in their endeavors. By discussing these actors of 
the cultural field who seem to defy the 
conventional dichotomy of the ‘East’ versus the 
‘West’, some of the questions we hope to raise are: 
To whom did the discourses they generated and 
the discourses woven around their personalities 
serve? Were there productive tensions in their 
endeavors that can be exploited to positive ends? 
While shedding light on these trans-cultural elites 
we also question the forcefulness and consistency 
of ‘biography’ as an explanatory model for 
cultural production, and ask along those lines why 
there has been a need for such ‘larger than life’ 
figures in historiography. 

Elvan Altan Ergut   
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Celal Esad Arseven’s History of 
Architecture between the Past and 
the Present 
 
 
 
Elvan Altan Ergut, Assistant Professor of 
Architectural History at the Department 
of Architecture, Middle East Technical 
University, Turkey 

Introduction 

In this presentation, the focus of analysis is the 
historiographical approach of Celal Esad Arseven, 
who is a Turkish art historian. Celal Esad was born 
in 1875; he was from an upper-bureaucrat family 
background of the late Ottoman period – his father 
was the Sadrazam (Vizier) Ahmet Esad Paşa. 
Celal Esad was educated in the modernizing 
schools of the nineteenth century, and had the 
chance to travel to Europe many times and get 
informed about the contemporary developments 
abroad. Grown up as a late Ottoman intellectual, 
he was interested in the arts from his youth 
onwards. He studied for some time at the School 
of Fine Arts, but then he was graduated from the 
Military School. Yet, he chose to work first at the 
Municipality, and then, after the foundation of the 
Turkish Republic, as a professor of architectural 
history and urbanism at the School of Fine Arts. 
He was also a member of the parliament during the 
1940s. 

Artistic and architectural publications were still 
rare in Turkey during the late Ottoman and the 
early Republican periods, that is the couple of 
decades at the beginning of the twentieth century 
that witnessed the dissolution of the Ottoman 
Empire at the end of the First World War and the 
consequent foundation of the Turkish Republic in 
1923. In such a context, Celal Esad published 
books on many kinds of arts and humanities from 
painting to literature, from theatre to cinema, to 
architecture and urbanism. In this presentation, I 
will examine two of his important works, Türk 

Sanatı (Turkish Art) that was published in 1928, 
and Yeni Mimari (The New Architecture) in 1931.1  

His work on “Turkish art” is accepted as “the first 
step to teach in Turkey and abroad that there 
exists a distinct art of the Turks.”2 His work on 
“the new architecture”, on the other hand, was the 
first book published in Turkey on contemporary 
architectural practice, through which architects 
initially became familiarized with “modern 
architecture” as the book aimed to guide them 
towards “the proper way for the development of 
Turkish architecture”.3  

In this presentation, I will focus on these two 
books by Celal Esad, and try to analyze his 
approach to traditional architecture and 
contemporary architectural production, i.e. Celal 
Esad’s history of architecture between the past 
and the present. The aim here is to discuss how 
Celal Esad’s definition of a “new” architecture for 
the newly founded Turkish Republic was in fact 
closely related with his interpretation of the 
history of Turkey. Hence, my aim is to examine 
Celal Esad’s historiography as exemplary of the 
approach that defines architectural production by 
referring to the dichotomous concepts of 
“national/international”, “traditional/modern”, 
and “east/west”. 

The “International” and the “Modern” 

The title page of Celal Esad’s Yeni Mimari stated 
that it was written by adopting the French 
architect André Lurçat’s book about 
contemporary architecture. Although the full 
reference was not given, the book under concern 
was Architecture4 that had been published in 
1929, two years before Celal Esad’s book. 
Lurçat’s book explains the contemporary 
developments in European architecture starting 
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from the Weissenhof Siedlung of 1927 and the 
CIAM Declaration of 1928. It also describes the 
changing techniques and the related new 
architectural elements used by the new movement 
that defined a “program”, a proposal for the future 
of architecture.5 Hence, it seems an appropriate 
choice for Celal Esad to base his own book on 
Lurçat’s because he asserted that his goal in 
writing the book was to provide Turkish architects 
with “the understanding of the aim towards which 
architecture all over the world [was] directed today 
as a result of the new developments of the 
century.”6 Similarly, Mimar-Arkitekt, the only 
contemporary architectural periodical in Turkey, 
published the review of Celal Esad’s book and 
stated that it was worthy of recommendation 
because it would help overcome the general 
unfamiliarity in Turkey with contemporary 
architectural movements.7 

The book was published a couple of years after the 
foundation of the Turkish Republic in 1923 that 
represented the attempt to transform and 
reconstruct the society in order to create a new, 
modern and “civilized nation”. As the state 
identified civilization with the “West”, the aim 
was to found in Turkey a westernized system, i.e. 
the reference for changes in Turkey was the 
“West” that mainly meant Europe at the time. 
Introducing to Turkey the contemporary modernist 
tendencies in architecture mainly as it developed 
in the European context, the book’s approach was 
in accord with the modernization attempts of the 
new Turkish Republic. 

It is clear that the new approach “did inspire a 
great many people –mostly writers, teachers, 
doctors and other professionals, and students” 
from towns and cities where the reforms were 
mostly rooted.8 Architects naturally belonged to 
this group of intellectuals. Hence, contemporary 
architects believed in the “Turkish Revolution”, 
and wanted to fulfill its aspirations in terms of 
architecture. The aim of the new state was to make 
Turkey as “civilized” as (and as similar to) 
contemporary “western” countries in order to be 
inter-nationally recognized. Similarly, the aim of 
creating “the architecture of Turkey” was accepted 
as dependent on making it “international” by 
applying contemporary “Western architecture” as 
representative of the “modern” and contemporary. 
This is why architecture developed in western 

countries at that time became a reference point for 
architectural production in Turkey. 

“We need an artistic mobilization”, wrote two 
architects, and continued by referring to the 
reforms in other fields: “We need an artistic 
mobilization for a new architecture, for the new 
Turkish architecture, like new letters, new 
language, and new history.”9 As Dennis Doordan 
writes in the account of the twentieth century 
architecture, during the 1920s, “Across Europe, 
“new” became one of the sacred words of 
progressive design criticism, expressed in terms 
of l’esprit nouveau, lo spirito nuovo, nieuwe 

bouwen, das neue Sachlichkeit, or the New 
Functionalism.”10 In her introduction to Modern 

Functional Building by Adolf Behne, Rosemarie 
Haag Bletter explains that the term “new” was 
mostly preferred by Germans at the time to imply 
“change and the progressivism associated with the 
new movement more clearly.”11 Similarly in 
Turkey, the idea of creating the “architecture of 
the revolution” was based on the contemporary 
perception of a duality between the new and the 
old, and the architects sought for “a new 
architecture”, as Celal Esad called the book that 
he published.  

During the early Republican period, besides the 
contemporary architectural magazine Arkitekt, it 
was through Celal Esad’s book Yeni Mimari that 
architects in Turkey became familiarized with 
“modern architecture” in terms of its elements 
like flat roofs, pilotis, ribbon windows, colors, 
rounded corners, corner windows and towers, and 
in terms of its construction techniques like the use 
of reinforced concrete. These publications became 
the media to introduce to Turkey recent 
developments in “modern architecture”, 
especially in European countries. In Mimar-

Arkitekt, projects from other countries were 
published throughout the 1930s. Photographs of 
buildings by prominent architects of the period 
from various countries including Le Corbusier, 
Walter Gropius, Ernst May, Mies van der Rohe, 
Gerrit Rietveld, Jacobus Johannes Pieter Oud, or 
Willem Marinus Dudok were published as 
representative of the “new” and the “modern” in 
architecture. There also existed a news section in 
each issue where architectural news from other 
countries, such as announcements of competitions 
and recent architectural publications, were also 
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included. Moreover, translations of articles by 
various European architects like Le Corbusier as 
well as Lurçat or Adolf Behne were published in 
Mimar-Arkitekt. In 1931, for example, a few 
months before Celal Esad published the book, 
extracts from Lurçat’s book had been published in 
two issues12 by another Turkish architect, Samih 
Saim, who was working at the Municipality of 
Istanbul at the time and who had also translated 
extracts from Le Corbusier for earlier issues of the 
journal.13  

As exemplified by the wide range of modernist 
cases published in Arkitekt, for the case of early 
Republican Turkey, the “new” seems to have 
referred to contemporary western architectural 
developments in general, without specifying any 
one of the different sets of modernist beliefs and 
practices expressed and realized in Europe during 
the inter-war period. The case of Celal Esad 
himself is also exemplary here: He was familiar 
with art and architectural literature in German as 
well as French, and translated books not only from 
French but also from German, like Şehir 

Mimarlığı (Architecture of the City) that he 
published in 1926 as a translation of Camillo 
Sitte’s work.  

Celal Esad’s book Yeni Mimari was instrumental 
in the approval of the “modern” in Turkey. As 
almost a one-to-one translation of Lurçat’s 
Architecture, Celal Esad’s edition discusses the 
contemporary approach of the European modern 
movement as explained by Lurçat, although he 
sometimes summarizes the arguments by omitting 
some parts and illustrations of the original text. On 
the other hand, he also adds information about the 
change towards the new in architecture in Turkey. 
He introduces the part on Turkey as follows: “It is 
a pleasure that the new architecture that we 
explain to have spread all over the world has also 
arrived in our country.”14 Then Celal Esad 
continues by explaining new architectural 
developments in Turkey such as the 
transformation in architectural education, and the 
new legislations about practicing architecture. He 
also includes illustrations of contemporary 
buildings that exemplify the existence of the 
“modern architecture” in Turkey and in order to 
justify the relevance of the European case in the 
country. 

It is worth noting here that Arkitekt published the 
Review of Celal Esad’s book, criticizing him for 
not including projects by Turkish architects as 
exemplary of the new trends in architecture: 
“Unfortunately, the examples that he gives for the 
new movements in architecture are not those of 
the works of Turkish architects. We then 
understand that, as many other intellectuals in our 
country, he also believes that there is not a 
talented group of Turkish architects. This is what 
seriously disappoints us, the young architects.”15 
Illustrations that Celal Esad included in order to 
exemplify the contemporary architecture in 
Turkey were those of buildings by the Swiss 
architect Ernst Egli, who worked in Turkey from 
1927 until 1940.16 The inclusion of Egli’s works 
in the book by Celal Esad was in line with Celal 
Esad’s assertion that Turkish architects should 
initially be trained about the new architectural 
understanding so as to rival their European 
colleagues; and his stated goal in writing the book 
was to provide such an understanding.17 

The “National” and the “Traditional” 

Despite the openly modernist approach of Celal 
Esad in Yeni Mimari that aimed to spread the 
European effect on contemporary architectural 
production in Turkey, his work on the history of art 
and architecture of the country present quite an 
opposite point of view. In order to better understand 
his understanding, I will try to analyze the approach 
in his Türk Sanatı. In this book, Celal Esad provides 
a periodical categorization of the historical 
development of what he defines as the “Turkish art 
and architecture”. His periodical categorization of 
architecture of the Ottoman Empire that is based on 
stylistic definitions has been effective on the 
consequent works of historians in Turkey. Starting 
with the “Bursa style” in the very early period of the 
Ottoman reign in the fourteenth century, Celal Esad 
defines a “classical period” for the Ottoman 
architecture in the sixteenth century. This “golden 
age” that is accepted to have reached its climax in 
the work of the architect Sinan18 that was highly 
appreciated and seen as continuing the traditional 
characteristics of the Turkish architecture.  

Celal Esad states that, even “during the seventeenth 
century, İstanbul was independent from the effect of 
contemporary renaissance movement in Europe and 
art in Turkey was not under foreign effects yet.” 
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However, from the early eighteenth century 
onwards, Celal Esad says, the Ottomans began to 
develop closer relations with European countries, 
and consequently “the Turkish art began to be 
effected from foreign art from then onwards,” and 
then the Baroque and neo-classical Empire styles 
were also used in the Ottoman Empire as in 
Europe.19 

What I want to emphasize at this point is Celal 
Esad’s interpretation of the European effect on 
Ottoman architecture. Celal Esad writes that, in the 
middle of the nineteenth century, “the art of 
architecture [in the empire] was in the state of a total 
ruin. Greek and Armenian architects, who were 
favored then, used to design buildings that were 
awkward, and totally alien to the Turkish art.” He 
thinks that these buildings were indeed without any 
style and taste, as they were designed as “a mixture 
of Gothic and Baroque styles” with Corinthian 
columns added.20 We can see that, in contrast to his 
approach in Yeni Mimari, the approach in Türk 

Sanatı is very much critical of the European effect 
by accepting that Ottoman architecture, once 
glorious in its classical period, degenerated only 
when “western-European” effect changed it from the 
eighteenth century onwards, and especially during 
the nineteenth century.21 

In Celal Esad’s words, during this period, the 
national character of Turkish art changed for the 
worse and under the effect of European art. It 
becomes clear in this statement that the underlying 
assumption here is the existence of a pure and 
uncontaminated “national” art of the Turks; and in 
fact this was what Celal Esad struggled hard to prove 
in his works on history of art and architecture. As 
seen in the very first sentence of his book Türk 

Sanatı, Celal Esad’s effort was to show that the 
“Turkish art” existed, and that it had preserved its 
original character in time.22 It was only degenerated 
under the influence of European art in the late 
Ottoman period – which could easily be related to 
the dissolution of the Empire itself.  

Celal Esad attempted to show that the Turkish art 
existed, and not just as a school under the Islamic art. 
In fact, we see in Celal Esad’s works the struggle of 
a non-western intellectual against the prejudices of 
the West towards the arts produced in other places. 
He mentions that, when he first used the term 
“Turkish art” in a book that he published in 1909 on 

architectural history of Istanbul, some European 
critics reacted to such a usage. He argued that 
Europeans were against the idea that there was a 
distinct Turkish art. As an example, Celal Esad 
quotes from Violet Le Duc, who wrote as follows in 
his introduction to Parville’s work on Turkish 
architecture in Bursa. Le Duc asks: “Is there a 
Turkish art? … The argument that Turks created a 
regional art of their own seems very hard to prove. I 
find Arabic, Iranian, even Indian influences in all 
these works; but where is the Turk then?”23  

Arguing for the existence of a unique art of the 
Turks, Celal Esad was in fact criticizing the 
approach that we call as orientalist since Said. Celal 
Esad attempted to prove the existence of differences 
among the various artistic and architectural products 
of countries such as Turkey, Iran or Arabic lands 
that had hitherto been accepted as similar under the 
unique label of the “Islamic art”. Nonetheless, we 
should also note that his critique against orientalist 
understandings was overshadowed by his nationalist 
approach: In defending the existence of the 
“Turkish art”, he asserted pejorative comments 
about the arts of other nations, and tried to 
differentiate the “harmonious” and “simple” art of 
the Turks from the “extremely luxurious” Arabic 
art, or the Iranian art that was “overloaded with 
decorative fantasies”.24  

The “Modern National” 

More significant for the purposes of this 
presentation is how Celal Esad brought the “new 
architecture” together with a “Turkish 
architecture”, that is how he brought his 
nationalist approach in line with his aim of 
modernization, i.e. westernization. 

Celal Esad, as other contemporary intellectuals 
and professionals in Turkey, defended 
modernization in contemporary art and 
architecture while also criticizing the “foreign-
western” effects on the “traditional” and 
“national” characteristics during the late Ottoman 
period. The problem here was to overcome the 
supposed binary opposition between the 
“modern” and the “traditional,” and to undo the 
“foreignness” of the “modern” by making it 
appropriate to the “national” context.  
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The contemporary discourse tried to solve the 
problem by emphasizing the relation of the new 
with the old. Hence, the solution was presented in 
the aim to create a “modern and national” 
architecture. The aim here was to formulate an 
“identity” for the new state and its culture in-
between the two-poles of conventional rigid 
dichotomies, as not only rooted in traditions of the 
country but also in line with the universalizing approach 
of the modern “Western civilization”. 

In order to formulate a “national architecture” that 
would reconcile “western” - i.e., “modern” - 
architectural qualities with historical qualities of 
Turkish architecture, one of the theses proposed by 
contemporary architects was that traditional 
characteristics of Turkish architecture were similar to 
those of contemporary architecture in Europe. The 
argument here was that “modernism” was “a rational 
and functionalist understanding”, and it asked for 
“simplicity” as against decoration. Then, the 
argument goes, this “modernist” understanding was 
“pioneered by and originated in” traditional Turkish 
architecture.25 Consequently, Turkish architects 
could accept modernism as their own without being 
taken as mere imitators. 

Celal Esad was one of the most important 
supporters of such an argument. As I have already 
mentioned, in his book Türk Sanatı, he tried to 
provide a basis for the argument by defining the 
“Turkish art” with reference to “the simplicity in 
composition”, “harmony”, and “rationalism that 
keeps it away from exaggeration”, all in line with 
the definition of contemporary modernism in 
architecture. Similarly, Celal Esad’s adoption of 
the French architect Lurçat’s work in his book 
Yeni Mimari can also be examined as exemplary 
of such an attempt to reconcile the “national” with 
the “international modern”: Here, in order to 
validate the “modern” movement for the local 
audience in Turkey, Celal Esad wrote that “the 
Turkish architecture attracts the most attention 
among those of all other nations by having been 
the most rational and hence appropriate to 
contemporary architecture. That is why the new 
architecture is not unfamiliar to us.”26 Or, while 
explaining the use of pilotis as one of the new 
elements of architecture, for example, he wrote 
that “constructing buildings on columns … was a 
method applied in traditional Turkish 
architecture.”27 By such remarks added here and 

there in Lurçat’s text, Celal Esad tried to mediate 
between “past” and “future”, and “traditional” 
and “modern”, whereby a relation was formulated 
between the new architecture and the architectural 
history of Turkey.28 

While Celal Esad’s Türk Sanatı aimed to provide 
the historical basis for a “national” architecture 
for the Turks, his Yeni Mimari was a hitherto 
overlooked case about the worldwide spread of 
the contemporary modernist thought and practice. 
Celal Esad’s oeuvre shows that the support for the 
“international” and “modern” architecture in 
Turkey did not contradict the nationalist 
understanding of the period: On the contrary, the 
definition of a “new” architecture for the new 
Turkish Republic was in fact closely related with 
the interpretation of the history of Turkey. 
Contemporary nationalism had double faces that 
turned both towards the past and the future, trying to 
provide a link between the “traditional” and the 
“modern” in order to create a “national” identity 
that would be inter-nationally recognized. Hence, 
the case of Celal Esad once again reminds us the 
limits of writing architectural history by taking 
the concepts of “national/international”, 
“traditional/modern”, and “east/west” as 
dichotomous categories. 

 

Figure 3. A page from Türk Sanatı.
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Osman Nuri Ergin, the author who will be the 
subject of this paper, had worked as a bureaucrat 
in the Istanbul Municipality between 1901 and 
1946; that is a period covering the last two decades 
of the Ottoman Empire and the first two of the 
Turkish Republic. Being an intellectual of the last 
Ottoman generation, Ergin was both active in the 
practices of local administration and was a 
historian of these institutions as well.  

Celebrated as the founder of Turkish municipal 
history, Osman Nuri Ergin’s books are works on 
urban history in different senses.1 First, being the 
archivist of the Municipality his books include 
thousand pages of original documents, which form 
important references for further research. In this 
sense he is a presenter of archival material. 
Second, Osman Nuri is the person who has 
compiled the history of Western municipal 
institutions for the Ottoman and Turkish audience 
in reference to general sources in an encyclopedist 
manner. Third, he is the chronicler of the 
Municipal affairs of his generation, specifically his 
first-hand observations are detailed in the large 
footnotes. Fourth and last, Osman Nuri Ergin is a 
theoretician of urban historical discourse. In fact, 
he is acknowledged as the first person to develop 
an original historical thesis on urbanism in the 
Turkish milleu, with his attempts to reinterpret and 
represent the history of the Islamic and the 
Ottoman municipal institutions near the 
established Western progressive history.2 Ergin’s 
discourse develops on the idea that the Islamic and 
Ottoman urban institutions form an important part 
of the general history of civilizations. 
Furthermore, it is based on the proposition that 
these traditions, which have their own methods 
and elements of urbanization, should be 

reevaluated during the reformation of the 
Municipal institutions in the process of 
modernization/westernization. The focus of this 
presentation is the urban historical discourses that 
Osman Nuri Ergin developed, and how these 
changed from the Ottoman to the Republican era. 
The task is to display the inherent dilemmas of 
these discourses developed openly on the 
dichotomy of the West and the East, on 
westernization and its challenges to the local 
cultures and traditions. 

One of the aims of the session that this paper is 
presented in has been put as “to question the 
forcefulness and consistency of ‘biography’ as an 
explanatory model for cultural production”. 
Osman Nuri Ergin’s biography is directly related 
with the books that he has written, not only in the 
sense of the documentation of his works, but also 
due to the fact that in many cases he had been the 
author of the institutions that his life covers. In 
other words, in writing the major stages of Osman 
Nuri’s life one has to give reference to the sources 
that he had produced. Thus this presentation will 
be both biographical and bibliographical at the 
same place.  

Osman, the son of Hacı Ali, was born on 1883, in 
the town of İmrün-Pötürge in Eastern Anatolia- 
now part of Malatya province.3 His father was a 
farmer, a restless person who occasionally 
traveled in the Ottoman Empire. Osman did not 
have a proper education in İmrün. At the age of 
nine, in 1892, the family migrated to the capital 
city Istanbul. The cultural transition from a 
remote town of Eastern Anatolia to the 
cosmopolitan center of the Empire should have 
been rather challenging. When young Osman saw 
Istanbul for the first time, the city was reaching 
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the end of its “longest century”. The 19th century 
is known as the Period of Reforms in Ottoman 
history, when the State realized attempts for the 
transformation of its political, economic, military, 
cultural and social institutions in the model of the 
West. The great cities like the capital Istanbul, 
specifically the maritime ports, were major agents 
of the restructuring of the State; in fact, like in 
other modernization processes, Ottoman 
reformation was mainly an urbanisation project.4 
Whatever the limits of the 19th century Ottoman 
state reforms, within its institutions, the illiterate 
Osman from İmrün would end as the intellectual 
bureaucrat of the Istanbul Municipality in the time 
of ten years. 

The Hacı Ali family settled in the historical center 
of the city, where the father opened a coffee house. 
Osman was immediately sent to the State school, 
where he learned to read and write; here one of the 
intructors gave him his second name, Nuri. The 
coffee houses of Istanbul were important social 
institutions, some specifically named as 
kıraathanes were places where intellectuals 
gathered, read newspapers and debated on popular 
issues. The shop of Osman’s father should be 
modest compared to the metropolitan kıraathanes 
that Ottoman intellectuals frequented. In this 
decent place, however, Osman Nuri was 
discovered by Mehmed İzzet Bey, who gave a 
reference for his acceptance to Darüşşafaka, a 
high school for the selected poor family’s children. 
In fact, Osman Nuri would write a book with the 
same Mehmed İzzet Bey on Darüşşafaka in 1927, 
where the school was interpreted as the first 
community high school in Istanbul for the Muslim 
children, as a counterpart for the non-muslim 
community schools and missionary colleges of the 
Western envoys.5  

Osman Nuri finished Darüşşafaka in 1901 with 
high grades. In conversations with friends, he 
stated that his main ambition at the time of 
graduation was to found a bookstore or to work as 
a librarian. However, as part of a program to place 
the successful students to state services, he started 
to work as a civil servant in the Istanbul 
Municipality’s Documents and Records 
Department at the same year. He would stay in the 
Municipality for 45 years until his retirement in 
1946.  

During the first years of his office Osman Nuri 
continued his education; first he frequented the 
Fatih Medresah, a religious high school where 
traditionally classes were in Arabic and conducted 
by oral exercises. In the books on Ottoman 
education system that he would later write, 
Osman Nuri harshly criticized the oral Medresah 
system counter to the written tradition, which can 
also be related to his first-hand experiences.6 On 
the other extreme, he entered the Faculty of 
Letters and Philosophy of the Imperial University 
in 1904, known as Darülfünun-u Şahane. 
Finishing the University in 1907, he was 
intelligible in Arabic, Persian and French. Osman 
Nuri started his carrier as a part-time teacher at 
this stage; he would continue to lecture in various 
schools near his office in the Municipality, on 
language, history and local administration in 
Darüşşafaka, American College in Üsküdar and 
the Police College.7  

After the 1908 revolution where Sultan 
Abdülhamid was abducted and the Second 
Constitution was declared, the Istanbul 
Municipality was restructured. By the initiative of 
major Cemil Pasha (Topuzlu) Osman Nuri found 
the opportunity to organize the Municipality 
Archives and collected the documents into 
volumes of books on the works of the 
municipality: Mecelle-i Umur-ı Belediye.8 
Mecelle was complied in five volumes, in 5500 
monumental pages; the first four volumes (from 
the 2nd to 5th) consisted of urban codes, edicts, 
laws and agreements on issues like buildings, 
street system, public spaces, property rights, 
preservation and restoration of monuments, 
sanitation, education, customs, trade, small 
production, provisioning, transportation, energy 
supplies and water supplies. These volumes are 
catalogued under certain titles, are still one of the 
major factual sources on the municipal affairs of 
the Late Ottoman capital Istanbul. The extend of 
the Municipal Works covering all urban elements 
but political and military institutions can be 
interpreted as the background for almost all the 
books of Osman Nuri Ergin for the next 40 years, 
like the history of Medical Schools and Hospitals, 
the history of Education, the Majors of Istanbul, 
and the history of Ottoman and Turkish urbanism.  

Near these factual data presented for 
interpretation and further research, Osman Nuri 
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wrote the first volume of Mecelle, which had been 
published after the other volumes in 1922, as an 
original history of the Municipality including the 
western institutions near Islamic and Ottoman 
establishments. This volume represents the 
historical discourse of Osman Nuri in the late 
Ottoman context. It is in the introduction that the 
author defines municipality as a basic service 
institution that can be observed historically in 
every type of settlement. However the ideal 
municipality is one which is autonomous from 
other governmental organs is developed in ancient 
Greece and Rome. Historically when the 
municipality loses its power to the central 
government, urbanism declines; the example par 
excellence is the fall of the Roman Empire. In the 
formation of the modern municipalities after the 
French revolution the municipalities lost their 
power to the central government; a fact which is 
immanently criticized by the author.  

The History of Municipal Institutions is formed of 
three main parts: the first section is a summary of 
Western Municipal Institutions from Ancient 
Greece to the modern states. Here Osman Nuri, 
relying on encyclopedic references writes about 
the institutions of the West without altering the 
framework of a progressive historical 
understanding.9 This section is original in the 
sense of its audience as being one of the first 
complete works for the Ottoman reader.  

The second section is on the history of Islamic 
municipal institutions, which is written with the 
proposition that Islamic civilization had 
contributed to the general history of urbanism 
between the decline of Rome and the rebirth of 
cities in the West. While the argument is 
reasonable, its representation is rather reflective, 
as the legitimization of the Islamic institutions 
with their similarity to universally idealized forms 
as they are defined in the modern West. A 
quotation from the part on the early Islamic cities 
is instructive to show Osman Nuri’s thoughts; the 
characteristics of the ideal Islamic city are 
summarized under five headings:  

First: the assignment of the streets in large 
widths and the avenues divided in regular 
angles and intervals. Second: the 
arrangement of Mosques and main avenues 
in the center of the cities. Third: the 

construction of buildings in stone. Fourth: 
the division of plots as insula. Fifth: the 
buildings were not built out of order. In 
fact, these are the main properties of the 
accepted planning attitude for the 
contemporary cities which are developed 
according to the progression of the current 
civilization.10 

For Osman Nuri the present condition of the 
Islamic cities is a decline from these ideals, the 
coul-de sucs, narrow streets are formations 
parallel to the decline of the ideal institutions. In 
the following parts the author defines the 
contributions of Islamic culture to Western 
civilization and the competence of its moral and 
human values to the French Revolution.  

In summary this part, which was written in 
reference to Islamic and Ottoman sources, is a 
reflection in the mirror of the Western 
civilization’s progress. In this framework there 
can be things observed and learned from the 
Golden Ages of Islam; in fact, the history of 
Islamic municipal institutions and their impact on 
civilization has to be included in the general 
history of civilization.   

The third part of Mecelle’s first volume is on the 
history of Ottoman municipal institutions.  

Here before the detailed description of Ottoman 
municipal institutions in a historical perspective 
like administration, provisioning, trades, building 
legislations, which are most valuable documents 
on Ottoman urbanism, Osman Nuri faces the 
challenge of interpreting the Western and Islamic 
traditions in the attempts of Ottoman reformation. 
The Ottoman State had started reformation in 
municipal affairs by the beginning of the 19th 
century, specifically with the Edict of Reforms of 
1839. After three quarters of a century, Osman 
Nuri criticizes the Reforms first by their 
incompetence in relation to the Western 
institutions and secondly in their disregard of the 
Islamic character of the former institutions. He 
states that a radical reformation process in urban 
affairs will literally annihilate the city; 
reformation has to be piecemeal; for the Ottoman 
case the piecemeal method should include the 
reinterpretation of Islamic institutions and urban 
culture. He further argues that, the Ottoman 
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intellectuals are divided between a totally 
secularized and an interpretive-piecemeal 
reformation:  

These debates show that, in our country two 
different mentalities constantly confront 
with each other. One is Western, the other is 
Eastern and Islamic mentalities. The first, as 
they support enlightenment with the science 
and knowledge of the West, they interpret 
Islam as the religion that the Europeans 
have and to progress in the degree of the 
West and they insist on the necessity for the 
separation of religion and state. These have 
not observed and applied Islam in the 
necessary scale.  

Another group who are knowledgable in the 
science of Islamic law proposes the opposite 
and sees the necessity to preserve the 
existing institutions with their regeneration. 
It is understood from their statements that 
both of the mentalities abuse the issue of 
state and religion as a basis for counter 
arguments. In Islam religion and 
government do not conflict but concord...11  

As he himself states the second mentality defines 
Osman Nuri’s intellectual position and also the 
drive for writing the history of the Municipality. 
Osman Nuri is known to be part of an intellectual 
milieu known as the Beyazıd Cultural Circle, 
formed around the University, libraries, 
coffeehouses and public reading rooms in 
Istanbul.12 The attitude of this group is reflected in 
Osman Nuri’s work in the application of scientific 
methods of the West but also in defending the 
historical-cultural continuity against top-bottom 
reformations. To defend that position would 
become rather difficult in the conditions of the 
Early Turkish Republic shaped by secular and 
radically modern institutional reforms. Continuing 
on the bibliography, we will try to understand the 
changes in the representation of his thesis in this 
new era.  

As the Turkish Republic was founded in 1923 and 
the capital city was transferred to Ankara, Osman 
Nuri continued his office in the Municipality. The 
major change in the local administration is the 
centralization of the municipal system by the 
State; the city major becomes both the head of the 

government and the municipality. During this 
period, Osman Nuri gave his energies to the 
foundation of the Municipality Magazine as well 
as the Municipality print house.13 His major role 
in the 1920s was the organization of street names 
for the Population Survey of 1927. Based on the 
maps made by the German engineers in 1910s, he 
supervised the production of maps and the 
naming of the 6214 streets of Istanbul. The maps 
readied for the Survey were published as the first 
street guide of Istanbul in Latin script in 1934.14 
In the same years he worked with Fuat Köprülü, 
and Süheyl Ünver for the foundation of the 
İstanbul Municipality Museum and Library.  

The major book that represents the course of 
Osman Nuri Ergin’s thoughts on urbanism in the 
Republican Period is developed from a lecture 
given in the Istanbul University in 1930s, called 
“the Historical Development of Urbanism in 
Turkey”.15 In this book Ergin develops the 
proposition that the ideal municipal system is 
based on individual institutions and individualism 
as a counterpart to centralist government, which, 
as stated above, was originally developed in 
Mecelle’s first volume. Here Ergin further 
developes his proposition with the Ottoman 
institutions of individual municipal services, 
which are vakıf (pious foundation) and imaret (the 
religious complex). The “Turkish city” in history, 
had been developed by individuals with the 
donation of public services around religious 
complexes, from the neighborhood scale to great 
complexes (with mosques, medresahs, bazaars, 
hans, caravanserails). As Professor İlhan Tekeli 
states, Ergin’s historical survey forms the first 
original interpretation of an urbanism different 
from the western models in the Turkish context.16 
In fact, Ergin has to be defensive in representing 
his model and the ideal institutions of the 
Ottoman past in the Early Republican era:  

Listening to my explanations here, I will 
tell you, by your tolerance, that many of 
our old and past individual institutions, 
which have been abolished by the 
Republican administration because of their 
currently intelligable faults and which have 
now become part of history, had been very 
well and productive scientific, and 
economic institutions by their foundation, 
life and use; I will tell you frankly why 
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these have been corrupted and have been 
suitable for destruction with the same 
rightness and sincerity... Before the final 
words are said, I will kindly ask you not to 
comment on this lecturer as an admirer of 
the past, or as a conservative person who 
escapes from reforms. Since it is possible to 
prove my arguments on a topic that I have 
been researching for years and represented 
in volumes of writings and original sources 
do not think that I will have difficulty in 
receiving the oppositions and critiques.17 

Osman Nuri’s specific interest on the individual 
establishments against centralist institutions, do 
not only reflect a historical model but his position 
is to defend the pious foundation system in a time 
when the Ottoman monuments were being 
neglected and were in decline. When the 
municipal institutions are revised by the Republic, 
Ergin tries to imply by historical justification that 
the management of the pious foundations should 
be given to the municipalities rather than to a state 
organ. In addition he argues for the revision of the 
individual service system where the individuals 
can donate property for the use of citizens. 

Thus the Historical Development of Urbanisation 
in Turkey is not only a historical survey but is 
related with current issues in the conditions of 
Republican urbanization. Talking on the separate 
institutions Ergin sometimes makes comparisons 
with the West. For him the Medresah was a 
corrupt institution in the Ottoman times while the 
convents were the counterpart of mental and 
bodily recreation; he even compares the Convents 
of Turning Dervishes to the modern dance halls. 
Osman Nuri states that the basis of his historical 
model, the religious endowment, was not religious 
but a municipal organ, the aim of which was to 
serve the populace- a point which conflicts with 
his thesis in Mecelle. While in the Ottoman period 
the author stressed the Islamic character of urban 
institutions, in the Republican period he argued 
that these were urban functions rather than being 
religious. The imaret, the urban complex around 
pious foundations, is the main tool of urbanization 
in the past, which can be a model for 
contemporary problems. 

Osman Nuri died in 1961. It should not be a 
coincidence that the popular interest on his works 

on the Municipalities increased in the 1980s. 
After the 1980s the municipalities in Turkey were 
given relative autonomy from the central 
government. His thesis for an autonomous 
municipality supported by individual investments 
found further application with liberal economy 
conditions. Today it is the great industrialist 
families who found libraries, museums, hospitals, 
universities in İstanbul as the city is invested in as 
a world city.  

While his works are still academic sources on 
Ottoman and Municipal history, the discourses of 
Osman Nuri Ergin are specifically celebrated by 
the conservatives as a model, while for the others 
they represent the history of urban theories in 
Turkey. However, the total bibliography of Ergin 
inhabits contradictions for its followers. His 
historical consiousness is developed on the 
acceptance of the progress of Western civilization 
and the necessity to find the counterparts in the 
local tradition which can be reformed in a 
piecemeal fashion. Here the historical method of 
Osman Nuri Ergin is defined with its material; in 
writing on separate institutions of the west, he 
accepts progressive history of western 
civilization; in writing on the institutions of Islam 
and Ottomans he represents the historical material 
by a reflective method where the east is mirrored 
on the west.  

The paper will end with a quotation that reflects 
the attitude of Osman Nuri Ergin who searches 
counterparts of western definitions in the local 
history; at the same time this quotation provides a 
passage for another presentation in this session, 
which is on art historian Celal Esad Arseven: 

You have noticed that Celal Esat Bey who 
have talked before me in this table, have 
mentioned the term “city crown” while 
talking on the monuments of the city; this 
word has been used by the Germans in the 
last decades. That is really a good term; I 
have heard it for the first time here. As part 
of my program I want to touch upon this 
topic myself. But I will not tell you this by 
the term of the Germans but the name that 
our ancestors have given. In this context, 
there is the term “imaret” that our ancestors 
have used. However, the meaning that they 
attributed to the word is vastly different 
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from that we would give today. Our 
ancestors mean with the idea of “imaret” the 
monuments formed together as complexes 
with mosques, medresah, libraries, schools, 
caravanserails, hospitals, tombs, kitchens 
and inns, even baths, which urbanized their 
settings. This term and its use recall the term 
of “cite” of the Greeks and it is totally 
synonymous. For example, our Süleymaniye 
is really and totally a cite... İmaret or as the 
Germans call it the city crown is such a 
poetical creation, founded on a hill over the 
wrecked and low wooden buildings of the 
city, they honor and magnify the place and 
they have been situated at this point of the 
city as the crown of a sovereign. In small 
cities and towns there is only one of these 
and indeed this imaret becomes the crown of 
its head.18 
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Interrupting  
techno-orientalism: 
Counter-orientalism in art in 
Turkey from Osman Hamdi to Inci 
Eviner 
 
Lewis Johnson, Department of 
Photography and Video, Faculty of 
Communications, Bahçeşehir University, 
Istanbul, Turkey 

It is my chief aim in this paper to propose a thesis 
that would indicate ways in which things made by 
Ottoman subjects and Turkish nationals at least 
since the late nineteenth century that has been 
responsive to Western genres and practices of art 
can be understood to fit neither with the model of 
art that can be comprehended as an object 
expressive of a culture nor, indeed, as the outcome 
of activities of a subject exercising a power of 
expression that permits this sort of distribution of 
belonging to a culture, or culture in general. In 
relation to what will necessarily be a brief, but I 
hope not merely impressionistic consideration of 
work by Osman Hamdi and İnci Eviner and the 
ways in which that work can be understood to 
contest these dominants, I want to claim that 
mainstream western orientalism has been, and 
remains, significantly a matter of techno-
orientalism. I do not have time enough today to 
provide thorough argumentation and evidence for 
this thesis. Perhaps it is enough for now to state 
that I believe that the essentialism, otherness and 
absence that Timothy Murray has quite clearly 
outlined as characteristic of the orient of modern 
Western orientalism ought, as a matter of some 
importance, if not urgency, to be understood to 
bear on the technical and technological.1 The 
orient, as somewhere of unchanging racial or 
cultural essences, opposed, as passive rather than 
active, static rather than mobile, emotional rather 
than rational, and chaotic rather than ordered, to 
and by the West has been, and remains, I want to 
claim, a place that is remarkable for being the site 
of an absence of technology and technological 
know-how. As I said, I shan’t be bringing forward 
much evidence for this claim, though one might 
think of the double-think of the British and U.S. 

state over Iraq’s so-called WMD or current 
tensions over the nuclear programme in Iran.  

Even if you were inclined to grant me my claim, 
now, you might want to ask, however, how its 
truth had remained as unexplicit as it has. In 
connection with those two cases, it might start to 
seem plausible to suggest that this is because the 
Orient has also been the site of a projection of a 
fantasy of a power, indeed, as most accounts of 
orientalism would suggest, a guiding fantasmatic 
of modern enlightenment accounts of political 
power, as figured in the person of the oriental 
despot. The orient is passive rather than active 
when it is not the fantasmatic of a sovereign 
power that wills what it can enact and enact what 
it can will, legislative and executive at once. 
Indeed, as recent events have reconfirmed, the 
orient is oriental to the point of needing Western 
intervention, when it can be figured as being ruled 
in this way.  

 

Figure 1. Eugène Delacroix. The Death of 
Sardanapalus 1827 Oil on canvas 295 x 395 cm  
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This despot cannot exactly be represented, 
although there are nothing other than 
representations of such a figure (see figure 1). The 
despot is refused to representation (rather than 
simply refusing political representation), if 
representation is taken to mean something clear, 
evident and uncontradictory. Delacroix’s licence 
and solution was to show Sardanapalus as a sort of 
gaze that might be imagined to be able to summon 
up anything for its field of vision. The sword that 
we do not quite see plunging into the breast of the 
figure of the woman in the right foreground is that 
which, among other meaning-effects, stands for 
the despot’s albeit now futile power to have what 
he wills, or imagines, enacted for his imaginable 
viewing pleasure.  

The orient would thus be a passivity that is 
dominated by a dream of activity, indeed a dream 
that, according to a Western will-to-power, divides 
against itself in becoming active in and as 
freedom, a dream that would be proleptically 
reframed by the example of what art, as the free 
expression of freedom, would prove. In order to 
contend successfully with the orientalism of this 
dominant modern Western and humanist notion of 
art, in which a fantasy of becoming-active is 
offered as the model of the means of political self-
realization, work by Ottoman and Turkish artists 
can be understood to offer up a series of ways of 
passing from one instance of passivity to another. 
It is remarkable, though not surprising, that 

passivity, social, political, economic, and indeed 
technical, has stepped out of the series of terms 
that characterize the orient (passive, static, 
emotional, chaotic – a list I do not propose as 
comprehensive; rather as characteristic) as if to 
dominate the others. In doubling itself, and 
stepping out of the series, it exceeds being either 
just the passivity of the orient in itself or the 
orient as dominated by the West (not that either of 
these have ever simply happened). 

I propose to think this alongside Blanchot’s 
account of the experience of the space of artistic 
or literary work as a ‘passivity beyond passivity’. 
‘Beyonds’ are problematic, but here it might be 
construed not just as an exceeding of passivity 
(although this art does indeed contend with 
stereotypical understandings of what is non-
western), but also as a sense of an un-oriented and 
unwilled passage, across a text from one moment 
of passivity, or receptivity, to another. Indeed, we 
may take this formulation to replace the stress on 
receptivity (a stress that makes of receptivity the 
foundation of activity) that is so much part of the 
discourse of aesthetics with an activation from 
one instance of the passive to another: from being 
remarkable as visible (what Peggy Phelan, among 
others, has called ‘marked’) not to some ideal 
space that is free from a politics of representation, 
but to some other instance of passivity or 
receptivity, some other possibility of something 
else being remarkable in the visible.
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Figure 2. Osman Hamdi. Silah Taciri II [The Weapons Dealer II] 1908 Oil on canvas 175 x 130 cm 

 

Figure 3. İnci Eviner. An Explosive Heart 2002. Wallpaper with framed watercolours. Dimensions 
variable 
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Axiomatically, then, we would have to 
characterize the experience of work by both 
Osman Hamdi [figure 2] and İnci Eviner [figure 3] 
as giving rise to a series of activities, even if those 
activities were indeed remarkable as being drawn 
into problematics of the passive. According to my 
thesis, what has emerged and endured as art in 
Ottoman tanzimat and in Turkish republican 
culture has effectively interrupted orientalism, or 
techno-orientalism, by means of images that 
disturb and exceed the conformity of outside with 
inside that sustains the modern expressivist thesis 
of what being artistic is about. As I work through 
this perhaps rather ambitious account of late 
Ottoman and recent Turkish work considering the 
different ways in which what is outside, but inside 
the frames of what has been called art, fails to 
expose a single, governing sense of interiority, 
putting into play terms of identity of a single 
culture against one another less to generate a sense 
of the hybridity of the non-Western than to re-
open culture to a question of the communication of 
its terms of identity and of the openness to what in 
turn exceeds them, I shall be seeking to 
substantiate this claim about orientalism and 
technology or the technical. I shall be seeking to 
show, as I go along and in conclusion, how the 
disturbance and excess of senses of what a body is 
or does is related to and breaks with the orientalist 
or neo-orientalist dominant of the modelling of 
bodies and persons.  

I hope that the ambitiousness of my comparison of 
work by Osman Hamdi and İnci Eviner will be 
vindicated. It is a large part of the point my thesis 
that work that contends successfully with the 
cornerstone of that orientalist dominant that is the 
aesthetic understanding of art will not simply be 
docile in respect of the norms of the types and 
conceptualities of art (though it would not, could 
not, be entirely unrecognizable as such and still 
provoke contention as such work). Ex hypothesi, 
then, initial difficulties with respect to the thesis 
would lead to enquiries into the ways in which 
work by other Turkish, if not late Ottoman artists, 
use characteristics of genres of Western art not 
simply in emulation or subversion, but in ways 
that resist this very binary. My qualifications for 
research into Turkish art are limited. It may be 
relevant, then, to indicate that I believe that these 
strictures concerning passivities are not only 
relevant to what is called Turkish art. Indeed, it 

seems it would not obviously be possible for me, 
in so far as I am a Westerner, to isolate such 
interruptions of the dominant were that not also 
possible from within the Western. My claims, 
then, would not only be relevant to work made in 
so-called non-Western cultures. Whether this 
would be because what is referred to as the orient 
is always already in the Western, I shall not 
pursue directly: suffice to say, here, that the orient 
would be nothing less than a name for a dream of 
an active mastering of something that threatens 
passivity (though, for sure, what has been referred 
to in this way is more). Nor shall I simply claim 
that there are cultures today that are purely non-
Western, if only because, in a certain sense, the 
notion of culture as such cannot in and of itself 
resist being appropriated as part of a Western 
hegemony. One may thus avoid being drawn into 
debates about globalization directly, either in 
theoretical terms or in detail, by indicating a prior 
concern to expose the hierarchies of senses of 
culture and identity that would make of the latter 
the means to express and to localize, or – more 
precisely – re-territorialize the former.  

In pursuing this argument, I hope I shall be 
contributing to the aims of this congress. I am not 
sure that aesthetics can bridge cultures; not, at 
least, without further questions concerning 
bridges (as well as aesthetics). By which I mean 
that the drive to comprehend art, and, in 
particular, the power of art, as aesthetics brings 
with it a series of problematics that may well not 
allow for a communication of what, in the name 
of art, can be, or indeed, has already been 
communicated. We might try to ask, in what way 
would a bridge not be an artistic work? Perhaps 
we may allow that bridges can or even ought to be 
considered to be objects of aesthetic estimation. 
Most of what I will have to say today would bear 
on resistances to this as a relevant question 
insofar as the bridge may seem to be too technical 
and scientific an object for consideration in this 
framework – but in the precise sense that it seems, 
for that modern Western notion of art as 
expression, to be too much a matter of being a 
work of framing, of spaces as places and places as 
spaces, to be admitted as a case of a work of and 
for consideration as art, let alone for aesthetics. 
Even for the Heidegger of the essay ‘Building, 
Dwelling, Thinking’, the bridge appears to be that 
which comes first to mind as a building that is not 
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a dwelling, even if, like the hangar, stadiums and 
power stations, it may, according to him, be 
considered as ‘in the domain of our dwelling’.2 I 
would claim that my consideration of spaces in 
excess of places, and senses of place in excess of 
spaces, would interrupt this sense of locatedness or 
dwelling, as the aim of a critical account of work, 
including the work of building. It would also call 
into question the division between art and 
equipment that sustains the exposition in ‘The 
Origin of the Work of Art’, suggesting the limits 
of Heidegger’s understanding of the questioning of 
the ‘much-vaunted aesthetic pleasure’, as if the 
questioning of art for something other than 
pleasure were the key to open up art beyond 
aesthetics. We might say, after Derrida, that there 
is no way of mentioning art as art that simply 
respects the notion of the puzzle of use that 
something like art can be understood to pose. I 
might also mention another Heideggerean 
questioning, concerning ‘the essence of 
technology being nothing technological’, that 
would not be quite right either, though his sense of 
technē as a mode of bringing-into-unconcealment 
and something that is indistinguishable from 
effects of poesis does, I think, inform my thinking 
about the work I shall be analyzing. 

It is, however, once again, Derrida’s strictures, 
both about Heidegger, but more particularly about 
Kant’s account of the aesthetic that I recall in 
respect of this congress, its aim and its title. The 
abyssal inscription of the circle in both Hegel and 
Heidegger’s accounts of art as the figure from art 
for philosophy or the thinking of art reiterates, if 
necessarily with differences, the demand in Kant 
to pass across the ‘abyss’ between the domains of 
the concepts of nature and the sensible to that of 
freedom. It ‘must be that there is a foundation of 
unity’, writes Kant, in the introduction to the 
Critique of Judgement, between the sensible and 
the suprasensible. That ground, a sensus communis 

that is contained in freedom ‘in a practical way’, 
would be a bridge, a figure that is for sure, for 
Kant, a figure. Or as Derrida puts it: 

The bridge is a symbol, it passes from one 
bank to the other, and the symbol is a 
bridge.3 

The question that animates this conference appears 
to be problematic to me in just this way, as if 

cultures could be localized either side of a 
bridging that aesthetics could bring about for us, 
with a concomitant localization of the abyssal 
between those discrete cultures and their ideally 
autonomous agents, rather than in the interstices 
of any or all of those cultures and their subjects. 

Or their objects. I imagine that it is possible to 
learn about cultures by finding out something 
about the preferences of people in matters of 
cuisine, dress, décor, design. But any such 
knowledge is always already exposed to an 
unrestricted and uncontrollable play in the sense 
of the term ‘partiality’ by taking people to 
represent cultures. Partialities, as well as meaning 
‘preferences’, means something like ‘partial 
truths’, and all such partialities are undecidably 
greater and smaller than that for which they may 
be taken to stand. As for what gets called art, I 
shall be treating it as something like an object – 
what is termed, in deconstruction, a ‘text’ – that, 
however, cannot simply stand in for a subject, or 
be something that a subject can just take a stand 
about, without missing something important 
about it. 

Or so I shall now try to show in connection with 
work by Osman Hamdi and İnci Eviner: from The 

Weapons Dealer of 1908 to An Explosive Heart 

of 2002, if not to Eviner’s more recent work with 
video such as Don’t Be Afraid, Nothing 

Happened of 2005 (figure 4). I may not have time 
today to comment on each of the fascinating 
effects of the dvd animations of drawing that 
accompanied the in sitù wall drawings at Borusan 
Sanat Galeri in early 2006 (figure 5). 
Significantly, though, the insistent sense of 
another site of drawing other than the gallery wall 
represented by the DVD video projection 
suggested the imperceptibility of a frame 
separating present space from represented space. 
As the videoed drawing came and, then, as figure 
went, becoming undrawn as it were, this sense of 
another space of artistic activity alongside but 
appearing to disappear into the space of the work 
on the gallery wall suggested to me a space of 
passage, in a discontinuous series of senses of that 
term: a passage, like an apparently missing 
passage from a work, or an unfinished or 
obscured passage of a painting or drawing; or a 
passage, in the sense of a part of an 
architecturally-given space, as if from one room 
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to another; or a passage, in the sense of a journey, 
as in the phrase in English ‘a passage on a ship’. 
But, just as this phrase may conjure up a sense of 
an unauthorized journey (a passage, perhaps, 
without a ticket, or perhaps without a plan), then 
the values of the active and the passive seem 
complicated here. It would seem that Eviner’s 
video of her drawing has been recorded, via 
computer, from a drawing or graphics tablet. Her 
hand is, of course, not shown. The sense of 
presence of the artist, however, is as if both more 
powerful, the drawing appearing as if without any 
effort or even exercise of the body, and more 
powerless given the return of the erasing 
undrawing, the drawing in reverse, disappearing. 
As if anticipating the fate of the wall drawings, to 
disappear from the gallery walls, if not indeed the 
disappearance of the gallery from those walls, or 
even the walls from the gallery, that institution 
closing down after the exhibition in which this 
piece by Eviner was shown, the work drew me 
into its dramatizations, of girls and swings and 
animals, as if into a space in which the boundaries 
between being active and passive, looking, seeing 
and drawing, remembering and re-imagining, were 
displaced, even as they were as if replayed and 
replaced, before me, on the gallery wall. 

 

 

Figures 4-5. İnci Eviner. Korkma Sana Birşey 

Olmaz [Don�t be Afraid of Anything] 2005, 
Installation with wall drawing and dvd 
animations. Dimensions variable. 

I would argue that this piece by Eviner traversed 
the autobiographical drive of the use of video in 
art, both exposing it to the apparent criticisms of, 
say, a Rosalind Krauss of her well-known essay 
of 1976, ‘Video: The Aesthetics of Narcissism’ 
and salvaging it from the same only to suggest a 
deepening of that problematic in respect of the 
power of digital video apparently to re-stage the 
work of remembering and forgetting that drawing 
appears here (as elsewhere) to be able conduct.4 
The digitization of the drawing, the re-modelling 
of drawing as an activity of showing and 
representing, restages this division in the meaning 
of a line, coming and going between representing 
something and showing itself. The showing of the 
line, something that might appear to disappear 
into representing something, also fails to show 
itself, as re-modelled in digital video projection, 
apart from the auratic power of that technology as 
if to show showing. 

Between showing showing, and representing 
something if not somewhere else, this work spans 
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some of the critical challenges of contemporary 
visual technologies. In the rest of this paper, I 
would like to suggest that, in order to understand 
the radical effects, if not senses of purpose, of this 
work by Eviner, in its unworking of issues of the 
power of visual technologies, there is an echo not 
only of her previous work on image-spaces and the 
power of the photographic, but of the interruptions 
of a correspondence between image-space and the 
referents and signifieds of the oriental in the work 
of Osman Hamdi. 

In a way I think can be understood as comparable, 
even to the point of a cultivation of paradoxical 
effects of the appearance of the disappearance of 
surface in image-spaces, an effect that I think is 
persistent in work by Turkish artists (by way of an 
example of this, see Adnan Çoker, Towards the 

Sphere of 1989 – figure 6), and which 

 

Figure 6 . Adnan Çoker. Küreye Doğru [Towards 
the Sphere] 1989 Acylic on canvas 180x180 cm 

should, I think, be understood as a tactic 
comparable to the cultivation of effects of facture 
in modern European painting in so far as it 
reminds its viewers that they are viewing an 
image, if not with the same stress on a sense of a 
materiality of surface, Hamdi’s painting The 

Weapons Dealer refers us to other image-spaces, 
even ‘within’ one and the same image, with the 
effect of interrupting the generation or reiteration 
of orientalist meanings. There is nothing 
comparable in Hamdi to Eviner’s understanding, 

so far as I know, as she put it to release drawing 
and line from the hold of Western-type painting, 
unless there remains the effect of a sort of release 
of colour from painting.5 I am thinking here of a 
certain thinness of the layering of paint and a sort 
of discontinuity of the luminosities of colours in 
his work. Such a discontinuity might exacerbate 
the sense of a certain non-communication of the 
represented spaces, as in the difficult to follow 
descent of the staircase and hand-rail behind and 
as if towards the central pillar in The Weapons 

Dealer, as well as in other passages of the 
painting such as the senses of space that might be 
imagined ought to emerge between the Byzantine 
capital in the front left near-ground and the space 
beneath the staircase, or between the undecorated 
capital on the central pillar and the back wall, 
nearer to us as it seems it might otherwise be were 
it not for the extremely foreshortened wooden 
struts that rest on the metal bars that run towards 
if not into, or even through, that central pillar. 

It is tempting to imagine, beyond such norms of 
the effects of the coherence of represented space 
or spaces, that there is a sort of play between 
space and colour, of the spatialities of colours, in 
Hamdi’s painting. There would be no obvious 
name for this effect in the vocabulary for Western 
painting: at once, a sort of effect that is at work in 
aerial perspective (but as if mastered for the sake 
of senses of a distribution of the near and the far) 
and in what is termed ‘local colour’, the colour of 
things as affected by where they are, like the 
green hues in the flesh of the guards, if not of the 
decapitated heads, in Gérôme’s Heads of the 

Rebel Beys at the Mosque of El Hasienen of 1866 
(figure 7). The epistemological presuppositions of 
the notion of ‘local colour’, a phrase that conjoins 
discourses of a technical know-how in the 
production of images, that of ethnographic 
diversity and of the promotion of tourism, with its 
notion of the ideal non-relation to place, the 
‘local’ locale of things seen, is indicative at once 
of a drive to a sense of a relation to the placeless 
anywhere of the Western, and, at least according 
to the containment of the discontinuous effects of 
colour in the realism of a Gérôme, a sort of 
replacing of the ‘local’ somewhere within an 
imaginable frame of being anywhere. 
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Figure 7. Jean Leon Gérôme. Heads of the 
Rebel Beys at the Mosque of El Hasanien 1866 
Oil on canvas 56x44.5 cm 

How successful a formulation this might be of the 
double dynamics of the spatialities of orientalism, 
with its sense of the orient as being an indifferent 
somewhere ‘over there’, beyond the bounds of the 
occidental, whilst being at the same time an 
imaginable series of object-scenes of the 
reterritorialization by an active Western-type 
subject, I shall leave you to judge. I want now to 
try to approach Hamdi’s painting of the scene of 
the sword in The Weapons Dealer as a interruption 
not simply of a signification of a barbarism of 
oriental punishment or of a phallic instrument of 
sado-masochistic pleasure or, from afar, of 
despotic will, as in Gérôme’s painting (note, in 
this connection in the Heads of the Rebel Beys, the 
difference between the pipe extending downwards 
from left to right and the sword still as if erect, 
ascending in the same direction), but of the sword 
as instrument of bodily dismemberment. This 
interruption is not in favour of another 
instrumentalization of the sword that cuts. It is not 
quite the sword of circumcision, though the 
displacement of the blurry marks that would 
represent a mirroring representation of the left 
hand of the figure of the younger man in the white 

cape and blue and gold tunic to the right of centre 
away from that hand may recall that separation of 
a part of the male anatomy and the ideals of 
cultural belonging that it represents. 

Unlike circumcision, then, this undecidable 
passage of the painting is right on the body of the 
sword, rather than right on the body of man.6 Or 
rather, it would be, if that sword were more 
clearly a body, rather than this mirroring 
representation that also blurs what it represents, 
reflecting its para-reflection off the outer surface 
of the blade of the sword towards us. Triangulated 
with the inclination of other weapons and other 
suggestions of space, this para-reflection draws as 
if us close to the terms of the decision that the 
figure of the younger man is apparently being 
called on to make. What would the terms of that 
decision be? The odd dislocation of the hands 
towards the dramatic centre of the picture - the 
left hand of the older man, the dealer, raised in a 
gesture that appears, as open, as rhetorical, if not 
religious in its heaven-ward pointing, not to guide 
the younger, the would-be purchaser, in a 
modelling of the use of the sword; and the right 
hand of the purchaser extended out in space, 
gripping the handle of the sword, but also 
obstructing a view of the handle of the gun that 
sits in his waistband – passes through readings 
that might stress a contemporary context for this 
picture by Osman Hamdi in the proliferation of 
weapons and civil disturbance on the streets of 
İstanbul towards readings that would make of this 
picture a drama of generations, older and 
younger, paternal and filial. 

It is to this latter reading that the wallboard text 
by Wendy Shaw next to this painting in İstanbul 
Modern (until recently) drew attention. As Shaw 
put it:  

In a pose taken from a photograph which 
the artist used in several of his works, he 
depicts himself seated, orating to a young 
man, who is looking in his reflection in the 
blade of a sword.7  

There is no catalogue of Hamdi’s photographs, as 
there is, by Mustafa Cezar, of his paintings. Cezar 
provides us with several cases of photographic 
shots, of Hamdi and others, and the paintings that 
they served. Perhaps there is a photograph of 
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Hamdi’s son standing, holding a sword or similar. 
Perhaps, as Shaw suggests, Hamdi didn’t bother 
with another shot of himself sitting on the capital, 
given that he perhaps already had a photograph of 
him sitting in a way that might have helped that he 
had used for another painting, the Three Hoca 

Speaking at the Door of the Mosque (see figures 8 
& 9). He was quite used to seeking to meld figure 
and setting, as the other photograph Cezar 
reproduces that was used in the preparation of that 
painting suggests. Further research 

  

 

Figures 8-9. Photographs used in preparation 
of Osman Hamdi. Camii Önünde Konuşan 
Hocalar, c.1908 

 

Figure 10. Osman Hamdi. Camii Önünde 
Konuşan Hocalar [Three Men Talking Outside a 
Mosque] c. 1908/09 Oil on canvas, 140x105 cm 
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may clarify the ways in which Hamdi used 
photographs: whether, for example, he always 
divided the surface with a grid and used it to mark 
up his canvases, in a way comparable with the pre-
photographic use of what the French called the 
‘subjectile’, or final sketch. 

Someone may already know quite how he used 
these gridded photographs. But who and what is 
used when we talk about using photographs? It is 
not an unusual phrase in English. I have taught 
seminars on the ‘Uses of photography’, sometimes 
with a view to questioning the possibility or 
desirability of thinking that photography has 
something like an essence, or essential effect, apart 
from its various uses. I quote my syllabus. Not in 
the same way, I suppose, as Hamdi quoted his 
photographs in his paintings. Or perhaps his 
paintings in his photographs? Or his posing? What 
would it mean to ask this last question? 

There are many cases of Hamdi appearing to pose, 
and not only for his paintings. 

 

Figure 11 . Osman Hamdi on the West Terrace 
at Mount Nemrud during Initial Investigations 
May 1883  

There are shots of him as archaeologist, like this 
one (figure 11). I like this next one (figure 12), 
apparently of him and friends in Vienna in the 
mid-1870s. Not just because it suggests that he had 
been posing significantly for a long time, though 
the doll-like puppet he holds and looks at here may 
have been the occasion of a joke about what 
posing involves, holding oneself as if one were not 
oneself, even to the point of toppling over, off 
what one is sitting or standing on, because one 
knows one is seen and may be judged by others as 
posing well or badly. Rather, that we don’t know 

quite where to draw the line, between posing 
significantly and posing insignificantly. Such a 
‘line’ (I scare quote to recall the apparent 
archaeological effect of questioning the 
boundaries between the literal and the figurative, 
or rather between the discourses which would 
give the literal and figurative meanings to 
particular terms) is something drawn, if at all, in 
relation to others, if also usually in relation to 
other others, groups that comprise group 
identifications more and less intimate, more and 
less other.  

 

Figure 12. Osman Hamdi Bey [on table] in 
Vienna with a Group of Friends c. 1876 

It would be interesting, I think, to pursue this 
issue of a recurrence of tensions between different 
group identifications across the rise and fall of the 
variously state-sponsored, group or solo artist 
promoted practices of painting in republican 
Turkey: the ways, that is, that particular paintings 
represent those included and not yet included in 
senses of national belonging. Hamdi’s posing, his 
posing to the camera for images of poses that 
recur from one painting to another, re-stages the 
truthfulness of photography, its power to pro-pose 
a referent, as a relation to a gaze that would 
inspect the oriental as other. His autobiographical 
paintings recall Eviner’s rendering imperceptible 
of the boundary between present and represented 
spaces in her wall drawings with video 
animations in so far as they both insist on a 
referential effect – Hamdi as Ottoman hoca, or 
weapons dealer – but in a way that re-opens the 
question of the gaze solicited by the effects of 
visual techniques or technologies in its desires for 
certainty to undecidabilities of what is 
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remembered or imagined as historical. In the 
dramatics of Hamdi’s painting The Weapons 

Dealer, it is this, I think, that contributes a 
distinctive sense of tension, an undecidability, to 
what Shaw called, in the wallboard text, the 
‘allegorical meaning’ concerning ‘heritage [that] 
depends on a long line of transmission of 
knowledge from the past to the future’. 

The history of art in Turkey since the mid-
nineteenth century is by no means simply a matter 
of such heritage or tradition and it is not my 
intention to suggest by my comparison of work by 
Osman Hamdi and İnci Eviner that it is. Perhaps 
there is no contemporary artist who has done more 
to interrogate what may be inherited, and how, 
from the ways in which art has been defined, made 
and, indeed, taught in Turkey than İnci Eviner. 
Indeed, it is partly to this complex history of the 
emergence of her practice or practices through the 
1970s and 1980s that I wish to allude in returning, 
in conclusion of this paper, to some of her earlier 
work. What I want also to draw together, here, in 
these brief considerations of work from the 1998 
series Terra Incognito and of watercolours made 
around the same time, is a contestation of the 
referential power of the photographic, as was in 
play across the frames of Osman Hamdi’s 
paintings, along with a destabilization of the 
meanings of certain figures. What I think is 
notable about these pieces (among many others) 
by Eviner is the way in which the passage from 
one figure to another within the same frame is 
made either difficult or, as with the overlaying of 
one figure on another, impossible. Eviner’s work 
can be argued to bring something of what can be 
reconstructed of Hamdi’s practice into view in its 
uses of the photographic. In so doing, her work 
can help us understand that the investigation of the 
norms of Western art and culture in particular 
concerning the use or passage from image space to 
non-image space brings with its disturbances to the 
norms of the sense of identity of bodies. 

I nearly wrote ‘of the body’: for that is what is at 
stake here, in the deconstruction of the thinkability 
of bodies by means of the disturbances of the 
norms of the uses of image-space. Those earlier 
pieces by Eviner convey this no better, I believe, 
than her more recent installation pieces: it’s just a 
little more likely that this can be communicated by 

means of photographic reproduction here (figure 
14): 

    

 

Figures 13-14. İnci Eviner. Terra Incognito 
1998 2 digital photogaphic prints, 200x160 and 
160x200 cm [photographs by Gündüz Kayra] 

The fish-heads, as if placed on photographic 
images in an overcoming of the boundary 
between image and tangible object, contest the 
referential power of the photograph – who were 
these women or this girl? – in favour of an 
unstable series of meaning-effects: fish-like 
women, women-like fish, girl-fishes seeking to 
stretch across the boundaries of images and 
spaces, proto-fish-like-bodies as pliable or as 
defiant as possible. Imagined reciprocity with the 
photographed other is interrupted by the 
imaginary adornment of these females in the 
medusa-like stare of the fish-heads: so many 
scenes, across the series, of the disciplined bodies 
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of girls and women. But, as if to acknowledge the 
difficulties of the anxiety that this radical play 
with the norms of sexual difference calls up, the 
second of these two pieces leaves the reflection of 
the girl stretching across the image unobscured. 
This girl might stand as my example of any and all 
bodies normalized in modern and/or republican 
culture: exercising to repair her diseased limbs, 
she smiles as if to dismiss from consideration the 
effort required, as if happy not only in her effort 
but also in the striving towards the norms of the 
image. Terra Incognito, the title Eviner gave to the 
series of which these two are part, refers us to 
these spaces of femininity as unknown, as if as 
separate; but can also be read to refer us to a 
relation between image and the site or space of the 
orientation of bodies which, as in The Weapons 

Dealer, is shown as a space of an 
instrumentalization of bodies and things, one by 
means of the other. 

   

 

Figures 15-16. İnci Eviner. Untitled. 1998 
Photographic collage with watercolour 

Any residual sense of an easy reciprocity of this 
necessary relation between a sense of what a body 
is and a sense of what a body can do is displaced 
in the collages with watercolour, done around the 
same time (figure 15-16). Cut-out photos of 
internal bodily organs have been elaborated in 
watercolour washes that describe strange passages 
as if through a body to its – or her - surface. 
Echoing the colours of the photographed organs, 
as if to ensnare us in illusion, the painted passages 
conduct us as if across sections of the body, from 
its exposed interior to its exposed exterior. It is as 
if there is nowhere for a body simply to avoid 
being seen, and being the object of ascriptions of 
identity, even while the work gives room for an 
imagination of precisely those very spaces that 
might be caught up in fantasies of what – and 
where – a body might be: a preoccupation that 
Eviner has explored in ways that have 
consistently undermined the identity of the genres 
of art and visual culture at least since the series in 
oil and copper on plywood Coğrafya or 
Geography of 1993. From a heart, there floats – 
or, should that be ‘has been pumped’? – rather un-
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massive masses that terminate in breast and 
nipples. A section of an organ I cannot identify – 
is it a pancreas? – is fed by a cloud and emits 
another breast. Not all of this series of works 
crosses back across the division between inside 
and outside of the body in this way, across 
sections of organs, and sections of bodies. But, in 
so doing so, in these two cases, Eviner brings us 
back to the desire for knowledges of body and 
images, the one through the other, commutatively 
as it were, trailing through the easy charm of 
watercolour sadistic desires for taxonomic 
knowledge of bodies. 

Thus, in replaying the techniques of Western art 
and visual culture across the spaces of their 
meaning-effects, Eviner, like Hamdi before her, 
interrupts the incorporation of image-space and its 
use to articulate the meanings of modern bodies.8 
In so doing, in interrupting the techno-logic of 
modern Western culture and its dominant Eastern 
re-appropriations, such Turkish artists set us a 
puzzle, of how to re-imagine interiorities that do 
not conform with the demands of certain ideals of 
expressive freedom. 

                                                 
1 Timothy Murray, ‘Orientalism and the 
Exhibitionary Order’, The Visual Culture Reader, 
ed. Nicholas Mirzoeff, (London and New York: 
Routledge, 2002), (495-505) 495. 
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For a recent re-assessment of Krauss famously 
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‘Performance, Video, and the Rhetoric of 
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5 For Eviner on ‘the captivity that [line] has 
suffered under the paint(ing)’ that dictates her 
resistance to both Western-type painting and to the 
play of surface effects characteristic of Turkish 
panting that I have just outlined, see ‘Inci Eviner’, 
Dexigner website, 
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July, 2007. 
6 Derrida explores this ideal of cultural belonging 

that circumcision represents in “Circum-fession”, 
in Jacques Derrida and Geoffrey Bennington, 
Jacques Derrida, trans. G. Bennington, (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1993) 3-315: for 
example, “…where the cut ought to attach for he 
who is not circumcised remains “cut” from his 

community…” (309). 
7 Text kindly supplied by author. 
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dislocation of the modern, if not the comparison 
central to my argument, when she writes: 
‘Playing with watercolours, I imagine myself to 

be one of those old-time storytellers.’ [in Incı 
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2002) 27.] 
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BrunoTaut’s Transversal Approach to 
Modernity. Ideas and Principles on 
Restoration from: Bericht über die 
Renovierung der Yeşil Türbe in 
Bursa. 
 
 Giorgio Gasco, Architect, Italy

Bruno Taut in Turkey dealt with an intense and 
diverse activity which permitted his curriculum to 
avoid the conventional professional praxis of 
colleagues working in the country during those 
same years and to disclose a strong hybrid profile. 
Different scholars have widely explored main 
episodes of his experience, from his activity as 
professor at Istanbul Fine Arts Academy1 to his 
school’s projects realized as head of Architectural 
Office of Ministry of Culture.2 Alongside these 
famous and, by a historiography point of view, 
deeply analyzed episodes, Taut faced in Turkey 
issues linked to historical architecture not only for 
personal interest but also for professional duty. I 
gave up an entire part of my doctoral thesis to start 
a first attempt in constructing a critical evaluation 
of this subject remained until now quite 
unexplored. 

This new aspect of Taut’s Turkish experience 
regards his official involvement as foreign expert 
in Ancient Monuments’ Protection Program 
Ministry of Culture drove as from the second half 
of the thirties.3 Actually this information is 
confirmed by at least one Turkish source and by 
evidences Taut himself recorded in his Istanbul 

Journal.4 First evidence in question is an article 
published on a “Güzel Sanatlar Dergisi” (Fine Arts 
Journal) issue in 1944 by architect and restaurator 
Mahcit Rüstü Kural. In this article Kural gives a 
complete account of Bursa Yeşil Türbe’s 
restoration works he directed and states what 
follows: 

As foreign expert (mütehassis), Bruno Taut, 
at that time Professor in Architecture 
Department of Fine Arts Academy and 
Chief Architect in Architectural Office, as a 
result of a Ministry request, went to Bursa 
the last days of the September of 1938 and 
examined Türbe.5 

In the same article Kural also referred to a 
previous episode occurred in 1937: 

If Professor were well informed about our 
principles, he would have certainly accept 
them as he did on the restoration of 
Mehemet Paşa Bedesteni in Ankara… 
Bruno Taut, once arrived in Turkey, was 
asked by the Ministry to examine the 
Bazar. At first, he opposed to the possibility 
of restoration. But when our restoration 
principles were explained to him, he 
changed his opinion and with great 
maturity he said that we could start 
restoration works.6 

Istanbul Journal’s pages confirm these two 
different episodes and provide also information 
on a third one. Thanks to these annotations that 
it’s possible to reconstruct the chronological 
sequence of the three episodes: 

� 25/02/1937 and 03/03/1937, Mahmut Paşa 
Bedesteni, Ankara: 

Museum: inspection to Ancient Bazaar and 
to Han with Nazim [?] Bey… Later with 
Prof. Rohde and Landsberger. I desist from 
opposing restoration works because 
alternative is demolition.7 

� 20-22/01/1938, Selimiye Mosque, Üç 
Şerefeli Mosque, Caravanserai, Gazi Mihal 
Mosque, Yıldırım Cami and İkinci Beyazit’s 
complex, Edirne: 

In Edirne. There in Europa Oteli [with] 
Celal Esat. Then with Nü[?] and the Vice-
Director. With them and with 25 students to 
Senior-Inspector General Kazim Dirik. 
With Inspector and students again with car 
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(and truck) given us by him that in the 
morning was with us and wants a report.8 

� 17-23/09/1938, Yeşil Türbe, Bursa: 

With Hillinger to Bursa.  

Murabiye Mosque - Yeşil Türbe, Yeşil 
Mosque. 9 

Last of these episodes, in spite of Taut’s 
annotations solve it in just few sentences, is on the 
contrary the more suitable one to focus on, mainly 
for two reasons. 

First reason, apart from Yeşil Türbe’s both 
symbolic and historical value, is due to specific 
side of questions monument’s restoration 
involved. Yeşil Türbe’s restoration works had a 
quite complex iter.10 As from 1937, during 
preliminary studies, before real restoration works, 
it appeared immediately clear that the most 
controversial matter of the whole restoration laid 
in glazed ceramic tiles’ condition. In fact, due to 
water filtering, these ceramic tiles were near to 
come off and a major part of them were damaged 
as well. In particular, their turquoise color 
brilliance, the distinguishing mark of Türbe, was 
near to vanish. Original Monument’s turquoise 
tone was quite endangered by being used, in most 
damaged areas, new tiles gave the building an 
edulcorating effect. Main point of the subject was 
how to intervene on wall’s ceramic frame. This 
was really a hard task to be solved; because, there 
were no former examples to be followed and a real 
restoration culture had still to be formed. Due to 
this impasse, as in other cases, foreign experts 
were asked to evaluate the situation.11 

Second reason is linked to the existence of a 
fundamental document to analyze this episode in a 
critical fashion. Erica Wittich (Taut’s life-long 
friend and lover), carried with her all Taut’s 
possessions on moving to Japan short after his 
sudden death; so that, in Iwanami Shoten 
Publishing House Archive in Tokyo was able to 
keep the integral version of report Taut drew up to 
address Yeşil Türbe’s restoration on behalf of the 
Ministry of Culture: Bericht über die Renovierung 

der Yeşil Türbe in Bursa.12 This document 
provides a valuable picture on the ideas and 
principles, by which Taut was led, when he had a 

chance to face with the restoration’s matter. With 
this report Taut gives a quite detailed analysis of 
the monument’s main features, by organizing text 
in six paragraphs focused on a specific issue each: 
Türbe in city‘s context, Sample of tiles external 

coating, What have to be done, Precautions in 

concrete‘s use, The Garden, The Interior. Taut 
mainly dwells on necessary interventions in order 
to protect ceramic glazed original tiles and 
especially he reacts against the use of 
incongruous new tiles in walls’ most damaged 
areas for providing a quite provocative solution. 

This report is a surprising evidence of Taut’s 
statements on the Restoration’s issues, disclosing 
a quite up to date and modern approach. Actually 
this was not the first time that Taut faced a 
restoration matter. At the beginning of his 
professional career, when he was still a training 
architect in Fisher’s office (1904, 1908) and after 
he moved to Berlin (1909, 1914), Taut, together 
with Franz Mutzenbecher, dealt with interior 
decoration and restoration works for some little 
village churches.13 

Taut himself referred to the first of these 
commissions in the speech he gave at the opening 
of his works’ exhibition held in Academy 4th June 
of 1938: 

For all of my projects in that period (in my 
youth) the first two commissions that I had 
thanks to my master Theodor Fisher were 
important: the restoration of a little gothic 
church in Wurttenberg and the turbine 
room for the Harkort rolling-mill at Watter 
in Ruhr. In both cases I had to consider the 
architectural tradition and on the other hand 
the new technologies to use in the industrial 
plan. All my work, from the beginning up 
till now, shows how much these two 
tendencies influenced me leading me to 
grasp from both romanticism and 
sensationalism, at that age, using iron, 
concrete, glasses and bright colors.14 

Taut’s words underline the idea of continuity 
between past and future which had distinguished 
his work during all his life. This speech can be 
considered as a manifesto showing the guidelines 
of the transversal trend, which distinguished his 
theoretical approach on Architecture in contrast to 
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the direction taken by his avant-garde colleagues. 
According to Taut the restoration of that little 
church as well as the new construction for Harkort 
rolling-mill form part of the same modern vision. 
There is a passage of report for Yeşil Türbe that 
seems to echo the previous excerpt. In this case, 
Taut recalls these first restoration assignments to 
display his approach conformed to a specific trend 
in restoration theory opposed to the academic one: 

One side is of the opinion that it’s both 
possible and necessary to reconstruct an old 
building as it had been built in ancient 
times. Supporters of this side belong to the 
restoration’s academic school. They are not 
full trusted, because all the restorations from 
Viollet-le-duc’s time to today were 
completely unsuccessful… Other 
restoration’s trend, I agree with and for 
restoration of four churches I drew my 
inspiration from, can be summarized in the 
following statement: In conclusion no 
ancient form has to be copied. Ancient ruins 
have to be just protected from further 
deterioration, for all the rest nothing has to 
be done. I think it’s a good choice to follow 
this principle in the case of Yeşil Türbe 
too.15 

These were not experiences of slight account if 30 
years later Taut mentions them to support his point 
of view on restoration. Moreover, these churches’ 
restoration assumes importance because already 
for those early assignments Taut based himself on 
the last tendencies of restoration’s contemporary 
debate. Main principle addressed the restructuring 
works of Nieden’s church in 1911, for example, in 
Taut’s words sounds like follows: 

To preserve old exactly like it is and to 
make new appear as new.16 

Taut declared himself to be a follower of 
principles of the restoration theory of his time 
supported against the academic school devoted to 
Viollet le Duc’s ideas. Rule standing behind this 
principle forces to not imitate the past; but, to 
enrich it with new, soft and sensitive addictions, 
which are able to establish a good relationship 
between the old and the new. Taut’s ideas on 
restoration seem to be adjusted to contemporary 
trends. When Taut drew up report for Yeşil Türbe 

the international debate on restoration grew up 
and its theoretical codifications had been framed 
inside the International Congress of Restoration 
held in Athens in 1931. Time after, with the 
publication of Athens’ Restoration Chart, a set of 
principles were established in order to address 
restoration works on international level. Taut’s 
advises seem to be inspired by the second 
restoration principle: 

The aim of Restoration is to re-establish the 
potential unity of a work, on the condition 
that this was possible without committing 
both an artistic or historic false and without 
removing every sign of the work passing 
through history.17 

Already when he was in Edirne together with 
Celal Esat Arseven, Taut summed up this 
principle like follows: 

With Celal 2nd Principle for studies on 
Antiquity: it is forbidden to copy!18 

As a matter of fact those early episodes together 
with Turkish ones form a quite precious critical 
frame to light up in a different way Taut’s 
complex activity in Turkey. Taut’s cultural 
background in Turkey, in particular, included 
theoretical, technical and historical aspects related 
to classical Ottoman architecture, by which he 
was amazed since his first visit to Istanbul in 
1916 in occasion of the Turkish-German 
Friendship House’s competition. Actually Taut 
reached such a clever knowledge on these issues 
that Kural, as his article states, introduced him as 
a Specialist (mütehassis in Turkish). Report’s 
contents completely bear out such a reputation. 

Taut’s advises for interventions on Türbe’s tiled 
walls are simple, direct and precise indications 
that display ability in both analyzing problems 
and singling out practical solutions. A major part 
of ceramic tiles were in very bad conditions due 
to water filtering. But original portions, still in 
good conditions, kept old turquoise color’s 
original feature. Taut pressed on the point that it 
was impossible to produce the same tiles with 
modern techniques. According to this, he 
questioned about the most problematic 
restoration’s node: 
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Is it possible to achieve, after 500 years, 
same handicraft product [glazed tiles] and to 
position it with the same endurance of past 
times?19 

Although the answer to this question as for Taut 
was irremediably negative, he stressed anyhow the 
necessity to intervene by considering two aspect: 
the specific impression of new ceramic tiles seen 
at close range and the general impression within 
surrounding landscape.20 According to these 
considerations Taut provided a set of advices: 

First of all new and incongruous ceramic 
tiles have to be removed. The old ones have 
to be stabilized by the use of hydraulic lime 
and the walls have lost their tiles have to be 
plastered. This means a major part of the 
walls, the whole south, south-east and south-
west sides. In order to preserve Tomb’s 
present appearance, for its both close and 
distant impressions, it could be possible to 
achieve a good result by employing a 
modern metallic paint instead of using new 
ceramic tiles, which are badly reproducing 
old ones. Taking into account that tiles’ old 
glazed surfaces were opaque, as for me with 
“Keim mineral paints” it is possible to 
reproduce successfully this impression of 
opacity from a distance. In order to enhance 
Türbe’s general architectonic impression, I 
advise to put ash color clay where rich 
frame tiles were once in order to ensure 
Tomb’s architectonic general impression. It 
is unquestionably difficult to have the same 
old color by using plaster; in order to have 
required strength on the other hand, his price 
would increase. Nevertheless, in relation to 
the perception of the building from a 
distance, it is possible to achieve a better 
result than before if colors are tested and 
their shades are carefully determined. 
Sightseer, going through the garden, will 
notice, of course, the difference between old 
tiles and additional colored plaster. But, in 
this way the building’s reality will be 
manifested as much as the old has not been 
touched and the new points out itself just as 
it is.21 

Taut, in this specific case, conceived Türbe as a 
sort of delicate and complex mechanism, which is 

able to be perceived in a different way depending 
on fruition distance. His advises for restoration 
quite conform to this vision too and manifest a 
sensitive and sophisticated approach. The idea to 
use a mineral paint in stead of new fake tiles 
meant to privilege the visual impression more 
than the tactile one. But, it was also a question of 
coherence: since it was impossible to produce 
tiles of the same quality as the old ones, it was 
then both useless and illogical to try to achieve 
the original effect with fake materials. Taut was 
able to figure out a quite reasonable arrangement 
at least useful to preserve the monument’s general 
appearance. His indications display a modern 
vision on restoration matter and denote a bold 
mind able to defend such a drastic decision in 
relation both to traditional and historical 
questions. Especially, the reference to “Keim 
mineral paint” is worth to be taken into 
consideration; because, it is a demonstration that 
Taut was quite well-informed on restoration 
issues not only from the theoretical point of view 
but also from the practical and the operative 
one.22 Such a deep knowledge of these kind of 
colors, most probably, was due to his former 
partnership with Franz Mutzenbecker.23 

Last sentence of report’s excerpt is a clear 
statement of Taut’s ideas on restoration. The main 
point, which Taut carefully emphasizes, is 
keeping away from any imitative interventions. 
He claims for avoiding the pretension to 
reproduce both ancient technique and ancient 
materials. According to him, these attitudes felt 
off unavoidably into Kitsch manifestations; 
because, it was impossible to imitate ancient 
handicraft’s skill with modern technical means. In 
similar cases, Taut’s advises focused on soft 
attitudes and minimalist approaches, where he 
prescribed precise interventions only if they were 
considered as strictly necessary. In any case, new 
interventions had to be pointed out and kept 
separate from the original old features. 
Interventions have to be taken in keeping with the 
building’s history and features in order not to 
compromise their critical reading. Actually, these 
restoration’s principles were perfectly tuned in 
accordance with the ideas that distinguished 
Taut’s architectural statements. He always refused 
easy formalisms and superficial imitations in his 
design activity. He strongly reacted against these 
trends, especially in the Istanbul Fine Arts 
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Academy,24 sounding a transversal path towards 
modernity, which was distinguished by a synthesis 
between the old traditions and the modern 
approaches. In Mimari Bilgisi Taut manifested this 
refusal like follows:  

With no doubt, a superficial formal 
imitation should be avoided. Otherwise, this 
feeling of proclivity would easily slide into 
a ‘romanticism’ or into a misguided 
‘nationalism’ that would appear as an ugly 
imitation, which comes to be called as 
‘kitsch’.25 

In this way, it is possible to point out that Taut’s 
approach to restoration too forms a part of that 
duality of Tradition and Modernity that always 
marked, as an essential ingredient, both his 
architectural discourse and practice. Moreover, 
these same statements, from which Taut tried to 
formalize the idea of a New Architecture, seem to 
fit quite well in addressing a discourse on 
restoration. Among them, the most meaningful, by 
this point of view, is the concept of Continuity. 
Taut drew up the notion of continuity between the 
old and the new in order to solve the dilemma 
between the traditional and the modern by means 
of synthesizing them. According to Taut, this is 
the right way to produce architecture for avoiding 
both banal copies of past and ostentatious gestures 
arisen out of the will to be modern at all costs. In 
both cases, the result would be a sterile 
architecture as he states in his essay titled 
“Proporsyion”: 

…we come across a rule which is the basis 
of architecture: “continuité = continuity”, if 
one does not pay attention to this rule, 
architecture will be sterile.26 

Taut always confronted with both the will for 
building in harmony with the traditional setting 
and the will for creating a modern architecture for 
contemporary needs. The Understanding of these 
aspects as a whole, that is Continuity, will give the 
architect the chance to use modern materials and 
modern technologies respecting the values of the 
traditions, avoiding to produce an object neither 
with soul nor meaning. Taut’s project for the 
Literature Faculty of Ankara University by this 
point of view was the direct translation of this 
principle into architectural shapes. In the interview 

Taut granted for “Her Ay” magazine, he 
introduces this project as follows: 

My project of the Faculty of Literature 
Building, which is recently to be realized in 
Ankara, is an experience about the 
utilization of some specific formal elements 
belonging to Turkish architecture, in the 
compromise made with the modernity of 
the building.27 

Reference to tradition, especially as for Taut, is 
something, which cannot be renounced; because, 
it keeps inside a set of still topical values that tie 
up the past and the present. Taut found 
confirmation of these ideas in Ottoman classical 
architecture’s examples. According to him, they 
represent an architectural form under restless 
evolution that is able to give both compositive 
and formal criteria for design activity as well as to 
become a rich repertory of information about 
traditional technique: 

Great conception of a very productive 
architectural period can show how it is 
possible to combine, with lightness and 
elegance, the past and the present. In 
Turkey, we can easily find a great example. 
That is the mosque. 

Continuity, as a principle, allows to re-link 
Tradition with Modernity, Past with Present by 
the virtue of a common vision, a sort of 
unchanging “inner logic” that has always been 
and the same: 

The quality of building does not really 
depend on creativity, imagination or 
mastery of an architect, even mostly it 
depends on being determined in a certain 
manner, in a certain form of structures and 
in a certain scheme which have been used 
continuously by generations throughout 
ages. The concept always stays the same.28 

Architectural vision that stands behind Past and 
Present is the same. By this point of view, it is 
possible to establish an interesting operative 
dialectic between the restoration and the design 
activity. Deep concept, in fact from one hand, 
allows ancient features to become effective in 
enhancing modern design values; from other 
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hand, addresses modern technique in being useful 
for intervention on ancient buildings. To deal in 
continuity with this deep concept, actually 
becomes the common goal both for restoration and 
design. Continuity provides a bridge between these 
two disciplines in a way that they are no longer 
separate; but, form part of that Dialectical totality, 
structured between the Modern and the 
Traditional, by the means of which Kristina 
Hartmann summarizes architectural path followed 
by Taut.29 There isn’t any clear-cut gap. Continuity 
is a cultural bridge that allows evolution and 
development of new forms according to paths 
outlined through time. In the specific case of 
ancient monuments’ protection, restoration activity 
has to safeguard monument’s ability to manifest 
concept at the base of its conception more than to 
simply re-propose monument’s external features 
and appearance. Still today, the ability to 
perpetuate this concept allows architects to deal 
with both the old and the new buildings by means 
of interventions that are in continuity with the past 
nevertheless being modern. 

How it’s possible to grasp from these issues Taut 
carried out the same battle in order to react against 
Imitation, which he considered as one of the worst 
evil of his time, dealing with both restoration and 
design activity. In design activity, he proposed an 
alternative idea of modernity for fighting against a 
modern style that is able only to apply sterile 
cliché, typological approach and standard layouts 
with random references to context. In his 
restoration experience, even though it was 
restricted to few episodes, he also strongly reacted 
against interventions, which he defined as Fiascos 
in his report, that in order to adhere to a supposed 
ancient formal unity perpetrate a historical false 
imposing to ruins an imitative mask. One of the 
Taut’s famous anti-rhetorical statements seems to 
fit quite well with the restoration side of this 
battle: 

It would be much more rightful to 
investigate what old masters looked for, 
rather than inspecting on what they did.30 
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This paper is a survey of Taut’s written material, 
that is, his architectural discourse, to highlight his 
position towards the notions of climate, and the 
concepts, International and its dichotomy National. 
Although it is quite clear from Taut’s written 
materials and practiced architecture, that he is 
among the pioneers of ‘Modern Architecture,’ 
paradoxically he is, at the same time, one of its 
earliest critics.1 He firmly believes that only 
through criticism would Modern Architecture be 
able to continue its progress and existence. His 
critical analysis is focused on two major themes: 
the first one being the machine aesthetics; though 
not named, his main target is Le Corbusier, with 
his overemphasis on machine as well as the 
general inclination of using dynamic and moving 
vehicles as models in architecture which exists 
through its stability.2 Taut’s second point of 
criticism is on ‘allerweltsstil’3 (commonplace 
style), which will be the main focus of this paper. 
In ‘Mimari Bilgisi’ Taut will call this phenomenon 
‘allerweltsarchitektur’4 (commonplace 
architecture). Throughout his texts it is easy to 
trace that Allerweltsstil is used synonymously with 
the term International Style, and 
Allerweltsarchitecture with International 
Architecture.5 

1932 was the year in which an exhibition called 
‘Modern Architecture: International Style’ was 
opened in New York, in the Museum of Modern 
Arts, organized by Philip Johnson. The exhibition 
aimed to promote European Modern Architecture 
in the United States of America in the canon of a 
‘style’.6 Bruno Taut was not represented in this 
exhibition. His absence could possibly be related 
to his early criticism and warnings that modern 
architecture was becoming an international ‘style’, 
with its own rules and trends as well as limitations. 
Especially after the World War II, proving Taut 

right, International Style would come to be 
criticized with an inflationist tendency.  

The term ‘International’ indicates going beyond 
national borders, with connotations of unification 
and elimination of diversities. In its inherent 
properties one can sense the inclination towards 
an extermination of the distinguishing factors of 
regions and climates, to achieve a homogenous 
whole. The concept ‘International’ in Europe, 
began to spread after the seventeenth and early 
eighteenth centuries through the ideas of thinkers 
like Kant, Montesquieu, Rousseau, etc. In 1847 
with the Communist Manifesto the working class 
was called to organize under a unifying 
international unity. Thus for Taut with his 
political convictions the term itself would have 
been familiar and sympathetic, to say the least. As 
a devoted socialist, for Taut, internationality is a 
positive category indicating the brother/sisterhood 
of the whole world. This is visible in his early 
utopian work ‘Auflösung der Staedte’ 
(Dissolution of Cities).7 His criticism on 
internationality is aimed at what was then 
understood and practiced as ‘International 
Architecture’, that is, an imitation of the forms 
alone. Taut claims that the spreading of the same 
formal expressions all over the world should be 
avoided, as it would without doubt lead to a 
spread of sameness.8 In hindsight, Frampton also 
deduces that International style was never really 
universal, it simply established certain universal 
methods such as light construction, modern 
materials and standard elements. These methods 
brought on formalism, when they contrasted with 
the cultural, climatic and economical realities.9 

Taut, in 1927, would emphasize that an 
International Architecture Movement was on its 
way.10 For Taut, its expression, however, differs 
from nation to nation due to the soil on which it is 
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growing, even when it is similar in its essence. Its 
symptoms may be partly explained by the 
influence of the climate.11 Notice Taut’s mention 
of the soil as the reason of the difference between 
nations, Taut is indicating that the soil and climate, 
that is, nature can be the key for richness and 
variety in architecture; an assumption that would 
mature in the following years of his career.  

In 1928 Taut asserts that some main features of the 
act of building are international, as the new 
building art had achieved a certain veracity in 
fulfilling function and construction.12 This 
statement indicates that as of yet Taut 
acknowledges the concept ‘International’ as 
positive. Still, in the very same paragraph, he 
displays his mistrust in the future of the concept.  

Its [the New Building Art] continued 
development is dependant on how it would 
avoid the danger of stencil, arbitrariness and 
worst of all, stenciled arbitrariness.13 

Here in the same text, once again, Taut proposes 
climate as an agent active in the process of 
differentiation of the New Building Art, resulting 
in enrichment and multiform.  

Taut’s concern with the concept of internationality 
in architecture lies in its contents. In 1929, he 
states that one can speak of the internationality of 
the ‘present’ architecture.14 Still this is not a 
negative property for Taut as it is no different from 
the spread of the old styles over the borders of 
countries. It becomes a negative category once it 
comes to mean a transportation of forms only. He 
claims that ‘Internationality’ should be molded 
with the basic principles of building so as to secure 
its longevity and validity. These principles should 
rest on prerequisites for building rather than the 
form. Taut identifies these principles as to be 
based on utility, function, and natural properties of 
the materials and the elegancy of construction.15 If 
these principles were not fulfilled then this would 
result in a sameness, which was even then 
spreading all around the world. Here Taut’s use of 
the term internationality is synonymous with 
Europeanization.16 It should not mislead however, 
as Taut is not of the opinion that such a spread of 
Europeanization is appalling, on the contrary, it is 
desirable but only if the term is given the right 
content. He believes that 

This should not occur in exterior formality, 
as a diluted topping that covered the whole 
world,17  

but only through the spreading of its basics. Taut, 
against the current sameness in International 
Architecture, proposes that the properties of land, 
climate and the folk should be taken into 
account.18 

During his stay in Japan, Taut continued to study 
the subject of Internationality. Concerning 
‘Foreign’ Modern Architecture practiced in Japan, 
Taut states that it would  

probably take some time for Japan to create 
the right and optimal conditions in its own 
soil for this plant, which was native to a 
foreign soil.19  

This is a direct criticism of Modern Architecture, 
which practiced without any content, was just 
transported from a foreign region as merely a 
formal entity, just like International Architecture. 
Taut, on encountering many remarkable 
similarities between the farmhouses in Japan and 
the ones all over Europe, states that the reason for 
these similarities is to be searched in the lifestyle 
of the farmers all around the world.20 Thus this 
must be taken as a result of the similar routine of 
agricultural societies. Nature and everyday life 
with its most basic functions to be fulfilled, have 
established this natural – vernacular architecture, 
thus it has universal properties. Taut argues that 
climate is the essential agent in the shaping of the 
traditional Japanese house and lifestyle. Still, 
when he encounters the weak points of the houses 
during winter, he sarcastically articulates that this 
was due to the Japanese not accepting winter as a 
reality but perceiving it merely as an illusion, 
which they chose to ignore completely with their 
way of constructing houses.21 Thus it could be 
stated that Taut though believing in the potency 
of climate and its effects on architecture and 
societies, around which he constructed his 
theories, was unable to architecturally explain 
such a ‘defect’.  

‘Mimari Bilgisi’, partly written in Japan then in 
Turkey and first published in Turkish, is Taut’s 
last theoretical work, and thus reflects the sum of 
Taut’s general architectural experiences and his 
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way of thinking on architecture. The gradual 
process with which Taut approached the effects of 
climate on architecture, reaches its climax. Taut 
deems it to be the most effective tool against the 
spreading sameness that he criticized to such a 
degree. Climate is emphasized as the most 
important input to create the region’s own 
architecture, without being slave to the canon of 
international style. It is a factor that when taken 
into account, prevents buildings from being similar 
to each other; a result of universal technology, as 
is evident in the design of vehicles. Taut identifies 
climate thus nature, as the universal reality.  

Being appropriate to climate, the building 
gets its universal character.22  

Additionally, architecture, as an art of 
proportioning as Taut puts it, is under its influence 
as climate is the natural element responsible for 
the temperaments of the societies. Furthermore the 
human bodies are effectively the embodiment of 
those temperaments and architecture is strictly tied 
to the proportions of the human body.23 Taut 
claims that climate is the one and only tool for 
creating the right architecture.  

Why is climate given such an important role in 
architecture by Taut? As even Taut at one point 
voices his doubts stating that 

 it seems pathetic when one, in the present 
circumstances, can not find anything other 
than climate to ground a great art 
[architecture] on, 24 

but he continues that one has to start somewhere. 
He would use this starting point in his struggle 
against the sameness, that is, international 
architecture without content, which was spreading, 
sweeping away the architectural significances of 
regions and nations. Even in his criticism towards 
international architecture, the concept of ‘National 
Architecture,’25 for Taut, was not a secure domain. 
Within his works it is apparent that when he uses 
the concept ‘national’, he does so almost always in 
reference to the region and climate, that is, the soil 
the architecture was grounded on. He argues that 
these components play essential roles in the 
shaping of architecture. This leaning towards 
region and climate may have been largely due to 
the fact that the concept ‘nation’ and its inherent 

political content were ethically contradictory with 
his political beliefs.  

After the National Socialists took over in 
Germany, nationalist tendencies started to spread 
all around the world, something that affected Taut 
on a personal level. As Taut arrived in Turkey, 
the political climate was already influenced by the 
prevailing nationalistic sentiment in Europe. Thus 
Taut could not avoid coming into contact with the 
current and vigorous discourse on the concepts of 
International and National. Thus Taut was very 
cautious when he had to use the term ‘National 
Architecture’ so as to remove any political 
nuances such as national identity, which was 
inherent in the term. He praises the old times, 
when Art and politics were not mixed together 
and the term ‘nation’ was not known.26 

In this regard Taut, referring to Hansen, states that 
“every good architecture is national (but) every 
National Architecture is bad.”27 Aspiring to create 
a National Architecture seldom results in good 
architectural works, as the aspiration itself poses 
as a limiting and shaping influence, removing any 
discerning diversities. Taut claims that when the 
architects are forced to practice a National 
Architecture either by modern means or by using 
historical styles, the end result would only be a 
kind of costume production,28 while the 
architecture that was created without the 
compulsion of national identity would, in the end, 
be embraced into that very identity simply 
because of its quality. The freedom of the 
architect in his profession is proportionate with 
the quality of his work.29 Taut emphasizes this by 
suggesting, “every good architecture will be a 
National Architecture.”30  

Taking into account Taut’s political leanings and 
their effect on his theoretical work, one should 
point out a certain irony concerning his works and 
their reception in Japan. Taut had used the time he 
spent in Japan for researching Japanese art and 
culture. His fascination with Japanese tradition is 
visible in many of his texts. He especially admires 
the ‘Emperor’ tradition, which he classifies as 
‘good’ tradition, the ‘Shogun’ tradition, on the 
other hand he categorizes as ‘bad’.31 His praise 
for this ‘good’ tradition follows concepts such as 
“simplicity, plainness, purity, clarity”,32 or 
“‘simplicity in line’, ‘clarity of line’, ‘faithfulness 
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to the material’, ‘beauty of proportion’”;33 
properties he was familiar with from Modern 
Architecture. Especially his reverence to Ise 
Shrine and its universal and eternal architectural 
truths are to be read through the principles of 
Modern architecture.34 

Taut’s convincing message that  

‘Japaneseness’ and universal ‘modern’ are 
compatible … was extremely encouraging 
for the nation which had been trying to catch 
up with the west.35  

Being described and accepted as ‘universal’ 
through a western eye was a stimulation for the 
national pride of Japan. Taut’s writings became 
especially popular in Japan,36 after he left in 1936. 
These texts and his theories on traditional Japanese 
Culture and Art would trigger a wave of 
nationalistic sentiments. Especially Taut’s ‘Nihon 
bunka shikan’ (A personal view of Japanese 
culture), has played a role in furthering the feeling 
of nationalistic superiority in Japan just before the 
Second World War. Kawazoe Noboru on Taut’s 
influence states:  

Works by Taut and books by him were 
being published one right after the other. 
Obsessed, I bought them and read them. 
They were what pulled me into the world of 
Japans Romantics. Before I knew it, I had 
stopped skipping school and was 
enthusiastically taking part in the military 
drills and labor conscription. Without 
noticing the contradictions, it struck me that 
Japan was a very good country, and must 
win the war.37 

However these works, in their definition of 
Japanese culture, also caused reactions. Despite 
Taut’s efforts to perceive Japan from the inside, in 
some cases he was accused of Orientalism,38 due 
to his explicit distinction of East and West and his 
comparison of Japanese culture with European 
culture.39 In 1942 an essay, ‘Nihon bunka shikan’ 
(A personal view of Japanese culture) by 
Sakaguchi Ango was published, with the exact 
title as Taut’s book. As Dorsey renders at first 
glance the text was an attack on what Taut had 
glorified as Japanese art, but when carefully read, 
following Dorsey, Ango’s critique is by no means 

simplistically reactionary.40 By tearing down 
Taut’s chosen icons, such as the Katsura 
Detached Palace, Kyoto or Horyuji, Ango, instead 
of icons “substitutes spirit for established 
tradition as the measure of the culture.”41 That 
Taut provoked such a debate on the narration and 
perception of Japanese Culture, speaks for the 
resonance of his works within Japan. 

It is important to point out the irony of the fact 
that an architect such as Bruno Taut, who early in 
his career, in 1917, composed the Alpine 
Architecture, an architectural peace manifest42 
and later struggled to avoid ‘nationalism’, had 
unwittingly called forth Japanese patriotism. His 
texts, when spread to the general public of Japan, 
evoked a strong nationalistic consciousness and 
pride, a reaction he himself would probably have 
strived to avoid no matter what. The situation in 
Japan is perhaps the best explanation as to why 
Taut chooses to avoid any mention or suggestion 
that was in anyway connected to the concept 
‘nation’ in his architectural discourse. Thus 
Taut’s caution with the term ‘national’ has led 
him to focus on the geographical properties and 
climate of regions. He found that climate was and 
could be an effective tool in shaping architecture. 
For Taut it was the origin of much needed 
diversity within architecture. This increasing 
emphasis, especially on climate, throughout his 
career, affirms that Taut perceived climate as the 
one and only universal reality in architecture. 
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Bruno Taut’s architecture loves  the sky more 

than the earth. 

A. Behne, Bruno Taut in “Neue Blätter fűr 
Kunst und Dichtung” 2, 1919/20 

1. Bruno Taut’s work abroad. The 
approach to Turkish architectural culture, 
in reference to his German training, 
starting with his writings 

When Bruno Taut had to leave Berlin and live far 
away from Germany, unlike his eminent 
colleagues his choice always fell on countries to 
the East of the consolidated European western 
culture: in 1933 it was Russia, from 1933 to 1936, 
Japan and finally from 1936 to 1938, Turkey. The 
travel destinations had never been chosen by 
chance: in part due to fate, in part they were 
searched for pursuing those aims that in the Alpine 

Architektur and Frűhlicht years (1919-1922) had 
been inward aims, searching for purity and 
experimentation. Since the first years of the 20’, 
the architect had confidence in Russia as homeland 
of the "new dwelling"; his faith in a country 
considered repository of the authentic popular 
culture made him say: 

Compared with the simple life that we the 
gray Europeans look at with a compassion 
smile – Yes yes, it’s Asia, it’s barbarism – 
the coldness of our mockery smile perhaps 
will leave the place to the brightness of an 
affectionate understanding and perhaps even 
to the regret for that cultural dimension that 

we have lost, to the sadness for the 
malformation of the emotional life of the 
European, that in its insane run after 
comfort and a regulated way of life has 
strayed too much from the original 
condition.1 

This essay is meant to analyze the work carried 
out by Taut in Turkey, his adopted land where the 
architect mainly had a way to experience those 
concepts of architecture applicable to the 
collective spaces, which was his predominant 
thought since the years in Berlin, as spaces for 
culture and schools. Among the most important 
prerogatives we find in Bruno Taut’s work, the 
pedagogical purpose appears as having priority 
not only in the building projects, but also in the 
divulgation of several texts of architecture, 
besides of course the didactic practice in the 
quality of professor to the University of Berlin 
and to the one of Istanbul. 

The role of primary importance that Taut 
attributed to the buildings assigned to the training 
of the individual and as a rule to culture, is 
declared in the ideal of the city that the architect 
supported, which had the sublime statement in the 
Stadtkrone, and where he considered the main 
buildings, assigned to art and culture, placed in 
the centre of the urban city system. In order to 
exemplify his aims, Taut publishes numerous 
examples of eastern architectures, commenting on 
the simplicity and on the functionality as new 
values to assume in modern architectural 
planning: 

Neither the eastern house nor the Japanese 
one know the division between living room 
and bedroom (...) These spaces were 
covered from vaulted ceilings rigorously 
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architectonic and constructive, but fitted out 
with a such fineness, than in any case they 
represent something different from the so-
called ‘comfortable’ spaces. (...) Still today 
in the Ottoman houses of the Balkans we 
can find a diffused use of big built-in 
cupboards.2  

The statement make us realize that Taut is 
searching an ideal model of a house that assumes 
reproducible connotations; in the “oriental” he 
looks for the base proposition that justifies 
essentiality and functionalism. Also in 1935-36, in 
exile in Japan, he will write pages on Japanese 
culture of hebitation which emphasizes those 
concepts that in 1938, in the architecture 
compendium Mimari Bilgisi he will call 
"Proportion" which, according to him, is 
composed of balance between beauty, which is 
simplicity for Taut: he calls these "Legible" and 
“Function”. The pavilion of the Ministry of 
Culture, realized by Taut for the International Fair 
of Izmir in 1938, with the collaboration of H. 
Grimm and F. Hillinger, gives evidence of this 
poetics. 

 

Figure 1. B. Taut, The pavilion of the Ministry of 
Culture for the International Fair, Izmir, 1938 
(from "Arkitekt" 7/1937) 

The project is the only one in Turkey evidently 
connected to the architectural conceptions of 
expressionism, developed by the architect during 
the years 1910-20. The building, based upon pure 
geometries, is perfectly symmetrical in plan as in 
front elevation, and shows "terraced bodies" that 
culminate in the central space, which is the most 
raised, and where the entrance to the pavilion is 
opened. Using glass as symbol of sincerity, 
transparency and cleanness, Taut places immense 
glasses on the entire surfaces of the building 

which, by a dialogue with the great water mirror 
in front of the main hall, offered, above all during 
night time with the lights on, a perfect paradigm 
of the relationship light-glass, symbol of purity 
and transparency. As the Glass Pavilion in Köln 
of 1914, this one also shows a high base, symbol 
of "material", of the tie with the earth, over which 
daring glasses hover, being the symbol of the 
"spiritual", of the dash of the individual holding 
back romantic connotations. Also in the Izmir 
pavilion the impulse towards the height, the 
verticality, the "pyramid in expansion" refer to 
concepts of expressionism, fundamentals of the 
ideology that was the basis of Taut’s 
architectonical work, according to the idea of the 
architect who always tried to put into effect the 
realization of spaces where the single individual 
could live a more elevated dimension.  

In the ‘houses of the heaven’, in the 
‘sanctuaries of the ardent people’ and in the 
‘large churches’ that he proposed, in the 
absorbed quietness of the halls crossed by 
beams of light, man carries his feelings to 
the harmony and the greatness of the 
universe (...). As place of meditation, as 
emptiness that (according to the words of 
the mystics) produces fullness, it crowns 
the city, it constitutes the crown of the 
Crown of the city. If the birth of the new 
man will never be able to succeed happily, 
this will happen in this sacred place.3 

With the culture pavilion in Izmir Taut once again 
makes manifest that principle which refers to the 
idea of architecture as means of renewed 
consciousness and social elevation that, as subtle 
and incorruptible fil rouge, has gone through all 
the stages of his intense work. 

2. Reconciliation of two different 
architectural and aesthetics cultures (East 
and West) in Taut’s projects realized in 
Turkey: the Letters and Geography 
Faculty in Ankara and other buildings for 
education and culture, his own house by 
the Bosphorus in Istanbul 

A month after his arrival in Turkey, in his 
capacity as head architect of the Government 
Construction Office of the Education Ministry, 
Taut received as first assignment the planning of 
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the building for the university in Ankara, the first 
university centre in the capital, representative of 
the new Turkish culture. Taut worked on this plan 
with passion and enthusiasm, as it turns out from a 
letter written to Isaburo Ueno, friend and 
colleague in Japan:  

I have begun to build a great building for the 
Ankara University. As centre of Letters and 
Geography Faculty, it will become a focal 
place of the modern Turkish culture. For this 
reason, they have placed excellent stone and 
top quality materials at my disposal for the 
building. But what makes me really happy is 
that I enjoy complete artistic freedom.4 

The building, still prevailing upon the city scale by 
its dimensions, presents peculiarities that make the 
monumental impact lighter, which is an outcome 
mainly of the architectonic concepts that can be 
observed in the German plans, but mediated by the 
influence of Japanese culture and by the tribute to 

the Ottoman building tradition, this last one 
especially in the details. The long main body is 
closed on both sides by two cross blocks on head, 
contrivance used for several Siedlungen in Berlin, 
whereas the entrance is placed to approximately 
2/3 of the entire facade. The proportion that arises 
from the strong asymmetry of the structure, 
legible above all over the facade, for K. 
Junghanns, is due to a “revised old Byzantine 
shape”; on this subject it’s interesting to quote the 
witness of one of Taut’s students, who asserts that  

when Taut prepared the plan for the 
Geography Faculty, I was working in his 
office. He wanted to draw his inspiration 
from Turkish architecture and to understand 
its roots related to his research about the 
golden section. The facade was prepared in 
tune with this intent. I guess among foreign 
architects Taut was the one who obtained 
more success and the only one having the 
best intentions.5 

Figure 2. Bruno Taut, Letters and Geography Faculty, Ankara, 1937; main facade (drawing by the 
author) 

 

Figure 3. Bruno Taut, Letters and Geography Faculty, Ankara, 1937; ground floor: checking of the 
golden section (drawing of the author) 
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Taut doesn’t use Geometry as a mere layout of the 
drawing according to combinations of 
recognizable geometric shapes, but as implied and 
invisible geometry, that settles the patterns’ 
disposition and fixes the proportions among the 
parts. By the reconstructed graphical restitution, 
effectively the golden ratio turns out in 
correspondence of the main stairway of access, 
evidence of the fact that the architect entrusted 
himself to a classic canon in order to obtain a 
proportional perception of the long west façade. Its 
impending mass is firstly broken off by the 
southern double height body in head, that inside 
corresponds to the conference hall, but especially 
by the episode-entrance, which looks like the 
entrance to a "Shintoist temple". Over the 
stairway-stylobate a column is risen; it supports 
the wide roofing with its profile " as Samurai 
sabre" covered of copper plates, characteristic 
pattern of the mosques domes, whereas the edges 
of the two bodies define the included space, that is 
the lobby, bend following a sweet beam of 
curving, emphasizing in this way the hall.  

In Berlin Taut had often used the contrivance of 
the curved wall in correspondence with the corner; 
for instance in 1927 in the palace of the Deutschen 
Gesamtverband. The rounded corner, main theme 
of several expressionist architects, is used here 
with a different meaning: it isn’t the building head, 
and has been doubled in order to define a space 
which still doesn’t lead to the main hall, but to an 
entrance with several features. First of all it’s a 
crossing connecting space between the main front 
and the east one, which can be reached by a double 
stairway, opening on a small park. Its functionalist 
trait asserts itself as a main point approaching 
various rooms: the hall, the offices, the archives, 
the front desk. But the functionalist value is a 
pretext in order to assert a space conception that is 
surely learned by Taut from the lesson of Sinan, 
who built the great Ottoman mosques during the 
XVI century: they don’t have a main entrance to 
reach the grand prayer hall and from the outside 
they appear nearly like impregnable fortresses, and 
only taking an almost hidden passage, it’s possible 
to enter into the magnificence of the enormous 
domed spaces, whose complexity can be perceived 
only through movement; a perception that implies 
the presence of man as completion of the 
architectural space. This attribute, searched by 
many masters of Modern Movement, is celebrated 

by Taut in the shade of the Ottoman tradition, 
when he refuses to give an immediate and total 
perception, denying the directed show of the 
architectural organism that reveals itself only in 
movement. The unification dimension of the 
western perspectival look is opposed to the 
plurality of the points of view, characteristic of 
Ottoman figurative and settled culture, that 
implies a viewer in motion, free to discover the 
space through time. Avoiding the directed 
entrance in the main hall, Taut searches a sense of 
astonishment, so that by a side door to the 
entrance hall-corridor, which is a glass door with 
two pillars on both sides entirely covered of thin 
and extremely refined turquoise majolica, one 
approaches an unexpected disarming space, an 
absolute temple of civil society. As the mosque 
was anciently the place in which all the activities 
of the traditional Muslim society were carried out, 
the big hall of the Faculty of Letters is the crucial 
point that stigmatizes the function of collective 
building fit for containing the highest activities of 
men. Talking about the mosque, in the chapter 
Construction of the book written in Turkey Taut 
asserts: «The Turkish mosque is a masterpiece of 
the art of constructing. The tranquillity that the 
mosque offers to our soul is not the effect of the 
religious spirituality, but of the artistic spirit that 
appeals to our sense of proportion».6 The 
building’s evident German characters are 
recognizable in the functionality of the structure: 
the rational distribution of spaces; the staircases, 
with the accurate study of the handrails and the 
banisters; the stairs spaces immediately 
identifiable on the east front, because of the 
projecting or connecting of the two offset 
building volumes, by their placement to solve 
corner solutions, or by the different treatment of 
the glass surfaces (as it always happens in the 
Taut Siedlungen). Moreover the staircases, 
differentiated for morphology but with the 
partiality to end as a cascade, follows a pattern 
learned by Taut in the first years of his work; the 
wooden ceiling refers to his early work as well. 
The symbolism of light, strengthened by the wide 
glasses of the hall that put in relation the inside in 
a directed dialogue with the outside, was joined in 
the original Taut conception to the symbolism of 
water thanks to a fountain, unfortunately 
unrealized, placed inside to evoke that 
fundamental component of which no one mosque 
is unprovided with: water as symbol of renewal; 
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water and light as exercise of the senses that 
transform the space in infinite combinations of 
movement. The spiral staircases that wrap up on 
the curved wall, lead with discretion to the 
conference gallery giving the observer, in the 
getting off point, a perception of the space 
absolutely unexpected. The handrail of the same 
staircase, that ends in a spiral, is once again a 
symbolic citation and a homage to oriental 
thought: the spiral was already important in the 
Hittite culture; it symbolizes the flow of the time, 
endless line which incessantly links the two 
extremities of becoming, contrasting to the finalist 
vision of Western civilization; it is the symbol of 
the city of Ankara.  

But the architectonic metaphor of Taut doesn’t 
stop here: he surely knows the importance of the 
number seven for eastern culture,7 therefore the 
pillars of the hall are seven, covered of pure white 
stone, contained in the space covered by the 
wooden ceiling. Taut had already interpreted the 
symbology of this number many years before, in 
1919, designing the House of the sky in his book 
Die Stadtkrone, as symbol of the collective 
building in which, as Portoghesi emphasizes:  

The oriental constituent expresses itself also 
in the importance given to number seven; in 
the House of the sky the shape, generated 
from a polar symmetry of seven sides, gives 
place to a polygon that has never entered in 
the history of architecture (...). The polygon 
with seven sides has been nearly always 
refused, if not in some literary variations.8 

The resumption of characters of the local 
constructive tradition is viewable also in the 
treatment of the external surfaces where the main 
façade is covered with the typical brown-pink 
Ankara stone. Used in various dimensions, it 
quickens or slackens the rhythm of the front. Also 
the curved entrance walls are covered with mild 
ochre stone; Taut emphasizes the shape covering 
them of smooth stone with quite seven different 
cuts that, fitting like a puzzle, generates a very 
refined weft. In correspondence of the northern 
body, that rises on the natural earth bank, the stone 
is spaced out by brick lines, as on the walls of the 
conference hall, a recurrent pattern in the Ottoman 
building technique. Here the theme of the glasses 
subdivided in a stone reticulum is used as 

diaphram between inside and outside while 
upstairs, proposed in wood, it divides the 
professors’ offices from the classrooms, recalling 
also the memory of the Ottoman screen that 
always defines a more secluded place. The same 
refined pattern is used inside the conference hall, 
on the wood protection screen of the radiators. 
The extreme care of the details is revealed also in 
the plasticity of the pillars that have rounded 
edges, and in their connection with the ceiling, in 
the elegant design of the lamps, in the small foyer 
in front of the conference hall which has a height 
gap. This gap is filled by three steps which 
produce an identifiable rectangle thanks to Taut’s 
choice, to use three different types of marble. 

 
Figure 4. Bruno Taut, Letters and Geography 
Faculty, Ankara, 1937; stairway of the main 
entrance hall (photo by the author) 

The quiet and chiaroscuro atmosphere of the 
foyer, obtained thanks to the wooden ceiling, to 
the indirect light, but above all to the forest of 
pillars, contrasts with the empty and luminous 
space of the hall. Perhaps the forest of pillars 
represents the inmost tie with the past, with the 
German Weltanschauung of romantic 
background: it’s the Gothic cathedral, meaning 
the metaphor of the natural surge, represented by 
the vertical development and filtered light, rich 
with shadows and contrasts, like the one of the 
forest. In one of the first writings, Taut asserts 
that «if we cannot reproduce the space image of 
the forest, it must drive us to evoke an effect of its 
splendour in our buildings».9 Back to the 
characters of recognizable German background, at 
the first floor the functionalism is mainly 
identifiable: the differentiation of the windows 
shows the different destination of the rooms; the 
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assembly hall is supported by continuous beams in 
facing concrete and the floors are made of crushed 
stone cast, as other student rooms. The east front 
has evidently the character of neues bauen: simply 
plastered, it exhibits the differentiations of the 
staircase while the eaves beat the pace of the 
classrooms. The list of horizontal or vertical 
shutter windows is resumed from the typology 
used in Berlin whereas the ledge in conical 
section, denying the purity of the flat roof, 
emphasizes the belonging of the building to that 
place, which is also emphasized at the corner 
between the south and west facades: the brick lines 
and the Ankara stone indeed fold elegantly 
towards the south wall in order to cover it, meeting 
the coloured plaster. On the opposite side the 
architect proposes a volume removal in order to 
lighten the mass of the facade determining 
therefore the double height portico supported by 
four columns with an octagonal section, whose 
perception is filtered by the trees of the facing 
park. By this analysis, we can assert that Taut was 
aware that modern architecture, far from outer 
forms, personal style, dogmas and schematism, 
found its quality in the comparison between 
tradition and industry, topography and materials, 
functionalism and community. The Faculty of 
Letters and Geography, for the modulation of 
material and light contrasts, for the accents of tone 
and language, for the dimensional and structural 
variations, for the nonchalance in planning 
solution, seems to be the searched synthesis of a 
slow architectural meditation. 

Perhaps the most beautiful and undoubtedly 
most human construction built by Taut is 
just the little villa erected to the north of 
Galata, in the middle of a park situated on a 
steep slope, in a wonderful zone along the 
Bosphorus. (...) This small villa hanged up 
four high pillars evokes in the waved game 
of the roofs the rhythms of Japanese 
domestic architecture. Its red walls stand out 
of the green of nature; the living room is 
connected by an inner staircase to the turret-
studio wrapped by a semi-hexagonal 
continuous window that coagulates all the 
panoramic guiding of the Bosphorus.10 

This is how Taut’s house in Istanbul was described 
by Bruno Zevi, nowadays the only Italian historian 
to emphasize the importance of an architectonic 

season of the German master often omitted, 
intentionally perhaps for its strong heterodox 
component, nevertheless revealing of 
architectural traits, fruit of coherence and 
continuity. The building, planned in 1937 and 
realized in 1938 (year of Taut’s death), has a 
rectangular plan and only one floor; it stands on a 
hill facing the Bosphorus with an incredible 
daring projection, in fact only a fifth of the house 
lies on the rock while the remaining part is 
supported from two imposing reinforced concrete 
pillars. The living room, oriented to the south-
east, looks over the sea and holds up the studio, 
with octagonal shape. An elegant semi-spiral 
staircase leads to the studio and the winding curve 
of the parapet remembers the staircase of the 
ships. The plan shows a rational distribution of 
the rooms, in tune with the flexibility of the 
possible functions; the dining room and the living 
room have comfortable built-in cupboards and the 
entrance to the service zones is distinguished 
from the main one.  

The double high living room refers to the 
climatologic conception of the architect according 
to the idea that it’s good to shield the intense light 
of the Mediterranean: for this reason, the same 
room has different typologies of windows, 
depending on their position, over or under the 
sunbreaker that runs on the entire building front.  

The roofing remembers the traditional Turkish 
roof in the shape of a pavilion and a Japanese line 
at the same time. Its external image refers to the 
simplicity and the morphology of the Japanese 
houses, for instance in the roof line defined by 
Taut "as sabre of Samurai", but it also refers to 
the vernacular architecture of Istanbul and to the 
Turkish house of ancient tradition. It is perceived 
in the living room of his house in Istanbul, main 
point of a functional plan that stretches out on the 
Bosphorus; it also guarantees the sense of warmth 
and intimacy through the inner space, which is 
similar to that of the divan, the Turkish lounge, 
main room of the house on whose inner perimeter 
a comfortable sitting is distributed, or in the 
rounded shape of the floor balconies, that is the 
typical corner solution of the wooden ledges of 
vernacular houses. 

Moreover, the continuous horizontal glass 
surfaces do not have their background in the 
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continuous window declaimed by the Modern 
Movement; rather they refer to the Ottoman 
residence of the XVIII century. With his house on 
the Bosphorus Taut gives voice to the firm belief 
of S. Eldem, the coeval Turkish architect, who said 
that the Turkish house is not valuable because it is 
able to raise a criticism to modern architecture, but 
just because it has in itself the qualities of 
Modernism: 

The open plan, the emphasis of comfort 
rather than a flaunted presentation, honesty 
in using materials, a generous "supply" of 
rooms, opened spaces and courtyards. 
Aren’t perhaps these the characteristics that 
we look for in the modern house? But we 
can find all of them in the traditional 
Turkish house.11  

The German architect sure acknowledges the 
Modernist characteristics in his project; otherwise 
he wouldn’t have written, in a letter to Carl Krayl 
(job colleague in the Magdeburgo years) «A new 
Dahlewitz is being born here»12 knowing very well 
the revolutionary impact of the residence plan he 
did in Berlin. If this weren’t so, the drawing  
realized in 1965 by memory from Franz Hillinger, 
friend of Taut in Germany and precious 
collaborator in Turkey, could not be explained: 
observing it, don’t we get the feeling of being in 
front of a sort of spaceship just placed on the 
Bosphorus shore? The memory of Hillinger is in 
truth the Modernity of his colleague. The quoted 
above letter continues with a note apparently not 
important, but of fundamental value in order to 
comprise the meaning that Taut attributed to his 
stay and action in Turkey. The architect continues: 

With imprint absolutely different the 
columbarium of a Noah soon nine hundred 
years old is risen on the blue cobalt 
Bosphorus and on arboreal supports 15 
meters high.13  

The historian Bernd Nicolai, in his studies about 
the work of Taut in Turkey, maintains that the 
German architect lived with no pleasure in the 
earth of Sinan: 

The situation of the exile is expressed by 
Taut with full knowledge. The isolated 
house-tree, that can be read as a wish to 

detach from the stranger eastern soil, 
stretches out towards the Bosphorus 
alluding to the deck of a ship.14 

But the house front on the Bosphorus has nothing 
to do with the poetics of Villa Savoie of Le 
Corbusier, Taut’s villa is not a ship docked, 
waiting to set off on the sea, but a “columbarium 
of a Noah soon nine hundred years old". Not a 
ship therefore, but its conceptual opposite: an ark, 
steadily placed on a cape, able to contain all the 
species that guarantee continuity.  

 

Figure 5. Bruno Taut, House on Bosphorus, 
Istanbul, 1937; plans and south front (drawings 
by the author) 
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Figure 6. Bruno Taut, House on Bosphorus, 
Istanbul, 1937; east and west fronts (drawings 
by the author) 

Taut chose the place where to build his dwelling 
accurately: on the European shore of the 
Bosphorus, few blocks away from the Fine Arts 
Academy where he was Director of the 
Architecture Department, in a point where the hill 
of Ortakőy district folds protecting the entire area 
from the cold winds of the north, in front of a 
baroque Mosque. From his turret-studio of 
octagonal shape, a favourite geometry for few 
other plans, Taut sees the East from the last 
outpost of the West: he sees the ancient city and 
the tonalities of Saint Sofia that within the space of 
the day change from the rosy colour to the bright-
red, sees the smooth profile of Sinan’s mosques, 
sees the ancient residences on the shore of the 
Bosphorus in painted wood, sees the Golden Horn 
and the tower of Galata, inspirations and 
suggestions to interpret in his new realizations. 
During the years in Berlin Taut writes: “I listen to, 

I see, I feel, I smell and perceive the saline aroma 
of the sea, that one of the gentian and that one of 
the cedars. The spirit of the sea, the spirit of the 
mountain, like all the spirits, pervade the senses 
within me. The spirit of the light wraps up itself 
in the magnificent mantle of the colour. The 
entirety of the five senses, which covers the 
human mind, is the door through which the new 
man enters in our world... The world exists. And 
everything exists, real thoughts, dreams and 
things. You and me and the third one! No road, 
no goal, only a path! In the hands we carry the 
crystal, that is so simple and at the same time 
infinitely complicated and much more than 
this”;15 this sensibility tinged of romantic 
Weltanschauung is the same one that guides the 
architect in the planning job in Turkey. In spite of 
the impact of a different culture, Taut remained 
faithful to his motto which was "our homeland is 
where we construct", something that wasn’t 
granted to him neither in Russia nor in Japan; 
therefore on the basis of such a meaning Turkey 
was, quite rightly, adoption homeland. Just in 
front of the house on the Bosphorus we look on 
the synthesis of his whole work, as we can read 
the background of Germanic culture distinctly - 
the plan distribution, the typology of the windows 
- of Japanese one - the profile of the roof, the 
sunbreakers used for the first time in the 
restoration of Okura villa in Azabu - and the 
Turkish characteristics - the projecting ledges, the 
offset roofs - capable to accomplish an absolutely 
original synthesis. 

The kernel of the issue is this: architecture is 
continuity for Taut, conjugation between tradition 
and modernity. Under this meaning, he seems to 
be a romantic conserver rather than a modernist 
pioneer; in truth he wants to mean the 
impossibility, for any culture, to abandon the link 
with its own milieu, that has to be respected and 
from which an essential quid that leads to true 
modernity can spring. To build in the best result 
of tradition is modernity, as well as searching the 
relationship between the aspiration of a place and 
the inspiration of its tradition. This stirs up the 
perception of the architect until the point to plan a 
new building that is at the same time modern and 
repository of values of a place, and only that 
place. Values that change, changing the 
geographic, climatic and urban sceneries: the 
house on the Bosphorus and the Letters and 
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Geography Faculty in Ankara as well comply with 
these values; what makes both valuable is the 
contradiction between Taut’s research towards the 
continuity and the paradigm of Modernism that 
they subtend.  

During the years of exile in Turkey, in his capacity 
as head architect of the Government Construction 
Office of the Education Ministry, Taut accepted 
the task to plan several schools. Surely he felt 
involved either as architect or as witness of those 
reformist pedagogical theories which he had to 
consider in the plans of schools realized in 
Germany. Inspired by these principles, in Turkey 
Taut realizes four school buildings: in Ankara the 
Atatűrk high school and the Hammam Onu 
secondary school, in Izmir the female institute 
Cumhuriet and in Trabzon the male senior high 
school.  

3. Taut’s achievements as head of the Fine 
Arts Academy’s Department of 
Architecture in Istanbul and head of the 
Government’s Architectural Office 

Taut’s coming to Turkey was possible thanks to 
the influential mediation of Martin Wagner, 
German city-planner of international reputation, 
exiled in Turkey. During the '20s, he was the 
supporter, with Taut, of many Siedlungen realized 
in Berlin. Wagner put pressure on the Turkish 
government so that Taut was chosen as successor 
of Hans Poelzig, who died in June 1936 and who 
was designated to the charge (unfortunately never 
held) of director of the Architecture Department of 
Fine Arts Academy in Istanbul after Ernst Egli, 
first reformer in this Academy.  

Taut’s arrival, after Poelzig’s death, was seen by 
Wagner like a new ray of hope. Arrived in Istanbul 
on November 10th, 1936, during his first travel to 
Ankara, at the beginning of December of the same 
year, Taut knew he would be not only head of the 
Architecture Department of the Fine Arts 
Academy, but also head architect of the 
Government Construction Office of the Education 
Ministry. This charge was previously held by 
Ernst Egli, the Swiss architect who made the first 
reform of school buildings in Turkey. Full 
freedom was given to Taut, in order to develop his 
own working group; immediately the architect 
understood the potentialities of this offer: «The 

Architecture Department of the Academy is the 
centre of architecture of the Ministries. I have 
already received a certain number of assignments 
from the Ministry of Employment. As matter of 
fact a high authority in these architectural issues 
doesn’t exist».16 These two charges put him in a 
considerable position of authority, but as soon as 
he arrived he had to deal with the old problems 
since the Architecture Department was without a 
coordinator for several months. Some colleagues, 
as Zimmermann, already assistant of Poelzig, the 
Turks Sedat Hakki Eldem and Arif Hikmet 
Holtay, did not accept this new authority after so 
many months of independence and autonomy. 
Burhan Toprak, chancellor of the Academy, was 
in agreement with the progressive reforms about 
teaching, but was sceptical about excessive 
foreigners’ influence on the Academy. As 
professor, Taut was insisting on a five-year plan 
of studies: he gave to the students the possibility 
to choose a larger number of hours dedicated to 
architectural drawing rather than to theory. For 
this purpose Taut introduced a basic course 
(inspired by the preliminary class of the Bauhaus) 
that focused the attention on the knowledge of 
materials or on free hand drawing.  

In 1937 he organized the first summer class for 
non students, interested in architecture; moreover 
in many classes he included planning seminars so 
that students had the possibility to estimate more 
fields of application in architecture. Although 
criticized by his colleagues, the architect thought 
it was right that the students had a say in the 
matter in the school institutions through their 
representatives; Taut’s aim was to carry forward 
those reforms that would have permitted the 
Academy to reach a position of international 
importance. The architect succeeded to work in 
harmony with the German colleagues; among 
them Hans Grimm and Franz Hillinger. The first 
one was the collaborator of Taut and Franz 
Hoffmann, in their studio in Berlin since 1914, 
the second one worked as architect of Gehag in 
Berlin; but Taut had contrasting relationships 
with the Turkish professors. Grimm and 
Hillinger, arrived both at Istanbul in 1937 at 
Taut’s invitation, after his death, brought the 
building realizations of the master to a 
conclusion. He could count also on the support of 
Rudolf Belling, sculptor and friend of old, and 
member of the Novembergruppe and the 
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Arbaitsrat für Kunst in Berlin. From 1937 Belling 
was at the Academy of Istanbul as head of the 
Sculpture Department. Fortunately Taut had a 
good ally in Cevat Bey, responsible at the Ministry 
of the Education: in his capacity as main head he 
“imposed” on the Academy the reformist trait of 
Taut’s teaching. This created a discontent among 
some colleagues who gathered from the double 
charge of Taut, as planner and teacher, that he was 
too influential, so that in April 1937 the chancellor 
suggested to separate his two responsibilities 
because of excessive load of work. Taut rejected 
the suggestion, answering that if there were 
excessive loads, they were the result of the 
«impossibility of being free to carry his own 
actions ahead».17 The evidences from students and 
colleagues reveal how they strongly felt the 
innovations made during the mandate of Taut. 
Among them Mehmet Alì Handam, a then young 
student, says in enthusiastic tones:  

It has to be said that in the Academy the 
rational teaching of architecture began with 
professor Taut. For the very first time we - 
that is my generation - learned to get used to 
build models under his teaching. Before that 
we had never been aware that such concept 
existed... nine of us were in his studio. At 
the beginning of the school year professor 
Taut said to us that we all would have had to 
make a plan together, and this was another 
innovation that he introduced.18 

The students worked on the plans following the 
guide lines of tested planning experience for the 
new quarters realized in Germany by Taut, with 
the logic of the neues bauen but considering 
necessary changes in order to adapt to the climate 
of another place, to its topography and social 
conditions. He often proposed to develop real 
architectonic topics, inviting the students to outline 
an economic plan of the work to be realized, so 
that they were able to understand fully the 
planning process; for instance, the first year Taut 
engaged the students in the plan of a centre for the 
production of wine, while in 1937 he assigned to 
the graduating class the task to develop in six 
weeks the plan of a Siedlung that accommodated 
employees of the Ministry of Legal Monopoly in 
Ankara. Turkish students and architects knew the 
typology of the German Siedlung thanks to the 
architectural review “Arkitekt” that published the 

most interesting projects of the Modern 
Movement, and thanks to the course, held in the 
Academy by Martin Wagner, of Technical and 

economic aspects of the urbanization. Criticizing 
openly the habit to represent a plan "in pictorial 
way", Taut invited the students to observe and to 
sketch details of a building by the eye of the 

architect, taking care not as much of the form as 
of its becoming. The winds of innovations 
pursued from Taut were clear also in his will to 
make changes inside the building of the 
Academy: laying down on the European shore of 
the Bosphorus, it faces the Golden Horn, the 
historical city; Taut loved the architecture of 
Sinan, the master of the “Ottoman Reinaissance” 
supporter of the most beautiful mosques, and 
asked to realize a terrace oriented towards the 
mosque of Soliman the Magnificent in order to 
allow the students to admire it in the moments of 
relaxation. Again related to changes, the student 
Asim Mutlu remembers:  

He was under Japanese influence. The first 
thing he did was to change the main hall 
placing yellow, red and black wooden 
columns to achieve a Japanese atmosphere. 
In order to make that, they cut the valuable 
floor and I don’t know how this was 
permitted by other professors.19  

Contrary to his predecessor Egli, Taut did not 
wish to have a horde of converts "slaves" of their 
master. For the students he wrote a book entitled 
Mimari Bilgisi (Lessons of architecture), divided 
in seven chapters and provided with a hundred 
illustrations, from contemporary architecture, 
with a particular homage to the pioneers of the 
Modern Movement (Sullivan, Otto Wagner, 
Berlage, Perret, Behrens especially) to the 
realizations of the Far East. In this book he also 
suggests the points to consider in order to achieve 
a good planning: proportion, technique, 
construction, functionalism are some of the 
qualities of the exemplifying chapters of the 
book. Above all the architect recommends the 
proportion between the various parts of the 
architectural body and the whole as a key towards 
quality, which makes the difference between good 
and bad architecture. By the way, he emphasizes 
the diversity, already evidenced in the book 
written in Japan Houses and people of Japan, of 
the anthropomorphic standards of the European 
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man compared to the eastern one, justifying the 
variation of the measuring elements, and therefore 
of proportion. One of his students testifies: «He 
had a sensitive mind in understanding architecture. 
He considered architecture as art of proportion and 
his book Mimari Bilgisi is a collection of thoughts 
he left his students. The historian of aesthetics 
Ahmet Kutsi always carried this book with him».20 

Against the easy dogmatism, in the preface 
entitled What is architecture? Taut writes: 

The rationalist theories are like the headache 
after drunkenness. But they are just theories 
interested only in the outer appearance of 
architecture. They fight what existed before 
and, as every opponent, they put themselves 
on the same level of what they want to 
contrast.21 

The book had a huge echo, influencing the course 
of Turkish modern architecture. This conceptual 
revolution was more structured then the 
realizations of illustrious foreign colleagues as 
Egli and Holzmeister, thanks to the courage of 
Taut to face the constant risk of modernity through 
a criticism of Modernism turned to get back the 
backgrounds of the tradition, considered not as 
starting point of the future but finishing point of 
the past. 
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INTRODUCTION 

According to Hegel’s famous dictum the owl of 
Minerva spreads its wings only with the falling of 
the dusk. This certainly is true for the philosophy 
of art. The development of this discipline in many 
ways reflects the history of the arts. In the last 
couple of decades we have witnessed the 
emergence of the so called ‘digital arts’. Perhaps it 
is still too early to grasp the full meaning of the 
digitization of the arts. However, just because of 
the topicality of the digital arts, it is difficult to 
resist the challenge to reflect their development 
‘on the fly’.  

At the International Congress of Aesthetics 2007 
the aim of the panel Digital Arts and Digital 

Aesthetics was to conceptualize some of the key 
characteristics of the digital arts and to reflect on 
the impact of these arts on the aesthetics and 
philosophy of art. Some of the leading questions 
were: What is the media specific nature of digital 
arts? Can we comprehend digital arts from the 
perspective of traditional aesthetical categories and 
theories? If not, what kind of new categories and 
theories do we need? What is the impact of the 
‘hypermedialization’ of culture for the way we 
think and write about the arts? In what way does 
the digitalization of culture affects the relationship 
between the arts and other cultural domains, such 
as science and politics? Although the panelists did 
not pretend to offer any definite answers to these 
questions, the resulting articles at least offer a 
series of inspiring starting points for further 
reflection.  

Taking Benjamin’s epochal essay ‘The Work of 
Art in the Age of Mechanical 
Reproduction’ (1936) as his starting point, Jos de 
Mul explores the ontology of the digital work of 
art, claiming that the database constitutes the basic 
model for all digital works of art and that, as a 
result, the ‘exhibition value’ that according to 
Benjamin characterize mechanically produced 
works of art (and representations of politics), 
gradually is being replaced by ‘manipulation 
value’.  

After this general account of the domain of the 
digital arts, Renée van de Vall focuses on a 
characteristic of digital media that is strongly 
connected with this manipulation value: 
interactivity. Drawing on ethnographic and 
‘post’phenomenological approaches of the 
technological mediation of embodied perception 
and aesthetic experience as enactment, she 
develops a notion of ‘performative articulation’.  

In ‘On the advantage and disadvantage of 
Deleuze for understanding digital art’ Judith 
Wambacq questions whether Deleuze really is, as 
has often been argued, the philosopher of the 
digital era par excellence. Pointing at the fact that 
Deleuze’ aesthetics contains many ideas which 
are rather ‘predigital’, she tackles the more 
general question whether the domain of digital art 
is really as postmodern as it presents itself.  

In the last contribution, ‘The Digital Aesthetics of 
Space Research’, André Nusselder argues that 
that techno-science incorporates a fantasmatic 
desire to represent man's origins, that is: the 
impossible, lost thing. Taking NASA's Origins 
Program as an example, he claims that techno-
science cannot fulfill its promise for adequate 
representations, and as a result inevitably has to 
resort to the 'illusions' of art, installing the digital 
aesthetics of space research. Although each of the 
four contributions approach the aforementioned 
questions from a different philosophical angle, 
they all show a characteristic the same feature that 
characterizes contemporary ‘Dutch aesthetics’: 
the combination of fundamental philosophical 
argumentation with detailed interpretations of 
concrete works of art. That several of the works 
appearing in the following articles are made by 
artists from ‘the low countries’ (such as Geert 
Mul and Anouk De Clecq) adds to their Dutch 
flavor. 

Jos de Mul
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Introduction  

Artists, from the prehistoric painters, who 
engraved and painted figures on cave walls to new 
media artists whose work depends on computer 
technologies, always have used media. Media, 
used here in the broad sense as ‘means for 
presenting information’1, are quite not innocent 
means. Ever since Kant’s Copernican revolution 
we know that experience is constituted and 
structured by the forms of sensibility and the 
categories of human understanding and after the 
so-called linguistic and mediatic turns in 
philosophy it is generally assumed that media play 
a crucial role in the configuration of the human 
mind and experience. Media are interfaces that 
mediate not only between us and our world 
(designation), but also and between us and our 
fellow man (communication), and between us and 
ourselves (self-understanding). Aesthetic 
experience is no exception: artistic media are 
interfaces that not only structure the imagination 
of the artist, but the work of art and the aesthetic 
reception as well.2  

In this paper I aim to contribute to this reflection 
by analyzing the way the computer interface 
constitutes and structures aesthetic experience. My 
point of departure will be Walter Benjamin’s ‘The 
Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical 
Reproduction’, first published (in French) in the 
Zeitschrift für Sozialforschung in 1936. In this 
epochal essay Benjamin investigates how 
mechanical reproduction transforms the work of 
art, claiming that in this ontological transformation 
the cult value, that once characterized the classical, 
auratic work of art, has been replaced by 
exhibition value. The thesis I will defend in this 
paper is, firstly, that in the age of digital 
recombination, the database constitutes the 

ontological model of the work of art and, 
secondly, that in this transformation the 
exhibition value is being replaced by what we 
might call manipulation value.  

My contribution will consist of three parts. In the 
first part I will discuss in some detail Benjamin’s 
notions of cult value and exhibition value. In the 
second part, taking the database as a paradigmatic 
model, I will sketch the basic operations that 
constitute computational objects. In the third part 
I will explain why the database ontology 
transforms the modern work of art, which is 
characterized by its exhibition value,  into a 
postmodern work of art that is characterized by 
manipulation value. I will illustrate my argument 
by a brief discussion of two media art works of 
the Dutch artist Geert Mul. 

Before I turn to the first part, I want to make a 
short remark concerning the scope of Benjamin’s 
essay. Though the title of his work promises an 
analysis of art, the scope is actually much wider. 
It is also an essay on economics, politics and 
religion. And on a deeper level, connecting these 
and yet other domains, it deals with a 
fundamental ontological change, a transformation 
of human experience, closely connected with the 
mechanization of the reproduction of nature and 
culture. Likewise, the scope of my continuation of 
Benjamin’s analysis in the age of the digital 
recombination is broader than art or aesthetics. It 
deals with the digital manipulation of nature and 
culture that characterizes the present ‘age of 
informatization’.3 

Cult value vs. exhibition value 

Although at the beginning of his essay Benjamin 
emphasizes that the work of art in principle 
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always has been reproducible – he points, for 
example, to the practice of making replica’s of 
works of art – he states that mechanical 
reproduction represents something new. Although 
the Greek already knew the procedures of 
founding and stamping, with the emergence of 
woodcut graphic, engraving and etching in the 
Middle Ages and lithography in the beginning of 
the nineteenth century mechanical reproduction 
became a major artistic technique. However, it was 
only with the invention and the swift 
dissemination of photography and film that 
mechanical reproduction became the dominant 
cultural interface.  

Before that time the dominant type of the work of 
art was characterized by uniqueness (Einmaligkeit) 
and singularity (Einzigkeit) in time and space.  The 
original work of art is here and now (Hier und 

Jetzt). ‘Even the most perfect reproduction of a 
work of art is lacking in one element: its presence 
in time and space, its unique existence at the place 
where it happens to be.’4. There is only one Mona 

Lisa and when we want to see this painting we 
have to go to the Louvre in Paris (Figure 1).5  

According to Benjamin the unique existence of the 
work of art determines the history to which it is 
subject throughout the time of its existence. This 
includes, for example, the changes which it may 
have suffered in physical condition over the years 
as well as the various changes in its ownership. 

The traces of the first can be revealed only 
by chemical or physical analyses which it is 
impossible to perform on a reproduction; 
changes of ownership are subject to a 
tradition which must be traced from the 
situation of the original. The presence [Hier 

und Jetzt]  of the original is the prerequisite 
to the concept of authenticity [Echtheit]. 
[…] The authenticity of a thing is the 
essence of all that is transmissible from its 
beginning, ranging from its substantive 
duration to its testimony to the history 
which it has experienced.6 

Another word that Benjamin uses to designate the 
material and historical authenticity and authority 
of the unique work of art is ‘aura’. Because of this 
aura the unique work of art easily can become an 
object of a magical or religious cult. Using as an 

example the role a statue of Venus played in the 
ancient Greek as an object of worship, Benjamin 
states: 

We know that the earliest art works 
originated in the service of a ritual--first the 
magical, then the religious kind. It is 
significant that the existence of the work of 
art with reference to its aura is never 
entirely separated from its ritual function. 
In other words, the unique value of the 
‘authentic’ work of art has its basis in 
ritual, the location of its original use value. 
This ritualistic basis, however remote, is 
still recognizable as secularized ritual even 
in the most profane forms of the cult of 
beauty.7 

In a footnote Benjamin introduces the concept of 
cult value of the unique work of art and he 
connects it with its aura. In this context he also 
gives an intriguing definition of the latter concept: 

The definition of the aura as a ‘unique 
phenomenon of a distance however close it 
may be’ represents nothing but the 
formulation of the cult value of the work of 
art in categories of space and time 
perception. Distance is the opposite of 
closeness. The essentially distant object is 
the unapproachable one. Unapproachability 
is indeed a major quality of the cult image. 
True to its nature, it remains ‘distant, 
however close it may be.’ The closeness 
which one may gain from its subject matter 
does not impair the distance which it retains 
in its appearance.8 

When we – anachronistically - apply a key 
concept of the new media studies to Benjamin’s 
analysis, we might say that the auratic work of art 
acts as an interface between the sensible and the 
supersensible, that is: between the physical 
materiality of the work of art and its meaningful 
history. Although it may be close in its material 
presence – we could even touch the Mona Lisa if 
there were no glass separating it from its visitors 
in the Louvre - and as such it brings us in close 
contact with its history, at the same time we 
experience the historical tradition, in which it is 
embedded and from which it derives its meaning, 
as an unbridgeable distance.  
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It is important to notice that in the auratic work of 
art the sensible and the supersensible, the material 
signifier and the spiritual meaning, are inseparably 
linked with one another. As such the auratic work 
of art, as Gadamer states in The relevance of the 

beautiful in connection with a short but 
illuminating discussion of Benjamin’s essay, can 
be conceived of as a symbol.9 The destruction of 
an auratic work destroys the distant presence of its 
history as well. For that reason the destruction of a 
auratic work of art generally is understood as an 
act of blasphemy – independent of whether it has 
religious content or not.10  

It is also important to notice that for Benjamin the 
experience of aura is not restricted to historical 
objects such as works of art. Benjamin also applies 
the concept of aura to natural objects. When we 
watch a mountain range on the horizon or a branch 
casting its shadow over us, we also experience the 
aura – in this case: the natural history -  of those 
mountains, of that branch.11 We could also think 
about the historical sensation we experience when 
we look at, or touch, a fossil of for example, the 
bones of a dinosaur.  

One of the basic claims of Benjamin’s ‘The Work 
of Art’ is that in the  age of mechanical 
reproduction by means of print, photography and 
film, we experience a radical loss of aura: 

That which withers in the age of mechanical 
reproduction is the aura of the work of art. 
This is a symptomatic process whose 
significance points beyond the realm of art. 
One might generalize by saying: the 
technique of reproduction detaches the 
reproduced object from the domain of 
tradition. By making many reproductions it 
substitutes a plurality of copies for a unique 
existence. And in permitting the 
reproduction to meet the beholder or listener 
in his own particular situation, it reactivates 
the object reproduced.12 

One might say that mechanical reproduction of 
images brings things closer, spatially and 
temporally. In order to watch the Mona Lisa, I no 
longer have to travel to Paris – which even in the 
age of rapid transportation would take me many 
hours, but I can look up a reproduction in an art 
magazine or – nowadays even more convenient - 

on my mobile phone with Internet connection, 
immediately, here and now (Figure 2). 
Uniqueness and permanence of the auratic object 
are being replaed by ‘transitoriness and 
reproducibility’.13  

In the example just given, a reproduction of the 
Mona Lisa¸ the reproduction still refers to the 
original work of art, of which the reproduction is 
(only) a copy. However, crucial in Benjamin’s 
argument is the claim that in the age of 
mechanical reproduction together with the aura 
the cult value of the work of art gradually 
vanishes. In the media of mechanical 
reproduction, such as photography and film, the 
whole distinction between original and copy loses 
its meaning. Of course one can try to conserve the 
cult value, for example by printing a photograph 
in a limited edition or having the photographer 
putting his signature on it, but these cheats in fact 
only affirm the loss of the aura of the work itself. 
Cult value gives way to exhibition value. In the 
case of Andy Warhol’s ‘reproduction’ of the Mona 

Lisa, for example, there is still a reference to the 
original painting of Leonardo, but the value is 
located in the reproduction itself and strongly 
connected with its reproducibility (Figure 3). 

Whereas traditionally things were first produced 
and then reproduced, in the age of mechanical 
reproduction things are being made directly with an 
eye to reproduction: ‘To an ever greater degree the 
work of art reproduced becomes the work of art 
designed for reproducibility’.14  

In Benjamin’s view, exhibition value not only 
becomes the dominant principle in art, but in all 
cultural domains in which mechanical 
reproduction plays a role. In his essay he 
especially focuses on politics.15 In the age of the 
mass media such as film, radio and television, the 
success of politicians strongly depends on how 
mediagenic they are, that is: on their exhibition 
value. 

Benjamin’s essay has melancholic undertones. 
When he states that the aura emanates for the last 
time from the early photographs in the fleeting 
expression of a human face, he does not only 
mourn the loss of the ‘incomparable beauty’ and 
‘melancholy’16 of these early photographs, but 
also the fact that in the age of mechanical 
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reproduction we experience the human being itself 
loses its aura. However, at the same time – and 
this shows the fundamental ambiguity of 
Benjamin’s essay – he expresses the Marxist hope 
that the technical reproducibility of the work of art 
will – against the fascist aesthetization of politics –
enable the progressive artist to politicize the arts 
and  revolutionize the masses. The development of 
mechanical reproduction can neither simply be 
hailed as cultural progress nor simply doomed as 
cultural decline. Mechanical reproduction 
discloses the world in a new way, bringing along 
both new opportunities and new dangers. We 
should keep this fundamental ambiguity of the 
development of media in mind when we turn our 
attention to digital manipulation. 

Database ontology 

No other text has been quoted so often in new 
media studies as Benjamin’s ‘The Work of Art’.17 
This is not surprising, as his prophetic insights 
only seem to have gained relevance in the age of 
the digital recombination. However, although the 
computer as we know is still a mechanical 
machine, we should not simply equate digital 
reproduction with mechanical reproduction (for 
that reason I prefer the phrase ‘digital 
recombination’). Although the computer can 
simulate all kinds of classical mechanical 
machines and media, such as a typewriter, a sound 
recorder, or a device for the montage and display 
of photographs and filmic images, it has some 
unique media-specific characteristics that justify 
the claim that it represents a new stage in the 
development of media.  

I will give a brief sketch of the basic grammar of 
the computer as an artistic medium. Given the 
flexibility of the computer, this might seem an 
impossible ambition. Understood as a medium, the 
computer is not one but many. As already 
suggested in the examples I just gave of the 
mechanical devices the computer can simulate, 
artists use computers in many different ways to 
produce, store, display and distribute so called 
‘new media art’. As a means of production, for 
example, computers enable them to create digital 
images and sounds, to build interactive 
installations, to design multimedia websites, or to 
program self-evolving art forms. However, the 
thesis I want to defend is that on a fundamental 

level all media art works share some basic 
characteristics. Although concrete media art 
works may differ from each other in many 
different respects – and for that reason show 
family resemblance rather then a single essence - 
on a fundamental level they all share the four 
basic operations of persistent storage, an integral 
part of almost all computer software. This ABCD 
of computing consists of the operations Add, 
Browse, Change, and Destroy.18 Together these 
four operations constitute the dynamic elements 
of what we might call a Database ontology. 

In computing, a database can be defined as a 
structured collection of records or data that is 
stored in a computer so that a program can 
consult it to answer queries.19 With the help of the 
four basic operations – which correspond to the 
structured query language (SLQ) commands 
<insert>, <select>, <update> and <delete> – in 
principle all possible combinations of the records 
can be created. Database ontology is dynamic, 
because the growing number of elements are 
constantly combined, decombined, and 
recombined.  

In reality, not all databases are so flexible. The 
traditional paper database even was rather 
inflexible. A classical - ‘flat’ - database consists 
of a number of cards with a limited, fixed number 
of fields for the input of information, for example 
Name, Address, and Phone Number. There would 
be no structural relationships that could be 
explored, and to sort the database differently – for 
example to group the records per country for a 
mailing  – would be possible, but it would 
consume a lot of time. Although an electronic 
version of such a flat database could speed up the 
sorting according to different categories 
substantially, it would remain quite inflexible.  

From the 1950s on new databases have been 
developed such as the  hierarchical in the 50s, the 
network model in the 60s and the relational model 
in the 70s. The last model, which is based on 
predicate logic and set theory20, contains multiple 
tables, each similar to the one in the ‘flat’ 
database model. The relational database is 
multidimensional, and for that reason its 
complexity cannot be represented on a flat plane 
and often not even in a three dimensional model. 
One of the strengths of the relational model is 
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that, in principle, any value occurring in two 
different records (belonging to the same table or to 
different tables), implies a relationship among 
those two records. Relational database are 
extremely flexible, because they enable the users 
to do queries that were not anticipated by the 
database designers. From the 80s on, object-
oriented programming has also been used to create 
a new database model, so-called object database 
systems. However, the relational model – 
sometimes in combination with object-oriented 
paradigm – remains the dominant model. 

Each of the database models can be regarded as an 
interface that represents, structures and produces 
the world in a specific way. When we look at the 
development of database models we notice a 
tendency to even more flexibility and a rapidly 
growing range of applications. Database 
applications span virtually the entire range of 
computer software, ranging from search engines 
and wiki’s on the Internet to mass customization in 
industrial production and biotechnologies such as 
genetic engineering. Moreover, the impact of 
database ontologies is not restricted to the world of 
computing.  

The psychologist Maslov once noticed that for 
those who only have a hammer,  everything 
appears to be a nail. In a world in which the 
computer has become the dominant technology – 
world-wide more then 50 billion processors are 
doing their job – everything becomes a database. 
Database ontology not only shapes the way we 
look at the world and ourselves, but increasingly 
we also shape the world and ourselves from the 
perspective of the database. Benjamin argues in 
his essay that in the age of mechanical 
reproduction everything becomes an object for 
mechanical reproduction. It has contributed to 
what is sometimes called a mechanization of the 
worldview. In the age of digital recombination 
everything – nature and culture alike - becomes an 
object of database manipulation. This has a 
profound impact on our worldview.  

Let us take genetic engineering as an example. 
Life on earth is no longer primarily regarded to to 
be a contingent and factual evolutionary 
constellation (as in classical Darwinism), but 
rather as a database – a gene pool – that contains 
an infinite number of virtual organisms and life 

forms that can be actualized at will. Although not 
yet as spectacular as in Spielberg's Jurassic Park 
or in science fiction films such as Robocop, our 
world is increasingly being populated with life 
forms created with database technologies. Why 
not, for example, create a mouse with a human 
ear on its back or design a fluorescent rabbit to 
watch it? (Figures 4 and 5) 

Unlike Jurassic Park and Robocop these 
examples are not the products of mere digital 
imaging. The mouse with the engineered human 
ear implanted on its back is the result of a medical 
experiment, carried out by Charles Vacanti at the 
University of Massachusetts Medical Center in 
1995, whereas the fluo rabbit was ‘created’ by the 
Brazilian artist Eduard Kac, who commissioned 
the ‘transgenic’ bunny from a French lab, where 
scientists injected green fluorescent protein (GFP) 
of a Pacific jellyfish into the egg of an Albino 
rabbit.  

Both Vacanti’s and Kac’s experiments have lead 
to heated ethical debates. Moreover, in the case of 
Ka’s fluo rabbit the question was also raised 
whether this ‘work’ can be called a work of art. In 
this sense the rabbit provokes similar questions 
as, about ninety years ago, Duchamp’s 
readymades, such as L.H.O.O.Q., a cheap 
postcard-sized reproduction of the Mona Lisa, 
upon which Duchamp drew a mustache and a 
goatee (Figure 6). 

The fact that both Duchamp’s L.H.O.O.Q. and 
Kac’s fluo rabbit raise the question whether they 
are a work of art is that they both employ a new, 
seemingly non-artistic medium of production as a 
means for artistic production, questioning the 
very distinction between artistic and non-artistic 
objects. However, although these circumstances 
may elucidate the emergence of this aesthetical 
question, it does not yet provide an answer to it. 
As Benjamin’s essay suggests an answer, we have 
to return to it once more. 

Database aesthetics  

In ‘The work of art’ Benjamin remarks that there 
is no timeless answer to the question whether a 
particular object should be regarded as a work of 
art. An object that once first and foremost was an 
instrument of magic, can later come to be 
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recognized as a work of art. In the same way, 
Benjamin suggests, ‘by the absolute emphasis on 
its exhibition value the work of art becomes a 
creation with entirely new functions, among which 
the one we are conscious of, the artistic function, 
later may be recognized as incidental.’21  

Whereas in the age of mechanical reproduction it 
already becomes difficult to distinguish between 
the artistic and non-artistic functions of the 
reproduction – hence, for example, the 
aesthetization of politics and the politization of art 
which plays such an important role in Benjamin’s 
essay - in the age of digital manipulation the 
distinction seems to get blurred altogether. Let me 
illustrate this by showing you a recent database 
work of the Dutch computer artist and video 
jockey Geert Mul. Commissioned by the Dutch 
Photo Museum in Rotterdam he built the 
interactive installation W4 (WHO, WHAT, WHEN, 

WHERE).22 This installation consists of a database 
containing 80.000 photographs from the Digital 
Archive of the museum and four posts that 
function as a filter (Figure 7). With the help of the 
functions who, what, when and where the user can 
explore the entire digitalized collection of the 
museum. For example, one can investigate all 
photographs of flowers made in Germany in 1936. 
Or all pictures of the Mona Lisa made between 
1900 and 1920. This installation can be regarded 
as an interface designed to enable the visitors to 
display  the collection of the museum. Every 
visitor of the museum becomes a curator that can 
create his own exhibitions. But at the same time it 
is a powerful interactive artwork, that transforms 
the visitors into VJ’s that create rhythmic 
compositions of photographs.  

What makes this installation both a brilliant 
example of human-computer interface design and 
an autonomous work of art is its manipulation 

value. In the age of digital recombination the value 
of an object depends on the extent of its openness 
for manipulation. 23 For a contemporary scholar, a 
digitalized version of Benjamins collected works 
is of much greater value than a traditional paper 
edition, because it enables him, for example, to 
select in a split second all pages on which the 
word ‘aura’ appears. The aesthetic quality of a 
work strongly depends on the elegance of the 
program and the user interface. ‘A “conception” of 
the “beauty” of a database is not located in the 

viewer's interpretation of a static form but in the 
dynamics of how a user inflects the database 
through interaction with its field or frame’.24 As 
soon as the database play becomes a goal in itself, 
the database becomes an autonomous work of art. 
As W4 shows a database can be both an instance 
of applied user interface design and an 
autonomous work of art. 

As the number of recombinations of a database is 
almost infinite, the work of art in the age of 
digital recombination brings about a return of the 
aura. Especially in those cases where the user is 
enabled to change the contents of the database 
and to insert new elements in the database each 
query becomes a unique recombination. And as a 
consequence the digitally recombined work of art 
regains something of its ritual dimension. It 
becomes an interface between the sensible and the 
supersensible again. However, this time the 
supersensible is no longer to be located in the 
history of  the work, but in its virtuality, that is: 
the intangible totality of possible recombinations. 
In the domain of culture we could think, for 
example, of websites such as Mega Mona Lisa, 

where vistors are being invited to create and 
discuss their unique own version of Leonardo’s 
Mona Lisa (Figure 8).25  In these versions we 
witness ‘the return of the aura’. However, it is a 
return with a twist: what we experience is a series 
of ‘original, auratic copies’.26 The return is also 
twisted because digitally manipulated objects are 
even more transient than mechanical 
reproductions. Because of their manipulability 
digital objects seem to be inherently unstable, like 
the performing arts process rather than product.27 

As already noted, database ontology is not 
restricted to the domain of culture, but applies to 
nature as well. In both domains database ontology 
shows a post-historical character. In the age of 
digital recombination, dinosaurs are no longer 
exclusively extinct species, but they have become 
a future possibility as well.28 Again the result will 
be a series of ‘auratic copies’. After all, as they 
will appear in a drastically changed environment 
they unavoidably will be different species.  

Depending on their use, digitally recombined 
objects such as Kac’s fluo rabbit might be works 
of art. However, like Benjamin we would like to 
know whether such works can function as 
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political works of art. That digital recombination 
as a means of production is no less political than  
mechanical reproduction is evident. Power, 
political power included, is increasingly becoming 
dependent on the ability to manipulate 
information. One of the most prophetic claims in 
Benjamin’s essay is that in the age of mechanical 
reproduction, the success of political leaders 
increasingly became dependent on their exhibition 
value. However, in the western world Ronald 
Reagan – a former film actor – probably has been 
the last president who could still mainly rely on his 
exhibition value. In the age of digital manipulation 
politicians are becoming more and more 
dependent on their manipulation value. We not 
only should think of the possibility of intended 
manipulation of computer-mediated elections, but 
also of the non-criminal everyday recombination 
of data in order to create, control and evaluate 
financial, economical and  social policies.  

However, for a work of art to be political, it is not 
enough to be digitally recombined. Digitally 
recombined works of art differ from other digitally 
recombined objects because they have a reflective 
quality as well. A work of art challenges its 
recipient by directing his or her  attention to the 
medium itself. Works of art are self-reflective 
media. They are not political because they 
represent politics, but because they make us aware 
of the politics of representation. And they are not 
political because they manipulate politics, but 
because they reflect on the politics of 
manipulation.  Only as far as the fluo rabbit makes 
us reflect on the working of dominant medium of 
our age, it can be called political art.29 

A work that invites the spectator to political 
reflection is Geert Mul’s Match of the day (2006), 
part of a series database art works, entitled Split 

Representations. In the case of Match of the day, 
‘a computer collects at random intervals images 
from about thirty international satellite television 
channels. During the night, Image-Recognition 
software analyzes the recorded images. It 
compares television news with television 
commercials. The software compares every image 
with every other single image stored in the 
computer, checking 5000 specified characteristics 
in each image. After 1000.000.000 comparisons, 
the computer generates a list. Images that share the 
most characteristics appear in pairs at top of this 

list. The artist then selects a few pairs of images 
out of the hundreds of pairs of images, which 
according to the computer make a good visual 
match. In a daily e-mail-series subscribers receive 
this selection: the match of the day (Figure 9).’30 

By combining television news with television 
commercials the matches of the day  represent the 
current socio-economic situation of the western 
world. On this level it is a representation and 
manipulation of politics. However, the recipient 
also gradually becomes aware of the politics of 
representation and manipulation. ‘The computer 
does not ‘understand’ the images, it just applies 
pixel statistics. For the human eye visual 
similarity is something else than pixel statistics. 
Because of our inability to ‘see’ without 
interpretation we attach ‘meaning’ to everything 
we see. This becomes especially evident when 
similar images appear to have a different or even 
contrary meaning. The “matches” found by the 
computer and selected by the artist, trigger 
sensations of poetry, humor, beauty or disgust.’31 
But gradually we become aware of the 
unapproachability of the workings of a 
technology that we have invented. And we might 
even start to reflect on the non-human and maybe 
even inhuman character of this new medium. Or 
on the possibility that it  gradually will outstrip 
our skills to add, browse, change and destroy. 
And that we might become the ultimate object of 
digital manipulation. In ‘The work of art’ 
Benjamin worries about the fact that mechanical 
reproduction alienates human beings. Realizing 
the possibility that we might be the first species 
that creates its own successors in the evolution of 
life and by doing so making itself redundant, 
Benjamin’s worries may soon become an object 
for nostalgia. 

                                                 
1 We should realize that the concept ‘media’ 
covers many different categories by which we 
define media differentiate them from other media. 
Even when we restrict ourselves to so called ‘new 
media’ (or ‘computer media’), the word ‘media’ 
might refer to a variety of different things, such as 
material carriers (e.g. magnetic tape,  CD; floppy 
disk, hard disk, USB-stick); initial production 

technologies (e.g. word processor; web cam,  
paint program, synthesizer), storage and 
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reproduction technologies (e.g. CD burning, 
copying digital files), symbolic-material forms 
(e.g. live streams, websites, mailing lists), 
distribution apparatus (e.g. broad casting; web 
servers, networks), social-physical settings (e.g.; 
manipulating icons on a computer desktop), or 
modalities of perception, reception and 

interpretation (e.g. acoustic; visual; bodily 
immersiveness; movement; extra sensory 
perception by a spiritual sixth sense).  If in the 
following the word ‘media’  is used, the reader 
must be aware of the fact that the analysis still is in 
need of a further, more detailed investigation of 
these different aspects of mediation. 
2 This view does not imply media determinism. 
‘Technology does not determine society: it 
embodies it. But neither does society determine 
technological innovation: it uses it.’  Manuel 
Castells. The Information Age: Economy, Society 

and Culture. Volume I: The Rise of the Network 

Society. Oxford: Blackwell Publishers, 1996, 5. In 
other words: media develop in a constant 
dialectical interplay with other cultural domains, 
such as science, economy and politics, and cannot 
be abstracted from human action and decisions. 
For that reason reflection on the media we live by 
is of utmost practical value. 
3 See for a detailed analysis of the transformation 
from mechanization to informatization: Jos de 
Mul. "The Informatization of the Worldview." 
Information, Communication & Society 2.1 
(1999): 604-29. 
4 Walter Benjamin. "Das Kunstwerk Im Zeitalter 
Seiner Technischen Reproduzierbarkeit."  
Gesammelte Schriften. Bd. 12. Frankfurt a/M, 
1974; quoted from the translation by H. Zohn: 
Walter Benjamin. "The Work of Art in the Age of 
Mechanical Reproduction."  Illuminations. New 
York: Schocken Books, 1969. I’ve used the online 
version of this translation available at: 
http://pages.emerson.edu/Courses/spring00/ 
in123/workofart/benjamin.htm.  
5 The illustrations are available online: 
http://www2.eur.nl/fw/hyper/illustrations.htm 
6 “Das Kunstwerk”. Op cit. 
7“Das Kunstwerk”.  Op cit. In a footnote, 
Benjamin elucidates this as follows: ‘To the extent 
to which the cult value of the painting is 
secularized the ideas of its fundamental 
uniqueness lose distinctness. In the imagination of 

                                                              
the beholder the uniqueness of the phenomena 
which hold sway in the cult image is more and 
more displaced by the empirical uniqueness of the 
creator or of his creative achievement. To be sure, 
never completely so; the concept of authenticity 
always transcends mere genuineness. (This is 
particularly apparent in the collector who always 
retains some traces of the fetishist and who, by 
owning the work of art, shares in its ritual power.) 
Nevertheless, the function of the concept of 
authenticity remains determinate in the evaluation 
of art; with the secularization of art, authenticity 
displaces the cult value of the work.’ (idem).  
8 “Das Kunstwerk”. Op cit.. 
9 ‘I propose that the symbolic in general, and 
especially the symbolic in art, rests upon an 
intricate interplay of showing and conceiling. In 
its irreplaceability, the work of art is no mere 
bearer of meaning – as if the meaning could be 
transferred to another bearer. Rather the meaning 
of the work of art lies in the fact that it is there’.  
Hans Georg Gadamer. The Relevance of the 

Beautiful and Other Essays. Cambridge / New 
York: Cambridge University Press, 1986. 33.  
10 ‘There is a leap between the planning and the 
executing on the one hand and the successful 
achievement on the other. The thing now “stands” 
and thereby is “there” once and for all, ready to 
be encountered by anyone who meets it and to be 
perceived in its own “quality”. This leap 
distinguishes the work of art in its uniqueness and 
irreplaceability. Walter Benjamin called it the 
aura of a work of art. We are all familiar with this 
from the sense of outrage we feel over artistic 
“sacrilege”. The destruction of a work of art 
always has something of the feeling of religious 
sacrilege about it’.  The relevance of Beauty and 

Other Essays. Op cit. 33-4.  See about ‘artistic 
sacrilege’ also Jos de Mul. "Résonances de la 
mort de Dieu, Après les fins de l'art." Figures de 

l'Art. Revue d'Études Esthétiques. No X:  

L'esthétique, aujourd'hui?  Ed. Bernard Lafarque 
(2005): 265-77. 
11 ‘The concept of aura which was proposed 
above with reference to historical objects may 
usefully be illustrated with reference to the aura 
of natural ones. We define the aura of the latter as 
the unique phenomenon of a distance, however 
close it may be. If, while resting on a summer 
afternoon, you follow with your eyes a mountain 
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range on the horizon or a branch which casts its 
shadow over you, you experience the aura of those 
mountains, of that branch.’ Benjamin, Walter. 
“Das Kunstwerk”. Op cit. 
12 . “Das Kunstwerk”. Op cit. 
13 According to Benjamin, ‘the contemporary 
decay of the aura […]  rests on two circumstances, 
both of which are related to the increasing 
significance of the masses in contemporary life. 
Namely, the desire of contemporary masses to 
bring things "closer" spatially and humanly, which 
is just as ardent as their bent toward overcoming 
the uniqueness of every reality by accepting its 
reproduction. Every day the urge grows stronger to 
get hold of an object at very close range by way of 
its likeness, its reproduction. Unmistakably, 
reproduction as offered by picture magazines and 
newsreels differs from the image seen by the 
unarmed eye. Uniqueness and permanence are as 
closely linked in the latter as are transitoriness and 
reproducibility in the former. To pry an object 
from its shell, to destroy its aura, is the mark of a 
perception whose "sense of the universal equality 
of things" has increased to such a degree that it 
extracts it even from a unique object by means of 
reproduction. Thus is manifested in the field of 
perception what in the theoretical sphere is 
noticeable in the increasing importance of 
statistics. The adjustment of reality to the masses 
and of the masses to reality is a process of 
unlimited scope, as much for thinking as for 
perception.’ “Das Kunstwerk”. Op cit. 
14‘ From a photographic negative, for example, 
one can make any number of prints; to ask for the 
"authentic" print makes no sense. But the instant 
the criterion of authenticity ceases to be applicable 
to artistic production, the total function of art is 
reversed. Instead of being based on ritual, it begins 
to be based on another practice--politics.’  “Das 
Kunstwerk”. Op cit. 
15 This is comparable to the situation of the work 
of art in prehistoric times when, by the absolute 
emphasis on its cult value, it was, first and 
foremost, an instrument of magic. Only later did it 
come to be recognized as a work of art. In the 
same way today, by the absolute emphasis on its 
exhibition value the work of art becomes a 
creation with entirely new functions, among which 
the one we are conscious of, the artistic function, 

                                                              
later may be recognized as incidental. “Das 
Kunstwerk”. Op cit..  
16 Benjamin, Walter. “Das Kunstwerk”. “Das 
Kunstwerk”. Op cit. 
17 The titles of several publications even refer to 
Benjamin’s essay. See: David Harvey. "The Work 
of Art in the Age of Electronic Reproduction."  
The Condition of Postmodernity. Oxford: Basic 
Blackwell, 1989. 346-50; Douglas Davis. "The 
Work of Art in the Age of Digital Reproduction: 
An Evolving Thesis." Leonardo 28.5 (1995): 381-
86. Douglas H. Thomson. "The Work of Art in 
the Age of Electronic (Re)Production". 1998. 
Romanticism on the web. (May 1998). 
http://users.ox.ac.uk/~scat0385/work.html; Hans 
Ulich Gumbrecht and Michael Marrinan, eds. 
Mapping Benjamin : The Work of Art in the 

Digital Age. Stanford, CA: Stanford University 
Press, 2003. 
18 These four basic operations are also  referred to 
with the acronyms CRUD (Create, Read, Update, 
Delete) and  ACID (Add, Change, Inquire, 
Delete).  
19 Actually, the word ‘database’ might refer to 
three different things: 1) the data that are being 
stored; 2) the way these data are stored and 
connected, that is: the database model; and 3) the 
software used for the storage and manipulation of 
the data, the Database management system 
(DBMS). In the present context, I am mainly 
referring to database models. 
20 E.F. Codd. "A Relational Model of Data for 
Large Shared Data Banks." Communications of 

the ACM 13 6 (1970): 377-87. 
21 Benjamin, Walter. “Das Kunstwerk”. Op cit. 
22 See www.geertmul.nl. 
23 A comparable point has been made by William 
Mitchell: ‘We might best regard digital images, 
then, neither as ritual objects (as religious 
paintings have served) nor as objects of mass 
consumption (as photographs and printed images 
are in Benjamin’s celebrated analysis), but as 
fragments of information that circulate in the 
high-speed networks now ringing the globe and 
that can be received, transformed, and 
recombined like DNA to produce new intellectual 
structures having their own dynamics and value. 
If mechanical image reproduction substituted 
exhibition value for cult value as Benjamin 
claimed, digital imaging further substitutes a new 
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kind of use value – input value, the capacity to be 
manipulated by computer –for exhibition value.’ 
Mitchell, William J. The Reconfigured Eye: Visual 

Truth in the Post-Photographic Era. Cambridge: 
MIT, 1994. 52. 
24 ‘A "conception" of the "beauty" of a database is 
not located in the viewer's interpretation of a static 
form but in the dynamics of how a user inflects the 
database through interaction with its field or 
frame. A database incorporates contradiction; it is 
simultaneously recombinant and indexical, precise 
and scaleable, immersive and emergent, 
homogeneous and heterogeneous. It is a field of 
coherence and contradiction. The aesthetic 
dimensions of the database arise when the user 
traverses this field of unresolved contradictions. 
The database is comprised of nested subfields 
which are activated, and given ontological status, 
by the user's trajectory through it's field. 
Continuously emergent ontological states resolve 
as new subfields from each interaction and are 
integrated into the field - changing and 
transforming the content and structure of that field 
and constituting the "art object" as a continuously 
evolving and fluid system. These are the 
conditions of possibility of a "database aesthetics." 
An argument for the "conditions of possibility" of 
database aesthetics can be "grounded" in the 
analysis of systems found in the world.’ Daniel, 
Sharon. "Collaborative Systems: Evolving 
Databases and the 'Conditions of Possibility' -- 
Artificial Life Models of Agency in on-Line 
Interactive Art." AI & Society. The Journal of 

Human-Centred and Machine Intelligence 14.2. 
Database Aesthetics: Issues of Organization and 
Category in Online Art (2000): 196-213. 
25 Retrospectively, specific works of art from the 
auratic tradition re-appear differently in the light 
of  data ontology. Examples of such remediations 
are works that have been produced in (e.g. 
Mondrian and Stella) or that utilize recombination 
of elements within the single work (e.g. the 
minimal music of Steve Reich). 
26 Cf. Douglas Davis. "The Work of Art in the Age 
of Digital Reproduction: An Evolving Thesis." 
Leonardo 28.5 (1995): 381-86.  
27 Eric Bolle et. al Book for the Unstable Media. 
Den  Bosch: V2, 1992. 
28 In this sense the database ontology combines 
virtual reality (understood as the infinite number 

                                                              
of  possible recombinations) with real virtuality 
(the recombinations that are actually being 
realized).  
29 Although the intention of the artist is not 
decisive, in the case of Kac the aim without doubt 
is political:  "My work doesn’t visualize science, 
it is not meant to duplicate the information that 
circulates from science to media to the public. It 
is meant to intervene, to change, to criticize, point 
out, reflect and modify." Quoted in: Ulli 
Allmendinger. "One Small Hop for Alba, One 
Large Hop for Mankind." NY Arts Magazine 
2001. 
30 Description quoted from: 
www.geertmul.nl/Geert_Mul/MATCH-OF-THE-
DAY.html 
31 Geert Mul. Op.cit 
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In search of interactivity 

This spring I visited the Dutch Electronic Art 
Festival (DEAF), the biennial manifestation of the 
renowned Rotterdam V2–, Institute for the 
Unstable Media. The theme of this year was 
‘Interact or Die!’. Leaving the exhibition of the 
festival, I wondered whether the title was meant as 
a joke. Among the works shown on the exhibition 
– interesting as they were on many other accounts 
– only very few provided a more than superficial 
opportunity to interact. An example of such 
superficiality was an installation consisting of a 
dead frog whose intestines were replaced by a 
miniature webserver. The installation was titled 
Experiments in Galvanism and, according to the 
text, allowed the visitors to ‘updat[e] Luigi 
Galvani's original 1786 experiment causing the 
legs of a dead frog to twitch simply by touching 
muscles and nerves with metal’.1 By pushing a 
button (or clicking a mouse) the visitor could 
move the beast’s legs. That was it, at least as far as 
the interaction was concerned.  

The problem I am repeatedly confronted with, in 
this and comparable expositions, is in figuring out 
what makes all display of technological 
sophistication artistically and aesthetically 
interesting – or rather, what could be valuable 
starting points for appreciating the overload of 
multi-media equipment in other, more ‘artful’ 
terms than their technological sophistication alone. 
What makes it worthwhile for me, as a visitor, to 
put on these headsets, push all those buttons, type 
words on keyboards and see them tumble on 
screens, run on moving transportation belts, make 
dancing steps or speak sentences in microphones, 
very often hoping that no-one would see or hear 
me? When and why is an installation more than a 
laboratory experiment for clever software 

development and interface design?2 Where and 
why do we encounter something like an aesthetic 
experience? 

Counterbalancing the rather disappointing 
example of the frog, there was another work on 
the exhibition, however, that I and many other 
visitors found truly delightful. Zachary 
Lieberman’s Drawn consisted of a table with 
sheets of white paper, a bottle of black ink and a 
brush. In front of the table a screen was 
suspended, more or less separating the table from 
the remainder of the exhibition space. Visitors 
could make a drawing which was immediately 
projected on the screen. Then, after pushing a 
button, the black marks on the screen started to 
live a life of their own. They could be moved by 
the gestures of your hands moving over the table, 
and while moving made musical sounds. By 
touching different icons you could vary the 
rhythms and patterns of the reactions of the marks 
on your gesturing hands and the sounds they 
made.3 

What this example suggests, in line with for 
instance Mulder and Post in The Book for the 

Electronic Arts,4 is that the interaction itself 
should become an artistic material, rather than 
merely an additional trick to transmit an already 
given content. By this I mean that in the process 

of interaction itself, and because of the dynamics 
of this interaction, something should happen that 
is truly new, and in its newness enlightening, 
moving, impressive, delightful or exhilarating. 
And with the process of interaction itself I mean 
exactly that – the actual physical-cum-perceptual-
cum-imaginative-cum-conceptual performance as 
a performance. Only a very few works survive 
this test. But the next question is then, how to 
theorize the interaction as more than a purely 
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individual (on the side of the subject) or 
contingent (on the side of the object) occurrence, 
in other words, how to ground the aesthetic 
judgment of a work’s interactivity? 

A complicating factor when it comes to thinking 
of an aesthetics of interactive media is that is no 
longer possible to speak of works being ‘objects’ 
any longer, let alone objects having a determinable 
form – which doesn’t mean, of course, that they 
wouldn’t consist of objects. This development 
didn’t start with new media art, not even with 
installation art, yet new media art poses us with 
new reasons for this indeterminacy. As Joost 
Bolten has recently argued in her extensive and 
detailed study of Gary Hill’s installations, a 
tremendous gap has grown between a work as the 
manifest result of a visitor’s trajectory and the 
underlying, invisible digital database.5 Interactive 
art works like Hill’s consist of an inexhaustible 
reservoir of digitally stored possibilities and what 
an individual visitor experiences is dependent on 
his more or less accidental path through the 
installation – a path which triggers some possible 
responses and leaves an infinite number of other 
possibilities dormant. Whereas with paintings one 
could say that although spectators’ visual 
trajectories and experiences might differ, the 
material object remains the same, now even the 
material objects change in accordance with the 
trajectories that bring them into existence. 

Bolten describes Hill’s works as labyrinthine 
spaces, providing what she calls ‘performative 
situations’, enabling the visitors to play and to 
learn. Part of the criteria of an aesthetic judgment, 
then, could be in assessing the potential richness of 
a performative situation. Giving the visitor the 
opportunity of pulling a frog’s leg does not contain 
a particularly rich situational potential. Allowing 
him to play with painted forms, real and virtual, is 
already much more promising. 

On the other hand, this merely shifts the problem, 
instead of solving it. The actual richness of a 
performative situation only becomes apparent in 
its actualization through its visitors’ enactments. 
What a work is only emerges in what visitors do. 
For an audience that is not amused by drawing or 
by playing with forms, the whole sense of Drawn 
disappears. Audiences differ. Judging from the 
video provided by the artist, children are Drawn’s 

privileged audience (and that goes for many 
interactive works), children being much more 
competent in playing than adults. This means that, 
when we are searching for an aesthetics for new 
media art, we need to more closely study the 
visitors, what they bring to the work, how they 
‘produce’ it and what they subsequently derive 
from it. I would like to argue that this requires a 
twofold approach, combining the detailed 
vocabulary of perceptual engagement of what has 
recently be called ‘post-phenomenology’6 with 
the constructivist ethnography developed in 
Actor-Network-Theory. In this contribution I will 
focus on the latter. In line with Bolten’s notion of 
the work as a performative situation and 
combining this with Bruno Latour’s concept of 
articulation, I have called this process of playful 
discovery ‘performative articulation’. 
Performative articulation indicates the process in 
which new (aspects of) worlds emerge, internally 
differentiate and structure themselves through the 
embodied doings of those enacting and 
experiencing these worlds. 

Learning to be affected 

Point of departure for the ‘articulation’ in the 
performance is Latour’s essay on the body as an 
interface. For Latour, ‘to have a body is to learn 

to be affected, meaning ‘effectuated’, moved, put 
into motion by other entities, humans and non-
humans’.7 Latour’s example of how a body learns 
to be affected is the training of ‘noses’ through a 
so-called ‘odor kit’ by the perfume industry. The 
odor kit consists of series of contrasting 
fragrances, which one learns to register in a week-
long session. People who at first could only 
distinguish ‘sweet’ from ‘fetid’ odors become 
able to discriminate more and more subtle 
differences and to tell them apart from one 
another. They become ‘noses’. What was an 
inarticulate experience – the registration of sweet 
or fetid odors – becomes an articulate one – let’s 
say the registration of a combination of violet and 
musk. The crux of the articulation is in the doing: 
in the activities that make a new articulation 
possible and in those it subsequently solicits. In 
the process, both bodies and worlds change – 
learning to be affected is becoming a nose and 
progressively inhabiting a more interesting and 
more complex world.  
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Of course, an odor kit is not an artwork. Odor kits 
and art works have different purposes, that of the 
first being cognitive and instrumental, the latter 
imaginative and/or affective and playful. What 
makes the comparison fruitful, and the ANT 
approach interesting, is the emphasis on the 
material practices mediating the experience. The 
subject’s body is reconfigured in an interaction 
with objects, perceptions, gestures and people. 
And in the interaction something new emerges, 
that wasn’t there before. An interaction is an event 
that cannot be reduced to its constituent elements. 
In order for an event to happen, though, a twofold 
openness is required – on the part of the artwork 
and on that of the spectator. With regard to the 
artwork, I have argued elsewhere that such 
openness is not without form and demonstrated 
this argument by analyzing the visual dynamics of 
‘sublime’ paintings.8 The same can be said about 
the openness of the spectator: it is mediated, in the 
sense that it requires cultivation. This point is very 
strikingly underscored by a provocative study of 
music amateurs and drug users by Emilie Gomart 
and Antoine Hennion, who try to do for the notion 
of the subject what Latour has done for scientific 
facts and technological artifacts, that is to ‘open 
the black box’.9 

 A crucial characteristic of the performativity of 
Latour’s example is indicated by the seemingly 
paradoxical combination of activity and passivity 
in the phrase ‘learning to be affected’. One 
actively does something, learning, in order to be 
passively subjected to other entities, in Latour’s 
case odors. For this interweaving of the active and 
the passive mode, of being object and subject 
simultaneously, Gomart and Hennion have coined 
the term ‘active dispossession’. What music 
amateurs and drug users have in common, despite 
all differences, is ‘passion’: ‘the ways in which 
subjects may be seized, impassioned and swept 
away’.10 The love of music and the love of drugs 
take the form of a ‘surprisingly consensual self-
abandonment’,11 involving a paradoxical 
combination of ‘passivity and activity, 
determining and determined, collective and 
individual, and intention as against causality’.12 
Music amateurs and drug users allow themselves 
to be possessed by external forces – those of a 
drug or of music; they suspend their control or will 
to be seized by something else. 

As we have noted, we do not take ‘passion’ 
to describe the subject’s instrumental 
mastery of things, nor her mechanical 
determination by things. Rather, passion is 

the abandonment of forces to objects and 

the suspension of the self.13  

This being seized by outside forces doesn’t come 
from nowhere, however: it requires a lot of 
preparatory work. The focus in Gomart’s and 
Hennion’s study is on what they call the socio-
technical dispositifs of passion, the objects, 
conditions and means through which states of 
rapture are achieved. An example of such 
preparation is provided by the music lover who 
told how he listened to Bach cantatas. He 
possessed the complete Harnoncourt-Leonhardt 
collection – about 200 cantatas – and listened to 
them box after box, in order, going from first to 
last and then in reverse, from last to first. He 
never chose a favorite cantata to listen to, but let 
the cantatas ‘arrive at their own time’.14 This is 
just one of the various ways in which experienced 
music amateurs orchestrate the conditions that 
allow them to be affected. Being swept away, by 
music or by drugs, is an event that has to be 
carefully prepared and involves techniques of 
discipline – which, Gomart and Hennion add, ‘are 
not just to do with prohibition, regulation and 
reduction’: ‘Discipline may also be productive: it 
may reveal and multiply. And the power of the 
“dispositif” rests on the proliferation of new 
competencies that it lets emerge.’15 

Aesthetic performance and interactive art 

Aesthetic experiences of any kind, whether 
solicited by traditional or by interactive art, are 
marked by a certain measure of passionate 
abandonment and require active dispossession. It 
could be more or less, but a tiny bit of 
abandonment is needed for being affected by a 
work. But abandonment and dispossession need 
specific competencies and these might differ for 
different audiences and genres. Experienced 
lovers of traditional visual art, just like music 
amateurs and drug users, have developed the 
competencies needed to be overwhelmed, 
touched, impressed or otherwise affected by – for 
instance – the sublimity of Abstract Expressionist 
paintings or the emotional depth of Rembrandt’s 
self-portraits. They have developed skills like 
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those of concentrated contemplation, sensitive 
observation of painterly qualities, and of valuing 
initial frustration as being a significant ingredient 
in the search for meanings. They are less 
competent in pushing buttons, answering questions 
posed by images on monitors, riding on bicycles in 
front of enormous screens filled with letters, let 
alone painting on white sheets and moving hands 
watched by numerous other visitors.  

Whereas on the one hand, an interactive 
installation should be interesting as a performative 
situation and endow the visitors’ interactions with 
meaning, on the other hand the visitors need to 
develop the competencies to be genuinely affected, 
overwhelmed, or absorbed by what the work has to 
offer, in order to experience something new. 
Discipline, a seemingly incongruous term in this 
context, might for instance consist in the 
overcoming of one’s initial embarrassment of 
playing in the presence of others or in the 
determination for further exploration when you get 
stuck in the navigation. Expertise might involve a 
general sense of what kind of experiences to look 
for and how to explore their possible meanings. 
New generations of audiences bring new 
competencies and forms of expertise, which in 
turn will affect the genre. I suspect that cultural 
practices engendering this expertise may more and 
more involve another kind of interactivity, which 
is already apparent in the practices of fan and 
game culture. An example is the YouTube video 
of Drawn by a DEAF visitor, which contains a 
lively but somewhat chaotic impression of his 
interactions with the installation.16  

What hasn’t been answered yet is the question 
why or in what respects this installation is a work 
of art? Delightful as it is, what makes it more or 
different than a pleasant game or play? It’s the 
playfulness that distinguishes it from an odor kit, 
but what distinguishes it from a game of hide and 
seek? I would say, exactly the aspect of 
articulation. In the performance a new aspect of 
the world unfolds together with a new mode of 
bodily sensitivity. But then the next question is 
what exactly is articulated? In what sense is the 
body learning to be affected by this installation? 
What world is actually disclosed? What bodily 
sensitivity emerges in the encounter?  

Again, I should note that the work may be a 
different thing for different audiences. For the 
children in the video, who bring their experience 
of painting at school or at home, the work may be 
an interesting extension of making a drawing. For 
the maker of the YouTube video, it might be an 
amusing variation on the digital games he usually 
plays. My provisional answer – the answer of a 
visitor schooled in a more traditional form of art 
appreciation – is that in the augmented reality of 
digital, networked culture, this installation might 
provoke us to reflect on the dynamics of sense 
perception arising from our bodily presence on 
and interaction with screens. In particular the 
sense of touch. What happens when you play with 
the installation is that you develop a new kind of 
touch, a virtual touch composed of the interaction 
of image, movement and sound, a touch that 
differs from the feeling of a moving brush on 
paper. The world that is disclosed is a 
materialization of the in-between: the space – and 
time – that separates the physical body from its 
image on the screen and that, in contrast to how 
we tend to think about it, is not transparent but 
shaped in particular ways and charged with 
experiential meaning. I have not found this in the 
texts of the artist that went with the installation, 
but I would range this work with others like Paul 
Sermons The Tables Turned that explore the 
ethical and aesthetical conditions and 
consequences of the dispersed sense of presence 
that comes with our screened and networked 
embodiment.17 To explore this side of the 
performative articulation, we need another 
approach than Actor-Network-Theory, however, 
and draw upon the phenomenology of 
technologically mediated experience – like for 
instance Vivian Sobchack’s brilliant essay on the 
synaesthesia of film experience.18 What ANT 
contributes to phenomenology is the exploration 
of the ‘practicalities’ of embodied experience.19 
Precisely in our appreciation of newly emerging 
forms of art, the processes in which bodies learn 
and the material artifacts involved in the learning 
deserve meticulous attention. 

                                                 
1http://www.deaf07.nl/index.php?option=com_pr
ogram&act=project&Itemid=17. 
2 Which for authors like Bolter and Gromala 
seems to be a primary function for new media art. 
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Deleuze and cybertheory 

It goes without saying that new information and 
communication technologies such as the internet, 
mobile phones, GPS systems, etc. have radically 
changed our world. It has for example become 
possible to traverse space without having to 
experience the time interval that was usually 
connected with it. As Bernard Stiegler writes in La 

technique et le temps 2: La désorientation, the 
time interval has nowadays been reduced to almost 
zero; the delay that used to exist between the 
event, the registration of the event and the 
reception or interpretation of it – a delay which 
allowed for reflection – has been annihilated. We 
are living at “light speed”.2 The incorporeity and 
interactivity that are implied by these ICT 
technologies extend the image we have of 
ourselves to the virtual lives we live on the internet 
and to the virtual communities of which we are 
part. In brief, ICT technologies stimulate the 
blurring of classical boundaries, like those 
between reality and fantasy/virtuality, here and 
there (or present, past and future3) and me and the 
other. Virtualization, decentralization and 
desubjectivation can be considered as the principal 
characteristics of our contemporary, 
technologically mediated world. Focusing on these 
themes, cybertheorists end up rather quickly 
referring to Gilles Deleuze. His conceptual critique 
of any kind of totalitarianism - whether it is ruled 
by the subject, the here and now or the real - , 
together with his plea for experimenting with fixed 
determinations, make him the cyberphilosopher 
par excellence. I will now, by means of 
introduction, concentrate on three Deleuzian 
notions - the virtual, the simulacrum and the 
machine - which occupy a central place in 
cyberphilosophy.  

Just as virtual reality technologies like 3D-
architectural drawing programs, virtual medical 
surgery programs and astronaut training programs 
do not end at the boundaries of the imaginary 
world in which they operate but determine in a 
fundamental way our experience of the real, 
Deleuze’s notion of the virtual is not opposed to 
the real but concerns a very important part of the 
real. The real consists of an actual and a virtual 
part which do not bear any resemblance to each 
other. The virtual is real because it is the 
condition of reality of the actual; it is that which 
brings about actualization, which makes the 
distribution of qualities and identities possible.4 
Hence, the actual contains the level of individual 
qualities and identities (which can be abstract or 
concrete), whereas the virtual consists of the 
spatio-temporal dynamics that move the actual. 
The real is thus extended to the immaterial 
processes which move the individual but are 
themselves of a pre-individual, a-universal and 
singular nature. 

The idea of the simulacrum often appears in 
cyberculture as a literary theme. The impossibility 
to discern what comes first - the material world as 
origin of our sensory impressions or the virtual or 
simulated experiences as opening up a 
technologically mediated but nevertheless real 
world, is a recurrent motive in cybernovels or 
science fiction movies.5 Deleuze’s concept of the 
simulacrum can be used to construct the 
theoretical frame for this literary theme. 
Originally, the term ‘simulacrum’ refers to Plato’s 
distinction between good and bad copies of the 
perfect Ideas; simulacra are bad copies because 
they do not share their essence with the identical 
Ideas. Since ‘identical’ implies coinciding with 
itself and thus being undividable, simulacra are 
not identical but differential and bear only an 
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external or secondary resemblance to the Ideas. As 
Deleuze’s philosophy of the event implies the 
impossibility of an origin being identical with 
itself, there are consequently only bad copies or 
simulacra. Deleuze exchanges the primacy of self-
coinciding, original, perfect and eternal identities 
for a world in which there are only differences, 
differences which differ from themselves and from 
others in an ever changing but still repetitive way. 

A third notion central in the philosophy of Deleuze 
and of great interest to cybertheorists is his notion 
of the machine or automaton. It is clear that in 
cyberculture the shifting of boundaries originates 
in the close interaction of man and machine, an 
interaction so close that one must speak rather of 
cyborgs (cybernetics+organisms) and leave an 
instrumentalist view on technology behind. 
Machines have become a prosthetic extension of 
man, a new sense or organ, instead of the means 
by which man manipulates nature. In Deleuze’s 
philosophy the term ‘machine’ appears in the 
context of thinking as well as of desire. According 
to Deleuze, thinking is a mechanized activity in 
this sense that it cannot be understood as the 
activity of a subject discovering an already 
existing truth. It is not the subject who thinks but 
thinking occurs through the subject; the truth is not 
enclosed in the subject or in the whole of which all 
the organs are parts but it is quasi automatically 
produced by the network of which subject and 
object are only junctions. Truth thus depends on 
the functioning of the different parts of the 
machine.6 

What Deleuze calls a desiring machine refers 
likewise to a desire that does not originate in a 
subject and is not aimed at filling up a lack or 
absence. He argues in other words against a 
psycho-analytical and phenomenological 
definition of desire. Desire is, conversely, 
absolutely positive or affirmative; it concerns a 
fullness or excess of undefined energy, an 
amalgam of forces or intensities that is about to 
explode without having a pre-given aim or 
direction. It thus has nothing to do with a vécu, an 
emotion or experience. The energy does not go 
anywhere but only searches to maintain itself, or, 
like the conatus of Spinoza, to develop its own 
internal energy. Just like the machines in early 
science fiction novels, the desiring machine 
consists of an unrestrained and disoriented 

production: elements are combined and separated 
only out of a sense of experimenting and 
differentiating.7 

To conclude these introductory remarks one could 
say that the Deleuzian notions with which the 
cybertheorists - among which I also count critics 
of digital art - are familiar are mainly notions that 
refer to the desubjectivated, non-actual and 
artificial – that is to say postmodern - character of 
his philosophy. 

The modern character of Deleuze’s 
aesthetics 

What is peculiar however is that the aesthetics 
that Deleuze presents in his book Francis Bacon. 

Logique de la sensation contains ideas which are 
– according to his own standards - rather ‘pre-
digital’ or ‘modern’. The focus in his aesthetics 
on notions such as ‘presence’, ‘coincidence’ and 
‘immediacy’ has a strong affinity with what 
Deleuze himself considers to be the essence of 
modern Cartesian philosophy. 

In Francis Bacon: Logique de la sensation 
Deleuze describes ‘good’ art - with a term 
borrowed from Lyotard - as figural art, as 
opposed to figurative art. Art has nothing to do 
with representing the world or creating forms that 
imitate a model as closely as possible, whether it 
regards objective reality or subjective interiority. 
It does not have to depict a scene or sketch the 
original relations between things by putting their 
forms into perspective, by using clair-obscur to 
create depth, relevance and thus meaning. 
Especially after the advent of photography, which 
fulfils this representational function perfectly, it 
became clear that art must be about something 
else. According to Deleuze art should present, 
and not re-present the forces or fluxes that move 
themselves behind, or better in, these forms. Or as 
Cézanne says: the painter has to reach for the 
‘force pommesque’ inside the ‘pomme’.8 How 
does one realize this? Deleuze describes a method 
based on the analysis of the paintings of Francis 
Bacon. However innovative and rebellious an 
artist may be, before the actual start of the 
painting process his head is full of 
institutionalised forms, conventional images and 
symbols. When he thinks about painting a peach, 
for example, he will inevitably make associations 
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to the peachy skin of babies, the sinful sweetness 
of a peach, etc. Deleuze calls these ‘clichés’ that 
have to be actively brushed away, dismantled and 
deformed. This can be done by isolating the forms 
such that the narrative of significant relations 
between them is broken – this is the function of 
the ‘aplat’ or monochrome colour fields in 
Bacon’s paintings - , or by creating points of flight 
inside the figures such that they can escape from 
themselves. The deconstruction of the significative 
context and content of the figures opens up the 
energy that crosses these figures and brings the 
material to the fore. The couple ‘form-matter’, in 
which form is primary to matter as matter is being 
moulded by a form, is replaced by the couple 
‘force-material’, in which force and material are 
equally present as the material catches the force. 
The result is a kind of immediacy, proximity or 
even fusion between the ‘presented’ and the 
‘presenting’. 

According to the Belgian Deleuze commentator, 
Mireille Buydens, this immediacy has a double 
nature. It consists firstly in an immediacy of the 
painting to itself; there is no distance inside the 
painting, whether it concerns the distance created 
by a viewer or reflective point inside the painting 
(for example the mirror in the Arnolfini painting 
by Jan Van Eyck), by a chromatic or perspectival 
difference between form and background or by a 
significative relation between the figures. 
Everything in the painting is situated on the same 
plane;9 the painting is flat. Secondly, there is an 
immediacy of the painting to the outside, that is an 
immediacy of the painting to the viewer: the 
painting hits the nervous system of the spectator 
directly instead of the rational decoding necessary 
in representational or figurative art. There is also 
an immediate relation between the painting and the 
painter: in order for the painter to be able to paint 
at all, the painter has to infiltrate into the heart of 
the flux he is presenting; a kind of fusion between 
painter and painted is required. The art that 
incorporates best this ideal of immediacy and 
presence is what Deleuze calls ‘haptic art’. The 
notion ‘haptic’ refers to the Greek verb for 
touching, ‘hapto’, and refers to the possibility of 
the gaze to palpate its object, to feel it with the 
non-tactile senses and thus to eliminate every 
distance. 

This conception of art as the unmediated presence 
of forces (of life) in the material, as the absolute 
proximity or immediacy of forces and material, 
seems very modern, at least in Deleuze’s 
understanding of this notion. As he explains in the 
first postulate by which he characterizes modern 
Cartesian thinking10 – the postulate of the 
cogitatio natura universalis - , this kind of 
representational thinking assigns a priori a form 
to that which generates thinking by defining it, 
not as the external object of a revelation but as the 
“right content that corresponds with what should 
be said or thought.”11 “What should be said or 
thought” is what should be said or thought 
corresponding to the nature of thinking. Truth is 
in other words the natural correlate of thinking. 
By its very nature, thinking is initially oriented 
towards the truth; the truth is that with which 
thinking has a natural affinity. Thinking always 
already disposes of an impression of truth in the 
sense that it always already possesses the form of 
it and only lacks the material completion. 
Thinking is thus characterized by an innate 
rightness; the truth is always already, that is 
immediately, present in our mind. We only need a 
‘bonne volonté’ to actualise this natural 
disposition and a method to guide thinking in this 
actualisation. 

Aside from this idea of thinking as the 
development of an initial presence or immediacy 
of truth, the second cornerstone of modern 
philosophy relies on the concept of identity 
understood as an entity coinciding with itself. 
Deleuze’s fourth postulate – the one of 
representation – states that representational 
thinking can only understand difference from 
within identity, that is as the opposite of that 
which remains the same throughout change and 
individual specification, i.e. that which is general 
and simple and, as such, is what it is in any case. 
Just as Plato’s Ideas are superior because of their 
essence of auto kat’ auto, of their being 
completely what they are, Cartesianism starts 
from the Cogito as absolute indubitability because 
of its characteristic to coincide completely with 
itself. The cogito is indubitable and hence 
absolutely certain because if I doubt the truth of 
me thinking, I am already executing the act of 
thinking and hence affirming its truth. In the 
execution of the act of thinking, the object of 
thinking – that which is doubted – and the subject 
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of thinking – the one doubting – coincide. This 
coincidence produces an absolute transparency of 
thinking for itself because of the full contact - 
without any vagueness or ambiguity - of thinking 
with itself.12 The requirement that ideas are clear 
and distinct is another translation of this 
requirement of absolute transparency or self-
coincidence. 

Deleuze on the difference between figural 
art and informal art 

Having pointed out the modern character of 
Deleuze’s aesthetics, one could ask if it would not 
be more appropriate for cybertheorists to choose 
another theoretical framework to discuss digital art 
than the Deleuzian one. Is the technologically 
mediated, and thereby in a certain sense alienating 
nature of these works of art not in contrast with the 
fusion, immediacy and coincidence Deleuze 
wishes from art? Does the disappearance of the 
aura, and thus of the uniqueness, originality and 
materiality of technologically reproducible art 
works not contradict Deleuze’s idea of the matter 
of a work of art capturing the forces of life? It 
seems that Deleuze’s view of action painting, or 
what he calls ‘informal art’, can create an opening 
here or at least can nuance his aesthetics of 
presence such that his aesthetics is more applicable 
to digital art. I will try to illustrate this by a brief, 
Deleuzian-inspired interpretation of the 
experimental videowork of the Belgian artist 
Anouk De Clercq. 

Deleuze distinguishes three schools of 
contemporary art which offer an alternative to 
figurative or representational art: abstract art 
(Mondrian), informal art (Pollock) and figural art 
(Bacon). All three of them have left the goal of 
depicting reality behind. Abstract painting has 
done this in favour of an arsenal of geometric 
forms which nonetheless still possess a 
significance, although it is a codified meaning 
which is only understandable for insiders. 
Deleuze’s more severe critique of abstract painting 
is that its deformation of the representational and 
the narrative is not to be seen at work in the piece 
of art itself. Quite the reverse, the work of art only 
presents the result of this deformation, which 
implies that the deformation effected by the artist 
is only an inner affair. The painting is not 
contaminated by the deconstruction. Informal art, 

on the other hand, takes the deconstruction of the 
figurative or the form as its very subject. It 
thematizes the dissolution of any significative 
form and delimiting line by presenting only a 
fluid chaos of wild strokes and coloured spots. 
Instead of painting what he has in mind, the 
painter tries to be sensitive to the expressive 
qualities of the material and the gestures 
themselves; he tries to exclude any translation or 
mediation in order to let the forces present in his 
hand and in the material speak for themselves. 

Neither of these two art schools receives 
Deleuze’s undivided approbation. His remarks 
about the shortcomings of the second school are 
especially interesting: Deleuze thinks that the 
deformation work of informal art only results in 
plain, undifferentiated chaos, in a ‘brouillard 

indistinct’.13 The reason is that the deformation is 
done in a brutal way, without care, prudency and 
subtlety.14 ‘La vue proche’ which is created by 
annihilating the difference between figure and 
background, by negating perspective and bringing 
everything into the same plane, has become too 
‘proche’ now; everything is blurred. The lines of 
flight that took the figure beyond its boundaries 
and towards its surroundings have now turned 
into lines of death and destruction. To translate 
this into the discourse of presence and 
coincidence: Deleuze’s remarks about the 
mistakes of informal art reveal the necessity of a 
minimum of form, that is a minimum of distance, 
reflection and narration. The form has to be 
molecularized but not to its final point; the eye 
has to invest in a certain tactile function but not to 
the extent that it loses itself in the gesture. Form 
is a necessary evil. Deleuze’s idea of the 
uselessness of a map being as big as the land it 
depicts forms another illustration of the necessity 
of a certain amount of mis-en-scène, 
interpretation and thus distance in order for an 
image to be of any interest. 

Kernwasser Wunderland15 

The animation film Kernwasser Wunderland by 
the Belgian videoartist Anouk De Clercq 
incorporates this subtle equilibrium between 
deformation and a minimum of form in a 
magnificent way. The film refers vaguely to the 
atomic disaster in Chernobyl in April 1986, 
although the images that are shown cannot simply 
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be identified as landscapes suffering from 
radiation and abandonment. Any attempt to 
construct a narrative or a chain of significative 
images that link up with and clarify each other is 
gently interrupted. The non-figurative composition 
of lines somewhere in the middle of the film, for 
example, shifts the attention to the abstract nature 
of the film, thereby blocking the sensation of death 
and emptiness the spectator initially has.  

Another obstacle for ‘understanding’ the film is 
the fact that the images zooming in and out do not 
allow one to take a better look or to have a general 
overview. Images of different perspectives are put 
on top of each other or follow each other in a non-
logical way. The disorientation that is thus 
generated is further reinforced by the regular 
disappearance of depth in the images. The result is 
that sometimes figure and background can be 
switched - like in Rubin’s figure-vase ambiguity - , 
which again stimulates the feeling of 
incomprehensibility and alienation. In the case the 
images do possess depth (created by means of grey 
shades, shadows or movement) the shadows and 
movement do not always obey physical laws: 
either the shadows do not have an origin or the 
movement is not contained within one object. As a 
consequence, the forms in the scene can hardly be 
put in front of one another but are, on the contrary, 
part of the same, more or less flat, plane. 

The dissociative relation between image and music 
is another and final way in which deformation 
takes place in this film: the sound does not always 
accompany the image but often follows its own 
track, at one time preceding or stimulating the 
event, at other moments echoing it. 

What is remarkable however, and what constitutes 
the genuine artistic value of this film, is that the 
deformation strategies never turn into a 
psychedelic association of meaningless forms and 
movements. All the means by which the narrative 
is broken down still leave enough sense in order to 
be able to experience the movie as a disorientating 
and alienating picture of a deserted place. 
Although this sense cannot really be determined or 
articulated - and neither can it be located - , it is 
there as the minimum of form required to prevent 
an image of drowning into senseless, 
undifferentiated fluxes. As such this minimum of 

sense might be considered as a criterion to 
evaluate digital art. 

                                                 
1 This title is a modification of Aaron Schuster’s 
article Over het nut en nadeel van Deleuze voor 

de kunst (On the Use and Disadvantage of 

Deleuze for Art) (De Witte Raaf, nr. 119, jan.-
febr. 2006, p. 8-9), which is itself a parody of 
Nietzsche’s book On the Use and Disadvantage 

of History for Life. My paper accepts the 
invitation Schuster raises to “examine the 
conflicting status of the work of art that neither 
coincides with life, nor is completely detached 
from it, - to examine in other words the 
possibility of a positive alienation.” (De Witte 
Raaf, nr. 119, jan.-febr. 2006, p. 9, own 
translation) According to Schuster, Deleuze was 
not aware of this ambiguity of the work of art, an 
opinion which I will try to argue against in this 
paper.  
2 Bernard Stiegler, La technique et le temps 2: La 

disorientation (Paris: Galilée, 1996), 136. 
3 Bernard Stiegler speaks of a contraction of the 
three temporal dimensions into the present; 
contemporary technologies are real time 
technologies, ignoring the prosthetic relation that 
always exists between present, past and future. 
(Bernard Stiegler, La technique et le temps 1: La 

faute d’Epiméthée (Paris: Galilée, 1994), 237.) 
4 Deleuze states that the virtual consists of 
relations and singularities which actualize 
themselves in species on the one hand, and 
determinate parts or extended realities (which are 
characteristic for a specific species) on the other 
hand. « Quand le contenu virtuel de l’Idée 
s’actualise, les variétés de rapports s’incarnent 
dans des espèces distinctes, et corrélativement les 
points singuliers qui correspondent aux valeurs 
d’une variété s’incarnent dans des parties 
distinctes, caractéristiques de telle ou telle 
espèce. » (Gilles Deleuze, Différence et 

Répétition (Paris: Presses Universitaires de 
France, 1993, [1968]), 266.) 
5 See for example the first scenes of the movie 
The Matrix (Wachowski brothers, 1999) in which 
it is unclear if the sensations the main character is 
experiencing are original (that is, based on the 
material world) or artificially stimulated. 
6 « Au logos, organe et organon dont il faut 
découvrir le sens dans le tout auquel il appartient, 
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s’oppose l’anti-logos, machine et machinerie dont 
le sens […] dépend uniquement du 
fonctionnement, et le fonctionnement, des pièces 
détachées. […] Pourquoi une machine ? C’est que 
l’œuvre d’art ainsi comprise est essentiellement 
productrice, productrice de vérités. […] C’est 
pourquoi Proust refuse avec tant de force l’état 
d’une vérité qui ne serait pas produite, mais 
seulement découverte ou au contraire créée, […]. » 
(Gilles Deleuze, Proust et les signes (Paris: 
Quadrige/Presses Universitaires de France, 1998, 
[1964]), 176.) 
The productive nature of thinking shows itself also 
in Deleuze’s idea of thinking being forced by the 
sign with which it is confronted to develop its 
sense; in contrast to truth, sense is not discovered 
but developed. In the same way problems need to 
be invented instead of being resolved. 
7 Deleuze’s notion of ‘agencement’ or ‘assembly’ 
equally refers to the bringing together and 
separating of different elements, which are only 
determined in and throughout this process. 
8 « C’est tout le travail de Cézanne, tout son 
combat harrassant pour extraire un peu de la force 
pommesque cachée au fond des pommes… » 
(Mireille Buydens, Sahara. L’esthétique de Gilles 

Deleuze (Paris: Vrin, 2005), 156.) And: « Ainsi, 
lorsqu’il peint une pomme, ce n’est pas l’objet-
pomme qu’il représente […], mais bien plutôt 
‘l’événement’ dont son corps de pomme est le lieu, 
la force qui le pétrit, ‘l’être pomme de la 
pomme.’ » (id., 118.) 
9 « Si les aplats fonctionnent comme fond, c’est 
donc en vertu de leur stricte corrélation avec les 
figures, c’est la corrélation de deux secteurs sur un 
même plan également proche. » (Gilles Deleuze, 
Francis Bacon. Logique de la sensation (Paris: 
Editions du Seuil, 2002, [1981]), 11.) 
10 Cfr. chapter III of Différence et Répétition. 
11 « Elle [la philosophie] y [dans la vérité] a vu 
non seulement l’objet d’une révélation mais le 
juste contenu correspondant à ce qui doit être dit 
ou pensé, […]. » (François Zourabichvili, Deleuze. 

Une philosophie de l’événement (Paris: Presses 
Universitaires de France, 1994), 7.) 
12 The explication of the Cogito in terms of 
coincidence as I presented it in the main text does 
not appear as such in Deleuze’s texts. It can be 
found however in Merleau-Ponty’s 
Phénoménologie de la Perception (Maurice 

                                                              
Merleau-Ponty, Phénoménologie de la Perception 
(Paris: Editions Galimard, 2002, [1945]), 438.) 
with which Deleuze’s interpretation of 
Cartesianism corresponds very well (cfr. Judith 
Wambacq, Differentie en immanentie van het 

denken in het werk van Maurice Merleau-Ponty 

en Gilles Deleuze. Resonanties en divergenties 

tussen twee denkstijlen (Leuven, 2006-2007, 
chapter 1.) 
13 Buydens, Sahara. L’esthétique de Gilles 

Deleuze, 151. 
14 « Il faut que le diagramme [the specific way in 
which the painter undoes the figurative in a 
particular painting] ne ronge pas tout le tableau, 
qu’il reste limité dans l’espace et dans le temps. 
Qu’il reste opératoire et contrôlé. Que les moyens 
violents ne se déchaînent pas, et que la 
catastrophe nécessaire ne submerge pas tout. » 
(Gilles Deleuze, Francis Bacon. Logique de la 

sensation, 71.) 
15 This short animation film can be seen on 
http://www.portapak.be. Scroll the images on top 
of your screen until you encounter the title 
‘Kernwasser Wunderland’, then double click. 
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department of the Catholic University of 
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which was entitled ‘Difference and 
immanence of the process of thinking in the 
work of Maurice Merleau-Ponty and Gilles 
Deleuze.’ Her main research interests 
include contemporary continental 
metaphysics, philosophy of technology and 
aesthetics. Together with Bart Buseyne and 
Liesbet Samyn she translated en commented 
Bernard Stiegler’s ‘Passer à l’act’ in Dutch 
and wrote articles on Deleuze and Merleau-
Ponty (ex. Deleuze’s Concept of ‘a Life’ 
illustrating his Philosophy of Immanence in: 
Cloots & Robinson (eds.), Deleuze, 
Whitehead and the Transformation of 
Metaphysics. Contactforum, 2005, p.75-80). 
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The Digital Aesthetics of Space 
Research 
 
 
 
 
André Nusselder, Erasmus University 
Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

Introduction 

According to Sean Cubitt, who wrote a noteworthy 
book called Digital Aesthetics, the Hubble space 
telescope, though built for momentous reasons of 
science, is a special effects movie.1 In order for 
you, the reader, to sense this yourself you may 
take a look in Hubble’s Movie Theater, and watch 
the movie Revelations.2 However, Hubble’s movie 
contains more than its similarity to cinema. It also 
reveals a crucial aspect of this branch of science 
that deals with distant or even fully absent objects 
that resist mere reflection or detection, and thus of 
all sciences that depend on technological media for 
the relation to the object and on the processing of 
the gained data into images.  Of course, such 
movie-clips are made for the spectator, and 
probably with educational, commercial and 
political motives. But the question is whether the 
scientific researcher perhaps also ends up in the 
position of the spectator: not the detached 
spectator observing the object quietly, but the 
excited one enjoying the images that it has made 
the object into.  

Another movie-clip on the Hubble site shows a 
researcher submitting a proposal to Hubble’s 
scientific team for doing research with the space-
telescope. His proposal is accepted and at a certain 
moment the people at Hubble’s control center 
direct the telescope to a specific location in the 
sky, and the researcher after many days gets the 
data he desires. At the end of the clip we see him 
behind his computer monitor with beautiful 
images of a cluster of galaxies on it. Mission 
accomplished, the project was successful and the 
result is images. 

This is, think, a pivotal and necessary process in 
computerized sciences of objects beyond human 

perception: our human brain cannot handle such 
an amount of raw data: it must, and wants, to 
introduce order into them, interpret and give 
meaning to them, and – not the least - create an 
attractive representation. This is quite a blow for 
the ideal of ‘pure’ scientific knowledge. But on 
the other hand, what is the meaning of this kind of 
knowledge when we cannot make any sense of it? 
This shows the importance of the human mind in 
the process of knowledge acquisition. I will try to 
exemplify this by the Hubble telescope and by the 
use of color by its scientist. 

The Hubble Space Telescope is both a spacecraft 
and a telescope. It was launched into space by 
Space Shuttle Discovery in 1990, as the solution 
to an ancient problem in astronomy, namely that 
of atmospheric distortion meaning that the 
atmosphere distorts view of telescopes based on 
earth. Besides that, the atmosphere also absorbs 
or blocks certain wavelengths of radiation. As 
Hubble orbits above the atmosphere it can also 
detect for instance in ultraviolet and in infrared. 
Because of these capacities it has transformed the 
way scientist, and also the lay public, view the 
universe. 

Origins 

Now, why is space research so relevant for 
philosophy and digital aesthetics? First of all 
because the objects, the stars, galaxies, black 
holes that are studied, and eventually the Big 
Bang itself, are absent: they are not present for 
observation. So the material object is absent, or 
even lost, and all we are left with are the quanta 
of energy that they have emitted a long time ago. 
At the present, they might already have 
extinguished – in the case of stars and galaxies – 
or inevitably belong to the past – as in case of the 
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supposed Big Bang. Secondly, because we 
necessarily perceive those objects by means of 
technological devices, which are now to a large 
extent digital technologies. Thirdly, because those 
objects are the objects of the most intense and 
deep human fascination. We want to know where 
we come from, where we might go to, and where 
we belong to. And the answer is largely written in 
the stars. So space research brings together three 
dimensions: the religious dimension of ultimate 
objects, the scientific and technological dimension 
of gaining knowledge of them and extending our 
grasp on things, and the dimension of the human 
mind with its cognitive patterns and fantasmatic 
desires. The combination of these dimensions 
brings forward the spectacular movie clips as we 
can find them for instance on the Hubble site. 

It also results in the attempts to represent aspects 
of our cosmic roots, as can be witnessed in the 
spectacular images that can be found at the 
website of NASA's Origins Program.3 The name 
of the program is very adequate as it seeks to give 
an answer to the ancient questions of human 
existence: where did we come from, are we alone 
in the universe? In order to formulate an answer 
the program uses the Spitzer telescope that collects 
energy in the infrared spectrum, and later will be 
using the James Webb Space Telescope that 
should be launched in 2013 as the successor of the 
Hubble telescope.  

Hence the Hubble Telescope studies the birth of 
planets, stars and galaxies, and also of the entire 
universe itself. What we see in this project, which 
represents man’s deepest desire to know himself, 
are the fantastic and fantasmatic images of 
supposed answers to the riddles.  

The screen: art and science 

The data and images provided by NASA’s four 
great observatories have significantly shaped our 
view of the universe, and in that they have created 
our sense of reality. But the question remains: is it 
real? How, actually, are the objects really that we 
perceive through the windows upon the universe 
that the observatories have opened? As I think that 
Kantian philosophy and Lacanian psychoanalysis 
are highly relevant tools for understanding this 
difference between reality and the real, I will take 
the opportunity to make a few remarks about them. 

My thesis, developed in my dissertation Interface 

Fantasy (to be published at MIT Press, 2009) is 
that the search for impossible things, also the 
scientific search, leads to the production of 
fantasmatic images that have a constitution or 
structure that is similar to those of the objects of 
the imagination in Kantian philosophy and 
Lacanian psychoanalysis. There imagination 
functions as both an opaque screen that defends 
us against the shivering absence of the object, and 
as a window through which we can catch a 
glimpse of it. As there is a relationship to the 
object as it is in-itself - and I think of this 
relationship now in terms of digital data - it does 
not lead to a sort of postmodern idealism or 
subjectivism where no connection whatsoever to 
the object is left (as for instance in the work of 
Baudrillard). But this relation of the digital 
interface object to the code-object is one of 
construction – therefore notions like resemblance 
and representation fall short. This construction 
takes place at the computer screen, at the interface 
of man and machine, subject and object. Because 
of this, the position of the object on the screen is 
simultaneously a scientific and an artistic one.4 

Also the scientists who are involved in image 
processing at NASA and ESA acknowledge that 
they are working at the border of art and science. 
Stressing this connectivity is very important, and 
goes beyond some well-known ideas. It is more 
than the idea that ‘artists reveal the world in 
different way’ (which is nice but not scientific), 
and more than the notion that ‘also in science the 
aesthetic dimension is important’ (for instance, 
mathematicians finding “joy and beauty” in 
constructing the most simple proofs and 
propositions possible). On the screen as I 
understand it, which is also the screen as we see it 
operating in space research, art and science can 
no longer be thought of as opposites.5 The object 
of study is absent and all that we are left with are 
traces of electromagnetic energy, and it is the 
human subject that must give form to the data-
signals and thus construct the object. In research 
areas like that of space, where we relate to the 
object by means of electromagnetic waves, the 
goal of rational science of an adequate 
representation of the object is impossible.  

First of all this is the result of the nature of light 
itself: we always have a partial visualization of 
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the object (our eyes can only detect less than 1 % 
of the electromagnetic spectrum). We do not see, 
for instance, another person in the infrared 
spectrum – something which is only attainable in 
technological media. 

Seeing the object in its full spectrum is impossible, 
or would require an unimaginable cybernetic 
extension of our vision. With technological 
instruments like Hubble we seek to extend our 
vision. But this still covers only a part of the 
spectrum and not all of it. Even this vision that 
goes beyond that of the ‘natural’ human being, a 
cybernetic vision, is still partial. 

Adequate representation is impossible, secondly, 
because the cybernetic vision of the object takes 
place by a construction of the object out of digital 
data.6 And this is a construction process according 
to the principles of selection and composition. 
Right from the start, from the moment Hubble 
sends its data to Earth there is a selection of which 
data-sets are going to be used, which are, at the 
end of the track, composited into new, meaningful 
wholes. These two basic principles of digital 
representation, selection and composition, are also 
the basic principles of the functioning of the 
unconscious mind according to Freud. On the 
computer screen, which in this manner also 
functions as a mental screen, the information 
coming from the object is made by the human 
subject into a screen-image. It is hence the human 
subject that attributes to the form of, let’s say, a 
galaxy – he helps to design it. A design that is both 
artistic and scientific and which shapes our reality. 

As the screen-object is both subjective and 
objective, one can no longer sharply draw the 
distinction between the subjective and the 
objective. And herein it resembles the screen of 
imagination in Kant and Lacan.7 Both consider 
reality as fundamentally interwoven with 
imagination: there is no ‘real reality’, separate 
from its appearance (which is not to say that 
everything turns out to be illusory, for illusion 
takes place where we take the appearance for the 
object itself – so it’s important to remain aware of 
the gap between appearance and the real: that’s 
also the gap where desire originates). This 
understanding of reality, as something in which we 
are dealing with screened appearances of objects 
that we cannot reach as they are in themselves, is 

not a plea for subjectivism. It must make us aware 
of the difficulty or even impossibility of 
appropriating reality and of assuming objectivity, 
and of the enormous impact of our physiological, 
psychological and cognitive constitution in its 
construction. 

Now some remarks on the position of color in this 
construction of reality. 

The color screen 

Hubble is a type of telescope known as a 
Cassegrain reflector. Light hits the telescope's 
main mirror, it bounces off the primary mirror 
and encounters a secondary mirror. The 
secondary mirror focuses the light through a hole 
in the center of the primary mirror that leads to 
the telescope's science instruments. Subsequently, 
images are produced, not in full color, but in 
black and white. The color is added during image 
processing. Therefore the color that we see in the 
images is most of the times not quite what we 
would see if we were able to visit the objects in a 
spacecraft. Color is often used by the scientist as a 
tool.8  

It is used as a tool to enhance details of the object, 
or to visualize what ordinarily cannot be seen by 
the human eye. Color is a tool to highlight 
features of the object that the scientist is 
interested in. The scientist, we could say, is thus 
at the same time an artist, in the sense that his 
specific interests in the celestial object construct a 
certain appearance or image of it. And this is not, 
to use the Kantian terminology, the object as it is 
in itself. It is the object as it appears to us. Colors 
– for instance the galaxy shown here – are used to 
simulate what the object might look like if we 
were able to visit it in a spacecraft. Color closely 
relates to simulation, by the nature of the 
processes that underlie it. 

The first thing to know about color is that it is not 
a simple objective thing (for a good description of 
color models see Colour Order Systems in Art 
and Science).9 Color is the way that we perceive 
the interaction of light on substances. Objects are 
not really colored but they absorb, transmit or 
reflect particular wavelengths of light. Plants, for 
instance, appear as green because they have 
pigments which absorb wavelengths from the red 
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and blue parts of the visible spectrum and only 
allow the ‘green’ wavelengths to be reflected onto 
a viewer. Red, green and blue are the wavelengths 
to which our eyes are particularly sensitive, and 
therefore most of the natural colors that we see in 
the world around us are capable of being simulated 
by different intensities of just these three fairly 
narrow bands of the spectrum. This is a crucial 
process for the reproduction of color in the images 
we see on the Hubble site, and also for the 
recreation of colors on televisions, computer 
monitors and video cameras: a particular color is 
described in terms of the strength of red, green or 
blue required to reproduce it. 

Hence none of the individual colors that we name 
– red, purple, and orange – are real. They are 
categories that we create in order to describe and 
control the experience that we call color. In that 
sense they function in a way similar to the 
categories, or maybe rather to the empirical 
concepts created by the application of those 
categories on sensations, that Kant attributes to the 
human mind. Therefore it is noteworthy that color 
nonetheless plays almost no role in Kants Critique 
of Theoretical Reason and in his Critique of 

Judgment, where he was unwilling to include color 
among the aesthetically relevant properties of an 
object. Color, in his view, was mere decoration; 
design and composition are what really matter.10 

Color may thus be considered in both its cognitive 
function and its affective function.  Through color, 
as we see in the Hubble images, we can gain 
knowledge of the object, and it also makes the 
object attractive or beautiful. Color attributes to 
the sense of beauty, and beauty closely relates to 
desire. Therefore it may also be remarkable that 
color does not play a relevant role in Freud’s 
analysis of dreams, or in Lacan’s analysis of 
vision. Probably because both consider color as 
merely subjective. 

The interesting aspect of the use of color in 
Hubble-images is that it functions at the cognitive 
and the affective level simultaneously. Color is 
used to bring out certain invisible details, and at 
the same time this is done in such a manner as to 
provide us with a pleasant image.  

Wavelengths of light are made into color by means 
of optical instruments, digital media, the neuronal 

functioning of eye and brain, cognitive patterns 
and affections. The design is governed by 
technological, physiological and psychological 
constraints. The scientist-designer must make the 
data into an object that we are able to see, but also 
into something that we enjoy seeing. 

So what then remains of the classical opposition 
of ‘cognitive perception’, the object of 
epistemology, and ‘aesthetic perception’ aimed at 
aesthetic enjoyment or the contemplation of 
beauty? In this case of technological imagination 
of celestial objects there is no longer a clear 
division. The human perception of absent objects 
by means of the medium of light processes parts 
of the electromagnetic spectrum (the objective 
side) by means of cognitive categories, by means 
of the imagination, and by means of the human 
visual system of eyes and brain (the subjective 
side). As there is no object in-itself that can be 
distinguished from its mediation, the object must 
be situated on the screen that I discussed earlier 
(see also the contribution of Jos de Mul wherein 
he discusses the database ontology of objects 
becoming interfaces, and the contribution of 
Renée van de Vall on the electronic screen as a 
place where subject and object interact) 

This implies that the rational, supposedly not-
deluded and non-affective level of understanding 
cannot claim to contain the ‘true’ relation to the 
object and push the screen of imagination into the 
position of a nice but, for true knowledge, 
superfluous makeover. Descartes, for instance, 
considers the imagination – in his most positive 
views – as nothing more than such a ‘perceptional 
help’ for understanding (Descartes, 1988, 50). 

When, as I claim, the screen-images are not 
merely a ‘decoration’ of a ‘real reality’ behind it, 
color neither is a mere decoration of a ‘real 
object’ behind it that could be grasped in a clear 
manner with other, rational means. Not only are 
screen-images necessary means for the disclosure 
of the object, also color is such a necessary 
medium. When we study the object by means of 
light, color is an inescapable medium for gaining 
access to the object. Colors do not reside, as 
Aristotle thought in something on the surface of 
objects (which didn’t stop him a lot of 
groundbreaking work in the study of color). Color 
is on the other hand a medium through which the 
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object communicates itself to us. A quotation of 
Vincent van Gogh illustrates this. He says, in one 
of the letters to his brother Theo, that within the 
colors “hidden things concerning harmony and 
contrast” could be discovered “which rely, for 
their effect, on themselves alone, and which 
cannot be expressed in another medium”.11 
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The theories of the space of the 
landscape in the East and the 
West 
 
 
 
Hidemichi Tanaka, Professor of the Akita 
International University, Japan 

Single Point Perspective in Europe 

It is well known that at the beginning of the 15th 
century in Italy, Brunelleschi defined perspective 
theory and Masaccio went on to use this for his 
Cappella Brancacci. The single point perspective 
symbolized the artist’s individualism which 
corresponds with monotheism as Christianity’s 
subject. Leonardo da Vinci studied perspective and 
in the Last Supper represented Jesus Christ on the 
vanishing point as the central existence of the 
Christian world. In this painting, the perspective is 
symbolized together with the religious object. 
Erwin Panofsky suggested that European 
perspective rests on the premise that the eye is 
fixed and never moves while the section of the 
optical pyramid is the representation of the eye’s 
view. He added that these premises drastically 
disregard the eye’s realty.1 

On the other hand, Chinese and Japanese painters 
didn’t develop the single point perspective to 
represent space, because they were depicting 
principally mountains and forests, not those 
perspectives of inner houses or cities as in Europe. 
To depict such a space in nature, they need another 
perspective and they used vertical or horizontal 
scenes instead of the rectangle picture so prevalent 
in Europe. My comparative studies on the 
representations of space in eastern paintings will 
show the differences between the concepts of 
space among the three civilizations. 

Vertical Shifting Perspective (The Method 
of Three-space Expression) in China 

The Song period in China was probably 
comparable in the world art history with other 
classical periods such as classical Greek period in 
5th-4th centuries B.C., 7th-8th centuries in Japan 

and 15th-16 centuries in Italy. Michel Sullivan 
who analyzed landscape paintings in China states 
in the hundred years between 950 and 1050 a 
galaxy of great names succeed one another in 
what must be looked upon as the supreme 
moment in classical Chinese landscape painting. 
In this period there were written many theoretical 
books. Furthermore, Prof. Sullivan noted the 
Bifaji among them in an essay on Jing Hao 
(Record of brush methods) or Hua Shanshui hi 
(Essay on landscape painting).2 This author was 
active from about 900 to 960, spent much of his 
life in retirement amid the mountains of eastern 
Shanxi. In this essay (attributed to him) he puts 
his thoughts on the art into the mouth of an old 
man whom he claims to have met when 
wandering in the mountains and who gave him a 
lecture on principles and technique. The old man 
tells him of the six essentials in painting: the first 
is spirit, the second rhythm, the third thought, the 
fourth scenery, the fifth brush, and the sixth ink. 
This system is more logical than Xie He’s six 
canons of the 6th century for it proceeds from the 
concept to its expression, and thence to the 
composition, truth to nature (scenery) and finally 
technique.3 

The sage further distinguishes between 
resemblance (which reproduces the outward 
formal aspect of objects) and truth (which 
involves inner reality), the synthesis of the two 
producing a perfect integration of form and 
content. He seeks a just correspondence of the 
type of brush stroke with the object depicted. He 
insists that flowers and trees should be those 
appropriate to the season, and the people be not 
larger than trees — not simply for the sake of 
objective realism, but also because it is only by 
faithfully reproducing the visible forms of nature 
that the artist can hope to express their deeper 
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significance. Neglecting to take this into account is 
therefore a sign that the artist has not fully 
understood how nature operates.4 

According to Sullivan, this doctrine of a realism 
was elevated to the level of idealism as elaborated 
in a well-known essay by the eleventh century 
master Guo Xi, who combined assured drawing 
and jagged silhouette in spectacular landscapes 
that we associate with Li Cheng together with a 
modelling of relief in ink wash that probably was 
derived from the late Tang individualists (Figures 
8, 16) Guo Xi was to Song landscapes what Wu 
Daozi had been to Tang Buddhist art — a painter 
of enormous energy and output who loved to cover 
large walls and standing screens with monumental 
compositions. In Guo’s Shanshuixm (Advice on 
Landscape Painting), he repeatedly insists on the 
necessity, amounting to an ethical obligation, for 
the artist to study nature in all its aspects — to 
mark the passing of the seasons, to compare the 
way the same scene may look at morning and 
evening, to note and express the unique character 
of every changing moment, to select with care, to 
imbue water and cloud with movement — for, as 
he says, “water courses are the arteries of a 
mountain; grass and trees its hair; mist and haze its 
complexion.” Indeed, as the painter knows, for the 
mountains to be alive he must transmit that life 
qi〔気〕into the mountains that he paints.5 

Why is the Chinese landscape painted vertically? 
The answer lies in the treatment of the perspective 
which is totally different of the western ones. In 
this regard, Sullivan asked how it was that the 
Chinese painter, who insisted on truth to natural 
appearance, should have been so ignorant of even 
the elementary laws of perspective as the West 
understands it. The answer is that he deliberately 
avoided it, for the same reason that he avoided the 
use of shadows. Scientific perspective involves a 
view from determined position and includes only 
what can be seen from one single point. While this 
satisfies the logical Western mind, it is not enough 
for the Chinese painter. Why he asks, should we so 
restrict ourselves? Why, if we have the means to 
depict what we know to be there, paint only what 
we can see from one viewpoint? The Song dynasty 
critic Shen Gua took Li Cheng to task for painting 
“the eaves from below” and thereby arbitrarily 
restricting his power to “view the part from the 
angle of totality”. When Li Cheng paints 

mountains, pavilions, and buildings, Shen writes 
in his Mengqibitan (Casual writing from the 
Garden of the Stream of Dreams):  

He paints the eaves from below. He 
believes that looking up one perceives the 
eaves of a pagoda as a person on the level 
ground and is able to see the beams and 
rafters of its structure. This is absurd. All 
landscapes have to be viewed from the 
angle of tonality to behold the part, much in 
the manner in which we look at an artificial 
rockery in our gardens. If we apply Li’s 
method to the painting of real mountains, 
we are unable to see more than one layer of 
the mountain at a time. Could that be called 
art? Li Cheng surely does not understand 
the principle of viewing the part from the 
angle of totality. His measurement of height 
and distance certainly is a fine thing. But 
should one attach paramount importance to 
the angle and corners of buildings?6  

Chinese theorists distinguish between three kinds 
of perspective in Chinese painting; gao yuan 

(high distance) in which the mountains are 
depicted as they would be seen by someone who 
was looking upward from below; shen yuan (deep 
distance) presenting a bird’s eye view over 
successive ranges to a high and distant horizon, 
pig yuan (level distance) involving a continuous 
recession to a rather low horizon, such as we 
often find in European landscape painting.7 This 
theory of the space was established in the 11th 
century in China by Kuo Hsi, the great landscape 
painter in Northern Sung (Figure 1). He speaks of 
three ways to represent the spaces of the San-sui 
spaces (the landscape of the mountain and 
waters): I interpret this “three rules of 
perspective”. 

1. To High Aspect (the perspective from the 
bottom of a mountain to its peak).  

2. To Deep aspect (the perspective from the 
front of a mountain to its peak). 

3. To Level aspect (the perspective from a near 
mountain to a far mountain). 
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Figure 1. Kuo His, Early Spring landscape, 
National Gallery in Taipei, Taiwan 

The “san yuan ho” is very important in 
considering the Chinese landscape paintings. The 
spaces of the mountains and valleys should be 
composed with these three aspects to represent the 
spaces. For that purpose the painter uses the 
“shifting viewpoint”. He wrote in his “Linquan 
gaozhi” it was essential to create a world in which 
one could travel, gaze, roam and reside. In Taoist 
teaching, which is based on the worship of nature, 
the intellectuals wish to hide themselves in these 
grand expanses of nature. In the big scale of the 
landscape, one finds hermits who are walking and 
are lodged in a very small house with a page. 

The aim of the picture is artistic portrayal rather 
than the scientific representation of space. In 
Western Renaissance Art, the perspective was 
discovered as scientific representation of space, 
but it corresponds theatrically with the Level 
viewpoint painting, which is one of the three ways 
to represent space. Sullivan quoted from Mengqi 
bitan by Sheng Gua which clearly explained the 
attitude behind the “shifting perspective” of 
Chinese painting, which invites us to explore 

nature, to wander through the mountains and 
valleys discovering this beauty at every step. We 
cannot take in so great a panorama at a glance; 
indeed, it is the artist’s intention that we should 
not do so. We would need perhaps days or weeks 
to walk the length of the stretch of countryside as 
presented in his scroll, hence he reveals it to us 
through the scroll. The power of a landscape 
painting is to take us out of ourselves and this was 
widely recognized as a source of spiritual solace 
and refreshment.8 

Parallel Shifting Perspective in Japan 

In Japan, Kou His’s theory was not significantly 
developed in spite of the strong Chinese 
influences in landscape fields during the 
Muromachi and Momoyama eras (14th-16th 
centuries). In China the mountain scenes were 
represented vertically on the hanging scroll, but 
Japanese Zen artists didn’t express the three rules 
of perspective even in vertical paintings. They 
used only the third rule, the level aspect of the 
landscape, with white space for the background. 
They preferred the infinite space in landscape 
paintings (Figure 2-3). 

Twelfth century Japanese picture scrolls broke 
new ground in the depiction of movement, 
creating a pictorial language that might aptly be 
termed ‘Japanese baroque’. Still, artistes tended to 
use a fairly stable aerial perspective, providing a 
high viewpoint from which each individual figure 
was clearly visible. The illustration Shigisan Engi 

Emaki and Ban Dainagon Ekotoba, for example, 
are presented from what appears to be a point 
about ten meters above the ground; Genji 

Monogatari Emaki adopts a somewhat lower 
viewpoint. When we come to the thirteenth 
century, however, we find many works, under the 
influence of Buddhist painting, that adopted a still 
higher viewpoint that allows the treatment of 
space to become freer and more expansive. 
Unlike the Western technique of single-point 
perspective used from the fifteenth century 
onward, which stressed a single, stationary 
viewpoint and had all lines converge toward a 
vanishing point level with the painter’s eye, the 
Japanese approached the picture from a 
consistently elevated but mobile viewpoint, 
presenting pictorial elements as though moving 
along at a constant height, parallel to the ground. 
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When viewed in detail, however, the result is 
actually quite similar to that of Western 
perspective. We call it “Parallel shifting 
perspective.”9  

In this Japanese system of parallel aerial 
perspective, scenes were not painted as an artist 
might actually have seen them with his own eyes, 
as in Western single-point perspective. Instead we 
see an attempt to illustrate an entire narrative from 
a high vantage point, removed from the everyday 
world on the ground. However, this is neither the 
dominant overview of a god nor the free view of a 
bird flying through the air at will. The perspective 
used in these paintings is that of an artist perched 
high up in the sky or on a mountain peak. This is 
of course a freely constructed and imaginary 
viewpoint, but the images themselves are then 
arranged in a parallel, ordered, systematic manner. 
The result is somewhat reminiscent of pre-eighth-
century kunimi showing the view offered to an 
Emperor surveying his realm from a high vantage 
point. A ruler would ascend a mountain or city 
tower and, taking his gaze full circle, reaffirm his 
area of sovereignty. The artist, similarly elevated, 
stands in the same relationship to the scene he 
paints: he controls his territory and can create his 
own imaginary realm (Figure 2).10 

In this respect, the development of representational 
techniques in Japanese picture scrolls differs 
markedly from those seen in the European 
pictorial tradition, beginning with medieval 
rendition of Christ and the Virgin. Romanesque 
painting focused entirely on individual people and 
objects, with almost no sense of a unifying picture 
space. This mode of representation lasted until the 
first decade of the fifteenth century and the 
development of single–point perspective. Panofsky 
pointed out that while the Western perspective 
could be seen as the introduction of 
scientific objectivity into painting it was more than 
just a technical innovation; it can also be seen as 
‘symbolic form.’11 There is no question of one 
vision being more or less advanced than the other. 
Through the use of aerial perspective, an artist 
could emphasize essential pictorial elements 
and omit non-essential ones. This could not be said 
to reflect the Indian Buddhist state of complete 
self-effacement (systematical organization of the 
picture would not even be an issue in that case), 
but I suspect it does reflect a Japanese version of 

the Buddhist state of ‘emptiness’ (being without 
thought as such) and the artist’s desire to order 
the world even while allowing his imagination to 
roam freely. This is linked to the thinking behind 
the contemporary practices of nenbutsu chanting 
and Zen meditation, which aimed not only for a 
state of Buddhism through purification of the 
mind and the extinguishment of ego, but also for 
greater maturity as a human being through 
communion with nature and society. We can no 
more dismiss this ideology as ‘subjective’ than 
we can label canvases using Western perspective, 
based as it is on the individual or the self, as 
‘objective.’ 

In addition to the spatial structure already, picture 
scrolls are characterized by the use of watercolour 
on a long, horizontal scroll, with different 
episodes in the narrative juxtaposed on the same 
picture surface. Since the story is also presented 
in writing and viewers will read the text before 
turning to the illustrations, not all of the content 
will be comprehensible from the pictures alone. 
There are countless Western paintings that can 
stand alone as art even if they cannot be fully 
understood by an audience unfamiliar with the 
Old and New Testaments and lives of the saints. 
Similarly, there are many paintings in the 
Japanese tradition of narrative scrolls that can be 
appreciated purely in terms of their pictorial 
qualities — spatial composition, brushwork, 
rendering of the figures, background, and so forth 
— even by a viewer with no prior knowledge of 
the story they tell. Their size and their use of 
paper put these works on a par with the Western 
genre of illuminated manuscripts, and the 
watercolours and drawings they contain allow 
them to be accorded an important global position 
in the history of graphic art. 

The Heiji Monogatari Ekotoba must surely be 
considered the greatest masterpiece in Japanese 
narrative scroll painting. I can think of no other 
work that so masterfully combines all the 
elements of great narrative painting: composition 
and pictorial organization, rendering of detail, use 
of colour, realism of representation, and narrative 
drama: sometimes macabre, sometimes 
surprising, always engaging, Even viewers with 
no knowledge of the story cannot fail to be 
captivated by these marvelous illustrations 
(Figure 3).
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Figure 2. Sumiyoshi Keion, Scroll painting of Heiji Monogatari, Seika-do-bunko, Tokyo 

 

Figure 3. Sumiyoshi Keion, Scroll painting of Heiji Monogatari, National Museum of Tokyo 

As a landscape painter, Hasegawa Tohaku (1539-
1610) was a typical artist of the expression of 
nature. No one would dispute that Tohaku’s 
outstanding masterpiece is Pine Forest painted in 
the so (informal) style (Figure 4) (Tokyo National 
Museum). The power of this work lies in the 
realism which underpins it: although the white 
spaces in the work are quite large, the artist has 
used dark and light ink tones to give the mist-
covered pine grove a sense of recession and 
distance. Having completely abandoned set forms 
of Chinese origin, Tohaku paints very freely. The 

top right corner, for example, contains only the 
faint outline of a mountain ridge in the far 
distance, whilst the entire painting is very 
successfully unified in the middle ground. 
Although this painting arguably marks the birth of 
Japanese landscape painting, other artists’ 
attempts to imitate its grandeur and simplicity 
were inevitably marred by over-sized areas of 
plain white mist, so that their compositions failed 
to capture the compositional tension of the 
original.12  
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Figure 4. Hasegawa Tohaku, Pine Forests, National Museum of Tokyo  

 

Figure 5. Hokusai, Kanagawa-oki-uranami, 36 Views of Mt. Fuji.

Finally it is necessary to consider briefly the work 
of Hokusai (1760-1849) to understand the space-
theory in Japanese art. Two works, Ryakuga 

hayaosie [A quick guide to drawing] (1812-1815) 
and the world famous Hokusai Manga, sometimes 
translated as ‘Random Sketches’ and published 
from 1813 until after Hokusai’s death, throw light 

on the lengthy process by which his designs 
graduated from illustrations with a high narrative 
content to fully autonomous pictorial 
compositions. The former sets out the process to 
include a variety of compasses and ruler, with 
advice on how to achieve correct proportions and 
a sense of balance. Hokusai drew his inspiration 
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from Dutch manuals of figural representation but 
took their principles a stage further so that the 
entire training process became a matter of ‘playing 
with form’. At the same time, it is worth noting 
that he was also influenced by Cezanne’s 
celebrated theory that all of nature could be 
represented in terms of the cylinder, sphere and 
cone.13 Even though the circle and sphere differ in 
that one is two-dimensional and the other three-
dimensional, the fact that Hokusai’s circles are 
drawn so as to give them a sense of volume 
indicates that he was essentially thinking of them 
as three-dimensional spheres. If this way of 
thinking lay at the heart of Hokusai’s concept of 
the representation of forms, the great compendium 
of his sketches known as Hokusai manga could be 
regarded to a large extent as an attempt to apply 
this concept to all phenomena in the known 
universe. For Hokusai, this was not simply a 
question of realistic depiction. In the Manga, he 
makes even rocks, trees, and water pulsate with a 
lively energy in such a way as to give autonomous 
expression to their forms. Hokusai devoted a 
portion of the third book of the Manga to the 
principles of geometric perspective and it is 
interesting to observe that his examples involve 
not one but several vanishing points, suggesting he 
was already aware that over-strict use of 
perspective could result in a lifeless, univalent 
pictorial surface. In his works his sense of the 
space in the landscape is noticeably fresh. In the 
famous Kanagawa-namiura (Figure 5), in which 
Western perspective is used, he cut the middle 
space. The great wave of the foreground and small 
Mt. Fuji of the background conveys a marvelous 
effect of space. Shinshu-Suwako also shows the 
contrast of the trees in the foreground and Mt. Fuji 
in the background. In this case, Hokusai uses the 
view of high place to low space.14 
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A flame in the Landscape: Cesare 
Mattei’s Architectural and 
Therapeutic Dream. A Study 
through Images and Writings 
 
 
Laura Falqui, historian of Modern Art, 
actress and stage-director, Italy (Text)  

Guido Piacentini, Bolognese Art 
Photographer, Italy (Photographes)

In Riola di Vergato near to where the Limentra 
and Reno meet, there is a sloping wooded rise on 
which a small castle is perched. This is the 
Rocchetta Mattei, a dream-like residence 
characterised by a complicated exotic structure 
(Figure 1). It stands in the Reno Valley past the 
adjacent village of Riola and beyond the road and 
railway communications, hemmed in by the ring 
of Appennine Mountains, bristling with small 
churches. Amongst these, albeit not visible from 
the Rocchetta, is Montovolo with its sanctuary, a 
pilgrim destination up-to the beginning of the last 
century. The place in question, which conveys an 
exclusive and singular aspect, is situated not far 
from the city of Bologna and yet it seems to 
belong to a world far remouved in both space and 
time. From various photographs taken in 1875 it 
transpires that the building was located high up, 
surrounded by a composite landscape of water 
(rivers), lands (cultivated fields, small villages, 
woods) and mountains (the Appennines). Various 
sketches of landscape by Ottavio Campedelli in 
1850 (Figure 2), the date when Mattei’s 
construction was begun, show the future 
Rocchetta, in picturesque foreshortened images; its 
medieval-like structure is shown, complete with 
crenallations and towers, but the true Rocchetta, 
the one carried out, emerged along the lines of 
eclectic Hispano-Arabic or Turkish models 
interwoven with a Neo-gothic and Art Nouveau 
style (Figure 3). In the photos taken in 1900, the 
building, which stands out against a background of 
rich vegetation that squeezes it in a varied and 
well-ordered mass, appears in its definitive 
expression, bristling with towers, spires, onion 

domes, windows with Arabic arches and fired 
brick decorations. 

At first sight the Rocchetta Mattei looks like an 
architectural curiosity – yet another example of 
eclecticism applied to a private building, but it 
should not be forgotten that eclecticism, 
generated at the height of the nineteenth century 
in the nostalgic spirit of the Revival, is the style 
that supports dreams and makes them concrete: 
the décor of a place in which many Places take 
form. The Bavarian castle of Neuschwanstein, 
built by Ludwig II, is exemplary in this respect. 
We like to think of such residences being 
scattered throughout Europe and America, and 
accordingly the metamorphoses of a multiple 

castel - a castle inasmuch as it is isolated in the 
landscape or in the middle of a park, thereby 
bringing to mind the idea of a established feudal 
nobility, whether real or imaginary, and multiple 
due to the proliferation of styles which bring it to 
life. 

 

Figure 1. View of Rocchetta Mattei  
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Figure 2. Sketch of the landscape by Ottavio 
Campedelli, 1850 

 

Figure 3. View of the true Rocchetta emerged 
along the lines of eclectic Hispano-Arabic or 
Turkish models interwoven with a Neo-gothic 
and Art Nouveau style 

The Rocchetta is, then, a multiple castle, as it 
where, but it is also more then what it seems when 
it first meets the eye, being more audacious then 
other constructions of the kind. All told, it is not 
only the imprint of a dream but also the realisation 
of a secret ideal meticolously accomplished. The 
play of deception is of relative importance, 
exploiting, as it does, a certain lack of resources in 
favour of a spiritual staging that links symbols, 
figures, shades of colour, viewpoints and 
particular atmospheres. The impossibility of 
attaining precious materials (marble, ivory, 
precious stones, tapestries) is transformed into a 
creative plan: modest materials (brick, stones, 
painted plaster, cement, plaster cast, even papier-
mâché) restore, thanks to the skill of the artisans, 
pictorial and illusionistic effects, a truly 
sumptuous and magic appearence. In the fittings 
and objects it was the visual nature, the form, 

tactile sensation and intensity of evocation which 
were to prevail rather than their intrinsic value, as 
such. But the Art Nouveau style (evident in the 
ceramics, in two magnificent fireplaces (Figures 
4, 5), in certain stucco work and stained-glass 
windows is precious in itself and even today 
yields unespected splendours among other partly 
destroyed somewhat rough or bizarre decorative 
work. 

 

Figure 4. The ceramics in the fireplace 

 

Figure 5. Detail from fireplace 

The Rocchetta was intended as a harmonious 
microcosm and is a mysterious place (Figure 6). 
The enraptured and elusive shadow of utopia 
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permeates its characteristics, but, as is the case 
with all utopian projects, it is indefinitely self-
referring, and vanishes in a game of reflections 
seemingly without a centre. Today, stripped of its 
furnishings and fittings, and pervaded by ever-
spreading disorderliness it appears as a somewhat 
unhinged construction shorn of meaningful 
connections and the interior order which once 
underpinned its structure. And yet it retains an 
enigmatic fascinating vitality notwithstanding – 
the vitality of the empty spaces that can be filled in 
by the imagination, the spectre of a magic will. Its 
Arab-Gothic soul and the labyrinthine nature 
disconcert the viewer with unexpected paths and 
astonishing this harmony because the obliqueness 
and disfiguring of the spaces lend an illusionist 
effect and these in turn reflect an intention to 
mask. Indeed, as we shall attempt to show, it 
comprises an architectonic structure founded on 
the simplest geometric shapes and a precise 
philosophic-therapeutic principle. 

 

Figure 6. Interior view from the Rochetta 

 

Figure 7. Interior view from the Rochetta 

 

Figure 8. Interior view from the Rochetta 

Thanks to the natural vertical rigour which is 
brought out by Piacentini’s lens, (Figure 7) the 
Rocchetta acquires in our eyes a sort of additional 

life which restores the original form, prior to 
being stripped by art thieves. A completely 
immaterial life resurfaces, pure visibility (Figure 
8); in the rhythmic flow of the decorative details, 
the bichromatic harmony, the scansion of the 
Arabic arches through the stone aureoles that 
crown a few interior and exterior passages in the 
austere beauty of remarkably luminous 
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ambulatories, the mimetism of Moorish models. 
Piacentini’s penetrating detached gaze, surgically 
attentive to detail, suggests an imaginative case. 
Through his photographs and the present study my 
intention here is to evoke the spirit which must 
once have infused Cesare Mattei when he planned, 
built and lived in his Rocchetta. 

Count Cesare Mattei, Therapist and Feudal 
Signore, 1809-1896 

Cesare Mattei was a singular intertwining of 
figures. His contemporary, Alfonso Rubbiani, a 
neo-gothic architect and a sort of Viollet-le-Duc of 
Emilia, defined him as “feudal lord, alms giver, 

thaumaturge, artist”. Feudal lord is perhaps self-
explanatory but it is the attribute thaumaturge 
which represents the core of this evasive 
personality. Mattei was indeed an esoteric 
“doctor” of international repute, the inventor of 
Electro-Homeopathy, which he defined as a “novel 
experimental treatment” and a “medical 
revolution”, aimed at curing and healing cancer in 
particular. It is not possible here to go into the 
concept of Electro-Homeopathy/Electromeopatia 
or to examine Mattei’s biography and the reasons 
which induced him to make such life choice, but a 
few significant aspects should be considered so as 
to facilitate comprehension of this study. A man of 
extensive interests and an indefatigable traveller, 
Mattei comes across as a citizen of the world – of 
ardent, melancholy and touchy disposition; he 
belonged to the ranks of those mages, who were 
initiated in occultism and passionate about 
alchemy – those free-thinking and heretical 
protagonists of the Rosicrucian philosophic-
aesthetics in Paris and Lyon, theoreticians (if not 
“scientists”, poets, musicians, artists) of the 
European symbolist movement in the second half 
of the XIX century. According to various sources, 
Mattei was initiated into the Martinist Order (the 
Martinist order with its headquarters in Lyon, 
drew inspiration from Louis Claude de Saint-
Martin, known as the “Unknown Philosopher” 
who was rigorous in his interior spiritual research). 
He had contact, by correspondence at least, with 
Papus, the young occultist, leader of the Martinist 
Order from 1882, doctor and founder of journals 
dedicated to the “esoteric sciences” like “The Veil 
of Isis” and “The Initiation”. Mattei was also 
reputed to be a member of the Order of the 
Samaritains Inconnus (Unknown Samaritans) a 

secret brotherhood dedicated to healing and 
helping the sick and indigent. From this point of 
view it is clear that Mattei’s lifestyle in Riola 
faithfully complied with such secret rules, also 
because the alchemic-electrical remedies got 
going and indeed became established at the very 
time that the Rocchetta was being built. In this 
respect, one of the stories linked to the count’s 
life mentions the vision Mattei underwent 
concerning his new “medical revolution” in the 
small room which was called precisely the 
“Stanza della visione” (“Room of the Vision”). 
(Figure 9) 

 

Figure 9. View of “Stanza della visione” (“Room 
of the Vision”) 

His multiple castle should therefore be interpreted 
as his elected residence, a privileged spot for his 
medical research and meditation, in the choice of 
a stark and determined isolation: a symbol of 
belonging to nowhere or rather to the entire 

world. Indeed, Mattei gave guests a generous 
welcome, but seldom left the confine of his “little 
palace”; in fact after the 1873 railway accident in 
which he was involved, he withdrew definitely, 
while maintaining written communication with 
every one. In his position as Lord of the Castle 
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and dispenser of electromagnetic cures he 
welcomed and supported an extraordinary number 
of patients and visitors; Riola became a bustling 
centre of international standing. The owner of 
extensive lands surrounding the castle, Mattei, like 
in a fairy-tale, contributed to the well-being, health 
and activity of the tenant farmers and residents in 
the village; he generously saw to the rebuilding 
and improvement of the peasant’s dilapidated 
houses, transforming them into small villas and 
detached houses; he supported two hotels, 
including one called “della Rosa”, situated 
opposite the railway station, described by 
contemporaries as a true clinic Casa di Salute. 

Artifex: The Multiple Castle as “Cosmic” 
Project  

If we acknowledge that Mattei was initiated in 
occultism, we may assume that he acted, thought 
and built according to principles connected to the 
occult sciences. And it is in this respect that the 
attribute of artist conferred on him by Rubbiani 
gains significance. “Artist” should be understood 
in the sense of artifex (supreme artificier): one 
who applies the principles of a superior art in his 
practice. And what does this art consist of? It is 
unquestionably the alchemic art of distilling from 
plants and the work on the “electric waters” to 
make up drugs while at the same time being the art 
of architecture, though this without a doubt also 
involves magic art or rather the domination of 
natural forces through the application of the 
physical and chemical sciences. In magic art the 
results obtained are extraordinary, but are closely 
related to the principles of nature. Magic, alchemy, 
medicine and architecture are components of 
occultism.  

At this point, it may be of interest to consider a 
few sentences from the Introduction aux sciences 

occultes by Joséphin Péladan, one of the 
protagonists of the French Occultist Revival of the 
latter half of the nineteenth century. The founder 
of the “Rose-Croix Catholique du Temple e du 
Graal” says that “L’occultiste ressemble à un 
explorateur hardi, à un pionnier, à un défricheur de 
l’intermonde: ce qu’il rapporte, en ses relations, 
n’a pas le rigueur d’un point d’orientation, et il 
mêle du rêve à son témoignage…”; furthermore he 
states that “…l’occultisme a pour premier arcane 
que le surnaturel n’existe pas, non plus que le 

hasard; il voit au moindre fait l’opération d’un loi 
et s’acharne à étendre le domaine 
expérimental…”. Péladan notes the faithfulness of 
occultism in following the principles of Averroè, 
who in turn claimed the natural nature of all 
phenomena, given that nothing exists outside 
nature. Finally, if it is true that “la méthode 
magique s’appelle l’analogie” then we come back 
to Mattei’s ‘medical revolution’ at the centre of 
which is placed homeopathy or rather a typically 
analogical method of healing. 

I would now like to propose a few associations of 
form and meaning which might allow us to 
imagine the probable symbolic-structural 
framework of both the Rocchetta and Electro-
Homeopathy. In this system of interpretation and 
correlation the choice of architectonic eclecticism 
would appear to be the most consonant style for 
the expression of analogic passages. Indeed, in 
Mattei’s work, Architecture and Medicine appear 
to be closely linked to an idea of taking root in 
nature. 

The knowledge of the occultist re-engages with 
the age-old conception of the four elements that 
make up the universe: earth, water, air, fire, with 
nature placed at the centre as a radiant force. 
(Figure 10) Four humours and four temperaments 
correspond analogically to these four elements 
and Electro-Homeopathy is based on these 
correspondences. Let us then imagine Mattei 
developing an ambitious project of synthesis: 
carrying out a dynamic and powerful system of 
harmonious interaction between nature, man’s 
living quarters and the life of the soul and body. 
A real organism which dynamically balances the 
energies of the four elements and, by analogy, of 
all that derives from it: from the cultivation of 
plants species to architectonic arrangement, from 
psychic-physical well-being to the “physics” of 
the environment, numerical rhythms to landscape 
views. At the same time a circular correspondence 
of the details of scenic landscapes offering 
viewpoints of the Rocchetta is perceptible. As an 
image of the World (a system of concentric 
microcosm, from the man-nucleus to nature 
surrounding) the construction is placed high up, 
conceived between earth and sky, in a spot in the 
landscape where water and rivers coexist, the 
variegated land of the valleys and peaks of Riola 
and the air of the sky. Of this circumscribed and 
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composite system of the three elements, the 
Rocchetta represents the fourth, the one that is 
missing and essential: fire, Ignis, also understood 
as the fulchrum or magnetic centre in which 
energy converges and expands from below 
upwards. The inner routes that wrap around and go 
back on each other inside the building appear to 
organise the spiral of energy which rises, falls and 
reascends in a continuous enveloping and gliding 
movement. Thus one can imagine the multiple 

castle of Riola as a living point of the space, 
capable of recomposing an altered equilibrium, 
because in an occult and alchemist vision illness 
consists merely of the alteration of the energetic 
balance which can be more or less deep. 
Architecture turns into medicine through nature, 
interpreted and moulded in its vital and symbolic 
essence. 

 

Figure 10. View of the staircase 

The Rocchetta appears to symbolise a vertical 
running of energy in constant balanced tension 
between the Hig and the Low: 

High, air, flame 

↕ “electric” water which runs 
between the two poles – magnetic 
energy 

Below, earth, rock 

The idea of the flame, for example, is symbolised 
by the system of pinnacles that embellish and 
complete the towers; these are linked to the 
phoenix, a symbol of regeneration through fire, as 
Oswald Wirth makes clear in this image; these are 
icy flames that imprison the stream of vertical 
energy upwards, blazing like a medieval cathedral 

spire which gave rise to the term flamboyant 

gothic. Pinnacles as symbolic flames are also to 
be found in an emblem of Michael Meier’s 
hermetic text Atalanta fugiens (1618). When the 
palace was substantially altered, many pinnacles 
were replaced by onion domes that can perhaps be 
interpreted as ”armillary spheres”, planetary 
images, surmounted by Greek crosses in wrought 
iron, diagrammes of human and cosmic balance, 
in a perceptible shift towards the Arab-Spanish 
Orientalism. The reference to the sunny spirit of 
Arab architecture can be seen primarily in the 
interiors and courtyard of the lions, inspired by 
the Patio de los Leones dell’Alhambra.  

In the Rocchetta, the simulation of an 
architectural and medical poetics of the cosmos is 
borne out by a theory of eclecticism that 
translated the stylistic references into décor 
through dimensional and perspective distortion. 
Thus it is by supporting the life of illusions that 
the castle gives vivid life to its ghosts.  
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No Landscape Without its History 
 
 
 
 
 
Masahiro Hamashita, Kobe College, 
Japan

Sometimes we feel as if a scene, very familiar and 
not special, looks differently, probably due to our 
inner drastic change of emotion or mentally 
shocked experience. Really, a scene as an object of 
our perception shows its various facets depending 
on the viewer’s state of mind. Then, should we say 
that there must be no constant image of a scene? 
What I’d like to say in my paper is not to seek for 
physically or dynamically or psychologically 
scientific rules of our perception of landscape, but 
my claim is that we need to restore humanistic 
attitudes in appreciating nature and scenery.  

It is a very usual way of thinking to suppose a 
universal cause and effect relation between a 
viewer and an object by following some rules. 
Edmund Burke (1729-1797), in his A 

Philosophical Enquiry into the Origin of our Ideas 

of the Sublime and Beautiful (1757, 2nd ed. 1759), 
offered an example. He thought that our response 
to landscape should be common according to 
universal human nature. He extracted two essential 
human characters of self-preservation and society, 
corresponding to two main aesthetic categories, 
the sublime and the beautiful. Following his texts, 

Most of the ideas which are capable of 
making a powerful impression on the mind, 
whether simply of Pain or Pleasure, or of the 
modifications of those, may be reduced very 
nearly to these two heads, self-preservation 
and society; to the ends of one or the other 
of which all our passions are calculated to 
answer.1 

The passions which concern self-
preservation, turn mostly on pain or danger. 
The ideas of pain, sickness, and death, fill 
the mind with strong emotions of horror; but 
life and health, though they make no such 

impression by the simple enjoyment. The 
passions therefore which are conversant 
about the preservation of the individual, 
turn chiefly on pain and danger, and they 
are the most powerful of all the passions.2 

Whatever is fitted in any sort to excite the 
ideas of pain, and danger, that is to say, 
whatever is in any sort terrible, or is 
conversant about terrible objects, or 
operates in a manner analogous to terror, is 
a source of the sublime; that is, it is 
productive of the strongest emotion which 
the mind is capable of feeling.3 

Then, according to Burke’s thesis of the sublime 
caused by universal human nature, our aesthetic 
experience of nature, whether it is the sublime or 
the beautiful, may be traced back to our nature of 
self-preservation or society. When we are terrified 
by a vast desert or a violent storm, once we get 
over the difficulty, then we find delight that could 
be categorized as the sublime. However, in 
applying Burke’s conception, we may need not 
any view of nature, expecting our natural, 
physical response to special features of a 
landscape.  

Nevertheless, we can easily find a problem 
concerning Burke’s way of thought if we try to 
apply it to tackle with contemporary 
environmental issues. For, if our nature of self-
preservation works well, it must be necessary that 
we feel danger toward any landscape even if it 
may lead to our appreciation of the beautiful. This 
means that we are entering another dimension of 
threat or menace to our life, or self-preservation, 
without reference to our natural frame. 
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Preceding Burke, George Turnbull (1698-1748), in 
his A Treatise on Ancient Painting (1740), 
suggested an interesting way of enjoying a 
landscape picture. Distinguishing the two genres 
of paintings: natural and moral paintings, he says: 

The former belong to natural, and the other 
to moral Philosophy. For if we reflect upon 
the End and Use of Samples or Experiments 
in Philosophy, it will immediately appear 
that Pictures are such, or that they must have 
the same Effect.4 

What does it mean that natural painting has the 
same effect as natural philosophy? He evaluates 
landscape painting with reference to natural 
philosophy, saying: 

What are Landscapes and View of Nature, 
but Samples of Nature’s visible Beauties, 
and for that Reason Samples and 
Experiments in natural Philosophy?5 

In examining the one [landscape painting], 
we act the Part of the natural Philosopher.6 

Painting is a copy of nature. In Turnbull’s view, in 
studying nature through painting, we can get 
deeper enjoyment of nature. Again, according to 
him, 

For not only does the double Employment 
of the Mind, in comparing a Copy with the 
Original, yield a double Satisfaction to the 
Mind; but by this comparing Exercise, the 
Original is brought, as it were, nearer to our 
View, and kept more steadily before us, till 
both Original and Copy are fully examined 
and comprehended: The Mind is pleased to 
perceive an Object thus doubled, as it were, 
by Reflexion; its Curiosity is excited 
narrowly to canvass the resemblance; and 
thus it is led to give a closer and more 
accurate Attention to the Original itself.7 

Here, Turnbull points out both the pleasures of 
imitation and that of original nature. Viewers of a 
picture are requested to have enough knowledge 
about nature, classifying two kinds of landscape 
paintings: an exact copy of landscape and that of 
an imaginary one. The first is explained as 
follows: 

If Pictures of natural Beauties are exact 
Copies of some particular Parts of Nature, 
or done after them, as they really happened 
in Nature; they are in that case no more 
than such Appearances more accurately 
preserved by Copies of them, than they can 
be by Imagination and Memory, in order to 
their being contemplated and examined as 
frequently and as seriously as we please. 
‘Tis the same as preserving fine thoughts 
and Sentiments by Writing, without trusting 
to Memory, that they may not be lost. This 
is certainly too evident to be insisted upon.8 

Then, as for the imaginary landscape, he says: 

On the other hand, if Landscape are not 
copied from any particular Appearances 
and Laws, being composed by combining 
together such scattered Beauties of Nature 
as make a beautiful Whole; even in this 
case, the Study of Pictures is still the Study 
of Nature itself: For if Composition be 
agreeable to Nature’s settled Laws and 
Proportions, it may exist: And all such 
Representations shew what Nature’s Laws 
would produce in supposed 
Circumstances.9 

In sum, 

“The former Sort [exact copy of nature] 
may therefore be called a Register of 
Nature, and the latter a Supplement to 
Nature, or rather to the Observers and 
Lovers of Nature. And in both Cases 
Landscapes are Samples or Experiments in 
natural Philosophy: Because they serve to 
fix before our Eyes beautiful Effects of 
Nature’s Laws, till we have fully admired 
them, and accurately considered the Laws 
from which such visible Beauties and 
Harmonies result.”10 

In Turnbull’s theory, a landscape painting should 
represent natural law, and it may be supposed that 
the best picture should be the most exact copy of 
nature and the most correct description of natural 
laws. Really, through pictures we can trace our 
idea of nature to scientific principles. Not only 
scientific disciplines, but also rules or laws are 
detected by specialists such as fishermen and 
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peasants who know well about nature’s changing 
characters from their artisan-like observations. 

We can suppose that such attitude to nature as that 
of Turnbull’s is the inheritance of both Newton’s 
idea of reading nature in its lawful regularity and 
Descartes’ project of interpreting nature in terms 
of geometry. Through the methodical dichotomy 
between the subject and the object, nature had 
become for the first time in human history of ideas 
an object of perception. Before that, human beings 
had always felt themselves in nature, and man and 
nature could not be dissected from each other 
anyway, not to mention animism, pantheism, ‘chi’ 
monologism in Chinese thought, etc. 

Descartes (1596-1650) searched for the certainty 
and clearness of our ideas to be demonstrated to be 
the truth, then eventually found a mathematical 
model to assure certainty and clarity. Having being 
tired of trivial and detailed speculations by 
scholars of Scholasticism, he says in his Discourse 

on Method (1637): 

I had always a most earnest desire to know 
how to distinguish the true from the false, in 
order that I might be able clearly to 
discriminate the right path in life, and 
proceed in it with confidence.11 

I entirely abandoned the study of letters, and 
resolved no longer to seek any other science 
than the knowledge of myself, or of the 
great book of the world.12 

He was disgusted by “those [reasonings] 
conducted by a man of letters in his study, 
regarding speculative matters that are of no 
practical moment, and followed by no 
consequences to himself, farther, perhaps, than 
that they foster his vanity the better the more 
remote they are from common sense.”13 

Descartes may be right in that he felt skeptical and 
bored by science through word-language, i.e. the 
humanities, then traveling abroad to read ‘the book 
of the world,’ probably adopting the medieval 
philosophical metaphor of ‘the book of Nature.’ 
Really, an alternative to reading books may be 
going outside to observe and experience nature 
and the world on the spot. And he eventually 
found geometry a model science that can lead us to 

ideas of enough certainty and clarity to be the 
most relevant to the method for philosophy. 

At the time of modernity, passing through 
antiquity and the medieval age, after the immense 
accumulation of speculations and historical 
documents, there emerged two polar attitudes to 
ongoing accomplishments in the humanities, 
represented respectively by Descartes and Vico 
(1668-1744). 

According to Descartes, he was obliged to get 
over scholastic education of focusing on uncertain 
supposition and proceeding speculation without 
reality and existential consciousness. Then, he 
decided to innovate a methodically scientific way 
of thinking, based chiefly on the geometrical 
method. In contrast, Vico again emphasized the 
importance of history and historical 
consciousness. Then, he started investigating 
myth in history in order to know the deep layer of 
philosophy. 

Vico’s criticism against Descartes is founded on 
his distinction between <scienzia> and 
<prudenzia>. In his De nostri temporis studiorum 

ratione (1709), Vico says about his contemporary 
way of scientific method influenced by Descartes 
that the analytic and geometrical method seem to 
be so certain that they are concerned with natural 
sciences but that they are not relevant to moral 
sciences which comprise of politics, eloquence, 
virtue, ars decori which instructs proper behavior, 
etc. He claims: 

Experts say that the physics they teach, 
based on the geometric method, is identical 
with nature itself, and that wherever one 
turns in contemplation of the universe, it is 
this physics which one observes. They 
hold, therefore, that we are indebted to 
those authors who have freed us from the 
great trouble of contemplating nature 
further, and who bequeathed us such 
splendid and well-furnished buildings.14 

Really, we live not in the age in which 
contemplation of nature means “theoria”, i.e. to 
find divine letters of dictation in nature, but we 
are proud of ourselves as conquerors of nature 
and look on nature as an object.  
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Then, distinguishing <scienzia> and <prudenzia>, 
Vico goes on saying that the former is treated by 
those who research nature on the basis of simple 
cause, the latter by those who investigate many 
factors and causes around one action to make a 
conjecture on the real cause. For the purpose of 
being prudent, Vico requests us to stand on 
common sense and halfway between truth and 
falsehood. His emphasis on myth and imagination 
is a part of his criticism against simple-mindedness 
in natural science and some philosophical attitudes 
depending on it. 

When we must admit that we have already 
departed from the custom of contemplation of 
nature, then we should inquire into the alternative 
that leads human cultivation through landscape. 
My suggestion is that we can do so through the 
way to tend to history or historical knowledge. 

With regard to our attitude to landscape, one may 
maintain that we appreciate a landscape with a 
blank-sheet-like mind or innocent eyes. Then, we 
do not need any knowledge about the landscape. 
The other claims that we need as much knowledge 
as possible in order to appreciate deeply a 
particular landscape. Then, not only in terms of 
geographical features, but also in terms of 
historical facts, legendary knowledge of a 
landscape is requested. 

We come to be familiar with a landscape in two 
ways: through simple repetition of perceiving it, 
the experience of novelty by degrees produces a 
concept about the landscape, then, as a routine 
behavior and habit or custom, we can become 
familiar with a scene. The second type requests a 
deeper knowledge about a landscape that can 
stimulate our imagination and memory as Vico 
requested us in order to keep our mind toward 
prudence.  

Orhan Pamuk, in his Istanbul: Memories and the 

City, mentions his conception of the Bosphorus. 
He says: 

Of all the western artists who painted the 
Bosphorus, it’s [Antoine-Ignace] Melling I 
find the most nuances and convincing. His 
book Voyage pittoresque de Constantinople 

et des rives du Bosphore - even the title is 
poetry to me - was published in 1819; in 

1969 my uncle Şevket Rado, a poet and 
publisher, brought out a half-sized 
facsimile edition, and because my heart was 
then blaze with a passion for painting, he 
gave us a copy as a present. I would spent 
hours studying every corner of those 
paintings, finding in them what I thought to 
be Ottoman Istanbul in all its unspoiled 
glory.15 

At times when I was most desperate to 
believe in a glorious past - and those of us 
overly impressed by western art and 
literature do often succumb to this sort of 
Istanbul chauvinism - I found Melling’s 
engravings consoling. But even as I allow 
myself to be transported, I am aware that 
part of what makes Melling’s paintings so 
beautiful is the sad knowledge that what 
they depict no longer exists. Perhaps I look 
at these paintings precisely because they 
make me sad.16 

In Melling’s Istanbul landscapes it is 
almost as if there is no center. This effect, 
and his attention to detail, may be what 
draws me to the Istanbul he depicts.17 

Because Melling never places human 
dramas at the center of his paintings, to see 
them is for me rather like driving along the 
Bosphorus when I was a child: one bay 
suddenly emerging from behind another, 
with every bend in the shore road bringing 
a view from a surprising new angle. And so 
it is, as I leaf through this book, that I begin 
to think of Istanbul as centerless and 
infinite and feel myself inside one of the 
tales I loved so much as a boy.18 

Now, through Pamuk’s description, we will 
become more familiar with the Bosphorus, 
Istanbul and Turkey. In the same way, I have 
been the more familiar and intimate with Kobe 
because of my accumulation of knowledge about 
Kobe in addition to my greatest earthquake 
experience. For example, Ikuta shrine was heavily 
destroyed by the Great Hanshin Earthquake on 
January 17, 1995. It is said to have been founded 
in the 4th century to worship the surrounding 
sacred nature including forests and big stones, in 
the end to pray for rich harvest and happiness. 
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Since then, there have been natural disasters such 
as earthquakes and floods, etc, and battles between 
eminent clans in the medieval times, affecting the 
existence of the shrine. The name of the city Kobe 
derives from the village that dedicated crops to 
Ikuta shrine. ‘Kobe’ means families for gods. We 
can review and think over history of Ikuta shrine 
by following Figure 1 to 3 below, from the 

historical bird’s-eye view (Figure 1), the 
magnificent view of gateway at the entrance 
before the Great Earthquake (Figure 2) to the 
ruinous scene after the earthquake. Because of 
historical knowledge and continuous experience 
of visions, my appreciation of Ikuta shrine has 
become all the deeper.  
 

 

Figure 1. Harima Meisho Junran Zue [A Guide for Places of Scenic and Historic Importance in 
Harima Region (1804)] 

 

Figure 2. The view of gateway at the entrance before the Great Earthquake 
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Figure 3. The ruinous scene after the Great Earthquake
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Literary Landscape as Real 
Landscape. Ideas from Gabriele 
D'Annunzio (A Case Study: Il 
Vittoriale by Gabriele D'Annunzio) 
 
 
Raffaele Milani, Professor at the 
Department of Philosophy, University of 
Bologna, Italy

Aesthetic research aims here to understand the 
meaning and value of the landscape from the 
standpoint of an analysis of forms. The experience 
of perception and human activity, the illusion of 
sentimental reading and the dematerialization of 
our object may be considered from both the 
vantage point of history and culture, as well as 
from the particular angle of literary image. In the 
latter case, landscape becomes a diffuse art, a 
poiesis and poetry, scattered everywhere; we can 
observe a field of symbolic interactions between 
man and this immense living sculpture, namely 
nature modified by man. At the outset my 
approach is interdisciplinary, but it lies open to 
metaphor. It is the contention of this paper that an 
exchange of standpoints takes place between 
subject and object in the overall design of the real 
that surrounds us, represented and imagined, 
expressing the problems of memory, identity, and 
composition according to an index of 
characteristics and on this occasion presenting a 
poetic, rather than sociological or anthropological 
category in the hermeneutics of the landscape. In 
what follows, then, I shall comment on the so-
called creative or imaginative genius that in many 
ways agrees with the ideas of enigma and splitting 
into two. 

The aesthetic sphere deals with the relationship 
between what literature imagines, describing it, 
and describing also that which is directly visible to 
the observer: situations and characteristics may 
come together in a case to be analysed, or in a 
series of cases capable of providing a frame of 
typologies of vision, if necessary in relationship 
with a rhetorical discourse which will be 
connected in particular—at least as far as my 
research is concerned—to metaphor. In the case I 
have chosen to examine, cultural layering makes 

spontaneous, or even natural, a mental and 
inventive attitude that can be called wonder, a 
frame of mind based on a strategy of artifice 
allowing us to look at landscapes not as they are, 
but as how one might wish to see them.  

Everything is natural precisely because 
everything is profoundly cultural. This fact also 
concerns psychology in the modes of behaviour 
of our mind. Under certain conditions observation 
and contemplation restore a state of wonder 
towards nature capable of substituting the 
characteristics and expressive properties in a 
landscape with others belonging to our 
imagination and emotional temperament. We 
sometimes substitute one waterscape for another, 
or a mountainscape for another, or we wish to see 
a Greek landscape in an Apulian one, or to feel as 
though we were in Mongolia when we are in fact 
in Castelluccio Valley. We transform the colours 
and shapes of a Tyrolese castle into a Tibetan 
village and so forth. Far from being recent, this is 
an inherent part of how we have gazed and 
contemplated over the centuries. A case in point 
is Villa Adriana and the cult of the mythological 
memories that the emperor "concretely" wished to 
have around him for the pleasure of identification 
in an exceptional place. In descriptions, literature 
only promotes its landscape as if it were objective 
and real. We witness an exchange: the real 
landscape becomes literary landscape, literary 
landscape becomes real landscape because both 
one and the other have descended into myth, in a 
principle of narration whose enigma always 
returns. The vehicle is metaphor, that is a 
rhetorical figure belonging to the mental 
representation and language of the world, the 
things of the world organised by our gaze. 
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It is, nevertheless, as though we were haunted by 
the idea of a universal language borne by 
metaphor; as though we were induced to believe 
that an eloquence of nature existed, as proposed by 
T.W. Adorno in Estetica, (1970, it. ed. 1975, 
pp.89-112).1 We could characterise and define a 
visit or walk through panoramic points and 
movements so as to interpret things around us as 
an articulation of images which accompany us and 
affect us—a set of signs that recall a language. 
This experience with its wealth of images, figures 
and thoughts is a fluctuation similar to music and 
substantially irreproducible. A nature mediated by 
the techniques of mechanical and virtual 
reproduction risks the annihilation of its meaning 
and value; for example Turner and the 
Impressionists not only reproduced the spirit of the 
landscape, but translated it. Mere subjectivity 
would be insufficient for defining that pleasure 
which overpowers us, as if by enchantment, in a 
perceptible passive registration of the world and 
that may be called enigma. It is, then, the 
dissolving of the ego in the imagination which 
produces such pleasure.  

Nature appears to be a real spettacolo (Spectacle) 
demanding that we participate keenly and fully: 
clouds, flashes of lightning, patches of sky, sea-
storms, deserts, etc. are scenes worthy of 
Shakespeare and ones which he did, in part, 
represent. An elusive suspended language 
transpires from his figurative expressions—a 
language made up of traces and cues that refer us 
to a secret syntony. And the ways of handling such 
harmonious responses differ greatly. This is 
known to us through countless literary and 
pictorial examples, from Friedrich to Corot, and 
Leopardi to Proust. In contemporary literature the 
aesthetic gaze has infinite evocative implications 
which give rise to other landscapes. At this point I 
quote one of the most compelling passages of 
Marcel Proust's A la recherche,  

La haie formait comme une suite de 
chapelles qui disparaissaient sous la jonché 
de leurs fleurs amoncelées en reposoir; au-
dessous d'elles, le soleil posait à terre un 
quadrillage de clarté, comme s'il venait de 
traverser une verrière; leur parfum s'étendait 
aussi onctueux, aussi délimité en sa forme 
que si j'eusse été devant l'autel de la Vierge, 
et les fleurs, aussi parées, tenaient chacune 

d'un air distrait son étincelant bouquet 
d'étamines, fines et rayonnantes nervures de 
style flamboyant comme celles qui à 
l'église ajuraient la rampe du jubé ou les 
meneaux de vitrail et qui épanouissaient en 
blanche chair de fleur de fraisier.2  

The hedge resembled a series of chapels, 
whose walls were no longer visible under 
the mountains of flowers that were heaped 
upon their altars; while beneath them the 
sun cast a chequered light upon the ground, 
as though it had just passed through a 
stained-glass window; and their scent swept 
over me, as unctuous, as circumscribed in 
its range, as though I had been standing 
before the Lady-altar, and the flowers, 
themselves adorned also, held out each its 
little bunch of glittering stamens with an 
absent-minded air, delicate radiating veins 
in the flamboyant style like those which, in 
the church, framed the stairway to the rood-
loft or the mullions of the windows and 
blossomed out into the fleshy whiteness of 
strawberry-flowers.3 

A plethora of associated things are brought to 
mind, in a principle of continual analogies, in a 
ceaseless flow, in the tempo of the mood, and in 
the pure sacredness that affirms the mind's ability 
to see. And we are there, already before the work 
of art in an ecstasy of "as ifs". As contemplators, 
unknown protagonists, we live those images prior 
to their inventive elaboration. As Ernst Cassirer 
states in An Essay on Man, 

I may walk through a landscape and feel its 
charms, I may enjoy the mildness of the air, 
the freshness of the meadows, the variety 
and cheerfulness of the coloring, and the 
fragrant odor of the flowers. But I may then 
experience a sudden change in my frame of 
mind. Thereupon I see the landscape with 
an artist's eye - I begin to form a picture of 
it. I have now entered a new realm - the 
realm not of living things, but of ‘living 
forms’. No longer in the immediate reality 
of things, I live now in the rhythm of 
spatial forms, in the harmony and contrast 
of colors, in the balance of light and 
shadow. In such absorption in the dynamic 
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aspect of form consists the aesthetic 
experience.4 

The metaphoric discourse belongs to us mentally 
even before its elaboration in terms of literature 
and painting. 

There is something ancient in this dimension. I 
mentioned earlier Villa Adriana. But over the past 
three centuries our gaze has been directed 
backwards in time as if to regain possession of the 
void left by the separation between man and nature 
that took place even earlier—a void that provides a 
meditation on time. A nostalgic "reflection" on the 
end of the original enchantment transpires when, 
as Klages puts it,5 earth, sky, clouds, water, flora 
and fauna enshrouded our individual life as in a 
sarcophagus, interweaving it into the grandiose 
universal occurrence. It is an enchantment that 
also—more broadly speaking—reminds us of an 
interest in the knowledge of classical antiquity, as 
if some therapeutic practices were connected to the 
sense of the unity of nature; this can be seen in the 
reputation of Air, water, and places, a book 
attributed to Hipppocrates, or, at least, in his 
possession. A whole world, incited in part by 
scientific inquiry, is disclosed before our eyes, 
crossing the threshold of immediate reality and 
allowing us to glimpse the depths of those 
elements that underlie every aesthetic discovery. 
But the catalogue of places and landscapes in this 
metaphoric discourse of the language of nature is 
infinite. 

The city, too, is landscape. From this we can go 

out into nature (as Socrates and Phaedrus did), in 
an exchange between the city and countryside, but 
we can also enter the city to "inhabit" the 
contemplation of the architectural structures. 
Every architectural work is landscape painting 
that, in turn, fosters a didactic relationship between 
environment and spirit. This changes according to 
our transition, the mobility of our gaze, just as it 
does to the light and seasons. The view and our 
body undergo a contemplation between the interior 
and exterior, between that which is outside and 
distant and what is inside and smaller and that is 
articulated before our eyes. There is a close 
correlation between the aesthetic experience of the 
natural and urban landscape. Given this, just as 
man inhabits the earth, so too he inhabits the city. 
Small or large urban conglomerations can be the 

realisations of Renaissance or modern utopias, but 
the city or metropolis, with its piazze (squares), 
districts, buildings and monuments may be 
disorientating thereby creating a starkly different 
impression. H. de Balzac (Ferragus), for 
example, describes Paris as the most delightful of 
monsters. However, whether the London of 
Fielding, Rome of D'Annuncio, Paris of 
Baudelaire, Turin of Nietzche, Prague of Kafka or 
the Venice of Ruskin, what counts is the meeting 
with the place dreamt of and imagined, the one 
that is replaced with the real one. There are two 
different literary descriptions of the same place 
differently conjured up that correspond to two 
different places in the representation. 

In this context of mental processing, Gabriele 
D'Annunzio springs to mind, inasmuch as he was 
sensitive to both classical antiquity and to the 
modern — if we wish to find a case of realised 
literary landscape ("guardian of tradition, 
promoter of modernity"). We could also cite the 
"lookout" that Victor Hugo had built atop his 
Hauteville House, in Guernsey, a sort of glass 
cage lending itself to contemplation of the sea. 
But D'Annunzio is a prime example in this 
respect. It suffices to read Le Laudi del cielo, del 

mare, della terra, degli eroi (In praise of the sky, 

sea, earth and heroes), the various notebooks, 
journalistic writings, and numerous fragments 
from his works to obtain an idea of his veneration 
for nature and landscape to the point of reaching a 
true composition of the countryside and 
landscape under the guidance of poetic 
knowledge. This is what happens at Il Vittoriale. I 
could have compared landscapes in the portrayal 
furnished by Petrarca or Manzoni, Dante or 
Pirandello and in the representation of what they 
truly are. However, D'Annunzio's choice stems 
from the fact that in the place recreated at 
Gardone, the poet invents an architectural work of 
the vision that fuses reality and artificiality, 
memory and illusion. Garden and landscape 
coalesce in a love affair of the gaze. The meaning 
of a love affair does not normally depend on a 
"before" or "after"; it is inconsistent, erratic, and 
does not privilege a system of observation. But 
here, at Il Vittoriale, on the other hand, a curious 
novel fact exists: a love affair, well thought-out 
and well-structured as in a literary text, according 
to a process of similitudes, advanced by symbolist 
and futurist cults. It has a component that can be 
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considered oneiric, because it is inextricable from 
fantasy. And yet it is also an historical document 
in a sort of spatial madness. It is enough to allow 
oneself to follow the flowing of the time of vision, 
in a fixed position, almost from any viewpoint, in 
the garden and park, to realise that one is entering 
into a different phase of seeing — the principle of 
contemplation; but as the Poet and intended and 
saw it, not as we might decide. Everything stands 
in the place of another. We are ushered into a 
literary garden-landscape where it is the metaphor 
that holds sway. In general we always see 
fragments, relics of reality, experiences, signs and 
memories that come to us reassembled, in a 
seemingly vacillating wholeness. Our wandering 
gaze wins. Scattered pieces of history and deeds 
are strewn like ruins of a possessed soul. 

A sequence of similitudes is here perceptible 
because it is in this very place that metaphor is the 
genius of the Imaginifico (Imaginary). The 
metaphor is generally understood as one word 
used instead of another to render a referent with a 
different meaning. It is a question of a semantic 
transfer that is based on a relationship of 
resemblance. Substantially one image here 
substitutes another, one landscape another. Just as 
D'Annunzio imagined architecture,6 so he 
imagined the places on architecture.  

Vistas from Il Vittoriale: 

1. The ship Puglia, extraordinary scenery 
inside the park, worthy of a great director, 
invites one to see not of a lake in front of 
one but the Adriatic Sea. It actually guides 
this sort of vision. 

2. At a point of the park we could be at San 
Giusto, in Trieste, looking towards the 
great gulf. That particular point favours the 
memory and conjures up the distant place 
in one's mind's eye. 

3. In the private gardens, due to their 
composite structure on terraces, we would 
seem to be in Ravello, a spot that still 
commands one of the most beautiful views 
of the Mediterranean: an exceptional 
belvedere. 

4. The stones of the Carso, signs 
disseminated in a limited green space 
allowing him to shuffle between those 
memories like a giant in a miniature 
geographic landscape. Theatre of distance 
and proximity that exalts the protagonist. 

5. The waterfall with the division between 
two streams, could have been devised 
according to Japanese, Shintoist and 
Buddhist models (perhaps influenced by 
Japanese portrayals in the Priory). Of 
importance seem to be the approach-routes 
to the waterfall, as if in a framework that 
becomes increasingly explicit. 

6. The theatre evokes the atmosphere of 
Graecia Magna or Ancient Greece and its 
theatres, fire of gazes on the surrounding 
panorama; perhaps that of Taormina is 
cited in particular.  

 

Figure 1. Map of the Vittoriale, D'Annunzio 
gardens and villa.  

 

Figure 2. View of the lake from the theatre. 
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Figure 3. Corner of the belvedere. 

 

Figure 4. A point of view from the arcades. 

 

Figure 5. Corner of the "secret garden". 

 
 

 

Figure 6. Corner of the "secret garden" with 
tatue and fountain. 
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Figure 7. Detail of the "secret garden". 

 

Figure 8. The Mausoleum. 

 

 

 

Figure 9. The Royal ship Puglia. 

All this echoes a penchant for quotation and a 
taste for the antiquarian, which is everywhere 
copious and permeated with memories of war as 
of mythic evocations. In this realm of the 
metaphor, the real landscape—what is in front of 
us, moves aside, ceding its place to another 
landscape, the one evoked or imagined. The 
forms of the real landscape become actors in a 
different spettacolo (Spectacle), in compliance 
with an apparatus of similitude. The literary 
landscape imagined by the poet becomes an 
absolutely real landscape. The real landscape is 
transformed into an imaginary landscape. 

The appearance of Il Vittoriale is subject to 
change; from ascetario (hermitage) it turns into a 
silent and fragrant island inhabited by the ghosts 
of the myth; a Mediterranean island, an ideal and 
mysterious Ithaca, yet alive, concealed by the 
Greek spirit, by that spirit which is, however, the 
result of a principle of contrast, as stated by the 
poet in his travels. On a cruise in 1895 he notes 
that the Greek spirit consists of man's continuous 
reaction against the personality of things, that 
things having such a precise and marked 
personality commanded man's respect like an 
abuse of power and that man reacted, thereby 
giving rise to the magnificent personality of the 
Greeks—a reaction against things by instinct of 
supremacy. Landscape is stimulating. Are the 
trees in the plain between Patros and Pirgo, 
standing so far apart, not personae? In front of the 
Museum of Corinth stands a tall pine. It has its 
own form and voice.7 Even in Il Vittoriale we are 
invited to contemplate a clash of personalities: 
man, the Poet, things and we feel the "Greek 
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spirit" hovering and are accordingly permeated by 
that Greek spirit. In another passage of the 
Taccuini, D'Annunzio states that there everything 
is a form of his mind, an aspect of his soul, trial of 
his fervour. A consonance of themes that return to 
the landscape as a mental category, offering the 
imagination space. As visitors, it is as though we 
were motivated by a strange trasognamento 

(reverie) to sail the Mediterranean8 yearning for 
sea, the sylvan idyll, stone and to repose, like the 
poet, in the voluptuousness of being different and 
unfathomable, at sea in a solitude brimming with 
apparitions and marvels. The Greek spirit, 
harmonic tension, comes back in a state of 
measured rapture. Il Vittoriale represents the 
fortress of essences of trasognamento (reverie). 
Looking towards the lake as if it were a secluded 
spot in Greece, we might even be able to see that 
stretch of sea which separates Ithaca from 
Cefalonia. We enter into a mythical place that 
superimposes the objective one of the lake. In the 
passage of the above-mentioned Taccuini 
D'Annuncio describes this place as being on the 
classical sea with imposing Homeric ghosts that 
spring up on all sides. On entering the canal they 
see that Ithaca is rocky whereas in Cefalonia olive 
groves and cypresses abound. A multitude of tall 
slender cypresses are dotted on the slope thereby 
lending a meditative appearance to the island. 
Furthermore he claims he would like to explore 
the peaceful island on which the cypresses seem to 
be long spindly shadows as in a cemetery.9 

Trasognamento (reverie). The poet never tires of 
asserting that his life does not exist without 
trasognamento (reverie). To him dreaming is one 
thing and trasognamento (reverie) another. Reality 
suddenly bares itself to him and draws near with a 
sort of impelling violence. All of a sudden it 
(reality) vanishes, loses form and is transformed, 
taking on the appearance of his most secret 
phantasm.10 Il Vittoriale, in a theoretical embrace 
between vision of interiors and exteriors, is the 
result of is this ineffable ecstasy that re-creates 
landscapes. D'Annuncio situates himself beyond 
the borderline, beyond a boundary between two 
worlds, where a feeling of distance and solitude 
arises, surrounding him and makes him like an 
island without roots.11  
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On pourrait pour penser la création artistique dans 
un contexte transculturel, partir de la formule 
deleuzienne que "créer c'est résister, c'est oser un 
devenir qui est toujours une aventure". Cette 
aventure ne signifierait, bien sûr, pas ici pour nous, 
la rupture radicale avec ce qu'on appelle la culture 
locale, c'est-à-dire ce foyer de références et de sens 
propres à une communauté donnée mais elle 
désignerait plutôt le nomadisme propre au procès 
créateur dans son ouverture à la polyvalence du 
vécu avec toutes ses constellations culturelles, 
affectives et imaginatives. L'aventure de l'art peut, 
en effet, s'entendre comme une dynamique de 
rencontre, de déconstruction et de transgression 
qui libère du sens assigné, des scléroses 
identitarismes et des habitus. 

Dans le contexte transculturel du Maghreb avec 
son histoire grosse de foyers civilisationnels, avec 
son ouverture sur les cultures du nord, d'orient et 
du continent africain ainsi qu'avec sa perméabilité 
à la pratique des nouvelles technologies de 
l'image, les pratiques d'art deviennent un lieu 
d'émancipation et de futurition, par résistance et 
instauration de nouveaux sens. 

J'examinerai dans un premier temps la dynamique 
d'une création transculturelle en arts plastiques en 
rapport aux modes de représentation du patrimoine 
et dans un deuxième temps ce qu'il en est de cet art 
dans un contexte de mondialisation et notamment 
du nouveau régime de l'image. Je m'appuierai sur 
des exemples de pratique plastique d'artistes 
notamment tunisiens et algériens. 

L'art comme dynamique transcréatrice  

S'il est vrai que la dimension transgressive et 
émancipatrice de la création artistique n'exclue pas 
la constance à soi à travers les diverses mutations 

historiques dans le contexte d'appartenance qu'est 
le Maghreb, le problème de la référence n'en est 
pas moins problématique. Cette question reste 
récurrente à travers les divers mouvements, 
démarches, voire écoles, qui font l'objet de la 
courte histoire récente de la peinture et des arts 
plastiques dans les pays du Maghreb.  

Le problème est le suivant : comment les 
représentations qui travaillent l'imaginaire 
collectif et individuel peuvent-elles être référées à 
un héritage commun lorsque celui-ci est désigné 
de manière univoque, religieuse ou ethnique ? On 
court toujours le risque d'un appauvrissement où 
les représentations se transforment vite en 
éléments élus, en formes privilégiées, proches du 
fétiche et du mythe fondateur. Toute référence 
culturelle représentée de façon homogène, 
schématique et dogmatique pour faciliter la 
démonstration ne peut que réduire ces arts à des 
fragments symboliques d'appartenance à des lieux 
compensatoires de l'origine, réactivant de manière 
sensible leur essence communautaire. 

A ce titre, nous n'aurions affaire qu'à une sorte de 
sanctuaire iconique qui irait de la calligraphie aux 
signes emblématiques dans la répétition 
symbolique de traces fondatrices. Cela suppose 
une pseudo-esthétique à la fois injonctive et 
performative qui donne à reconnaître en orientant 
l'adhésion. La pratique artistique finit alors par se 
confondre avec la pratique rituelle ou avec des 
productions artisanales et s'apparente au folklore 
et aux spectacles qui mettent en scène, 
institutionnellement, les traditions et les mythes, 
objets privilégiés de reconduction et de 
célébration du patrimoine. 

C'est contre ce patrimoine iconique fétichisé que 
des artistes ont résisté en inventant des modes de 
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faire inédits qui ont inscrit esthétiquement la 
pratique picturale et plastique au Maghreb. Ils l'ont 
fait non pas en divorçant d'avec la forme instituée 
de la culture locale, mais en en dynamisant les 
signes par réactivation et intégration d'autres 
formes et techniques empruntées à d'autres 
pratiques d'art dans le croisement des cultures. 
Elles vont des formes visuelles de l'environnement 
artisanal et architectural avec la richesse des 
cultures ancestrales au pictural proprement dit 
introduit par les voyageurs occidentaux et par le 
fait colonial, jusqu'aux révolutions formelles 
modernes communiquées par les écoles et les 
médias dans la relation continue Nord/sud et dans 
celle paradoxalement sporadique 
d'Orient/Maghreb (notamment la peinture moderne 
de l'école irakienne). 

Cela suppose bien sûr la perméabilité du geste 
créateur qui réinscrit dans la différence la 
constance à soi en retravaillant les signes 
traditionnalisés en signes de présence picturale ou 
plastique par des démarches singulières et 
transculturelles. 

Si l'on prend l'exemple du signe le plus 
emblématique en l'occurrence l'élément 
calligraphique arabe, on se rend compte qu'il a 
opéré une double séduction chez les artistes du 
Maghreb. 

L'exemple de la démarche de Nja Mahdaoui, de 
Farid Belkahia ou de Najib Belkhodja et des 
artistes contemporains qui utilisent d'autres 
médiums, témoigne de la richesse et de la diversité 
de l'expression artistique dans un contexte 
transculturel qui maintient en même temps la 
constance à soi dans un patrimoine qu'on peut dire 
futurition plutôt qu'un patrimoine fétiche. En effet, 
chaque mode de faire remarquable peut s'entendre 
comme un mode d'être projectuel qui assume les 
différences comme composantes essentielles de 
survie résistant à la fois à l'anéantissement 
identitaire et à l'anéantissement des formes 
mondialisées. 

A ce titre, le graphisme de la lettre arabe est un 
élément très riche par la variété de ses styles et de 
ses codifications, que ce soit dans la calligraphie 
manuscrite ou dans l'ornementation architecturale. 
L'élément calligraphique arabe a opéré sur les 
peintres une double séduction : celle de l'origine 

dans le rapport séculaire de la langue au sacré et 
celle de l'infinie richesse calligraphique et la 
variété de ses configurations à portée 
ornementale. 

La calligraphie, en effet, s'inscrit avant tout, 
comme le rappelle A. Khatibi, "dans la structure 
linguistique et institue un code second, dérivé de 
la langue, mais la jouant, la doublant par un 
transport visible (...); à partir de ce lieu où se 
dévide le sens, écrit-il, s'inaugure un simulacre 
qui enchante la langue, dans le sens originel : il la 
transforme en une formule divine."1 
Omniprésente en pays d'islam, la calligraphie 
"pose la question de l'écriture en son 
ensourcement religieux". En cela, elle est un 
absolu. Ce fait a acquis force de croyance : la 
lettre arabe fixe la langue d'origine miraculeuse, 
c’est-à-dire celle de la révélation du divin, l’idée 
d’absolu persistant malgré la thèse des épigraphes 
sur l'origine anté-islamique de l'écriture arabe 
dérivée de l'araméen et du phénicien. 

Il faut rappeler que l’influence des préceptes 
iconophobes des hâdith sur la culture arabe et 
islamique a constitué au niveau des arts visuels 
traditionnels, essentiellement décoratifs, une des 
raisons majeures de l’absence de figuration 
mimétique. La répugnance à la représentation 
naturaliste du monde et notamment de la figure 
humaine a contribué au développement d’un 
abstractionnisme et d’un symbolisme qui ont 
poussé très loin l’exploitation des ressources du 
tracé calligraphique arabe, des combinaisons 
géométriques et des stylisations des formes 
florales (dans les enluminures, les arabesques 
murales, les décors de tapisseries, de boiseries, de 
céramiques et de poteries).  

Cependant, l’introduction et le développement de 
la peinture figurative occidentale ainsi que sa 
prise en charge par des artistes arabes et 
maghrébins n’a pas rencontré de résistance ou 
suscité de réaction hostile se référant à un 
iconoclasme catégorique. L’absence d’intérêt du 
grand public vient probablement de ce que la 
spécificité d’un art visuel étranger, peu connu, 
réduit dans son encadrement et confiné dans des 
lieux spécifiques (souvent privés), ne pouvait 
naturellement pas s’intégrer rapidement à 
l’habitus culturel et gagner facilement le goût. 
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Il est intéressant, à ce titre, de rappeler la 
dynamique qui s’est opérée dès le début des 
années cinquante, d'abord en Irak et en Iran, puis a 
eu des effets dans les années soixante en Tunisie 
auprès de quelques artistes2 soucieux de redéfinir 
leur rapport à la peinture et de se positionner de 
façon cohérente dans une pratique qu’ils 
considéraient comme encore porteuse d’attributs 
majeurs d’un art colonial et mimétique. Il s’est agi 
en fait d’une remise en question cristallisée autour 
du débat sur la spécificité de peindre dans une 
démarche à la fois autre et référenciée. 

C’est en ce sens que la lettre arabe a permis de 
retravailler le pictural à partir d'un module 
patrimonial saisi dans sa dimension plastique et 
non plus illustrative, en réactivant esthétiquement 
le champ d'abstraction des arts visuels pour 
l'inscrire dans les mouvements de révolutions 
formelles contemporaines et internationales. 
L'introduction de l'abstraction dans la peinture par 
les jeux de formes calligraphiques a certainement 
dynamisé la création malgré la persistance de la 
teneur originelle et sacrée du signe qui conserve 
dans nombre de démarches le caractère de 
simulacre. 

A vrai dire, en faisant le choix de la calligraphie 
comme élément pictural, on se trouve pris dans la 
configuration des signifiants de la langue elle-
même, c'est-à-dire celle où le langage pictural est 
saisi par le graphisme des signes linguistiques. 

Comparant l'art calligraphique chinois au jeu de 
tracés libres dans l'art contemporain, Claude Lévi-
Strauss remarquait déjà que rien ne permet 
d'identifier ces derniers comme jeu de forme 
élémentaire à des combinatoires d'unités qui n'en 
sont pas, alors que l'art calligraphique repose sur 
des unités qui "ont une existence propre en qualité 
de signes destinés par un système d'écriture à 
remplir d'autres fonctions."3 En ce sens, l'œuvre de 
l'art calligraphique traditionnel est langage " parce 
qu'elle résulte de l'ajustement contrapunctique de 
deux niveaux d'articulation " à savoir le niveau de 
signification et le niveau esthétique des valeurs 
plastiques". 

Dans le traitement moderne et contemporain du 
tracé de la lettre arabe, c'est le premier niveau 
d'articulation qui est, pourrait-on dire, suspendu, 
laissant passer des propriétés esthétiques qui en 

annulent la signification mais tout en faisant 
planer son fantôme dans la trame du graphisme. 

De fait, l'équivoque qu'entretient l'apparence 
persiste par la force de l'habitus forgé par la 
tradition. Et l'artiste s'en sert dans la séduction 
d'un jeu de simulations créant des oscillations de 
significations inabouties. Le regard se retrouve à 
chaque fois dessaisi de son appropriation du 
lisible pour être ramené à un pur voir pictural.  

Une des figures marquantes du mouvement 
lettriste est l’artiste tunisien Nja Mahdaoui né en 
1937 qui, fort de son savoir faire a créé de 
nouveaux procédés par lesquels il a réussi à 
introduire une dynamique transcréatrice par 
l’insertion de la lettre arabe dans le pictural. 
Voyons comment il a émancipé le traitement de la 
lettre arabe de son ancrage à la fois dans le 
signifiant et dans le symbolique. Cette 
émancipation a été amplifiée par la pratique 
contemporaine de sa démarche au moyen des 
nouvelles technologies comme celle du traitement 
informatique. 

C’est en exploitant les potentialités dynamiques 
de la calligraphie dans l'exécution et la répétition 
du geste avec une dextérité remarquable que Nja 
Mahdaoui introduit un cinétisme par la variation 
des tracés pleins ou déliés de cursives et 
d’obliques. Il se risque, à chaque fois, à défier le 
signifiant en jouant sur des formes qui avoisinent 
des configurations traditionnelles pour les 
subvertir aussitôt par des procédés qui les mettent 
hors-sens. 

Il opère des transgressions en créant des 
agencements entre des figures géométriques 
nettement marquées (carré, triangle et cercle) et 
des flux d'écriture très fine (apparentée au Ghobar 
indéchiffrable à l’œil nu) sur des plages 
chromatiques qui viennent traverser ou se heurter 
à la limite du tracé épais. La distribution spatiale 
des emboîtements de plans et d'enlacements des 
cursives est souvent scandée par la rupture brutale 
de tracés rectilignes. De plus, le dynamisme est 
accentué par l'étirement du graphisme des 
"appendices" qu'offrent certaines lettres qui 
permettent à l'artiste de jouer de l'épaisseur du 
trait jusqu'à l'évanouissement de sa courbure 
affinée à l'infini en son extrémité. 
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L'entrelacs de certains tracés empruntant aux 
divers graphismes de la lettre arabe leur volute et 
leur angularité éclate dans son envol en petits 
carrés noirs rappelant la ponctuation qui est, en 
fait, comme à l’origine, la trace de l'application du 
bec du calame (plume taillée dans le rosier). 
L'ensemble forme des figures tridimensionnelles 
dynamiques et autonomes non réductibles au 
calligramme dont elles suggèrent parfois la 
structure. Dans certaines figures, la ligne se libère 
de l'ensemble graphique pour devenir une incision 
violente dans le corps de l'œuvre qui bascule. 

C'est donc à la fois des combinatoires purement 
formelles mais où se joue une esthétique de la 
présence-absence de signes sacrés. C'est aussi et 
surtout un travail sur les potentialités 
transcréatrices du calligraphisme qui se 
métamorphosent en distribution de lignes 
abstraites sur un espace pictural ouvert. C'est 
comme dirait Deleuze "une force vitale propre à 
l'Abstraction qui trace l'espace lisse"; la ligne 
abstraite et cinétique est à entendre comme 
« l'affect d'un espace lisse »,4 et inorganique. 

L'intérêt de l'œuvre de Nja Mahdaoui réside aussi 
dans l'exploitation des effets plastiques de la lettre 
arabe sur des supports différenciés qui rompent à 
la fois avec la fenêtre picturale et avec 
l'ornementation traditionnelle. Il intervient à 
l'encre de Chine sur des peaux de mouton qu'il 
sculpte en les brûlant sur leur bord, retissant de 
manière inédite le lien avec les parchemins. Il crée 
aussi des installations de corps/écritures en 
intégrant cursive, oblique et angularité à des 
chorégraphies où le corps devient lui-même 
élément pictural. Les possibilités offertes par la 
richesse de son tracé et l'acquisition quasi-
physique de la gestuelle calligraphique le porte à 
composer en métissage avec d'autres artistes 
contemporains, comme par exemple, avec l'artiste 
allemand Wolfgang Heuwinkel. Ce dernier utilise 
l'aquarelle sur une texture de fibre dans laquelle il 
intervient par calcinations et incisions. Cela donne 
lieu à des plages sculptées où la couleur s'effiloche 
et intensifie l'espace incandescent et sulfureux que 
le peintre tunisien ressaisit dans le mouvement 
d'un graphisme épais ou fluctuant qui borde, 
traverse ou sectionne l'ensemble. Ce croisement 
poïétique jette dans l'indistinction le signe 
calligraphique et l'abstraction lyrique. 

Nja Mahdaoui exploite aussi les ressources de son 
tracé par le traitement informatique qui fait passer 
les formes lettriques du noir et blanc à des 
variations chromatiques infinies et 
multidimensionnelles pouvant produire des 
sculptures aérées propres à un urbanisme 
contemporain. Ce procédé virtuel lui permet 
encore de transposer ses créations 
abstractionnistes à grande échelle, sur des 
matériaux comme les vitraux (Dôme vitré d'un 
immeuble d'architecture contemporaine, projet du 
site de l'ALESCO à Tunis), ou même sur les 
avions. 

Le retour à un élément dit patrimonial sur les 
productions artistiques n'est donc pas uniquement 
destiné à la célébration du passé par des pratiques 
symboliques ou par des rituels qui fonctionnent 
sous le mode nostalgique ou fondateur. Il peut, 
comme c'est le cas ici, devenir un ressort du 
processus créateur transculturel. En ce sens, être 
contemporain ne signifie pas être étranger à une 
histoire, à des traces ou à des mythologies pour 
produire de l'inédit dans la séparation radicale. 
Être contemporain pourrait se dire inscrire son 
actualité dans une transcréation qui réactive le 
sens de manière transculturelle. Cela tient à la 
perméabilité du geste créateur riche de la 
mémoire et de la polyvalence du vécu et ouvert à 
la futurition de l'imaginaire. 

L'art contemporain comme résistance 
transculturelle 

Les singularités artistes créent de nouvelles 
formes de subjectivités possibles, à l'intérieur du 
système culturel d'appartenance, mais à travers les 
plis que l'imagination et le faire créateur viennent 
habiter et dynamiser. Il s'agit d'une re-création de 
soi qui permet à l'individu de sortir par l'art des 
modes d'identification orientés culturellement de 
manière univoque. La création artistique 
constitue, en ce sens, une marge de liberté pour se 
déprendre des conformismes et des identitarismes 
et appréhender le présent de sa singularité dans sa 
complexité et sa diversité. C'est à partir de ce 
retranchement que l'artiste peut épouser son 
humanité dans sa dimension transculturelle et 
projectuelle. L'expérience de l'art renvoie ainsi le 
sujet à une zone d'indétermination par 
l'expérience intime de "soi-même" et des choses 
au carrefour des langages, dans un écart fondateur 
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où se repose la question du sens à travers son 
ouverture aux possibles. 

Cette ouverture est celle même du geste créateur 
nourri d'affects, de traces, de visions qui enfoncent 
leurs racines dans un sous-sol toujours 
transculturel. 

Cependant, aujourd'hui, avec l'idée devenue 
courante d'une culture mondialisée dominée par 
les nouvelles technologies et le nouveau régime de 
l'image, la question de la création artistique au 
Maghreb pose le problème de la résistance par 
localisation comme mode transculturel. Plus que 
jamais, la pratique artistique a pour condition la 
liberté qui s'éprouve de manière conflictuelle dans 
la confrontation de l'individu à l'altérité de la 
culture mondialisée, celle que Paul Virilio5 
qualifie de "forme de domestication publique" 
avec son "communisme de l'émotion publique 
turbo-capitaliste vécu dans le temps réel des 
échanges". 

Il est clair que les artistes du Maghreb n'échappent 
pas au déferlement et au "glissement" des images 
ainsi qu'à la machine infernale du marché de l'art 
avec ses nouvelles formes de détournement et 
d'aliénation. Bien sûr la tentation est grande et les 
chances de visibilité et d'existence sur un marché 
de l'art potentiel dans les pays du Maghreb sont 
minimes. Or, comme on peut le deviner, c'est dans 
ces situations limites qu'il arrive que des artistes se 
ressourcent en utilisant les médiums mêmes de 
l'art mondialisé et en y créant par un processus 
d'individuation, des formes et des dispositifs 
inédits parce qu'habités de la singularité du local. 

L'exemple de jeunes artistes qui détournent les 
médiums vers l'expression de leur vécu intime en 
relation à leur identité plurielle est un phénomène 
qui est apparu ces dernières années, à partir de 
diverses identifications familiales, sociales, 
exogènes. Ils créent des dispositifs singuliers et 
hybrides opposant la transculturalité à l'irréalité du 
global. 

Le travail artistique revêt de plus en plus une 
dimension qu'on peut dire existentielle, par le fait 
même de se réapproprier un matériau et le rendre 
autrement expressif selon des démarches et des 
procédés endogènes. Il s'agit de faire passer 
différemment le matériau dans la sensation 

notamment le médium numérique en exploitant 
ses capacités d'expression. Ce mouvement 
transcréateur est rendu possible par la mutabilité 
dans la constance à soi de l'artiste, mutabilité 
qu'on pourrait appeler résistance ou encore 
lyrisme dans le sens où Merleau-Ponty parle de 
lyrisme de Paul Cézanne qui est celui de 
"l'existence toujours recommencée". L'artiste 
redynamise sa conduite créatrice en s'engageant 
dans des modes de faire autres, susceptibles de 
capter de nouvelles forces qui sont autant de 
sensations pour de nouveaux affects.  

L'exemple de l'artiste algérien Ammar Bouras est 
à ce titre intéressant. Prenons son installation 
vidéo-photo-peinture "Cyber Shahrazade" : Nous 
notons qu'elle a pour prétexte le personnage 
mythique des mille et une nuits qui a alimenté 
depuis l'ancienne perse l'imagination arabo-
musulmane et celui de l'occident orientaliste.  

Shahrazade travaille comme élément à la fois 
mythologique et érotique, comme le dit l'artiste, 
pour ne pas perdre le lien transhistorique et 
transculturel. Le matériau de l'œuvre est lui-même 
un processus; il s'agit d'une collecte nocturne de 
mots par "tchatch" et de cyber images qui sont 
des dialogues et des autoportraits numériques de 
fragments de corps de femmes anonymes. Il s'agit 
d'un nouveau mode d'être ensemble dans des 
rencontres virtuelles pour briser le silence et le 
désert nocturnes. Ammar Bouras fait passer la 
sensation dans ce nouveau régime du visible en en 
exploitant les potentialités. Il crée à partir de 
fenêtres virtuelles qu'il ouvre sur les mots 
sonorisés et les parties de corps retravaillées 
chromatiquement et par effet de zoom, un puzzle 
ludique où il convoque l'intime et la proximité. 
Dans une hybridation de la mythologie, de la 
fiction et du virtuel, l'artiste subvertit le mode de 
communication mondialisée pour réactiver le 
désir et créer un espace de l'intime. Ces images 
virtuelles sont reprises picturalement dans un 
palimpseste de signes graphiques arabo-berbères 
et latins, sorte de tatouage d'un corps 
transculturalisé. 

A ce niveau, on peut dire qu'être contemporain 
pour l'artiste au Maghreb, revient à inscrire des 
singularités pour marquer une présence dans un 
espace temps enfermé dans le consensuel. Le 
phénomène de création travaille à actualiser des 
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affects qui ouvrent à des devenirs, à des nouveaux 
modes de subjectivation et à de nouvelles manières 
d'être ensemble contre l'unilatéralité du vécu et 
l'unidimensionnalité de l'homme. 

                                                 
1 Abdelkabir Khatibi, L'art calligraphique arabe, 
éd. Chêne, p. 20. 
2 Plusieurs groupes ont été constitué à Tunis à 
partir de 1963 ( avec notamment Najib Belkhodja, 
Lotfi Larnaout, Nja Mahdaoui, Fabio 
Roccheggiani, Carlo Carrachi... ). Ces formations 
sporadiques traduisent l’hésitation, l’effervescence 
et la difficulté à trouver des bases communes à un 
réinvestissement de l’espace culturel, dans une 
conception à la fois moderniste et patrimoniale au 
sens large. Si les œuvres issues de ce mouvement 
ont quelques expressions de disparité, les choix 
fondamentaux peuvent se résumer dans une 
démarche abstractionniste soit lyrique, soit 
géométrique et dont la source reste la dimension 
plastique et dynamique de la lettre arabe. 
3 Claude Levi-Strauss, Le cru et le cuit, 
Mythologique I., Plon, p. 29. 
4 Gilles Deleuze et Félix Guattari, Mille plateaux 
(Paris:  Ed. De Minuit, 1980), p. 623. 
5 Paul Virilio, L'art à perte de vue (Paris: Galilée, 
2005), p. 100. 
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Le fait de choisir comme thème du XVIIe congrès 
international d’esthétique : L’esthétique comme 

pont entre les cultures rend compte d’une volonté 
de dialogue et d’échange que je voudrais d’abord 
saluer et valoriser. Evidemment, on peut dialoguer 
avec ses amis, mais le dialogue ne prend tout son 
sens que lorsque notre échange s’établit avec ceux 
qui s’opposent à nous. On ne dialogue réellement 
qu’avec ses ennemis ou du moins, ceux qui 
refusent de nous accepter tels que nous sommes. 
Le rapport conflictuel entre les nations marqué au 
XXe siècle par deux guerres mondiales et la 
banalisation de la violence au XXIe siècle a rendu 
actuelle la question du dialogue des cultures. Or, 
nous dit Kant : « les Etats entretiennent des 
rapports mutuels si raffinés qu’aucun d’eux ne 
peut relâcher sa culture intérieure sans perdre à 
l’égard des autres de sa puissance et de son 
influence ».1 Le dialogue des cultures est un 
dialogue entre des entités exclusives les unes des 
autres mais qui reconnaissent, malgré leurs 
oppositions, que la quête de ce qui les rassemble 
est le seul moyen qui peut garantir la sauvegarde 
de ce qui fait leur différence. N’accepter que ceux 
qui sont comme nous, n’est-ce pas renoncer à 
ressentir notre propre évolution puisqu’il nous 
arrive souvent de ne plus être nous –même ! 

On l’oubli souvent, la question du dialogue est la 
question centrale de la philosophie. Peut être parce 
qu’elle conduit inéluctablement à poser la question 
de l’homme, de sa nature, de ses valeurs et de sa 
liberté. En tant que tel, le dialogue est un 
renoncement, même déguisé, au rapport 
conflictuel. C’est surtout un renoncement au 
solipsisme. En acceptant le dialogue, on accepte de 
sortir de soi-même, on renonce à la conviction de 
posséder La vérité. Dans ce sens, le dialogue 
répond à une préoccupation éthique, celle de la 
recherche de la vérité que nous pouvons partager, 

une vérité qui nous lie. L’éthique du dialogue 
nous contraint au respect de l’autre. La critique, 
dans ce cas, cherche d’abord à découvrir la 
pertinence de ce qui nous encombre dans la 
position que nous refusons. Si l’on arrive à 
trouver ce qu’il y a de pertinent dans 
l’impertinence de l’autre, alors, à ce moment-là, 
nous pouvons dire que nous avons fait un long 
chemin dans l’exploration de nous-mêmes et des 
autres. 

Le monde aujourd'hui a un grand besoin de 
dialogue d’autant plus qu’il vit une crise des 
valeurs sans précédent. En effet, jamais le modèle 
unique d'un Empire qui se présente comme étant 
une alternative incontournable qui s'impose à 
toutes les cultures et à toutes les nations avec 
autant de force et de pouvoir de coercition. La 
réalité de cet état de fait n'est pas simplement 
idéologique, elle est économique et sociale. Le 
grand problème qui se pose à nous aujourd’hui est 
celui de comprendre ce que nous voulons 
entendre par la culture, l’éducation de l’homme et 
le progrès de l’humanité. N’est ce pas l’idéal des 
Lumières qui devra nous guider ? L’homme est-il 
un être ou un devoir être ? 

On l’a souvent dit, de part la nature de son 
message de progrès et de liberté, la philosophie 
des lumières a été une illustration d’une nouvelle 
manière de penser et d’être. Les lumières 
favorisent les dispositions intellectuelles et le 
développement de l’entendement et de 
l’abstraction, elle nous apprend à être à l’écoute 
de l’expérience, de l’histoire et de chercher le 
progrès.  

Toutefois, si l’idéal des lumières est si bien reçu, 
certains orientalistes n’hésitent pas à dire que les 
peuples d’Orient et d’Asie sont incapables 
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d’assimiler les valeurs de la modernité. N’ayant 
pas pu faire l’expérience des lumières, les peuples 
d’Orient sont trop imprégnés de mystique et de 
fidéisme, leur culture ne leur permet pas 
d’assimiler le mode de vie européen. C’est peut 
être là l’une des raisons essentielles qui fait de la 
question de la culture la question cruciale de la 
philosophie aujourd’hui.  

Comme on le sait, Kant développe un point de vue 
dont le souci principal est l’éducation de 
l’humanité. La culture est alors comprise, non pas 
à partir de ses manifestations empiriques et 
concrètes mais comme une tâche, un idéal à 
accomplir et un devoir à réaliser. C’est dans ce 
sens que la civilisation humaine ne saurait se 
donner d’autres finalités différentes de celle de la 
raison. Quand on se pose, comme le fait Kant, le 
problème de la raison d’être des êtres, c’est bien 
parce que le souci majeur qui devra nous guider, 
n’est autre que la destinée des hommes. La 
possibilité d’une éduction des hommes présuppose 
que leur être est autre que leur destin biologique. 
On reconnaît à l’humanité la positivité du 
déracinement, le détachement à ce qui fait leur 
nature, leurs attaches empiriques.  

Les tunisiens ont une grande admiration pour un 
anglais venu s’installer durant les années trente du 
XXe siècle en Tunisie, le baron Rodolphe 
d’Erlanger. Il construisit sur la falaise de 
l’admirable cite de Sidi bou said, un palais arabe 
devenu aujourd’hui musée de la musique 
méditerranéenne. Féru de musique et peintre 
amateur, Le baron d’Erlanger fut l’instigateur du 
premier écrit sur l’histoire de la musique arabe.2 Il 
a rassemblé un patrimoine qui allait disparaître et a 
collecté des instruments de musique qui 
représentent aujourd’hui des pièces uniques. 
Comment comprendre le travail monumental de 
cet anglais pour la musique tunisienne ? N’est ce 
pas l’œuvre d’un déraciné ? Un artiste est-il autre 
chose qu’un déraciné ? 

C’est l’avenir commun de l’humanité, son devoir 
être qui permet de comprendre la culture comme 
un devoir à assumer, la conquête heureuse et 
positive de l’autonomie et de la personnalité 
morale. Kant considère que le progrès des idées et 
des manières de penser favorise le développement 
de l’abstraction. Toute la question est de savoir si 
le rôle de l’éducation consiste à rapprocher 

l’homme de sa nature ou celui de l’en éloigner. La 
réponse de Kant est nette : l’homme n’a pas à 
suivre son élan biologique, il a à s’assumer 
comme la réalisation d’un projet. 

Cette même question est reprise par le disciple de 
Kant Johann Herder qui n’hésita pas à s’opposer à 
son maître. Herder part du fait que “nous 
bâtissons toujours sur ce qui nous a précédé” et 
que l’on ne peut devenir un homme que dans le 
lieu où l’on est né. L’homme appartient à la 
nature, il est un être de la nature. Le siècle des 
lumières est certes un siècle au cours duquel les 
connaissances ont progressé mais quand à la 
nature humaine, quant à ce qui fait le propre de 
l’homme, rien n’a été fait. On ne peut pas dire que 
l’Europe des lumières a été l’Europe des vertus. 

Dans Une autre philosophie de l’histoire, Herder 
défend l’idée selon laquelle on ne peut pas dire 
qu’il y a une époque privilégiée de l’histoire qui 
serait en quelque sorte l’époque de la 
consécration et de la reconnaissance de la 
supériorité de cette époque sur toutes les autres 
périodes de l’histoire. C’est la raison pour 
laquelle Herder est critique vis-à-vis des 
lumières : « il y a, malheureusement dit-il, tant de 
lumière dans notre siècle ! ».3 Reconnaître la 
valeur des autres cultures devient alors pour 
Herder le signe premier de l’éveil critique. Il peut 
alors s’exclamer : pourquoi « transporter le partial 
roman d’une dérision mensongère dans tous les 
siècles, railler et saillir ainsi les mœurs de tous les 
peuples et de toutes les époques, si bien qu’un 
homme sain, modeste, non prévu, ne trouve à lire 
dans tout ce qu’on appelle les histoires 
pragmatiques du monde que le répugnant fatras 
de l’apologie de son temps ? ».4 

Les identités culturelles doivent se défendre selon 
Herder, d’abord, contre les réductions de la raison 
universaliste et cosmopolite, mais aussi contre 
elles-mêmes. L’identité n’est pas donnée comme 
un patrimoine déjà constitué et fini, mais comme 
quelque chose à construire. En effet, si la raison 
esquive telle langue ou telle nation, c’est bien 
parce que cette langue ou cette nation ne se prend 
pas en charge, se laisse travestir par des modèles 
étrangers en imitant des mœurs et des discours 
qui lui sont étrangers. Chaque langue est ainsi 
appelée à atteindre le degré de perfection qui lui 
revient. Elle se doit de devenir ce qu’elle devrait 
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être. Dans la quête de l’identité, la langue joue un 
rôle capital. La reconnaissance d’une langue 
permet à la nation de se constituer, d’occuper une 
place dans l’histoire.  

Pour Herder, l’esprit de chaque peuple se retrouve 
de la meilleur des manières dans les œuvres 
artistiques des nations. L’esprit se montre dans la 
sensibilité plus que dans l’intelligence abstraite. La 
poésie constitue le meilleur moyen d’exprimer 
l’originalité et l’authenticité d’une langue. Et c’est 
à travers le langage que l’esprit du peuple se 
dévoile et que le génie propre de chaque peuple se 
montre le mieux. Pour Herder, le peuple «Volk» 
est défini comme une communauté culturelle 
plutôt que sociale. Chaque communauté culturelle 
a sa propre spécificité. Herder fera de l’identité de 
la langue et du peuple son idée maîtresse, idée 
qu’il partage d’ailleurs avec le romantisme 
allemand. Herder s’érige contre l’universalisme 
des lumières, principalement français, réducteur de 
la richesse des cultures. L’histoire n’est pas 
comme on l’a souvent pensé, la marche de la 
raison, elle est plutôt l’expression 
« d’individualités culturelles dont chacune 
constitue une communauté spécifique, un peuple, 
Volk, où l’humanité exprime chaque fois de façon 
irremplaçable un aspect d’elle-même ».5  

C’est le droit de chaque nation de prétendre au 
progrès et de devenir de ce qu’elle ambitionne 
d’être, chaque langue a aussi le droit d’atteindre le 
degré de perfection qu’elle mérite. Ces deux 
tâches sont souvent liées par un lien de causalité 
inextricable. La reconnaissance des identités 
singulières –peuples ou nations- implique la 
reconnaissance d’un éclatement d’une fin ultime et 
unique à toute l’humanité. Or, les langues ont été 
le long de l’histoire la cheville ouvrière de cet 
éclatement. La reconnaissance de la langue 
nationale, du moins à l’intérieur de ses propres 
frontières est une exigence minimale d’existence. 
Un peuple qui n’affirme pas sa langue reste en 
dehors du mouvement de l’histoire. La langue est 
le meilleur moyen pour la restauration de cette 
place dans l’histoire. L’identité peut s’affirmer à 
travers la langue.  

Toutefois, signalons simplement que la 
construction philosophique du lien entre langue et 
nation se trouve bien avant Herder, Lessing et les 
romantiques allemands. Elle est exprimée par 

Leibniz. En effet, dans son Exhortation aux 

Allemands d’avoir à exercer leur entendement et 

leur langue écrit en 1683 et publié par Grotefend 
en 1846, Leibniz propose une solution à la 
question nodale concernant l’identité des peuples. 
Pour lui ce n’est ni le climat, ni les mœurs, ni le 
système de gouvernement qui peut déterminer ce 
qui appartient proprement à un peuple. Ce qui 
caractérise les peuples, c’est leurs langues qui 
sont selon l’expression des Nouveaux Essais « les 
plus anciens monuments du genre humain ».6 Le 
rapport d’un peuple à sa langue n’est pas 
seulement intérieur, il est surtout d’essence. 
Chaque peuple est redevable de ce qu’il est grâce 
à sa langue. Dans ce sens, la langue n’est pas un 
simple réceptacle, un dépotoir dans lequel le 
peuple purge ses émotions et ses volutions. La 
langue est un chantier de travail et un lien de 
construction de soi. La langue exige du peuple 
qu’il la sauvegarde, qu’il la protège. Leibniz écrit 
à ce propos : « toutes les histoires concordent 
pour dire que la nation et la langue ont prospérés 
d’habitude en même temps ».7 Le lien que la 
langue réalise entre les membres qui la parlent 
constitue, nous dit Leibniz, « une espèce de 
parenté » qui est symptomatique du rôle que la 
langue est appelée à jouer afin de sauvegarder sa 
différence, c'est-à-dire son unité et sa place dans 
l’histoire. 

Herder considère dans ce sens que chaque peuple 
représente un sorte d’unité monadique. Herder 
reprend à son compte ce que Leibniz appelle le 
principe des indiscernables. Il écrit : « Il n’y a pas 
dans la nature deux feuilles d’arbre parfaitement 
semblables l’une à l’autre, et moins encore deux 
figures d’hommes, deux organisations humaines». 
Toutefois, le problème qui se pose à Herder n’est 
pas celui de reconnaître l’individualité des 
personnes comme c’est le cas chez Leibniz, il 
s’agit plutôt d’affirmer contre l’idéologie 
dominante du siècle des lumières resté trop 
français, ethnocentrique et dogmatique, 
l’individualité des peuples et des cultures. Cela 
étant dit, le point de vue de Herder sur la culture 
ne tient pas beaucoup compte de la réalité 
historique et ne saisit pas tout à fait les enjeux 
politiques face à la question de la spécificité des 
cultures qui peut déboucher sur un relativisme 
culturel destructeur des valeurs universelles 
capables de garantir un dialogue fructueux entre 
les peuples.  
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La conception que présente Leibniz dans sa 
métaphysique de la notion de substance et de 
monade semble permettre une ouverture des 
perspectives ouvertes par Herder tout en 
sauvegardant l’idéal kantien d’un progrès 
nécessaire des hommes vers un devoir être moral. 
Chez Leibniz, Chaque substance exprime le 
monde selon son point de vue, sa perspective. 
Leibniz construit ainsi toute une philosophie du 
point de vue. Cette notion est à lier aux recherches 
leibniziennes en géométrie projective, mais aussi à 
celle qui se trament en plein XVIIe siècle dans le 
domaine de l'architecture; particulièrement, celle 
du baroque auquel Leibniz a été particulièrement 
sensible.8  

Chaque substance, chaque notion complète 
exprime la totalité du monde de son point de vue. 
L'homme n'a pas simplement un point de vue sur 
le monde, il est lui-même un point de vue sur le 

monde. Autrement dit, aucun homme, quelle que 
soit sa situation, son rang social ou son état 
physique ou mental, est un point de vue sur le 
monde. Il apporte en tant qu'être au monde un 
point de vue qu'il est unique à exprimer. C’est dire 
qu’on n’est pas d’abord homme pour avoir par la 
suite un point de vue, mais que notre être se définit 
par le point de vue que l’on apporte. Le point de 
vue sur le monde se construit dans chaque 
substance à travers sa perception. Le propre de 
chaque substance étant d’être active, la perception 
est la concrétisation de cette action. La perception 
est tellement essentielle à la monade que c'est par 
elle qu'elle est. Une substance qui ne perçoit pas, 
n'a pas d'activité : « La perception appartient à 
toutes les entéléchies »9 nous dit Leibniz. Cela 
veut dire que l'entendement et la sensibilité ne sont 
pas opposés mais structurellement articulés dans 
un même mouvement. Il en est de même lorsqu’il 
s’agit de comprendre le rapport de l’abstrait au 
concret ou celui de l’âme au corps. Dés lors : 
« c’est par une admirable économie de la nature 
que nous ne saurions avoir des pensées abstraites 
qui n’aient point besoin de quelque chose de 
sensible ».10 Toutefois, la perception ne prend tout 
son sens que par l’expression. Ce qui perçoit 
exprime. L’expression est une réflexion ; chaque 
individu réfléchit le monde au sens où il le pense 
mais aussi au sens où il le reçoit en même temps 
qu’il y renvoie. La monade n’est donc pas un 
simple miroir sans sensibilité, c’est un miroir 
vivant qui exprime et imprime. La réceptivité n’est 

donc pas prise au sens d’une passion. Elle n’est 
pas opposée à l’activité mais en constitue le 
pendant nécessaire.  

Si l’on considère maintenant la culture comme 
une monade vivante, force nous est de constater 
que par son activité et son expression, elle 
développe un point de vue qu’elle est la seule à 
exprimer. C’est pourquoi, la valeur d’une culture 
est très liée à son expression qui est le signe de sa 
vitalité et de sa spécificité. Une culture qui 
s’exprime selon sa propre manière de sentir et de 
penser rend compte de son individualité mais en 
même temps, elle renvoie à toutes les autres 
cultures parce qu’elle partage avec eux l’exigence 
de perfectionnement et de progrès qui spécifie le 
devoir être de toute action humaine. C’est dire 
que l’universel n’existe réellement qu’à travers 
une singularité historique. Selon cette perspective, 
l’individualité d’une culture qui apparaît à travers 
son activité symbolique reste une donnée évidente 
que Herder a eu raison de mettre en valeur. 
Toutefois, les cultures peuvent être plus ou moins 
fidèles à leur devoir être et à l’idéal d’action et de 
liberté qu’elles ambitionnent de réaliser. Nous 
sommes alors obligés de reconnaître que certaines 
cultures réussissent mieux que d’autres à donner 
le meilleurs d’elles-mêmes par leur travail et leur 
perspicacité mais comme le dit Herder : « …plus 
le parfum est subtil, plus il tendrait par lui-même 
à se volatiliser, plus aussi il faut le mélanger pour 
l’utiliser ».11  
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Cet essai part de l’interculturel comme fait, 
comme effectivité qu’on doit interroger,comme 
réalité que la réflexion philosophique 
contemporaine doit élever au niveau conceptuel 
afin de chercher quelques issues dans le contexte 
tragique et complexe de l’ époque . 

La tache est donc assez ardue,elle nous exhorte ,en 
tant que philosophes, à comprendre cette facticité 
et à l’ élever vers un  niveau d’ idéalité permettant 
la construction d’  une éthique ,et d’  une 
épistémologie de l’ interculturel  L’ampleur de 
cette question tient non seulement à la complexité 
des situations ,et à la conflictualité  qui caractérise 
les rapports humains ,mais aussi à la rapidité des 
évolutions et à l’incertitude  des solutions 
proposées l’amplification des événements  par leur 
traitement idéologique et médiatique aggrave 
encore la situation ,car elle montre bien l’impact 
de l’agir stratégique (pour adopter le lexique  
habermassien)  en lieu  et place de l’agir 
communicationnel 

Un tel projet nécessite  une revalorisation de la 
notion de « métissage » ,qu’il faut questionner  
comme horizon identitaire  pour les sujets des 
sociétés contemporaines ,le métissage comme 
processus accéléré  de l’interculturel permet la 
reconnaissance  de la multiappartenance(du fait 
d’être ici et là ,des deux cotés de la frontière)Cette 
dialectique de l’homogène et de l’hétérogène 
constitue le socle anthropologique de toute 
réflexion sur l’être –ensemble 

Il faut donc épurer cette notion de la connotation  
négative liée à son origine coloniale,et travailler 
contre son détournement à des fins marchandes,au 
lieu d’y voir superficiellement un effort de 
mélange des cultures,ou un slogan 
commercial,ilfaut au contraire y déceler la 

recherche d’un autre monde possible,ou 
l’interrogation philosophique,sociologique et 
politique convergent pour accéder à une meilleure 
compréhension du rapport entre les cultures 

Le métissage ainsi compris  peut constituer  un 
antidote contre le repli  communautaire et 
l’essentialisme ethnique, il peut être considéré  
comme « une pensée frontalière » selon 
l’expression d’Alexis Nouss « Pensée liminale, du 
latin limen, seuil : la frontière étant ici considérée 
comme seuil et non comme barrière ».1 

Il semble bien que le rapport entre le même  et 
l’autre est tributaire de cette interchangeabilité 
entre le dedans et le dehors, entre le soi et l’autre 
car « Une pensée liminale définira l’identité non 
plus en relation à un centre, mais par rapport à la 
frontière qui sépare de l’autre. Déconstruire 
d’abord la notion de frontière en la déplaçant-
lorsqu’on déplace une frontière on peut déplacer 
sa signification-passer d’une logique territoriale à 
une dynamique  transterritoriale ».2 

De ce fait ,si les êtres humains sont aujourd’hui 
voués à la nécessité de coexister ,dans un monde 
surpeuplé ,plein de différences ,de conflits et 
d’inégalités, iles différentes formes de dialogue 
(interculturel, interreligieux ou interétatique) 
échouent à se libérer de l’impact de l’agir 
stratégique- pour emprunter les termes 
habermassiens-peut –on trouver dans l’art l’espoir 
d’un projet communicationnel plus authentique 
,et donc plus humain 

L’idée d’une communauté  de communication, 
dont les racines remontent au siècle des Lumières 
,peut –elle nous offrir  l’intuition fondamentale 
d’un projet capable de restaurer le lien humain, de 
défendre une culture humaniste ,qui aspire à 
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construire le sujet critique capable d’exercer sa 
réflexion critique et d’ assumer sa liberté ?Telle 
est la question que nous nous posons dans cet 
essai. Peut –on parler actuellement d’un pari 
éducatif de l’art, et réfléchir ainsi à des systèmes 
éducatifs qui prônent le questionnement critique, 
l’ouverture à la pratique de l’inter culturalité et de 
l’inter créativité ?ces systèmes seront –ils capables 
de renverser les rapports entre la volonté de 
puissance et la primauté du droit ? 

Certes, nous sommes à l’âge des réseaux de 
communication et du « flux communicationnel » 
incontrôlable notre sensibilité est conditionnée par 
ces facteurs, mais la lutte contre le devenir- 
troupeau ne peut s’activer qu’à travers l’effort de 
resymbolisation, contre le conditionnement 
archaïsant et régressif de la sensibilité, il faut 
rendre à l’art sa fonction d’ tercréativité, 
s’affranchir de cette anesthésie du jugement pour 
pallier à la rigidité de la représentation de soi et de 
l’autre. 

Notre essai va donc s’articuler en trois moments : 
1les racines romantiques de l’idée de 
l’entente2leur réinterprétation actuelle par le 
philosophe allemand contemporain Juergen 
Habermas 3le déplacement de cette notion du 
champ politique et délibératif vers le champ 
artistique (l’art comme création du lien humain). 

1. L’origine romantique de la notion 
d’entente communicationnelle : 

Il n’est pas de notre propos dans cette brève 
communication de cerner tous les liens 
philosophiques entre la pensée de Jurgen 
Habermas –en elle-même très complexe et 
prolifique – et celle de l’idéalisme allemand, cela 
demanderait un travail d’une toute autre 
envergure, on va se contenter d’une tache 
beaucoup plus modeste ; centrer l’analyse sur la 
notion d’entente, ses sources et sa teneur. 

En fait ,dans son ouvrage « Le discours 
philosophique de la modernité »Habermas insiste 
sur la présence d’un noyau théorique commun 
chez Hölderlin ,S schelling Hegel(quand ,amis ils 
se réunissaient à Francfort) : L’idée de l’art 
comme puissance de réconciliation, substitut de la 
religion « La religion   rationnelle ne peut devenir 
religion du peuple qu’en s’en remettant à’ art ,le 

monothéisme de la raison et du cœur doit faire 
place au polythéisme de l’imagination et inventer 
une mythologie au service des Idées ».3 

Dans ce même souci archéologique, Habermas 
opère une longue digression sur le lien entre ce 
programme et les idées développées par Schiller 
sur l’éducation esthétique de l’homme en 1795( 
ce même programme a inspiré à Schelling’ 
élaboration de son « système de l’idéalisme 
transcendantal »en 1800,mais il insiste sur le 
doute de Hegel concernant ce programme 
utopique( L’idée ,née comme intuition de 
jeunesse chez Hegel, pour qui l’ art romantique 
incarne l’ esprit delà modernité et son aliénation il 
s’identifie avec l’Esprit du temps) 

Il est donc nécessaire de s’arrêter sur les 
« Lettres » de Schiller (parues dans la revue Les 
heures, en1795, alors que Schiller y travaillait 
depuis l’été 1793.Elles s’insèrent dans le climat 
intellectuel de l’Allemagne du dix-huitième 
siècle, à la recherche d’une restauration politique 
et intellectuelle. Des penseurs comme Lessing, 
Herder, Goethe et Schiller ont cherché à dépasser 
la pédagogie de dressage par une pédagogie de 
persuasion, et à travailler sur ce lien solide entre 
idéal esthétique et visée politique. L’idéal est 
donc dicté par le désir de restauration culturelle 
de l’identité nationale. 

Pour Schiller, c’est donc la quête d’un état 
culturellement autonome et politiquement stable 
qui guide la formation de l’idéal esthétique qu’il 
expose dans ses « Lettres ».4 Il part de 
l’équivalence entre l’harmonie de la cité et celle 
des citoyens ;la base anthropologique des règles 
de l’art est doc l’homme, composé d’intelligible 
et de sensible(l’excès de l’intelligible conduit à la 
perversion ,celui de la sensibilité mène à la 
barbarie). 

L’efficacité de l’art ,son impact sur l’âme 
humaine tient à son immédiateté,à la réaction 
spontanée qu’il instaure sans détour discursif 
rationnel ni préparation savante .Le contact aux 
œuvres rééquilibre les excès déjà mentionnés, 
sollicitant l’intelligible ou le sensible pour parer à 
la barbarie ou à la perversion, il en résulte un 
équilibre des facultés qui instaure l’équilibre et 
l’harmonie de la société :àl’idéal politique de 
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l’harmonie et de la stabilité correspond esthétique 
de l’organicité, du rapport des parties au tout 

L’éducation esthétique de l’homme du commun 
par l’art requiert donc une adéquation entre cet art 
et ce commun, seule susceptible de le saisir, de 
l’attirer hors delui de l’entrainer à se surpasser, à 
se dépasser (rencontre avec l’autre) Schiller résout 
partiellement ce problème en préconisant l’usage 
des arts qui agissent immédiatement sur les 
facultés humaine. 

En faisant office de théoricien esthétique de 
l’humanité au nom d’un idéal de réconciliation et 
d’harmonie (développé en 27 lettres) Schiller vise 
à l’établissement de la paix dans la société civile, 
par le biais de l’art car « si c’est la raison qui fait 
l’homme, c’est le sentiment qui le conduit ».Cette 
phrase de JJRousseau citée en épigraphe aux 
« Lettres » trouve ici toute sa pertinence. Ainsi les 
Lettres de Schiller, qu’une critique un peu hâtive 
et sommaire peut ranger parmi la catégorie vague 
d’idéalisme, constituent un texte qui comporte des 
potentialités encore inexplorées, un texte qui 
possède bien la modernité qu’on veut lui accorder, 
les idées développées par Schiller résonnent d’une 
étrange actualité, 

Habermas est peut-être, parmi les philosophes 
contemporains celui qui a le mieux saisi l’intuition 
schillérienne, il ya trouvé un précurseur de sa 
théorie de la rationalité communicationnelle. Ce 
dernier cherchait à rendre visible la liberté d’une 
personne, à lier esthétique et moralité et à 
thématiser la notion de « vérité poétique »en 
l’opposantà la vérité historique. Certes, ce 
philosophe porte le souci commun àtous les post –
kantiens : réconcilier les deux législations, la 
nature et la raison pratique, voir dans le beau le 
symbole du bien, Schiller exige une beauté morale, 
proprement humaine. 

Pour Habermas, les « Lettres » constituent le 
premier exemple d’un texte formulant, à titre 
programmatique, le projet d’une critique 
esthétique de la modernité « Schiller comprend 
l’art comme une raison communicationnelle qui 
s’actualisera dans l’Etat esthétique ».5 

L’art est donc une forme de communication qui, 
en lieu et place de la religion, constitue une 
puissance d’unification : « Alors que les affaires 

du monde moral présentent –cependant, un intérêt 
bien plus immédiat et que l’esprit d’examen 
philosophique est si vivement excité par les 
circonstances actuelles, à s’occuper de la plus 
accomplie de toutes les oeuvresd’art : l’édifice 
d’une véritable liberté publique ».6 

L’art est donc le médium par lequel le genre 
humain s’éduque à la liberté politique, il constitue 
cette force communicationnelle capable de 
remédier à la fragmentation et à la différenciation 
du monde moderne. La critique schillérienne de la 
bureaucratisation et du travail aliénés’inscrit dans 
ce cadre 

E ainsi « en poursuivant dans la sphère des idées, 
des biens et des droits imprescriptibles, l’esprit 
spéculatif dut devenir étranger au monde des sens 
et perdre de vue la matière pour la forme. De son 
coté, l’esprit d’affaires renfermé dans un cercle 
monotone d’objet, et rétréci là encore par des 
formules, dut perdre de vue la vie et la liberté de 
l’ensemble en même temps que sa sphère ».7 

Cette approche reste captive-selon Habermas- 
d’une philosophie de l’histoire(ou du sujet) d’un 
point de vue téléologique et d’une opposition 
abstraite entre sensibilité et entendement. Mais il 
reste néanmoins que Schiller, repésente ce 
philosophe et dramaturge qui a compris l’art 
comme une véritable matérialisation de la raison 
communicationnelle. Cette utopie esthétique a 
formé un point cardinal pour Hegel, Marx, 
comme pour la tradition marxiste jusqu’à Lukács 
et Marcuse. 

Schiller a essayé de définir la forme idéale de 
l’intersubjectivité(a contrario) en partant du 
négatif, car les deux déformations de la 
communication sont l’isolement et l’absorption 
par la masse, ni troglodyte dans sa caverne ni 
nomade dans un troupeau, ni aliénation ni fusion 
.Ces deux formes ne possèdent pas leur existence, 
et l’intérêt de Schiller est qu’il opère la juste 
balance entre ces deux extrêmes qui « constituent 
une menace égale pour l’identité »ainsi « la 
société réconciliée par l’esthétique devrait 
élaborer une structure de communication ou 
« l’homme s’entretient paisiblement avec lui-
même dans sa chaumière et dés qu’il en sort, avec 
toute son espèce ».8 
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Cette utopie esthétique a cherché à révolutionner 
les conditions d’intercompréhension de son 
époque Elle aparié sur l’art comme création de 
relation privilégiée entre les hommes « toutes les 
autres formes de communication divisent la 
société ,parce qu’elles s’adressent exclusivement 
soit à la réceptivité soit à l’activité privée de ses 
membres et par conséquent ,à ce qui distingue les 
hommes les uns des autres, seule l’activité 
artistique unit la société, parce qu’elle s’adresse à 
ce qu’il y a de commun dans tous ses membres ».9 

2. La communauté de 
communication/utopie ou idéal 
régulateur ? 

Nous avons déjà soulignél’importance de la 
réflexion schillérienne pour Habermas, puisqu’il y 
voit une tentative d’unification des moments 
disloqués de la modernité, lui aussi cherche à 
réunir les moments scindés de la raison moderne à 
travers la défense du lien intrinsèque entre langage 
et rationalité 

En fait ,dans le texte qui préfigure la « Théorie de 
l’agir communicationnel »à savoir « Logique des 
sciences sociales et autres essais »,Habermas 
définit la situation idéale de parole comme suit « 
J’appelle idéale une situation de parole dans 
laquelle les communications ne sont pas entravées 
ni par des actions extérieures  ,contingentes ,ni par 
des contraintes inhérentes à la structure même de 
la communication, la situation idéale de parole 
exclut les déformations systématiques de 
communication ».10 

L’opposition entre communication vraie et 
communication déformée présuppose l’entente 
comme du social lui –Memel approche 
communicationnelle évite de réduire le langage à 
une seule de ses fonctions. La situation idéale 
requiert ainsi deux conditions : celle de symétrie 
(les participants de la discussion doivent avoir une 
chance symétrique de choisir et de mettre en 
œuvre leurs actes de parole) et celle d’égalité des 
chances dans le choix et la mise en œuvre des 
actes de parole. 

Un idéal présupposé contre la réification des 
rapports humains, lié à une conception du langage 
comme forme d’agir, comme activité et médium 
d’entente à la fois. Ce principe régulateur joue le 

rôle d’une anticipation et permet de distinguer les 
formes vraies de consensus et les formes de 
communication déformée ou fallacieuse. 

Cette notion possède une capacité critique par 
rapport à l’activité communicationnelle 
quotidienne ,elle permet de la juger ;de 
démasquer tout soupçon de violence structurelle 
qui peut transformer la communication en 
pseudo- consensus « La situation idéale de parole 
n’est ni un phénomène empirique ni une 
construction pure et simple ,mais yne supposition 
inévitable que nous nous faisons réciproquement 
dans des discussions .Cette supposition peut-être 
contrefactuelle mais ne l’est pas nécessairement 
,c’est une fiction qui est opératoire au cours du 
processus de communication ».11 

Habermas apris soin de distinguer cette notion du 
principe régulateur (au sens kantien) car elle est 
déjà présupposée dans acte d’intercompréhension. 
Ce concept qui n’a rien d’ empirique et ne 
correspond à aucune réalité historique est plutôt 
proche de l’illusion transcendantale kantienne car 
« Pour toute communication possible, 
l’anticipation de la situation idéale de parole a la 
signification d’ une illusion (schein) qui est en 
même temps le pré –apparaître (vorschein) d’ une 
forme de vie .Certes nous ne pouvons savoir si ce 
pré-apparaître n’est qu’une illusion (une 
subreption) bien qu’elle repose sur des 
suppositions incontournables ou s’il est possible 
de réaliser en pratique les conditions empiriques 
d’une réalisation même approximative ,de la 
forme de vie supposée .Les normes 
fondamentales du discours rationnel constitutives 
de pragmatique universelle sont de ce point de 
vue porteuses d’ une hypothèse pratique ».12 

Dans les textes ultérieurs , Habermas a modifié 
cette notion ;les reformulations qu’il a opéré 
visent à conjurer le soupçon d’ utopisme, en fait 
c’ est dans « Le discours philosophique de la 
modernité » qu’il rejette la notion de « raison pure 
pour la remplacer par la « rationalité 
communicationnelle ».La rationalité 
communicationnelle est enracinée dans l’activité 
communicationnelle et dans les structures du 
monde –vécu ,elle est donc attachée à la pratique 
quotidienne. Au lieu de dichotomie entre situation 
idéale et situation réelle ,il avance une autre 
hypothèse ,plus modeste et moins utopique :toute 
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prétention à la validité possède un caractère double 
,elle est à la fois transcendantale et empirique 
,position mitoyenne entre universalisme et 
contextualisme,ce n’est ni un contextualisme pur 
et simple qui relativise toute prétention rationnelle 
,ni universalisme absolu qui oblitère les 
différences socio –culturelles et se retourne en 
métaphysique. 

C’est une position qualifiée d’ universalisme 
prudent par l’auteur lui-même .L’entente est donc 
à la fois un idéal et une présupposition nécessaire 
,elle résulte du caractère ambivalent de la 
rationalité car « en émettant mutuellement , par 
leurs actes de parole ,des prétentions à la validité 
,ceux qui agissent de manière communicationnelle 
s’ appuient chaque fois sur un potentiel de raisons 
susceptibles d’être discutées. Aussi constate –on 
que réside dans les processus factuels 
d’intercompréhension un élément qui procède de 
l’inconditionné. La validité revendiquée se 
distingue de la valeur sociale que recouvre une 
pratique factuellement exercée, pour autant, c’est 
elle qui lui sert de fondement lorsqu’il s’agit 
d’asseoir le consensus effectif ».13 

La rationalité n’est donc pas dissociée des 
contextes spatio-temporels, elle trouve son 
fondement dans le monde – vécu et la pratique 
quotidienne, son rôle est médiateur. Par ces 
modifications, il se démarque de Karl Otto Appel 
et de sa notion de « communauté illimitée de 
communication » ce dernier désignant par cette 
notion l’apriori qui régit le langage dans ses 
données et ses réalisations, la communauté des 
locuteurs est dite illimitée car elle est ouverte à 
tous. 

Habermas renonce, quant àlui, àce fondement, il 
n’emploie plus le terme de « quasi- 
transcendantal » qui lui a servi jadis pour maitriser 
l’opposition entre le transcendantal et l’empirique, 
il affirme en ce sens que « Le projet utopique 
d’une communauté de communication mène à 
l’erreur si l’on y voit, à tort l’orientation vers une 
philosophie de l’histoire et si l’on méconnait la 
valeur limitée de sa position méthodologique ».14 

L’idéal n’a plus de sens transcendantal ,il possède 
plutôt la valeur d’ une présupposition 
méthodologique nécessaire qui peut éclairer les 
caractéristiques de la raison :en premier lieu cette 

présupposition montre l’aspect réflexif de la 
raison car « Le débat argumenté que suscitent les 
exigences de validité  en tant qu’elles sont 
hypothétiques peut –être considéré comme une 
forme réflexive de l’activité communicationnelle 
,une auto- référentialité quise passe de 
l’objectivation à laquelle contraignent les 
catégories de la philosophie du sujet ».15 

En second lieu cette présupposition de l’entente 
ou de l’ idéal du consensus une fonction critique ( 
vis-à-vis des idéologies et des différentes 
prétentions à la validité )car ,si la réalité peut 
démentir la prétention à la transparence et 
présenter un « discours pollué « selon 
l’expression de Habermas lui-même, au lieu d’ un 
discours épuré ,cela n’empêche pasde défendre 
l’idéalité puisqu’ « en fait ;il est strictement 
impossible de remplir toujours (ou même souvent 
)ces improbables présuppositions pragmatiques 
desquelles cependant nous partons dans la 
pratique communicationnelle quotidienne ,et 
desquelles nous devons partir au sens d’ une 
contrainte transcendantale. En ce sens, les formes 
de vie socio- culturelles sont soumises aux 
restrictions structurelles d’une raison 
communicationnelle qui est à la fois démentie et 
revendiquée ».16 

3. Créer le lien humain : 

Entre la politique et l’esthétique  

Comment pouvons –nous « reconfigurer 
matériellement et symboliquement le territoire du 
commun » ?17 

La tache urgente qui incombe à l’esthétique 
aujourd’hui est peut –être la réflexion sur 
l’intersubjectivité ‘ il s’agit de fonder l’espace 
d’une communauté du sentiment ,la communauté 
esthétique ,de montre r qu’on peut sentir 
autrement ,diversement ,qu’on peut promouvoir 
de nouvelles formes de subjectivité pour 
contrecarrer l’hégémonie du commercial de la 
forme marchandise car »L’art fonde une âtre 
forme de vie politique une zoe politiké ,qui prend 
la responsabilité de tout ce qui est en deçà et au-
delà de la vie publique, renvoyant à la fois à la 
singularité de la vie privée et à l’universalité de la 
vie de l’espèce ».18 
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Cette communauté, preq’utopique, peut pallier à la 
sclérose du lien humain ; créer des issues à cette 
situation de blocage ou la rencontre avec l’autre 
est toujours différée et difficile, elle ouvre sur 
l’horizon des possibles en remettant en avant plan 
l’idée d’inventivité sociale de reconfiguration 
symbolique. La communauté de communication 
ne peut fonctionner véritablement que lorsqu’on 
assume la métamorphose, le devenir, l’histoire, 
lorsqu’on est capable de créer la singularité 
l’unique .la pensée, comme exercice de la limite, 
de l’humilité, de la responsabilité n’est pas 
opposée à la création, au contraire elle essaie de 
s’inventer un avenir dans la poïétique de l’humain 
(de l’interculturel en particulier). 

La création est donc un agir, elle possède une 
dimension performative, créer c’est faire : l’artiste 
opère cette irruption inopinée de l’incertitude, de 
l’immédiat, d’une altérité possible dans l’univers 
du quotidien, du familier. Ce qui peut aider à 
reconstruire différemment les communautés de 
sens et les catégories d’interprétation qui 
structurent notre existence sociale. 

L’art contemporain, en particulier se prête à ce 
rôle en nous ramenant nous remettre en question, à 
redéfinir notre rapport au monde et aux autres 
.L’expérience existentielle prend le pas sur la 
délectation esthétique .L’œuvre crée l’homme, elle 
crée aussi le lien social. Ces expériences 
exemplaires et démonstratives qui donnent à voir 
et à penser nous perturbent .Aquel point peuvent –
elles opérer la révolution symbolique dont notre 
époque a besoin ? 

En fait ;l’art contemporain constitue ce champ 
privilégié d’expérience plastique et de 
reconfiguration symbolique, abondant, hybride et 
multiforme il exprime à sa manière la diversité des 
rapports au monde ,et des rapports entre les 
cultures .Il constitue inaccomplissement 
démocratique en présentant des formes de 
subjectivation plus que des affiliations à des 
courants .Son pole obscur ,son caractère parfois 
décevant et erratique sa gratuité ne doit pas 
masquer son lien intime avec la vie dans toute sa 
complexité .L’hypothèse essentielle de tout notre 
essai tient à la défense de son pôle dialogique que 
nous considérons comme facteur de force . 

En ce sens, la question de l’être –ensemble 
esthétique se pose avec acuité elle se pose aux 
philosophes ; tout autant qu’aux artistes, aux 
sociologues et aux spécialistes des sciences du 
langage L’aspect multidisciplinaire de la question 
montre bien sa complexité. 

La sphère esthétique étant ce lieu ou s’opère 
l’articulation du singulier et du collectif ,la 
communication esthétique vraie ,réflexive 
,critique peut faire le contrepoids du tourisme 
culturel superficiel et consumériste .Le clivage 
entre culture consomme et culture discutée 
(analysé par Habermas) est indépassable ;mais il 
incombe à cette dernière de créer et de défendre 
les enjeux éthico- politiques de l’art puisque »la 
surface de résonance que devait constituer cette 
couche sociale a volé en éclats, le public s’est 
scindé d’une part en minorités de spécialistes dont 
l’usage qu’ils font de leur raison n’est pas public, 
et d’autre part en cette grande masse de 
consommateurs d’ une culture qu’ils reçoivent par 
l’intermédiaire des médias publics ».19 

Disons pour conclure qu’au lieu d’adopter une 
logique de la perte, il faut insister sur l’enjeu 
éducatif de l’art défendre l’éducabilité du sujet 
par l’art et à l’art. La tache du philosophe comme 
celle de l’artiste consiste à former le sujet critique 
et communicant, capable de défendre cette part 
inaliénable qu’est la dignité humaine. « L’art et la 
philosophie se rejoigent sur point la constitution 
d’une terre et d’ un peuple qui manquent, comme 
corrélat de la création ».20 
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Sommaire 

Cette recherche tente de comprendre la liaison 
entre la structure sociale et l’architecture 
traditionnelle d’une région particulaire de la 
géographie méditerranéenne. En constituant une 
zone transitoire entre la région côtière de 
l’Anatolie sud-ouest et l’Anatolie intérieure, 
Akseki se situe sur les montagnes de Taurus qui 
font partie de la chaîne Alpe-Himalayenne. 
Concernant sa location, la région est d’une part un 
élément constitutif de la méditerranée, et d’autre 
part une transition physique entre des modes de 
vies et des climats contradictoires. (Figure 1) 

Cette recherche a l’intention de formuler les 
propres méthodes pour traiter l’objet spécifique de 
l’analyse qui signifie une construction 
traditionnelle qui s’appelle boutonnage. En 
proposant une relecture de l’histoire de la région 
au delà de boutonnage, l’article met en valeur des 
moyens effectifs d’une production architecturale 
qui est plutôt fondée sur la mise en ouvre et 
l’exploitation d’un principe de continuité 
concernant les formes architecturales et les 
moyens matériels. 

Plus qu’une analyse typologique, cet article induit 
une analyse esthétique tournée vers une 
compréhension culturelle de l’architecture. La 
recherche s’articule autour de cette problématique 
effectuée par la conceptualisation d’un ordre 
culturel qui impose ses modes de pensée et son 
esthétique, et qui, au-delà de l’architecture, 
charpente une culture unique. 

Elle renvoie à la question : Comment l’architecture 
traditionnelle d’Akseki peut-elle se spécifier ? 

D’évidence en sa formulation même, l’idée de 
particularité constructive évoque un déploiement 
rationnel et sensible qui se configure elle-même 
ainsi que son environnement affectant 
synchroniquement les ordres naturels et culturels 
dans lesquels elle s’incarne. 

Les Implications Sociales de 
l’Architecture d’Akseki 

La continuité des formes architecturales au cours 
de l’histoire indique l’accumulation de la 
connaissance expérimentale en ce qui concerne le 
traitement technique et esthétique des matériaux. 
L’art de bâtir est à cet égard, un des composants 
de culture qui signifie la persistance des motifs 
culturels. La sévérité de climat, la pénurie de terre 
cultivable, le terrain escarpé et rocheux stimulent 
le besoin d’une capacité humaine à résoudre les 
problèmes naturels et font évoluer l’ensemble des 
métiers de l’architecture. (Figure 2)  

Akseki implique une manifestation des contrastes. 
Par exemple, malgré tout les difficultés, la terrain 
introduit un matériau abondant en plus de la tâche 
indispensable de survivre : la pierre à bâtir. Donc, 
les établissements ruraux se produisent autour des 
ressources de matériaux. Les opportunités ancrées 
dans les difficultés matérielles font appel à une 
grande diversité de compétences que 
l’architecture traditionnelle rend lisible. 
L’accomplissement d’un projet d’abord touche les 
outils de construction manifestés par la 
convenance des formes à l’emploi des matériaux 
locales. 

La tâche de survivre renvoie d’autre part à la 
liaison entre Akseki et le monde extérieur 
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introduisant ainsi un deuxième contraste qui réside 
dans l’argument essentiel de cette recherche : 
Akseki est géographiquement interne mais 
culturellement externe. 

Les villages d’Akseki étaient éloignés de centres 
politiques at législatives dans tous les époques 
historiques. Selon les témoignages archéologiques, 
contrairement à la majorité de l’Asie Mineure, la 
région d’Akseki n’était jamais totalement 
Hellénisée ou Romanisée.1 On peut discerner une 
continuité dans la situation physique des villages 
reculés au cours des époques ottomane et 
républicaine. Pourtant, j’estime que la région est 
seulement apparemment interne. En fait, les 
établissements qui donnent l’impression d’être 
tourné vers l’intérieur, ont les liens culturels qui 
les attachent aux centres de pouvoir politique et 
économique. 

Un pourcentage considérable des officiers publics 
de l’Empire Ottoman venaient d’Akseki.2 Cette 
situation a continué pendant les administrations de 
la Turquie moderne. De plus, le peuple d’Akseki 
est connu un grand succès en matière de 
commerce aussi bien qu’en domaine 
bureaucratique. Cette diversité montre la variété 
des champs d’intervention. Elle indique une 
capacité générale à avoir les moyens propres qui a 
fait un grand nombre de la population vivre dans 
les métropoles. 

 

Figure 1. La Location d’Akseki dans le contexte 
géographique de la Mediterrannée est (le point 
indiquant Akseki est appliqué à la carte 
géologique prise de Braudel, Fernand. La 
Méditerranée et le Monde Méditerranéen à 

l’Époque de Philippe II, Librairie Armand Colin, 
Paris) 

La liaison entre la métropole et le village peut être 
esquissée au sein de l’espace architecturale qui 
représente la confrontation. Au fond, la tâche de 
survivre a stimulé la volonté d’émigration. 
Pourtant l’émigration dont on parle dans le 
contexte d’Akseki ne propose pas un détachement 
complet du lieu originaire. La connexion socio-
économique entre la métropole et le village se 
construit au-delà de relations familières. 
L’intervention des émigrés dans l’espace 
physique du village exemplifie ces relations. La 
raison principale de telles interventions est 
l’intention des émigrés pour améliorer la situation 
économique de leurs villes natales.  

Une relecture de l’histoire de l’architecture 
d’Akseki peut être avancée sous forme interactive 
de ceux qui ont émigrés et ceux qui ont restés au 
lieu originaire. Ces deux parties, sans être 
entièrement étrangers l’un à l’autre, organisent 
leurs interprétations architecturales dans le 
contexte rural selon une logique propre qui 
s’inscrit dans l’identité d’Akseki. Akseki peut être 
conçu comme la sole région qui est capable de 
construire une identité spécifique sur la chaîne de 
Taurus.3 Cette identité repose sur le concept de 
survie. C’est alors une identité disséminée qui, 
malgré son origine locale, ne s’enferme pas dans 
une localité spécifique. Cette étude s’intéresse à la 
lisibilité du concept de survie au déla de la 
configuration de l’espace en estimant que 
l’identité revendiquant l’appartenance à Akseki 
est intégralement fondée sur les stratégies offertes 
par l’architecture traditionnelle.   
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Figure 2. Le paysage de la région d’Akseki 
(photographie: Kemal Reha Kavas) 

Le Concept de Survie et L’Articulation des 
Matériaux Naturels 

Akseki constitue un terrain montagneux où la 
chaîne de Taurus coupe la route commerciale 
historique qui lie Konya et Alanya. Le contraste 
entre la vie montagnarde d’Akseki et les plaines de 
Manavgat au bord de la Méditerranée illustre, pour 
reprendre les termes de Fernand Braudel, le 
contraste entre les situations de hautes montagnes 
et bas pays.4 La vie montagnarde d’Akseki 
s’explique par les multiples difficultés rencontrées 
pour faire continuer la vie. 

La cristallisation du concept de survie en une 
forme spécifique de bâtir s’accomplit aux dépens 
de la tradition. On constate l’architecture unique 
qui est capable de s’adapter aux exigences 
géographique et socio-économique. A la base de 
toutes constructions qui disciplinent les formes 
naturelles, on peut discerner la tentative de 
proposer la solution la plus économique et 
pratique. Cette tentative fructueuse peut être 

expliquée comme un dialogue créatif entre les 
moyens matériaux et les exigences sociales. 

On peut parler d’un lien puissant entre la 
motivation pour survivre et l’articulation des 
matériaux naturels. L’intégration des formes 
naturelles et artificielles produit les aspects 
écologiques, esthétiques et éthiques qui sont 
puissamment reliés entre eux. D’autres un lien 
puissant entre la motivation pour survivre et 
l’articulation des matériaux naturels est le résultat 
d’une pratique commune à la base.  

Les plates-formes qui son présent autour des 
montagnes témoignent des difficultés qui surgit 
lorsqu’on essayait de créer de terrain cultivable. 
(Figure 3) Le creusement et le déplacement de 
terre devient les tâches indispensables. Le terrain 
escarpé et rocheux nécessite un traitement 
artificiel afin de produire de l’espace cultivable et 
habitable. Les murs de soutènement qui font 
partie du paysage local et les murs maçonnés des 
domiciles ont en commun la qualité 
constructionnelle qui est en accord avec la 
motivation générale de survivre. 

 

Figure 3. Les plat-formes facilitant l’agriculture 
et l’habitation (le village de Cemerler, 15 km. 
sud d’Akseki, photographie: Kemal Reha 
Kavas) 

La logique constructive à la base de toutes 
opérations formant le territoire humain se 
concrétise dans une technique particulière de 
maçonnerie qui s’appelle le boutonnage. Donc, la 
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maçonnerie devient une composante intégrale qui 
construit le fond du paysage en matière de 
terrassement. L’ensemble des murs peut être conçu 
comme un artifice reproduisant la vie. 

Il faut apprécier les aspects écologiques et éthiques 
sur lesquels un apprivoisement doux de la nature 
est établi. C’est, à la fois, diriger la nature et la 
respecter. Partout, la pierre nous contient et 
renferme. Malgré la rugosité des surfaces, le 
traitement constructif est orné grâce aux 
articulations maîtrisant l’application du système de 
boutonnage.  

La Construction de Boutonnage 

La structure unique du bâtiment est visible. Elle 
facilite l’application variée du même principe en 
adaptant les moyens matériels aux exigences 
multiples. Elle ne constitue pas un type fixé. Bien 
qu’il s’agisse des traditions similaires aux 
plusieurs régions de l’Anatolie, cette manière de 
l’utilisation intégrée du bois et pierre n’est 
appliqué qu’à Akseki. (Figure 4) Le 
fonctionnement composé de bois et pierre est un 
caractère unique qui distingue le boutonnage de la 
charpente en bois. 

 

Figure 4. Un mur simple indiquant le principe 
constructif de boutonnage (le village d’Ürünlü, 
30 km. Ouest d’Akseki, photographie: Kemal 
Reha Kavas) 

Pour comprendre la structure il faut commencer 
par examiner le bouton. C’est un linteau saillant 
installé verticalement à la surface du mur à 60 cm. 
d’intervalles. Chaque bouton dépasse 
l’alignement du mur à peu près 25 cm. Le bouton 
joue un rôle à la fois structurel et pratique. Il 
renforce le mur et lui fournit d’un élément 
d’échafaudage qui facilite la construction en 
grande hauteur. 

Le bouton fournit la construction d’une texture. 
La façade se construit d’un grille des boutons qui 
détermine les locations et proportions des 
fenêtres. Le grillage don une échelle comparative 
aux éléments de la construction. Le bouton 

formule une unité géométrique, proportionnelle, 
esthétique et structurelle qui peut se reproduire 
pratiquement. Par l’opposition avec le préjugé, 
cette construction traditionnelle est capable 
d’achever l’hauteur considérable. (Figure 5)  
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Figure 5. Une maison exemplifiant la capacité 
du system de construction en grande hauteur (le 
village d’Ürünlü, 30 km. Ouest d’Akseki, 
photographie: Kemal Reha Kavas) 

On peut apercevoir la variété en ce qui concerne la 
rugosité de construction. Un type de plâtre à stuc 
peut être appliqué. Le métier artisanal constitue 
tout simplement la base pratique de l’art de bâtir. 
Un bâtiment peut exemplifier, à la fois, l’usage 
ornemental, structurel et fonctionnel de bois.  

La projection qui constitue l’espace principal est 
composée des éléments structurels qui sont ornés. 
(Figure 6) Chaque bâtiment est une nouvelle 
occasion pour apprécier l’intégration entre la 
forme constructive et l’ornementation. 

L’artisanat s’attache à deux domaines distincts 
mais en même temps fortement lié : l’extérieur et 
l’intérieur, ou autrement dit, le bâtiment est le 
paysage construit. La rugosité de construction 
souligne des différences fonctionnelles. La grille 
rugueuse en extérieur, construite de bois est 
normalement couverte de végétation en produisant 
un microclimat. 

L’usage approfondi de bois comme un composant 
de structure ou revêtement change conformément 
à l’abondance matérielle ou l’exigence de 
construire des projections qui sont moins 
durables. On pourrait multiplier les exemples où 
telle composition est réparable. En effet, l’ouvre 
tout à fait conforme aux normes sociales à 
l’intérieur de lesquelles s’opèrent les variations et 
les inventions ainsi que les articulations. Le 
boutonnage est constant, quelque soit 
l’importance accordée par les différents 
observateurs à la diversité des variations qui, au 
cours de siècles, se sont manifestés dans la culture 
locale.   

 

Figure 6. L’intégration des formes constructives 
et ornementales dans la projection construite de 
bois et le lien entre le bâtiment et son éxterieur. 
(le village d’Ürünlü, photographie: Kemal Reha 
Kavas) 

Les Tentatives Récents : 

Plus qu’une simple actualité de la recherche 
architecturale, cet article nous invite à une 
compréhension de la production culturelle d’une 
simple maison aussi bien que l’approche des 
stratégies urbaines. Ainsi, récemment, la valeur 
de l’architecture traditionnelle d’Akseki est 
reconnue en vertu des règlements de préservation. 

Une dérivation permanente de la forme s’introduit 
dans la recherche sous la forme d’une tradition. 
Cependant, c’est une forme permettant aux 
singularités de s’actualiser à tous les moments de 
leur formation. Donc, l’image de la maison 
traditionnelle de boutonnage rassemble un ordre 
culturel imposant ses modes de pensée et son 
esthétique auquel il va falloir se confronter. Mais 
comment cette image peut-elle se définir ? 
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L’esquisse de l’image historique de l’architecture 
d’Akseki, comme je vais expliquer par la 
conclusion de cet article, est un problème 
théorique qui fait appelle à un modèle 
d’interprétation adapté au contexte domestique. 
Mais pratiquement, c’est une question qui d’abord 
touche la problématique courante des architectes 
exercent dans le contexte historique.  

Cette étude prévoit des questions à propos les 
rapports entre les objets, leurs auteurs, leurs 
utilisateurs et le lien de tous aux procès sociaux.5 
Quant aux ces procès, il faut reconsidérer le rôle 
joué par la mode particulière de tourisme répandue 
dans la région méditerranéenne de la Turquie. 
Etant entouré dans le triangle conceptuel défini par 
la mère, le soleil et la plage, le secteur de tourisme 
doit faire face au danger de la monotonie enfermée 
dans la côte. Une reconsidération de la variété 
géographique va permettre une révélation de la 
potentialité historique et culturelle cachée derrière 
les montagnes de Taurus.  

Contrairement aux structures contemporaines la 
construction traditionnelle ne s’est pas réalisée du 
jour au lendemain. La tradition paraît donc 
pertinente mais cela ne signifie pas que la manière 
dont les détailles constructives prend place dans 
l’architecture soit uniforme. Le métier du bâtisseur 
est basé sur le travail manuel où conception et 
exécution sont intimement mêlées dans l’ensemble 
du processus. Le système de boutonnage est le 
produit d’un artisanat raffiné effectué par un 
procès créatif dont la caractéristique la plus 
distinctive est l’intégration dans la nature.  

Quant aux imitations qui sont manifestées par 
l’appropriation touristique de la construction 
traditionnelle, on peut apercevoir que cette relation 
intime avec les composants de nature est 
manquante. Il s’agit d’un effet de surface, une 
stérilité artificielle basée sur détachement de la 
nature L’imitation vulgaire de boutonnage n’est 
qu’un revêtement appliqué à la surface de béton 
armé. Ces tentatives manquent les valeurs 
esthétiques, éthiques et écologiques de la 
construction authentique. (Figure 7) 

L’effet de surface imitant le boutonnage 
s’accompagne de l’emploi de béton armé qui est 
imposé d’un haut. Au contraire, l’architecture 
traditionnelle introduit une unité qui ne vient pas 

d’en haut, mais qui est le résultat d’une pratique 
commune interrogée et modifiée à la base. (Figure 
8) 

La violation de l’architecture originale en utilisant 
le béton armé est un problème récent. La 
contradiction entre le béton armé et le boutonnage 
se présente en matière de recyclage des matériaux 
de construction. Le procès de décomposition 
illustré par le contexte historique montre l’aspect 
écologique et éthique en bas de l’architecture 
authentique qui constamment réutilise des 
matériaux. 

 

Figure 7. Une imitation de boutonnage: la pier 
et le bois ne sont pas constructifs mais 
constituent une couche de revêtement 
appliquée au surface de béton armé. (Le village 
d’Emiraşıklar, 6 km. Ouest d’Akseki, 
photographie: Kemal Reha Kavas) 

Cette étude nous invite à un déplacement de point 
de vue en ce qui concerne l’interrogation 
scientifique de la construction traditionnelle. Afin 
de questionner les préjugés, les performances 
structurelle, économique et écologique de la 
construction traditionnelle doivent être analysées 
dans un cadre quantitatif. 
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Figure 8. La contradiction entre le boutonnage 
et le béton armé comme un résultat du problème 
de la réhabilitation des constructions 
traditionnelles (le village d’Ürünlü, photographie: 
Kemal Reha Kavas) 

Conclusion: Les Pensées Constructives 
concernant la Méthodologie 

Cet article qui est destiné à devenir une thèse de 
doctorat dans la discipline de l’histoire de 
l’architecture est soulignée par la 
transdisciplinarité qui envahit tout les champs 
contemporains. A cet égard, c’est également une 
tentative pour fondre une histoire spécifique qui 
connaîtra le besoin d’un propre point de vue 
historiographique pour traiter l’objet 
d’interprétation.  

L’objectif est livrer les conclusions sur les niveaux 
théorique et pratique. L’objectif théorique 
correspond à la proposition d’une méthodologie 
explicative inspirée de la logique constructive de 
boutonnage. L’objectif pratique correspond tout 
simplement à l’estimation que, contrairement à 
l’idée générale, les performances écologique, 
économique et structurelle de boutonnage sont 
beaucoup mieux que celles de béton armé.  

Celle-ci présuppose, en tout cas, une manière de 
raisonner commandée par son objet. L’observation 
de l’architecture domestique stimule une 
méthodologie opposant la catégorisation 
typologique. C’est une répudiation de la 
compréhension de l’architecture comme un miroir 
simple de la société. Au lieu de ce modèle linéaire 
au déla de lequel s’impose une évolution 
prédéterminée, on peut introduire une image 

dialectique6 de l’objet historique qui est lié au 
passé et en même temps au présent en ce qui 
concerne sa signification architecturale.   

En effet l’image dialectique de boutonnage doit 
être traitée par plusieurs encadrements consacrés 
à la nature transdisciplinaire d’une étude de la vie 
quotidienne. Donc le boutonnage dont les aspects 
écologiques, économiques et structurels peuvent 
être étudié de manière explicative correspondant à 
l’application architecturale de matériaux et 
procédés variés, peut être conçue comme un 
artifice historique reproduisant les stratégies 
contemporaines pour résoudre les problèmes 
actuels.  

Une histoire fragmentaire de la relation entre le 
matériau historique et la quantité contemporaine 
montre bien que chaque nouvelle forme de 
rapport entre le passé et le présent correspond à 
une nouvelle conception de l’image dialectique. 
Chaque rapport devient une catégorie par laquelle 
l’image dialectique de la maison traditionnelle 
définit la nature de sa relation avec le temps 
actuel. Plusieurs chapitres de cette somme 
peuvent être consacrés à l’architecture est sa 
signification sociale dans le contexte d’Akseki en 
présentant en même temps un ordre successif qui 
repose sur un classement quantitative. 

Une codification quantitative est une manière 
effective pour sortir de l’impasse dans laquelle se 
trouve l’étude architecturale est sociale de la 
géographie d’Akseki. Reconstruction d’une 
histoire de cette manière conçoit un modèle 
culturel de l’architecture traditionnelle qui 
donnait à l’homme sa place sociale. La motivation 
pour survivre trouve une expression parfaite dans 
l’image de boutonnage. Il y a derrière cette 
motivation, une affirmation d’une fierté locale ou 
même d’une nécessité économique qui doit être 
expliquées en termes sociologiques et 
architecturales.  

Malgré ces modestes dimensions la maison 
traditionnelle inspire des propositions pratiques 
pour le présent où jour par jour les précautions 
écologiques deviennent plus grave. Cette tentative 
d’appliquer des principes traditionnels à la 
problématique courante de l’architecture doit 
échapper à l’imitation vulgaire et prendre sa place 
au sein des institutions moralisatrices de la société 
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étant placé conformément à sa signification 
économique et sociale. 

Donc, la méthodologie dont on parle n’a pas 
l’intention d’utiliser les objets architecturaux pour 
légitimer une grande théorie historiographique. Au 
lieu d’une telle déformation de l’objet architectural 
dans l’intérêt de la théorie préconçue, je prévois 
une explication détaillé de l’objet par égard pour 
lui-même. 

Ce point de vue peut expliquer la continuité ou la 
transformation historique dans la construction de 
l’espace domestique. Le cadre explicatif7 offre la 
réinsertion de l’analyse formelle à la 
problématique de l’espace sociale. Cette analyse 
peut envisager une conception esthétique liée à la 
performance écologique du bâtiment. 

L’intégration des formes architecturels et celles de 
la nature introduit une dimension éthique 
concernant le recyclage et la réutilisation des 
matériaux de construction. Dans ce cas-là, 
l’architecture traditionnelle d’Akseki nous offre 
une évaluation créative de l’analyse empirique 
pour résoudre les problèmes actuels grâce à la 
connaissance matérielle de l’histoire. Cette 
connaissance est locale parce que son acquisition a 
eu lieu dans le cadre d’une micro histoire. 

L’histoire culturelle de l’espace domestique 
d’Akseki peut être construite sur le bas 
d’information locale qui explique la production 
sociale de l’architecture traditionnelle. J’estime 
que le cadre présenté ici peut rendre l’analyse de 
l’Akseki plus productif concernant sa signification 
pour les problèmes actuels. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Are different writing systems based on various 
letters, phonograms, or ideograms, and different 
linguistic forms, sources for different aesthetic 
sensibilities or approaches? What do they indicate 
as symbolic forms, what do their different 
structures point to? For example, how does the 
ideogram of Chinese characters affect mnemonic 
mechanisms or ways of thinking? How 
script/word/phrase and image/picture were mixed 
or juxtaposed in Eastern art, and how they were 
separated in Western art? How they are related in 
contemporary art? 

In this panel on “Script, Language, and 
Aesthetics,” we are mainly dealing with Hittite 
cuneiform, Arabic script, Chinese character, 
Japanese system of syllabic writing, kana, and 
their aesthetics. The Hittite got cuneiform from 
Mesopotamia and adapted it to their own 
language. Arabic script is a kind of alphabet, but 
very different from Latin alphabet. Chinese 
character is ideogram, while Japanese kana is a set 
of phonograms. Moreover, Japanese writing 
system is a combination of Chinese ideograms and 
Japanese phonograms. This kind of difference 
makes a certain difference in aesthetic sensibilities 
in literature and art as well as in everyday life. 

In Eastern Asia where Chinese characters were 
shared mainly by Chinese, Japanese, Korean 
peoples, letters and images were considered ‘from 
the same origin.’ Chinese characters are 
hieroglyphic ideograms, writing that uses 
hieroglyphs, a group of picture or symbol of 
various objects, representing words. There is 
another reason why characters and images are 
‘from the same origin’ in Chinese cultural sphere. 
People in this area started to use brush and ink not 
only for writing letters, words, sentences, and 
poems, but also for drawings and paintings. They 
also used papers and silk sheets both for writings 
and for drawings and paintings as well. Therefore, 
Chinese people considered ‘Characters and 
Drawing/Paintings are from the same origin,’ or 
‘Writing and Painting are one and the same art.’ 
Writing implied calligraphy, which linked painting 
with poetry. Therefore, it is also said that ‘Poetry, 
Writing, and Painting are one and the same art,’ or 
‘from the same origin.’  

Though partly lost or mostly forgotten 
particularly among younger generations in 
modern society, this kind of traditional ideal is 
still living in East Asia. While some middle-
eastern countries shifted from Arabic script to 
other letters such as Latin alphabet, some other 
countries remained with Arabic script which is 
considered an expression of spirituality. Even in 
some countries which introduced Latin alphabet, 
there is a growing tendency of reappraisal of the 
former writing system. All of these differences 
are more or less related with a  certain difference 
in aesthetic sensibilities not only in writing 
systems but also in ways of thinking as well as in 
various aspects of life. 

Even in Europe, there are numbers of related 
issues. In the Republic of Ireland and in Northern 
Ireland, for instance, Gaelic Script was used until 
the 1960’s when it was replaced by standard 
Roman type. Still used for ceremonial and display 
purposes, it is an expression of national identity. 
We afterward invited a paper dealing with Gaelic 
Script to widen our scope of investigation. 
‘Script, Language, and Aesthetics’ are virtually a 
universal issue beyond borders. 

Haruhiko Fujita 
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Hittitology, Turkey 

The documents that one can describe as the most 
important cultural remains belonging to the 
Hittites (Figure 1) are undoubtedly cuneiform clay 
tablets (Figure 2). The German Assyriologist 
(Akkadian-Babylonian-Assyrian specialist) Hugo 
Winckler together with Theodor Makridi from 
İstanbul Museum started excavations at Boğazköy, 
at Çorum, in 1906. They did not know that place 
could have been Hattuša, one of the important 
capitals for many years of the Hittite kingdom. 
Nor were they aware of the scale of the new 
information that they could provide for future 
generations. 

The story of Hittite studies begins briefly as 
follows: the Norwegian Assyriologist J.A. 
Knudtzon, who in 1902 pointed out that the 
cuneiform script on two tablets found at Tel El 
Amarna (the middle of Egypt) had some Indo-
European characteristics, initiated the first steps 
and modern approach to the Hittite language 
study. Since cuneiform script had been 
deciphered, the Czech Assyriologist, Bedřich 
Hrozný, who was able to recreate the sounds of 
Hittite language, made the second equally vital 
step in the Hittite language research. 

 
Figure 1. The map of the borders of the Hittite Kingdom territories (during 1600-1200 B.C.) the 
powerful kingdom in those days controlling central and southern parts of Anatolia and also some 
parts of northern Syria, other parts of Anatolia as vassals (M.Roaf, (Turkish translation by Z.Kılıç) 
Atlaslı Büyük Uygarlıklar Ansiklopedisi 9; Mezopotamya ve Eski Yakındoğu, İstanbul: İletişim 
Yayınları 1996: 139). 
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Figure 2. The map shows where the Hittite written documents (cuneiform 16.-13. century B.C. & 
hieroglyphics 14.-13. century B.C.) found at Anatolia, Syria and Egypt. Although the Hittites used 
Luwian hieroglyphs usually on visual area; stone monuments, on rocks and seals etc. this will not 
the subject to this paper (Die Hethiter und Ihr Reich das Volk der 1000 Götter, Stuttgart: The Book 
of Exhibition held on 18 January to 28 April 2002 by the Kunst- und Ausstellungshalle der 
Bundesrepublik Deutschland GmbH, Bonn, und Konrad Thesis Verlag GmbH, 2002: 55). 

The examination of the tablets unearthed at 
Boğazköy by Hrozný attracted attention of the 
world of science dealing with cuneiform scripts. 
The most prominent point emerged from the 
intensive research carried out on approximately 
10.400 (ten thousand four hundred) tablets and 
fragments was the variety of subjects covered in 
the texts. 

In 1914 Bedřich Hrozný on behalf of the German 
Oriental Society travelled to İstanbul to study the 
Hittite cuneiform scripts earlier unearthed by 
Hugo Winckler at Boğazköy-Hattuša. Examination 
carried out by Hrozný in 1915 revealed that the 
Hittite language is the oldest known Indo-
European language. His discovery was based on 
this short sentence written in cuneiform script: 

nu  NINDA-an  ezzateni  watar-ma  ekuteni 

Since many Sumerian words as ideograms or 
logograms were included in Hittite texts the clue 
was provided by the Sumerian word NINDA 

meaning "bread". Hrozný asked himself a very 
simple question: What does one do with bread? 
The answer, of course, was, one eats it. So the 
word ezzateni must be related to eating. Then the 
-an suffix after NINDA must be a marker for a 
direct object in the Hittite language, added to the 
Sumerian word for "bread". 

With these two propositions in hand, Hrozný 
looked at both the vocabulary and the grammar of 
Indo-European languages. He noted that the verb 
to eat is similar to Hittite ezza- not only in 
English, but also in Ancient Greek (edein), Latin 
(edere) and German (essen), and especially in 
medieval German (ezzan). Suspecting strongly 
that the Hittite language was of Indo-European 
origin, Hrozný identified the suffix -an as the 
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accusative-case marker still preserved in Ancient 
Greek as -n. If that was true, the second line of the 
inscription was not much of a problem, since it 
began with the word watar, which could easily be 
translated as English water or German Wasser. 
Hrozný proposed the reading of the whole 
sentence as YOU (Pl.) WILL EAT BREAD AND 

YOU (Pl.) WILL DRINK WATER—and he turned 
out the suggestion of Knudtzon’s to be right as 
Hittite was used an Indo-European language 
(Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3. The magnificent sentence for the first 
and great step by the Czech scholar Bedřich 
Hrozný deciphered the Hittite language from 
cuneiform which is written on clay tablets. 

Hrozný’s decipherment (in 1915 and 1917) gave a 
significant clue to the Hittite language, which 
initiated detailed scientific research of the 
language in Germany in 1920s – 1930s. A group 
of scientists including Ferdinand Sommer, Hans 
Ehelof, Albrecht Götze, Johannes Friedrich and 
carrying out individual research Emil Forrer, made 
valuable researches and publications in Leipzig 
and Berlin. During those years, they presented and 
published significant Hittite texts along with 
transliterations and translation followed by 
philological comments on subjects of law, king 
annals, treaties, religion, prays and rituals, festival 
texts and mythological texts. 

When the word archive is mentioned, the first 
thing that comes to one’s mind is the place where 
documents related to the state administration are 
kept. Boğazköy’s archives comprise royal annals, 
treaties, political correspondence, legal texts, and 
inventory texts, along with the instruction texts 
related to administration, mythological texts and 
religious texts: rituals, festivals and prayer texts, 
omens, oracles and incantations. 

Tablets and dictionaries written in cuneiform script 
in the Hittite-Sumerian-Akkadian and Hurrian 
languages show that the archive has a certain 
characteristic of being a library according to 
present understanding. As for systematic keeping 
these documents, Hittite scribes have been realized 
the necessity of tablet catalogues or shelf control 

records and also small label-tablets, as well as 
colophons, for some tablets, which give short 
information about the tablet. 

Another surprising point is that the documents 
obtained in this library have brought to light the 
existence of many other languages that had not 
been known until then in addition to the Hittite 
language. Some of the documents revealed the 
existence of languages like Luwian and Palaic 
which, like the Hittite language were members of 
the Indo-European family of languages, and 
which were used within the same period and in 
the same geographical area. 

A great number of texts in the archive were 
written in some other languages for instance 
Hurrian language, which has no linguistic relation 
with the Hittite language but which affected the 
Hittites greatly, especially in terms of religion and 
art. 

There are many tablets on a wide variety of 
subjects in Akkadian, the diplomatic language of 
that period. Another important language is 
Hattian, or scientifically named the Protohattian 
language that belongs to the people who had lived 
in Anatolia before the Hittites and who gave the 
name to these territories. There are parts written 
in Hattian with the texts written in Hittite on such 
tablets. Moreover, bilingual texts have also been 
recovered in Akkadian-Hittite and Hurrian-Hittite. 

There is no doubt that Hittite scribes have a great 
importance in the research of Hittite culture and 
civilization. So far, the number of the clay tablets 
written in cuneiform, which have been discovered 
in the archives-library of Boğazköy, has gone 
over 26000 (twenty six thousand). Especially the 
bronze tablet that was unearthed in 1986 at an 
unexpected place bears the quality of the evidence 
showing to what extent the Hittite scribes carried 
this art of writing (Figures 4-9). However, we 
should immediately state the fact that a great 
majority of the tablets unearthed were in the form 
of fragments. Studies made on these fragments 
enabled scientists to join them into whole tablets, 
which reduced the total amount. 
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Figure 4. The obverse side of the unique bronze 
tablet found in 1986 at Hattuša-Boğazköy (the 
capital of the Hittites) is a treaty between the 
Hittite King Tudhaliya IV and Kurunta the King of 
Tarhuntašša. This tablet demonstrates how the 
Hittite scribes developed the art of cuneiform 
script on bronze (H.Otten, Die Bronzetafel aus 
Boğazköy; Ein Staatsvertrag Tuthalijas IV, 
Studien zu den Boğazköy-Texten, Beiheft 1, 
Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1988). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. The reverse side of the bronze tablet 
has a colophon part at the left-hand bottom of 
the tablet (column iv) that has a great 
importance in the archive library system of 
Hattuša-Boğazköy. Normally, a colophon part 
presents some short information about the 
tablet and indicates scribe’s name (H.Otten, Die 
Bronzetafel aus Boğazköy; Ein Staatsvertrag 
Tuthalijas IV, Studien zu den Boğazköy-Texten, 
Beiheft 1, Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 
1988). 
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Figure 6. Details of the colophon part of the Bronze Tablet (H. Otten, Die Bronzetafel aus 
Boğazköy; Ein Staatsvertrag Tuthalijas IV, Studien zu den Boğazköy-Texten, Beiheft 1, Wiesbaden: 
Otto Harrassowitz, 1988). 

 

Figure 7. An example tablet for both faces has two columned tablets usually found at Boğazköy 
archives. A ritual text on the priest is called Papanikri. The obverse side (left) and the reverse side 
(right) has colophon (downwards) with the scribe’s name Kuparabi on its last line (Woman in 
Anatolia; 9000 Years of the Anatolian Woman, İstanbul: The Book of Exhibition held on 29 
November 1993 to 28 February 1994 at İstanbul Topkapı Sarayı Museum by Turkish Republic 
Ministry of Culture General Directorate of Monuments and Museums, 1993: 105). 
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Figure 8. A detail picture of the art of the Hittite cuneiform script (J. Seeher, Hattusha-Guide; A day 
in the Hittite Capital, İstanbul: Ege Yayınları; Ancient Anatolian Towns 2, 1999: 160). 

 

Figure 9. A hand made copy of two columns from the obverse side of the bronze tablet. It 
demonstrates how the Hittite scribes used to leave some space at the end of the lines. Particularly 
the last syllable signs of last word of the line or paragraph. If the last word in the line was long, the 
scribes would usually carry last signs if the word over to next line and spread them between the 
vertical double column lines or move them to the right edge (particularly at the second or third 
columns of the tablets). They would never carry the concluding part of the word over to the following 
line (H.Otten, Die Bronzetafel aus Boğazköy; Ein Staatsvertrag Tuthalijas IV, Studien zu den 
Boğazköy-Texten, Beiheft 1, Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1988). 
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The presence of different languages and cultures in 
the archives unearthed at Boğazköy contributed to 
the development of the art of writing. The greatest 
contributors of that development were the scribes 
who played an important role and held a high 
status in the Hittite society. The treaties made with 
vassals and kings show that GAL DUB.SARMEŠ 

(in Sumerian) “the head of scribes” and DUB.SAR 
“the scribe’’ with their titles acted as witnesses in 
the state protocol. 

When the King of Hittite Muwattalli II (±1295-
1271 B.C.) moved the administration centre from 
the capital Hattuša to Tarhuntašša, he resigned and 
passed the reign to trusted Mittannamuwa, who 
was the father of Walwa-ziti (=UR.MAH-LÚ), the 
head of scribes during the reign of the Queen 
Puduhepa - the wife of the King Hattušili III who 
made a treaty with a very well known Ramses II - 
the pharaoh of Egypt. 

A chief point that draws attention to the Boğazköy 
tablets (in spite of the fact that the majority of 
tablets being in the Hittite language) is the fact that 
there are quite a number of foreign elements like 
earlier-mentioned some simple words from local 
languages. 

The language on the tablets was influenced by 
Akkadian language and writing, which was the 
diplomatic language of that time and which helped 
cuneiform script to be disseminated. Although the 
Hittites spoke a language belonging to the Indo-
European family (with the effect of cuneiform 
script), there are various foreign elements in their 
writing. Among these elements, there are 
ideograms or logograms from the Sumerian 

language, as well as there are also Akkadograms. 
Among the elements that affected the Hittite texts 
were the Akkadian rules of writing. These rules 
clearly reveal themselves mostly in the prologues 
of important texts and, at the colophon parts, 
which give short information about the tablet for 
archive or library system, sometimes the name of 
the scribe. Although there are some differences, 
these writing rules can be defined as the 
traditional writing rules of Mesopotamian (i.e. 
Babylonian & Assyrian) cuneiform script. 

Five basic orientations are applied:  vertical 
wedge,  horizontal wedge,  a hook (in 
German winkelhaken, in Turkish köşe çengeli) 

and two diagonals;  up and  downwards. 
All the cuneiform signs are established form these 
basic signs. 

Cuneiform is a system of a wedge-shaped 
symbols inscribed on clay tablets with a reed 
stylus (i.e. writing material). This type of writing 
system was invented by the Sumerians around the 
end of the fourth millennium B.C. The first 
invention of Sumerians was pictographic script 
(Figure 10). In a course of time, the pictographic 
script turned into cuneiform script (Figure 11). 
The Akkadians (their dialects: Babylonian & 
Assyrians) who came to Mesopotamia after 
Sumerians adopted their Semitic language to 
cuneiform script to record their own language. 
They spread this kind of writing to many other 
neighbouring countries such as Eblaites, Hittites, 
Hurrians, Elamites, and Urartians at that time of 
the period of the world. 
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Figure 10. How Sumerian pictographic script transformed into the cuneiform script in the course of 
time (S.Hırçın, Çivi Yazısı; Ortaya Çıkışı, Gelişmesi, Çözümü, Eskiçağ Bilimleri Enstitüsü Yayınları 
2, İstanbul: Ege Yayınları 1998: 12). 
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Figure 11. Which cuneiform sign prolongation of the Sumerian pictographic script (A.Dinçol, 
“Hititler”, Anadolu Uygarlıkları Ansiklopedisi 1, İstanbul: Görsel Yayınlar Ansiklopedik Neşriyat 
Ticaret ve Sanayi A.�., 1982: 20). 

Comparing middle and late Babylonian syllable 
cuneiform style to Assyrian cuneiform scripts no 
similarities or borrowings can be found between 
them, although old Assyrian cuneiform script was 

used in Anatolia long before the Hittites 
established their kingdom there. 
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Hittites used three types of syllable writing system 
borrowed from Akkadian script. These were as 
follows:  

1. Consonant + vowel structure (Figure 
12). 

2. Vowel + consonant structure (Figure 
12). 

3. Consonant + vowel + consonant 
structure (Figure 13). 

 

Figure 12. Syllable system of Akkadians (Babylonians) adopted by the Hittites. 
(1) Consonant + vowel (left). 
(2) Vowel + consonant (right). 
(C.Rüster-E.Neu, Hethitisches Zeichenlexion; Inventar und Interpretation der Keilschriftzeichen aus 
Boğazköy-Texten, Studien zu den Boğazköy-Texten, Beiheft 2, Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz 
1989). 
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Figure 13. Syllable system of Akkadians (Babylonians) adopted by the Hittites. 
(3) Consonant + vowel + consonant. 
(C.Rüster-E.Neu, Hethitisches Zeichenlexion; Inventar und Interpretation der Keilschriftzeichen aus 
Boğazköy-Texten, Studien zu den Boğazköy-Texten, Beiheft 2, Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz 
1989).
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There are also ideograms or logograms called 
Sumerograms in Hittite cuneiform script. In 
addition, there are some sings indicating words as 
determinants/determinatives, either before or after 
the words. They are usually written as a 
superscript when transliterating a text: 

bread, building, city/town, country, 
deity/god, meal, month, mountain, 

organ, personal and professional (both 

different male and female), plant, 
pot/pottery, star, spring stream names, 
animal names; fish, ox, sheep, snake 

and also there are some determinatives 
for which things are made of such as; 
clay, horn, linen, leather, reed, skin, 
stone, wool and etc. (Figure 14) 
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Figure 14. Determinants or determinatives of the Hittites (translated German to English by C.Karasu 
from (C.Rüster-E.Neu, Hethitisches Zeichenlexion; Inventar und Interpretation der Keilschriftzeichen 
aus Boğazköy-Texten, Studien zu den Boğazköy-Texten, Beiheft 2, Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz 
1989). 

 

Figure 15. A hand copy of the text (left). S.Alp, Hethitische Keilschrifttafeln aus Maşat-Höyük. 
Ankara: Türk Tarih Kurumu Basımevi, 1991: 23. A tablet/letter unearthed at Maşat-Höyük near 
Tokat province in Turkey, hand made copy (left) and transliteration of the letter (right) by (S.Alp, 
Hethitische Briefe aus Maşat-Höyük. Ankara: Türk Tarih Kurumu Basımevi. 1991: 154, 156). 
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Furthermore, there are some Akkadian words and 
grammar elements in the texts that are known as 
Akkadogramms. When a text is transliterated the 
Hittite words are written with small letter or caps, 
however Sumerograms are in capital letters but 
non-italic form and joined to other Sumerian 
syllables by dots. Akkadgrams are in capital letter 
joined to the others as Hittite ones by dash and 
both written in italic form. Hittite transliteration 
text reveals the differences between the words of 
various origins (Figure 15). 

Finally, I wish to present a letter that perfectly 
exemplifies and reveals the personal aspects of life 
of the Hittites. This letter (HKM 81, Mşt. 75/64) is 
a translation of the original note that could be 
qualified by the author of this paper as a private 
letter, unearthed at Maşat-Höyük (Figure 16) 
during the excavations near Tokat province in 
Turkey. Tarhunmiya (a clay tablet scribe) sends the 
letter to his father Pallanna and to his mother who 
live in Tapigga (i.e. Maşat-Höyük). The translation 
of the intact parts of the letter is as follows: 

1 To (my) lord, my dear father and to my 
lady, my dear mother, 

2-3 tell! Your son Tarhu[unmi]ya (says) as 
follows: 

 
 

4 Let everything be goo[d] in the presence 
of my lord (my father)! 

5 Let the thousand deities keep you in life! 

6 And let them hold your hands (arms) by 
surrounding (firmly) 

7 let them hold you well and  

8 let them protect you (line 7). 

 
 

9 Let them bless you with life (and) health, 

10 soundness, long life, 

11 love of deiti[es], 

12 sympathy of deities, 

13 mirth to your he[a]rt (line 12)! 

14-15 Let them bestow you whatever you 
wi[sh]. 

___________________________________ 
 
16-17 My dear father, you always write to 
me your goodness/greetings. 

After these come the broken parts of the tablet. 
Following the 24th line the scribe goes on to the 
second part of the letter. More truly, he placed a 
note to his colleague. 

25 Tarhunm[iya] (says) [as follo]ws: 

26 [Te]ll! [T]o my [de]ar brot[her] Uzzu, 
(scribe in Tapigga) 

27-28 let deity’s prote[c]t you in goodness. 

___________________________________ 
 

29-30 Read this tablet/letter in the presence 
of my lord, (my father) Pallanna (and) my 
lady (my mother) in a good way. 

31-32 Later, let they write their 
goodness/greetings to me again! 

___________________________________ 

In conclusion, I wish to note that the Hittites or 
Hittite scribes have taken the cuneiform from 
Mesopotamia and adapted it to their language or 
other languages of Anatolia. They created an art 
of writing in their own way. Thanks to the Hittites 
we are able to learn their language and other 
Anatolian languages and cultures. For that reason, 
the unearthed remains of Hattuša city (restored 
and preserved up to nowadays) form an 
archaeological open-air museum that is part of the 
Historical National Park. Hattuša is also one of 
nine sites currently included in the UNESCO 

World Heritage List. 

The cuneiform tablet archives unearthed at 
Hattuša in 2001, now kept in the Ankara Museum 
of Anatolian Civilizations and İstanbul Museum, 
have been also added to the UNESCO Memory 

of the World List. 
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Figure 16. An original small one column clay 
tablet/letter unearthed at Maşat-Höyük near 
Tokat province (S.Alp, Hethitische 
Keilschrifttafeln aus Maşat-Höyük, Ankara: Türk 
Tarih Kurumu Basımevi, 1991). 
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Calligraphy as an Expression of 
Spirituality: Arabic Calligraphy 
 
 
 
 
Prof.Dr. Yasin Ceylan, Middle East 
Technical University, Faculty of Arts and 
Sciences, Department of Philosophy, 
Turkey 

Various definitions have been given for 
calligraphy. They can roughly be divided into two: 
Those that start from the calligraphic script; and 
the ones that start from the calligrapher himself. 
The common point among all the definitions is 
that it is an art. It is an addition of beauty to the 
function of writing, as it is the case with many 
other functional activities. Some regard it as a 
branch of painting, others as a unique art, 
resembling music rather than painting.  

Letters of an alphabet are the only tools to be used 
by the calligrapher. His basic aim is not to convey 
thoughts through symbols he draws on a paper or 
inscribes on a stone, neither is his concern the 
clarity or legibility of writing. Calligrapher’s 
principal mission is to impart feelings and spirit 
onto letters which otherwise as vehicle of thoughts 
and ideas are dead tools. In this respect, an 
analogy can be drawn between calligraphy and 
music on the one hand and calligraphy and 
architecture on the other. In one of the letter arts 
the raw materials of sounds are transformed into 
lively elements of a song or a special musical 
rendering, while in the second, bricks and stones, 
at the hands of an architect, turn into a meaningful 
structure as an extension of man’s play with 
nature.1 

Calligraphic writings as conveyers of beauty and 
emotions do inform thoughts and meanings as 
well, though in a secondary degree. The letters and 
symbols of any language, as a matter of fact, are 
essentially invented and designed for the purpose 
of preserving thoughts and articulation for 
correspondence. Thus, the substantial features of 
any letter or, character of a language are 
meticulously kept in the variety of forms and 

pictures created by the calligrapher. This aspect of 
calligraphy is best shown in certain artistic script 
that is in alignment with the message of the text. 
This is to say, a calligrapher is bound by certain 
rules while enjoying limitless freedom in the 
manipulation of his tools. He has also to observe 
some other rules that are sought in any piece of 
art: Repetition, harmony, contrast and unity.2 
What is unique about the calligrapher is that he 
does not drive on an impression he has received 
from nature or, an abstract scheme reminiscent of 
an external perception.3 

In this paper, I would like to talk on Arabic 
calligraphy as the embodiment of the remarks 
made above. 

Arabic script, as a branch of Semitic Languages is 
written from right to left. It has 17 phonetic 
symbols. With the addition of dots above and 
below some of these symbols the Arabic alphabet 
reaches 28 letters (Figure 1). Most of these letters 
take different shapes as to their position in a 
word. Thus, a letter as a first symbol of a word 
has a form which assumes a new shape when it is 
at the middle or at the end of the written word. 
This flexibility gives the calligrapher a wide 
scope of configuration with his tools whereby he 
enhances the realization of bestowing beauty and 
sophistication, through numerous strokes and 
lines on the script at hand. 
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Figure 1. Arabic Alphabet 

Early examples of Arabic script give the 
impression that Arabic characters evolved from 
their Nabatean ancestor.4 It is called Kufic (Figure 
2). First copies of the Qur’an were written with 
this script. The symbols are written in straight, 
square and angular lines. Though it is not fit for 
quick cursive notation, it is the best instrument for 
the calligrapher to inscribe it on stone and metal 
and to manipulate it in architectural decoration.5 

 

Figure 2. Kufic style 

During the Umayyad dynasty in the eighth 
century, the Arabic script went through serious 
changes and new calligraphic styles were 
introduced. Calligraphy further developed with the 
Abbasid Caliphate between the 10th and 13th 
centuries. Master calligraphers such as Ibn Muqla, 
Ibn Bawwab and Yaqut al-Musta’simi laid down 
basic rules of this art. The impact of these great 
artists can be detected on the works of Ottoman 
calligraphers in the 16th and 17th centuries. Turkish 
calligraphers of the Ottoman period, improved the 
Naskh (Figure 3) and Ta’liq (Figure 4) styles (the 
last is of Persian origin) adding to it polishing 

strokes. These cursive styles were suitable for 
quick handwriting. At the same period Persian 
calligraphers devised a new style by a certain 
modification of the Ta’liq script. This new style 
was called Nasta’liq (Figure 5). It consists of 
rounded forms and exaggerated horizontal 
strokes.6 

 

Figure 3. Naskh style 

 

Figure 4. Ta’liq style (Yesârî Mehmed Es’ad 
Efendi, 33,5x21cm) [from: Sabancı Koleksiyonu 
Hat/Resim/Heykel-Porselen, K. Giray, U. 
Derman, B. Eruz, et. al. (Akbank Kültür 
Yayınları, 1995), p.98] 
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Figure 5. Nasta’liq style 

The well-known Ottoman calligraphers Hafiz 
Osman and Mustafa Rakim of 17th century wrote 
the best manuscripts of the text of Qur’an using a 
highly developed version of the Naskh style. The 
Ottoman calligraphers also devised a new style for 
the writing of Imperial Orders. It was called 
Diwani (Figure 6). It is a highly decorative cursive 
style, with complex lines within a word and close 
juxtaposition of letters in the composition of the 
word. They also developed a monographic style 
that is called Tuğra (Figure 7). For example the 
Tuğra of Süleyman I. which is exhibited in the 
Topkapi Museum.7 

 

 

 

Figure 6.  Diwani style 

 

Figure 7. Tughra (Sâmi Efendi, 73x89 cm) [ 
from: [Sabancı Koleksiyonu Hat/Resim/Heykel-
Porselen, K. Giray, U. Derman, B. Eruz et. al. 
(Akbank Kültür Yayınları, 1995), 144] 

Turkish calligraphers have also developed a semi-
style of Karalama or Meşk (Figure 8) which can 
be defined as preparatory activities of the 
calligrapher to sharpen his skills of penmanship. 
However, such exercises of a would-be 
calligrapher are preserved as a variant branch of 
artistic writing, though in most cases, they consist 
of piecemeal sketches denoting noting at all, as 
far as the combination of letters are concerned. 
There, one finds arbitrary drawing of a letter or 
group of letters many times jointly or separately 
at various directions with no prearranged plan or 
outline. Despite such a coincidental combination 
of letters written haphazardly, these sketches may 
possess certain features of an object of art, such as 
proportion, harmony and unity. Karalama and 
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Meşk are also the process of absorbing the rules of 
calligraphy set by grand masters.8 However, any 
would-be calligrapher is conscious of the fact that 
his craftsmanship will not be recognized unless he 
breaks some of the rules he bequeathed from his 
masters.  

 

Figure 8. Karalama 

Calligraphy occupies a special place in the Islamic 
Arts. Its distinctive status originates from the 
negative attitude of the religion of Islam against 
painting human and animal figures. This 
phenomenon has naturally diverted the artistic 
talents of a Muslim artist towards calligraphy and 
abstract drawing. Probably, the development of 
various species of arabesque drawings on the 
domes and walls of mosques are due to the 
prohibition of the human image and of sculpture 
by Islam. A parallel development has also taken 
place in music in the Muslim world. Worldly 
music for entertainment and singing songs and 
melodies as expression of a joyful soul is regarded 
as a distraction from man’s basic mission of 
servitude to God. Because of this position of 
religion on music, Muslim artists who were gifted 
as musicians turned to the recitation of the Qur’an, 
songs of praise for the prophet and also the call for 
five- times -a day prayers. As the consequence of 
such forcefully directed artistic talents, the 
Muslims have, throughout history, devised almost 
ten different ways of recitation of the words of the 
holy book. This way, reading of the divine 
scripture has become an established discipline 
having relation to the art of music on the one hand, 
and as an act of piety on the other. It is not 
surprising that many well-known classical 
musicians in Turkey, until recently, were the 
distinguished readers of the Qur’an with their good 

voices. It is also ironical that in some Arab 
countries wine drinkers in a restaurant may prefer 
listening to the Qur’an while enjoying their food 
despite the fact that alcoholic drinks are 
prohibited by the same book.9 

It can be claimed with some probability that some 
branches of Islamic arts present instances of an 
artist whose freedom of use of his talents is 
curtailed. 
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GENESIS OF KANA and its 
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Introduction 

As Hittites got the cuneiform from Mesopotamia, 
the ancient Japanese got Chinese characters from 
China. While mastered the writing system of the 
Chinese and used Chinese characters, kanji in 
Japanese, for formal documents of state and 
temples, Japanese scholars developed proper ways 
of writing their own language. The process of 
development took more or less three centuries to 
complete. Though clear evidence of its early 
stages has mostly been lost, the oldest surviving 
examples of Japanese writings were Chinese 
characters, kanji, found on late fifth or early sixth-
century unearthed iron swords in Eastern Japan. 

Kanji and Kana 

By the ninth century, the Japanese have more or 
less completed a method of writing the sounds of 
their own language with phonetic symbols called 
kana, which meant “temporary, borrowed, or 
informal” writing. To write the sounds of their 
own language, they chose certain Chinese 
characters, kanji, whose pronunciation 
approximated Japanese syllables, mostly 
disregarding their ideographic meanings.  

Although most of the kana for Japanese syllabic 
writing were based on kanji simplified in ways 
that the Chinese themselves had taken in their 
sosho (ts'ao-shu, cursive style) writing, some were 
radically changed, with the stroke very much 
simplified. This kind of kana syllabary written in 
flowing cursive script was afterwards called 
hiragana, which meant “commonly used” kana. 

More precisely speaking, there existed manyogana 
in between Chinese characters and Japanese 

hiragana. It was a method to utilize Chinese 
characters to express Japanese language, though 
its use was first limited to the representation of 
proper nouns such as place or personal names. It 
was a method to use kanji as phonetic symbols of 
Japanese syllables. Included among kanji incised 
on the late fifth or early sixth-century iron swords 
were in a sense early manyogana. 

This kind of Japanese usage of kanji, started in 
proper nouns, gradually spread to common nouns, 
and afterwards whole sentences and compositions 
were primarily in manyogana. Much used in the 
Manyo-shu, the oldest existing collection of 
Japanese poetry, which literally meant the 
“Collection of Ten Thousand Leaves,” was called 
manyogana. The Manyo-shu was compiled 
sometime in the late Nara or early Heian periods, 
the compiler or final compiler having been 
Otomo-no-Yakamochi (718-785), major parts of 
the collection represent the period between 600 
and 759 AD. 

In Sakaigire attributed to Fujiwara-no-Yukinari, a 
renowned calligrapher, we can observe hiragana 
written on the same sheet of paper on which kanji 
are also written. Because it was very cursive, a 
few hiragana syllables could be written without 
lifting the brush from the paper. It was perhaps 
developed from the practice of the literate class, 
scholars, officers, and aristocrats, who used many 
manyogana when they wrote everyday texts. It 
was primarily used for everyday writings such as 
letters or notes. 

Because it was thought that women did not need 
to learn Chinese characters, kanji, they wrote 
most texts in hiragana. It was called “on-na-de” 
which literally meant “women’s hand.” However, 
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men also used hiragana when they wrote to 
women. It was also used in traditional Japanese 
poetry including some love songs. Since hiragana 
was apt for the writing of everyday language, it 
was used in the writing of narratives and essays, 
the most famous example being the Tale of Genji.  

Manyogana was also used in Senmyo-gaki, a mode 
of writing in which content words such as nouns 
and verbs were written in large Chinese characters, 
kanji, while subordinate elements such as particles 
or suffixes were written in small manyogana. 
Senmyo-gaki was used in more official documents 
such as Senmyo, Emperor’s order or Norito, ritural 
Shinto prayer. 

There is another form of kana script, called 
katakana. It meant “fragmentary or partial” kana, 
its form being angular, using only a part of a 
Chinese kaisho (k'ai-shu, square style) character, 
or in a sense a part of manyogana. One of the 
oldest surviving examples of katakana is in a 
Buddhist text copied in 828. While hiragana had a 
rounded shape because it was made to increase the 
speed of writing, katakana got an angular shape 
because it was made to be used along with the 
main lines of Chinese writing, and in harmony 
with their angular shapes (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1. Kanji in printing (above), 
corresponding Kanji in script (middle) and 
Katakana in script (below). Each column 
represents, from right to left, the sound of ‘a, i, u, 
e, o, ka, ki, ku, ke.’ (From Shinjigen, Kadokawa 
Shoten, Tokyo, 1968) 

 

Figure 2. Kanji in printing (above), 
corresponding Kanji in cursive script (second 
line), Hiragana script closer to Kanji script (third 
line), and Hiragana in script (below). Each 
column represents, from right to left, the sound 
of ‘a, i, u, e, o, ka, ki, ku, ke.’ (From Shinjigen, 
Kadokawa Shoten, Tokyo, 1968) 

While hiragana was used, not only commonly but 
also perhaps more artistically, katakana’s use was 
relatively limited. In Sakaigire again, katakana is 
used in supplemental positions to the main texts 
in kanji. The fact it was used in such a way and 
still being used to transcribe the sounds of foreign 
words may show its foreign or auxiliary position. 
Therefore, it is generally admitted that hiragana, 
rather than katakana, represents the more 
authentic aesthetics of Japanese writing. Some 
may even claim that hiragana is an essence of 
Japanese aesthetics (Figure 2). 

Letters and Images in the Heian Period 

Concerning this study theme, there are several 
important examples of hiragana writings on/over 
images in the Heian period, roughly from the 9th 
to the 12th century when Kyoto was the real center 
of Japan. These examples should be compared 
with a particular example in kanji, in their relation 
to its supports on which those letters and 
characters were written. It is another very 
important and interesting aspect of the cultures of 
writing and drawing, from which we may be able 
to start another investigation into the relationship 
between logos and image.  

“Thirty-Six Poets Works” of 1110’s kept at the 
Nishi-Honganji temple of Kyoto is an early 
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example of “letters on images.” Poems by 36 
celebrated poets of medieval Japan were written 
on beautiful ryoshi, specially made papers, 
combining various colors, textures, and techniques 
in interesting combinations. Letters written on the 
papers are precisely speaking sogana, more 
cursive style of manyogana. Hiragana is even 
more simplified form of sogana. We can see 
patterns like plants or flowers. We can also see 
shapes like mountains or waves in it. We can also 
find poems written on a drawing of plants. 

The famous “Tale of Genji” painting scroll was 
made around 1120. It is kept in several pieces in a 
few different collections in Japan. In this case, 
each text comes first, followed by corresponding 
painting or illustration for various scenes of the 
“Tale of Genji.” However, we can see some plants 
or various crest-like shapes beneath cursive and 
continuous hiragana letters.  

Fan-shaped “Hokke” Sutra (Senmen-Hokekyo) 
kept at the Shitenno-ji Temple of Osaka was 
produced in the 1150’s. This Buddhist scripture is 
written on a series of interesting genre paintings, 
depicting everyday life scenes such as “a lady in a 
room and a woman hanging out the washing on the 
bar to dry” or “women gathering around a well.” 
“Hokke” Sutra is written in kanji on those 
paintings. 

“A gentleman reading letters with a girl” is 
particularly interesting, because it depicts the 
popular taste for this kind of illuminated book or 
scroll in general. However, the relationship 
between these kanji and images in this example 
seems to be very different from that in kana letters 
and images discussed before and those that are 
going to be analyzed afterwards. In this example, 
an interesting drawing is glorifying the Buddhist 
“hokke” sutra, by being sacrificed to dense 
Chinese characters and for the Buddhist teaching. 
There is no harmony in this relationship between 
letters and images. Harmony was not very 
important in this example. The important thing 
was the glorification or illumination. 

The date of the “Dedicated Sutras of the Heike” is 
very clear, because it was donated to the 
Itsukushima shrine in 1163. The Sutras were 
written in Chinese characters, kanji. They are 
separated from background images, framed by thin 

golden lines and frames. But, if we take a close 
look at each background image, we can also find 
various letters on or among images. 

In the part showing a typical fukinuke yatai, a 
house transparent excepting for pillars, three 
disciplines of Buddhism are depicted. A lady 
below right is perhaps reading a sutra, a 
gentleman above right is probably copying a sutra 
by hand, and a monk near the center is praying in 
a simple shed. 

Beneath the monk in the simple shed, there are 
three letters, from right to left, “sho,” “shu” and 
“gyo” in kanji. “Sho” means “various,” while 
“shu” and “gyo” together mean “training.” On the 
bottom, there are another set of three characters, 
“toku,” “do,” and “sha.” They altogether mean 
“learners,” particularly those who comprehend the 
teaching of Buddha through religious training. 
Therefore, these two sets of kanji are a kind of 
caption for this painting. But, it is curious to find 
these letters among plants and rocks or stones, as 
if these letters are hiding in or are born from 
nature. 

Ashide and Ashide-e 

Though these letters are Chinese characters, kanji, 
this is also a kind of ashide, which is a decorative 
style of calligraphy developed during the Heian 
period (794-1185) in which the shapes and lines 
of the indigenous Japanese kana syllabary were 
rendered as pictures of reeds, waterfowl, streams, 
rocks, and other objects associated with waterside 
scenery. 

Among numbers of ashide in the “Hoto-Bon” of 
the “Dedicated Sutras of the Heike,” hiragana “a” 
is included as a plant, a reed. It is the “a” of 
“ashi” which means “reed”. If it is in English, it 
should be “r” of reed or rush, and a letter “r” 
could be placed among reeds in this painting. But, 
this would be strange for English and many other 
European languages, because the alphabet is a set 
of pure symbols, mostly without any particular 
meaning. It is the same in hiragana. In Japan, 
however, we can somehow understand the 
intension of this strange practice, “ashide,” 
because hiragana are children or grandchildren of 
kanji, which were born from nature.  
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In the “Tale of the Hollow Tree,” Utsubo 

Monogatari, written in the late 10th century, there 
are descriptions of Chinese kaisho (k'ai-shu, 
square style) and sosho (ts'ao-shu, cursive style) 
characters, as well as five different kana styles. 
Though these descriptions of kana writings permit 
various interpretations, hiragana, katakana, and 
another style ashide are at least included. Ashide is 
a decorative style of calligraphy developed during 
the 9th century in which the shapes of kana were 
rendered as pictures associated with waterside 
scenery such as reeds (ashi), streams, waterfowls, 
or rocks. 

I interpret ashide as follows. While the people of 
ancient China made kanji from nature, the people 
of medieval Japan returned its children or 
grandchildren to nature. At least, they tried to 
return hiragana to nature. This intimacy between 
letters and nature or words and nature, in addition 
to that of man and nature, formed a basis of 
Japanese art, culture, and everyday life. 

In the history of ashide, the Ashide-e Waken 

Roeishu, kept at the Kyoto National Museum is 
very important. In this anthology, renowned 
Chinese poems were written in kanji, while 
renowned Japanese poems were written in 
hiragana. This kind of practice was not unusual. 
In a version of the Manyo-shu, manyogana rather 
than kanji and hiragana were reciprocally written. 
In kana preface included in a version of 
Kokinwakashu, “Anthology of Ancient and 
Modern Japanese Poetry”, Japanese poems were 
written on Chinese papers with Chinese motif. The 
Japanese people and their artists of the Heian 
period became conscious of this kind of contrast 
between China and Japan, and seem to have liked 
it very much. 

Returning to the Ashide-e Wakan Roeishu, what 
this particular collection of renowned poetry 
means is very different from that of the Manyo-shu 
and Kokinwakashu, because it is a total artistic 
competition of Chinese and Japanese culture; 
Chinese versus Japanese poetry, and kanji versus 
hiragana. The most interesting aspect of this 
collection is the fact that ashide was mediating 
between two cultures and two writing systems. 

The cover illustration of the Motosuke-shu, kept at 
archives of the Reizei family in Kyoto, is an 

important example that suggests a possibility of 
the existence of a full line-up of ashide as a nearly 
complete syllabary in the 10th - 11th century. 
Though copied in 1175, the cover of the 
Motosuke-shu seems to have illustrated an earlier 
practice of ashide, which afterwards turned into a 
set of ornamental motif, losing its former function 
as a writing system.1 

Sotastu and Koetsu 

Though turned into a set of ornamental motifs, 
ashide remained an important element in the work 
of Japanese artists and craftsmen. It was a 
medium or in a sense a symbol of intimacy 
between letters and nature, or words and nature, 
or man and nature in Japan. 

Lastly, I would like to analyze the best example 
of “letters on images,” Shiki Soka Waka-kan, or 
Sotatsu-shiki-kusabana-shitae-Koetsu-sho-kakan, 
a painting scroll of four seasons poems by 
Tawaraya Sotatsu and Honnami Koetsu. 

By request, Sotatsu added his painting of deer to 
the Heike Nokyo (Dedicated Suturas of the Heike) 
kept at the Itsukushima shrine. Therefore, at least 
Sotatsu, or perhaps both Sotatsu and Koetsu, 
knew its ashide and Japanese tradition of “letters 
on images,” which must have been a part of 
knowledge most artists and craftsmen in Kyoto 
shared. 

This is a work of the early Edo period. Painted by 
Sotatsu, poems written on it by Koetsu, the 
picture scroll was completed in the mid-1620’s. 
Twenty-five poems of cherry blossoms by 
celebrated Japanese poets were written in cursive 
kanji and hiragana. Koetsu sometimes avoided 
overlaying letters on images by Sotatsu, but, in 
some cases, he audaciously superimposed bold 
letters on beautifully drawn plants by Sotatsu. 
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Figure 3. Sotatsu-shiki-kusabana-shitae-Koetsu-
sho-kakan, early 17th century (From: Nihon 
Koten Bungaku-kai (supervised), Sotatsu-shiki-
kusabana-shitae-Koetsu-sho-kakan, Kichobon 
Kankokai, Tokyo, 1988). 

Ryoshi, the paper for the scroll, is of four colors; 
beige, light sky blue, sky blue, and white. Ten 
papers are connected together to form an approx. 9 
meter long scroll. This combination is not only for 
variety, but also for logical effect. The scroll starts 
from the spring when the cherry blossom is in full 
bloom (Figure 3). The paper changes from white 
to light sky blue, while the drawing changes from 
the cherry blossom to the cherry trees. Then, the 
paper changes to warm beige, wisteria replaces the 
cherry trees. The season is changed from late 
spring to early summer.  

The white paper comes again, kikyo, the Japanese 
bellflower of late summer and early autumn 
appears on the bottom. Then, the paper changes 
into sky blue, wisteria hangs above, the bellflower 
grows from the bottom. Hagi, an autumn flower 
starts to appear on its left. 

The Paper again changed into beige, the season is 
cool autumn. Hagi is added by another autumn 
plant, silver grass, susuki. The next paper is white 
expressing the season is even a cooler fall. Then, it 
changes into sky blue, and a big half moon appears 
behind autumnal leaves and flowers. This change 
of color paper signifies not only seasonal change 
but in this case, also, time change from afternoon 
to evening. 

On the next white paper, forests of old pine trees 
are drawn in gold, while a large flock of plovers 
are represented by numberless small silver crosses. 
They fly up towards the sky. The last two papers 

are both white. This is the only exception in this 
scroll. This is perhaps to gorgeously conclude the 
picture scroll even in a cold winter scene by using 
long white paper, twice as long as before, and 
silver and gold (Figure 4). 

 

Figure 4. Sotatsu-shiki-kusabana-shitae-
Koetsu-sho-kakan, early 17th century (From: 
Nihon Koten Bungaku-kai (supervised), 
Sotatsu-shiki-kusabana-shitae-Koetsu-sho-
kakan, Kichobon Kankokai, Tokyo, 1988). 

It is perhaps very strange that all twenty-five 
poems written on four seasons, the nature scenes 
are all on the cherry blossom. But, we could 
perhaps interpret that they tried to mean that there 
are four seasons even in the short life of the 
cherry blossom, the most beloved flower by the 
Japanese people for its beauty, fragility, and 
transience. 

There is a Japanese sense of seasonal change. The 
Japanese saw letters and words in nature, among 
forests and even in a flock of small birds on the 
seashore or the riverside. They were finding 
poems in nature and in everyday life. 

While the people of ancient China made kanji 
from nature, the people of medieval Japan 
returned its children or grandchildren to nature. 
At least, they tried to return hiragana to nature. 
Intimacy between letters and nature or words and 
nature is a common base of Japanese culture still 
living in the 21st century, when picture scrolls 
seem to have been replaced by manga and 
animation. 

                                                 
1 Originally compiled by Kiyohara-no-Motosuke 
(908-990) around 985-986, the 
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Motosuke-shu now kept at the Reizei family in 
Kyoto was copied in 1175 by Hachijoin-Bomon-
no-Tsubone, a half-sister of Fujiwara-no-Sadaie. 
Shoko Goto, Motosuke-shu-chushaku, Nihon 
Koten Bungaku-kai (supervised) (Tokyo: 
Kichobon Kankokai, 2000), 504-506. 
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Introduction 

Hangul is the name of the unique alphabet which 
is being used by Koreans in the Korean Peninsula. 
The Korean alphabet is used only by Koreans 
which can be considered as being unlike any other 
alphabet in the world. 

For all Koreans not only in the South but also in 
the North, Hangul is one of the powerful cultural 
icons. It’s the symbol of the nation and of national 
cultural heritage. That the writing system is 
completely and uniquely Korean is enough to 
swell the pride of the nation. Also that it’s also one 
of the most remarkable writing systems ever 
invented makes it fully deserving of attention in 
the wider world.1  

Invention of the Hangul – Brief History 

Before inventing the Hangul, the Chinese 
characters were being used in the peninsula as they 
had been imported from China in the early 
centuries of A.D.. By using literary Chinese 
characters Korea became a literate society.2 

Being of foreign origin, the Chinese characters, 
which were used until the 15th century, were not 
capable of expressing all of the sounds in the 
Korean phonetic system. Therefore, King Sejong, 
the 4th ruler of the Choson Dynasty, established an 
institution called Chiphyonjon in the palace and 
ordered the scholars to invent a new writing 
system in 1443. Though the king is generally 
referred to as the “inventor”, Hangul was in reality 
the result of years of research by the king and a 
team of scholars established by him. Using 
Sejong’s name as sole inventor gave gravity and 
authority to the invention.3 After completing the 4 
year research and working on it, scholars 

presented the new Korean writing symbols to the 
king and then King Sejong (r.1418-1450 AD) 
proclaimed this alphabet to the Korean people as 
Hunmin chong-um (correct sounds for instructing 

the people). The most important motivation on 
inventing a new alphabet was not having a unique 
writing system at that time and was also the use 
of Chinese characters known as Hancha among a 
restricted population. However the usage of the 
pictographic Sino-Korean Hanchas caused a lot of 
difficulties on expressing thought in written 
Korean. King Sejong regretted very much the 
illeteracy of ordinary Koreans; only some 
intellectuals and high society called Yangbans 
were literate. That situation motivated him to 
invent a new, widely usable letters to be used by 
the all population. However, by the influence of 
the widely accepted traditions in the peninsula, 
yangbans, scholars and high society continued to 
use the Chinese characters as the literary script 
until 1945. What was the most pathetic situation 
for the Hangul during the half millennium is that 
it was called a writing system for women and 
children to insult not only the letters but also the 
people who were trying to use it. So we can easily 
assume that Hangul was thought fit mainly for the 
consumption of women and people of low social 
rank.  

On the other hand, for some scholars Hangul is 
not enough to emphasize all of the sounds of the 
Korean sound system and because of this reason 
the Chinese writing system is still somehow 
prestigious in Korea like in Japan. The 
considerable resistant scholars were the 
aristocratic elites in Korean society who 
perceived Hangul as a threat to their own social, 
aristocratic, or sometimes governmental 
positions. In consequence, the new script, though 
ideally suited for Korean, did not replace Chinese 
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but was used side by side with the Chinese 
characters as an aid for pronunciation, for the 
grammatical word or to clarify ambiguities.4 
However, North Korea has totally prohibited the 
usage of Chinese characters either in daily life or 
scientific environment and promoted the Hangul in 
all written materials.  

Moreover Hangul is accepted to be one of the most 
scientific alphabets in the world among alphabets 
that are being used in the present. Also, it was 
taken in the list of the Memory of the World 
International Register of UNESCO on October 
1997. 

The Letters of Hangul 

Hangul consists of 40 letters and is capable of 
expressing any sound in Korean. Twenty-one of 
these represent vowels (including 13 diphtongs) 
and nineteen represent consonants. Twenty-four 
are basics while the others are the compounds of 

the basics. While consonants were made mainly 
by pictographic ways, vowels were made by 
symbolic and cosmic ways.5  

Vowels 

The vowels of Hangul are based on the three 
letters originated from the cosmic representation; 
all of the vowels are created by combining these 
letters. These are: 

1. the dot (.) –  represents the heaven 

2. the horizontal line (ㅡ) – represents the 
earth 

3. the vertical line (ㅣ) – represents man 

According to the above mentioned creation 
process, all of the vowels including diphthongs 
and thripthongs are as follows: 

 

       

a   o  u   i   

       

e  ya   yo  yu   ye  

       

wa    we     

Figure 1. Vowels 

All symbols of Hangul are written from top to 
bottom and from left to right. The order of the 
strokes is as illustrated below. Strokes are never 

interrupted, not even when they change direction 
halfway. 
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Figure 2. Strokes of the Vowels 

Consonants 

Consonants are based upon the position and shape 
of the vocal organs like the mouth, the tongue and 
the lip when they are uttered. In other words, the 
individual consonants are graphic representations 
of the way the organs of speech are used to 
articulate them. The 5 letters of the consonants are 
the basic letters and the other consonants are based 
on these 5 letters by adding and combining some 
elements on them. The basic consonants’ sound 
properties and also representations are as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

Letters Sound 
Properties 

Representation 

       ㄱ Velar Palate ㄴ Alveolar Palate ㅁ Bilabial Mouth ㅅ Dental Teeth ㅇ Glottal gullet 

Figure 3. Basic Consonants 
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Letter Pronounciation Articulation Place 

ㄱㄱㄱㄱ part of the tongue touches the molar 
teeth and sticks near the uvula 

 

ㄴ the front of the tongue curves and the 
tip of the tongue sticks to the upper 
gums 

 

ㅁ upper and lower lips are joined. 
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ㅅ the tip of the tongue and the upper 
teeth are brought close together, and 
sound is created by blowing through 
the narrowed passage. 

 

ㅇ letter that is created by stimulating the 
uvula, the throat assumes a round 
shape, hence the form of the 
consonant.   

 

Figure 4. Pronunciation and Articulation Places of the Basic Letters 
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The List of the Consonants  

 

         

          

 

          

      
     

Figure 5. Consonants 

These consonants are produced by copying the 
shapes of the speech organs. Other consonants 
which were produced by adding some other 
elements on the basics are as follows: ㄱㄱㄱㄱ                       ㅋㅋㅋㅋ 

                           ㄲㄲㄲㄲ ㄴㄴㄴㄴ                        ㄷㄷㄷㄷ                    ㅌㅌㅌㅌ 

                                                    ㄸㄸㄸㄸ ㅁㅁㅁㅁ                       ㅂㅂㅂㅂ                     ㅍㅍㅍㅍ  

                                                    ㅃㅃㅃㅃ ㅅㅅㅅㅅ                       ㅈㅈㅈㅈ                      ㅊㅊㅊㅊ 

                           ㅆㅆㅆㅆ                      ㅉㅉㅉㅉ ㅇㅇㅇㅇ                       ㅎㅎㅎㅎ 

                            ㄹㄹㄹㄹ 

28 letters of hangul are not made separately but are 
made of basic letters first and then followed by the 
rest. Moreover, the letters represent themselves as 
the characteristics of the sound value. For example 
`ㄴ` (n) is modeled after the shape of the tongue 
touching the gums and `ㄷ` (d) added a stroke on 
`ㄴ` representing the sound in the same position of 
the mouth. 

 

Figure 6. The Strokes of the Korean 
Consonants 

Syllable 

Korean syllables are divided into three parts: 

1. Chosong (초초) (the initial – syllable 
onset) 

2. Chungsong (중초) (medial/peak 
vowel/diphthong/triphthong – syllabel 
nucleus) 
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3. Chongsong (종종) (final consonant – 
syllable coda) 

The Philosophical Features of the Hangul 

The main philosophy of the Hunmincheongum is 
the science of divination –Yeok-hak (역역 - 易學) 
in which the main principle is based on the 
Yin(陰)and Yang(陽) principle.  Therefore, we 
can say that Hangul is a formative and visual result 
of accomplishment of the Yin and Yang principle 
due to the Great Absolute (太極). In 
Hunmincheongum, according to the Yeok, the first 
sound is heaven and the final sound is earth. Man 
stays in between the heaven and earth. The aim of 
this is to keep the balance with harmony and going 
up to the idea of unity. So it is claimed that hangul 
reflects everything in the world including the voice 
of human beings.6 

According to the Yin-Yang principle, the forms of 
the letters in the Hangul followed by the Yin and 
Yang principle are vertically and horizontally 
symmetrical. 

Conclusion 

Hangul has sound values and it can express all 
sounds of nature and humans. Besides it’s so 
scientific, systematic and easy to learn that we can 
use it without any difficulty both in scientific and 
public use in the society. Therefore, it’s 
recognized as one of the most scientific and 
creative alphabets in the world. 

After Hangul became the official letters in Korea, 
the lack of the education, the class discrimination, 
the problem of uneducated population began to 
reduce. If we consider the literacy rate of the 2006 
we can see that it has reached to the 99% so that 
this rate shows how Hangul supports the Korean 
society to become a literate society. 

As we have mentioned above, the Hangul has 
Great Absolute property based on the Yin and 
Yang Principle as we can see in all other features 
of Korean culture. The Great Absolute is not only 
found in the letters but also in the National Flag 
(태태태 - 太極旗) which is called as Taeguk Flag, 
in the social life, in the interpersonal relations, in 
the spoken language like the concrete honorific 
expression and so forth. Summing up of those 

Great Absolute values as a whole in Korean 
society, we can argue that Korean culture presents 
the harmony which is one of the proofs of the 
amazing development in the Korea. 
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Introduction 

East Asia has a history of art and culture 
originating in Chinese characters. Although 
different structures and characters are being used 
today in the languages of China, Korea and Japan, 
acceptance of the culture of Chinese characters or 
its influence can be still recognized in the origins 
of these languages. What correlations and special 
features can be seen in the structures, calligraphy 
and writing styles of the languages in the region 
where the culture of Chinese characters exists? I 
would like to point out these characteristics of the 
Chinese language in particular in order to examine 
the differences from, and common features with, 
other languages used in other cultural regions. 

Engraved Characters 

The inscriptions on animal bones and tortoise 
carapaces, which are China’s oldest existing 
characters, were used for the purpose of fortune-
telling in the Yin period [figures 1. (1) Engraved 
characters on tortoise carapaces, (2) its rubbing]. 
The purpose of engraving ancient characters was 
to communicate with God about everything in life. 
Fortune-telling was done by selected man in 
society. Therefore the communication between 
God and human means the authority of the crown 
to other people. Carapace or bone is stiff material, 
so engraving the curved line is difficult. Many 
lines are straight. These characters have 
symmetrical form and the constructed lines are 
perpendicular. We can find tiger and elephant 
figures in [figures 1. (3), (4)]. These are like 
pictures but not are pictures. Character is in a 
system as language. We can see the ideographic 
way in these figures.  

 

     fig.1(3)  fig.1(4) 

Figures 1. Oracle Bone Inscription, Yin Period: 
Cir.1300-Cir.1025 B.C. 

The tortoise shell and cow’s shoulder bone both 
are spacious for engraving sentences. Engraved 
characters are not only written language but also 
the figurative model. In the late Yin period both 
are fine and stylish. These holy characters that 
connected God and humans were engraved on 
tortoise shells and animal bones. 

Eventually, when human society reached 
maturity, the characters were then cast in bronze 
artifacts to symbolize the authority of a certain 
group [figures 2]. This is a formal plate for 
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ceremony. These engraved or cast sentences have 
a memorial meaning.1 Each of the lines for a 
character is often rounded and each of the figures 
keeps a balance in movement. The content of 
sentences is to praise the exploits of the chief in 
the society. When societies formed, the characters 
were used to symbolize the various groups of 
leader and were status symbols. The characters 
were often cast in bronze on various artificial 
items such as bowls, plates, or vases. The internal 
surfaces of those would often be decorated with 
characters describing family history to be praised 
down to future generations. 

 

 

Figures 2. San Shih P’an, 861-827B.C., Ta 
Chuan Script 

There is one of the most important ceremonial 
bowls [figure 3]. This bowl was made of bronze 
that had the meaning of the symbol of authority. 
The internal surface of the bowl would have an 
inscription about the authority of the leader of a 
group. It was called ‘Ting’ that was used as 
ceremonial bowl. Its square style of character is 
this form [鼎] . This character represents ‘Ting’ as 
real bowl. Its important elements, 2 handles, body 
and 3 legs, have continued to be in the present 
script of the character. We can see this character 
contains all the structural elements of the real 

bowl. This character contains 3 aspects of the 
meaning.  

1. Made of bronze bowl itself 
2. Ceremonial bowls as a symbol of power 
3. Shape of the character that has the 

important elements of the real bowl 
That is to say, this character means not only bowl 
but also symbol of power. 

 

 

Figures 3. Ta Y u Ting, Western Chou Dynasty 
(ca.1100-256B.C.) Ta Chuan Script  

This is an engraved script too, but the material is 
stone [figure 4]. It is the monument of the first 
Emperor in Ch’in Dynasty. We can see the 
structural form in the script and point out the 
symmetrical style. This is the first standard script 
that was determined by the first Emperor. The 
first Emperor unified weights and measures and 
engraved the inscription by his prescribed script. 
The script signified the authority of the Emperor 
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to the people, namely, the style of script acquired 
meaning as symbol of authority. To engrave and 
the engraved character both have the characteristic 
of infinity. 

 

 

Figures 4. T’ai Shan K’e Shih, Elected by Ch’in 
Shih-huang-ti (r.221-210B.C.) 

Later, the use of writing brushes became popular, 
and the style of character usage shifted from 
“engraving” to “writing.”  

Using the Brush and the Development of 
Calligraphy 

We can see the movement in writing with the 
flexible and elastic animal hair brush [figure 5]. 
Each stroke of characters does not represent the 
figure in nature directly, but the unity of various 
strokes evoke movement and artistic force that 
sympathise with animate nature itself. It‘s lines 
are someplace thin, someplace thick. This work is 
the preface of poems; its draft written by Wang 
Hsi-chih who is the greatest calligrapher in china. 
This work has been admired from the point of 
pulse of brush, especially the flaw of lines. His 
calligraphy has been described as being “like a 
dragon scaling Heaven’s gate and a tiger lying at 
rest in a phoenix’s chamber.” Sun Chien Li who 
was a great calligrapher in Tang dynasty 
criticized Wang’s calligraphic works in his 
written Su Put in the following quotation: “Mind 
and hand in perfect co-ordination. All his strokes 
are worked through the tip of the brush, each 
stroke endowed with varied rhythm, each dot with 
subtle resilience”. 

Chinese calligraphy originated in the observation 
of the phenomenal world and represents various 
aesthetic effects by calling to mind the forces of 
nature, but the written language is governed by 
conventional rules. The calligrapher acquired the 
received forms of characters in order to produce 
legible texts.  

Important contributing factors to the blossoming 
of the art of calligraphy in East Asia were the 
essential power of the shapes of the Chinese 
characters and the human behavior to express 
his/her inner self through the use of a writing 
brush. The beginning figures of characters were 
transformed beyond recognition into schematic 
designs, however the correlation between 
phenomena in world or nature and the written 
expression, especially with brush, have been 
embodied in a form which critics and scholars 
have described as calligraphy. What is the 
viewpoint of the critic of Chinese calligraphy 
concerning the becoming of characters?  
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The Ideographic Way of Chinese 
Characters 

In the beginning, many writing systems were 
ideographic, but most evolved to be phonetic over 
time. Chinese Characters have remained 
ideographic. Originally, the form of the Chinese 
Character was influenced by how people saw the 
world. I will take some examples [figure 6]. The 
character of Sun [日] represents the sun, and the 
character of moon [月] represents the moon. The 
sun is always full or round for the human, on the 
other hand, the moon is sometimes full or round, 
but sometimes a crescent for the human. So the 
form of ancient character describes the 
characteristics of the actual subject.  

The meaning of structural form of Chinese 
Characters is the essence of subject, world or 
nature. It has come out through the strokes of the 
person by engraving or writing. When the person 
strokes the lines, he is always affected by their 
feeling. Thus the relation between nature and the 
human has been profound and developed 
traditional calligraphy in China.  

Structural characteristics are desired in the k’ai-

shu (楷書 square style) and fluidity is desired in 
the ts’ao-shu (草書 a very cursive style of 
writing). However, both writing styles have a 
common root, and the manner of handling the 
writing brush must be dynamic and must express 
movement. Moreover, the same essence in the 
principles of painting and calligraphy are true in 
China. That is, “spirit resonance, life-motion 
(気韻生動) and “structural method in use of the 
brush (骨骨骨骨).” The painter and calligrapher 
should endow his work with life and movement 
through harmony with the spirit of nature.2 This is 
deeply related to the fact that written languages 
have come to hold sway over vocal languages, and 
that poems and calligraphic works have come to 
form an organic genre.  

The Correlation between Chinese 
Calligraphy and Confucian Ideas 

The act of appreciating visual forms of written 
words is not special to the races that have a 
phonogram or ideogram culture. The phenomenon 
that such an act became deeply connected with 
ideas, has been handed over from age to age, and 

formed an approach to art; this is characteristic of 
Chinese cultural approach. The roots of the 
phenomenon are traced back to ancient China, 
and it developed with the progress of Chinese 
characters and spread to Korea and Japan. With 
the acceptance of Chinese characters as the basis, 
these countries established a calligraphy culture 
as well as their own peculiar view of art. Here I 
would like to show what has been mentioned as 
Chinese calligraphy, and would like to consider 
the correlation between calligraphy and 
Confusian ideas. 

Liu Xie who lived in Lian of the Southern 
Dynasty in China wrote in his book entitled 
Wenxin-diaolong, “The mind has already 
entrusted voice to words and words also rely on 
ideographs in terms of shapes.” The Chinese 
manner of creating calligraphy is described as 
being always with poems as literary works. With 
meters or rhythms, poetry enables auditory 
appreciation, and as the embodiment with writing 
brush and ink, they are appreciated visually. How 
people in his days attached importance to rousing 
stratified and integrated images in both creation 
and appreciation is reflected in his statement 
following the above: “When writing, skill 
depends on the shapes of Chinese characters. 
Therefore, refine characters, and when writing 
sentences, make a careful selection: the first point 
is to avoid strangeness; the second point is to omit 
using the characters of similar shapes; the third 
point is to consider what to do about repetition of 
characters; and the fourth point is to choose a 
well-balanced set of characters in terms of the 
number of strokes.” 

This first systematic book on theories of literature 
in China was compiled around 502 A.D., when 
poets were already required to come up with good 
ideas on how to select ideograms. What was 
specifically listed above suggests the criteria for 
appreciating works of calligraphy thereafter. 
Then, what have they thought about their 
ideograms that are refined when they create 
poems?  

The introduction of Shuowen-jiezi, a book which 
Xu-Shen of the later Han wrote around the end of 
the 1st century and is the oldest book on 
ideograms as well as a book on philosophy, 
explains the origin of their ideograms by citing 
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the art of divination: “See shapes in the heaven 
and laws on the ground; look at patterns of animals 
and whether the country is good or bad; feel things 
close and sense things faraway through 
phenomena. Thus fortunes are told for the first 
time, and symbols that have a law are shown.” 
Thus it may be interpretable as this: ideographs 
derived from actions of ascertaining the situation 
of all nature and that the numerousness of Chinese 
characters is theoretically the embodiment of such 
actions. Ideographs which are used to create 
poems or calligraphy have a microcosm in 
themselves. A person who engages in expression 
or representation considers what to select from 
among so many shapes to create a new world of 
his/her work in the world of poetry or calligraphy. 
The idea that calligraphy and painting are of the 
same origin, which traces back to the statement of 
Chang Yen-yuan in Tang, and the view that 
poetry, calligraphy, and paintings are the three 

supreme genres of art in North Song can be 
considered the formation of “traditions” based on 
the principle of the Creation in China. 

Conclusion 

Calligraphy has been a metaphor for Chinese 
cultural tradition for a long time. The philosophy 
of Chinese calligraphy provides a foundation of 
the Chinese character as the embodiment of 
various phenomena; without this standpoint, how 
the East Asian view of calligraphy formed cannot 
be explained. On the other hand, there are 
different histories in each culture, but the social 
practice that cultivates such mental legacy is 
diverse and changing. Now the wave of computer 
technology is emerging, as a problem of 
Aesthetics, an intercultural point of view of the 
form of Chinese character culture or East Asian 
culture should be reviewed. 

 

Figure 5. Preface to the Orchid Pavilion Collection, Wang Hsi-chih (303-361)  

 

Figure 6. Examples of Ancient Characters, from Oracle Bone Inscriptions to Seal Script
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1 For further details of the early development 
of Chinese writing, see William G. Boltz, The 

Origin and Early Development of the Chinese 

Writing System, American Oriental Series 78, 
American Oriental Society, 1994. 
2 This point has already been argued in the 5 
century. The first principle of painting as 
defined by the critic Hsieh Ho (fl.ca.479-502) 
is “breath-resonance-life-motion”. About the 
expanding this definition, see Wen C. Fong, 
“Ch’i-yun sheng-tung:Vitality, Harmonious 
Manner, and Aliveness,” Oriental Art 12, no.3, 
Autumn 1966.  
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The aim of this article is to investigate the ways in 
which typography is and continues to be used to 
construct and project notions of Irishness in the 
Republic of Ireland and in Northern Ireland. 
Central to this study is a historic type form derived 
from manuscript and known by its Irish Gaelic 
name, An Cló Gaelach (Gaelic Script). From the 
advent of printing until the 1960s, this was the 
principal vehicle for texts composed in the Irish 
language. Since then it has been replaced by 
standard Roman (Antiqua) characters when Irish 
appears in print but continues to be used for 
ceremonial and display purposes. I hope to show 
how the Cló Gaelach has been used as an 
ideological weapon that points to the conflict over 
the nature of Irishness in Ireland and how to 
project this national identity both within and 
beyond the shores of the island. 

From the seventh century manuscript known as the 
Cathach of St.Columba to the plastic lettering over 
the door of the Border Diner chip shop in Béal Cú 
(Belcoo), County Fermanagh, the cló gaelach has 
spanned the centuries. It has graced a wide range 
of settings from the sacred confines of the 
monastery to the ultra-kitsch commerciality of the 
ersatz pub and the faux-heritage duty-free shop. 
This trajectory has been characterised by the 
entanglement of the Gaelic script with ideological 
questions surrounding the construction of Irish 
identity. To varying degrees, the use of one script 
over another represents a cultural choice, a 
preference that reflects wider social, cultural and 
religious concerns and associations. One such 
example is the use of Cyrillic by the 
predominantly Orthodox Serbs and Latin 
characters by their Roman Catholic Croat 
neighbours. Atatürk´s alphabet reform of 1928 had 
a similar ideological basis and can be viewed as an 

instrument of his desire to move Turkey into the 
mainstream European orbit. In Ireland, the choice 
of script often appears to conform to this model in 
which the ideological connotations of the Cló 

Gaelach often demanded its use as a tool of 
identity construction. However, the story of 
Gaelic script in Ireland is a great deal more 
complex than this statement allows and will be 
unearthed as we proceed. As is the case with 
many assumptions about Irish history and 
identity, the story of the Irish language and its 
type forms has often been misrepresented as a 
result of an over reliance on binary models that 
show Catholic and Protestant interests as 
mutually opposed. The Cló Gaelach has been 
used by both groups, an historic fact that makes 
its contribution to the construction of Irishness in 
the twentieth century a fascinating area for 
investigation.  

The Roman alphabet arrived in Ireland from 
continental Europe around the time of Saint 
Patrick's 5th century evangelising mission. The 
earlier Ogham script was replaced by half-Uncial 
from which two insular scripts, Irish majuscule 
and Irish minuscule developed. Irish majuscule is 
best known from the 8th century Book of Kells 
and was used for sacred texts in Latin, whereas 
Irish minuscule tended to be used for Irish 
language commercial and legal documents. Its 
narrower, spikier letters were intended to cut 
down on the amount of space taken up by text 
written on expensive vellum pages. The ninth 
century Book of Armagh showcases Irish 
minuscule – the resemblance with the later cló 

gaelach fount used for printing purposes is clear. 

The importance of the written word in early Irish 
society is made apparent by the legend of the 
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seventh century, so-called Cathach of St.Columba, 
one of the earliest Irish books.  

St.Columba (c.521-97) is said to have 
borrowed a manuscript from St.Finnian 
(c.495-579) and stayed on in the church at 
night copying it out while his fingers shone 
like candles and filled the church with light. 
Finnian contested that his manuscript should 
never have been used in this way…The 
feuding saints appealed to the local king 
who declared against Columba making him 
hand over his pirated copy (‘to every cow 
her offspring and to every book its 
transcript’).1 

The dispute continued and resulted in Columba's 
defeat of Finnian in the Battle of Cul Dremhe in 
561. The book itself was subsequently carried into 
battle as a talisman, the word ‘Cathach’ meaning 
Battler in Old Irish.  

Given the almost religious devotion of the Irish to 
such books, it is perhaps unsurprising that the 
manuscript tradition should be the first reference 
point for the creation of print founts for Irish 
language books. After Gutenberg's 1450 invention 
of movable type, the first book to be printed in 
Irish came from the unlikely source of Queen 
Elizabeth I of England, who was keen to use the 
printed word as a means of converting her Irish 
subjects to the reformed religion, that is, 
Protestantism. While they remained loyal to the 
Pope, they remained a threat to English power in 
that they were suspected allies of France and 
Spain. It was believed that one way to convert the 
Irish was to provide printed religious material in 
their own language. Elizabeth had already 
commissioned one Christopher Nugent to produce 
a manuscript Englishe-Irishe-Latin Primer, a sort 
of Tudor phrase book which would help the Queen 
to converse with Irish visitors to her court, such as 
the famous pirate queen Gráinne Ní Mháille. The 
primer had included a full Irish alphabet in 
manuscript and now the queen turned to the printer 
John Kearney to produce a Gaelic fount that could 
be used on the printing press. In 1571 the Cló Eilís 
emerged in London and was used in the 
production of 300 copies of the Aibidil 

Gaoidheilge agus Caiticiosma, intended for 
distribution across Ireland. 

This year the Irish characters were first brought 
into this kingdom...and it was ordered that the 
prayers of the church should be printed in that 
language and a church set apart in the chief town 
of every diocese, where they were to be read, and 
a sermon preached to the common people, which 
was instrumental to convert many of the ignorant 
sort in those days. 

However, as S.H. Steinberg comments in his 
1955 Five Hundred Years of Printing, things did 
not quite work out as planned: 

As has not infrequently happened with the 
English Government's activities in the 
affairs of Ireland, the result was very 
different from the intention. Far from 
converting the Irish to the English Church, 
the Gaelic characters became a powerful 
weapon against the English church and 
state.2 

Whilst it was some time before a concerted 
nationalist identity construction project would 
take up self-conscious use of the cló gaelach, it 
was not so long before representatives of the 
Catholic Church would realise the power of the 
type form in countering Protestant propaganda in 
Irish. The proselytising Cló Eilís of 1571 sparked 
a sectarian typographic contest for the hearts and 
minds of the Irish population. Bonaventure Ó 
Hussey cut the first Gaelic type created by an 
Irishman at the Irish seminary in Leuven 
(Louvain, Belgium) in 1614 and whilst it has been 
criticised as lacking in elegance, it represents an 
important first step into printing in Irish by the 
Catholic authorities. This was followed in 1732 
by Conchubhar Ó Beaglaoich's Cló Phárais 
which emerged from the College des Irlandais in 
Paris in 1732. After the 1801 Act of Union there 
was a renewed interest amongst Protestant Bible 
Societies in the possibility of using Irish as a tool 
in the conversion of the majority of the Irish 
population. To this end the Hibernian Bible 
Society commissioned the Cló Watts in 1818 and 
used it to print a New Testament. Interest in 
Gaelic type also came from artistic circles. In 
1830 the artist and antiquary George Petrie 
created an eponymous type that he intended to be 
used to print a copy of the Annals of Ireland. It 
also found use at the Three Candles Press in 
Dublin where the typesetter Colm Ó Lochlainn 
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used it in his Clann Lir series. The Cló Newmann 
of 1858 was commissioned by the Catholic 
University of Ireland and named after the Catholic 
cardinal John Henry Newman. They had been 
refused permission to use the Cló Petrie and the 
printing press of the then Protestant bastion of 
Trinity College Dublin and created their own more 
angular, less rounded typeface which subsequently 
became the standard for the printing of Irish 
language books. The last Gaelic typeface to be 
produced for movable type was the 1964 Cló Nua-

Rómhánach, designed by Liam Miller and only 
ever used in the design of one book – man edition 
of Myles na gCopaleen’s An Béal Bocht, itself a 
satire on the excesses of the Irish language 
movement. The typeface is a hybrid, a mixture of 
standard Roman letters with a few distinctive 
Gaelic forms thrown in. It stands as a metaphor for 
the demise of the script in the printing of literary 
texts and indeed appeared at a time when Gaelic 
script was being progressively abandoned for 
printing purposes and losing its place in the 
education system. It appeared that the tide was 
going out for the typeface.3 

Despite reports of its death, the Cló Gaelach has 
continued to thrive as a display typeface and is 
readily available in a profusion of digital versions, 
some of which have lent themselves to a kitsch 
projection of Irishness in the towns and cities of 
Ireland and indeed on an international level. These 
include the digital version of the popular American 
Uncial, originally produced in the 1940s by the 
Viennese typographer Victor Hammer after his 
emigration to the United States. A wide range of 
Cló Gaelach inspired digital scripts have been 
developed by the Co.Mayo based typographer 
Michael Everson. These scripts display a much 
greater sense of having absorbed the tradition of 
Gaelic script than is evident in the approximations 
of American Uncial.  

At this point it may be useful to consider some of 
the theories set out by the French semiologist 
Roland Barthes, in that they provide a useful 
framework to consider the way in which 
typography has been used in 20th century Ireland 
as a means of accentuating the Irish identity. 
Barthes outlined a system in which signs, such as 
printed words, were considered in terms of 
denotation and connotation. Denotation refers to 
the straightforward semantics of a sign such as the 

way in which the word Post Office or Oifig an 

Phoist refers to the place a person might go in 
order to buy stamps. Connotation, however, deals 
with the aspect of the sign that produces wider 
meanings and cultural associations and is 
important in our consideration of the power of 
typography to produce meanings in terms of 
identity. In this way Oifig an Phoist set out in cló 

gaelach script will produce a different range of 
associations and connotations than the same 
words displayed in a modernist sans serif such as 
Helvetica. The cló gaelach conjures up 
associations with an Irish past, specifically with 
the literary tradition stretching back to the 
Cathach of St.Columba. According to the 
reader’s experience, we enter a sign system in 
which the land of scribes, saints and scholars, 
sacred books and a distinctively Irish tradition 
come to the fore. In effect, use of the cló gaelach 

is a shorthand semiotic method for the production 
of a sense of Irishness. 

At the end of the 19th century, the Irish language 
and Irish identity were facing a crisis. The 
language had been under attack periodically since 
the Anglo-Norman invasion of the twelfth century 
but had remained the majority vernacular until 
fairly recently. During and after the Great Famine 
of 1845 - 1849 however, language shift from Irish 
to English began to occur on a massively 
accelerated scale. While death and mass 
emigration had obvious effects in reducing the 
proportion of Irish speakers in the population, 
there also developed a damaging sense that the 
language was connected to poverty and failure 
and that it was of limited use to those wishing to 
leave Ireland to profit from the economic 
opportunities offered by a move to England or the 
United States. Irish speakers often felt little pride 
in the language and chose to educate their 
children in English, which was also the language 
of instruction in the National School system. In 
terms of Irish identity and the rising tide of 
nationalist sentiment that called for Home Rule in 
Ireland, the language issue provided serious cause 
for concern. In 1892, a leading Protestant political 
agitator and Irish language scholar, Dubhghlas de 
hÍde (Douglas Hyde) made a keynote speech 
entitled The Necessity for De-Anglicising Ireland. 
He called upon the Irish people not to jettison that 
which distinguished them culturally from the 
English. "I wish to show you", he declared, "that 
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in anglicising ourselves wholesale we have thrown 
away with a light heart the best claim which we 
have upon the world’s recognition of us as a 
separate nationality". Hyde had a particular 
fondness for the distinguishing features of Irish 
nationality, those features unique to Ireland that 
differentiated it as a country, chief of these being 
the Irish language. He beseeched his compatriots 
to "stop running to England for our books, 
literature, music, games, fashions and ideas".4 
Hyde’s speech spawned a national Irish language 
revival movement known as Conradh na Gaeilge 
or the Gaelic League. It set out to use education as 
a means of encouraging a greater use of Irish 
throughout Ireland and its organisation was based 
on a revolutionary grass roots network of local 
branches that ran classes and cultural events and 
encouraged the publication of printed matter in 
Irish. The Conradh’s views on the Cló Gaelach are 
not outlined here but made clear through the 
typesetting of its publications, Fáinne an Lae and 
An Claidheamh Soluis. The first of these appeared 
in 1898. The London Athenaeum, an English 
literary review, hailed the use of Gaelic type for 
the presentation of international news in Irish, 
discussing the "creditable" use in the Fáinne of the 
"native character…which means so much to every 
Irish eye. It was of course derived from an Italian 
writing which reached England through Ireland. 
The Irish character thus commemorates the 
historical fact that England learnt writing from the 
Irish – a just subject of national pride in Ireland".5 
The basis for this statement is only half-justified 
given that St.Augustine’s mission to Kent 
competes with the Hiberno-Scottish introduction 
of manuscript in Northumbria for the prize of 
having introduced the Latin alphabet to England. 
At the same time, the comments of the London 

Athenaeum regarding the use of the Cló Gaelach 
are an interesting equating of Gaelic type with a 
self-confident sense of nationhood and identity. 

Fáinne an Lae was later eclipsed by An 

Claidheamh Soluis, which, with its less 
calligraphic masthead, conformed to the more 
modernist, machine-age look of its Dublin 
contemporaries. However, the successor paper did 
retain the Cló Gaelach, at considerable expense, 
for its Irish language content. It is clear that an 
almost unbreakable connection between the Irish 
language and Gaelic type was enduring in the 
nationalistic atmosphere of fin de siècle Dublin, a 

connection which distinguished Irish language 
content from English and worked as a tool of 
national identity construction. Indeed, there was 
hostility within Conradh na Gaeilge for a 
changeover to Antiqua or Standard Roman type 
used for texts in English, with some members 
bemoaning its inability to convey the spirit of the 
Irish language and erroneously damning Roman 
type as English in origin, a good example of the 
typographic bigotry of the period.  

In 1918, in the aftermath of the Easter Rising and 
the British decision to execute its Republican 
leaders, Sinn Féin won a massive victory in 
national elections. In 1922, Ireland’s political 
status underwent a dramatic overhaul. Six 
counties in the North remained, controversially, 
within the United Kingdom whilst the remaining 
twenty-six counties formed Saorstát Éireann, the 
Irish Free State. An embryonic post-colonial state 
required signs and symbols and a full-scale 
national identity construction project got 
underway in the southern entity. One of the chief 
concerns was to differentiate the new state from 
the previous colonial administration and the Irish 
language and indeed, the cló gaelach were to 
become major weapons in this struggle for 
identity. In investigating the use of Gaelic type by 
the new state it is useful to draw the comparison 
with branding theories that seek to establish a 
unique institutional identity for the companies 
and other entities that make use of them. The Irish 
state was no different from other organisations in 
its desire to use signs and symbols as a way of 
projecting key components of its institutional 
identity. The Danish theorist and graphic designer 
Per Mollerup states that a brand is "a product, or 
class of products, including its trademark, its 
brand name, its reputation and the atmosphere 
built up around it".6 He considers this as the 
ideological function of brand identity, one of the 
features of which is to differentiate one brand 
from its competitors within the field of its 
operations. The cló gaelach performs this role by 
clearly placing Ireland within the Western 
European tradition whilst distinguishing it from 
its nearest neighbour and the former colonial 
power, Great Britain.  

The post-1922 Free State’s sign system made full 
use of Gaelic type in its range of signs and 
symbols, reflecting the intended Gaelic ethos of 
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the new state. The words Saorstát Éireann in 
gaelic type was branded on coinage and stamps, 
the earliest of which featured the words Rialtas 
Sealadac na hÉireann 1922 overprinted in cló 

gaelach upon British stamps featuring the head of 
King George V. The British red postbox was 
painted green and in new models the royal insignia 
was replaced by the letters p and t in cló gaelach. 

The 1937 Constitution was, "composed for 
political reasons (at de Valera’s insistence) in 
Gaelic characters and with the antiquated spelling 
system".7 It is clear that the visual branding of the 
state depended heavily upon the use of the Gaelic 
letters and the colour green, alongside such icons 
of Irishness as Brian Boru’s harp, native animal 
species, the sword of light and the map of Ireland. 
The use of cló gaelach began to be reviewed in the 
1960s when it fell out of use in printing and in the 
education system. From this point on, its use has 
been limited to ceremonial and display purposes 
but its continued use as a vector of Irishness 
betrays attitudes to both national identity and the 
position of the Irish language that will be 
discussed further below.  

It was not only in Ireland that typographic 
considerations were being played out in terms of 
the construction of national identity and political 
ideology. Atatürk’s alphabet reform of 1928 in 
which the Turkish language abandoned the Arabic 
script in favour of Roman type, was part of a 
concerted effort to place Turkey within the 
European sphere. In Germany, a similar, if more 
embittered battle over national scripts, had been 
dragging on since the beginning of the 19th 
century. This was the famous Schriftenstreit or 
Antiqua-Fraktur dispute which developed after 
German unification in the early 1800s. The 
Antiqua typeform, derived from the humanist 
typographic tradition developed in Italy and 
France, began to infiltrate Germany and challenge 
the hegemony of the earlier Gothic Fraktur, a 
broken version of Blackletter which was operating 
as the national script. Antiqua was originally used 
for Latin books and Fraktur for German – soon the 
perceived encroachment by Antiqua was being 
viewed in ideological terms. Antiqua was seen as 
un-German, shallow, and frivolous while Fraktur, 
much darker and denser on the page was perceived 
as representing the true German character and 
virtues such as depth, sobriety and even virility.8 

Goethe’s mother warned him away from a 
flirtation with Antiqua while Otto Von Bismark 
refused to read German texts in anything but 
Fraktur. The dispute came before the Reichstag in 
1911 with a proposal to make Antiqua Germany’s 
official national script and to cease teaching 
Blackletter in schools but the motion was closely 
defeated by 85 votes to 82. After World War I, a 
polarising debate developed between proponents 
of Modernism and Völkism, a teutonic tradition 
thought of as representing the spirit of the 
German people. Blackletter became the toast of 
the völkish aesthetic tendency in the Nazi party – 
it was seen as expressive of a great past and a 
useful means of engaging rural and working class 
voters. It found its way into Nazi propaganda and 
even a number of advertisements for Volkswagen 
in the form of the colourfully-named 
Schaftstiefelgrotesk or jackboot gothic – a sans 
serif version of Fraktur. While there were 
supporters of modernism within the Nazi party – 
Hitler himself was no fan of Fraktur – modernist 
experimentation and sans serif typography, like 
the flat-roofed architecture of the Bauhaus, was 
considered degenerate and un-German. 

Ideological barriers were erected between the 
German völkism of Blackletter and the 
internationalism of sans serif Latin text. Indeed 
Jan Tschichold, propagandist of the new 
modernist typography, identified national scripts 
as a barrier to progress in an increasingly 
standardised world of more open frontiers in his 
1928 work Die Neue Typographie.  

The emphatically national, exclusivist 
character of Fraktur – but also of the 
equivalent national scripts of other peoples, 
for example, the Russians or the Chinese – 
contradicts present-day transnational bonds 
between people and forces their inevitable 
elimination.9 

He also rejected the notion that type could have 
inherent spiritual qualities and would have 
presumably disapproved of the Free State’s 
application of An Cló Gaelach to signage, as he 
did the German authorities’ erection of railway 
signage in Fraktur. In 1942 the Nazis themselves 
fell into line with internationalist ideas, turning on 
Blackletter as part of some huge Jewish 
conspiracy, fancifully condemning the type as 
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Schwabacher Judenlettern. Blackletter typefaces 
were banned for printing purposes in 1941 and 
swept out of the education system in 1942. Only 
Normalschrift was from this point permitted, a 
decision that represents a pragmatic triumph over 
ideology in that Blackletter was considered too 
difficult to be read by the populations of occupied 
countries.10 

In both Germany and Ireland, while the fury of the 
battle of the scripts is now relegated to historic 
memory, both Fraktur and An Cló Gaelach have 
been able to maintain a presence in public spaces. 
In Germany Fraktur is mainly encountered in pub 
signage. There are rare occurrences of 
contemporary usage in public transport signage 
such as the Fraktur name plate at the new 
Potsdamer Platz S-Bahn station (2004). In Ireland, 
such signage is more common and raises 
interesting questions which highlight the position 
of Irish as a minority language which is often 
regarded through the prism of national heritage 
and used merely for ceremonial purposes to 
project a sense of national identity. German signs 
in Fraktur also do this but because German has 
such a high level of visibility in German public 
spaces, the language is allowed to function on 
many connotative levels and not as predominantly 
on the level of a repository of tradition, as is the 
case with Irish. In the Republic of Ireland there are 
a number of reasons for this tendency. Firstly the 
cló gaelach was abandoned for signage purposes 
only relatively recently. Therefore there is a back 
catalogue of examples of the typeface on the 
streets of the Irish Republic that cohabit public 
space with sans serif signs in standard Roman. 
Secondly, the heritage aspect of the typeface has 
been embraced on a number of levels. County 
councils control the right to erect street signs in 
towns and cities and are highly concerned with 
aesthetic surface styling that portrays their town as 
rich in heritage and distinctively Irish, thereby 
appealing to tourists. This tendency may explain 
the erection of bilingual street signs by Dundalk 
town council in which the English name appears in 
upper case serif standard Roman type and the Irish 
version in a lower-case Gaelic type that closely 
resembles manuscript. Such usage may appeal to a 
transitory tourist clientele but it poses a number of 
problems for contemporary Irish identity. There is 
a sense that Ireland is projecting itself as a kind of 
theme park whose heritage is just part of the 

spectacle, a kind of Disneyfication of culture and 
national identity. Secondly, the use of the Irish 
language as heritage rather than the living 
language is a marginalising factor that hampers 
efforts to normalise the use of Irish and efforts to 
encourage a more genuinely bilingual society. 
This is reinforced with the juxtaposition of the 
metal type English with its connotations of the 
machine age and the apparently handwritten 
manuscript Irish version of the streetname. Such a 
disparity does little to increase the prestige or the 
equality of the minority language. This approach 
reflects what was a growing perception of the 
value of the Irish language by the state authorities 
in the 1980s and 90s, as expressed by Tovey in 
1993: 

The result of trying to sustain the 
connection between the language and the 
identity of the nation, but also to 
accommodate growing pressures for 
pluralism, was that language policy-makers 
ended up with what could be called a mix-
and-match, consumer-oriented version of 
national identity combined with a 'heritage' 
concept of the Irish language.11 

This approach has recently been challenged by 
the recent Official Languages Act (2003)12 but it 
is still not clear whether this will have an effect 
on banishing such a damaging use of the cló 

gaelach in street signage. 

In Northern Ireland public use of Gaelic type in 
Irish is generally limited to areas where a 
nationalist majority predominates. However, 
English signs in Gaelic script are to be found 
across the North regardless of the sectarian make-
up of the district. Any pscychogeographical 
meanderings through Northern Ireland could in 
fact use typography as a rough means of 
identifying the political sensibilities of the local 
population. The Unionist-controlled post 1922 
state and indeed the British direct rule that 
followed was for the most part hostile to public 
signage in Irish, indeed, it was forbidden by the 
Stormont authorities. Despite this, there are a 
number of monuments that carry inscriptions in 
the cló gaelach including the statue of St.Patrick 
at Sabhal in Co.Down and a host of public murals 
on the Falls Road in Belfast. Some community 
signage has been erected in Gaelic script such as 
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the bi-lingual signs at the black taxi depot at Castle 
Junction. Street signs in Irish have been permitted 
since the 1990s and these happily avoid the 
heritage trap resorted to by many local authorities 
in the Republic and display English and Irish in 
the same sans serif type. They generally appear in 
areas where there is a strong community 
involvement in the language, in other words, 
where it is a living vernacular. Where Irish is 
spoken as an everyday language, the extra layer of 
‘turbo-Irishness’ provided by a traditional script is 
more or less redundant. Whilst the cló gaelach 
remains an important part of Ireland’s distinctive 
identity and rich literary past, great care must be 
exercised in applying it to public spaces. It should 
not be used as a default typeface wherever the 
Irish language appears, which is often the case 
with pub signage. The Irish language should be 
allowed to escape this semiotic straightjacket that 
limits its connotations to the traditional and the 
historic. The presence of the language itself should 
serve to distinguish Ireland from other cultural 
spaces without the need to use Gaelic script too 
heavily as a means of projecting a sense of 
identity.     
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Defining Red 
 
 
 
 
 
Inci Kansu, Painter, Paper Artist, North 
Cyprus 

Everyone is interested in what is beautiful and 
pleasing wherever it may be found; in nature, in 
objects, in people, in art, in colors... and we all 
know that colors are a kind of electro-magnetic 
energy power and vibratory light waves.  

Dictionaries in many languages define the color 
red as varying in luminance and saturation.  

Here is one from Oxford Dictionary: “of or 
approaching the color seen at least refracted end of 
spectrum of shades varying from crimson to bright 
brown and oranges especially.”  

Blood, fire and sun are always the primary 
examples for the color red, the three main sources 
for mankind.  

A short quotation from Orhan Pamuk’s (2007 
Nobel Literature winner) famous novel, My Name 

Is Red;  

I am very happy for being red. I am burning 
from my inside, I am strong, I know that I 
am being awared and also that you can’t 
resist me. I don’t hide myself. I am not 
afraid of other colors, shades, crowd and 
loneliness. How beautiful is to color a 
surface in expectation of me with my 
victorious fire.  

Another quotation that impresses me is from 
Burcay Anger: I found in Önder Şenyapılı’s book 
Visual Arts And Communication. 

Red is the most attractive and most brave 
one of all colors, doupless; It is honoured, 
brave and proud in every civilization. In 
history what is given and what is taken is 
writen with blood and there is no country in 

the world that the borders are not lined with 
blood. How is that human-being perceived 
the concept of red color? Of course creation 
of fire which concluded him as a human-
being and the sunset’s redness and also 
blood. Aren’t these three conceptions 
extremely hot, attractive and exciting? 

All along history in every civilization the red 
color survived. It is attraction, pride, freedom and 
fearlessness and we know that with some 
exceptions, almost every country has red color on 
their flags.  

The commonest colors in nature are green and 
blue, colors of life, but they have nothing like the 
power of red. They are external, whereas redness 
is within us. It is as deep in us as language, built 
into our beings. 

What is “Red” technically? It is the lowest 
frequency of light (electromagnetic radiation) that 
is visible to the human eye and thus has the 
longest wave length (650-800 milimigron) in the 
visible spectrum. “Red” exists in a vast range of 
shades including Scarlet, Vermilion, Maroon, 
Crimson, Cadmium, Carmine, red ochre, English 
red, Venetian red, Indian red, Burnt Siena, etc... 

The love of man-kind for the color red continues 
all through history. It is essential, because it gives 
him warmth, dynamism, cheerfulness, 
excitement, warn and incite. Most days are 
scarcely visible being pallid as plain water but 
Valentine’s day has color. It is red of course. 
Because “red” is an exquisite ambassador of love.  

In Washington DC at the Textile Museum an 
interesting exhibition called RED which explores 
the use and meaning of the color “red” in textiles 
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across time and place remained on view for five 
months; it was organized especially for celebrating 
Valentine’s Day. I read curator Rebecca A.T. 
Steven’s explanation on the exhibition’s catalogue. 
“Red is arguably the world’s most significant 
color, seeping deep into the psyche of human-kind 
from antiquity to the present day”. Color scholar 
John Gage tells us that anthropological studies of 
language have found that the earliest color 
categories were those of light and dark followed 
almost universally by a term for “red”.  

The Color Red in History 

Why does “Red” stand out so much among all the 
other colors? What gives it its power? Where did it 
begin? Wherever it began it was really long ago... 
In The Becov Cave in Slovakia 250.000 years ago 
some of our ancestors were processing red 
pigments for their drawings. This is what science 
tells us. But science can’t tell us why these 
Paleolithic colorists put such faith in “red”. We 
have to guess. Fire has something to do with it and 
also blood and the sun.  

Longing for hot colors by primitive people and 
natives of Africa who were living with cold colors 
green and blue (nature colors) was a psycho-
physiological need. According to researchers they 
confirmed almost 30 different names used for hot 
colors but not even one for cold colors among 
native Africans.  

Before we go on with “Red in Art” I would like to 
show you this “red” Devil Mask too. It is from 
Ceylon pre-Buddhist times, used for devil dancing 
to drive out evil spirits.  

The Color Red in Art 

What about “red” in art? We admire the vivid reds 
found in Mattisse’s paintings and in many 
artworks by many artists.  

Red is without exception the first color word to 
enter the vocabulary. It is also the first color that 
most children learn to name and that most adults 
will cite when asked to think of a color.  

Red is the premier signaling color in the natural 
world too. Variously showcasing a fruitful bounty, 
warning of a total poison or boasting of a sturdy 
constitution and the genes to match. Red, in other 

words, is the posterchild for the poster for colors, 
that have something important to say. Dr. Nicolas 
Humphrey the author of “Seeing Red” writes: “if 
you want to make a point, you make it in Red”.  

Stop signs are “red” and “red” doesn’t just mean 
stop, it also urges forward. Think of all the 
Revolutions under the “red” flags; “red” savors 
the spice of victory too. The well known French 
novelist Stendhall in his modern-classic novel, 
with his “black” metaphor he refers to the 
darkness of ignorance and with “red” he 
implicates the brightness of The Republic’s and 
of Laicism. Red is also the color of emergency 
assistance. The Red Crescent in Turkey and The 
Red Cross in other countries helps victims of 
natural disasters. The richness of “red” signifies 
ripeness: Tomatoes, cherries, apples, 
pomegranates, watermelons, strawberries tempt 
us to savor them and everybody enjoys a glass of 
wine of course. The “Tulip” which is called the 
flower of fire, has attracted people with its color, 
beauty and mystery and has gradually spread to 
many countries and languages in the world. Every 
spring we celebrate Tulip Festivals in Turkey and 
in North Cyprus with a lot of activities to show 
our admiration for this “flower of fire.”  

Doesn’t the sparkling beauty of rubies and garnets 
attract our attention as does bright red hair? Red 
is the color of the wound left by Cupid’s arrow 
and it’s the hue of the forbidden too. Against the 
foliage of paradise the color of Eve’s apple, 
dangerous and shiny, as conspicuous as flame and 
the blood of Eve while giving birth to the first 
baby, brings us face to face with our existence. 
After you look at something green for a while and 
then you shut your eyes or look at a white wall 
you will see a “red” spot there. Because “red’ is 
the complementary of green. Some companies 
collaborating with “Red Project” put “red” sings 
on their products to contribute to AIDS programs 
in Africa. So, we can say that in “red” we see 
shades of life – courage, pleasure, anguish, fury, 
pride, shame, death. Any symbol as rich as “red” 
as old and universal, deserves commemoration. 
You better remember this tomorrow and take a 
meditative moment to look beyond the roses, 
wine, etc. And give a thought to “red”. 
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Figure 1. Meriç Hizal, “1951”, 2000 

 

Figure 2. Umut İnatçı, “Red Bird”, 2000 
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Figure 3. İnci Kansu, “Tulipa Cypria / Flower of Fire”, 2006
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Taking a Fancy to Orange: An 
Aesthetic Invitation 
 
 
 
 
Barbara Sandrisser, Architectural 
and Environmental Aesthetics, New 
York, USA 

Most people in various cultures throughout the 
world customarily perceive and understand 
intrinsic truths by using their bodies, their hearts, 
their spirit, and, also, their minds. Ideas, thoughts 
and sensory awareness merge, overlap, tumble 
about and finally embrace. Fundamental notions 
within each individual are not necessarily 
beholden to arbitrary categories yet these 
categories are frequently imposed on our 
sensibilities. Objectivity is only a construct. This is 
particularly true when exploring the notion of 
color. 

In a recent essay on Islamic aesthetics, Jale Erzen 
discusses why it is crucial to understand that the 
concept of permanence implies continuous change 
and that human insight oftentimes cannot and 
perhaps should not, be articulated in explanatory 
words. There is no fixed point of view in Islamic 
aesthetics; time and place are not stable. Erzen 
suggests that the Islamic worldview as it manifests 
itself in aesthetic achievement is a profound one, 
consisting of three principles. They are “… (1) the 
principle of constant change within permanence, 
(2) the principle of the uncertainty of human 
cognition, and (3) the principle of love, or 
understanding with the heart.”1 Moreover, in the 
Sufi tradition, all five senses (even perhaps a sixth) 
need to be touched in order to arrive at unmediated 
perception. 

Each culture has its unique aesthetic pathways, but 
in non-western cultures there appear to be 
remarkable similarities. Erzen uses the example of 
a spiral which is never linear and whose 
boundaries are never sharp. Orange is a color that 
exhibits these qualities with depth and subtlety. 
Some might say that all colors exhibit comparable 
characteristics, but this would not be entirely 

accurate, particularly pigment colors. Primary 
colors, that is, red, blue or yellow cannot be 
mixed with other colors to produce themselves, 
but they can be blended to produce varying 
shades of violet, green and orange. Within the 
color orange, the red and yellow edges blur and 
change. Orange exhibits what a friend of mine 
decided to call her book on aesthetics: Soft 

Boundaries.2 

Nature seems touched, even titillated, by the color 
orange. Everywhere we look we see a myriad of 
orange hues: fruits and vegetables, flowers and 
leaves, birds, insects, fish and other underwater 
phenomena, spices, the robes of Thai and Tibetan 
Buddhist monks, as well as the garb of American 
prisoners. Artists and designers love the myriad 
shades of orange. For example, the American 
glass artist, Chihuly, frequently creates glowing 
orange pieces that seem to vibrate in the natural 
environment. The Finnish design firm, 
Marimekko, consistently uses shades of orange 
perhaps to enhance the chilly dark and warm light 
of Finland. Some Protestants in Northern Ireland 
and many Ukrainians use orange to make a 
political statement. There, there is the sun setting 
and the moon rising. Perhaps the most visually 
dramatic and visually complex are the orange 
colors in fire. 

I wish to explore the sensory, sensuous and 
aesthetic aspects of orange by employing the 
pathways Erzen suggests in her essay on Islamic 
aesthetics since, in my judgment, they exist in 
various guises throughout the world. I will begin 
in Turkey and Cyprus with tulips and apricots, 
then leapfrog to Japan to discuss persimmons and 
torii and, finally, leapfrog again, this time to New 
York City to touch upon the Christo and Jean 
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Claude “The Gates” Project, a temporary site 
installation installed throughout Central Park in 
February, 2005. 

I begin with tulips which many scholars suggest 
were born and nurtured in Turkey and Cyprus and, 
most likely, parts of neighboring Persia, 
Turkmenistan and further east. Tulips were 
cultivated in the garden of Sultan Mehmed II 
around the middle of the Fifteenth Century and 
later under the reign of Süleyman the Magnificent 
where they became associated with the Ottoman 
culture. Their colors vary but the varieties that 
ranged from orangey-red to orangey-yellow dotted 
the landscape. Eventually, the tulip became a 
religious symbol largely because of its name, lale. 
In Turkish and other Arabic languages Allah and 
lale are written the same way. But what is most 
interesting, at least to me, is how the tulip 
engendered excitement and passion (and greed) 
among Western Europeans. It was a love affair 
that lasted for centuries. Wild tulips were 
transported, initially from Anatolia to what was 
then Constantinople. Eventually, virtually all royal 
families had their own tulip beds. Royalty in 
Constantinople, Bavaria, Vienna, Salzburg, Paris, 
Amsterdam and elsewhere in Europe competed 
with each other over the most exotic ones. Tulip 
bulbs quickly became outrageously expensive and 
therefore precious. They were sought after, 
desired, loved, painted and ultimately cultivated. 
Tulip-mania, a word used by Anna Pavord and 
others, continued to the mid-Seventeenth Century 
and well beyond in terms of cultivating hybrids. 
Now, in the Twenty-first Century we tend to take 
tulips for granted although flower lovers find it 
difficult to overlook their changing beauty from 
youth to old age. Young tulips seem almost too 
slim, their petals tightly shut, inaccessible, their 
color pale. As they age their color becomes richer. 
They seem to abandon all reserve as the petals 
open wide to reveal their innermost heart. It is 
their transformation over time that beguiles us. 

The tulip motif appeared everywhere in Turkey: 
Iznik ceramics, embroidery, miniature paintings, 
illuminations, even as architectural decorations on 
the exterior and interior of palaces. Striped, 
fringed, multicolored, wide petaled, thin petaled, 
double petaled, feathered, dagger-petaled – on and 
on the descriptions go; yet there remains much 
speculation about how these tulips were cultivated. 

Anna Pavord notes that the Istanbul Tulip, that is, 
the dagger petaled tulip, may have evolved from a 
gift of ten varieties brought to Istanbul in 1651 by 
the Austrian Ambassador Schmid von 
Schwarzenhorn. The long-petaled “Kefe Tulip,” 
she notes, also must have been involved. Pavord 
calls the multi-tiered interbreeding a “great 
melting pot.”3 

Today, tulips continue to be loved in Turkey. In 
the spring of 2006, three million tulips bulbs were 
planted in Istanbul. They bloomed just in time to 
celebrate the International Tulip Symposium. An 
art exhibit with tulips as the motif was held in the 
old mint near the Topkapı Museum, where coins 
were originally stamped. Tulips flooded the city; 
everywhere I looked I saw a sea of tulips, mostly 
yellow, red, orange and all shades between. 
Perhaps it was simply a huge touristic marketing 
endeavor. Still, they fooled me into thinking that 
city officials had created a temporary 
environmental art installation, and I hope this was 
the intent. In any case, it was clearly an aesthetic 
invitation. No matter which city boulevard I 
chose, tulips greeted me along the way. 

The delicate, yet luscious, Turkish apricot seems 
to reflect its refined color in its taste. Small and 
elegant, they invite us to admire, smell, and 
swiftly bite into their tender flesh. Fruit often 
outshines what the blossoms on the tree have 
promised. However, in this case, the early spring 
milky white flowers patterned with a touch of 
dusky pink give way to heart shaped soft green 
leaves and, soon after, in early and midsummer, 
apricots begin to grow and ripen. They are eaten 
fresh from the tree. Their mature ripeness is short 
lived and, thus, many are dried naturally turning 
coppery orange and eventually brownish orange, 
similar in color to rust. During times of war and 
when food was temporarily scarce, apricots 
provided a year-round nutritious, low caloric and 
delicious addition to meals.  

Apricots are related to plums, but ripen much 
earlier. In Arabic they are called al-birgug, which 
dates back to the Latin praecoquere, to ripen 
early. An interesting aside is that the word for 
apricot in Argentina and Chile is “damasco,” 
most likely referring to Damascus in Syria which 
was once part of the Ottoman Empire. Turkish 
people have a saying that suggests that the only 
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thing better than experiencing the moment are 
apricots from Damascus. It doesn’t get better than 
this. 

In Europe and elsewhere apricots were believed to 
be an aphrodisiac. In Shakespeare’s A 

Midsummer’s Night’s Dream, Titania, the queen 
of the fairies suggests a seductive appetizer: 

Feed him with apricocks and dewberries, 

With purple grapes, green figs, and 
mulberries.4 

Even if it was only a dream, or possibly not, what 
a beautiful combination of colors, textures and 
tastes. Yet, in some ways Turkish people take the 
beauty, taste, and pale orange color of their 
marvelous apricots for granted just as Japanese 
take their beautiful deep orangey persimmons for 
granted. 

It would be easy to compare the Turkish apricot 
with the Japanese plum (ume) but the comparison 
would be superficial at best. Plum blossoms are 
spectacular, appearing in paintings, woodcuts and 
pottery, but the plums are very small and usually 
pickled and placed in rice balls. Many times an 
artificial orange color is added much like the color 
enhanced Maraschino cherries used for alcoholic 
drinks in Europe and the U. S. Old women are 
sometimes called pickled plums (umeboshi) an 
unflattering reference to their wrinkles, just as we 
in English occasionally refer to old women as 
prunes. 

Japanese persimmons (kaki), on the other hand, 
need no artificial color. They are a rich, deep 
orange with red undertones. Some are darker, 
others paler and their shapes vary according to 
their type. Their various orange colors influenced 
Japanese tradition and history. For example, 
persimmon colored lacquered miso soup bowls are 
still sold in Japanese department stores. 
Traditional kimono and obi (wide sashes worn by 
women) often include orange, particularly during 
the fall season. During the Taisho period (1912-
26), the color orange became the rage. Brightly 
colored new patterns seemed to emulate the energy 
of the “roaring twenties” when American flappers 
dressed in orange named “the tango.”5 

Somehow all this energy, delight and appreciation 
began to disappear. Persimmon trees continue to 
grow throughout Honshu, the main island of 
Japan, including public and private gardens. 
During World War II, and its aftermath, when 
food was scarce, persimmons were a staple, 
largely because of their vitamin C content, and 
because they were easily obtainable. Many 
Japanese told me that as children they loved 
climbing the wild, gnarled trees, and those 
planted in their gardens. The fresh persimmons 
they ate sometimes gave them stomachaches since 
they had not yet learned which were sweet or 
sour. Older Japanese who survived the war 
remember many tales concerning persimmons and 
the various ways to consume them including a 
special persimmon liquor. They are the 
acknowledged experts about color, shape, size 
and various drying procedures. 

Ogawa Shinsuke, a filmmaker who died in 1992, 
left behind extensive footage on the slow demise 
of persimmon production. The film, Red 
Persimmon, was completed by his Chinese 
assistant Peng Xiaolian in 2001.6 It documents a 
vanishing way of life of persimmon farmers 
around Mount Iao. Visually, the film is brimming 
with orange color; persimmons are literally 
vibrating in their landscape; in part perhaps 
because by the time persimmons are fully ripe, 
their leaves are gone. They are filmed in every 
kind of light and in all weather conditions. Their 
fresh skin seems to radiate strength and vigor, as 
do the local men and women who, while picking, 
peeling and stringing them for drying under the 
eaves, admire among themselves their beauty and 
elegance. 

Ogawa and, later, Peng effortlessly show the 
interconnectedness between the persimmons and 
the farmers who love them. Each man and woman 
seems to exhibit intense pride, pleasure and 
comfort in their work, their environment and in 
each other. Yet there is an undercurrent of 
sadness which both filmmakers try to minimize. 
The survival of the community and the fruit is the 
film’s heart and soul. The farmers are no longer 
young and they are not lacking in wisdom and 
wit. Their favorite persimmon story concerns a 
small group of American soldiers who finally 
reached their little village a few months after the 
close of WW II. Entranced by the brightly colored 
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fruit, one soldier climbed a tree on which hung the 
astringent variety. After one bite he immediately 
spat is out. Apparently the soldiers left behind 
large cans of bright red ketchup (perhaps to drown 
out the sour taste of the persimmons?). The 
villagers opened a can, tasted it and immediately 
fed it to their pigs. 

Persimmons are generally harvested in November. 
A few are deliberately left behind as an offering to 
the birds. Tiny ones are left on the ground for the 
same reason. Most of them are dried to be ready 
for the New Year celebrations since they 
symbolize good health and success in life. The 
local villagers generally attach them to long white 
strings which are then hung on rafters of 
farmhouses or specially constructed structures that 
always face south to absorb the sun. A good west 
wind, say the villagers, helps the persimmon dry 
faster and a snowstorm helps to increase their 
sweetness. Once dried these persimmons, known 
as benigaki, are sold throughout Japan in 
beautifully wrapped paper containers. Fresh ones 
appear in food markets throughout Japan and some 
are exported to Hawaii. 

A short story by Atoda Takashi, “The Square 
Persimmon,” ostensibly explores a Japanese 
salaryman’s visits to a local Buddhist priest to 
discuss burial plans for the parents of an executive 
in his company. Actually, it is an elegant essay on 
the aesthetics of persimmon tea cakes, their color, 
their texture, and their soft feel in his hand which 
reminded him of a woman he had met as a child 
who wore a persimmon colored obi (sash). “Her 
obi,” he writes, “the color of a ripe persimmon, 
cast a showy luster, like the light of an autumn 
evening.”7 Throughout this brief story, Atoda 
constantly refers to the fruit’s exquisite beauty. He 
remembers the old, small teacake shop “…inside 
the glass case was a dazzling gallery of art.”8 The 
color of persimmons and the beautiful persimmon 
teacakes remained with him. They were invitations 
he couldn’t refuse. 

Japanese torii (Shinto gateways) are yet another 
kind of invitation. Many are persimmon colored 
appearing on city streets and just about 
everywhere else in Japan. Their color acts as a 
beacon. We know exactly where we are when we 
see one. They are, as I have suggested in detail 
elsewhere, a form of public art.9 Although many 

were destroyed during World War II, even more 
have been constructed since then, creating a 
landscape (or occasional waterscape) where 
humans and kami (Japanese deities) visit together 
or separately. Their orangey-red color creates a 
strong visual contrast to trees, to farmland, to 
grey urban concrete structures and to black 
macadam roadways. Torii also are largely taken 
for granted although paradoxically they continue 
to suggest to Japanese, and certainly to me, that 
we respond to their invitation, and we do. 

The notion of the invitation and the variety of 
pathways they create may have inspired Christo 
and Jeanne Claude who created the umbrella 
project in Japan and California and, most 
recently, in February 2005, “The Gates” Project 
in New York City’s Central Park. This 
monumental public art project consisted of 7,500 
saffron colored gates constructed along 26 miles 
of pathways within Central Park. The month of 
February turned out to be the perfect foil for their 
orange color since the landscape was winterized, 
that is, Central Park consisted of pale, neutral 
colors, namely tans and greys with hints of 
evergreen here and there. Once completed, the 
gates seemed to take on a life of their own, 
marching across the landscape delineating the 
Park’s existing pathways. Some were wide, some 
quite narrow, depending on the width of the 
paths. Their height however remained constant – 
15 feet or about 4.5 meters – enhancing the snake-
like qualities of their meandering parade. 

Christo and Jeanne Claude spent time in Ibaraki, 
and elsewhere in Japan before and during their 
umbrella project in 1991, so my speculation that 
the Gates resemble torii is not that farfetched. 
They must have seen thousands of persimmon 
colored torii everywhere they went, including on 
the private land chosen for the umbrella project. 
I’m sure they ate in restaurants with welcoming 
noren, which are two short pieces of fabric 
hanging from the top of the doorframe, swaying 
in the breeze indicating that the restaurant is open. 
These images may have indirectly influenced 
their concept, even though Christo’s initial gate 
drawings date back to 1979.  

The Gates Project was a combination of dance, 
symphony and art happening. It was an event in 
orange and an orange event. Each day tens of 
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thousands of people experienced the Central Park 
environment welcomed by Christo’s and Jeanne 
Claude’s Gates. People walked, skipped, did 
cartwheels (yes!), jumped to touch the fabric, 
photographed each other, talked and laughed with 
strangers from New York and from all over the 
world. Dog walkers permitted total strangers to pet 
their animals, children in strollers lifted their arms 
and laughed at the wind touching the orange 
fabric. Lovers, old and young, strolled hand-in-
hand. Some had their wedding photos taken 
surrounded by bright orange gates. Just as Christo 
and Jeanne Claude predicted, the ever-changing 
audience made their way through the gates, 
participating in the orangey art environment. Many 
wore orange to celebrate the joyous occasion. 

Each day as I walked around the park, what struck 
me is how Christo’s drawings and collages, even 
those completed more than 25 years ago, 
resembled the actual experience of walking 
through the gates in the Central Park environment. 
His conceptual and design drawings and collages 
are brilliant. The orange/saffron colors reminded 
me of the robes worn by Thai and Tibetan monks 
and indeed, looking down at the park from the roof 
of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, it appeared 
that the gates were adorned by saffron robes. Their 
color changed from moment to moment. 
Sometimes they looked almost golden, other times 
like persimmons or tulips, especially in the early 
evening light. When it rained, their orange color 
reflected on the wet paths and in the small ponds. 
The reflections on the ground sometimes appeared 
to be in flames: golden, saffron, rust, all moving 
and changing with the wind. Frequently the bare 
tree branches formed shadows on the orange 
fabric. One evening it snowed, and the orange 
gates literally glowed in the dark. The fluidity of 
movement and change over time is one of the 
many remarkable aspects of this project. 

One could easily use food to describe both the 
subtle and dramatic changes that occur each 
millisecond: carrots, apricots, oranges, tangerines, 
butternut squash, red and orange peppers, peaches, 
pumpkins, Finnish cloudberries, Swedish 
rutabagas, not yet ripe tomatoes, and, finally, 
persimmons. So exactly what color are they? The 
longer I observed them the more orange colors I 
discovered. Professionally trained artists are taught 
to see colors in context, since our eyes send 

differing messages to our brain. Impressionist 
painters understood this concept. By juxtaposing 
the colors of their paint strokes, for example, 
yellow and red, they “tricked us” into seeing 
orange. Then they added other colors to create a 
luminous effect. Many of Christo’s drawings use 
this technique. By using many different shades of 
colored pencils, he convinces viewers that the 
Gates are indeed, saffron or paprika colored, or 
perhaps apricot, or even orange. We joke that, in 
English, nothing rhymes with orange which 
perhaps is why we use food and other things to 
describe it. 

My fancy with the color orange continues. Some 
will accuse me of arbitrarily leapfrogging. I 
suggest that throughout the world related 
aesthetic pathways exist that invite us to explore 
them. In the Twenty-first Century we can literally 
travel to each one in person or virtually. Those I 
chose not only form a unique bond, but they also 
come closest to the three principles outlined by 
Erzen. Moreover, in my judgment, tulips, 
apricots, persimmons, torii and finally Christo’s 
and Jeanne Claude’s Gates, display an elegant, 
seductive choreography of movement through 
time and place. One way or another, we must all 
surrender to time (and place). What better way 
than to dance through tulips, torii, and the Gates 
while dallying under apricot and persimmon trees 
– all at once. 
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Colors of Japanese Bridges 
 
 
 
 
 
Yoichi Kubota, Dr.Eng., Japan 

Today in Japan, colors for bridges are carefully 
selected in consideration of their surrounding 
landscapes and waterscapes. Environmental, 
aesthetic, cultural and spiritual concerns are 
researched and discussed, many times with the 
local communities, to find the most appropriate 
color for each bridge, like the case, for example, 
that a bridge leading toward a torii (a gate for 
Shinto Jinja shrine) is usually painted red or vivid 
vermillion when it is the most important one in the 
approach way. Nowadays, it is believed that 
geographical context and the preferences of local 
citizens should be taken into account. Using 
specific visual examples, the author will discuss 
how and why these decisions are made today, 
along with a brief history of bridges painted in 
different colors. 

Introduction 

Colors in environment have forms and positions in 
space that we perceive through vision. There are 
plenty of elements which have visual impacts on 
our daily perception of environment, and bridges 
are among them as major components of social 
infrastructure. Each bridge has its own form and 
location according to technical and economical 
capability of the society for public investment on 
infrastructure, but there is a certain range of choice 
regarding its form and color depending upon the 
degree of allowance of the project to consider. 
Thus design and construction of bridge may 
include an opportunity to create not only a civil 
engineering structure to carry traffic of people and 
freight from one side to the other, but also an 
entity signifying some meaning of bridge in a 
place where it is spanned. Bridge engineers tend to 
discuss much upon forms of bridge structures, but 
it is rather less frequent that colors of bridges are 
mentioned as one of their salient characteristics. 
This paper tries to outline a scope for 

considerations into colors of Japanese bridges 
from environmental aesthetic standpoint. 

Bridge as Place 

As publicly invested facilities, forms and colors 
of bridges are liable to be discussed owing to their 
visual dominance in environment sometimes. 
Thus, meanings of bridges in environment will 
become not only technical topics but also 
semiotic and aesthetic matters for public concern 
where they are built.1 

Traditionally in Japan, building a bridge was not 
an easy work to do because of the topographical 
constraints or rapid steam of rivers with steep 
gradient. Thus, bridging became a sort of place-
making activities to add specific significance of 
the site of construction. As Simmel, a German 
philosopher, mentioned that a bridge denotes 
connection as well as separation of two sides 
where it is spanned.2 Not only in special cases, 
bridging is an important achievement of the 
society that require the bridge to be built mostly 
from pragmatic reasons for traffic issues but 
sometimes accompanied by socio-psychological 
needs for security and communication between 
two worlds which were apart by the physical gap 
between two or more communities. Kevin Lynch 
also found that a bridge can be a node as well as a 
landmark on a path in a city.3 

Symbolic Bridge with Special Color in 
Significant Place 

In the time before modernism was introduced into 
Japanese society after the middle of nineteenth 
century, traditional world in Japan had a sense of 
spatial discrimination or hierarchical ranking 
system to classify the levels of importance of 
places based upon social class system and 
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religious significance attached there. It was also 
reflected upon bridges classifying them so that 
they could be a kind of indicators or signs 
signifying the level of importance of each place in 
an area or a city.4 Social contextual meaning was 
certainly expressed in the configuration of bridge 
including its color. 

Painting the first bridge red or vermillion in front a 
traditional Shinto Jinja shrine in Japan well 
supports Simmel’s discussion. The territory of a 
shrine is divine world of God apart from ordinary 
society of human beings, and a bridge placed 
between these two worlds is a symbolic bind on 
the border and should not be infringed. A bridge 
leading toward a torii, or a gate for Shinto Jinja 
shrine, is usually painted red or vivid vermillion, 
or “Shu” in Japanese. Shu is a kind of paint made 
from lead oxide available in Japan since ancient 
time but classified as special color for supreme 
purpose.5 This color is usually attached to 
handrails and pillars above the bridge deck, as 
these elements stand out in the scene forming the 
outline of bridge. 

Moreover, in some places where people believe 
existence of spiritual entities, approach way to 
such area must be clearly marked by a gate or 
bridge to signify the spiritual meaning of the place 
by using obvious symbolic form and color. Such 
object on the boundary is called “Kekkai” meaning 
“tying the boundary”. A torii, a gate with vertical 
and horizontal members of structure is typical 
example. A bridge in Figure 1 shows one of such 
kind of Kekkai in Osore-zan where people believe 
that spirits of the dead gather and be able to 
communicate through old female medians, and the 
river underneath the bridge is regarded as a border 
between our world and the other. The handrails of 
this bridge are ornamented by white tapes to 
enhance its spiritual significance. 

 

 

Figure 1. A Bridge leading to Osore-zan 
(Mountain of Fear), Aomori Pref., Japan 

There are some bridges, like the case of Kure 
Hashi (Kure Bridge) in Usa Hachiman Jingu 
(regional supreme Shinto Jinja Shrine of 
Hachiman school), Oita Prefecture, south of Japan 
(Figure 2), where people are not allowed to cross, 
because it is regarded as a holy passage only 
between the God and the divine people like a 
priest or a mission sent by the emperor who was 
also worshiped as a personified god in ancient 
time. Kure Hashi is a covered bridge, with its 
inside and outside painted reddish vermillion, and 
it has doors on both ends to prohibit ordinary 
people to cross. There is another bridge nearby 
for ordinary people to enter the sacred territory of 
the shrine. Thus, a bridge can be a symbolic place 
on the border between two different worlds, 
namely the divine and the ordinary human world. 
Shinkyo or God’s Bridge in Nikko is also an 
example of the same kind. It is painted red with 
gates on both ends to shut out people from 
crossing. Here the bridge does not function to 
carry traffic load but just to enforce people to 
perceive symbolism telling what kind of this 
place is. This kind of bridges is a node on the 
boundary of two different domains or territories, 
because of their existence with visually special 
significance, these bridges become famous noted 
places, and now destinations of tourism. 
Sometime still they give some inspiration even 
for new bridges to be built by modern technology 
to consider the characteristics as place. 
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Figure 2. Kure-Hashi (Kure Bridge) of Usa 
Hachiman Jingu, Oita Pref., Japan 

Bridges with Material Colors 

There are bridges without special artificial colors 
undoubtedly, because it was not easy to choose 
specific color to paint structure when construction 
materials were limited. Historically, colors of 
bridges have been colors of materials used to 
construct them. Shortly, material color was 
regarded natural without artificial treatment. 
Intentional coloring was not so frequent until 
technical progress of paint was made. 

 

Figure 3. Nishida Bridge, Kagoshima Pref., 
Japan, stone arch, handrails and pillars were 
shaped after traditional wooden bridge 

Physically speaking, it is not necessary to paint 
stone bridges and brick bridges. Colors of stone 
and brick bridges are colors of stones and bricks 

themselves composing their structures, and it is 
taken for granted that these are natural by 
themselves. Figure 3 is one of such stone bridge, 
and this kind of earth color can become reference 
color as it has origin from the nature, and so does 
wooden bridge if it is not painted. 

Bridges coated by paint are mostly wooden and 
iron or steel bridges, because wooden bridges will 
get rotten and iron or steel bridges will gather rust 
on their surface especially in humid climate after 
long exposure. Not to let bridges of these kinds 
collapse after being weakened by weathering, 
painting was of necessity. It was, however, 
expensive to apply paints to all members of the 
bridge, so it was limited only to some parts where 
humidity tends to stay longer. Only handrails and 
posts above the structures were painted as is 
shown in Figure 1 where it was necessary to 
enhance visually from special significance of the 
place. Figure 4 is a case that they did not paint the 
bridge in any artificial colors, instead they added 
small roofs to drain rainwater where it was 
effective. 

 

Figure 4. Kintai Bridge, Yamaguchi Pref., 
Japan, wooden cantilevered decks 

Generations of Bridge Color Selection 

In the case of early modern bridges until early 
twentieth century, choices of color were only 
possible from limited range of available paints. 
Before 1950s, Takabeya’s “Bridge – Conditions 
for Beauty”6 was a kind of Bible on bridge 
aesthetics for Japanese bridge engineers. He 
proposed some methods to handle the visual 
effect of bridge in a landscape or visual quality of 
scenery with a bridge. He categorized three 
methods; enhancing method; integrating method; 
erasing method. Today, these methods are 
interpreted in terms of Gestalt Theory or theory of 
configuration by visual psychology from the 
standpoint how people perceive the figure of a 
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bridge in the background of landscape. Some sort 
of contrast is significantly affecting this 
phenomenon, and contrast of colors between 
figure and ground is the most important matter. 
Takabeya’s idea emphasized, however, the 
importance of outline shape of bridge structure, 
and it is still dominant perception sometimes 
among bridge engineers today, but importance of 
coloration of bridges gradually came to be 
considered according to the technical progress of 
bridge engineering to be able to span bridges of 
large scale, as their visual impacts upon 
environment became so huge. 

Several generations of color selection can be 
categorized according to their background for 
color preference and their constraints. 

The first generation is before the middle of 1950s 
when they chose material colors basically, or if 
they could, black, gray or reddish vermillion for 
steel bridges. In early modern steel bridges, black 
or gray was most possible color especially in 
nineteenth century like Yotsuya-mitsuke Bridge in 
Figure 5 and it was similar to the original color of 
iron or steel itself, that is, material color of the 
structural body. 

 

Figure 5. Yotsuya-mitsuke Bridge reconstructed 
as Nagaike-mitsuke Bridge, Tokyo, Japan 

Due to technical progress of paint materials, 
choices of colors become much freer than ever in 
twentieth century, especially after 1950s, mainly 

owing to the progress and development in 
chemical engineering on paint materials. Later, 
silver, charcoal brown and gray were added into 
choices. By the progress of aluminum industry, 
silver was added as possible choice for bridge 
color. Figure 6 shows one of such silver bridge. 

 

Figure 6. Sakuranomiya Bridge or Gin-Bashi 
(Silver Bridge), Osaka, Japan, steel arch 

The second period from middle of 1950s to 60s is 
the time of progress in scale producing larger 
bridges than before along with economical and 
industrial growth of Japanese society. Colors with 
high chroma and vivid hue were chosen to 
enhance the existence of bridges as monuments in 
the areas where they were located. Red and Blue 
were major choices. 

Time of trial followed since 1970s as the third 
generation, together with the development of 
fabrication and environmental concern among 
citizens affected by prevailing pollution and 
disorder of daily environment caused by modern 
technology. Brightness of colors were increased 
and whitish colors were preferred as well as blue 
and green which were derived from natural image 
of surrounding. Blue from the sky, blue from the 
water, and sometimes green from trees were 
preferred. These colors are based on verbal image 
of surrounding environment, which may be 
aspiration for ideal environment. 

Next generation is the time of stable choice of 
colors in 1980s, because people were much more 
concerned about quality of environment, 
aspiration for symbiotic image of bridge with its 
surroundings began to be reconsidered. Low tone 
coloration in balance of surrounding environment 
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of the bridge became major choice. Whitish colors 
are regarded suitable for illumination at night.  

By the way, in twentieth century, concrete 
structure, or steel-reinforced concrete structure 
became widely applied in Japan, especially after 
the Big Earthquake Disaster in Tokyo, 1923. From 
the viewpoint of disaster prevention, advancement 
of bridge engineering was keenly required, and 
technical progress in this period was amazingly 
rapid. It was, however, still limited to choose 
colors for bridges. It was still difficult to paint 
concrete bridge, as paint material at that time 
could not stay on concrete surface so long. 

In addition, among Japanese in general including 
professional engineers, plain unpainted materials 
like natural wood are appreciated as one of the 
best solution for all kind of elements in life. Too 
much artificial sophistication was sometimes 
regarded excessive treatment by human intention. 
Shizen meaning the nature is sometimes 
pronounced as Jinen, that is, to be by its own way. 
By this notion, uncoated concrete structures were 
welcomed than artificially colored ones. 

Several decades later, however, everybody came 
to notice that uncovered concrete structures 
become weathered and disdained by fungus and 
dirt on its surface and look ugly sooner or later. In 
the beginning, some concrete bridges were tiled 
with stones or bricks on their surface. Then later, 
technical effort was made to develop new 
materials to coat the surface of concrete bridge 
with color from certain range of choice. Especially 
in 1980s, many bridges were built when Japanese 
economy were booming, and varieties of colors 
were selected in real places. It was the same 
regarding steel bridges. Figure 7 is one of such 
advanced solution. Here, metallic gray silver color 
is put on the surface of reinforced concrete 
structure in order to make visual resonance with 
surrounding environment including buildings in 
the background. 

 

Figure 7. Pedestrian Bridge in Tsukuba 
Research Town, Ibaraki, Japan, concrete 
cantilevered deck 

Then, time of maturity came in 1990s after 
booming economy of 80s, and landscape design 
of places with public infrastructure became 
seriously considered to gain a result with value 
for investment. This age of free color selection is 
sometimes accompanied by challenge to develop 
new structural systems like the case of Haneda 
Sky Arch in Figure 8. This uniquely shaped 
bridge is the first one in the world of this kind and 
coloring and lighting was very important as it is 
located in the midst of National Airport of Tokyo. 

 

Figure 8. Haneda Sky Arch Bridge, Tokyo, 
Japan, cable-stayed steel bridge with parallel 
decks and arch tower 

Subtle magenta was chosen because this bridge 
gives an impression of the first gate to Tokyo by 
air. Ten years after opening, colors by 
illumination were reconsidered to show different 
colors on two sides of central arch tower, one side 
of which is shown in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9. Computer-simulated Night View of 
Haneda Sky Arch Bridge, Tokyo, Japan7

 

Colors of Bridges at Night 

Illumination of bridge is now becoming more 
popular in many countries because of maturity in 
social overhead capitals. Illuminating a bridge can 
be a kind of visual performance or exhibition of 
visual environmental art using lighting fixtures to 
exhibit or show another physiognomy of the 
bridge which can be different from its daytime 
appearance. In such cases of illuminated bridges, 
colors in daytime is more important from the stand 
point of colors at night, as there is a conspicuous 
effect of the color of lamps to be used. Efforts to 
develop new kinds of lamps for the sake of 
landscape at night were done by electric 
companies in collaboration with engineers and 
designers. As Gardner worries,8 however, 
theatrical or commercial lighting patterns may not 
be appropriate for places including bridges as 
public assets. 

Akashi Kaikyo Ohashi (Akashi Strait Great 
Bridge), or “Pearl Bridge” as its nickname, is the 
first example in the world with special 
illumination program using more than 1,000 lamps 
that can emit three fundamental RGB colors by 
computer-programmed control sequence. By 
mixing RGB colors of in appropriate 
combinations, this bridge can exhibit twenty eight 
different patterns of illumination through out the 
year. For example, on the special night of January 
17th, the commemorative day of the Big Disaster 
by an earthquake hitting Kobe and its environs in 
1995, this bridge will display purely white figure 

over the strait in total tranquility. Two beams of 
light at twin towers spike into the sky above as if 
the heart of citizens’ condolence reach the 
heaven. Monumentality here is extended from the 
level of material achievement by technology up to 
the healing phase of spirituality created by color 
and shape in the darkness of night. 

 

Figure 10. Night Veiw of Akashi Kaikyo Ohashi 
(Akashi Strait Great Bridge) or Pearl Bridge 
illuminated in rainbow colors in special 
occasion, near Kobe, Japan 

Age of Environmental Conformity and 
Public Process of Color Selection 

Through several generations of advancement, 
constraints on color selection became much 
relaxed now, but still economic factor of initial 
and repaint cost must be considered if the size of 
a bridge is comparatively huge. In Japanese 
humid environment, weathering of paint which 
appears as fading of color, especially brightness 
and hue, must be considered. Cost of repainting 
every twenty to thirty years will be big financial 
burden in future. In addition, physical contact of 
paint to structural material must be sustained, and 
environmental influence of paint material must be 
reduced. Moreover, matching with surrounding 
environment and symbolic meaning of the place 
must be fulfilled. This requirement is now 
considered through study of colors of local 
environment. Some color experts call them 
“climatic colors” of the area investigated.9 

Since 1990s, construction of new bridge becomes 
less due to maturity of infrastructure. Especially, 
potential sites for large bridge are now limited, 
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and opportunity to consider the color of bridge 
draws public attention much more than before. 
The case of Tokyo Portside Great Bridge must be 
noted as elaborated project emphasizing its visual 
aspects. 

In order to achieve certain conformity with 
surrounding environment where a bridge is 
located, systematic approach is frequently 
undertaken by engineers and designers who are 
involved in the projects since 1980s in Japan. In 
selecting a color or colors for the bridge to be 
build, verbal and non-verbal communications are 
put into effort in the process of project. Especially, 
matching of verbal image of the bridge and 
candidate colors are regarded important. By 
referring a results compiled from color studies, 
what is called “Color Image Scale” is set up by 
color specialists in Japan, together with “Verbal 
Image Scale” used in duality corresponding each 
other in color image space. These scales shown in 
Figure 11 are induced after semantic differential 
studies on huge number of examples by 
questionnaires to people. It is regarded as 
reasonable methodological approach to decide 
socially agreeable range of colors in general 
circumstances. Thus, it means that these scales are 
free from actual places where each bridge is built. 
But it can be too much reliance on systematized 
way of thinking, and tend to lack in inventive or 
inspired idea for the future. It can be conservative 
or mediocre selection in systematic way. 

 

 

Figure 11. “Color Image Scale” (left) and 
“Verbal Image Scale” (right) corresponding each 
other in Color Image Space 

In order to amend this issue of generality or 
universality in color selection for specific place, 
on-site or site-specific investigations into existing 
colors observed in the environment around the 
bridge is sometimes carried out if it seems to be 
necessary. It sometimes includes research on 
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seasonal change of environmental colors as well.10 
Opinion polls to citizens and professionals 
working in Tokyo Port area were carried out as 
well, regarding the verbal image of this bridge in 
order to figure out corresponding colors in color 
image space. 

The final stage of selection was discussed in the 
design committee for this project. Experienced 
specialists and experts on landscape, color 
coordination, lighting and structural design were 
gathered. Computer graphic simulation was 
frequently used for reference, but final decision 
was made on the site of construction using color 
sample boards painted in candidate colors for the 
bridge. Figure 12 shows the result of final decision 
for the bridge which is going to be painted in two 
tones of purplish blue which were never used in 
any bridge before in Japan. This choice was made 
in due considerations on the effect of illuminations 
at night as well.11 

The tendency toward conservativeness in color 
selection recently seems to be endorsed by the 
enactment of the Landscape Law in 2005 in Japan. 
Owing to less concern about visual environment of 
daily life, landscape of Japanese society is 
described as kind of chaos, especially in terms of 
color throughout the country in the recent past. 
After long debates on this issue, national 
government of Japan finally set a law in order to 
regulate the visual quality of landscapes in Japan 
is now reconsidered to be rehabilitated. Because of 
this quite recent movement, people are groping for 
some means to solve the situation that is already 
altered in chaotic way without a certain discipline 
for a long time over more than a half century. 
Effects of law and following ordinances are now 
emerging gradually through initiatives in public 
domains lead by local communities and 
municipalities in collaboration with non-political 
organizations. 

 

Figure 12. Computer-generated Image of Tokyo 
Rinkai Ohashi (Tokyo Portside Great Bridge) 
(tentative name), Tokyo, Japan 

Concluding Remarks 

In this century of wide environmental awareness 
and concern, construction of new bridges has 
decreased in numbers in Japan. Enhancement of 
their existence, however, will increase as major 
concern in the society to maintain not only 
function but also quality with durability as a part 
of important social assets composing daily 
environment. When it becomes necessary to 
repaint the color of a bridge, more elaborated 
process may be applied from environmental 
aesthetic viewpoint. 
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The Walls in/of Architecture 
 
 
 
 
 
Gülsüm Baydar, Prof., Izmir University of 
Economics, Turkey 

The wall is both a powerful metaphor and the most 
basic architectural element. “To bang the head 
against the wall,” “to hit the wall,” and “to build a 
wall around oneself,” are among the most 
commonly used metaphors that come to mind. In 
all of these, the wall has negative connotations. It 
is the sign of unfriendliness, frustration, 
estrangement and isolation. The wall is commonly 
conceived as a hard surface: large and blank. We 
cover the walls by painting or by hanging pictures 
on them to soften the effect. Materially and 
metaphorically the wall is a marker of boundaries, 
separations, cuts or breaks. 

Yet walls are needed for shelter and protection, 
privacy and enclosure. These are concepts that run 
contrary to the metaphorical associations of the 
wall, mostly related to attributes of permeability 
and communication, rather than the hard walls of 
architecture. 

Since it is neither plausible nor desirable to 
eliminate the wall from the architectural discipline, 
the question is how to think the wall differently? 
Can the wall function as a permeable delineation 
rather than a solid separation? This presentation is 
woven around three wall stories which enable me 
to address these questions and which point to other 
ways of looking not only at the materiality of the 
wall but also at the metaphorical walls that 
surround architecture as a discipline. These latter 
have historically guarded the fundamental 
premises of the discipline: The primacy of vision, 
the autonomy of architectural form and the genius 
of the master subject. 

 

 

Wall Story 1: The architecture of the wall 

 

 

Figures 1-2. Chip Bee Gardens, Singapore 
(Photographs by author) 

Singapore, 1995: I live in a semidetached house 

with a small front garden which is separated from 

the neighbors’ with a chain-link fence on both 

sides. For most of the residents the chain link 

fence is a poor substitute for a wall. To increase 

their privacy, many line up their fence with pots 

of exotic plants. My neighbors’ pots are diligently 
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watered every morning by their newly arrived and 

very hardly worked Filipino maid. With no maid 

and limited time, I often leave my small flower bed 

to be nurtured by the haphazard fall of tropical 

showers. One sunny morning, I notice spurts of 

water showering on my flowers through the fence 

that separates my garden from my neighbors’. 

Every morning from that day on, in between her 

routine acts of cleaning my neighbors’ front porch 

and two cars and watering their plants, the 

exhausted woman takes a brief moment to nurture 

my flowers. A brief moment which she steals from 

her employers who prohibit her to leave the house 

at all times. My flower bed is her only means of 

crossing the fence. 

Memories of love and care, which the Filipino 

woman had left behind, enable her to see the chain 

link fence different than a barrier. It allows her 

an-other moment to nourish an-other space, an-

other home perhaps that holds an unsymbolized 

promise. In this instance, the chain link fence, that 

poor wall substitute which is hardly worthy of 

record from the viewpoint of the architectural 

discipline, turns out to be the architectural marker 

of home. Yet architecture excludes this precious 

instance when the unhomeliness of the wall is 

dissolved. There is no master architect behind the 

scene and no spectacle to be seen. 

Let me then proceed by addressing the familiar 
terrain of the wall in architecture, i.e. the wall as 
we know it. The wall, as the basic element of 
architecture operates at a number of levels from 
the scale of the individual building to that of the 
city. First of all it separates spaces, and 
consequently subjects from one another. The wall 
is a barrier that not only isolates individuals but 
also creates isolated individuals. The wall 
regulates intersubjective intimacies.  

John Hejduk’s Wall House series is perhaps the 
most striking architectural intervention to surface 
the isolating power of the wall.1 In these 
theoretical designs for a single inhabitant, the 
exaggerated free-standing wall is the central 
element which functions as a threshold of 
awareness. It separates the circulatory elements 
placed on one side, from the cantilevered living 
spaces on the other. Each space serves a single 
function such as dining, living and sleeping. One 
has to go in and out of the single opening in the 

wall to access either one of these. Hejduk’s wall 
is a rare instance when the body of the inhabitant 
is in continuous dialogue with the materiality of 
the wall. In my reading it is one of the most 
remarkable architectural statements which 
highlights the divisive attribute of the wall and 
the sense of segregation that comes with it.2 The 
wall helps to name spaces based on their 
functions, rigorously separates the public from the 
private and functions as the most powerful 
element of isolation. 

The social significance of the idea of separation is 
most forcefully emphasized by architectural 
thinker Robin Evans in his seminal work, 
“Figures, Doors and Passages,” where he writes 
of a significant instance in the history of Western 
domestic architecture.3 Based on his study of 
interiors, Evans argues that there is a substantial 
cultural shift that is linked to the difference 
between the architecture of sixteenth century 
Italian houses and the houses of nineteenth 
century England. While many doors linked a 
single space to its neighbours in the former, each 
room had a single door to a connecting corridor in 
the latter. Hence the servant’s area of circulation 
were delineated and their contact with the 
householders’ were minimized. Effectively 
connecting the isolation of rooms to the isolation 
of bodies, Evans writes about the paradoxically 
inverted relationship between the communicative 
efficiency of the corridor and the decreased 
bodily contact it allows. At one level this 
domestic history can be read as an instant in the 
history of the wall. Walls do not only contain 
identities but also help consolidate them. In this 
case class identities are reinforced by means of a 
simple architectural intervention. 

Indeed the wall performs its isolating function in 
the architecture of most of our contemporary 
urban building types. As one research reveals, 
today’s built environments are dominated by two 
types of spatial organisation: the open plan and 
the corridor/cellular room arrangement and both 
are defined by a specific attitude towards the 
boundary threshold.4 Offices are typical 
examples. Until mid-20th century, they consisted 
of individual cells that opened to the continuous 
wall of a corridor much like the nineteenth 
century domestic examples cited by Evans. By 
removing the walls, the open plan office has been 
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considered to be a revolutionary invention of the 
1950s as it promised to improve land use 
efficiency and provide spatial flexibility.5 In terms 
of actual use however, the open office is hardly 
open at all. Decreased use of construction walls 
meant increased use of partition panels. Today, 
with its maze like quality and panoptical effect, the 
open office is under much scrutiny indeed. In the 
open office, despite the replacement of solid walls 
with low, light-weight panels, bodies are no less 
isolated then the corridor type, albeit immersed in 
increased noise levels and excessive surveillance.  

The wall is an element of control and surveillance. 
It facilitates naming the spaces and fixing the 
identities of not only functions and users but also 
nations and cultures. Perhaps the most violent 
interference of the wall with intersubjective 
relationships occurs when it is blown out of 
proportion to operate at the urban level. Leaving 
aside the defensive walls that have surrounded 
most historical cities which function as a 
boundary, the most recent examples embedded in 
our collective knowledge mercilessly cut through 
the city: The Berlin Wall and the Separation Wall 
in Jerusalem. The Berlin Wall which split the East 
from the West with a total border length of 155 
kilometers, was a complex system of walls, fences, 
watchtowers and barriers. During its construction 
between1961 and 1975 many streets, the railway 
and the S-Bahn (city railway) were broken, 
stations of the underground railway were closed, 
even cemeteries were not spared. Until its 
destruction in 1989, 192 persons were killed on the 
wall and 200 were injured by shooting.6 

The 703 kilometers long separation wall in Israel 
on the other hand, was planned to annex a large 
portion of the West Bank to Israeli territory and 
effectively destroyed all continuity of life in the 
region. Cutting through the dense urban district of 
Jerusalem, it separates many not only from their 
friends, families and workplace but also from 
services and needs.7 The wall separates both 
Israelis from Arabs and Arabs from Arabs. In open 
areas, it is a very complex structure which consists 
of barbed wire, an anti-vehicle ditch, a dirt path to 
pick up footprints, an electric fence, another dirt 
path, an asphalt road, yet another dirt path, and 
more barbed wire. In built-up areas, it becomes a 
solid wall eight meters high.  

In these instances, by dissecting the land the wall 
separates citizens from citizens, cultures from 
cultures. As such, it helps solidify identities by 
reducing their bases to ethnicity, religion or 
political conviction: communists and capitalists, 
Israelis and Palestinians, Jews and Arabs. There is 
a link between the architecture of the wall and 
cultural segregation which in fact ranges beyond 
the embarrassingly monumentalized walls that cut 
through cities to create strangers out of 
neighbours. 

Wall Story 2: The wall of architecture 

 

Figure 3. Angkor Watt, Cambodia, 10th c., plan 
(http://theangkorguide.com/illustrations/images/
19-plan-awat.jpg) 

 

 

Figure 4. Angkor Watt, Cambodia, 10th c. 
exterior view 
(https://terragalleria.com/asia/cambodia/angkor-
wat/picture.camb2919.html) 

USA, 1983: As a graduate student assistant in a 

North American University, I am sitting in the 

inevitable survey course where the grand 
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narrative of the history of architecture is told – 

from Stonehenge to Postmodernism. As a gesture 

of political correctness a few lectures are thrown 

in on non-Western topics. Students are trying hard 

to memorize such names as the stupa or the 

pagoda. In the lecture on South East Asia, the plan 

of Angkor Wat, the great temple complex in 

Cambodia, is projected on the screen. My first 

exposure to Angkor Wat. I am bewildered. I try to 

make sense out of the parallel lines which as a 

young architecture student, do not quite fit my 

understanding of how the wall is represented in 

architectural plans. The following image reveals 

that these are not walls-as-we-know-them. 

Sculpturework, loaded with symbolism, is the 

building. There is no way that these walls can 

make sense in traditional architectural 

representations. Or do they? What kind of 

architectural sense is at stake here? 

The following lecture is on Romanesque 

architecture. I take a sigh of relief. We are back on 

familiar terrain. However, the image of the Angkor 

Wat plan stays with me. It is the sign of the 

possibility of thinking not only the wall but our 

entire system of architectural representations 

differently. Does Architecture have the right to 

represent other architectures in its own terms? Or 

do different representations perhaps indicate 

different architectures?  

Equally significant to its dividing property, the 
wall envelopes the building and embellishes the 
latter with its façades. Providing an external 
surface, i.e. a face, to the building, the wall is one 
of the major determinants of architectural form, 
i.e. style. The façade exceeds the materiality of 
architecture. By means of the façade, the building 
is endowed with its stylistic identity and hence 
gains access to architectural discourse. As two 
contemporary architectural scholars put it, the 
partial autonomy of the façade as a distinct 
representational face of the building has existed 
since the late medieval and early Renaissance 
periods when “a categorical distinction [emerged] 
between a building’s walls and its façade, or face, 
the latter being its most expressive part. And what 
began during the early Renaissance has continued 
up until our own time.”8 One may say that the 
facade is situated at the intersection of the 
materiality of architecture and architectural 
discourse.9 Indeed, referring to a building by its 

architectural style is common not only in 
architectural circles but in popular discourse as 
well.  

On June 5, 2006 a Google search on “houses for 
sale” revealed 24,400,000 entries for “Modern” 
and 1,410,000 for “Victorian” houses. The style is 
a status symbol. “A house for sale” creates a 
different effect than “a Victorian house for sale.” 
If at the material level the wall bounds spaces, 
separates interiors from exteriors and hence 
effects subjectivities, at the level of signification 
it bounds architectural identities. Without the 
façade how would one be able to distinguish a 
modern building from a Victorian one in one 
snapshot? It is not accidental that my example 
comes from Real Estate advertisements. Indeed, 
the predominant emphasis on visuality that fuels 
the Real Estate market is complementary to the 
primacy of vision that has prevailed in 
architectural discourse since the eighteenth 
century. The haptic space of architecture is 
forgotten in the obsessional fascination with its 
optical features. 

The dominant fiction of the architectural 
discipline privileges form, which is closely tied to 
visuality. Architectural styles are named on 
formal, hence visual grounds. Since the 
appearance of architectural history as a discipline, 
style has been the most widespread basis of 
classification. Arguably the earliest architectural 
history book by Fischer von Erlach in 1721 
contains the following statement:10 

Artists will here see, that Nations dissent no 
less in their Taste for Architecture, than in 
Food and Raiment, and, by comparing one 
with the other they themselves make a 
judicious Choice. 

From the beginning of architectural history then, 
architectural style has been seen as an attribute of 
nations. The third section of Erlach’s book is 
entitled, “Some Arab and Turkish Buildings as 
well as Modern Persian, Siamese, Chinese and 
Japanese Architecture.” For him, architectural 
identification is clearly juxtaposed with national 
and cultural identity. 

More than a century later in 1896, Sir Banister 
Fletcher’s by now classic survey A History of 
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Architecture on the Comparative Method for the 

Student, Craftsman and Amateur appeared with 
the famous diagram of the tree of architecture as 
its frontispiece. There, significantly not only 
architectural classification is made on the basis of 
nations, but illustrating the name of each nation is 
a façade. Fulfilling the premises laid out by 
Erlach, Fletcher seems to be convinced that the 
façade is the means of comparing various 
architectures, which in turn are defined by national 
boundaries.  

The fact that the historiography of architecture 
coincides with the history of nation states and 
colonial encounters played a predominant role in 
the naming of architecture on cultural and national 
bases. As such, power relations and assumed 
hierarchies between different nations articulated 
with architectural differences. Needless to say, 
Fletcher’s tree does not offer an impartial 
comparison between different cultures. There, the 
colonies are placed below the part of the trunk 
where the ancient Greek heritage is marked as the 
starting point for all Western architectural cultures. 
National hierarchies construct architectural 
hierarchies.11 

Even today, in most architectural schools the 
canonical survey courses consist of such lecture 
topics as Egyptian, Ancient Greek, Roman and 
Renaissance architectures. More “politically 
correct” syllabi which include non-Western topics 
contain titles like Islamic, Indian or Southeast 
Asian architecture. The point is that these names 
are not derived from a vocabulary that is based on 
architectural qualities like form and space. An 
architectural topography is conveniently 
juxtaposed with a national/cultural one. The point 
is not whether a homogenous architectural 
vocabulary can be defined to correspond to each 
culture or nation. Rather, such a classification 
empowers a discourse based on cultural divisions 
and separations. To name means to build an 
invisible wall. 

The architectural wall then fulfills a double 
function. By its materiality it bounds the building 
separating the interior from the exterior. By its 
formal attributes it consolidates national/cultural 
boundaries. The architectural wall separates 
cultures.  

Wall Story 3: Dissolving the wall 

 

Figure 5. Ocean D, Glass Wall project, 
prototype for a glass surface, 2003 
(http://www.desıgnboom.com/eng/funclub/surfa
ce.html) 

 

 

Figure 6. Zaha Hadid, Kartal project, Istanbul, 
2006(http://www.arkitera.com/competitionprojec
t.php?action=displayProject&ID=88&year=&aID
=579) 

Izmir, 2006: Two architectural models come on 

my way in totally unrelated contexts: The first one 

belongs to the Glass Wall Project by the 

architectural firm Ocean D; the second to a 

project for a central business district in Istanbul 

by the internationally renowned architect Zaha 

Hadid. Both are unmistakable products of the 

relatively new interest in the use of digital 

technologies in architecture. I am struck twice: 

first by the sheer beauty of the objects and second 
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by their astounding formal similarity. 

Conventional architectural representations of the 

wall consist of hardly more than two thick lines. 

Representations at the urban scale, on the other 

hand, contain complex networks of transportation 

lines, functional habitation zones and 

topographical indicators. They may contain but 

are different than representations of walls. The 

wall belongs to the realm of form, urbanity to that 

of space.  

Here both the wall and the architecture of the city 

are rendered unfamiliar. In these representations 

form and space overlap. The boundary between 

the materiality of the wall and the spatiality of 

architecture seems to have dissolved. What are the 

consequences of this dissolution? What kind of 

wall and what sort of architecture are at stake 

here? 

Ocean D’s glass wall project was part of an 
important architectural exhibition held in 2003, 
named “Sign as Surface: Meaning Beyond the 
New Digital Aesthetic.” The exhibition consisted 
of built and speculative projects by ten young 
architectural studios from the United States, 
Europe and Australia.12 The aim of the event was 
to establish a dialogue between two seemingly 
opposing architectural concerns of signification 
and material formation. In the curator’s terms, that 
implied the distinction between “practices rooted 
in representation and metaphor and those founded 
on material systems and organizations.”13 As 
Ocean D’s explanation of their project clarifies, 
their prime concern was clearly the latter. This is 
what they say at their web site:  

This Research and Development project is a 
full size prototype of a free-standing glass 
boundary, using innovative vacuum-formed 

glass technology. (…) The fold lines flow 
across the sheets of glass, embedding an 
increased structural performance compared 
with flat vertical planes of material. The 
folded geometries can be installed to 
respond to dynamic contextual and user 
information, guiding differential structural 

flows across and down to a supporting 
ground. (…) The degree of fold, the 
orientation of trajectory and the position and 
size of hole can all be scripted to control the 
relation to input information. The glass will 

be treated to respond dynamically to light, 
with diachroic films and surface treatments, 
experimenting with a range of visual and 
material effects.14 (emphases mine) 

Here, the complex materiality of the wall is 
strikingly described in highly technical jargon. 
Terms like “vacuum formed glass technology,” 
“fold lines,” “differential structural flows,” and 
“diachronic films” are not embedded in the 
discourse of architectural theory, let alone our 
daily discourse. One can obviously talk about any 
work of architecture in purely technical terms. 
The point here is that these are the only terms that 
Ocean D architects chose to use to present their 
project.  

And indeed those who are familiar with recent 
developments in architectural education and 
practice cannot help but realize an emerging new 
jargon which is mostly the outcome of increasing 
use of digital technologies. Architecture certainly 
cannot do without computer modelling 
techniques, digital cutters and the latest software 
anymore. Consequently, a whole new 
terminology seems to have invaded the discipline 
including such terms like surface architecture, 
algorithms, mopho-ecologies and Lindenmayer 
Systems. Looking at the ensuing formal products, 
the familiar phrase, “computers are just tools for 
architecture, they do not facilitate design,” does 
not seem to make sense anymore.15 

The models for Ocean D’s glass wall and Zaha 
Hadid’s project for Istanbul call for attention 
exactly at this juncture. These are not only the 
outcome of new representational techniques but 
also speak to us differently about architecture. In 
fact, taken out of context, one may mistake them 
as works of contemporary art rather than 
functional projects. To avoid the risk of reading 
too much into the singular wall, I turn to the 
architectural project first. 

The Kartal project is an outline design for a new 
landscape as a relaxed, sprawling, morphing net, 
appropriately termed “soft grid” by its architect. It 
is openly and straightforwardly presented as an 
abstraction rather than a representation. In this 
soft-grid, there are no familiar traces of urbanity 
as-we-know-it. The same architect had used a 
similar approach in her North Point project for 
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Singapore where she claims an analogy with the 
spatial repertoire and morphology of natural 
landscape formations. Stating that the regulation of 
the building heights is an easily instituted normal 
planning procedure, Hadid says that “the project 
releases the powerful aesthetic potential in this 
ordinary planning tool (…) The streets, paths and 
the built fabric are defined by the swaying pattern 
of grid lines and integrate the scheme to the 
various urban grids of the adjacent areas.”16 The 
architect claims that while the proposed natural 
morphology is no less lawful and cohesive than 
the Platonic system it is free and malleable at any 
stage of its development, always able to absorb 
adaptations into its system of natural beauty.  

I would argue that a similar discourse can be 
generated concerning the wall and arguably others 
which are generated by means of digitally 
calculated intensities. If Ocean D’s glass wall 
seems devoid of functionality, Martin Jameson’s 
rooftop gallery has a clearly defined function.17 At 
one level, this too, can be seen as a wall project, 
where the boundaries of the wall, floor and ceiling 
are dissolved. Ocean D explores the transparency 
of glass. Jameson’s project is presented as a spatial 
exploration in lighting. In both cases, the wall is 
not constructed on the basis of separation and 
division but permeability. Be it topography, light, 
heat or such other variables as lines of stress 
distribution, the new formal vocabulary of 
architecture is derived from the materiality of the 
project’s immediate circumstances.  

 

 

Figures 7-8. Martin Jameson, Rooftop Gallery, 
model and material study 
(http://www.aainter3.net/martin/) 

In as early as 1973, seminal architectural thinker 
Reyner Banham stated his concern for “the 
separation between architecture (meaning gross 
structure) and technology (meaning the rest of the 
physical plant).18 Quoting the typical architectural 
response to environmental provisions as “Never 
mind all that environmental rubbish, get on with 
your architecture,” he stated that in their 
preoccupation with form, architects paid little 
attention to the latter, which hardly reflected on 
architectural representations such as the plan, 
section and elevation. In contemporary projects 
such provisions are integral to form. Unlike 
conventional approaches which inscribe the 
architect’s signature on a piece of land that is 
viewed as tabula rasa, here the proposed forms 
are organically linked to the elements of the 
existing terrain. Architecture clearly cannot use 
fixed lengths and fixed proportions as aesthetic 
elements any more but increasingly relies on 
connectivities which generate new formal 
possibilities at an unprecedented degree. 

The question then is what to make of these new 
formal possibilities? What to make of the fact that 
the discourse on these forms is mostly formal and 
technical? At first sight it seems easy to dismiss 
the latter as yet another example of globalized 
anonymity and cultural poverty. However, I 
would argue that the new approaches to 
architecture and their ensuing forms may 
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potentially generate new and productive ways of 
re-thinking the discipline itself. 

First of all, by concentrating on the immediate 
materiality of the environmental context, the new 
approaches to architecture may help to dismantle 
frozen and consolidated cultural codes that have 
invaded the discipline at least since the 18th 
century. The wall is potentially liberated from its 
stylistic burden. It’s shape is determined by the 
amount of light, heat and noise or by calculations 
of stress distribution and the like.  

However, the fact that there are no culturally 
loaded codes here does not mean that architecture 
lapses back to its modernist claim to the autonomy 
of universal form. On the contrary, rather than 
dictating a universal form and an ensuing universal 
culture, architecture frees cultural expression from 
pre-coded systems of signification. Here culture is 
no longer a totalizable entity that can be reduced to 
physical form. The tight weave of architectural 
materiality and cultural signification is untangled. 
The cultural walls of architecture are potentially 
dismantled.  

The new forms cannot claim universality by any 
means since they are derived from the immediacy 
of the material circumstances in which they are 
located. Hence culture is inevitably embedded in 
the present tense of the everyday, rather than in the 
signs and symbols of a constructed past. 
Potentially at least, the architect does not dictate 
an imagined and idealized way of being. S/he is 
the generator of a flexible regulatory network 
which is composed of lines, movements, speeds, 
and intensities rather than of things and their 
relations. The issue is less what it is than what it 
can do. The addressee of this network is the 
subject of intensities and flows whose identity 
cannot be encapsulated within the presumably 
familiar boundaries of a given culture. The new 
walls of architecture do not confine their 
inhabitants but allow them to make and remake 
places.  

Having said all this, these new walls do not rule 
out the option of being read in conventionally and 
conveniently functionalist terms. The jury report 
on the Kartal project is exemplary in that respect 
with its emphasis on function and finality rather 
than the opportunities offered by the soft grid. The 

report’s focus is on building types, parcel sizes, 
cultural and recreational facilities and the 
volumetric hierarchy of buildings.19 Seeking the 
security of the familiar, the possibility of an-other 
way of seeing urban inhabitation is conveniently 
overlooked.  

The issue then becomes to what extent it is 
possible to apply the new formal possibilities 
without idealizing or domesticating them. At a 
theoretical level, this is precisely the point where 
a possible disjunction between engagement with 
material formation and concerns of signification 
comes to the fore.20 This approach prevents a 
forced superimposition of the built environment 
as a material system and architecture as a social, 
cultural and administrative tool. It is precisely 
these architects’ emphasis on the materiality of 
architecture that enables new significations to 
emerge rather than being determined prior to any 
architectural intervention. 

Conclusion 

I would argue that recent approaches to 
architecture are significant in holding the 
potential to challenge the fundamental premises 
of the discipline that I mentioned at the beginning 
of this presentation: The primacy of vision, the 
autonomy of architectural form and the genius of 
the master subject. The wall stories that structured 
this presentation provide three possible 
alternatives in that direction. They all challenge 
these premises – albeit in different ways. The first 
one, the chain link fence in Singapore is a story of 
exclusion. The impermeability of the boundary of 
the architectural discipline prevents this from 
being considered as an architectural story per se. 
The second one, the Angkor Wat story, is one of 
appropriation. It illustrates the fact that the 
discipline does not accept others as others unless 
it renders them similar to itself. The third one 
deserves more elaboration here since it points out 
to new possibilities from within the institution of 
architecture. 

Back to Ocean D’s wall then. To be sure, this 
project addresses other senses besides, and if not 
more than, vision. Since the degree of fold is 
scripted to control the relation to input 
information for example, the spatial effect that is 
created by this wall is prone to change based on 
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the input. Form, space and use are intertwined in 
unprecedented ways as space is now defined by 
environmental gradient thresholds rather than 
material boundary thresholds.  

[Environmental gradient thresholds] 
establish environments, such as the 
campfire, that dynamically differentiate 
spaces by providing exposure to a spectrum 
of environmental conditions across a 
gradient. In contrast to the dichotomous 
tectonic divisions between inside and 
outside, private and public, warm and cold, 
these gradient and dynamic threshold 
conditions allow for differentiation and 
individual choice based on subjective needs 
and experiences.21  

The example of the campfire is used by Banham as 
an example of nomad societies who group their 
activities around a central focus where the 
boundaries of space are vague and adjustable 
according to need.22 This is opposed to other 
cultures where space is limited by walls, floors and 
ceilings. Even in “free” or “unlimited” spaces, 
Banham argues, architects retain the rectangular 
format of walled rooms. There is a significant 
difference in the conception of space that is 
formed by rigid boundaries and contains bodies 
and that which is defined by the needs and desires 
of the very bodies that it accommodates. 

The new understanding of the wall is certainly not 
that of a solid boundary. It neither provides a 
conventional facade nor is it static to be captured 
in one single snapshot as its performance changes 
based on context. Due to its changing nature that is 
embedded in its very materiality, it can never be 
imported as finite form. Its meaning is not only 
effected by the cultural context that it is situated in 
but also by the material circumstances such as 
light conditions.  

Most importantly perhaps, the new digital 
technologies complicate issues of authorship and 
signature in architecture. Thanks to these, material 
and fabrication processes can be much more 
integral to the architectural product than what 
conventional practices allow. Architects’ formal 
interventions are now relatively limited by the 
material context of the building in unprecedented 
ways. And precisely because of this limitation a 

plethora of new possibilities emerge in the 
interpretation of conventional architectural 
elements. As one critic remarked in the context of 
the Sign as Surface symposium, “a nurb-surface 
can articulate a tectonic concept that might 
develop into a structural skin with structurally 
integrated apertures and that might produce 
intriguing window-equivalents.”23 Similarly, the 
digitalization of say stress distribution lines may 
reveal support elements that have nothing to do 
with conventional columns in visual terms. 
Without a-priori conceptualizations of function 
and performance, culturally coded architectural 
preconceptions and conventional uses of space 
can be challenged to an unprecedented extent. 

Perhaps the new digital technologies are more 
than just new tools for otherwise conventional 
architectural practices. Perhaps the new walls that 
emerge in the architectural field facilitate not only 
a new aesthetics, but also different ways of 
thinking, drawing and building which in turn may 
render architecture’s disciplinary walls much 
more porous, communicative and permeable than 
before. 
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Art in the Face of Radical Evil 
 
 
 
 
 
Thierry de Duve, Professor, University of 
Lille 3, France 

An object that tells of loss, destruction, 
disappearance of objects oes not speak of 
itself. Tells of others. Will it include them? 

Jasper Johns1 

 

Figure 1. Ein, Nhem (b.1959): Untitled (prisoner 
#389 of the Khmer Rouge), 1975-79. Printed by 
Photo Archive Group, 1994. New York, Museum 
of Modern Art (MoMA). Gelatin silver print, 10 
1/4 × 10 1/4ˈ (26 × 26 cm). Arthur M. Bullowa 
Fund and Geraldine Murphy Fund. Acc. n.: 
671.1995. 
© 2008. Digital image, The Museum of Modern 
Art, New York/Scala, Florence 

 

 

 

 

First, the pictures. 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Ein, Nhem (b.1959): Untitled (prisoner 
#186 of the Khmer Rouge), 1975-79. Printed by 
Photo Archive Group, 1994. New York, Museum 
of Modern Art (MoMA). Gelatin silver print, 10 
1/4 × 10 1/4ˈ (26 × 26 cm). Arthur M. Bullowa 
Fund and Geraldine Murphy Fund. Acc. n.: 
675.1995. 
© 2008. Digital image, The Museum of Modern 
Art, New York/Scala, Florence 
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Figure 3. Ein, Nhem (b.1959): Untitled (prisoner 
#8 of the Khmer Rouge), 1975-79. Printed by 
Photo Archive Group, 1994. New York, Museum 
of Modern Art (MoMA). Gelatin silver print, 10 
1/4 × 10 1/4ˈ (26 × 26 cm). Arthur M. Bullowa 
Fund and Geraldine Murphy Fund. Acc. n.: 
676.1995. 
© 2008. Digital image, The Museum of Modern 
Art, New York/Scala, Florence 

 

Figure 3. Ein, Nhem (b.1959): Untitled (prisoner 
of the Khmer Rouge), 1975-79. Printed by Photo 
Archive Group, 1994. New York, Museum of 
Modern Art (MoMA). Gelatin silver print, 10 1/4 × 
10 1/4ˈ (26 × 26 cm). Arthur M. Bullowa Fund 
and Geraldine Murphy Fund. Acc. n.: 677.1995. 
© 2008. Digital image, The Museum of Modern 
Art, New York/Scala, Florence 

Second, the facts. Every summer, the city of 
Arles, in the south of France, hosts an important 
photography festival entitled les Rencontres 

photographiques d’Arles, with dozens of 
exhibitions scattered around town. In 1997, the 
event was placed under the artistic direction of 
Christian Caujolle, a press photographer who runs 
the photo agency Vu and was for some time 
responsible for the photo policy of the newspaper 
Libération. Among several other exhibitions, 
Caujolle curated one entitled S-21, composed of 
one hundred portraits or identity photographs (I 
don’t quite know how to call them) of victims of 
the Cambodian genocide. S-21 is the name of a 
former high school in the borough of Tuol Sleng, 
in Phnom Penh, which the regime of Pol Pot 
turned into a torture centre and an extermination 
camp. Between 1975 and 1979, 14,200 people 
were detained at S-21 and brutally executed, 
either on the premises or in a field nearby. There 
are seven survivors. For the purposes of the 
regime’s police and bureaucracy, every man, 
woman or child entering the centre was 
photographed before being killed. To carry this 
horrendous task, a fifteen year old Khmer Rouge 
named Nhem Ein was sent to Shanghai to learn 
photography and, a year later, was promoted to 
the rank of “photographer in chief” at S-21, with a 
staff of five under his orders. When the 
Vietnamese liberated the centre in 1979, some 
6,000 negatives were found. In 1994, two 
American photojournalists, Chris Riley and Doug 
Niven, took it upon themselves to restore and 
print the negatives on behalf of the non-profit 
organization they founded, the Photo Archive 
Group. One hundred photos were enlarged and 
shown around the world, so that the Cambodian 
genocide—or self-genocide, as some prefer to call 
it—would not be forgotten. A book of the photos 
was published two years later, entitled The Killing 

Fields.2 In 2002, Rithy Panh, whose family had 
been exterminated by the Khmer Rouge, made a 
film that attempts to excavate Cambodia’s 
traumatic past and confronts two survivors with 
some of their jailers in order to work out the 
trauma. It is entitled S-21: The Khmer Rouge 

Killing Machine. 

The school in Tuol Sleng has now become the 
Museum of the Genocide. The photos are 
permanently on view, most of them in small 
format, and frequently receive the visit of the 
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victims’ families, who come to mourn their 
beloved ones. Nhem Ein is alive and free, and still 
makes his living as a practicing photographer in 
Phnom Penh. According to an interview he gave 
or, rather, sold to Le Monde on the occasion of 
“his” exhibition in Arles, photography was just 
another job for him, it had never been a passion. 
Working at S-21 was not a choice, he said. It was 
either that or being killed himself. He took up to 
600 photos a day, of people who he knew were 
innocent and sentenced to death, working like an 
automat and blinding himself to their suffering to 
the point of pretending not to recognise a cousin 
who came to appear before his camera. In 1979, he 
followed Pol Pot in his retreat in the northern 
jungle and became the Khmer Rouge’s official 
photographer, until he defected in 1995 
abandoning his wife and six children to go and 
serve the pro-Vietnamese regime of Hun Sen. He 
has no remorse and, upon learning of the Arles 
exhibition, he declared himself proud to be the 
“star” of a photo festival in France, wearing a big 
grin on his face.3  

During the Rencontres photographiques d’Arles, 
held in the midst of the tourist season, the whole 
city celebrates photography in all its aspects. 
Scores of professional as well as amateur 
photographers, photo-critics, and photo-buffs of all 
stripes run around town, with cameras and 
telelenses hanging from their neck, and rather 
comically clad in the multipocketed vest à la 
Joseph Beuys that has become the uniform of 
photojournalists around the world. Caujolle was of 
course aware of the festival’s function in the 
tourism industry. He took a critical stance by 
organizing the 1997 edition of the festival around 
the three mottos, ethics, aesthetics, politics, 
dividing it into three chapters or rubrics: Les 

formes de l’engagement (Forms of commitment), 
Le devoir de mémoire (The duty of memory), and 
Les tentations du pouvoir (Temptations of power). 
In this way he hoped to create a context where his 
decision to exhibit the prints made from the 
hundred negatives that Riley and Niven had 
selected made sense, and he placed the S-21 
exhibition under the rubric The duty of memory. In 
interviews, he stated very clearly that his reasons 
for including S-21 in the festival were political and 
not aesthetic—in his own words: “to remind us 
that two million people, out of a population of 
seven million, had been massacred [in Cambodia], 

and that nobody moved.”4 Yet S-21 was one 
exhibition among dozens, some of which had 
clear aesthetic motivations, and it was not alone 
in the rubric The duty of memory. The press 
release for the festival announced that the well-
known artists Esther and Jochen Gerz had a show 
under the same rubric, though it was subsequently 
moved to the rubric Forms of commitment and 
listed in the catalogue there under. The latter 
rubric also contained a show of the 
photojournalists Eugene Richards and Klavdij 
Sluban. And while the same press release spoke 
of Sluban (who had done a photo-reportage on the 
Balkanic peoples) as someone who “turns 
documentary images into photography,” it 
presented Mathieu Pernot’s photo-reportage on 
the Gypsies living around Arles as the work of a 
“young artist.” These are interesting and touchy 
slippages in meaning, which will lead me to my 
topic. 

First we had the photos, second the facts; third, 
we have the problem. Photography is the medium 
par excellence whose art status has been 
problematic since its very invention. Now 
unanimously acknowledged as an art form, also 
practiced however by professionals with no stake 
in the title of artist, photography has become in 
the last forty years a vast grey zone where the 
boundary between art and non-art is constantly 
shifting and being renegotiated, on the aesthetic, 
ideological and institutional levels. Even more 
than this boundary, it is the need to distinguish 
between art in the generic sense and various 
aesthetic practices keeping within the limits of 
one medium, that photography has lately come to 
exemplify. Think for example of the difference, 
made in the art world every day without further 
ado, between photographers and “artists-who-use-
photography.” Both groups are seen as artists, 
defined in the former’s case as practitioners of a 
given art, like painters or sculptors, and in the 
latter’s case as artists at large, who happen to 
express themselves in the medium of 
photography. True aesthetic and ideological wars 
are sometimes waged in the name of either of 
these definitions of the artist. It is quite ironic that 
many photojournalists argue for the documentary, 
prosaic specificity of their medium in order to 
explain why they don’t care being considered as 
artists, while medium-specificity is precisely the 
red thread in the modernist rationale with which 
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critics such as John Szarkowski, the former curator 
of photography at the New York Museum of 
Modern Art, promoted photography within the 
museum and gave it its artistic credentials. What 
sort of obscure distinction among photo-reporters 
does the press release of the Arles festival make, 
when it dispatches Mathieu Pernot to the category 
“young artist” while presenting Klavdij Sluban as 
someone who “turns documentary images into 
photography” (sic)? Are we to suppose that Pernot 
is an artist-who-uses-photography, in line with the 
institutional definition of art that prevails in the 
present-day art world, whereas Sluban’s press 
photos are elevated to the rank of instances of 
“photography” (photography itself, photography as 

such), in line with the modernist aesthetic 
definition of art that prevails in institutions such as 
MoMA? Speaking of MoMA: while the 
Cambodian photos were on view in Arles, Le 

Monde published an article by its photography 
critic Michel Guerrin stating that they had 
“acquired an ‘artistic’ status by entering the 
collections of prestigious museums, the Museums 
of Modern Art in New York, San Francisco and 
Los Angeles.”5 Though Guerrin’s article failed to 
mention it, the news reached Arles that MoMA 
was showing the photos. This news, combined 
with the hype of the festival and the floating status 
of several of its other exhibitions, fuelled 
speculation on the reasons for MoMA’s 
acquisition and made contamination of the Arles 

S-21 show by the photos’ purported art status at 
MoMA inevitable. It became very difficult not to 
suppose that the photographs, or at least the ones 
MoMA had purchased, could, perhaps should, be 
viewed as art. Whether, by implication, Nhem Ein 
and his staff were to be considered artists, and 
whether this was aesthetically, ethically or 
politically defendable (to quote Caujolle’s three 
mottos), was an idea everybody in Arles that 
summer felt very uncomfortable with, yet that 
came to everybody’s mind. Caujolle was of course 
not responsible for MoMA’s acquisition, and 
could not be blamed for the photos’ already 
problematic status amidst the other shows of the 
festival being exacerbated by the knowledge that 
they were on view in a major art museum. There 
and then, in Arles in 1997, MoMA’s decision to 
collect and exhibit Nhem Ein’s photos was a 
source of confusion. With the distance we have 
today, this very decision can be put to work to 
undo the confusion and to help us clarify the issue 

that is the topic of my paper: to examine the 
legitimacy of art and the art institution in the face 
of radical evil. The photos provide a particularly 
disturbing test case, and one that is made 
unbearably ambiguous by the floating status of 
photography within a festival whose reason to 
exist revolved around the mottos, ethics, 

aesthetics, politics. By contrast, the reason for 
MoMA to exist is not ambiguous at all. It is to 
collect and exhibit art, and not to foster the duty 
of memory or to testify to the monstrosities 
engendered by political madness. 

Collecting and exhibiting art are by definition the 
main functions of art museums. The usual 
humanist legitimation of art museums claims that 
art is the collective property of humanity, and 
therefore grounds the publicity of the museum on 
its patrimonial character. It argues that since 
humanity possesses this collective treasure called 
art, actual men and women have a right of access 
to it. Accordingly, the humanist legitimation of 
art practice is tied up with the notion that artists 
are spokespersons of humanity in the aesthetic 
domain, and therefore postulates the legitimacy of 
artists to speak on behalf of all of us. There is a 
circular dialectic at work in the humanist 
argument: the legitimacy of the museum 
ultimately rests on the artists, while the 
legitimacy of the artists rests on their contribution 
to the museum. And both rest on the circular 
assumption that respect for the human defines the 
human. Every work of art having found its way 
into the collective treasure is supposed to contain 
something that is of interest to humans in general, 
something that expresses, feeds and rewards the 
humanity of humanity—I mean, the humanness of 
humankind. Should Nhem Ein be called an artist, 
he would have to be considered a legitimate 
representative of humankind as a whole, and that 
is obscene. Moreover, the expressions of the 
human condition emanating from Nhem Ein’s 
photographs, incredibly moving, touching, 
disturbing and laden with tragic humanity indeed, 
would have to be attributed to his own sensitivity 
to the humanness of humankind, in other words, 
to his empathy with the models, which is even 
more obscene. If MoMA’s raison d’être—to 
collect and exhibit art—ought to be justified in 
the humanist terms I just outlined, then in 
deciding to collect and exhibit Nhem Ein’s 
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photos, MoMA would have done nothing less than 
delegitimate its own existence.  

I’m not happy with that. I cherish museums as 
much as I cherish art, and I don’t rejoice at the 
prospect of dancing “on the museum’s ruins”—to 
quote Douglas Crimp’s well-known critique of the 
art institution, based not by chance, and I think 
rightly so, on the conviction that the Trojan horse 
penetrated the museum in the guise of 
photography.6 I do share Crimp’s profound 
mistrust of the humanist legitimation of art and the 
art museum. However, unlike he, I don’t believe in 
the slightest that museums of art have lost or 
should lose their legitimacy. They are—and this is 
quite different— under threat of becoming theme 
parks run for profit by the private sector, with the 
involuntary help of well-intentioned leftist 
scholars who see it as a victory to dissolve the 
singularity of “art” into the heterogeneous 
relativity of “cultural practices.” I think museums 
of art urgently need another legitimation than the 
humanist one, one for which the S-21 photographs 
may provide the most adequate—because the 
hardest conceivable — test case. Here is, in a 
nutshell, how I would sketch out this alternative 
legitimation. Museums of art are institutions, I 
would argue, where some human artefacts are 
being collected and preserved under the name of 
art, and shown in the name of art. The status of 
any given object included in the collection of an 
art museum hinges on two distinct procedures: the 
aesthetic judgement that has compared the object 
with existing art and confirmed that it deserved to 
be kept as art; and the public exhibition of the 
object on behalf of, precisely, its comparability 
with the collection of objects having acted as 
standard of comparison. Thus as a rule, museums 
of art collect and preserve things as art and display 
them in the name of art. Therein lies their 
legitimacy. Museums with other headings do 
neither: however beautiful the dioramas at New 
York’s Museum of Natural History, the stuffed 
animals they contain are not preserved as works of 
art and are not displayed in the name of an 
aesthetically constituted collection of works of art, 
either. In order to clarify the fuzzy notion of “art 
status,” it might prove useful to clearly distinguish 
the two functions of art museums and their 
corresponding procedures, as I briefly described 
them, because room is then made for two 
interesting anomalies: the case where things 

undoubtedly collected as works of art are not 
shown in the name of art—e.g. Rembrandt’s 
Anatomy Lesson in a documentary exhibition on 
the history of surgery; and the case where things 
not necessarily acknowledged as works of art are 
nevertheless shown in the name of art —S-21 
being an extreme such case, if not in Arles then 
certainly in New York.  

 

Figure 5. Installation shot of Photographs from 
S-21: 1975-1979, Museum of Modern Art, New 
York, 1997.  

I have not seen the MoMA show. It was soberly 
entitled Photographs from S-21: 1975-1979, and 
contained the eight photos the museum had 
purchased, along with fourteen others, in modest-
sized, framed and matted enlargements. It was 
installed in Gallery Three, located at the far end 
of MoMA’s (ex-) photography wing and 
advertised as “a place where visitors may pause to 
sit and reflect, and where Museum curators may 
share their enthusiasms for particular 
photographs, their thoughts about particular 
episodes in photography, and their explorations of 
the Museum’s rich collection.”7 The photography 
department at MoMA has a long history of 
admitting into its collection pictures that were 
obviously not made as works of art and whose 
vernacular condition the curators repeatedly insist 
should be kept in mind when viewing them.8 
Presumably the special status of Gallery Three is 
meant to facilitate this attitude. Whether it really 
succeeds is not guaranteed, however, because 
MoMA being a museum of art, everything it 
shows is inevitably shown in the name of its 
comparability with existing art, and is therefore 
begging the label “art” for itself. Hence the 
puzzlement museum visitors may feel when 
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touring some galleries—those of industrial design 
and photography being prime examples: they are 
invited to contemplate non-art objects in reference 
to art. Hence also the curators’ discomfort with the 
art/non-art dilemma, and the many disclaimers that 
have accompanied MoMA’s exhibitions of 
vernacular photography all along. A constant of 
those disclaimers is that they simultaneously deny 
that the photographers had artistic intentions when 
they made the photos, and acknowledge that the 
curators have aesthetic concerns when they show 
them. The result is a clever whisking away of the 
embarrassing word, “art,” in favour of its medium-
specific hypostasis, “photography.” One example 
would be Edward Steichen’s characterization of 
the unsigned images shown in his 1951 show, 
Forgotten Photographers, as “remarkably fine 
examples of photography”— photography, 
period.9 Another would be Szarkowski’s claim, in 
The Photographer’s Eye, that the artist 
photographer’s sense of reality and sense of craft 
are “anonymous and untraceable gifts from 
photography itself.”10 And yet another is provided 
by MoMA’s present chief curator of photography, 
Peter Galassi, when he states, “any kind of 
photograph, made for any purpose, is potentially 
relevant to the study of photography as a whole.”11 
“Photography, period,” “photography itself,” and 
“photography as a whole” are expressions that not 
only suggest that some photographs are worthy of 
aesthetic appraisal, but also that the whole of 
photography, in Szarkowski’s words, “the great 
undifferentiated whole of it”, the medium itself, 
withstands comparison with other artistically 
recognised mediums where its aesthetic potential 
is concerned. There is no question that it does; I 
see no problem in admitting that not all 
photographers (or all painters, for that matter) 
need to be called artists for their medium to be 
recognised as an art form. My point is that once an 
individual photograph conjures up its 
comparability with existing art works and art 
forms, it cannot escape begging or claiming the 
label “art” for itself, no matter how plain, 
inartistic, or vernacular it seems or is. This is true 
at MoMA, in Arles, or anywhere; the museum 
context simply makes the comparability issue 
explicit because whatever the museum shows is 
shown in the name of art, or, when the word “art” 
is avoided, in the name of formal concerns that are 
the trademark of high art all the same. Such 
concerns were made very clear by Szarkowski 

when, introducing Once Invisible, an exhibition 
of scientific (and thus definitely non-artistic) 
photographs beyond the threshold of what can be 
seen with the naked eye, he wrote in 1967: “Such 
work has been independent of artistic traditions, 
and unconcerned with aesthetic standards,” only 
to add a little further that the subject matter of the 
exhibition was “the form—the morphology, not 
the function— of the pictures shown.”12  

Needless to say, the wall text in Gallery Three 
presenting Photographs from S-21 stays aloof 
from such overt formalism. Signed by curatorial 
assistant Adrienne Williams, who curated the 
show, it soberly states that when Chris Riley and 
Doug Niven discovered the negatives, “they 
recognized that these powerful images warranted 
viewing by a larger audience.” The reader is left 
to infer that the curator shares that opinion. Riley 
and Niven themselves are more outspoken: 
“When we saw the original 6x6 negatives, we 
knew we could make very good prints,” said 
Niven, corroborated by Riley: “We could create 
exceptional quality prints from these negatives. 
And with this quality, we could get them into 
publications, galleries and museums, so as to 
reach a wider audience.” Asked whether their 
project evolved out of photographic or historical 
concern, Riley answered: “Our initial reaction 
was purely photographic”; and Niven added: 
“Even though they were of horrible subject 
matter, with horrible histories, we saw the 
possibility of making beautiful photographs.”13 It 
was left to Jack Woody, the publisher of The 

Killing Fields, to make the aesthetic argument 
dovetail with the medium-specificity-as-art 
argument and, in addition, to carry it beyond the 
formal issue of beauty or quality and to fill it with 
human content: “I thought they were the most 
amazing photos I’d seen in years. The emotional 
rapport the viewer has with subjects I hadn’t 
experienced in a long time. I thought to myself, 
‘That’s as good as photography gets’.”14 Such 
blunt language is miles away from the detached 
vocabulary of the photography curators at 
MoMA, but it may spell out why, in their eyes, 
too, “these powerful images warranted viewing 
by a larger audience” and were “potentially 
relevant to the study of photography as a whole.” 
What is relevant indeed is that Woody should 
speak of “the emotional rapport the viewer has 
with subjects”—the subjects in the photos—rather 
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than with the photos themselves as objects of 
study. Suddenly, the poignancy Roland Barthes 
deemed essential to the medium of photography is 
puncturing MoMA’s formalist discourse. Barthes’ 
punctum and the way it overwhelms the viewer 
overrule MoMA’s self-imposed restriction to the 
studium—so much so that, if any specific 
reference to “photography itself” is summoned by 
the Tuol Sleng photos, it certainly is Alexander 
Gardner’s photo of Lewis Payne on death row, 
whose punctum Barthes characterized thusly: 
“He’s going to die.”15  

 

Figure 6. Alexander Gardner, Lewis Payne, 
1865. 

Sobriety in exhibition design, noncommittal wall 
texts and clever avoidance of the word “art” in 
press releases won’t succeed in hiding the fact that 
our aesthetic interest in photography is shot 
through with feelings, emotions, projections of 
sympathy or antipathy, that address the people in 
the photos beyond the photos themselves.16 I am 
convinced that something of that emotional 
response to the properly human ordeal of the 
subjects in the Tuol Sleng photos had a saying in 
MoMA’s decision to acquire them. To suppose 
otherwise would be to lend the acquisition 
committee undeserved cynicism. The coolness, the 
aloofness—and in the case of Photographs from S-

21 I’m tempted to add: the coyness—that are 
characteristic of the discourse of MoMA’s 
photography department should not be taken at 
face value. They betray embarrassment much 
more than lofty formalism or aversion for the 
human and humanitarian content of photographs. 
They are pre-emptive moves, it seems to me, 
destined to silence the humanist justification for 
photography’s place inside a museum of art. I 
guess inhabiting the Trojan horse when you are a 
defender of Troy is not the most comfortable 
position to be in, but it sharpens your senses. And 
I guess the curators of photography at MoMA 
must be more alerted than those of other 
departments to the dangers of scavenging in “the 
museum’s ruins,” and are therefore all the keener 
on eschewing the humanist legitimation of the art 
museum as a whole. With Photographs from S-

21, the pre-emptive move verges on the phobic, 
and understandably. The slightest avowal of 
emotional intercourse with the photos and 
compassion for their subjects brings the risk of a 
humanist reading too close to home—and with it, 
the risk of proclaiming Nhem Ein an artist, i.e., a 
legitimate representative of humanity in the 
aesthetic domain. 

The above may be sheer speculation on my part. 
As I said, I have not seen MoMA’s exhibition 
and, for reasons that will become clear toward the 
end of my paper, I am therefore unable to form a 
fair opinion on its decision to acquire and show 
the Tuol Sleng photographs. The idea that, with 
this acquisition, the humanist legitimation for art 
and the art institution was put to the toughest test 
ever, was in any case an irrepressible thought for 
anyone like myself who had learned of the 
MoMA purchase upon arriving in Arles. But what 
had got me thinking even before I saw the Arles 
exhibition was the kind of test it would represent 
for the alternative legitimation of the art 
institution I was already working on.17 The 
humanist, patrimonial, view argues that since 
humanity possesses this collective treasure called 
art, all men and women are entitled to have access 
to it. I propose to argue in the opposite direction: 
provided that all men and women have access to 
the treasure and are free to put its art status on 
trial at any given moment, its preservation in 
public art institutions is justified. Presentation or 
publicity legitimates collection or patrimony, not 
the other way around. The main consequence of 
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this reversal of the humanist argument is that it 
shifts the freedom and the responsibility of 
conferring “art status” to the content of art 
museums away from the museum officials and to 
the viewers. In normal day-to-day conditions—i.e., 
when the museum collects and preserves certain 
things as art and shows them in the name of art—
this transfer is effectuated as an invitation handed 
over to the viewers to appreciate the works 
aesthetically, with no further consequences if they 
keep their verdicts to themselves. But in the two 
anomalous conditions I hinted at earlier—i.e., 
when things collected as art are not shown in the 
name of art (a regime, incidentally, that has 
virtually become the rule in the world of 
contemporary art), or when things that are not art 
are nevertheless shown in the name of art (as is the 
case with vernacular photography at MoMA)—
then real, not merely symbolic or conventional, 
pressure is exerted on the individual viewers to 
baptize the things in question “art” or “not art” 
themselves. Aesthetic judgements acquire an 
either/or gravity they do not have in the day-to-day 
life of art museums—and are certainly not 
expected to have in the context of a summer photo 
festival held in a lovely Provence town bathed in 
sunlight. One would have expected that the variety 
of shows the 1997 edition of the Arles photo 
festival had to offer, and their shifting status across 
the whole spectrum of photography’s artistic and 
non artistic usages, would have alleviated or even 
diluted the gravity the S-21 show requested 
anyway, for political, not aesthetic, reasons. The 
opposite was true: without S-21 the deliberate 
ambiguity of the festival might have fuelled 
passionate bistrot-conversations on the art status 
of this or that body of photographs—but 
conversations that would make no one sleepless. 
The presence of S-21 loaded such conversations 
with an exacerbated gravity that proved to be of 
aesthetic much more than political nature. Even 
amidst an array of exhibitions not at all devoid of 
violent images, S-21 felt out of place, like a 
deliberate and solemn faute de goût that made 
straightforward aesthetic characterizations of the 
photos disturbing to hear and awkward to 
pronounce. Riley and Niven were not in Arles; had 
they been there, it is a safe bet that hearing them 
talk of “beautiful photographs” and “exceptional 
quality prints” would have been unbearable to 
quite a few visitors of S-21. 

Disentangling the alternative from the humanist 
legitimation of the art institution is now all the 
more important that Caujolle’s placement of the 
S-21 show in the rubric Le devoir de mémoire was 
not free of humanist calculations. The call on 
human rights and the evocation of their violation 
are fundamental to the prescription of the duty of 

memory. In relying on the concept of human 
rights, Caujolle may have overlooked the 
uniqueness of the Tuol Sleng photos. I don’t think 
arousing compassion for the victims and their 
rights was the first among his motivations, but he 
must have seen such empathy as a precondition 
for political awareness and the fight against 
oblivion. Given that empathy with the people in 
the images is part and parcel of our aesthetic 
response to photographs more than to other, non-
indexical, kinds of images (Barthes’ punctum, 
again), Caujolle was bound to call on a sort of 
sentimental humanitarianism in order to sustain 
his decision to include S-21 in the Arles festival. 
This forces me to ruthlessly examine his ethical 
attitude when he made that decision. It was 
unambiguous, politically. Caujolle adamantly 
refused to grant Nhem Ein and his assistants the 
title of artists, and the photos the status of art. 
Nhem Ein was an agent of Pol Pot’s regime, and 
in no way a representative of humanity. The 
photos were the product of a totalitarian police 
state and a deranged genocidal bureaucracy. 
Caujolle did not exhibit them in the name of art, 
but rather, in the name of a political imperative 
called the duty of memory. As far as he was 
concerned, art had never been at issue. His 
statements in various interviews made sure that 
the photos were exhibited with a virtual yet rather 
visible label stating, “This is not art,” and bearing 
his explicit signature.  

I see no reason to doubt Caujolle’s sincerity, so 
let me try to be as clear as he. I respect and share 
his ethical attitude regarding the photographers. I 
am no more ready to call Nhem Ein an artist than 
he is. But my own reasons for this are quite 
different from his: mine are poised on the 
threshold where aesthetics lead into ethics and 
only then into politics, whereas his, as I 
understand them, are integrally political, and are 
ethical inasmuch as justice in politics presupposes 
an ethical sense of justice. Whatever aesthetic 
reasons he must have had to claim that art was not 
at issue in Nhem Ein’s photos are either made 
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subservient to the political cause he has embraced 
or set aside, denied and repressed. Again, I see no 
reason to question his ethical and political 
commitment, which I endorse and respect. What 
worries me is the shunting of aesthetics, which I 
cannot help but think is bound to give way to some 
return of the repressed. I cannot conceive of 
political clairvoyance in matters of art without 
trust in aesthetic experience, but this is apparently 
not Caujolle’s philosophy. The result, it seems to 
me, is that he failed to register the new aesthetic—
yes, aesthetic—category the Khmer Rouge forced 
us to open, that of genocidal images. There is, to 
the best of my knowledge, no other historical 
instance of a political regime involved in genocide 
that systematically kept a photographed record of 
the people it exterminated. Even the Nazis did not 
do this (or if they did, they destroyed the 
evidence).18  

The attack against the species is the work of 
the species. The SS is not different from us. 
Personal innocence, as deep as it may be, 
counts for nothing in the face of this forced 
solidarity with the species as carrier of evil, 
of death, of fire. Not a trace of humanism in 
this. 

Dionys Mascolo19 

Those lines are excerpted from a text aptly (or 
perhaps not aptly at all) echoing Caujolle’s Devoir 
de mémoire, since it is entitled Autour d’un effort 
de mémoire, Sur une lettre de Robert Antelme 
(Around a memory effort, On a letter by Robert 
Antelme). The circular dialectic at work in the 
humanist legitimation for art and the art institution 
assumes that respect for the human defines the 
human. Mascolo’s lines, and, in their background, 
Antelme’s book, L’espèce humaine, shatter that 
assumption. Perhaps humanism’s greatest 
philosophical inconsistency is to presume that 
inhuman behaviour excludes some humans from 
humanity. The lesson to be drawn from the Shoah, 
Dionys Mascolo reminds us, is that nobody can be 
excluded from humanity: the torturers are as 
human as the victims. Making Nhem Ein a 
legitimate representative of humanity in the 
aesthetic domain is obscene but consistent with 
both the quality of his photos and the humanist 
legitimation of art—which is thus thereby shown 
to be ruined. Though I agree with Caujolle to 

refuse to call Nhem Ein an artist, I believe that his 
reasons to do so are insufficiently disentangled 
from pre-Shoah humanism. In everything he said 
to explain and justify his attitude (though not, 
interestingly enough, in what he did, as we shall 
see), I think Caujolle winced before what Dionys 
Mascolo called the “forced solidarity with the 
species as carrier of evil, of death, of fire.” He did 
not go far enough in the direction of complicity 
with the murderers; he stopped short of fully 
assuming the obscenity of his own endeavour.  

Let us recall that, upon learning of the Arles 
exhibition, Nhem Ein declared himself proud to 
be the “star” of a photo festival in France, and 
virtually thanked the organizers for his newly 
conquered title of artist. That is obscene enough. 
Now, let us momentarily grant him his title, or at 
least examine on what basis it could be granted 
him. It must never have crossed Nhem Ein’s mind 
at the time that his work was art or could be seen 
as such, but who knows? Unlike Marc Garanger, 
who was forced by the French army when he was 
doing his military service during the Algerian 
war, to photograph “suspect” Algerian women, 
due to his capacity as a professional photographer 
in his civilian life, Nhem Ein was not even a 
professional photographer before the Khmer 
Rouge sent him to Shanghai with the explicit 
purpose of teaching him the skills he needed to 
carry out his task at the side of the executioners. 
We cannot rule out the hypothesis that he 
developed a genuine taste for the medium in the 
course of his studies and that he took refuge in an 
aesthetic attitude in order to blind himself to his 
complicity in the atrocities committed at S-21. 
Though he now denies it, he may have had 
conscious artistic ambitions at once prompted and 
perverted by his own survival strategy. There is 
evidence that he set up a formal photo studio fit 
for a more refined practice than mere mug 
shots—an oddity, given the circumstances. The 
quality of some of the Tuol Sleng photos makes it 
unlikely, or at any rate, indemonstrable, that 
Nhem Ein and the photographers in his team were 
unconscious of their aesthetic know-how. If not 
unconscious artists, could it then not be said that 
they were “inadvertent” or “unintentional” 
artists?20 The argument may be morally repulsive 
yet it is aesthetically relevant: Atget didn’t want 
to be perceived as an artist, yet the sheer quality 
of his work has made us brush his protests aside, 
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and rightly so. To calm our scruples at the 
prospect of giving Nhem Ein Atget’s treatment, 
we might retort that, being morally compromised 
in an evil enterprise, Nhem Ein forsook every right 
to the title of artist. But that would be the weakest 
argument of all: Leni Riefenstahl was definitely an 
artist, and much more compromised with the Nazi 
regime than Nhem Ein with the Khmer Rouge, 
since she was not under threat. No measure of 
delving on Nhem Ein’s psyche, consciousness and 
conscience will get us around what has long been 
recognised in aesthetic theory as the “intentional 
fallacy.”21 In order to try to understand the status 
to be given to these photographs, we should turn to 
Caujolle’s consciousness and moral conscience 
instead. The latter is beyond suspicion. The former 
puts him in jeopardy. Though he may have 
underestimated the ambiguities inherent in the 
context of reception of S-21, Caujolle must have 
been aware that the label “This is art” was going to 
be attached to the photos. To suppose otherwise 
would be an insult to his strategic intelligence of 
the situation. S-21’s presence amidst a number of 
photography exhibitions whose art status shifted 
across the whole spectrum running from press-
agency photojournalism to “straight” and then 
“pure” photography to “art-done-in-the-photo-
medium” was a calculated move, and the show’s 
impact owed a lot to its ambiguous position in that 
spectrum. When the show is being held at the 
Cambodian embassy, or in some other 
humanitarian context, as a ritual of political 
catharsis and atonement, its impact is not at all the 
same. Moreover, Caujolle must personally have 
attached the label “This is art” to the photos as 
well, whether or not he knows it, and even if he 
doesn’t acknowledge it. To suppose otherwise 
would this time be an insult to his aesthetic 
familiarity with the medium’s history and to his 
sophisticated awareness of the medium’s potential. 
Before he decided to show them in Arles, he had 
seen the photos in Phnom Penh; he had registered 
their emotional impact; he had acknowledged 
receipt of them on the aesthetic as well as on the 
ethical and the political levels. He simply would 
not allow himself to let the word “art” translate his 
aesthetic experience. His negation of the photos’ 
properly artistic qualities is a denial on his part, a 
denial in a quasi-Freudian sense, and a denial not 
unlike the rejection of so many masterpieces of 
avant-garde art by those critics who registered 

those works’ aesthetic impact but could not deal 
with the emotional responses they triggered.  

What makes me speak of denial is not that 
Caujolle acted in bad faith, or unconsciously. It is 
that aesthetic judgements are involuntary, and that 
the phrase “This is art” expresses an aesthetic 
judgement. The word “art” comes to your mind, 
possibly against your will, whenever a human 
artefact triggers an aesthetic response that calls 
for a comparison with existing art. In the context 
of an art museum, such a call for comparison is 
explicit and desired—this is what “showing art in 
the name of art” means. At the Museum of the 
Genocide in Phnom Penh, the photos are 
definitely shown neither as art nor in the name of 
art. Did Caujolle’s experience of them, there, 
nevertheless situate itself in the comparative 
realm of aesthetic judgements about art? There is 
evidence of a positive answer in his own 
acknowledgment that “these portraits are 
undeniably images presenting an aesthetic 
interest,” and that “certain portraits could 
undoubtedly find a place in an exhibition of 
Irving Penn or Richard Avedon22.” To attach the 
sentence “This is art” to the photos is inevitable 
the minute Irving Penn or Richard Avedon are 
summoned, whether or not you dare admit it. 
Caujolle didn’t deny the aesthetic nature of his 
initial response to the photos. What he denied is 
the legitimacy of the translation of his aesthetic 
experience into the sentence “This is art”. He 
must have grasped that if he admitted that Nhem 
Ein’s photos were art, he would also have had to 
admit that Nhem Ein was an artist. But I don’t 
believe this to be the last word of his reasoning; 
another inference can be made from the same 
premises. Before we broach the subject, we need 
to question another aspect of Caujolle’s 
explanation of his attitude, and uncover another 
denial of his.  

This has to do with the way Caujolle dealt with 
the installation of the photos. In order to 
demonstrate that his attitude had been ethical and 
political and not at all aesthetic, Caujolle 
explained that he had gone out of his way to de-
aestheticize the installation as much as possible. 
His favourite strategy to that effect was not to 
make decisions—or so the story goes. He had 
accepted the first venue offered for the show by 
the city of Arles, he said: a rather inhospitable 
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room, amateurishly equipped, that had once served 
as an exhibition room and was in a rather derelict 
state. He had arranged the photos on a grid 
occupying fully one and only one wall of the 
room. He had determined the scale of the 
enlargement by the number of photographs that 
had to be fitted in precisely this arrangement. He 
had eschewed composition and had underlined the 
arbitrariness of the hanging by placing the photo 
of a boy wearing Number One in the top left 
corner of the grid. The wall was poorly lit by a 
battery of spotlights that looked as if they had not 
been aimed properly but left as they were. He had 
indeed left them untouched. Finally, he had printed 
a text explaining the reasons for the show on a 
transparent sheet of plastic, neither hanging on the 
wall above or underneath the photographs nor on 
an adjacent wall, but lying on the floor in front of 
the photos, as if the installation work was still in 
process. The text ran across the whole width of the 
grid, on several lines, in such a way that you had 
to walk back and forth to read it and that, by the 
same token, you were subjected to a line-up of 
gazes staring at you in their shattering diversity 
and the singularity of their address to you. All 
these decisions, or non-decisions, were ethical and 
deliberately anti-aesthetic. I heard this explanation 
from the horse’s mouth prior to my visit, and I 
already suspected that such convenient separation 
of the ethical and the aesthetic could not be 
upheld. My actual experience of the installation 
confirmed my suspicion. It was clear to me that, 
his vehement denials notwithstanding, Caujolle 
had made a number of precise aesthetic decisions, 
and that these were much less conventional and 
thus much more artistic than the ones usually 
made by a curator hanging a show. He behaved 
like an installation artist, a good, politically 
conscious and responsible artist, who knows how 
the ethical legitimacy of art hinges on aesthetic 
decisions, and all the more so when they take the 
form of a series of calculated anti-aesthetic 
gestures. 

At that point I began to understand why Caujolle 
had so stubbornly denied that Nhem Ein’s photos 
were art: not so much because he would have had 
to admit that Nhem Ein was an artist, but because 
he was reluctant to admit that he himself was the 
artist. Yet, what better acknowledgment could we 
imagine of what Dionys Mascolo called the 
“forced solidarity with the species as carrier of 

evil, of death, of fire”? What better recognition of 
the fact that no one can be excluded from the 
humanity in whose name artists claim to speak? I 
think Caujolle recoiled, but he may have another 
explanation; he probably shares the current view 
that, with the exception of those grandiloquent 
egomaniacs practicing the worst kind of 
reactionary art, artists do not pretend to speak in 
the name of humanity. In that case he is victim to 
the same misunderstanding that has fed all the 
anti-aesthetic theories of art that have come to 
dominate the debate in the last forty years. The 
alternative theory that I think our times need 
maintains that artists legitimately claim to speak 
in the name of humanity, provided such a 
humanity is allowed to include the tasteless and 
uncultivated, the enemies of art, the barbarians, 
the criminals, and even, to use the three categories 
having emerged from the Nuremberg trials to 
designate the perpetrators of imprescriptible 
crimes, those humans guilty of war crimes, 
genocide and crimes against humanity. “Not a 
trace of humanism in this,” to quote Dionys 
Mascolo again. Caujolle’s anti-aesthetic strategy 
as an installation artist definitely confirms that 
such humanism is delegitimated as a foundation 
for art. But Caujolle’s denials, highlighted by the 
fact that what he did belies what he said, show 
that delegitimation is nothing. We don’t want to 
be trapped in aporias such as Adorno’s, when he 
claimed in Kulturkritik und Gesellschaft that 
writing poetry after Auschwitz was barbaric (and 
then retracted in Negative Dialektik). It is the 
relegitimation we should be looking for, even if 
this means defending Caujolle against his own 
denials. 

The humanist legitimation claims that art is the 
collective property of humanity. What if 
humanity is to include war criminals and people 
guilty of genocide? The same legitimation also 
entails that artists are representatives of humanity 
in the aesthetic domain. What if they are actually 
aesthetic representatives of people who are 
perpetrators of crimes against humanity? On both 
accounts, Nhem Ein cannot possibly make a 
legitimate claim to the title of artist. The 
conclusion, however, is not that the title of artist 
has been irredeemably sullied or that practicing 
photography after Tuol Sleng has become as 
barbaric as writing poetry after Auschwitz once 
was for Adorno. The conclusion pays attention to 
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the transference the title of artist is submitted to: it 
is now as if Caujolle had taken it upon himself to 
replace the missing artist, with as little legitimacy 
as he. Recognising this lack of legitimacy is the 
first step toward relegitimation, and Caujolle took 
that first step, quite paradoxically protected by his 
denials and the way they were contradicting his 
acts. He assumed Nhem Ein’s place, symbolically 
stepped in his shoes, crept in his skin, shouldered 
the role of the monstrously illegitimate artist, and 
took responsibility for the aesthetic qualities 
yielded by Nhem Ein’s photos. This he did in his 
capacity as the photos’ curator, protected by the 
knowledge that he was not their maker. And in so 
doing, he transferred the burden to the viewer: in 
spite of all his denials, he nevertheless decided that 
these photos deserved to be seen, for their 
aesthetic qualities as well as for their political 
relevance. He addressed them to us. He addressed 
them to me. 

 

Figure 7. Richard Avedon, Napalm Victim, 
Saigon, excerpted from Richard Avedon, The 

Sixties, New York, Random House, 1999. 

In my whole life, I have never felt that an aesthetic 
judgement could weigh so heavily on someone’s 
shoulders. Nor have I ever felt so strongly that I 
had a moral responsibility in making that aesthetic 
judgement. The experience was painful, and I 
couldn’t say why, at the time. Now I think I can. It 
has to do with aesthetic judgements being 
comparative and involuntary. The fact is, it was 
incredibly easy—not just easy; it was automatic—

to see in those photos reminiscences of Richard 
Avedon (I’m not sure about Irving Penn, but then, 
I’m not photo-literate enough). I couldn’t help 
Avedon’s photo of a napalm victim, for example, 
being a screen through which I was watching the 
S-21 photos. The best among them were in any 
case laden with the kind of humanist poignancy 
you expect from a good Avedon photograph, and 
this made them unbearable. My experience of 
them was like the experience of a strongly 
provocative avant-garde work—the kind of work 
that provokes an initial response of disgust, and 
which you must slowly learn to appreciate—but 
in reverse. Here the initial response was one of 
cheap empathy and good conscience, and 
knowledge of the context in which the photos had 
been taken only made their potential for 
sentimentality worse—revolting, even. I had to 
fight my initial response, that’s what the photos 
were asking. The moral responsibility I felt I had 
vis-à-vis these images entailed a refusal and a 
rejection of the aesthetic feelings they yielded—
which of course couldn’t be done, because 
aesthetic feelings are involuntary: I couldn’t deny 
having had them without being dishonest. Instead, 
the photographs actually called for a prolonged 
and renewed aesthetic experience of them. I spent 
an hour with them on my first visit, and came 
back for another hour the next day. I found myself 
staring at the photos—or rather, at the people in 
the photos—one by one, for quite some time, 
until they emerged from the anonymity of mass 
murder and became individuals again. It’s not that 
they were not individuals in my first experience, 
it’s that their individuality was draped in generic 
humanism and conventionalized by the “Avedon-
aesthetics” they too easily conjured up, and had to 
be recovered from elsewhere—most of the time 
from some little detail that told something 
specific, not about their lives or their personality 
but about their present ordeal, the material 
conditions of detention, the fear on their face or 
the disarming abandonment in their eyes at the 
very moment of the snapshot. I had to address 
each photo, each person in the photos, 
individually before I could acknowledge receipt 
of their gaze—most of the time indeed intensely 
addressed to the camera—as if it were addressed 
to me in person. Only then did the people in the 
photos rise from the dead, and only then did this 
unbearably controversial exhibition acquire its 
true legitimacy. 
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This is in no way the last word of the new 
legitimation for art and the art museum that the 
delegitimation of the old humanist rationale 
requires. S-21 remains an extreme and fortunately 
rare borderline case. Why is it such a crucial test 
case, then? Why does Nhem Ein’s complicity in 
the Cambodian genocide provide us with a unique 
example of non-art that has as much paradigmatic 
value for art theory as other, harmless yet far more 
notorious examples of non-art, such as Duchamp’s 
readymades? Is it because Nhem Ein’s photos 
explore and transgress the limits of art? Is it 
because they force us to conceive of art beyond the 
pale of what is humanly acceptable? I don’t 
believe in such rationales. They have been called 
upon too often in justification of so-called works 
of non-art, and in my view they never applied to 
really good art nor explained why negativity in art 
transmutes in positive qualities. Too much 
complacent credit is given in art criticism to the 
representation of trauma, the aesthetics of the 
abject, the celebration of disgust, the fascination 
with snuff movies, the aesthetization of 
catastrophes and terrorism, and other morbid 
symptoms. Karlheinz Stockhausen’s claim that 
9/11 was a work of art should put an end to those 
symptoms, for it tells their truth. To repeat: why is 
S-21 such a crucial test case for art theory? 1) 
Because, as I hope to be able to show on another 
occasion, the new legitimation for art and the art 
museum puts the humanist claim of the artist’s 
universal representativity to the test of the art 
work’s universal address; 2) because I have no 
way of knowing whether a work of art contains a 
universal address except the feeling of being 
addressed personally by it; 3) because, more often 
than not in truly innovative art, that feeling hinges 
on my capacity or my willingness to address the 
work so that it addresses me; and 4) because, in 
the case of images proceeding not just from 
murderous intentions but from genocidal ones, this 
reversal of address is made mandatory by the 
absolute certainty that the photographer did not 
address his models. It belongs to the definition of 
genocide that the people it exterminates are 
annihilated in their humanity even before they are 
actually killed. Nhem Ein did not execute the 
victims; they were dead already to his eyes 
inasmuch as they were reduced to things that are 
not spoken to and will soon be disposed of. This is 
why the responsibility of addressing them is 
imperatively transferred to the viewer of the 

photos, whether Caujolle or you and me. Calling 
the photos by the name of art, baptizing them, in 
the second person—“You are art”—is just one 
way, the clumsiest, certainly, of making sure that 
the people in the photos are restored to their 
humanity; and this, not their so-called art status, 
is of course what matters. To speak of 
shouldering the role of the artist that Nhem Ein 
could not assume, is another way of saying the 
same. There is nothing honorific to the name 
artist in this sense. If anything, it testifies to the 
impossibility of claiming to speak on behalf of all 
of us without speaking for the evil part of 
humankind as well as for the peaceful and 
civilized. 

June 1997-November 2004-April 2007 
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Sound Bridges and Travelling 
Tunes1 
 
 
 
 
Deniz Göktürk, UC Berkeley, USA

Prologue 

Let us start with travelling tunes that underscore 
moving pictures of bridges. The trailer on the 
American DVD release of Fatih Akın’s 
documentary film Crossing the Bridge: The Sound 

of Istanbul opens with a view of the Manhattan 
skyline through clouds, the Brooklyn Bridge 
emerging in the foreground and dissolving into the 
distribution company’s name: Strand Releasing.2 
The actual trailer for Crossing the Bridge follows 
after the company logo, presenting a helicopter 
shot of the Bosporus Bridge, immediately cutting 
to a dancing belly, then again to the Bosporus 
Bridge, followed by break dancers performing on 
a street. A cover version of Madonna’s “Music 
(makes the people come together),” sung by 
Turkish pop singer Sertap, amalgamates a montage 
of several performers from the film, pointedly 
accentuating the community-building quality of 
music. Condensed into 43 seconds, the trailer 
promises a wide-ranging cross-section of popular 
tunes and acts. The film, produced in Germany in 
2005, directed by a German Turk, set in Istanbul, 
and presented in the USA by a distribution 
company for international art house cinema, 
located not in Brooklyn or Manhattan, but in 
Culver City, Los Angeles, exemplifies the 
circulation of cultural forms, the mediated 
production of vernacular specificity, and the 
interdependencies between global and local 
configurations in cinema and music. In the course 
of this paper, we shall return to Crossing the 

Bridge and to the use of sound in this film as well 
as Fatih Akın’s previous film Head-On in more 
detail, but first, some preliminary reflections on 
the bridge metaphor are in order. 

Moving Bridges 

The title of our conference “Aesthetics Bridging 
Cultures” proposes an antithesis to the self-
fullfilling prophecy about a “clash of 
civilizations.”3 While the “culture clash” model 
has accrued high currency as the mantra 
governing world politics, it is unpopular among 
intellectuals, particularly in Turkey, where 
national self-fashioning has always drawn on an 
ecclectic mix of influences and aspirations. The 
selection of Istanbul as one of the cultural capitals 
of Europe for 2010 – along with Essen, Germany, 
and Pécs, Hungary – proposes a welcome 
opportunity to counteract the East/West divide 
through cultural policy and aesthetic 
interventions. The bridge metaphor abounds in 
advance publicity material for 2010. The website 
Istanbul 2010: European Capital of Culture 
emphatically frames Istanbul as a cosmopolitan 
model for living together, emphasizing the city’s 
unique location, which connects Europe and Asia 
by bridges, both in physical and figurative senses.  
The “Istanbul 2010 European Capital of Culture 
Master Plan,” published on the website, 
proclaims: “The second determinant shaping the 
Master Plan is Istanbul’s rich cultural heritage. As 
the only city in the world that bridges two 
continents, Istanbul in all its guises has always 
been a crossroads of cultures.”4 A publicity 
brochure, also available from the website, 
pronounces the social potentials of the bridging 
location: “Istanbul will serve as a cultural bridge 
between Europe and the East, and new 
opportunities for international contacts will arise. 
This bridging function, which derives from the 
city’s geographical location, will create 
opportunities for international socialisation in 
cultural life.”5 
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What exactly is being bridged here? A bridge 
implies two stable shores. When evoked in a 
metaphorical sense, it posits distinct self-contained 
cultures based on continents, such as Asia vis-à-
vis Europe, or, more vaguely, “the East” vis-à-vis 
“the West.” Caution is in place, however, because 
the logic of geographically rooted, distinct, and 
self-contained cultures, which is inherent both in 
the rhetoric of nationalist purity as well as 
multicultural diversity, tends to replicate and 
reinforce what Amartya Sen has called 
“civilizational confinement,” or the “identity 
trap.”6 Meanwhile, the festival parade of 
biennales, carnivals, and other spectacles in world 
cities proliferates as a global competition in 
showcasing diversity, not the least for purposes of 
“destination branding” as a means of tourist 
attraction.7 

In Istanbul, the celebration of diversity is infused 
with nostalgia, which comes to bear in the 
following quote, also from the Istanbul 2010 
website: “Throughout history, then, Istanbul has 
been home to countless societies and cultures. Yet 
this ‘beautiful harmony’, which is embedded in the 
city’s foundations and entwined in the branches of 
its family tree, is not just a pleasant memento from 
a bygone era. Istanbul retains still its rich 
cosmopolitan character, sometimes concealing and 
sometimes revealing the evidence of its unrivalled 
physical and cultural legacy. The city is a living 
example of the much sought-after meeting of 
civilisations – something so desperately missing in 
the modern world that the search for it seems 
almost utopian.”8 In the process of reinventing the 
city as a “European capital of culture,” the utopian 
quest for models of encounter and convergence 
evokes nostalgia for a cosmopolitan past. 

An ironic fallacy in this rhetoric lies in the fact 
that non-Muslim minorities such as Greeks, 
Armenians, and Jews who had lived in the city for 
centuries and contributed to its cosmopolitan 
fabric have been dwindling in numbers, but their 
heritage, especially their former buildings and 
neighbourhoods, are being claimed in a kind of 
retro-chic fashion.9 Meanwhile, new migrants to 
the city, poor refugees from Iraq, Russia, and 
Kurdish regions in southeastern Turkey, to name 
but a few trajectories, remain more or less 
invisible from celebratory exhibitions of 
cosmopolitan coexistence. As the city is 

fundamentally reshaped in the course of urban 
renewal projects, which often demolish old 
communities such as the Gypsy neighborhood of 
Sulukule outside the old city walls, discourses of 
heritage preservation needs to be scrutinized 
carefully. Moreover, claims to identity, territory, 
and tradition that are articulated by various 
groups, both governmental and non-governmental 
agencies, unfold within the horizon of European 
integration, supranational affiliations, and 
international human rights discourses. The 
broader question of relevance beyond Turkey is 
the following: Which minority voices do nation 
states incorporate into selective spectacles of 
additive multiculturalism? For all of us who are 
designing curricula or curating film programs, 
festivals, and exhibitions within various 
institutional frameworks, the question arises who 
highlights local specificity, heritage, and 
authenticity, and to what end? How can we learn 
to think outside of neatly labelled national and 
ethnic boxes and listen more closely to 
translingual voices? 

Regimes of nationalism as well as 
multiculturalism tend to be underwritten with 
ethno cultural identifications about belonging to a 
community of indigenous people who have some 
organic attachment to their land. These models do 
not allow for multiple affiliations, and relegate 
migrants to a state of perpetual in-between, also 
framed as resistance to integration.10 
Transnational writers, who work in multiple 
locations and languages, know better. In their 
stories they negotiate and reinvent the language of 
space and transition, proximity and distance, 
contact and friction. Zafer Şenocak, who writes 
and publishes in German and in Turkish, writes in 
his essay “Beyond the Language of the Land”: “I 
am not in between, for I have lost my sense of 
direction,” 11 thus emphatically claiming a 
fragmentary and multidirectional aesthetic against 
the predominance of any linear narrative – both 
with regard to personal biography as well as 
national historiography. Yoko Tawada, who 
writes in Japanese and German, also refutes the 
logic of ties and hyphens: “I did not want to build 
bridges.”12 In “Where Europe Begins,” a 
multilayered travelling narrative on the Trans-
Siberian Railroad, published in a volume of the 
same title, she draws attention to the imaginary 
fluidity and relativity of continental boundaries 
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and thus playfully undermines the “culture clash” 
rhetoric:  

Europe begins not in Moscow but 
somewhere before. I looked out the window 
and saw a sign as tall as a man with two 
narrow arrows painted on it, beneath which 
the words ‘Europe’ and ‘Asia’ were written. 
The sign stood in the middle of a field like a 
solitary customs agent.  

‘We’re in Europe already!’ I shouted to 
Masha, who was drinking tea in our 
compartment. 

‘Yes, everything’s Europe behind the Ural 
Mountains,” she replied, unmoved, as 
though this had no importance, and went on 
sipping her tea. 

I went over to a Frenchman, the only 
foreigner in the car besides me, and told him 
that Europe didn’t just begin in Moscow. He 
gave a short laugh and said that Moscow 
was not Europe.13 

Georg Simmel pointed out already in 1909 in his 
essay “The Bridge and the Door” that relating and 
separating always precondition each other – we 
can only relate things, which we perceive as 
separate. “Things must first be separate in order to 
be together. […] The bridge becomes an aesthetic 
value not only because it in reality achieves the 
inter-relation of what is separate, and because it 
achieves practical purposes, it becomes an 
aesthetic value because it makes the interrelation 
immediately visible. The bridge encourages the 
eye to inter-relate parts of the landscape just as in 
practical reality it encourages bodies to relate with 
one another.”14 Simmel’s relativist epistemology is 
important with regard to current discussions about 
cultural contact. His essay about sites and figures 
of transition – the bridge and the door – and their 
aesthetic value carries seeds of a dynamic 
conceptualization of encounter, interaction, and 
representation. Martin Heidegger seems to pick up 
on a similarly dynamic conception of the bridge, 
which constitutes its shores rather than positing 
them: “The banks emerge as banks only as the 
bridge crosses the stream.”15 However, 
Heidegger’s emphasis remains primarily on 
dwelling rather than transition. 

Simmel’s focus on relativity, mobility, and 
process in the idea of bridging ties back to spatial 
transition through sonic fluidity in films such as 
Crossing the Bridge and Head-On. In the 
following, I am going to highlight some aesthetic 
strategies in these films that transcend the rhetoric 
of being trapped or lost “between two cultures.” 
As we shall see, shared points of reference can 
emerge in the realm of travelling tunes rather than 
in self-contained traditions. 

Melodrama Head-On 

In February 2004, Fatih Akın won the top prize at 
the International Berlin Film Festival for his 
feature Gegen die Wand / Head-On / Duvara 

Karşı. It was the first time in 18 years that a 
German film received this prestigious award. The 
film, set in Hamburg and Istanbul, depicts the 
relationship between two suicidal character: 
Cahit, a punk, and Sibel, a headstrong woman in 
her twenties who is at odds with her families 
expectations and proposes a sham-marriage to 
Cahit in order to escape her family. Both 
protagonists are Germans of Turkish background 
– like Akın himself, who was born in Hamburg in 
1973. Like their director, the characters in Head-

On have multilocal attachments and frequently 
travel across borders. They show little concern 
with problems of acculturation; instead they 
briskly defy social expectations and resist 
incorporation into any community. Head-On 
proposes a dynamic perspective on traffic in and 
out of a “Germany in Transit” – fundamentally 
reshaped by transnational migration, European 
integration, and economic globalization.16 
Turkish popular culture provides an equally 
important source of inspiration. 

Narrative structure as well as acting and staging 
in Head-On signal a self-confident mobility and 
casual cosmopolitanism that transcends 
conventional migration stories of leaving home 
and arriving in a new land. The interchangeable 
use of German, Turkish, and English underscores 
that these characters/actors have multiple codes at 
their command. In an improvisational dialogue in 
a five star hotel high above Istanbul, for example, 
the conversation between Cahit (Birol Ünel) and 
Selma (Meltem Cumbul) switches into English, 
including the famous line “She gives me love,” 
borrowed from a 1978 Grateful Dead song. 
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Already the article in the name of the hotel “The 
Marmara,” a real site and favorite meeting place at 
Taksim Square in Istanbul, signals that English is 
the language of international tourism and business. 
Along similar lines, Head-On’s critical and 
commercial success epitomizes a new trend in 
European cinema, namely a shift of some 
transnational directors out of the niche of “exilic” 
or “diasporic” cinema, aptly described by Hamid 
Naficy as an “accented cinema,”17 into mainstream 
popular cinema or the international festival 
circuit.18 

Head-On is genre cinema in the era of air travel, 
appropriating global pop music as well as locally 
specific references, along with Turkish, German, 
and American conventions of melodrama. 
Historically, melodrama reaches back to late 17th 
century Italian opera, and 18th century French 
theatre where it marked the beginning of a more 
popular stage entertainment for the urban 
proletariat and bourgeoisie competing with official 
theatres linked to the aristocracy. Departing from 
the formal rules of classical French tragedy, 
melodrama corresponded with a new post-
revolutionary class consciousness, where 
expressive excess served as a means to unsettle 
hierarchies. The Oxford English Dictionary 
definition of melodrama highlights the important 
role of music in the theatrical roots of the genre: 
“Originally: a stage play, usually romantic and 
sensational in plot, and interspersed with songs, in 
which the action is accompanied by orchestral 
music appropriate to the various situations. Later 
(as the musical element ceased to be regarded as 
essential): a play, film, or other dramatic piece 
characterized by exaggerated characters and a 
sensational plot intended to appeal to the 
emotions. Also in Music: a dramatic work, or a 
part of one, in which the dialogue is spoken over a 
musical accompaniment.” Melos is the succession 
of musical tones constituting a melody. 
Consequently, Thomas Elsaesser, in his article 
titled “Tales of Sound and Fury” (1987), states that 
melodrama in cinema is about “putting melos into 
drama.”19 His emphasis on “style and articulation” 
is crucial for our context, as it helps to resist the all 
too easy collapsing of actor and role, fiction and 
social reality, which is common in critical or 
celebratory approaches to migrant or minority 
cinema where staged and enacted representations 
tend to be read as mimetically representative for 

the experience of a disenfranchised group. If we 
resist the assumption of social realism, Head-On 
could then be read as a rehabilitation of 
melodramatic form and structure by reviving the 
stage tradition of interspersing the dramatic action 
with musical performances. In fact, Head-On is a 
perfect example of the functions of sonic 
superimpostion that Béla Balázs described in Der 

Geist des Films, first published in 1930:  “Sounds 
can be superimposed just like images. Contrast 
and similarity bring out deep, subconscious 
connections and resonances in meaning. Just like 
in images.”20 

Sonic Fluidity, Interruption, and Irony 

Head On opens with music. As the title of the 
film appears, we hear a voice counting: “bir, iki, 
üç, dört” (one, two, three, four). Music sets in 
along with the first image of the film: a medium 
long shot of an orchestra of six, facing the 
camera. The musicians, dressed in black suits 
with bow ties, are seated in a row on chairs, 
centred by a standing female singer in a red dress. 
The musicians are located on the northern shore 
of the Golden Horn with a view across the water 
of the Süleymaniye Mosque and the fire 
observation tower in Beyazıt (first built in 1749, 
today located on the grounds of Istanbul 
University), architectural landmarks which might 
be read as emblematic for the proximity of 
religious and secular spheres in Turkish society. 
Boats are arriving and departing on the opposite 
shore. Luxurious red carpets, arranged 
asymmetrically on top of each other as in a carpet 
shop, fully cover the ground the orchestra is set 
on and appear to extend beyond the frame. The 
carpets create a stage for the open-air 
performance of the ensemble and unsettle the 
opposition between indoor and outdoor, 
suggesting also a conflation of public and private 
spaces, a fusion between theatrical stages and 
“real” locations. 

Three subsequent close-ups of lights switched on 
with a harsh sound follow immediately after this 
scene, drawing attention to light as the source of 
projected images, and setting an altogether 
different stage where Cahit (Birol Ünel) is 
clearing away beer glasses after a concert. The 
abrupt cut and switch in music, mood, and 
language unsettle the spectator’s sense of place 
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and geographic orientation. Chances are that this 
drama will not adhere to classical unities of action, 
place, and time. Subsequently, Cahit drives against 
the wall that lends the film its German and Turkish 
titles: Gegen die Wand or Duvara Karşı. Despite 
the head-on collision, he is quickly resurrected in a 
psychiatric ward – the place where Cahit and Sibel 
meet. Their crazy love story begins with her 
proposal of a sham marriage contract, shortly after 
she has set eyes on him and heard his Turkish 
name. Does Sibel whose wrists are bandaged after 
attempted suicide recognize a kindred spirit in this 
self-destructive punk wearing a neck support? 
Does he seem like the right choice on her libertine 
path because her family would accept him as a 
fellow-Turk? The startling first encounter leaves 
these questions open. Such comic moments add to 
a dynamic pace of plot and character development, 
especially in the first half of the film. 

If the performance of the orchestra only occurred 
once at the beginning of the film, we could take it 
as an overture, an enticing establishing shot of 
Istanbul, signalling from the start that this is the 
place where the film is headed. However, the same 
intriguing and enigmatic tableau, showing the 
musicians on the shore of the Golden Horn, is 
repeated five more times at different points in 
Head-On, with the exact same framing and staging 
of the orchestra, although in changing daylight, 
indicating different times of the day. While the 
camera remains static in these inserted sequences, 
the orchestra’s performance varies. 

A short clarinet solo by Selim Sesler with some 
orchestral accompaniment, conveys temporal and 
spatial transition in a highly condensed fashion, 
namely Sibel’s journey from Hamburg to Istanbul. 
The fifth orchestral interlude, which follows when 
Sibel has hit rock bottom, picks up on the same 
clarinet solo and parallels the fluid transition 
between Istanbul and Hamburg. At the beginning 
of the sequence, Sibel is lying on the street in 
foetal position, badly beaten up and stabbed. Selim 
Sesler’s clarinet sets in with perfect 
synchronization at the moment when light hits her 
bloody face. A cut reveals the source of the light – 
a taxi has stopped, and the driver gets out, pausing 
for a moment with a look of disbelief, before he 
discards his cigarette and starts to run – 
presumably to Sibel’s rescue.  Without delving 
further into her fate at this highly dramatic point in 

the narrative, the next shot cuts back once again 
to the orchestra on the shore of the Golden Horn 
where Selim Sesler is standing, playing his 
clarinet.  The sky has turned a light pink, the 
shadows are growing longer, and the sun is about 
to set, signalling closure. The singer is seated, as 
there are no lyrics in this piece performed by the 
orchestra. The next shot cuts to Cahit as he is 
leaving prison in Hamburg. The camera first 
captures him from behind, then at strange angles 
in two observational mirrors placed on the 
ceiling, and finally goes into a frontal close-up of 
his face, which is suddenly lit up with bright light 
as we hear the heavy door opening (and cutting 
into the other level of diegetic sound still 
continuing from the orchestra on the shore of the 
Golden Horn). The sudden lighting creates a 
visual match to the light, which fell on Sibel’s 
face as she was lying on the street. A cut reveals 
Cahit’s friend Şerif who is waiting for him on the 
other side of the street.  The next cut back to 
Cahit’s face shows him lighting up with a smile. 
Music is used in these sound bridges to forge a 
connection between the two separated lovers and 
seamlessly stitch together their different locations. 

In these two instrumental sequences in particular, 
Alexander Hacke’s sound recording increasingly 
foregrounds its manipulation and mediation of the 
orchestra. As the film progresses, their tunes 
sound increasingly warped, adding to an eerie 
distancing effect. The orchestral interludes in 
Head-On are masterpieces in narrative economy, 
each only about one minute long. Sound 
continues across multiple shots, which depict 
action in different places, thus providing a 
transition between two scenes. Selim Sesler’s 
clarinet sets in before the image of the orchestra 
appears on the screen and continues into the next 
scene. But at this point, we already know where 
the music is coming from. The brief appearance 
of the orchestra signals an ironic interruption, a 
different level of awareness, inviting the spectator 
to step out of the illusionist enactment of the 
personalized story.  

Some reviewers have described the effect of the 
musical interludes in Head-On as Brechtian, a 
reference that also serves to establish Akın as a 
successor to Fassbinder in reconfiguring 
melodrama.21 I would like to suggest two other 
frames of reference here. One is the music video 
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aesthetic, globally popularized by MTV. Many of 
the songs in the soundtrack of Head-On were 
previously released not only as singles, but also as 
memorable music videos, self-contained short 
films, which have become highly influential for 
filmmakers of Fatih Akın’s generation. Some 
sequences in his film could be seen as a 
appropriation and reillustration of classics of pop 
music, for example in the scene when Sibel is 
turning on the merry-go-round to Wendy Rene’s 
1964 song “After Laughter (Comes Tears)”. 
Another complementary source of inspiration for 
the aesthetic of switches and inserts is Indian 
cinema, aptly described by Lalitha Gopalan as a 
Cinema of Interruptions, where the dramatic 
action is frequently interspersed with song and 
dance sequences that provide emotional relief, and 
underscore or counterpoint the narrative.22 

It is in this sense that Head-On evolves as an 
ironic melodrama. The fusion of strategic 
distancing and emotional underscoring becomes 
especially evident in the interludes, which 
interrupt the excessive mobility of the dramatic 
action with static shots that allow contemplative 
moments.  The direct address of the musicians 
introduces a different mode of performance by 
actors who stand in no relation to the dramatic 
fiction. Throughout the film, music is used very 
pointedly, reaching from major international hits 
such as Depeche Mode’s “I Feel You” and Sisters 
of Mercy’s “Temple of Love” to songs by Turkish 
stars such as Sultana’s “kaymak”, Sezen Aksu’s 
“Yine mi çiçek”, and Orhan Gencebay’ “Hatasız 
Kul Olmaz.” This soundtrack underscores the 
emotions of the characters and generates affective 
responses in the spectator, comparable to the ways 
music was used in the classical Hollywood 
melodrama of the 1950s and 1960s. In the 
orchestral interludes, however, the recurring 
frontal arrangement of the orchestra playing 
diegetic music breaks up conventions of mimetic 
realism. By putting the orchestra on the screen and 
showing us the source of the music, Akın stages 
and exposes the apparatus of melodrama. The 
repeated interruption of the linear narrative by the 
same tableau with significant variations reminds 
the viewer of the staged nature of the film as 
spectacle and provides a sense of distance and 
elevation onto another, maybe more universal, 
plane. Suspense is momentarily suspended, and 
the audience is put into a position of cosmic irony, 

almost like in Greek mythology the fates who 
amuse themselves by watching the mortals, 
except that the spectators are mortal, too. 

As Cahit’s bus pulls out to the road, the voice of 
the singer sets in for one last time. The song 
addresses loss and longing: "I lost my love, 
blinded be my enemies, I am in despair, let the 
mountains be happy." The sun has set. The 
orchestra stands up, bows. The show is over. Has 
the audience watched a film with orchestral 
interludes, or a concert with cinematic inserts? 
The film cuts to the credits, accompanied by the 
closing song, a cover of Talk Talk’s 1986 hit 
“Life’s What You Make It,” performed by the 
Hamburg based band Zinoba. This cover version 
was first introduced diegetically earlier on in the 
film when Cahit was sitting in the lobby of the 
Büyük Londra Hotel, waiting for Sibel to call, 
playing this tune on the piano. In both scenes, the 
idea of agency and free will claimed in “Life’s 
What You Make It” serves as an ironic 
counterpoint to Cahit’s passive condition. The 
film has offered the spectator a few glimpses of 
these two people’s lives, their meeting, their sham 
wedding, their unwarranted love, their separation, 
their reunion, and again parting. At the end, the 
spectator is invited to perform a mental zoom-out, 
step out of the enactment of the personalized 
story, and remember that there are many more 
stories out there – for those who migrate and 
those who stay put. The last shot of Sibel in 
particular – packing her suitcase and nonetheless 
sitting down and staying in a small room – 
encapsulates the ambivalences of a mobile as well 
as a settled life, the ultimately irresolvable tension 
between desire, which drives perpetual 
movement, and responsibility, which requires 
provisional grounding. Visually, the narrative 
does not reach any closure, no image of a happy 
family is assembled in one frame. We merely hear 
the sound of a musical clock, which accompanies 
the soft-spoken voices of a man and a child 
playing in the background and continues into the 
next scene at the bus station where Cahit is 
waiting. We understand that – at least 
momentarily – responsibility weighs in more 
heavily than desire, or perhaps desire has faded. 
Otherwise, all ends remain open. 
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Gypsies on the Bridge 

A further contextualization of the music in Head-

On requires an explanation of the phrase “ağır 
roman.” At a dramatic point, Sibel puts the 
soundtrack of the film Ağır Roman23 into the 
player.  Her tears respond to the tune of “Ağla 
Sevdam” (Cry My Love), evoking a cult 
phenomenon from Istanbul. The DVD of Head-On 
features this song even more prominently as the 
title tune for the menu. Ağır Roman can be 
translated in two ways: as “heavy novel” as well as 
“slow Roma (gyspy) melody.” The film Ağır 

Roman (1997) by Mustafa Altıoklar is based on a 
novel of the same title by Metin Kaçan (1990)24, 
the love story of the prostitute Tina (Müjde Ar) 
and the barber’s son Salih (Okan Bayülgen), a 
young and sympathetic gangster, set in Kolera 
Street in Dolapdere (in the lower parts of Beyoğlu) 
– a shady neighborhood known for its numerous 
Roma population as well as musical entertainment 
and prostitution. As depicted in the novel, inhaling 
paint thinner or nail polish affords momentary 
escapes in these poverty-ridden streets where 
knives are carried loose and death lurks around 
every corner. Incidentally, it is near these perilous 
alleys that Sibel in Head-On ends up smoking 
opium, getting raped, beaten, and stabbed. In Ağır 

Roman, the crazy love, passionate intensity, and 
self-mutilation of the two main characters ends 
with both committing suicide. The language of the 
book and its heavy use of street slang emulate this 
subcultural milieu. The prominent use of gypsy 
music in the film Ağır Roman (with several 
interspersed song and dance sequences, featuring 
Balık Ayhan, playing his darbuka—goblet drum—
on the street) is clearly a major source of 
inspiration for Head-On. In fact, it is most likely 
this film, which Fatih Akın had in mind when he 
claimed, in a conversation with Feridun Zaimoğlu, 
that he draws the inspiration for the proximity of 
comedy and tragedy from Turkish cinema: 
“Tragedy is much more painful if there is an 
element of comedy.”25 This confirms his strategy 
of mode switches and interruptions, which provide 
the spectator with moments of diversion and relief, 
thus making melancholia and violence more 
bearable. In addition to the choice of setting and 
the use of sound, the non-sequential narration in 
some sequences of Ağır Roman as well as the 
interruption and lyrical commentary provided by a 
chorus-like trio of poets (the director Mustafa 

Altıoklar playing one of them) constitute further 
formal correspondences with Head-On. The 
reference to Ağır Roman thus programmatically 
sums up the formula for Head-On – the fusion of 
a heavy novel and a slow Roma melody. 

In 2005, one year after Head-On, Fatih Akın 
completed a documentary about the diverse music 
scene in Istanbul, which played successfully in 
cinemas in Berlin and Istanbul, and in summer 
2006 also opened in some theatres in New York 
and Los Angeles: Crossing the Bridge – The 

Sound of Istanbul (2005).26 This film 
complements my reading of the musical 
interludes in Head-On in very interesting ways. 
Crossing the Bridge captures the music scene of 
Istanbul through the narration and mediation of 
Alexander Hacke from the experimental band Die 
Einstürzenden Neubauten. Hacke had previously 
collaborated with Akın on the sound in Head-On. 
In Crossing the Bridge, he acts in front of the 
camera as a bass player and sound engineer who 
sets out to explore and gather the sound of the 
city. He records musical performances, comments 
on them in a voice-over that adopts the mode of a 
travelogue, and at times plays along with the 
bands, seemingly enjoying himself. The 
documentary presents a diverse cross-section of 
performers reaching from the hip hopper Ceza to 
long-time screen heroes such as Orhan Gencebay, 
a virtuoso bağlama player and star of arabesk 
music, himself an icon of migration as he brought 
folk music to an urban setting.27 Aynur Doğan 
sings in Kurdish and powerfully fills the space of 
an old bathhouse with her voice. Crossing the 

Bridge prominently introduces the performers of 
the interludes in Head-On as the Roma clarinetist 
Selim Sesler and his orchestra, consisting of 
friends and family members. His son Bülent 
Sesler plays the kanun, a kind of zither. They are 
filmed in a living room, chatting and performing 
together with the Canadian singer Brenna 
MacCrimmon who talks about retrieving these 
“Roma songs” from old records found in 
Bulgarian villages, compiling a selection to 
perform with Selim Sesler, and recording them on 
a CD titled Karşılama in 1998.28 In the same year, 
she also organized a Canadian tour for the group. 
Crossing the Bridge pays belated tribute to 
Brenna MacCrimmon who had not been credited 
in Head-On, although all the interlude songs were 
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chosen from her compilation, but rerecorded with 
a different singer. 

Another CD of Roma or “gypsy” music, co-
produced by music ethnologist Sonia Seeman in 
1999 by the same label as Brenna Mac Crimmon’s 
Karşılama, focused on the ethnic and musical 
diversity in Selim Sesler’s hometown Keşan in 
Thrace.29 Crossing the Bridge takes us to Keşan. 
Roma are numerous in this town near the Greek 
border; in Crossing the Bridge, Hacke claims that 
they constitute about two thirds of the town’s 
population. Roma people in this border zone were 
initially relocated in the population exchanges of 
1923/24 from the area around Thessalonica. Ağır 

Roman and other kinds of Roma melodies are 
characterized by a 9/8 rhythm and typically 
performed by improvisation (doğaçlama) in a fasıl 
(drinking and playing session).30 Thracian “gypsy 
music” incorporates a rich mix of Turkish, Greek, 
Roma, and Bulgarian influences. This music 
serves as a case in point to demonstrate the cross-
Balkan mobility and the hybrid fusion of 
multiethnic influences at the core of what is 
commonly considered Turkish music or culture. In 
Head-On, the songs of Roma origin played by 
Roma performers in the interludes epitomize the 
mobile spirit of this melodrama. 

Who Needs Authenticity? 

How are we supposed to read the subliminal 
representations of Roma in Head-On? Are they 
once again exoticized as vagrant figures and 
perpetual migrants, or as a stand-in for the German 
Turks who have transcended ethnic 
identification?31 Music has been one of the 
markers of Gypsy identity ever since Franz Liszt 
praised the pure musicality, the depth of emotion, 
and the virtuosity of improvisation in the Gypsy 
fiddler.32 In his study on “Gypsiness” in music and 
film, David Malvinni (2004) argues convincingly 
that these ideas of natural musicality were 
inflected early on with discourses of nationalism. 
While Liszt claimed Gypsy music as Hungarian 
music, Béla Bartók contested these claims of 
authenticity by pointing out that Gypsy music 
originated in urban cafés and, unlike Hungarian 
peasant music, could not be considered true folk 
music.33 Adorno (2002) picks up on this critique in 
his controversial essay on Jazz:  “The relationship 
between jazz and black people is similar to that 

between salon music and the wandering fiddle 
players whom it so firmly believes it has 
transcended – the gypsies. According to Bartók, 
the gypsies are supplied with this music by the 
cities; like commodity consumption itself, the 
manufacture [Herstellung] of jazz is also an urban 
phenomenon, and the skin of the black man 
functions as much as a coloristic effect as does 
the silver of the saxophone.”34 Instead of taking 
offence with racist stereotyping, as many readers 
of Adorno’s essay do, we may want to consider 
that it is really the deconstruction of folkloristic 
romanticization, which is at stake here, an 
interrogation of assumptions about what is 
commonly considered natural, primitive, and 
traditional. 

Akın and his crew might be inclined to second 
Adorno in his resistance to staging ethnic and 
national identity in folkloristic guise. They 
included the Roma performers in Head-On and 
Crossing the Bridge in a celebration of diversity, 
emphasizing the multiethnic mix within Turkish 
music. Unlike the magical realism with which 
Emir Kusturica renders the gypsies in his films 
Time of the Gypsies (1988) and Black Cat White 

Cat (1998), however, Akın stages Selim Sesler 
and his orchestra not as exotic, folkloristic 
figures, but as distinctly urban musicians in 
costume who appear to most spectators at first 
glance to be indistinguishable from performers of 
classical Turkish music. Who is the Gypsy here, 
or how Turkish is it? Turkish music appears to be 
gypsy music and vice versa. It is precisely this 
convergence of intertwined traditions, which 
challenges any nation-based definition of music 
and, more generally, of culture. 

At a time when European integration provides a 
new platform for the articulation of minority 
identities in Turkey, Crossing the Bridge projects 
upon Istanbul a utopian vision of polyphonic 
fusion and contingent co-existence. This localized 
celebration of sonic hybridity emphatically 
transcends binaries of an enlightened, civilized 
West versus a pre-modern East, commonly 
claimed in the rhetoric of “the clash of 
civilizations.” It is important to note that this 
utopian projection of a diverse Istanbul differs in 
crucial ways from the celebration of diversity in 
the context of publicity around cultural capital of 
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Europe in that it foregrounds contemporary 
migrancy and minority voices.  

In a non-exoticist way, the Roma performers thus 
become desirable figures in a play on stereotypes 
and multiple ironies of identification. Incidentally, 
the French-Algerian director Tony Gatlif, “the 
only well-known cineaste of Romani origin”35 
who presented gypsy music as world music in his 
itinerant documentary Latcho Drom (1993), in his 
latest film Transylvania  (2006), decided to cast 
Birol Ünel as Tchango whom publicity material 
from the Cannes festival describes as “an 
enigmatic character, free, with no borders nor 
house, a man who speaks several languages with 
his own particular accent.”36 Perhaps it has 
become an appealing trajectory for migrant 
filmmakers and actors to inscribe themselves into 
“the uniquely transnational phenomenon of the 
Gypsy films.”37 It is worth mentioning here that 8-
10 million Roma constitute the largest minority in 
Europe, but due to their lack of territorial 
affiliation they rarely figure in the nation-bound 
rhetoric about immigration, integration, and 
multiculturalism.38 

Tony Gatlif’s film The Crazy Stranger, which in 
many ways conforms to the standard formula of 
interracial melodrama, “a pure and spontaneous 
liaison between a Romani girl and a man from the 
main (‘white’) ethnic group,”39 also introduces 
complications and counterpoints to this narrative. 
Stéphane (Romain Duris) travels to Romania in 
search of Gypsy music, specifically in search of 
the singer Nora Luca who his father used to listen 
to. As he goes around asking for her and making 
people listen to his cassettes with recordings of her 
voice, he meets Izidor (Izidor Serban) and winds 
up in his Gypsy village. Nora Luca is not found, 
but music abounds. Izidor turns out to be a 
virtuoso fiddler who plays at weddings and 
funerals, and beautiful Sabina (Rona Hartner) who 
initially behaves very bristly, eventually 
reciprocates Stéphane’s passion and even sings a 
Nora Luca song for him. In the end the village is 
destroyed in a pogrom, and the two of them find 
themselves on the road, most probably to France. 
Stéphane gets off the car, and in an act of 
iconoclasm (or rather audioclasm), destroys his 
cherished cassettes. He smashes and buries them at 
the roadside, thus performing a funeral for his own 
idealization of Gypsy music; as he has seen the 

reality and found Sabina, he no longer needs 
those inherited recorded memories – he opts to 
live for the present moment. 40  

Any quest for pure authenticity is bound to run 
into multiple mediations. As Brenna 
MacCrimmon points out in Crossing the Bridge, 
the Roma musicians told her that they had 
previously not really valued the music they 
played, until she came along as a stranger from 
afar who took a keen interest in their songs and 
learned to perform them. Alexander Hacke plays 
a comparable mediator role in Crossing the 

Bridge. In fact the film as a whole provides an 
international stage for some previously unknown 
musicians alongside big stars who were only 
known to a Turkish audience. Subsequently, the 
music of many of these performers became 
readily available on CDs in stores across Istanbul 
and globally on the Internet.41 Through 
mediations of this kind, local diversity is 
revalorized in the realm of world music, world 
cinema, and the global culture industry.42 In this 
broader horizon, multilingualism and hybridity 
are not always explicable as a result of migration, 
but can also grow out of much older regional 
histories. Artists from migrant backgrounds 
increasingly tap into global networks and 
discover polyphonic diversity and “Gypsiness” 
not only in so-called host societies, but also in the 
heartland of supposedly contained homelands.  

The medley of music in an improvisational fasıl, 
as in the performance of Selim Sesler and the 
other musicians in the pub in Keşan, embraces 
Balkanization as fusion in a positive sense and 
transcends scenarios of ethnocultural tribalism. 
As the rhetoric of exclusive group formations has 
grown more virulent and violent than ever over 
recent years, in Europe and elsewhere, learning to 
live in a state of “double occupancy” and “mutual 
interference” – in full consciousness that we are 
always separating as we are relating and relating 
as we are separating – might be the only way out 
to avoid the dead end of identity politics.43 In 
“shifting landscapes,”44 travelling tunes may hold 
more promise than stable bridges. 
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I 

In an unpublished “minor text,” “What is 
Enlightenment?,” named for that other well-known 
“minor text,” Immanuel Kant’s 1784 answer to the 
question posed by the Berlinische Monatschrift, 
that extraordinarily clever modern man, Michel 
Foucault, demonstrates in a light-fingered way that 
Kant’s answer deepens the meaning of his three 
great Critiques beyond his imagination and against 
himself, by subverting the universalist and 
transcendentalist pretensions of his master vision. 
Foucault proceeds by historicizing Kant’s fixities, 
by transforming the meaning of explaining human 
nature, human enlightenment — hence, in effect, 
the meaning of the fine arts as well: he simply 
replaces a rational Critique by a genealogy of self-
understanding (more or less in Nietzsche’s sense, 
perhaps in a sense akin to a Heideggerean reversal 
of Hegel’s critique of Kant1), in order to place 
himself strategically in the position of continuing 
the subversion of the Kantian project well into the 
time of our own captive review of modernist 
pretensions. In this way, he proceeds against the 
self-deceptions, simple and not so simple, of 
figures like Jürgen Habermas, Noam Chomsky, 
Jean-Paul Sartre, Martin Heidegger (all of whom 
Foucault confronted or had in mind), as well, of 
course, as Kant himself. Quite a heady 
undertaking. 

Foucault accomplishes all this in a marvelously 
modest offhand way by drawing on the orienting 
innovations and daring of Baudelaire’s reflections 
on modernism,2 which helps him define the deeper 
originality of Kant’s answer (as he construes it) by 
inhabiting that supposed originality himself and 
hinting at its true bearing on Kant’s first and third 
Critiques. For history — or, better: historicity (as 
Foucault understands the matter, correctly I would 

say) — is the final source of transient assurance 
against every mistaken presumption of what is 
deemed to be perennially true; or of what we 
cannot possibly think without admitting; or of 
every inviolable and privileged perfection. (This 
is not in the least alien to Baudelaire’s account of 
the modernist’s preoccupation.) Aesthetics, I 
should say, is, ultimately, the space of cultural 
celebration, the politics of norms and principles 
practiced under the sign of unforeseen change, 
stability among ephemera, the evolving order of 
whatever is at all intelligible as the historical 
expression of the human condition itself: sheer 
utterance therefore — preeminently, the arts — 
praised or at least collected if not praised; finally, 
then, the largest of generosities practiced on 
ourselves.  

You must bear in mind that there is almost no 
philosophical concession to the historied nature of 
human thought or art in Kant’s third Critique (or 
in cognate texts) — where, of course, there should 
have been: a palpable blindness among the 
imperatives of Kant’s own aude, the site of a 
correction that has still to be completed in our lax 
age. I take that to be Foucault’s lesson. 

The criticism Foucault insinuates, which links 
Kant (by subversion), Nietzsche, Baudelaire, 
himself — and, hopefully, ourselves as well — 
will be: 

archaeological [Foucault says] — and not 
transcendental — in the sense that it will 
not seek to identify the universal structures 
of all knowledge or of all possible moral 
action, but will seek to treat the instances of 
discourse that articulate what we think, say, 
and do as so many historical events. And 
this critique will be genealogical in the 
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sense that it will not deduce from this form 
of what we are what it is impossible for us 
to do and to know; but it will separate out, 
from the contingency that has made us what 
we are, do, or think. It is not seeking to 
make possible a metaphysics that has finally 
become a science; it is seeking to give new 
impetus, as far and wide as possible, to the 
undefined work of freedom.3 

Here, Foucault’s skill might indeed by 
characterized as “Hegelian” (in the lightest of 
readings) in the sense that, in answering the 
question about “Enlightenment,” Foucault advises 
us, compellingly, first, to treat the historically 
“accidental” and the philosophically “universal” as 
one and the same, viewed from different vantages 
but always within the flux of history; and, second, 
to regard conceptual closure, necessity, and 
impossibility as, at one and the same time, no 
more than the enabling and restrictive fluencies of 
(so to speak) the age to which we belong — not 
abstractly (under some would-be constitutive 
principle of reason) but in concretely formative 
and transformative ways (in accord with the 
contingently horizoned practices of our time). 
There’s the point of Baudelaire’s wit and heroism, 
in combing through the ephemera of everyday life 
in order to find and fix the (unending) 
“genealogical” explanation of why we are as and 
what we are — but might (and still could) be 
different, if we but responded differently to the 
evolving, as yet unfathomed possibilities of the 
very world we occupy. Foucault is dismantling 
Kant by means of his high regard for Kant’s 
subliminal subversion of his own largest claims — 
and, with them, the self-deception of our Kantian 
loyalties. 

I take advantage of this contrived reflection to say 
that we are now — ourselves — at a new juncture 
at which it might be important to answer the 
Monatschrift’s question differently once again — 
perhaps even more forcefully than Foucault does, 
in our dangerously threatened world. For now is 
surely the moment in which the definition of a 
global aesthetics confronts us, unblinkingly, with 
the need to propose a departure from the 
Enlightenment pretensions of a rational 
universalism of the peculiarly Eurocentric sort that 
Kant invents in his terribly influential way and 

then politely advertises in the submission to the 
Monatschrift.  

Foucault deflects the force of all of Kant’s 
seriousness with his easy babble, all the while he 
strikes a decisive blow against Kant’s continuing 
hegemony. Because he shows us — without 
arguing the point — how and why Kant’s 
apriorism cannot possibly exceed being more than 
a perverse construction of a posteriori history. He 
compels us (elsewhere) to acknowledge the 
profound diversity of human cultures — for 
instance in the History of Sexuality.4 He returns us 
to the human condition therefore, to the artifactual 
nature of human thought and reason — to the 
“actual” possibilities of human freedom within 

history; hence, too, to the extravagance (Kant’s 
extravagance) in pretending to understand human 
nature (in thought and deed) only by way of an 
Olympian — actually, a rather ramshackle — 
higher dualism, impossible to confirm, inaptly 
fitted to the complex unity and coherence of 
ordinary human experience: so that Kant is able to 
claim to have discovered an exclusive and 
changeless bond between empirical heteronomy 
and transcendental autonomy — which he 
nowhere specifies and never could. (I’m hinting 
here at the reason for the complete failure of 
Kant’s transcendentalism — at the exposé, hardly 
against Kant alone, of that politically useful sham 
we call universalism!)  

What Foucault and Baudelaire — and Hegel and 
Nietzsche — share is a recognition of the end of 
universalism as a literal goal of rational inquiry 
and the need to specify what might replace it in 
the flux of history — in order to secure a 
continuing sense of rigor among affected modes 
of inquiry or intelligent practice: in particular, for 
our present purpose, an account of how to 
understand the description, interpretation, 
appraisal, and appreciation of the fine arts of all 
the peoples of the earth. 

My own intuition insists that something close to 
Hegel’s dialectical strategies — already premised 
on the exposé of Kant’s faulty invariances among 
the categories of rational understanding — in 
effect, strategies that rely instead on the 
improvised, openended, material or geistlich 
generalities of historical emergence, gathered in 
terms of one or another narrative of telic 
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continuity (or of freedom and rational self-
understanding, as Hegel puts it) — has the best 
chance of being at all adequate to the concrete 
logic of evolving history, the arts, politics, 
morality, and religion. When Hegel first 
confirmed, against Kant, that there was no science 
of science, no apodictic knowledge of the 
conditions of contingent knowledge,5 he 
effectively established that what we claim as 
knowledge of the world cannot be more than a 
historically changeable construction. 

What is normally ignored in isolating the lesson of 
Hegel’s argument is, first, that predicative 
extension cannot but be dialectically informal and 
endlessly revisable, in accord with our evolving 
sense of the narrative thrust of historical 
actualités; and, second, that totality and 
universality are never more than utopian goals 
assigned (by us) as the infinite and all-
encompassing limit of our limited attributions in 
the here and now.  

We rely (as we must) on selected historical events 
or artistic prototypes provisionally marked as 
pregnant with the essential import of an age: as in 
favoring Goethe’s Faust as the paradigm of the 
Romantic Geist. But when we do that, for instance 
in adopting Santayana’s compelling account of 
Goethe,6 we adopt the best-seeming candidates for 
a surrogate universalism fitted to a human scale 
(that is, frankly, a generalization that is neither 
necessary nor universal in Kant’s categorical 
sense), which even Hegel’s occasionally excessive 
verbal self-indulgence cannot possibly better. 
Kant’s transcendental universals are simply 
beyond the reach of human competence. Full stop. 

If so, then Hegel already uses Kant’s vocabulary 
against Kant: speaks of necessity where he means 
contingency — and of universality where he 
means finite regularity. So that utopian finality is 
never more than the risked commitment of a 
replaceable reading of some here and now, by 
which (as we learn from Foucault) the politics of 
predication stands exposed. For our present 
purpose, the contemporary answer to the 
Monatschrift’s competition is just that 
universalism is the last refuge of cultural 
hegemony — and that, as a result, the redefinition 
of the aesthetic and the fine arts must abandon 
altogether Kant’s way of introducing the 

discipline. We must, for instance, begin with the 
arts as historied and intelligible artifacts and 
relegate the antinomy of taste to a minor role. The 
entire lesson, I suggest, is daringly captured — 
opportunistically, of course — in a single gesture 
in Marcel Duchamp’s notorious hanging of his 
readymade in the 1917 exhibition of the Society 
of Independent Artists, in New York City.7 But 
Kant’s is a false universalism — I mean Kant’s 
apodictic modality — that needs to be abandoned 
therefore. The Fountain has of course easily 
survived the change. 

II 

If you see the point of all this, you see how utterly 
unhelpful Kant’s account of beauty is in the first 
part of the third Critique: for, under reasonable 
challenge, it loses forever the very idea of the 
universality of the judgment of taste that it so 
cleverly reclaims. What needs to be grasped is the 
logical difference between generality and 
universality: universality, what is strictly 
universal (allgemein), is utopian, subjunctive, 
inherently inaccessible except as serially 
projected; whereas generality, what is merely 
general (also, allgemein), is indicative, 
perspectived, actual, historically transient albeit 
stable enough. The two are regularly confused 
and conflated, because, of course, the universal is 
no more than an interpretive wager projected as 
the infinite extension of the generalities that we 
know. All that needs to be added, to fix the lesson 
we require, is the inference that what, from a 
formal point of view, is merely logical, is, also, 
when construed politically, a clear bid for cultural 
authority — a form of imperial force “by other 
means.”8 

I draw from this the essential theme of a fresh 
answer (or, perhaps better, a further detail in 
Foucault’s answer) to the original question, 
which, in my opinion, helps to restore our sense 
of the corrective power of Hegel’s critique of 
Kant’s great undertaking at the very start of the 
innovation Foucault ponders: namely, that 
thinking, reason, knowledge, understanding have, 
or are, histories and that Kant, who cannot be 
bested in his exposé of the would-be abstract, 
necessary, universally binding — but altogether 
arbitrary — discoveries claimed by his rationalist 
predecessors, should have realized that he too was 
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precluded (by the force of his own argument) from 
claiming to discern his seemingly more modest 
discoveries if only (as he apparently believed) they 
were restricted, referentially, to the internal 
machinery of our cognizing faculties, without 
yielding any necessary truths about the external 
world. But that’s hardly more than a whistling in 
the philosophical wind. Foucault puts the whole of 
Kant’s Critical system at mortal risk by reading 
the transcendental turn “genealogically” — that is, 
against transcendentalism. And yet, you might 
hardly notice that that is precisely what Foucault is 
doing.  

The bearing of Foucault’s indirection on the past 
and future of aesthetics, which, of course, was not 
Foucault’s specific topic, though, once mentioned, 
was bound to be as deeply affected as any other 
inquiry to which Kant’s transcendentalism might 
be applied, is just this: that, in our time, 
acknowledging the global scope of now-pertinent 
reflections on art, criticism, objective judgment, 
divergent norms of beauty and the like, we cannot 
fail to see that universalisms and privileged forms 
of judgment of any kind are, given the history of 
philosophy and the history of the reception of the 
arts themselves, more than ordinarily likely to be 
manifestations of cultural imperialism and 
conceptual colonizing meant to entrench (however 
innocently) the norms and judgments embedded in 
the most influential movements of the history of 
the philosophy of art. There is, for example, a 
colonizing force already implicit in Kant’s 
conception of a rational moral agent — which, you 
remember, aesthetic sensibility dependently 
subserves and, separately, is disallowed any 
independent cognitive competence of its own.9 So 
that, if Hegel, Nietzsche, and Foucault are at all 
right in their analysis of the tradition that 
culminates in Kant’s work, then Kant’s most 
imperious directives could never be strictly 
validated. Aesthetics would have to favor very 
different intuitions. 

I would say that, by refusing to admit any native 
cognitive or critical competence to aesthetic 
judgment, Kant’s almost completely vacuous 
account of aesthetic taste in the first part of the 
third Critique lends considerable inertial support, 
obliquely, to the proxy role of the aesthetic vis-à-
vis other sources of valid judgment said to be 
governed by universal rational constraint. The 

entire story becomes enormously consequential if 
we think carefully about the plain fact that 
Western aesthetics has its precise beginnings, 
more or less professionally, with the publication 
and reception of Kant’s third Critique. There is no 
other modern text as influential as Kant’s in the 
discipline of aesthetics.  

Kant gives us a completely false sense of the 
center of gravity of the entire discipline: 
regarding both the intellectual worth of whatever 
critical analyses fall under its primary constraints 
and the logical standing of their characteristic 
claims — at the same time, because of the 
Critique’s transcendentalist pretensions, we are 
automatically led to endorse the paradigms of 
artistic beauty the Western tradition authorita-
tively affirms. You see, therefore, how Kant’s 
logic defines the very politics of aesthetics. We 
cannot have the one without the other. 

And yet, the 18th-century British bellelettristes 
whom Kant so much admired — Addison, 
Shaftesbury, Hutcheson, Burke, Hume — never 
doubted the immediate logical pertinence of 
critical reasons in support of one’s appreciation of 
fine art (chiefly, literature), where universality (as 
with Hume) was always acknowledged to be a 
problematic induction.10 Not only that, but the 
precocious, ill-starred Baumgarten, whose 
Metaphysics Kant apparently used as a text late 
into his own career and who is said to have 
coined the term “aesthetic” in a sense somewhat 
close to its early modern formulation (though 
hardly in accord with Kant’s purpose), had 
already treated imagination as a cognitively 
informed faculty in its own right, had admitted 
the pertinence of art-critical and art-historical 
studies to aesthetic judgment, and nowhere 
characterized the subjective (subjectively 
responsive) emphasis of the aesthetic as entailing 
the irrelevance of conceptual discrimination. 
Here, Baumgarten remains close to the spirit of 
Lessing — and, very plausibly, closer to 
contemporary persuasion than Kant’s distinctly 
retrograde account. That’s to say, Kant’s 
preposterous views are very much his own. 

The Australian philosopher and theorist of 
culture, Harry Redner, who begins his recent 
book, Aesthetic Life, with a reflection on similar 
considerations, formulates almost at once two 
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extremely important generalizations, which I 
happily endorse — and which I think can be fairly 
derived from the gist of Foucault’s lesson as I’ve 
presented it (perhaps cast a little differently from 
Redner’s formula — but close enough): the first, 
that “the boundary between the aesthetic and the 
non-aesthetic must be mapped anew for each 
culture”; the second, that “aesthetic qualities are 
not subjective phenomena; neither are they 
[merely] objective; they belong [says Redner] to 
the cultural or mental realm. . . . [The fact] that 
many of them depend on perception does not make 
them subjective.”11 It’s remarkably difficult to 
savor, in our own age, how utterly alien these mild 
theorems already are to the doctrines Kant 
originally professed — and yet how effortlessly 
their good sense strikes the ear now. 

If we admit the force of these corrections (which 
go deeper than they appear), Kant’s 
transcendentalism will be read as a profoundly 
indefensible version of his own immensely 
attractive proposal of the transcendental “turn” in 
philosophy; we would be drawn at once to 
overturn a good many of the theorems of the third 
Critique. The transcendental a priori might then 
be easily transformed into an a posteriori posit 
fitted to the changing history of cultural 
experience; and concepts might then prove to be 
historically evolving constructs grounded in the 
actual experience and practice of a people, 
impossible to grasp or use correctly if detached 
from the specific paradigms, the concrete 
prototypes and salient exemplars that orient and 
validate their openended application. There would 
then be no autonomous, apodictic principles to call 
on: objective judgments regarding the arts and the 
cultural achievements of a particular society would 
require a measure of immersion in its embedding 
culture; and any alternative, any apriorist 
assurance, would be no more than the thrust of a 
form of cultural imperialism. I find that a most 
important lesson for our time: important but too 
difficult to be easily learned. 

For the same reasons, there is no apriorist 
disjunction that can be made out among Kant’s 
different modes of judgment: scientific, moral, 
aesthetic — or, we may now add, among 
judgments of intra- and cross-cultural objectivity 
of any kind. The third Critique could never, then, 
rightly play a foundational role in aesthetics: we 

could never hope to get our bearings on beauty 
and the arts on Kantian grounds; and aesthetics 
could never be pursued as an autonomous 
discipline. Its cognitive credentials would have to 
be acknowledged; but those would now be as 
modest as the credentials of moral and scientific 
judgments already are. 

Since Kant, however, we have had to find other 
ways of making a proper start in aesthetics. It’s 
simply a scandal that we still dither over father 
Kant’s false beginnings. Nothing favoring Kant’s 
opening instruction was ever suggested by Kant’s 
British or German predecessors. Truth to tell, for 
all its grandeur, Kant’s speculation in the third 
Critique was (and remains) as wild 
(intellectually) as it could possibly be: I’m 
speaking of course of Kant’s headlong defense of 
a closed a priori system of thought already 
mortally wounded by the pertinence of Herder’s 
early ineffective nagging regarding the small 
truths of history.12 I trust you see that I regard the 
Kantian “transcendental turn” as profoundly 
equivocal in its possibilities: as, say, between 
inquiries canonically enriched by geistlich 
resources and Kant’s own transcendentalist 
constructions. The standing of aesthetics hangs in 
the balance. 

III 

We must, somewhere, acknowledge and repudiate 
Kant’s mistakes. Otherwise, we risk losing both 
philosophy and aesthetics. Faithless, you will say, 
mean-spirited, possibly even illiterate. But the 
fact remains that Kantian aesthetics has made a 
perfect monument of the irrelevance of relevance: 
art becomes a complete mystery of nature; the 
craft of painting and poetry is no longer a legible 
discipline of any kind; never mind what you see 
and understand in Vermeer and Milton — it has 
no evidentiary bearing on your judgment of the 
beauty of what either has created; I cannot perti-
nently show you how Cézanne’s landscapes 
evolve from earlier stylistic options; I can’t 
compare the merits of Braque and Picasso as 
cubist cousins; my claim to see the poignance of 
the Betrayal represented in Giotto’s fresco is 
nothing but a bewildered change of topic.  

But will you admit that Kant, from the very start, 
wrongly championed a variant of the same 
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rationalist self-deception he convincingly exposed 
in his first Critique, and that in his third Critique 
he applied the same error in an utterly barbaric 
way to the antinomy of taste? He resolves the 
antinomy, you must concede, on grounds that have 
no connection at all with any fluent practice of 
appreciation regarding the arts or, for that matter, 
regarding beauty in either nature or art. There are 
then no genuine connoisseurs to be found, it 
seems. There’s nothing to learn in learning how to 
read or look or listen in learning about the arts — 
unless it’s to learn how to copy exactly whatever 
strikes our thoughtless sensibilities as the correlate 
of that special pleasure we call “aesthetic.” Can 
that be true? Kant saves “aesthetic universality,” 
of course, but only by a labored conceptual 
maneuver that has absolutely no use or plausibility 
beyond the clockwork of his own system. No 
doubt he’s gained an immense philosophical 
victory — he’s snatched triumph from disaster 
once again. But he has nothing to say about the 
arts; or, better, what he says that is genuinely 
interesting (and, of course, there is much that is 
interesting) never seems to issue from the 
contrived powers of the third Critique’s regulated 
resources, unless it is to make us aware of his 
special skills and the distant relevance of the great 
first Critique. 

This sounds more than a little harsh — and it is 
harsh. But it hardly detracts from my immense 
admiration for the extraordinary insight of what 
we may call Kant’s “transcendental turn,” which is 
of course the pivot of the whole of “modern” 
modern philosophy, that is, when contrasted with 
Kant’s own transcendentalism: the latter is the 
product of his disastrous reliance on the very 
rationalism he masterfully rejects in the first 
Critique but somehow instantly salvages in both 
the first and third Critiques. It’s the entire 
circumstance that explains the pointed pointless 
resolution of the antinomy of taste. The transcen-
dental turn, by contrast, Kant’s almost unmatched 
invention, must be separated from his own 
transcendentalism.  

The post-Kantian Idealists are divided here. On the 
whole, they are reluctant to abandon ontological 
necessity. By contrast, Hegel, I would say, though 
he also seems to shadow Kant’s duality — at least 
rhetorically — ultimately demurs; it’s the concrete 
complexities of history and culture that persuade 

Hegel. He returns to the finitude of the human 
state; he converts the a priori into the a 

posteriori; he abandons universalism, 
metaphysical necessity, the pretensions of 
absolute knowing, the facultative privileges of 
Reason, the determinacy of the infinite telos of 
geistlich history; but he preserves and 
manipulates all of these conceptions heuristically, 
in order to match (and discount) the amplitude of 
Kant’s closed system — without admitting 
closure and without violating the contingencies of 
historical experience. To put Hegel’s correction 
crudely: he restores everything that Kant excludes 
— and more. 

Surely, that is the only way to understand the 
opening lines of Hegel’s Introduction to his own 
Aesthetics: 

These lectures [he says] are devoted to 
Aesthetics. Their topic is the spacious 
realm of the beautiful; more precisely, their 
province is art, or, rather, fine art. 

For this topic, it is true, the word 
Aesthetics, taken literally, is not wholly 
satisfactory, since “Aesthetics” means, 
more precisely, the science of sensation, of 
feeling. . . .[T]he science which is meant 
[here] deals not with the beautiful as such 
but simply with the beauty of art. We will 
therefore let the word “Aesthetics” stand . . 
. the proper expression for our science is 
Philosophy of Art and, more definitely, 
Philosophy of Fine Art. 

By adopting this expression, we at once 
exclude the beauty of nature. . . .[F]or the 
beauty of art is higher than nature. The 
beauty of art is beauty born of the spirit and 

born again.13 

Here, at one stroke, Hegel confidently erases all 
the disastrous wrong turns of Kant’s third 
Critique; but he could never have succeeded if he 
hadn’t confronted the essential failing of 
transcendentalism itself. What dawns, therefore, 
is that the division between the transcendental 
turn and transcendentalism demonstrates that 
either Hume’s empiricism is as much occupied 
with transcendental questions as Kant’s are (as 
Kant himself was inclined to believe) or else Kant 
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should have realized that his own transcendental 
turn was never more than a dramatic way of 
grasping the deeper possibilities of contingent 
second-order reflections on whatever may be 
given in experience. Hegel sets us on the right 
path, as in a way does Hume; but we are hardly 
bound to follow either Hegel or Hume any more 
than we are bound to Kant. 

This helps us understand what the redefinition of 
aesthetics now requires: it should, for instance, 
explain the sense in which Hegel’s dialectical 
logic is also the key to the meaning of the global 
redirection of aesthetics that confronts us now — 
that might now elude the cultural and 
philosophical imperialisms of the past. I hope you 
will find this matter worthy enough for these 
otherwise strenuous details. They begin to collect 
a reasonably continuous brief from Kant’s 
unmatched influence to the emerging needs of a 
global society. To be entirely candid, perhaps a bit 
frontal: I confess I find the disconnected 
indifference of our globalized markets toward 
weak states like Tanzania, or toward single-crop 
economies like those of West Africa stalemated by 
the protectionism of stronger economies, a valid 
symbol (and a valid anticipation) of what will 
surely be risked in a global market of cultural 
exchange — and I fear both. Both Kant and Hegel 
signify, in very different ways, the familiar 
hegemonies of the Eurocentric world. The 
correction of our aesthetics is bound to be a 
political act. 

In any case, the antinomy of taste is a minor form 
of play. No more than that. Subjectivity is never 
made irrelevant where subjectivism is rejected; the 
antinomy’s solution (Kant’s solution) is pure 
subjectivism; and judgment never makes sense 
without supporting reasons and conceptually fine-
grained analysis. There are, also, no fixed forms of 
substantive necessity in the analysis of thought or 
reality, and admitting that fact is not itself a 
paradoxical exception to the charge. Mimesis is a 
faulty philosophy when made to signify that the 
very conception of the fine arts, or of artistic 
genius, or of beauty and the judgment of taste, or 
taste itself, entails the priority of any would-be 
invariant norm of nature over the artifactual norms 
of historically diverse evolving cultures, or indeed 
the metaphysical adequacy of construing human 

creativity and the world of the arts in terms of the 
native powers of human nature.  

Kant’s intuition goes topsy-turvy here. Consider 
that all such elements are culturally formed and 
transformed. Baudelaire, for instance, who was 
greatly impressed by Edgar Allan Poe’s essay on 
the composition of The Raven, was much taken 
with the idea of artistic originality as itself 
culturally acquired!14 Kant misses the obvious 
lesson completely. Merely to bear witness to the 
passing accidents of history (artworks, let us 
suppose) — to speak in Hegel’s way — confronts 
us with an endless variety of geistlich saliences 
that may sometimes prove to have more than 
ordinary significance. For, there, easily enough, 
we tolerate perceptions in which the accidental 
and the universal, or the finite and the infinite, or 
the horizoned and the absolute, seem (for a time) 
to be the same — though never more than 
replaceably. That, I would say, is very nearly the 
most generous and accurate reading of Hegel’s 
conception of the dialectical logic of cultural 
history. It is also as close as we could possibly 
come to a valid universalism or to a grasp of the 
inclusive totality of the world. Art is the 
celebration of experience reflected in the material 
utterances of encultured agents. There you have 
an answer, fitted to our own time, to the 
Monatschrift’s original question. 

It’s true that the world of culture and history 
emerges from the natural world while remaining 
incarnate in it; but it also manifests its own sui 

generis features that cannot be adequately 
fathomed in terms of the categories of unassisted 
nature — emergent features subject to modes of 
formation and change utterly unlike those con-
fined to the merely natural world. The analysis of 
the world of the arts requires categories that 
evolve in distinctive ways — because cultures 
evolve in cognate ways; it needs a continually 
evolving revision of our mode of understanding 
artifactual structures, structures of meaning (let us 
say) — always embedding history itself — which 
stalemates universalism at every turn.  

The would-be subjective and objective elements 
of inquiry are never separable as far as knowledge 
is concerned; the subjective can never be rightly 
cast as the sole or primary center of gravity of 
aesthetic interest (or of science); in fact, the 
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aesthetic — whatever we take that to be — is 
always a publicly articulated space. Kant’s 
dissatisfaction with his own efforts to impose 
some form of apriorist closure ranging over all of 
the categories of science hardly signifies the 
absence of science itself. If it signifies anything, 
it’s the need to revise — drastically, in historied 
terms — our picture of what a science finally is; 
and then the chimera of universalism and rational 
necessity becomes too obvious to be permitted to 
discipline the laxer questions of the world of art 
and culture. Kant appeared too early in his century 
to grasp Herder’s prescience. 

In these regards, Kant was always dead wrong — 
and contemporary aesthetics has still to pay its 
dues. Nearly all of Kant’s important missteps rest 
on a simple, neglected, easily corrected, but still 
philosophically strenuous misperception that we 
now realize is not only critical for aesthetics but 
for all empirically motivated investigation as well: 
namely, that inquiry entails the use of predicates 
that must be fashioned and continually refashioned 
from publicly shared, publicly evolving experience 
directly applied to its own favored objects. 
Successful predication, then, answers to a 
historically informed choice of exemplary 
specimens and a decision as to how its practices of 
application can be extended to new specimens and 
changing predicates. There’s the subversive lesson 
of Foucault’s and Baudelaire’s reflection on 
Kant’s logic — on the logic of modernity. 

The only possible way to meet the paradox 
requires what may be called a dialectical grasp of 
our way of understanding our experienced world. 
Here, Hegel is undoubtedly the most far-sighted 
early theorist of the historicized world he helped to 
invent. Certainly, Hegel is closer to the truth than 
brittle Kant, although Hume was already aware of 
the paradoxes of predication. Even Kant admits 
the insuperable informality of “mother wit” in the 
practice of any mode of judgment.15 There’s no 
rule, Kant says, for correctly applying the rules of 
judgment to the world experienced. But if so, then 
the “rules” of judgment applied to science or the 
arts cannot be formulated a priori, abstractly, in 
any necessary or invariant way, wherever 

separated from the contingent referents and 

exemplars and informal prototypes of analysis and 

application that, for a given span of practice, have 

proved to be productive while continually 
revisable in medias res. 

There’s the invisible problem the Idealists 
discovered: the great lacuna Fichte and the 
principal post-Kantians (including Hegel) realized 
Kant could never fill. To grasp that single lesson 
is to free aesthetics completely from Kant’s thrall. 
But, more than that, it divides forever the 
mismatch between transcendentalism and the 
transcendental turn. For no inquiry can rightly 
claim to be autonomous or completely separate 
from the influence of historical experience. 

Kant needed only to extend his discovery 
regarding the “rule of rules” to his transcendental 
categories, as (he admits) holds true of empirical 
concepts, to have anticipated the force of Hegel’s 
fundamental insight. For, if Hegel is right about 
there being no science of science, then he’s right 
as well about there being no principled 
disjunction between categories and concepts; and 
if that is true, then there cannot be an essential 
difference between the transcendental and the 
empirical. The theory of history and the theory of 
predication — like the slayer and the slain — are 
now the same. Kantian categories are no more 
than the contingent posits of the very disciplines 
they pretend to legitimate. That alone counts as 
the sine qua non constraining any serviceable 
attempt to ground aesthetics in our time — a 
barrier, let me remind you, against philosophical 
and cultural imperialism and any retreat to 
cognitive privilege. If Hegel goes wrong here — I 
admit I find that well-nigh inconceivable, though 
he speaks very grandly of essences and absolutes 
— then the analysis of real-world predication that 
I’ve barely begun to sketch must be permitted to 
correct Hegel as well as Kant. 

What I offer here has at least the virtue of 
familiarity; it also locates our global challenge 
within the terms of its accepted history. But it 
goes on to suggest a way of constructing a valid 
aesthetics free of the taint of a priori privilege 
and political hegemony. It accepts the defeat of 
the rationalism that fatally infected Kant’s own 
proposals; and it is prepared (if needed) to apply 
correctives to Hegel’s excesses as well. Our 
conceptual puzzles have become impossible to 
ignore: the global world confronts us at every 
turn; and we must abandon the false assurances of 
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universalism, necessity, normative fixities, 
systematicity, and cognitive privilege. Something 
akin to Hegel’s logic suggests our only option, but 
dialectical reasoning alone could never 
demonstrate the validity of any uniquely correct 
norm or telos within an openended history. 

IV 

The corrective clue that’s needed is buried in plain 
view. Its lesson applies to any account of human 
understanding that respects the limitations of 
experience. There is, for instance, in every 
predicative continuum, a touch of charity, a bridge 
of tolerance, a risk of indeterminacy — practical, 
provisional, passing, consensual, idiosyncratic — 
that concedes sufficient similarity between two 
uses of “the same concept” sufficient to convert a 
seemingly blind leap into a reasonable extension. 
There’s the theorizing discontinuity of Reason that 
animal exuberance continually overtakes by 
practical commitment. I take that to be the nerve 
of pragmatism: therefore, the nerve of my 
pragmatist continuation of Foucault. It validates, 
for the moment, the identity of the accidental and 
the essential, the finite and the infinite, the 
transient and the invariant, the critical and the 
creative, the particular and the singular, the 
horizonal and the absolute. For none of these pairs 
makes any sense at all without the leap of faith (or 
reason) that binds each to the other; it is for that 
reason that the first term of each pair holds the 
place it holds as a member of the ineffable space 
of the second, which human practice always 
successfully penetrates. 

This is a lesson, I hazard, deeper than Hegel’s 
dialectical logic, though not deeper than Hegel’s 
understanding of that logic;16 for once we have the 
general argument before us, we realize that there 
must be an endless variety of ways of capturing 
the material flux of history. This, then, is merely 
one way of posing the lesson that exposes the 
radical mistake of Kant’s third Critique, the deep 
opposition between transcendentalism and the 
transcendental turn, the point of Hegel’s essential 
correction, the evidence that Hegel’s own 
Kantianism is, finally, not unlike Foucault’s 
(which, of course, Hegel made possible), the 
confirmation (therefore) of Foucault’s subversion 
of Kant’s system even as he expresses his 
admiration for Kant’s daring. 

It’s a clue in favor of the redefinition of the 
aesthetic in our time: the definition of a sort of 
global justice among actual cultural histories, 
resistance to obvious hegemonies, the incipience 
of a new sort of membership that begins easily 
enough with our affection for the arts. Consider, 
for example, that, in Truth and Method, Hans-
Georg Gadamer rather mysteriously (obliquely 
and without debate) recovers the primacy of the 
norms of Greek classicism from the seemingly 
open contingencies of what he calls “the fusion of 
horizons.”17 We never learn how he turns the trick 
— but many of us feel unaccountably relieved. 
It’s as if Gadamer had been frightened by the 
decentered normativities of his own 
hermeneutics: did he fear, then, the barbarian 
possibilities he knew no other way of disallow-
ing? 

Or consider Noam Chomsky’s abandonment of 
the supposed universalism of his “universal 
grammars”:18 Chomsky realized that his 
grammars were hostage to privileged guesses at 
Indo-European norms; hence, insisting on the a 

priori necessity of a Kantian-like universalism 
down to the present moment, he concedes the a 

posteriori standing of those same grammars: he 
remains listo but quite unable to formulate a 
suitable replacement. Or, more generously, think 
of Ernst Cassirer’s candid rejection of Kantian 
transcendentalism in favoring a Hegelian version 
of the transcendental turn — applied to the large 
presumptions of the natural sciences (hence, 
irresistibly, to the modest claims of history and 
the cultural disciplines as well) — cast in Kantian 
terms no longer opposed to the Hegelian: 

Of course [Cassirer says] it is implicit in 
the character of this unity formation [the 
unity of physics including the latest puzzles 
of quantum mechanics] that the objectivity 
toward which it progresses and aims can 
never be conclusively determined. Whereas 
the “thing” of naive intuition [that is, 
sensory perception] may appear 
[phenomenologically] as a fixed sum of 
definite properties, the physical object by 
its very nature can be conceived only in the 
form of an “idea of limit.” For here it is not 
a matter of disclosing the ultimate, absolute 
elements of reality, in the contemplation of 
which thought may rest as it were, but of a 
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never-ending process through which the 
relatively necessary takes the place of the 
relatively accidental and the relatively 
invariable that of the relatively variable.19 

This is a remarkably irenic and courageous 
admission. But you cannot fail to see that; now, 
linear “progress” rests entirely on internalist 
grounds. Cassirer’s “ideal limit” is a rhetorical 
flourish rather than a gain by Kantian regulation; 
furthermore, there are no analogues of the 
predictive and technological interests of the 
sciences that can be invoked in any comparably 
progressive ordering of the arts. There’s the risky 
daring of Hegel’s vision, coopted by figures as 
diverse as Cassirer, Foucault, and, even more 
daringly, Thomas Kuhn. Perhaps they are rightly 
regarded as Kantians, but they are also, of course, 
closet Hegelians. Kant’s transcendental turn is 
openly managed here by a Hegelian sense of 
history. But to admit that is to favor the transient 
use of any array of meaningful order against the 
modal fixity of closed systems. 

Closer to home, our reasoning signifies that Kant’s 
solution of the antinomy of taste was never more 
than an academician’s hopelessly contorted bit of 
play. Aristotle’s and most of the medieval 
accounts of beauty emphasized selected, objective 
properties of things common to art and nature. On 
the whole, even when Kant’s British and German 
precursors acknowledged the importance of the 
sense of pleasure prompted by beauty (Hutcheson 
and Leibniz, for instance), they opposed the 
adequacy of the first wherever completely 
separated from the second; and both Leibniz and 
Baumgarten viewed the complex experience of 
beauty as involving a cognitively pertinent 
contribution through perception.20 

There’s little point in trying to fix the right recipe 
here, because Kant’s sense of the “aesthetic” is an 
artifact of his system’s executive needs; even his 
characterization of the beauty of fine art all but 
entails the collision of his conception of “free 
beauty” and his conception of the conditions under 
which we can be said to be aware of the beauty of 
art at all (that is, that, in the first, no concepts are 
ever directly in play and, in the second, they must 
be).21 

All of Kant’s well-known contributions to the 
analysis of the aesthetic: the nature of art, the 
relation between art and nature, the power of 
genius, the role of imagination, the sense of 
beauty and the judgment of taste, the link between 
the aesthetic and the moral — all these matters — 
are unworkably skewed as a result of Kant’s need 
to preserve the universality of taste while not 
assigning it a normal role in the formation of 
aesthetic judgments. Brilliant, I admit, but also 
more than a little mad. That Western aesthetics 
should have followed Kant at all is an item of 
distinctly clinical interest. There is but one way to 
escape the disaster: give up universalism in 
Kant’s strict sense — as well as “subjective 
universality.”22 Once we succeed here, we free up 
the possibility of (endlessly) reinventing the 
function of aesthetic judgment (without 
abandoning the pertinence of informed pleasure), 
or the relative independence of art from the 
temptation to reduce art to physical or biological 
nature, in order to secure the bare pertinence of 
whatever belongs sui generis to the discourse of 
art and culture. 

Once we admit that personal conviction and 
public consensus and rational discovery cannot 
ensure the universal, we see the misstep of Kant’s 
subjectivism. But if the lesson holds for beauty, 
then it holds for art as well. That seems to be part 
of the extraordinary philosophical challenge of 
Duchamp’s Fountain. For, if modernity lives in 
the conviction that the universal can always be 
recovered from the historical flux, then 
postmodernity is its effective subversion in the 
modernist world — both logically and politically. 
Nevertheless, it would be an even crueller mistake 
to think that we must finally choose between 
modernism and postmodernism. Reflecting on 
Foucault and Duchamp, I remind you, Thierry de 
Duve has put the point in a compelling way: 
“Sociology [he says] postulates that there is an 
us.”23 The “us,” I take it, signifies the public, 
political, communicating society that lies behind 
all our representations. 
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Le peuple manque: La sociabilité 
esthétique, le "régime esthétique 
de l'art" et le "nouveau partage du 
sensible" 
 
 
Maryvonne Saison, Professeur de 
philosophie, Université Paris X-Nanterre, 
France 

Il convient de garder en mémoire que l’esthétique, 
cette discipline philosophique issue de la 
philosophie, est un maillon dans un système, et 
que ce système lui-même s’inscrit dans une 
histoire. Si l’esthétique est née au XVIIIème 
siècle, certains célèbrent sa mort dès la fin du 
XXème et sa vie ne fut qu’une suite de remises en 
cause, auxquelles, tant bien que mal, elle a 
survécu. Tout en affichant la volonté de prendre "à 
rebours les raisonnements du discours anti-
esthétique contemporain", Jacques Rancière 
perpétue la tradition et redonne corps au "malaise 
esthétique", qu’il estime "aussi vieux que 
l’esthétique elle-même". Son but est d’identifier ce 
qu’il nomme alors le "régime esthétique"1 : un 
"régime nouveau et paradoxal d’identification des 
choses de l’art" né au XVIIIème siècle. Aux 
philosophes ne revient, selon lui que d’avoir 
élaboré le régime d’intelligibilité au sein 
desquelles toute une série de reconfigurations sont 
devenues pensables : "sous le nom d’esthétique, 
écrit-il, ils ont d’abord saisi et pensé le 
déplacement fondamental : les choses de l’art 
désormais s’identifiaient de moins en moins selon 
les critères pragmatiques de « manières de faire ». 
Elles se définissaient de plus en plus en termes de 
« manières d’être sensibles »"2. L’art, comme 
identifiant unique de pratiques multiples et la 
sensibilité, reçoivent sous ce régime une visibilité 
nouvelle et de nouveaux pouvoirs. De ce fait 
même, ils suscitent des attentes et génèrent des 
déceptions. Ce régime nouveau paye d’un 
équilibre instable et précaire le paradoxe qui le 
fonde lorsqu’il désigne, sans pouvoir l’expliquer, 
le mystère qui lie nature humaine et nature sociale. 
Au cœur du mystère, à l’origine de tous les 
fantasmes, l’idée d’un sens commun. 

De Baumgarten et Kant jusqu’aux dernières 
esthétiques classiques (je pense par exemple à la 
Phénoménologie de l’expérience esthétique de 
Mikel Dufrenne, pour retenir ce dernier chant en 
l’exact milieu du XXème siècle), du XVIIIème 
siècle donc au XXIème, c’est en effet là le point 
obscur au cœur de toutes les avancées. Est-il plus 
récurrente illusion que celle d’une rencontre 
heureuse d’une œuvre, artistique ou naturelle, et 
d’un regard ? Dufrenne ne cesse de célébrer cette 
affinité heureuse et réciproque, cette libre amitié, 
cette harmonie sans cause assignable qui se 
manifeste dans une expérience perceptive pure. 
L’idée régulatrice kantienne d’un sensus 

communis est le pivot des systèmes pensés sous la 
juridiction de l’esthétique : c’est à travers l’utopie 
d’un sens commun que l’esthétique s’impose à la 
philosophie pour constituer son articulation au 
politique. Si un "commun", de l’ordre du sentir 
est attesté dans l’expérience esthétique, le 
spectateur dont parle Dufrenne, ce témoin de 
l’œuvre, joue ipso facto le rôle d'un public, sans 
renoncer à sa singularité. La constitution du 
public virtuel par l’assemblée des spectateurs 
atteste d’une universalité possible, fondatrice d’un 
monde et d’une communauté humaine solidaire. 
Cette "sociabilité esthétique," requisit 
incontournable des réflexions esthétiques 
classiques et pivot de la phénoménologie 
Dufrennienne3, fut violemment remise en cause à 
partir de biais divers, mais convergents dans la 
dénonciation d’une utopie liée au statut esthétique 
de l’activité artistique.  

Ce que le régime esthétique inaugure aussi, c’est 
en effet un nouveau "partage du sensible", pour 
retrouver les termes de Jacques Rancière; l’accord 
de la nature humaine et de la nature sociale est 
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rompu, cet accord qui, après avoir lié art et 
sensibilité, opposait la sensibilité de l’homme de 
goût à celle de son faire-valoir que Voltaire4 
désignait comme "l’homme grossier" : "La nature, 
écrit Rancière, qui accordait les œuvres aux 
sensibilités, les accordait à un partage du sensible 
qui mettait les artistes à leur place et séparait ceux 
que l’art concernait de ceux qu’il ne concernait 
pas". L’état nouveau c’est celui qui voit se 
brouiller "la hiérarchie des sujets et des publics", 
et voit les œuvres se rapporter "au «génie» des 
peuples" et s’offrir au regard sans qualité. 
Rancière attribue à la suspension de l’accord 
antérieur le développement des deux directions qui 
génèrent le malaise esthétique : on voit s’épanouir 
un art sans normes ni critères, quasiment dé-
professionnalisé ou ne faisant montre d’aucune 
compétence spécifique, et les frontières qui 
séparent l’art et la vie s’estompent : "scandale, 
écrit Rancière, d’un art qui accueille dans ses 
formes et dans ses lieux le « n’ importe quoi » des 
objets d’usage et des images de la vie profane; 
promesses exorbitantes et mensongères d’une 
révolution esthétique qui voulait transformer les 
formes de l’art en formes d'une vie nouvelle". Les 
questions esthétiques ne se formulent plus alors 
dans les limites des frontières et mobilisent l’idée 
de peuple.  

La sociabilité inscrite par Dufrenne au cœur de 
l’esthétique correspond bien à ce nouveau partage 
du sensible. On peut y lire l’annonce, avec 
l’universalisation de la relation esthétique, d’une 
mondialisation des paradoxes qui lui sont 
inhérents. Au centre de ce dispositif se retrouve le 
concept de spectateur et celui de public , articulés 
à une réception conçue en termes de disponibilité. 
Spectateurs singuliers et assemblés s’accordent 
pour être, devant les œuvres, témoins et complices. 
Se hausser "à ce qu’il y a d’universel dans 
l’humain", comme l’écrit Dufrenne dans La 

phénoménologie de l’expérience esthétique5, c’est 
à la fois invoquer une universalité du jugement de 
goût ou du plaisir esthétique, et en attester, par 
l’existence d’un public qui témoigne pour un 
"nous" au-delà des singularités et des différences. 
Mais chez Dufrenne, la "communauté réelle" du 
public est entièrement assujettie à "l’objectivité 
éminente de l’œuvre" : les œuvres priment sur 
l’expérience qu’elles appellent. C’est ainsi qu’il 
conclut : "l’objectivité de l’œuvre et l’exigence 
qu’elle comporte imposent et garantissent la réalité 

du lien social". Mon propos n’est pas ici d’attirer 
l’attention sur la complexité et les déchirements 
d’une pensée écartelée entre le respect des chefs 
d’œuvres et l’utopie d’une société où la création 
artistique serait à la portée de chacun, mais de 
pointer dans une esthétique classique que 
l’analyse de Rancière éclaire d’un nouveau jour, 
les ambiguïtés d’un idéal de sociabilité esthétique 
fondé à la fois sur l’universalité d’une nature 
humaine et sur la qualité de certaines œuvres, au 
mépris d’une pensée politique que cet idéal 
appelle. Or une réflexion politique sur la façon 
dont l’esthétique, comme le dit Rancière6, pense 
le "sensorium paradoxal qui permet désormais de 
définir les choses de l’art", s’impose pour penser 
les moments de l’art que le même philosophe 
différencie : un régime représentatif antérieur au 
XVIIIème siècle, puis, appelé par le régime 
esthétique, le règne de l’éthique qui dissout la 
spécificité des pratiques artistiques et politiques, 
gomme toute distinction entre le fait et le droit, et 
identifie "toutes les formes de discours et de 
pratique sous le même point de vue indistinct".  

Quel sort faire aujourd’hui au sensus communis et 
que penser de la sociabilité esthétique : telles sont 
les questions qui mènent une réflexion que je 
centrerai sur l’idée de peuple.  

De la communauté esthétique au peuple 
qui manque 

Repartons de cette communauté dont philosophes 
et hommes d’Etat ont espéré trouver la réalisation 
à travers l’art et l’esthétique : abstraite ou, à tout 
le moins virtuelle, elle ne prend sens qu'au regard 
d’une absence qu’il s’agit de déplorer. Ce sont 
moins les relevés empiriques des désaccords qui 
doivent retenir l’attention que le sens donné à son 
invocation à travers le terme de "peuple". Paul 
Klee s’en fait l’écho lorsqu’il rapporte la 
difficulté de créer à l’absence d’une communauté 
porteuse : dans la conférence prononcée à Iéna en 
1924, il rêve "d'une œuvre de vaste envergure", 
d'un "Grand’Œuvre", et avoue : "Nous en avons 
trouvé les parties, mais pas encore l’ensemble. Il 
nous manque cette dernière force. Faute d’un 
peuple qui nous porte".7 

Gilles Deleuze, dans L’image-temps, associe Klee 
à Kafka et à Carmelo Bene sur le thème : "le 

peuple manque". Sa réflexion centrée sur le 
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politique, part du cinéma : "Resnais, les Staub, 
sont sans doute les plus grands cinéastes politiques 
d’Occident, dans le cinéma moderne. Mais 
bizzarrement, ce n’est pas par la présence du 
peuple, c’est au contraire parce qu’ils savent 
montrer comment le peuple, c’est ce qui manque, 
ce qui n’est pas là".8 L’absence du peuple est 
même aux yeux du philosophe "la première grande 
différence entre le cinéma classique et le cinéma 
moderne". Dans le premier cas, "le peuple est là, 
même opprimé, trompé, assujetti, même aveugle 
ou inconscient"; la même illusion "qui convoque 
les peuples différents dans un même creuset d’où 
sort l’avenir" se retrouve, avant la guerre, de 
l’empire soviétique aux Etats-Unis. L’histoire a, 
depuis, ruiné l’espoir que le cinéma puisse devenir 
"l’art révolutionnaire ou démocratique, qui fait des 
masses un véritable sujet" : après 
l’assujettissement des masses sous Hitler, l’unité 
tyrannique du parti stalinien et la décomposition 
du peuple américain, conclut Deleuze, "s’il y avait 
un cinéma politique moderne, ce serait sur la 
base : le peuple n’existe plus, ou pas encore…". 
Deleuze associe, en 1985, le thème de la minorité 
élaborée avec Félix Guattari dans Kafka9 en 1975 
et sa réflexion sur le cinéma pour donner comme 
tâche à l’art de "contribuer à l’invention d’un 
peuple" : "au moment où le maître, le colonisateur 
proclament « il n’y a jamais eu de peuple ici », le 
peuple qui manque est un devenir, il s’invente, 
dans les bidonvilles et les camps, ou bien dans les 
getthos, dans de nouvelles conditions de lutte 
auxquelles un art nécessairement politique doit 
contribuer". 

Il n’est pas inintéressant de rappeler ici, 
parallèlement aux réflexions du philosophe, que le 
peuple a fait son entrée sur la scène de l’histoire, 
en 1789, lorsqu'il s'est constitué en corps 
politique10 par la Révolution française. L’art ferait-
il suite ou écho à la Révolution pour inventer ou 
ré-inventer "le peuple" ? Deleuze n’assigne-t-il pas 
à l’art (et à l’esthétique par là même) une vocation 
politique, fondée sur les capacités de résistance et 
d’inventivité des minorités, mais rapportée moins 
à la constitution du peuple en corps politique qu’à 
l’utopie d’une communauté virtuelle, d’un public-
peuple au fondement de l’art et de la culture ? 
Faudrait-il alors parler d'un régime politique de 
l'art ?  

La réponse à ces questions passe par l’examen de 
l’articulation du public et du privé. Deleuze fait 
retour sur Kafka, opposant le maintien d’une 
frontière entre le politique et le privé du côté des 
littératures majeures, à sa suppression dans le 
mineur. On retrouve le même phénomène du côté 
du cinéma : alors que le cinéma classique, selon le 
philosophe, n’a cessé "de maintenir cette frontière 
qui marquait la corrélation du politique et du 
privé et qui permettait, par l’intermédiaire de la 
prise de conscience, de passer d’une force sociale 
à une autre, d’une position politique à une 
autre",11 dans le cinéma politique moderne, 
"l’affaire privée se confond avec l’immédiat-
social ou politique". Dans la configuration qui 
sépare le politique et le privé, le seul écho d’une 
sphère à l’autre passe par une prise de conscience, 
et celle-ci ne peut que "saisir la juxtaposition (de) 
deux violences et la continuation de l’une par 
l’autre". Michel Foucault était parvenu à des 
conclusions convergentes, dans sa réflexion sur la 
biopolitique, ou lorsqu’il faisait apparaître, dans 
ses cours, les nombreux renversements 
historiques ayant eu pour effet l’inversion des 
positions de dominés et de dominants; cela 
l’amenait à relativiser ipso facto tout jugement 
dans l’absolu. Avec la remise en cause définitive, 
chez lui aussi, de l’impératif de la prise de 
conscience, c’est toute une conception de 
l'écrivain, de l'artiste, de l’intellectuel en général, 
qui bascule et se voit reconsidérée : le modèle de 
l’intellectuel universel a fait long feu; Deleuze et 
Foucault ont promu la figure de l’intellectuel 
spécifique, qui s’engage dans des luttes 
régionales, dans des actions ponctuelles et 
concrètes sur le terrain. C’est dans ce nouveau 
contexte que l’articulation du politique et du privé 
se pose en des termes renouvelés. 

Le contexte de la régionalisation des luttes 
débouche pourtant sur la contradiction, 
effectivement rencontrée, entre la pluralité des 
minorités et l’unité utopique d’une communauté 
fraternelle, entre la multiplication des peuples et 
l’idée du peuple manquant, comme idée 
régulatrice politique de la valeur du minoritaire. 
La difficulté se lit dans les lignes de Deleuze, qui 
suivent le moment où il envisage les 
conséquences de l’abandon de la séquence 
"conscience, évolution, révolution", ce schéma de 
renversement essentiel dans le cadre du cinéma 
classique : "Ce qui a sonné le glas de la prise de 
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conscience, c’est justement la prise de conscience 
qu’il n’y avait pas de peuple, mais toujours 
plusieurs peuples, une infinité de peuples, qui 
restaient à unir, ou bien qu’il ne fallait pas unir, 
pour que le problème change. C’est par là que le 
cinéma du tiers-monde est un cinéma de minorités, 
parce que le peuple n’existe qu’à l’état de 
minorité, ce pourquoi il manque. C’est dans les 
minorités que l’affaire privée est immédiatement 
politique". L’identification du privé au politique 
tient à sa localisation dans les minorités et la 
perspective d’un passage de la pluralité des 
peuples au singulier du peuple ne semble plus aller 
de soi. Comment concilier l’idée que le peuple 
n’existe qu’à l’état de minorité, la pluralité des 
minorités et des peuples et la valeur attachée à 
l’invention d’un peuple absent ?  

L’acuité de la question ouvre la voie à des 
réponses sur le terrain de la sociologie, qui 
contribuent à sonner le glas du régime esthétique 
et des valeurs d’universalité et de consensus qui 
lui sont associées. D’aucuns12 renchérissent sur 
cette rupture avec l’imaginaire de la communauté 
harmonieuse en évoquant la querelle sur l’art 
contemporain qui éclata dans les années 1990, 
dans laquelle ils voient la revendication de tous les 
dissensus, esthétiques et artistiques. Ce serait 
pourtant affaiblir la pensée deleuzienne que 
d’interpréter ainsi l’invocation des minorités : si le 
consensus appartient à la majorité, et si l’artiste de 
minorité fait l’expérience d’un état de crise, le 
dissensus ne fait jamais l’objet d’une nouvelle 
unanimité : il ne relève ni de l’inéluctable ni du 
désirable. Si le privé a valeur politique, c’est dans 
la seule mesure où une culture nouvelle s’invente, 
qui vaut d'emblée pour tous. Il s'agit de substituer 
à un régime représentatif de l'art une nouvelle 
modalité, centrée sur la relation au monde, ouverte 
sur sa transformation, un régime inventif en 
quelque sorte; il faut voir dans la fiction non plus 
une fable inscrite dans l'irréel mais un pouvoir à 
exercer au niveau même du réel, que ce réel soit 
celui du medium artistique ou du terrain politique. 
Ainsi, selon Deleuze, Kafka et le cinéma politique 
moderne, face à un peuple colonisé du point de 
vue de la culture, tant par "les histoires venues 
d’ailleurs" que par ses propres mythes récupérés 
par les colonisateurs, ne peuvent que se donner 
"des intercesseurs", c’est-à-dire choisir des 
personnages "réels et non fictifs" qui se mettront 
eux-mêmes à "fictionner". La fabulation alors, 

conclut Deleuze, "c’est une parole en acte, un acte 
de parole par lequel le personnage ne cesse de 
franchir la frontière qui séparerait son affaire 
privée de la politique, et produit lui-même des 

énoncés collectifs"13. Je considérerai de plus près 
ultérieurement ces énoncés collectifs : mon 
propos ici est seulement de faire ressortir une 
configuration nouvelle. Ce n’est pas la même 
chose que de sociologiser et d’installer le 
dissensus ou de revendiquer des différends qui ne 
cessent dêtre habités par le souci du commun. 
C’est dans ce dernier cas seulement, à travers la 
pluralité des minorités ou des peuples, que l’on 
peut dire : "le peuple manque".  

L'artiste entre pouvoir et résistance 

L’opposition du majeur et du mineur, ou celle du 
privé et du collectif doivent désormais être 
pensées sans sacrifier au dualisme cher à la 
culture occidentale. Si nous revenons au Kafka, 
nous comprenons qu’il n’est pas question 
d’opposer le mineur et le majeur à travers des 
formes artistiques marginales ou populaires d’un 
côté et les formes reconnues des chefs d’œuvre de 
l’autre.  

L’art est dit mineur lorsqu’il effectue une 
opération de minoration. Ainsi la littérature 
mineure se définit-elle comme un usage mineur 
de la langue : "une littérature mineure, avertissent 
les auteurs, n’est pas celle d’une langue mineure, 
mais plutôt celle qu’une minorité fait dans une 
langue majeure".14 Ils décrivent la position de 
l’écrivain juif à Prague : "Kafka définit (…) 
l’impasse qui barre aux juifs de Prague l’accès à 
l’écriture, et fait de leur littérature quelque chose 
d’impossible : impossibilité de ne pas écrire, 
impossibilité d’écrire en allemand, impossibilité 
d’écrire autrement". Le point important devient 
donc celui de la déterritorialisation : écrire en 
allemand, "c’est pour les juifs de Prague le 
sentiment d’une distance irréductible avec la 
territorialité primitive tchèque". Mais l’allemand 
est la langue parlée par une "minorité oppressive 
qui parle une langue coupée des masses" : "bref, 
concluent les auteurs, l’allemand de Prague est 
une langue déterritorialisée". Or c’est précisément 
là ce qui la rend "propre à d’étranges usages 
mineurs" et Deleuze et Guattari ouvrent une 
parenthèse renvoyant "dans un autre contexte 
aujourd’hui", à "ce que les Noirs peuvent faire 
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avec l’américain". C’est donc l’opération de 
minoration qu’il faut retenir et non une opposition 
abstraite mineur/majeur.  

Le même chapitre "qu’est-ce qu’une littérature 
mineure?" dénombre trois caractères des 
littératures mineures qui doivent tous être pensés à 
travers le processus de minoration. Le premier est 
celui de la langue, que nous venons de rencontrer, 
le second est celui qui branche immédiatement 
l’affaire individuelle sur la politique, d’où nous 
sommes partis, et le troisième, "c’est que tout 
prend une valeur collective", que l’énonciation 
individuée a valeur d’énonciation collective. 
Deleuze et Guattari citent le Journal de Kafka en 
date du 25 décembre 1911 : "La littérature est 
moins l’affaire de l’histoire littéraire que l’affaire 
du peuple". La littérature (ou l’on dirait aussi bien 
l’art en général) est ce qui est susceptible de créer 
ce recouvrement du privé et du collectif, cette 
coalescence ou même transmutation du privé en 
collectif, à travers un geste artistique qui ne fait 
plus valoir l'autonomie de l'art ou la prérogative de 
l'auteur. L’espace de l’art devient le lieu de 
préfiguration d’une révolution susceptible de 
constituer un peuple au titre de la culture. Minorer, 
c’est en quelque sorte capter des forces, induire 
des variations dans l’usage du majeur. Les auteurs 
résument en ces termes leur pensée : "Les trois 
caractères de la littérature mineure sont la 
déterritorialisation de la langue, le branchement de 
l’individuel sur l’immédiat politique, l’agencement 
collectif d’énonciation. Autant dire que « mineur » 
ne qualifie plus certaines littératures, mais les 
conditions révolutionnaires de toute littérature au 
sein de celle qu’on appelle grande (ou établie)". 
C’est bien à travers "la possibilité d’instaurer du 
dedans un exercice mineur d’une langue même 
majeure" que l’on peut définir "littérature 
populaire, littérature marginale, etc.". Cette 
possibilité fait de l'artiste un transformateur; son 
action relève moins de la critique que d'un usage 
incongru de la réalité, qui la modifie. 

Il est important en effet de faire apparaître la 
minoration comme "une machine d’expression" 
qui minorise le majeur positivement, en 
l’enrichissant et donc sans véritablement jouer 
d’une opposition de deux états qui pourraient être 
distingués dans l’absolu, sous les registres du 
majeur et du mineur. L’expression littéraire fait 
fonctionner au niveau de son médium, la langue, 

des lignes de force immanentes au champ social 
qu’elle a su détecter et amplifier : elle ne vise 
aucune représentation imaginaire sans pour autant 
prétendre se substituer aux luttes réelles15; elle 
donne corps en revanche à l’idée même de lutte et 
de révolution, témoignant ainsi d’une 
dimensionnalité politique irrécusable dans le 
contexte d’un art dégagé de tout message ou de 
tout objectif politique immédiat. D’autres 
médiums mettraient en œuvre d’autres modalités 
de minoration : il convient de penser la 
minoration comme une démarche singulière à 
valeur politique, qui identifie l’individuel et le 
collectif sans rêver de résorber les singularités, et 
sans chercher à produire un modèle d’action 
unique et abstrait, se contentant de profiler 
l’horizon toujours repoussé d’un intolérable 
associé à une ligne de fuite. L’opération de 
minoration ainsi conçue entretient une relation 
indissociable avec son inverse la majoration : 
minoration et majoration sont les deux modalités 
possibles de toute "machine d’énonciation". 

Gardons le terrain de la langue : le savoir qui 
l’unifie, qui en fixe le modèle et la norme, 
accomplit, quoi qu’il en pense, un acte politique, 
ce que Deleuze et Guattari expriment en ces 
termes dans Mille Plateaux : "Le modèle 
scientifique par lequel la langue devient objet 
d’étude ne fait qu’un avec un modèle politique 
par lequel la langue est pour son compte 
homogénéisé, centralisée, standardisée, langue de 
pouvoir, majeure ou dominante"16. Mais la langue 
par elle-même ne relève pour sa part ni du majeur, 
ni du mineur : "Le mode majeur et le mode 
mineur sont deux traitements de la langue, l’un 
consistant à en extraire des constantes, l’autre à la 
mettre en variation continue". Aucun usage d'une 
langue ne peut faire l'objet d'une fixation 
définitive, toute langue peut donner lieu à des 
pratiques multiples et conflictuelles, aussi bien 
reconnues, encouragées, que tolérées ou 
proscrites. Les relations entre ceux qui font 
profession de s'exprimer et le pouvoir sont ainsi 
particulièrement labiles. Mais la notion de 
"pouvoir" demande aussi à être reconsidérée : 
Deleuze et Guattari s'insurgent contre la 
simplification illusoire selon laquelle le pouvoir 
serait identifiable comme entité cohérente, 
unitaire et stable17 : seules existent les "relations 
de pouvoir" qui se mettent en place en toute 
occasion et notamment dans l'usage d'une langue.  
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Toute relation de pouvoir est, comme Michel 
Foucault l’a montré pendant la même période, à la 
fois répressive et productive et il ne faut pas 
oblitérer ses aspects positifs qui permettent d’en 
saisir les effets de vérité. Le savoir est à 
comprendre dans les jeux de vérité qui se 
déploient dans les relations de pouvoir. Majeur et 
mineur désignent des modalités de domination et 
de résistance inscrites dans tout pouvoir et 
correspondant à des pratiques de minoration ou de 
majoration. Les conceptions deleuziennes et 
foucaldiennes du pouvoir sont proches et 
d’ailleurs, dans le Kafka18 , après avoir signalé en 
note la proximité de Foucault et de Kafka, Deleuze 
et Guattari ajoutent : "Michel Foucault fait une 
analyse du pouvoir qui renouvelle aujourd’hui tous 
les problèmes économiques et politiques. Avec de 
tout autres moyens, cette analyse n’est pas sans 
une résonance kafkaïenne. Foucault insiste sur la 
segmentarité du pouvoir, sa contiguïté, son 
immanence dans le champ social (ce qui ne veut 
pas dire intériorité dans une âme ou un sujet à la 
manière d’un surmoi). Il montre que le pouvoir ne 
procède nullement par l’alternative classique, 
violence ou idéologie, persuasion ou contrainte". 
Foucault et Deleuze se retrouvent dans l’idée que 
la résistance est inscrite dans la figure même du 
pouvoir ou de la domination, comme une de ses 
dimensions. Pour reprendre les termes de Foucault 
en 1982, "(…) la résistance est un élément de ce 
rapport stratégique en quoi consiste le pouvoir. La 
résistance prend toujours appui, en réalité, sur la 
situation qu’elle combat"19. Nous voyons mieux se 
dessiner la place de l’art : l’art n’est ni du côté du 
pouvoir ni du côté de la résistance, il ne saurait 
jouir d’une position absolue. Il est un enjeu pour le 
pouvoir, tour à tour son lieu de célébration ou de 
contestation, entreprise de majoration ou de 
minoration. S’il a partie liée à la résistance, il ne 
saurait lui être consubstantiellement associé : il est 
politique sans être affecté d’une position absolue 
d’allié ou d’ennemi du pouvoir en place. C’est 
d’ailleurs pour cette raison que la notion de 
"récupération" est indispensable dans l’examen 
des relations de l’art et du pouvoir : au regard 
d’analyses historiques régionales et précises, il 
apparaît que la même œuvre, selon époques et 
circonstances, fonctionne comme appui du Prince 
ou de l’Etat et comme contestation radicale du 
pouvoir en place. 

La communauté potentielle : une valeur 
pour l'art et l'esthétique ? 

Dans les registres de l'artistique, du théorétique 
ou du politique, le dissensus nomme donc l’état 
de fait rencontré dans l’empirie, ce dont chacun 
fait l’expérience quotidienne et qui renvoie aux 
minorités réelles dans leur diversité. Mais l’idée 
de peuple, qui n’a pas de contenu, ne se remplit 
jamais, ne se situe pas à ce niveau : elle 
accompagne la révolte des pratiques minoritaires, 
elle en est l’invocation nécessaire. Cela 
n’empêche nullement une pratique minoritaire, 
fût-elle artistique ou culturelle, lorsqu’elle réussit 
à inscrire sa révolte sur le terrain de la réalité, de 
tendre à l’imposer dans une pratique de 
majoration : on assiste au niveau des faits à une 
inversion constante du rapport 
domination/résistance, alors que la résistance en 
sa forme vide demande à être posée comme une 
dimension universelle. Foucault interprète en ces 
termes la façon dont Kant parle de la révolution : 
"la révolution, de toute façon, risquera de 
retomber dans l’ornière, mais comme événement 
dont le contenu même est important, son 
existence atteste une virtualité permanente et qui 
ne peut être oubliée."20 Le seul contenu se 
rapporte à la volonté de révolution : "la révolution 
à la fois comme événement, comme rupture et 
bouleversement dans l’histoire, comme échec, 
mais en même temps comme valeur, comme signe 
de l’espèce humaine".  

Le philosophe ne revient pas sur ses positions au 
moment même où il est conscient que son 
engagement aux côtés de l’Ayatollah Khomeiny 
pose problème, compte-tenu de l’évolution de ce 
qu’il avait cru être l’occasion "d’introduire dans 
la vie politique une dimension spirituelle"21. Face 
à ses détracteurs il maintient : "tous les 
désenchantements de l’histoire n’y feront rien"22. 
Hors de la sphère du politique, il décèle dans 
certaines révoltes, auraient-elles mal tourné, une 
réalité qui porte avec elle une vérité à soutenir et à 
penser : "au pouvoir, il faut toujours opposer des 
lois infranchissables et des droits sans 
restrictions". Foucault assume le caractère 
paradoxal du maintien après coup de son premier 
soutien à Khomeiny mais aussi de sa réprobation 
ultérieure : "il n’y a certes aucune honte, écrit-il à 
changer d’opinion; mais il n’y a aucune raison de 
dire qu’on en change lorsqu’on est aujourd’hui 
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contre les mains coupées, après avoir été hier 
contre les tortures de la Savak". La "morale 
théorique" du philosophe est donc 
"antistratégique" : "être respectueux, demande 
Foucault, quand une singularité se soulève, mais 
intransigeant dès que le pouvoir enfreint 
l’universel. Choix simple et malaisé : car il faut 
tout à la fois guetter, un peu au-dessous de 
l’histoire, ce qui la rompt et l’agite, et veiller un 
peu en arrière de la politique sur ce qui doit 
inconditionnellement la limiter". On le comprend 
bien : l’écrivain Kafka, l’artiste qui minore ou 
l’intellectuel spécifique maintiennent la tension 
entre des singularités empiriques et une 
universalité qui ne revêt plus le visage d’une 
utopie.  

Une telle "morale théorique" peut-elle encore aider 
à penser concrètement aujourd'hui ? Essayons : je 
prends l'exemple simple de la façon dont André 
Rouillé, dans le Journal en ligne PARISart

23
 plaide 

pour les "pocket films" qu'il présente comme un 
cinéma mineur. La question est de décider si, "face 
au cinéma majeur de la grande industrie 
cinématographique", "le cinéma mineur" des 
téléphones mobiles vidéo ouvre effectivement une 
voie pour la naissance d'un cinéma mineur. D'un 
côté s'impose le respect des singularités 
susceptibles de pouvoir filmer; il incite à 
considérer avec sympathie "au regard de l'énorme 
logistique technologique, professionnelle, 
économique et sociale du cinéma majeur", un 
cinéma nomade, intime et spontané, qui permet 
même à chacun d'être simultanémant réalisateur, 
spectateur et diffuseur de ses propres films". Mais 
ne voit-on, par contraste, se profiler la disparition 
possible, non seulement de toute communauté 
assemblée en public, mais aussi toute invocation 
d'un peuple virtuel ? Rouillé écrit : "le groupe 
social, les métiers et les activités impliquées dans 
le spectacle cinématographique s'effacent dans un 
processus croisé de désocialisation et 
d'individualisation". La désocialisation et 
l'individualisation sont-elles compensées par "la 
posture largement généralisée d'échanges et de 
dialogues par le biais d'appareils connectés en 
réseaux" ? C'est toute la notion de public qui 
demande à être repensée, mais je reste méfiante à 
l'encontre de ce qui substitue un hypothétique 
échange généralisé au niveau individuel, à 
l'exigence de la dimension du peuple. 

Le réseau est constitué de la juxtaposition d'une 
multiplicité d'individus qui ne se constituent pas 
en corps. Leur réalité empirique, qui ne se fonde 
plus sur un sensus communis, n'a pas trouvé pour 
autant de fondement politique. Le geste individuel 
qui fait l'économie de l'exigence artistique prive 
l'énonciation individuée de valeur politique. 
Revenons à Kafka : chez Kafka, il y a un 
renoncement au principe du narrateur comme à 
celui de la bipolarité narrateur-personnage. Kafka 
porte l’écriture à un seuil de désubjectivation où 
disparaissent sujet d’énonciation et sujet 
d’énoncé. Le Je est multiple et l’agencement 
d’énonciation est collectif, constituant une sorte 
de quatrième personne du singulier. La dimension 
d’un peuple à venir est liée à la désubjectivation 
de l’écrivain devenu un "on" qui est en mesure 
d’exprimer une communauté potentielle. Lorsque 
Deleuze et Guattari s’interrogent sur le caractère 
collectif de l’énoncé, "même lorsqu’il semble 
émis par une singularité solitaire comme celle de 
l’artiste"24, ils répondent : "c’est que l’énoncé ne 
renvoie jamais à un sujet". Le singulier et 
l’universel fusionnent en quelque sorte dans des 
énoncés nouveaux qui ne sont pas à rapporter à la 
singularité artiste. Les auteurs parlent du 
Célibataire : "l’énonciation littéraire la plus 
individuelle est un cas particulier d’énonciation 
collective. C’est même une définition : un énoncé 
est littéraire lorsqu’il est « assumé » par un 
Célibataire qui devance les conditions collectives 
de l’énonciation".  

Dans Mille plateaux25 ils fondent l’universalité du 
singulier, la valeur collective du nom du 
"célibataire", dans la faculté d’ouverture aux 
multiplicités dont il témoigne : "… le nom propre 
ne désigne pas un individu : c’est au contraire 
quand l’individu s’ouvre aux multiplicités qui le 
traversent de part en part, à l’issue du plus sévère 
exercice de dépersonnalisation, qu’il acquiert son 
véritable nom propre. Le nom propre est 
l’appréhension instantanée d’une multiplicité. Le 
nom propre est le sujet d’un pur infinitif compris 
comme tel dans un champ d’intensité". Si l’artiste 
signe l’œuvre de son nom propre, ce nom d’artiste 
ne lui appartient plus : il vaut comme intercesseur 
dans l’invention d’un processus fictionnel offert à 
tous. Le peuple n’est plus invoqué à travers la 
seule figure d’un public-récepteur de l’œuvre, il 
constitue l’idée préalable nécessaire à toute 
démarche artistique. Si je lis Neige26 d'Orhan 
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Pamuk, j'entends des voix multiples ou parfois 
fondues. La ville de Kars, à elle seule tient lieu de 
personnage, fait office de témoin pour le héros et 
pour le narrateur. Dans la profusion du roman, il 
devient difficile de dire qui parle, l'auteur est 
comme dessaisi de sa personne, faisant don de la 
fictionnalisation à des intercesseurs. Le 
phénomène est encore plus marquant lorsque 
l'écriture se rapproche de l'autobiographie comme 
dans Istanbul : souvenirs d'une ville27 : Istanbul 
ville de l'écrivain absorbe l'individu, transmue le 
privé en collectif. Le hüzün, ce sentiment proche 
du spleen est une humeur partagée, c'est, selon 
l'auteur, non "pas la mélancolie, qui est éprouvée 
par une seule personne, mais … ce sentiment noir 
éprouvé conjointement par des millions de 
personnes"; le privé a trouvé sa dimension 
collective. Pamuk n'écrit pas à titre privé, sa plume 
pose un peuple qui devient le public auquel il 
s'adresse. Peuple réel, peuple manquant ? Il est 
difficile de statuer sans lire le texte dans sa langue, 
et impossible de se prononcer sans prendre en 
considération le contexte de réception de l'œuvre. 
Les événements récents incitent, je crois, à lire 
chez Pamuk une opération de minoration.  

Deleuze et Guattari opposent au désir si répandu 
de se situer du côté de la majorité et du pouvoir, la 
décision d'assumer ce qu'il nomment dans le Kafka 

"un devenir-mineur : "Combien de styles, 
déplorent-ils ou de genres, ou de mouvements 
littéraires, même tout petits, n'ont qu'un rêve : 
remplir une fonction majeure du langage, faire des 
offres de service comme langue d'Etat, langue 
officielle (…). Faire le rêve contraire : savoir créer 
un devenir-mineur."28 Deleuze seul reprend dans 
Critique et clinique29 les mêmes thèmes de la 
dépersonnalisation de l’artiste et du peuple qui 
manque : "La santé comme littérature, comme 
écriture, consiste à inventer un peuple qui manque. 
Il appartient à la fonction fabulatrice d’inventer un 
peuple. On n’écrit pas avec ses souvenirs, à moins 
d’en faire l’origine ou la destination collectives 
d’un peuple à venir encore enfoui sous ses 
trahisons et ses reniements". Qu’il s’agisse de 
Kafka ou de Melville, sous la plume de Deleuze la 
littérature apparaît comme ce délire qui passe par 
les peuples, "les races et les tribus" et hante 
l’histoire universelle : "tout délire est historico-
mondial". La fiction du peuple manquant est la 
marque de l’inscription du politique dans l’art; 
c’est par elle, sans recours aux concepts de sujet 

ou de nation, que Gilles Deleuze situe l’art et la 
culture dans leur dimension collective et à 
l’échelle du monde.  

Il nous faut conclure désormais sur l’éventuel 
déplacement opéré à travers cette idée du peuple 
qui manque par rapport au sensus communis et à 
l’espoir, au cœur de l’esthétique, d’instaurer, 
grâce à l’art, une nouvelle sociabilité. La 
sociabilité propre au régime esthétique de l'art 
renvoie à une communauté consensuelle : le 
public qui lui est lié a la double figure des 
individus assemblés et de la masse indistincte 
qu’ils constituent. Un tel public est marqué du 
sceau de la consensualité. Par l’idée du peuple qui 
manque, au contraire, dissensus et consensus sont 
associés dans une tension qui ne saurait trouver 
de résolution. L’art intervient comme résistance et 
énergie dissensuelle fondé sur un refus viscéral du 
consensus; il est pourtant, paradoxalement animé 
par l’affirmation, tout aussi viscérale, d’un 
fondement nécessaire dont tient lieu le public 
mais qui ne peut être invoqué que sous le nom de 
peuple, et qui plus est, en son absence. C’est par 
le biais de la minoration que l’art acquiert sa 
dimension politique et non par un quelconque 
engagement revendiqué comme politique: l’art 
porte avec lui l’absence et l’appel d’un peuple. Le 
cri "le peuple manque" ne s'entend qu'après le 
deuil du sensus communis.  

Un artiste a su donner une image juste de ce que 
je viens d’exposer laborieusement : Romeo 
Castellucci, pour le troisième épisode de sa 
Tragedia Endogonidia30, stigmatisant l’absence 
du peuple, a installé dans les fauteuils d’orchestre 
de grands lapins noirs de taille humaine, 
identiques comme des clones et inexpressifs. On a 
lu dans ces occupants des fauteuils, "la grande 
précarité de l’humanisation"31. Ce non-public 
inerte, que l'on peut imaginer coopératif et 
consensuel, est celui qui remplit les salles et 
prend part à une opération de majoration. 
L'installation du metteur en scène en appelle, à 
travers cette image tirée d'un mauvais cauchemar, 
à un régime politique de l'art, dressant à son tour 
le constat qui tient lieu de fondement à l'art et à la 
culture : "le peuple manque". 
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New Epistemological Meaning of the 
World and its Reflection on Art 
 
 
 
 
İsmail Tunalı, Professor of Philosophy, 
Turkey 

Human and world dilemma takes a special 
relationship style in history. Because of this, each 
historical era’s world becomes a unique world for 
that period. Also, each era’s understanding of 
existence, philosophy, science and art have the 
basic character structure of the era they were born 
in. In this respect, for instance, worlds of an 
antiquity man, a medieval man, a Renaissance man 
and a modern man are different from an 
epistemological point of view. This difference 
concretizes in their existence interpretations, 
object comprehensions and related to this, in their 
philosophies, sciences and arts; in other words, in 
the epistemological meaning of their worlds. 

The era we live in also has an epistemological 
meaning. What type of a meaning this is? The 
answer to this question can be comprehended by 
looking at the epistemological manner of the 19th 
century. Because, our era’s epistemological 
characteristic is shaped in this period. 

In the second half of the 19th century, all natural 
sciences, especially physics and biology gained a 
new acceleration. This revision in sciences is 
based on the principle of turning them into 
positive sciences. This means sciences are based 
on experimental data and laboratory studies. The 
model science of the era becomes physics since it 
reaches to certain natural rules and all the other 
sciences enter into a radical innovation process 
according to physics model. For example, 
psychology is founded as psycho- physics by 
Weber and Fechner. Auguste Comte, who founded 
sociology calls it as physic- social, in other words 
as physics of social events. A. Comte also brings 
forward the famous hypothesis of three phases 
law. According to this hypothesis, human mind 
passes from three phases: theological phase which 
created religion, metaphysics phase which created 

philosophy and positive phase which created 
science. At the end of these intellectual 
formations a new epistemological world view, a 
mechanist world view which works according to 
mechanical rules emerges. There is the 
understanding of reality of this movement in the 
basis of this mechanist world map. Accordingly, 
reality is only the reality of sensual data. Parallel 
to this epistemological formation in sciences, an 
understanding of art based on the reality of 
sensual data, in other words positivist principles. 
This understanding of art is impressionism. 

According to E. Mach, the philosopher of the era, 
existence is a complex of senses. Sensation is a 
structural element which forms both the physical 
and spiritual existence. Object, substance, 
material, colors, sounds and etc. consist of 
sensual elements. Accordingly, the world is a 
mosaic of sensations and knowing means to 
comprehend this mosaic of sensations.  

Understanding of impressionist art completes 
such an epistemological picture. According to 
this, what the real is the appearances conveyed by 
our senses. Appearance is a complex of 
instantaneous senses or impressions. This 
complex of impressions is the only reality. It is 
the epistemological existence picture of a 
positivist age.1 

Positive natural sciences, which gained a new 
acceleration with the positivization tendency in 
the second half of the 19th century, enter the 20th 
century as mathematic positive natural sciences 
with a new understanding of reality. This new 
understanding of reality surpasses the 
epistemology that has existed for centuries and 
puts forward a new knowledge picture. 
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Scientific epistemological picture, which appeared 
with Renaissance, expresses an understanding 
based on sensual elements. This understanding 
deconstructs the monist reality approach in science 
and builds a new reality based on science and 
philosophy. For example, “quantum” approach of 
Max Planck, “relativity” of Einstein and 
“uncertainty relation” of W. Heisenberg become 
the structural elements of this new epistemology. 
This new reality approach materializes on “big 
reality” and “big abstract” identity of the era. In 
other words, “reality” and “abstract” is integrated 
through this. As a result of this, epistemology 
reaches a new world picture with this new reality 
approach. For example, rationalism and 
empiricism in philosophy, abstraction and 
naturalism in art loose their categorical values in 
this new reality approach. 

Such a universe is expressed most clearly in 
philosophy of phenomenology. Phenomenology, 
“parenthesizes”, “assumes nonexistent” the entire 
nonexistent sensual world with 
“phenomenological manner” and 
“phenomenological reduction” and heads towards 
“essence”, “eidos”, “essentia”. When the sights 
and senses are assumed nonexistent there is an 
absolute, doubtless reality to be reached: World of 
essences that surpasses the senses. Such a world is 
an absolute existence that is not bound up with 
time and space. This is a new epistemological 
reality. We observe the same manner in the art of 
the era. This is the abstract art, which starts with 
cubism, continues with non-figurative art and 
reaches up to today. Abstract art also seeks such 
an absolute existence, essence, a basic being. For 
example, Theo van Doesburg, one of the theorists 
of abstract art, explains this as follows: “The aim 
of art is to reach the essence with the tools of art.” 
Naturally, this art will be an “arte metaphysika”.  

  21st century brings a new epistemological world 
picture and a new epistemological meaning of the 
world as it starts as an information age. The term 
“information age” expresses such an 
epistemological meaning and the epistemological 
reality that it is based on. Now we can ask this 
question: What is this new epistemological 
meaning? 

For centuries, the conflict between humans and the 
world, two contrasting existence areas and 

knowledge phenomenon, is considered as the 
comprehension of the world, which is also a 
development that has a conception in mind. 
Existence and reality approach of classical 
epistemology takes form in this conflict. 
However, the new century transforms the 
individual consciousness into a universal mind, 
and the world, which is an individual 
consciousness correlate, into a universal world. 
Now epistemology conceives the reality as a 
global world reality that is comprehended by the 
universal mind. Universal mind is an existence of 
individual subconscious concepts, intellectual 
categories. Global world is not a correlate of the 
universal mind, but it’s the universal mind itself. 
A new knowledge cosmic is born from such an 
identicalness of world and mind. This new cosmic 
structure is a virtual structure. Hence, it has the 
paradox of being a virtual reality. This is the 
reality that is both the mind the world; it is a 
digital reality, a product of the computer 
technology. Most concrete examples of this 
reality are the images in the internet. These 
images are virtual but also real at the same time. 
This paradoxical quality integrates these 
uncompromising antinomies of these images in 
transcendental virtual reality. Such a reality 
approach will also affect the art. In other words, 
the concept of art since Renaissance will change 
completely. Even in 1950s, H. Read and W. 
Adorno have very clearly indicated that such a 
change would occur in a very near future. For 
example, H. Read was saying that art of machine 
age would take the place of painting stating, “The 
only real artist we want is nothing more than a 
worker with the capability of designing.”2 In the 
same decade, T.W. Adorno tries to explain the 
meaning of art in the new reality of the work 
within a new concept. This concept is the notion 
of “culture industry.”3 “Culture Industry” concept 
covers this new art and is synonymous with the 
concept of “mass culture”. However, it is 
basically different than the art produced by 
masses, such as folk art. “Culture Industry” 
involves “the products that are produced partly 
and completely according to a plan and 
determined mostly by the consuming masses. 
They resemble each other in terms of structure 
and build up an almost perfect system together. 
And the tools of contemporary technique provide 
it to them.”4 As a natural result of this, concept of 
art will change while the autonomy of the art in 
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the cultural scene will disappear. The difference 
between fine arts and applied arts will also 
disappear and art will have a presence in the 
“culture industry” only as “art.”5 

This change, foreseen by H. Read and T. Adorno 
almost fifty years ago, is coming true in our 
century. This change is based on the change of 
reality into a virtual reality. Category of virtual 
reality has quiet rich art works today. This also 
consists of a virtual time and space. This art type is 
named “ars electronika” with the concepts such as 
“cave” and “bubbles”. “Ars elektronika” will 
develop more with these examples and become an 
original art of the new epistemological universe 
picture. Here, naturally some questions appear. 
What will be the position of conventional art that 
existed up to now, against this new universe 
picture? Will art continue to exist with the same 
familiar sense and within the same categories? Or 
will art also start to search for new forms and new 
directions and concepts within this changing 
epistemological existence picture and virtual 
reality? “Ars elektronika”, as mentioned above, 
gives us some clear hints about the future of art. 

Art of the information age will surely be a digital 
design tool adequate for this age and technology, 
especially the computer technology. Some basic 
characteristics of this art will probably take form 
as follows: 

Art of the information age will develop outside of 
traditional naturalism and abstract art dialectics 
that existed since Renaissance. In this sense, art 
will be an anti-conventional new art. All practices 
will be according to a universal appreciation 
alternative to universal mind, not by an individual 
creation. Installation and conceptual art 
movements that aroused in the last decades of the 
last century and ars elektronika which is in its 
rising stage today, can be seen as the first 
movements of such an art understanding. 

Art of the information age will gradually lose its 
traditional local and national identity within an 
integration of a universal mind, a global world and 
a universal taste. However, art had developed in 
these concepts for centuries. We can see the 
indications of today’s art especially in architecture 
and music. The information age will continue to 
discuss the locality and nationality of art, which 

has been discussed for centuries, but mostly as a 
nostalgic problem. 

Despite these changes, art will not lose its 
importance for humans in the information age, 
but it will continue to be a cultural axis with its 
original characteristics within the new 
epistemological categories of the era. 
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What Titles don’t Tell 
 
 
 
 
 
Arnold Berleant, Professor of Philosophy 
(Emeritus), Long Island University, 
United States, with the assistance of 
Onur Türkeş, flautist 

This paper is concerned with titles, more or less 
descriptive, of musical works. It does not deal with 
titles that are generic forms or categories, such as 
sonata or symphony. But while I discuss titles, the 
point of the paper is not titles but what they 
obscure, what lies behind them. Thus the title of 
this paper is itself misleading, since it leads one to 
think that the paper is about titles, whereas it is 
rather about music when freed from their 
influence. While this may sound confusing at first, 
the musical examples I shall play will make the 
case more clearly than an exclusively verbal 
explanation. 

Introduction 

...[In] an experience as intense as playing 
[the piano]...the intensity of feelings [is] 
only made factitious by being diluted with 
words.1 

I want to say something about the art of music and 
have chosen to approach the subject by means of 
titles. I have misgivings about doing this through 
the questions titles raise, for titles have many 
aspects and it is easy to get side-tracked by 
peripheral, relatively insignificant issues. I hope I 
can steer my discussion through them, however, to 
the center of the matter. I have decided to 
approach my subject by means of titles because, 
by showing what titles do not do as well as what 
they do do, we can come closer to the heart of 
music. For despite the title of this paper, it is not 
about titles; it is rather about what lies behind 
titles. What the heart of that art is, is truly the 
matter before us. 

 

Titles 

Titles of musical works come in many different 
types and from many different sources. Publishers 
and listeners as well as composers have bestowed 
titles on musical works based on a large variety of 
things: the mood the music evokes, a narrative the 
music supposedly describes in sound, some object 
or sound the music supposedly imitates or 
otherwise depicts. It is the last of these that will 
provide the means to carry us closer to 
understanding where the peculiar power of music 
lies. 

I have chosen three sorts of titles to help me do 
this and, in exploring music, I should like to move 
this inquiry away from the conceptual and 
dialectical level and into what Justus Buchler has 
called the exhibitive mode of judgment. To do 
this I would like to play for you instances of these 
different kinds of titles, not to illustrate the titles 
but rather to lead us to the kind of direct grasp 
that Plato attributed to the highest stage of 
knowledge. What I hope this musical journey will 
reveal is an ontology of a radically different sort 
from Plato's. The kind of apprehension I hope to 
arrive at is not the grasp of a supersensible realm 
of forms but exactly the converse. 

The first kind of title is among the most obvious 
and amusing: titles that seem to indicate what the 
music is describing or imitating. One of the most 
well-known examples of this is Mussorgsky's 
“Pictures at an Exhibition” (1874), a set of pieces 
inspired by paintings and designs of the 
composer's friend, Victor Hartman. The titles of 
the individual pieces are taken from the titles of 
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the paintings and include 'The Old Castle', 'The 
Tuileries Gardens,' 'Bydlo' (a farm cart), 'Ballet of 
the Unhatched Chicks,' 'Limoges - the Market,' 
'Roman burial ground - the Catacombs,' and the 
'Great Gate of Kiev,' the music of each piece 
relating to the subject of a particular painting. 

This inventive and entertaining work is a relatively 
late example of a practice that had begun long 
before and that gained great popularity among 
eighteenth century French composers such as 
(François) Couperin (1668-1733), (Jean-Philippe) 
Rameau (1683-1764), and (Claude) Dauquin 
(1694-1772), who wrote short characteristic pieces 
for the harpsichord with descriptive titles such 
Couperin's Les papillons, Les pélerines, and Les 

vieux seigneurs. Birds were often used as titles for 
these pieces, and I begin with one of the most 
popular of these, a work by Louis-Claude 
Dauquin, still occasionally played today, “The 
Cuckoo.”2    

Pieces such as this can be entertaining, and it is 
easy to ascribe more verisimilitude to their 
imitative features than is actually present. In this 
work the cuckoo's call is suggestive more than 
accurate, for while the European cuckoo's call may 
be close to a two-note descending minor third, it 
may also be a descending second and is always 
reiterated at the same pitch. Here, however, the 
minor third quickly becomes a second, a fourth, a 
fifth, and a sixth, and even an ascending second, 
and one section of Dauquin's piece is built around 
the interval of a major third. Moreover, the two-
note figure is usually an accompaniment, not the 
principal part. This is one versatile cuckoo! 
Whatever the composer's intention, it is clear from 
the music that he does not attempt to imitate the 
cuckoo's call literally but that the call only 
suggested a musical idea to him. One might 
recognize the cuckoo's call, but it is a historical 
cuckoo, as well, for the melodic and harmonic 
usage of the piece identifies it clearly as eighteenth 
century French. An eighteenth century French 
cuckoo? I wonder if this title could be inferred just 
from the piece itself? 

Cuckoos are not the only musical birds. They 
exhibit one of the most distinctive and easily 
transcribable calls, but there are other birds whose 
songs or behavior have also offered musical 
suggestions to composers. Illustrations can be 

found in other pieces of the same period, such as 
“The Cuckoo” that show similar avian 
characteristics: “The Turtle-Dove,” “Canaries,” 
“The Swallow,” and “The Hen.” I suspect, 
however, that few birds could be identified from 
their music. It is most likely that the bird's song or 
behavior suggested a musical idea that took flight 
in the composer's imagination in directions the 
bird never flew. It is reasonable to suggest that, in 
such cases as these, titles do not designate the 
imitative goal of the piece; rather they identify its 
point of departure. One might say, using 
Aristotelian terminology, that the titles designate 
the piece's efficient cause, not its final cause. 

Musical works that purport to recount a narrative 
in musical sounds show another use of descriptive 
titles. Famous examples of this use range from 
Berlioz's Symphonie Fantastrique, with its march 
to the gallows and the beheading that follows, to 
the adventures in Prokofiev's Peter and the Wolf. 
These draw on the listener's imagination as well 
as on the composer's, and one of their charms lies 
in trying to identify where specific narrative 
events occur in the ongoing musical sounds. It is 
important to note, however, that we recognize the 
story in the piece and not from the piece. If we 
did not know the narrative beforehand, we could 
never infer it from the music alone. As we shall 
see later, this is part of the larger case I am trying 
to make. 

One can cite a long list of titles that may seem to 
convey imitation or narration, but descriptive 
titles have been used in still other ways, such as to 
refer to moods, feelings, objects, situations, or 
events. A lovely work that shows all of these is 
Schumann's Kinderscenen. Let me illustrate how 
Here, too, the resemblance is detected from 
knowing the title and is ex post facto and not 
ante-facto. This becomes evident by first listening 
to each of these short pieces and identifying its 
title only afterward. 

Kinderszenen (Scenes of Childhood, Scènes 

d’Enfants) 

1. Von fremden Ländern und Menschen 
(From foreign Lands and People, 
Hommes et pays nouveaux) 
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2. Kuriose Geschichte (A curious Story, 
Histoire curieuse) 

3. Hasche-Mann (Catch me, Cache-cache) 

4. Bittendes Kind (Entreating Child, L'Enfant 
qui prie) 

5. Glückes genug (Perfect Happiness, 
Bonheur parfait) 

6. Wichtige Begebenheit (An important 
Event, Grand évènement) 

7. Träumerei (Revery, Rêverie) 

8. Am Kamin (By the Fireside, Au coin du 
feu) 

9. Ritter vom Steckenpferd (Knight of the 
Rocking-Horse, Sur le cheval de bois) 

10. Fast zu ernst (Almost too serious, Presque 
trop sérieux) 

11. Fürchtenmachen (Frightening, Faire peur) 

12. Kind im Einschlummern (Child falling 
asleep, L'enfant s'endort) 

13. Der Dichter spricht (The Poet speaks, Le 
Poète parle) 

As with the bird pieces, it is unlikely that one 
could have identified the mood or event in any but 
the most indeterminate way without knowing this 
music beforehand. Here, again, it seems most 
likely that Schumann chose childhood experiences 
to stimulate his extraordinary musical sensibility 
and playfully inserted musical features that 
suggest aspects of those occurrences.  

Feelings, objects, and situations are obviously 
different from one another and, indeed, we could 
amuse ourselves by attempting an exhaustive 
classification of titles, but that is exactly what I 
want to avoid here. What I want to do instead is 
lead this inquiry toward something neither 
superficial nor especially amusing for, as I implied 
at the outset, this presentation is not about musical 
titles but about the ontology of music. By 
suggesting ideas that stimulated the composer's 
imagination, these titles tell us something about 

the origin of the composition, as I suggested 
earlier, but they do not establish any imitative 
purpose or object of imitation. In fact, titles, 
instead of directing us to what the music is about, 
tell us what it is not about. The works of music 
are not the auditory reflection of the cuckoo, the 
hen, or children's moods and behavior. Indeed, 
they are not about anything at all. Regardless of 
how a musical work originated, we must take it 
on its own terms and descriptive titles only invite 
confusion. Understanding this confusion can also 
help us grasp not only the self-sufficiency of 
music but also its distinctive standing in the 
human world. That is why I have chosen to 
approach this issue using titles as the means of 
bringing us to that understanding. 

Joueurs de Flûte 

But let me now turn to a different use of titles, 
their use in naming actual or imaginary 
personages. The portrait is an important genre of 
painting and sculpture, and it also occurs in 
music. Schumann himself provided some 
examples of this in his piano suite, Carnival. But 
probably the most well-known example of this, 
however, is Elgar's Enigma Variations (1898-
1899), each of whose fourteen variations is a 
musical picture of one of Elgar’s friends. 
However, the composer (wisely) left us only 
incomplete information on the identity of those 
individuals, so that what we have are, so to speak, 
portraits without a sitter, “invisible” portraits. We 
know they were musical portraits of some sort, 
but their identity is indicated by their initials only. 
(It is unlikely that most of his listeners would 
know to whom they referred, and today all we can 
know is a historical account of them.) In their 
place there is only the music. 

There are other examples of musical portraits. 
Despite the intriguing puzzle about the identities 
of the individuals "portrayed" in the Enigma 

Variations, this is actually an extra-musical 
question and a distraction from the music itself. 
Their identity is a question only for a sleuth or a 
music historian, not for the listener. I want to 
show in the case of musical portraits, as in the 
other titles we have considered, that what is 
musically relevant is the music alone. That is to 
say, the music is the portrait, not the clue for 
identifying the subject of the portrait. 
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The third work I should like to consider3 may also 
a group of musical portraits. This is a work for 
flute and piano by the French composer Albert 
Roussel, his set of four pieces called Joueurs de 

flûte or Flute Players, op. 27, written in 1924. I 
hope that it will both clarify and demonstrate the 
self-sufficiency of music and, at the same time, 
lead us beyond titles toward the ontological 
proposal that underlies this paper. Its titles, 
moreover, introduce greater complexity and raise 
some curious questions that can assist us in our 
quest. 

Joueurs de flûte (Flute Players), op. 27 (1924), 
Albert Roussel (1869-1937) 

1. Pan  

2. Tityre  

3. Krishna 

4. M. de la Péjaudie  

Each of the four movements is entitled after a 
mythical or fictional character who was known as 
a flute player: “Pan,” “Tityre,” “Krishna,” and “M. 
de la Péjaudie.” The goat-footed Greek satyr Pan, 
lusting for one nymph after another, is said to have 
invented the syrinx or reed pipes. Tityre is one of 
the shepherds in Virgil's Eclogues, known as a 
dissolute young scapegrace who loved to lurk in 
the dark and make mischief, and was sometimes 
described as playing the flute. Krishna, who lends 
his name to the third movement, is a Hindu demi-
god who, in his youth, played the flute. Finally, M. 
de la Péjaudie is the flute-playing hero of the novel 
La Pêcheresse by Henri de Régnier, published a 
few years before Joueurs de flûte. 

Because we may know something of the character 
after which it is named, each of these movements 
may be thought to reflect that particular flute 
player. The flute in “Pan” plays a sensuous, 
melismatic line, rhythmically free and enticing, the 
sort of melody Pan might have used to seduce the 
objects of his amorous intentions. The flippant 
staccatos in “Tityre” could be taken to reflect the 
flippant character of that shepherd, scampering 
about on his mischief-causing rounds. “Krishna” 
evokes the exotic sounds of the Orient and, in fact, 
is based almost entirely on the Hindu mode form 

'Shri.'4 The last movement is more of a puzzle, for 
La Pêcheresse is not as familiar as the other 
referents and we must be content to know about 
M. de la Péjaudie whatever we can glean from the 
music.  

These titles, like the seventeenth century 
descriptive harpsichord pieces with which I 
began, may have been stimuli for the composer, 
perhaps suggesting the stylistic character of each 
piece. As in my earlier examples, however, the 
resemblance is after the fact; that is, whatever 
resemblance we can detect can be recognized 
only after hearing the music and can not be 
anticipated beforehand or inferred from the music 
alone. And so the title merely puts a handle on the 
piece by associating the music with the character, 
incident, or mood identified in the title. 

But Joueurs de flûte introduces a further 
dimension to the use of titles. Each movement is 
not only named after a mythical or fictitious flute 
player but is also dedicated to an important 
French flute player active at the time the work 
was composed: “Pan” to Marcel Moyse (1889-
1984), “Titre” to Gaston Blanquart (1877- 1963), 
“Krishna” to Louis Fleury (1878-1926), and “M. 
de la Péjaudie” to Philippe Gaubert (1879-1941). 
These pieces, then, are not only musical portraits 
of four fictitious flute players; at the same time 
they may be thought to reflect something of four 
actual ones: Moyse, Blanquart, Fleury, and 
Gaubert. Unless the listener is a music historian, a 
flutist, or a concert goer in France (Paris) in the 
first half of the twentieth century, it is unlikely 
that one would have heard any of them play or 
even know much about them. Yet it is reasonable 
to assume that Roussel had some reason for 
coupling a particular flutist with each movement: 
we might think that there is a further association 
of the music with the personality of that flutist or 
of his playing. But all we can know of these flute 
players from the music is the music itself. The 
players are, in a significant sense, entirely in the 
music. The music alone incorporates their musical 
being, and establishing any external tie is a 
historical question, not a musical one. 

We have, then, two parallel sets of portraits, one 
of fictional flutists and the other of real ones. But 
in a sense, all the portraits are real: they are real 
as portraits. We have Krishna only insofar as we 
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have Roussel's music, and we have Louis Fleury 
only insofar as we have the piece Krishna.5 
Indeed, all we know here of Fleury's flute playing 
is this music. Similarly, we know the flutist Pan 
only insofar as we have his music and Marcel 
Moyse only from the music of Pan. The music 
does not get its significance or its meaning from an 
actual flute player about whom we may know little 
or nothing. Joueurs de flûte presents us with both 
Krishna and Fleury, Pan and Moyse, Tityre and 
Blanquart, M. de la Péjaudie and Gaubert. 

The Significance of Titles 

What I want to say, then, is that all music is about 
nothing but itself; indeed, music is not about 
anything at all. It simply is in itself, what Hanslick 
called “tonally moving forms.” We cannot 
therefore turn to other things such as emotion, 
language, or symbol to understand music. 
Stravinsky said it clearly: “Music can express 
nothing.... It can express itself only.”6 This 
principle is exemplified even in music to which a 
composer has given a descriptive title. The title is 
ascribed to the music and is not inherent in it: its 
meaning is wholly embodied in the music itself. 
Instead of titles telling us something about the 

music, the music tells us something about the 

titles. Instead of titles telling us what the music 

means, the music tells us what the titles mean. 
Indeed, titles can be indirectly instructive by 
helping us know what music is not, for in their 
variety, titles include most of the surrogates that 
mistakenly translate music into something that is 
more easily conceptualized but that, by that 
translation, loses the music. What, then, is music? 
This brief presentation cannot provide a full 
answer but can indicate the direction in which to 
proceed. 

It may help to identify two concerns here, two 
different inquiries: knowing music and 
understanding music. Knowledge, of course, is the 
object of inquiry, and its cognitive concerns have 
had a central place in the history of Western 
philosophy: to render our experience in the world 
in conceptual terms, ontologically, metaphysically, 
epistemologically. Indeed, since Kant the 
cognitive quest has been at the heart of 
philosophical inquiry. Yet we do recognize that, as 
important and powerful as conceptual cognition is, 
knowing has greater breadth. At various points in 

history philosophers have indicated the way 
toward grasping non-conceptual knowing. We can 
think of Plato’s account of the ultimate 
apprehension of the Forms, a state to which we 
may be led but cannot know other than by direct 
apprehension. In recent times there is what 
Bergson called 'intuition,' knowing an object from 
within, directly. There is G. E. Moore's sensory 
intuition of the color yellow, an intuition that 
cannot be described to anyone who has not 
perceived that color. Then there is Wittgenstein's 
famous advice to discard the ladder by means of 
which one has climbed to the understanding that 
his propositions are senseless: “Whereof one 
cannot speak, thereof one must be silent.”7  

And there is music, an art that is beyond words, 
whose connection with recognizable features of 
the broader world, unlike painting, sculpture, 
literature, and theater, is never direct, even when 
titles seem to suggest otherwise. Not by 
translation, not by comparison, not by 
conceptualization is music grasped, but directly 
from the musical experience and without any 
intermediary. Indeed, I would argue that because 
of such direct apprehension music may be 
considered the exemplary art, for it is in this 
respect that all the arts give us their unique 
understanding, an understanding that does not 
consist of conceptual objects but of a kind of 
resonance, to use a musical metaphor. It is an 
understanding achieved through an empathetic 
participation in aspects of the world that we grasp 
by acquaintance and not through concepts, 
definitions, or proof.  

But I want to talk about more than meaning or 
knowledge: I want to talk about being. Where can 
we find the flute players in this work of Roussel? 
The music of Pan is not Roussel's idea of what 
Pan sounded like; it is Pan: it is Roussel's Pan. So, 
too, the music of Pan does not necessarily reflect 
the flutist Moyse or resemble his playing. Roussel 
has given us his Moyse, the flute player Moyse. 
In so far as the music is concerned, it is Moyse. 
So too with Tityre and Blanquart, Krishna and 
Fleury, M. de la Péjaudie and Gaubert. The work 
is the flute players and the character of each 
player lies in it. Whether the name and 
characteristics of the person were an inspiration to 
the composer is an historical question only. For 
the listener, the name simply gives each 
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movement its identity: it is only the musical 
experience that gives each name its meaning. The 
art lies in the amalgam of the sound, the 
performer, and the listener. 

Musical Presence 

But we are left with a question: Is this connection 
between the music and the flute players more or 
less definite, comparable to the images in 
representational painting or the characters and 
situation in a realistic novel? Or is it, on the other 
hand, nothing more than a linguistic stipulation by 
the composer? To suggest a third alternative, is the 
object, character, person, situation, or mood 
something that is wholly present, wholly contained 
in the work of musical art? I should like to 
maintain the last of these, and I hope that I have 
established my point by the musical examples we 
have been considering. For music to “be” one must 
participate in the living sound, a kind of 
environmental experience; as someone once 
observed, “To live in the music is like walking on 
a woodland trail.”8 Music gives us a wordless 
sense of things. 

Here is where musical understanding lies. 
Understanding music is different from establishing 
cognitive meaning, for musical understanding has 
no cognitive pretensions. What it identifies, I 
believe, is an organic grasp of the music, a full, 
human engagement in the musical experience. It 
resembles the sense of sympathetic connection 
with another person that we grasp in unspoken 
communion, rather like what Moritz Geiger, 
following Edith Stein, called ‘\'empathy.'9 
Merleau-Ponty grasped this difference well: 

From the writer and the philosopher...we 
want opinions and advice. We will not allow 
them to hold the world suspended. We want 
them to take a stand; they cannot waive the 
responsibilities of men who speak. Music, at 
the other extreme, is too far beyond the 
world and the designatable to depict 
anything but certain outlines of Being -- its 
ebb and flow, its growth, its upheavals, its 
turbulence.10  

If music is about itself, what of works like 
Roussel's whose titles make connections between 
the music and something else, such as mythical or 

actual flute players? Do their titles have any 
function at all? Several plausible explanations are 
possible. (1) The title could identify the piece's 
origin in the object or situation that stimulated the 
composer's musical response, as a title might in 
impressionist painting. Then, again, (2) the title 
could be a guide to listening, suggesting what the 
listener might hold in consciousness as a focal 
point in attending to the progression of musical 
sounds. 

But these explanations are external to the music, 
and the question remains: Is there an internal 
connection between the title and the music, a 
clear reference? (3) Is the title, as I asked earlier, 
merely an arbitrary stipulation by the composer? 
Or as I also suggested, (4) is the object, person, 
situation, or mood something that is wholly 
embodied in the work of musical art? I hope that I 
have shown the plausibility of the last of these, 
and have established my point not so much by 
verbal argument as by reference to musical 
experience. 

Perhaps we can adapt Merleau-Ponty's 
characterization of language and thought to 
music, where music would operate as a “second 
flesh.” 

It is as though the audibility that animates 
the world of music were to emigrate, not 
outside of every body, but into another less 
heavy, more transparent body, as though it 
were to change flesh, abandoning the flesh 
of the sensible body for that of music.11 

Where, then, are the flute players? The music is 
not about them: this music is not about anything. 
It has no referent independent of the music; 
indeed, the music has no referent at all. What we 
would like to call the referent is the music itself; 
that is, the music is its own referent, so to ask for 
its referent is actually a meaningless question, a 
tautology of sorts. For this music is not about the 
flute players; it is the flute players, not the 
mythical or historical flute players but the flute 
players that are the music. In whatever sense flute 
players are involved, they, so to speak, are present 
as the work. This is how music resonates with the 
human world:12 The music exists in and through 
the flute players and they exist only as the music 
in the ongoing sound, the execution, and the 
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listening conjoined. For music to be, one must 
participate in the living sound. This is the being of 
music, neither subjective nor objective but its own 
body. 

So where, finally, are the flute players? They are 
the work; they are embodied as the work. The title 
merely inscribes an identity for each movement. 
The being that it identifies is the amalgam of the 
sounds, the performer, and the listener. These are 
inseparable, and together they are the music – and 
the flute players. 
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Among Several Cultures and Times 
 
 
 
 
 
Gulammohammed Sheikh, Professor, 
Painter, India 

Living in India means living simultaneously in 
several cultures and times. One often walks into 
“medieval” situations, and runs into “primitive” 
people. The past exists as a living entity alongside 
the present, each illuminating and sustaining the 
other. 

As times and cultures converge, the citadels of 
purism explode. Traditional and modern, private 
and public, the inside and outside continually 
telescope and reunite. The kaleidoscopic flux of 
images engages me to construe structures in the 
process of being created. 

Like the many-eyed and many-armed archetype of 
an Indian child, soiled with multiple visions, I 
draw my energy from the source. 

(Catalogue, “Place for People”. Bombay and New 
Delhi, 1981) 

This was written in response to a prevalent view of 
one world-one culture and a singular notion of 
time taught to us as a philosophy of life. Applied 
to painting, this view meant working in one mode 
at a time, figurative or abstract, and one genre, 
naturalistic or surrealistic, “Indian” or “modern”, 
whichever one; it was to be expressly shorn of 
stains of other arts or aspects of life that would 
pollute its purity. Art practice aspired to the ideal 
of a “masterpiece” fixed in a frame and exclusive 
of the context to which it belonged. Any 
combination of alternatives had to be harmonized, 
that is to say one diffused in the service of the 
other to singularize the experience, for otherwise it 
would lead to a schism, a dilemma, split vision, 
schizophrenia. Eclectic was a bad word. 

The world as it came to me, however, came almost 
invariably manifold, plural or at least dual in form. 

In art, painting came in the company of poetry 
and images from life lived, from other times, 
from painting, sometimes from literature, and 
often from nowhere, emerging together through 
scribbled drawings and words. The multiplicity 
and simultaneity of these worlds filled me with a 
sense of being part of them all. Attempts to define 
the experience in singular terms have left me 
uneasy and restless; absence of rejected worlds 
has haunted me throughout. 

In childhood I saw a close convergence of Hindu 
and Muslim rituals in family customs and 
ceremonies; names of kin could come from either 
tradition. Under the strict gaze of my father, I 
prayed five times a day in the mosque, but moved 
in the company of Jain and Brahmin friends, 
including a priest, the rest of the time. It was a 
daily routine to recite the Koran in the morning at 
home and learn Sanskrit at school in the 
afternoon. My town was a nineteenth-century 
extension of a far older Wadhwan (believed to be 
ancient Vardhamanapuri). Frequenting the 
Birdwood Library and Irish missionary hospital in 
town was as usual as visiting the twelfth-century 
Ranakdevi temple, step-wells, or shrine of 
Gebanshah Pir. I wrote poetry my mother tongue 
-Gujarati- that consisted of a vocabulary drawn 
from Persian, Arabic and Portuguese besides 
Sanskrit and the spoken dialect shaped by people. 
We also knew that belief in multiple faith systems 
was not uncommon and some communities 
observed religious practices of a dual kind. Such 
practices and beliefs had remained alive in many 
parts of India despite the history of the Partition. 

The meaning of reality was larger than the 
mundane world; so I believed when my father 
spoke of white jinnat (genie) springing across the 
riverbed in a single leap or when friends 
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described stones rolling from one end of the 

maidan or ground to the other on their own in the 
early hours of the morning. Standing alone on the 
old iron bridge as the aged clock tower ticked, I 
visualized angels whirling above trees of the 
grave-yard as Japanese planes flew over them at 
the end of the Second World War. The vision of 
the procession of Gabanshah Pir in the backyard of 
our little house at midnight is as clear and vivid in 
my mind as the long hours spent in the hot, 
burning afternoons of summer 

Art that fed my mind was equally polymorphic: 
The unbelievable scenery and fictitious mansions 
my brother painted in sweeping strokes on glass 
were akin to popular pictures from Nathdwara. 
Equally influential were the large and lurid cinema 
hoardings (billboards) and the dreamy damsels of 
popular periodicals in which photographic images 
were recast in blaring colors. Against these, the 
excersize of drawing an oleander branch in a 
ceramic vase at school was infinitely dreary (and 
put me off all oleander branches and vases for the 
rest of my life), and the bland illustrations in 
school textbooks, which we disfigured with a 
vengeance at every available opportunity, were 
equally dreadful. So when I painted landscapes of 
unvisited sites and seductive belles or picture-
stories for a hand-drawn, hand-written periodical I 
edited with a poet-teacher friend, images from 
these different worlds tumbled out in one form or 
another. 

I reached Baroda in 1955 for formal education in 
art. Here works of great artists and epochs 
historical and contemporary, eastern as well as 
western, took me by storm, pushing all I had 
brought from home into a remote private corner of 
mind. Michelangelos and Picassos in the art 
history classes (and glimpses of Sienese murals 
and Indian miniatures) opened hundreds of 
windows, although our souls and hearts were tied 
to the abstracts of Soulages, Kline, and others, 
which jumped out of the pages of international art 
journals. Indeed, swept up in the high tide of 
“modern art,” the entire stockpile of earlier 
traditions was left ashore or in the oblivion of art 
history. But it was difficult to find a clear spot in 
the shadows of “masters,” and the only alternative 
was to snuff them out. In the search for a singular 
image, I devised (initially under the influence of 
M.F. Husain) a whinnying white horse in chase or 

isolation, perched on the horizon between dark 
expanses of earth and sky, harnessed to a tonga 
or, more often, free of associations of specific 
time and place. I painted these elements over and 
over again in different combinations until the 
reductive process led to repetitions as the 
emotional surge ebbed. Most of the paintings 
seemed to be haunted by images that stood 
outside their frames. 

It was at this stage that I left for an England going 
through the last lap of the Pop and the heyday of 
the Minimal at the Royal College of Art in 
London, the nerve center of the avant-garde in the 
early- and mind-1960s in England. Much as I 
remained somewhat unconvinced, the current 
trends, I tried both prevalent modes and effects 
(complete with photographic collage and color-
stripes with masking tape, etc.) to get them out of 
my system and mixed them with the expressionist 
simulation of paint I was familiar with. This was 
my first – albeit unconscious and unsuccessful – 
attempt to play with multiple imagery and form.  

It appeared to many of us then that after the 
marathon of movements in the arena of art, 
painting was breathing its last. Curiously enough, 
the ephemeral form of film seemed to be the most 
vital creative alternative of the day, and Fellini 
and Bunuel presided over the eclipse of painting. 
Perhaps the rootlessness caused by the cult of 
internationalism coincided with the flickering 
substance of the film image. Cinema in that 
period tried to appropriate effects of painting – 
thus assisting in the process of pushing art into 
other blind alleys of non-art, anti-art, and similar 
variations for a decade or so. Disillusioned by the 
art of the day and with a heart full of void I 
looked to the Flemish, the early Italians, to Piero 
della Francesca at the National Gallery, and to the 
Indian miniatures at the Victoria and Albert 
Museum. Going back to “moderns” of earlier 
days, Magritte drew me close for devastating 
myths of the real and the unreal, much like Fellini 
in 8 ½; Morandi’s little drawings and etchings for 
the love of the unprofound scenery of his local 
Bologna; Beckmann for the frightening images of 
violence and the enigma of the unknown. 

A visit to Italy was a revelation of sorts; it 
unlocked deep and unsatiated reserves of 
responses to the early Renaissance, especially to 
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the Sienese and to Piero della Francesca. Looking 
at the works of Ambrogio Lorenzetti, Sassetta, and 
Duccio revived faith in painting once again. 
Painting, for the Sienese, was an act of love 
offered with tenderness, humility, and passionate 
conviction. Every surface of paint simmered with 
a feeling of touch, with the result that the walls in 
paintings smelled of human warmth. I discovered 
how this came to be in the provincial town of 
Siena. The city is built on hills; lanes radiating 
from a piazza each widen and close at intervals 
like the movements of people using them. The 
experience of the uphill route of streets 
corresponds to rising breath released as one 
reaches small open squares on the way, while 
return downhill is quick and sudden for an ecstatic 
gasp at the wondrous sight of the shell-like great 
piazza, large as a lake and touched by the shadowy 
arm of the campanile of the Palazzo Pubblico.  

Lorenzetti’s cityscape Effects of Good Government 
has passages of the experience of walking through 
Siena. Not painted as a static scene of a city 
observed from a window, it opens gradually from 
one end of the wall as one scans the secret nooks 
and corners, lanes, byroads, rooftops, and the 
distant cathedral, through the viewer’s own 
movements. Such paintings, done much before the 
illusionism of the Renaissance overran the 
intimate realism of this provincial terrain, 
apparently do not conform to the rationales of 
Palladian perspective. In Sassetta, color is not 
tainted by the intervention of cast shadows; its 
luminosity is heightened by a saturation of hues in 
the absence of dramatic effects of light and dark. 
Probably this was a result of color perceived in 
clear daylight rather than indoors, as seems to have 
been the convention since the Renaissance, when 
manipulation of source of light and play of 
shadows became the nucleus of pictorial form. 
Duccio was all light. Deeply entrenched in the 
spirit of the Gospel narrative, scenes of his Maesta 
polyptych run as folios to be read in different 
orders as golden skies and pink-orange grounds 
lead across episodic borders of frames. Moreover, 
Duccio’s Story of the Passion is set in his 
hometown of Siena and his Christ may well have 
been modeled in the likeness of a kinsman. 

Much of the Indian painting I saw subsequently on 
return to India was strikingly close to the 
experiences of looking at some of the early 

Renaissance pictures. The opportunity of teaching 
art history at Baroda turned out to be a learning 
experience about the Indian traditions of painting. 
The images one encountered in various schools of 
folio paintings popularly known as miniatures 
were identifiably set in specific time and locale. 
Landscape was made of forays into the forests 
and streets traversed on foot. Space was construed 
as a buoyant expanse of “flat” color rippling with 
alternations of proximate and distant views. Color 
was derived from light and air, aromas and 
sounds, rather than merely describing surface tints 
of objects. Cast shadows had no place here – even 
night scenes were “moon-drenched” or full of 
visibilities. In fact it was rare to find paintings 
made from the experience of sight alone: each 
simmered with reference to other senses and to 
the arts of literature, music, or drama. Based on 
music, the Ragamala paintings retain their 
sparkling visual tenor and flow with candid, 
melodious nuances.  

Mughal painting seemed to articulate the richly 
diverse traditions into a collective statement of 
eclectic vision of a most unusual kind. The 
painters in the imperial workshop of Akbar 
included recruits from various parts of India who 
worked under the supervision of two Persian 
masters brought to India by his father Humayun 
from his sojourn in Iran. Introduced to Flemish 
prints at a later stage, they used all modes and 
methods known to them – Persian, European and 
a variety of Indian – often working collectively on 
a single folio incorporating vegetation, figures, 
architecture, or even drawing and coloring by 
different hands. In tune with this creative 
collectivity was Akbar’s vision of a new faith 
Din-i-Ilahi he devised to assimilate aspects of 
various religious systems. In pursuance of this 
vision Hindu scriptures were translated into 
Persian and painted by a group of Hindu and 
Muslim artists. In a similar example, one of the 
finest Ramayana is painted by Sahibdin from the 
Rajput state of Mewar, an arch rival of the 
Mughal rule. 

The most striking example of the Mughal 
experiment are the large folios of Hamza Nama in 
which about a hundred artists worked over a 
period of fifteen years (1562-1577) to illustrate 
Persian tales of a rebel who is often identified 
with the uncle to the Prophet. Despite the Perso-
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Arabic location of the narrative which also 
includes exploits of the hero in distant lands, the 
stories are totally set in the Indian context, with 
local flora and fauna, architecture, and dramatis 
personae derived from a variety of racial types. 
What is most significant is the fact that the 
collective nature of the work does not result in a 
cacophonic collage, but projects an image of 
multiple visions, each in relation to as well as 
independent from the others. For instance, the 
tenor of loud faience patterns matches the 
animated intensity of figures, keeping the spatial 
planes alive with resilient tensions. This reveals in 
some respects a quality of life – of living together 
of communities, each with a definite view of the 
world in dialectic interaction with the other. 
Difference is not a sign of disorder or disunity. In 

painting, individual vision is not an exclusive, 
private preserve; it shines more in sharing than in 
separation. 

Hamza Nama also reveals another vital dimension 
of Indian art, rarely acknowledged: the portrayal 
of the physical reality of life in India. Along with 
the archetypal Indian crowds in movement, it 
uncovers aspects of brutality and violence both 
latent and explicit, often in vivid, gory details. 
More evidence is forthcoming of the Indian 
artist’s concern for the sordid realities of the place 
and time he lived in. The horrific realism of the 
murder scene by Gangaram shatters the myth of 
idealism the traditional Indian artist is saddled 
with. 

 

Figure 1. Exterior of mansion of Sawantram Chokha, Shekhwati, Rajasthan, nineteenth century & 
Shekhawati, pata (scroll) painter 
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Figure 2. Tree of Two, tree upon Horizon: (1) Tree of Two-3, oil on canvas, 1970, coll. Geeta Kapur, 
New Delhi (2) Tree above Horizon, oil on canvas, 1970, coll. Lalit Kala Akademi, New Delhi 

The murals of Shekhawati brought back memories 
of Siena, of discovering painting while walking. 
All over the town, there is street after street with 
mansions painted inside out. The scroll painters 
too reveal their stories in time The repertory of the 
pata (scroll) painter in Bengal includes tales of 
various kind: from the myths of gods and 
goddesses to assassination of prime minister Indira 
Gandhi, or even nuclear proliferation in America. 
This community of painters who often bear dual 
Hindu and Muslim identities narrate the 
Sattanarayan tale for Hindus and Satta Pir for 
Muslims from the same scroll.  

Returning to India and visiting my Surendranagar, 
my hometown in north Gujarat, I saw accretions of 
time past still alive in interaction with elements of 
change, unharmonized yet vital. Much of what I 
had left behind came back to me, a childhood 
strangely in the company of new images. 
Somewhere the luminosity of Sassetta’s interiors 
overlapped with the procession of Gebanshah Pir. 
And moving along the overused streets and 
repeatedly touched walls brought recollections of 
the streets of Siena, Ambrogio had painted. Images 
from painting and life exchanged places. I painted 

Returning Home after a Long Absence. It shows 
the community ghetto against a wall tall enough 
to distance it from the factory that lay beyond, 
angels and the Prophet from a famous Persian 
miniature in the British Museum, and my 
mother’s portrait from a photograph. This was 
followed by a series of walls and the redolent 
vegetation I would see at the edge of town that 
had made me imagine things as a child.  

About Waiting and Wandering deals with my 
hobby horse - journeys. This one referred to many 
a journey, both personal and others, of places, 
situations and even art, medieval European art for 
instance, Sienese painting especially served as a 
kind of touch stone. In Revolving Routes, the 
worlds of childhood and my Baroda home, part of 
the British residency, and the art college where I 
taught, jostle with “quotes” from Brueghel, 
Balthus and Mughal miniatures. There are the 
streets of the city of Baroda, and on the bottom 
left a speaking tree with heads of friends and 
teachers.  
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Figure 3. About Waiting and Wandering (detail), oil on canvas, 1981, Nilima Sheikh, Vadodara 
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Figure 4. Speaking Street, oil on canvas, 1981, coll. Roopankar Museum of Faine Arts, Bhopal 

Speaking Street in a way refers to the small town 
environment in which I grew up in, Surendranagar 
in Gujarat. It shows a small narrow street with a 
mosque in the middle. The mosque does not have 
the usual dome or large minarets; it is like a large 
domestic building with a red roof. The external 
sign of it being a mosque are two small minarets at 
the entrance. The stories are set inside and outside 
the mosque. Inside, devotees pray and outside, 
women sell fish to stray customers, there are 
vignettes of violence, of conjugal love etc. On top, 
you have the street opening up into a ground 
where runs a little story. It is about a saying I 

heard when I was a child. The story went that 
angels do not cast shadows and that only dogs can 
see them. The painting is set in very warm 
colours, my Sienese connection: the deeply 
saturated greens I have admired in Sassetta’s 
works. But here, the effect of colour is meant to 
be thermal, something you feel at different levels 
of temperature. So in that sense, colour is not only 
part of a spectrum, it is also seen in terms of 
touch, by feeling it. And that experience 
corresponds to sense of colour born out of living 
in the changing climatic conditions of India. 
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This was also a time to realize what was gripping 
the political life of India. We had encountered 
what it was to be in a state of Emergency (1975-
77) but now the rightist political groups were 
getting empowered and the nation was being 
divided on communal lines. The conflagrations 
had begun from ‘69 onwards, but from the eighties 
these became endemic especially in Gujarat. The 
situation gave rise to a new political consciousness 
which the artist community had avoided until then. 
The ethnic divide made it impossible for any 
thinking individual to keep aloof, and even if you 
did, the changing social and political scenario 
forced you into its midst with new equations. For 
instance, the name that you held, or were born 
with, now ghettoized you with curbs on access to 
other cultures. It was no longer the free, liberal and 
open space you had taken for granted. Ironically 
but not unexpectedly, the escalating violence and 
the rise of political right accompanied the 
economic liberalization which opened doors for 
multinationals to enter the Indian market.  

City for Sale, was painted during this period. 
Unlike Speaking Street located in a small town, 
based on memory City for Sale, is named. It is not 
any town or any situation but a specific place and 
a specific situation. There are vignettes, part of the 
park, part of the gateway which refer specifically 
to the city of Baroda. So you have multiple 
situations of a city: street characters of diverse 
origin– three men meeting, borrowing a match, 
lighting a beedi, a point of contact contrasted with 
the communal riots on the left, where a man is 
denuded to determine whether he is circumcised, 
whether he is a Muslim or not. And against 
panorama of a cityscape is a cinema hall showing 
a Bollywood film Silsila set around a triangular 
love affair of cine stars playing their real life roles 
on the screen, obviously for commercial benefit. 
The chilling sense of the absurd in the context of 
the riots was one of the basic themes. The painting 
is about the polarization within the city: one 
section of the city is all quiet or what you call 
‘normal’, as if nothing is happening, but elsewhere 
the same city is burning. The painting of it 
continued for about three years against the 
backdrop of continuous violence in the city. I 
began to develop a superstition that every time I 
picked up a brush, a riot would begin to rage. 

In order to explore a possibility of the multiple in 
the manner of Arabian Nights or our own 
Kathasaritsagar (The Ocean and Rivers of Tales), 
I experimented with trypichs and polyptichs. 
Passages was painted for the Times of India 
building in Delhi in six panels for six office 
cabins in a row, but due to the transparency of the 
glass enclosures one could also see the panels as a 
continuous 42 feet mural while walking up or 
down. After this, a greater opportunity to work in 
a public space arose when the state government of 
Madhya Pradesh offered me space for a mural in 
the newly built Legislative Assembly building in 
Bhopal. The Sienese allegory of Good and Bad 
Governments painted by Ambrogio Lorenzetti 
immediately came to mind. At the same time a 
secret desire, nursed for years, to paint a ‘life-
size’ tree came to the forefront. Tree of Life made 
in thirteen panels is an exploration of diverse 
times and cultures, denoting points of contact 
along with the inherent tensions and 
contradictions. The project was realized through a 
collective workshop with a number of assistants 
and companions working in tandem. Although I 
managed to go over almost every part prepared by 
assisting artists – there was an overlap of hands in 
the process which added unusual dimensions.  

The nineties was a period of great conflict. The 
16th century Babri mosque in Ayodhya was razed 
to the ground by fanatic mobs in a day, leading to 
serial blasts in the far away city of Bombay. 
Choice of Birth (1992-94) and Mirage (2000) 
quote the demolition of the mosque to raise 
questions of the given and acquired cultures. How 
Can You Sleep Tonight? (1994) is self-
explanatory in its title. During this period, I found 
potential in exploring the vision of 15th century 
syncretic poet Kabir, whose poetry continues to 
be vastly popular in the entire northern belt of 
India. Drawing upon Bhakti and Sufi traditions he 
radicalized the meaning of the spiritual by vesting 
it in the individual quest, thus making the recipes 
of organized religious practice redundant. Beside 
mystical imports he uses a quizzical device of 
reversal in an almost surrealist mode, to expose 
hypocrisy and religious dogma. In the manner of 
‘devil quoting scriptures’ he inverts the image to 
turn the common place on its head. For instance: 
‘the mute propounds great wisdom, the lame 
scales mount meru..’ or ' Look at the amazing 
sight, a lion is guarding the cows!’.. (Doesn’t it 
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sound familiar in the context of US army 
‘guarding’ the populace of Iraq?).Such means 
were invented to tackle the terrors of the time. 
They were relevant in Kabir’s days and still so in 
our times, now. 

I had long been thinking of painting books along 
the lines of a traditional scroll of a monk’s 
journey. The purpose was to explore possibilities 
of making books in a format which would allow 
images to be linked in a continuum but which 
could also be read in multiple combinations. The 
accordion format used in publications of Chinese 
scrolls seemed to be the appropriate format. I 
planned the first book as a book of journeys 
hoping that connections between the images would 
emerge in the process of painting. Painted 
intermittently for eleven years, the Book of 
Journeys (1996-2007) turned out to be a pictorial 
cardiograph of the period. Indeed the events that 
unfolded in the course of time influenced the tenor 
and theme of images as well as the linguistic 
means of portrayal, sometimes necessitating 
complete revision or replacement of the previously 
painted pages. So, often it became a journey back 
and forth, prompting deployment of different 
modes to meet diverse demands. While poet Kabir 
spreading a shroud in front of an approaching 
angel appears in a linear rendering, the landscapes 
are in saturated hues, cities of Vadodara and 
Ahmedabad are mapped after the traumatic events 
of ethnic genocide in 2002, the demon charging to 
grab the map of Iraq is borrowed from Siyeh 
Qalem. There was no indication of India exploding 
its second nuclear device at Pokhran in Rajasthan 
in a few days’ time as I ruminated upon the little 
hide out of our home in Baroda in late nineties. A 
decade later, the hide out page came to 
accommodate a companion when its location 
appeared on Google Earth! 

After I learnt the art of digital collage, I made 
three other accordion-format books. 

The Shrines based upon the form of the 
traditional Rajasthani shrines called ‘kaavad’, are 
designed as personal ‘shrines’ to be opened and 
closed in desired configurations. The purpose is 
to seek alternative meanings in order to retrieve 
the sense of the spiritual from organized religious 
practice and to transpose it to the realm of the 
secular. Made after the terrible events of the 
recent past, the shrines are meant to invoke the 
remembrance of suffering, to empathies with and 
atone for the atrocities inflicted upon thousands of 
innocent victims. ‘Journeys’ is about memories of 
migration and displacement; ghosts of the dead 
return to reclaim their habitats. Majnun in his 
quest for Layla wanders in the wilderness – near 
the temples of Dwarka or knocks at the gates of 
Ka’ba. ‘Ayodhya / Mirage’ is a dirge on a town 
mired by futile quests, that have turned it into a 
funeral site where the Babri mosque lays buried 
under the debris of demolition. The image of the 
mosque is printed on a copper sheet embedded 
into the painted surface. The majesty of 
motherhood in a quotation from the ‘Birth of 
Rama’ mural at Mattancheri in Kerala, in the 
sanctum of the shrine, represents the flipside of 
the demolition. ‘Musings and Miscellanies’ 
juxtaposes images of destructive icons with 
quotes from ‘Agony in the Garden’ (Mantegna) 
and ‘Annunciation’ (Fra Angelico), and with 
dancing Darwishes from a Persian painting. It is a 
site of penance and atonement with quotations 
from the saint-poet Kabir in the sanctum. 
‘Alphabet Stories’ forms part of series of works 
made after attempts to communalise textbooks. 
The collage is composed of images from 
children’s alphabet books. 
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Figure 5. City for Sale, oil on canvas, 1981-84, coll. Trustess of the Victoria and Albert Museum, 
London  

 

Figure 6. ‘Tree of Life’, oil on canvas mounted on board, 8,54 × 6,67 meters, Vidhan Bhavan, 
Bhopal, 1996-97   
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Figure 7. Musings and Miscellanies: Shrine, Musings and Miscellanies (open Shrine, Musings and 
Miscellanies (open), mixed media on wood, 36×32×136 cm, 2002-04, coll. Artist 

 

Figure 8. Mappamundi-2, Looking for Layla, gouache on inkjet, digital collage, 58.5×70.5 cm, 2003 
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Attraction to painted maps is a result of my 
obsession with journeys. The Nathdwara map lays 
down the sprawling complex with a camouflage of 
real and the painted images often one playing the 
role of the other. An unexpected brush with digital 
devices landed me in the mapping territory. 
Dealing with a virtual image flickering on the 
monitor was however an unusual challenge for 
someone who had dealt with pigments and 
materials in physical form all his life. In the end, I 
managed to combine the two methods (virtual and 
the physical) by painting upon printed images 
construed on the computer. My fascination for 
painted maps was triggered off by a picture 
postcard of a 13th century Ebstorf Mappamundi 
(map of the world) I spotted in the British Library 
book shop. On learning that the original map on 
parchment was destroyed in the allied bombing 
during the World War II, I decided to use its image 
for making my own world maps. In the Ebstorf 
map, the world is formed of the body of Christ 
with Jerusalem in the centre. In the process of 
remaking it, I inserted Rama to chase the illusive 
deer in the company of St Francis talking to the 
birds. Majnun appeared looking for his Layla to 
encounter Mary Magdalene trying to touch the 
ephemeral form of Christ after the resurrection, 
Kabir is engrossed weaving the shroud, as mad 
mystics continued dancing. In the five years the 
fifteen odd Mappamundis a conglomeration of 
images drawn from the traditional arts of the East 
and the West emerged to confront the events of the 
present: from the destruction of Bamiyan Buddha 
to atrocities on the inmates of Abu Gharib, the 
journeys continued through the lands Ambrogio 
Lorenzetti and Piero della Francesca painted, 
Kabir conjured and Derwishes dreamt of. In the 
process, the Victorian Tapestry Workshop in 
Melbourne decided to weave one of these 
Mappamundis. By a strange coincidence the size 
of the woven tapestry came to approximate the 
dimensions of the Ebstorf Mappamundi destroyed 
in the last war. 
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On the Work of Ayşe Erkmen:1  
At the juncture of things 
 
 
Gregory Volk 

Here’s one thing that’s become abundantly clear to 
me concerning Ayse Erkmen’s art: she doesn’t 
really work with signature materials, nor even with 
a kind of signature aesthetic, but instead uses 
whatever it takes to realize a piece, according to its 
own practice, yet quirky and idiosyncratic, logic. 
This approach demands from her a considerable 
flexibility, and for the viewer it results in a 
palpable sense of freshness and discovery. Even, 
or rather especially, if you have followed 
Erkmen’s work closely for some time, each new 
piece tends to arrive as a surprise, indeed as a 
particularly pent-up and evocative surprise. Still, 
there is something in common to all her various 
projects, which has more to do with a unifying 
sensibility then with materials or shared aesthetics. 
Erkmen frequently works with specific sites or 
architectural locations, which she slightly alters or 
otherwise transforms to elicit constellations 
between the “made” work, its site, and a host of 
corresponding cultural, historical, and 
psychological associations. Erkmen’s method of 
teasing out such a constellation is cerebral and 
analytical, but it’s also intensely sensitive – to a 
remarkable degree she opens herself to the project 
r location, and approaches everything with a 
keyed-up, much-discovering alertness. With the 
finished projects, there is a combination of the 
conceptual, an austere but acute visuality, and a 
rich, if understated, poetics that suggests many 
levels of possible meaning simultaneously. Almost 
always there is a coolly sensual element, that 
engages one comprehensively. Moreover, for all 
its exquisite formal and conceptual precision, 
Erkmen’s art is also humanly eventful – it’s filled 
with a profound sense not only of aesthetics, but of 
life.  

Regarding Erkmen’s flexibility, a good case in 
point is her controversial and acclaimed project 
last year for the Skulptur, Projecte in Munster 
(1997) exhibition. There, she had it in mind to 

work in some measure with Munster’s famous 
cathedral, one of the chief landmarks in town 
which neighbors the Westfalisches 
Landesmuseum’s building. To this end, she 
submitted one, then another, then a third proposal 
for consideration, each of which had to be 
approved by the church authorities, and each of 
which, by the way, had it been approved, would 
have resulted in a very convincing finished piece. 
For whatever reason, and the reasons are, no 
doubt, complex, no approval was forthcoming. 
Furthermore, during the whole ordeal it also 
eventually became apparent that no approval 
would ever be forthcoming.  

Erkmen, however, is an extraordinarily stubborn 
artist, and I don’t mean this as some kind of 
peculiar character trait. She is fiercely stubborn in 
terms of her work because she has extremely 
rigorous standards for her work, a very clear and 
honed sense of what the work should be exactly, 
and an unflappable will to carry it through to 
completion without compromise. The solution she 
came up with – to work not with the church itself 
per se, but in the sky above the church, over 
which the church has no jurisdiction – was 
marvelously simple, disarmingly poetic, and most 
drastically intelligent. Her project involved taking 
15th and 16th century figurative sculptures from 
the Landesmuseum’s storage facility, fitting them 
into a harness beneath a helicopter, having the 
helicopter tow the dangling sculptures around in 
the sky and especially above the church, and then 
gingerly deposit them on the ledge of the 
Landesmuseums’s roof, all the while blasting hati 
off the heads of onlookers, shaking the trees, and 
causing a windy commotion. There were 
references to the famous helicopter scene in the 
beginning of Fallini’s “La Dolce Vita” and there 
were also references to religiously-inspired 
angelic flights and soaring ascensions. You could 
call it a kind of engineered “miracle”, a 
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completely rigged situation which nevertheless 
took on elements of myth and fantastical dreams, 
and as you saw those stone figures flying through 
the air, or precariously standing on the museum’s 
roof, they seemed at once magical and ungainly, in 
a way that tapped deeply into one’s psyche. Of 
course, the story also had an entirely unplanned 
but wonderful fairy tale aspect harrumphing 
community elders (in the main, men), all those 
guardians of good morals, and acceptable social 
and religious decorum, wagging their fingers at, 
and trying to deny, a committed and willful 
women who would have none of it. 

My first encounter with Ayse Erkmen’s work was 
at the 4. Istanbul Biennial in 1995, an exhibition 
also curated by Rene Block. Her piece Westheim-

ACUU was in a large warehouse, which in its 
former incarnation served as a customs house for 
the shipping industry, and which had been empty 
for quite some time, until it was turned into an 
exhibition hall for the Biennial. It involved 
entirely covering the insider of a freight elevator 
with corrugated sheets of silver, gleaming metal – 
the name material once used for the shipping 
containers that passed through the building as a 
matter of course. Instantly, this material, without 
any comment or narrative on Erkmen’s part, 
encapsulated historical memory, and collapsed 
entire eras together the building’s energetic past 
and its forlorn time as a huge structure without 
obvious use. Traces from the past reappeared in an 
entirely new piece and condition to effect repairs 
or renovation, both literally and psychically. Even 
though the material Erkmen used was about as 
neutral as you can get – and it’s tough to imagine a 
material that discusses less of the subjective hand 
of the artist than sheets of pure metal – the piece 
wound up being inordinately gorgeous, and packed 
with resonances.  

Typically, it takes some time and patience to fully 
appreciate the multi-layered quality of Erkmen’s 
work. With the piece, there was a Donald Judd-
like use of gleaming industrial materials to make 
an austere geometric structure, and Erkmen is 
engaged with some of the tenets and strategies of 
Minimalism, notably via her reductive inclination 
to use only essentials, and nothing extraneous, in 
order to communicate an idea. Yet then again she 
didn’t make an independent or self-contained 
structure (to borrow Judd’s famous term, a 

“specific object”) but rather used all this metal to 
temporarily clarify and highlight, accentuate and 
transform, a space that was already there. The 
piece was all about relationships, for instance 
between the interior enclosure of the elevator and 
the surrounding architectural space outside, 
among many others, and it wound up tossing off 
all kinds of open-ended suggestions, to entropy 
and regeneration, past and future, fragility and 
endurance.  

In a sense, turning this otherwise undistinguished 
elevator into a luminous and dazzling zone would 
have been enough, but Erkmen took things one 
step further. As you gazed at her piece, absorbing 
its metallic but mirrory luster, it slowly 
disappeared from view, because it was 
programmed to constantly shuttle between the 
two floors of the building, up and down, ad 
infinitum. There was something restless and 
agitated, as well as stately and ceremonial, about 
this ceaseless shuttling action which marked the 
“in-between” as a locus. It evoked arrival and 
departure, loss and desire, searching as a 
permanent condition – even the kind of 
awkwardness you can feel when you’re not sure 
whether you’re in the right place (or indeed 
whether there is a right place to be at all.) While 
Erkmen’s works almost always refrain from any 
overtly autobiographical or personal references, 
it’s not a stretch to imagine that some very potent 
elements of her own life – as a female 
contemporary artist in Turkey, and as a Turkish 
artist who divides much of her time between her 
homeland and Germany (along with other 
countries) – very much entered into the work. 

As with the elevator, as with her place in 
Munster, Erkmen consistently has an ability to 
really open things up in terms of the metaphors 
and associates that cluster around her work. A 
permanent outdoors piece that recently opened in 
Berlin involves eight gracefully curving benches 
made out of shiny steel pipes. Located along the 
Spree River outside of a huge, new power plant in 
the heart of Berlin, they essentially look like 
brand-new radiators morphing into benches, and 
they are also fueled by the power plant itself, so 
that they are warm in the winter, and 
correspondingly cool in the summer. Once again, 
a lot comes together: a portion of the guts of the 
power plant, so to speak, all those pipes, pistons, 
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and humming machinery that you imagine are 
inside, get extended outside (although in a highly 
reduced manner). But once there, they 
immediately change into something else entirely, 
into welcoming park benches suggestive of 
relaxation and intimacy which is about the very 
last thing that you’d expect to find around a power 
plant. It’s this deflection of impersonal industrial 
materials toward an unexpected human realm – 
providing comfort and a place for respite – that is 
so compelling and ultimately generous, especially 
when you consider that the whole backdrop is this 
looming, giant-sized power plant which might 
otherwise dwarf everything in its vicinity. Yet at 
the same time this human touch gets imbued with 
world forces – with cycles of warming and 
cooling, with seasonal rhythms, with the coursing 
flows of primal energy. 

One of the strengths of Erkmen’s otherwise 
precisely calibrated art is how it often risks an 
element of the absurd or ridiculous, which in my 
opinion is a real plus. With her video piece Land 

Mines (1997) for instance, which it displayed on 
several monitors in a row, you see different green, 
computer-generated renditions of land mines, but 
transformed into rubbery, flexible, vaguely 
anthropomorphic shapes. Together, in their much-
moving way, they make a kind of choppy parade: 
hopping from back to front before zinging off into 
the distance on one monitor, cruising to the front 
in the “air” before soaring off at a diagonal in 
another, tumbling head over heels a third like 
some sort of circus acrobat or gymnast practicing 
for a competition, while accompanied by a medley 
of weirdly synthetic sounds. There is something 
hilarious about how these busy, reeling “figures” 
make their antic motion, but at the same time the 
work takes what are otherwise insidious and lethal 
weapons – the forms are based on a Red Cross 
catalogue of land mines and disarms them, so to 
speak, or drains them of their terror. There is also 
something irritating and obsessive, if not 
downright insane – something that has more than a 
bint of the madhouse, or of characters from Dante 
eternally enacting the terms of their own special 
punishments. Such unexpected combinations and 
juxtapositions abound in Erkmen’s work, and 
what’s also crucial here is the way this digital 
environment, which has an almost queasy aura of 
total artifice, nevertheless allows for all sorts of 
very human things to develop, namely a mix of 

exuberance and absurdity, humor and annoyance, 
vigor and futility, obsession and whimsy. In any 
event, it’s a hugely idiosyncratic work that’s 
positively mesmerizing, and when you leave it 
you feel at once baffled, chastened, and changed. 

Another thing that flows into Erkmen’s work is a 
pronounced alertness to social realities and 
dimensions. In 1994, as one part of a three part 
project in Berlin, she fastened a grid-like array of 
Turkish word fragments to the outside of an 
apartment building in Kreuzberg where many 
Turkish people live. These words were based on a 
peculiar grammatical construction that occurs in 
Turkish, and just about nowhere else. It has to do 
with verb endings that communicate events from 
the past, just not events experienced directly by 
the speaker, but rather told to him or her by 
another person. There is an elusive quality built 
into the language, having to do with versions of 
events that get filtered through another unnamed 
person, as well as the speaker –an actual of 
stories, a layering of perspectives. From the 
streets looking up, you could see these words on 
the sides of the buildings, which is a pretty 
interesting way of marking a particular urban 
territory, and especially one filled with 
immigration: their pure language, their unusual 
grammar, something utterly specific to the 
structure of their mother tongue, which they 
would have understood, but which the 
surrounding majority community would have not 
got at all (except for the very few of them who 
speak Turkish.) This work also alluded to external 
architectural ornamentation, as well as to 
advertisements on the sides of buildings.    

In stripping everything down to parts of words, 
arranged alphabetically on the side of the 
building, and to fragments of language isolated 
from any qualifying context like a narrative or 
even a sentence, Erkmen nevertheless articulated 
a complex would view in which rumors, 
guesswork, the slippage between different 
perspectives, and third-person stories are of 
fundamental importance. It’s a compelling 
perspective in general, and it gets even more 
compelling when you consider how much 
slippage, and how much missed meaning, occurs 
between Turkish people and Germans, but also in 
many other situations as well throughout the 
world. This deceptively simple installation/urban 
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alteration/language event (which once again had 
an austere beauty) got at some very pertinent 
issues concerning center and periphery majorities 
and “otherness”, and ultimately at the whole, 
oftentimes fractious and conflicted, experience of 
immigrants making their way in cultures very 
different then their own.     

Many of Erkmen’s projects (and I have mentioned 
just a few) have an uncanny way of occurring at 
the juncture of things. They are built of 
confluences and combinations, and they charnel 
and recast a great deal of what is going on around 
them, both physically and ideationally. 
Transformation is essential, and in Erkmen’s art 
things are always being transformed, reimagined, 
or deflected toward a new condition. So, too, is 
motion – although you would not normally think 
of her as a kinetic sculptor, quite a number of her 
works are filled with motion, either literally or 
implicitly. Furthermore, she has an ability to 
establish possibilities between genres or 
categories, such as between sculptures and 
performance, between video and sculpture, 
between architecture and installation, between 
installation and language. Her work can disturb the 
alto in question, it can be eruptive, and it can also 
be lyrical and full of grace, but in every event it 
persuasively challenges the viewer to perceive 
things with a lot more vigor and range. For me, 
Erkmen’s art sets a real standard, with its clarity, 
poetics, intelligence, and its spirit of honest, 
intensely probing, discovery.   

 

Figure 1. Ayşe Erkmen, “Sculptures on Air” 
[from: Shipped Ships, (Frankfurt am Main: 
Deutsche Bank, 2001, vol.II), 86] 

 

Figure 2. Ayşe Erkmen’s work on the façade of 
a cult building of modernist architecture in 
Rotterdam, 1996 [from: Shipped Ships, 
(Frankfurt am Main: Deutsche Bank, 2001, 
vol.II), 87] 

 

Figure 3. The “Images” exhibition held in 
1996 [from: Shipped Ships, (Frankfurt am 
Main: Deutsche Bank, 2001, vol.II), 90] 

                                                 
1 The Turkish artist Ayşe Erkmen presented her 
work at the congress, within the frame of plenary 
presentations. 
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